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Abstract
This study focuses upon the "Creative Exploitation of Electrodepositing
Metals onto Glass" and primarily addressesthe needs of the artist I
financial
the
technical,
craftsmen practitioner operating specifically within
For
limitations
this
the
scale
studio
environment.
of
small
and practical
is
the
much
of
research
of a scientific or technical nature
although
reason,
it is fundamentally driven from an artistic and decorative imperative.
The initial research centres upon culling information from a mishmash
of different sources, to provide a historical literature survey of time spread
techniques and contemporary practices within industrial and creative
This
traces the evolutionary development of the process from the
contexts.
1850's to the current day, and for the very first time establishes a single
body of knowledge on the subject which documents the disparate and
discrete applications and versions /approaches to the process and places
them within a broad framework which identifies their similarities,
differences and relativity's. This allows also for the first time, the
generation of simple, repeatable versions of the process and indicates their
possible application and exploitation. These are tested through empirical
and pragmatic experimentation, and the tabulated results used to devise
guidelines and a coherent code of practice capable of informing and
directing the small scale studio activities of the artist / craftsmen. In
particular methods of rendering the glass conductive known as metallizing
are examined and evaluated in order to assessthe feasibility of obtaining
true adhesion (defined as an independent and tenacious bonding between
the metal and the glass, although it is a conclusion of this research that
electrodeposition on glass relies upon the principle of encapsulation).
Parallel to this a series of samples are presented which explore the
aesthetic and creative potential of the technique. Their existence as
repositories and illustrations of possible further areas for exploration,
demonstrate a repeatable and premeditated control over the textural and
tactile electrodeposition of metals onto glass. Within this study their
exploitation has been driven by a personal visual language towards the
production of a body of exhibitable, quality artefacts. A further strand of
this research examines the feasibility of using procedures and decorative
effects identified for application in small scale studio as a basis for product
development and consultancy work/practice within larger commercially
directed environments.
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Preface
For the purpose of clarity, it is important that this thesis/dissertation is
in
influenced
has
its
intended
the
this
way
context, since
understood within
direct
have
the
it
has
developed
on
effect
a
and
and
will
evolved,
which
reader's expectations.
The origins of this research into the "Creative and Decorative
Exploitation of Electrodepositing Metals on to Glass" lie within the
defined
PhD
As
this
project was originally
study.
such,
parameters of a
Research
Related
CNAA
booklet
background
the
and
of
against
Activities in Art and Design (1989 - VAL 104), which promoted a model
of art and design research comprising of an equal division of quality
creative work and conventional academic study.
The research project was conducted within the auspices of
Wolverhampton University, under the academic supervision of by
Professor Keith Cummings (Reader in Research and an eminent glass
artist) and Professor David Crow (Dean of Research and a distinguished
W.
by
Industrial
sponsorship and support was supplied
electrochemist).
Canning Ltd, who played a collaborative role in providing technical advice
and professional expertise.
The electroplating facility used throughout the course of the research
was moderate in size but comprehensive. This comprised of an 80 litre
tank, containing an acid copper sulphate electroplating solution. For the
purpose of conducting analysis procedures and for ease of maintenance, a
proprietary solution, purchased under the trade name of "Cuprasol Mark
5", was selected for use. This was employed for the vast majority of
research activities, although where necessary the sponsoring company
provided accessto additional plating processes
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used within the text. Equivalent
abbreviations are used to express both singular and plural quantities.
Unless otherwise stated all measurements are imperial/British.
Length
micron (0.001mm)
millimetre
centimetre
metre

thou
In or "
ft

a thousandth of an inch
inch
foot

square centimetre
square decimetre
square metre

in2
ft2/ft sq.
cfm

square inch
square foot
cubic feet per metre

cubic centimetre
millilitre
litre

fl. oz
pt
gal

fluid ounce
pint
gallon

mg

milligram(me)

gr

grain

gm(s)
kg

gram(me)
kilogram(me)

oz
lb.

ounce
pound

oz/gal

ounce per gallon

um
mm
cm
m
Area
cm2
dm2
m2
Volume
cm3
ml
1

Weight

Concentration
g/1

gram(me) per litre

cm3/1

fl oz/gal fluid ouncesper gallon
cubic centimetresper
litre
(equivalentto cc/1)
millilitres per litre
cubic centimetresper litre
molarity

mi/l
cc/i
1(N)

Electric Supply
A. C.
alternatingcurrent
A or amp amperes

D.C.
V

direct current
volts

Current Density
CD

current density

A/dm2
Asf

ampsper decimetresquared
ampsper squarefoot

g/amp hr

grams of metal deposited by passing 1 amp through asolution
for 1 hour
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Temperature
C
temperaturein degreescentigrade
F
temperaturein degreesfahrenheit
R/T
room temperature
Chemical Formulae
EDTA
H2O

ethylenediaminetetraacetate acid
water

General
A/C
CCE

artist /craftsman
cathode current

BS
N. B.

British standard
Note

efficiency
COSHH
C
Brit.

control of substanceshazardous to health
Century
c
circa
British
USA
United States of
America

Nat
Fig

national

Nos.

number

figure

Pat No:

patent number

conc.
min(s)
hr(s)

concentration

sp.gr

specific gravity

minute
hour

psi (lbJin2 ) pounds per square inch
h
height

length
overall diameter

d
A

0

diameter
Angstrom. A hundredmillionth of a centimetre

(l04cm. ) A unit usedto
measure the thickness of

film
thin
a
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Health and Safety Note
Finally, before commencing, it is important to point out that many of the
chemicals mentioned within the following text are highly toxic and
extremely dangerous. They should not, therefore, be employed without
first seeking professional advice and a thorough prior understanding of
their properties. The chemicals mentioned are not specific to
electrodeposition. They are, therefore, covered in health and safety terms
elsewhere, and these guidelines should be consulted. Particular reference
should be made to current COSHH regulations. Nevertheless, it is
in
knowledge
how
behave
to
they
advisable obtain a
of
when utilized
may
electrochemical reactions implicit to the electrodeposition process.
Although some fundamental guidelines are given in the appendix, it must
be acknowledged that it is beyond the scope of this enquiry to provide a
comprehensive explanation or understanding of the potential hazards of
either chemical or electrical reactions. The A/C must therefore take
solelcomplete responsibility for taking whatever steps are deemed
necessaryto place him/herself in an informed position before commencing
with any practical work.

i
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Introduction
Aims and Objectives
The primary objective of this research is to distil from the disparate and
item specific systems which exist under the generic description of
electrodeposition, a practical, coherent and simple system, which bears
initial
The
to
reference
glass.
research into the history of the
particular
industrial manifestations of electrodeposition over the past 150 years will
provide the information required to define model(s) of the process capable
of direct and easy application by an artist/craftsperson (A/C) practitioner
operating within the practical, technical and financial limitations of a
small-scale studio environment. By offering a coherent code of practice,
pertinent professional remarks and encouragement, it is hoped that this
will establish a fundamental understanding of the process, and a
foundation stone from which the aspiring A/C can embark upon an
exciting creative adventure and further extend his repertoire of skills. In
particular, this research will focus upon exploring and evaluating the
possibilities of achieving adherent bonding between the metal and the
glass by examining procedures for making the glass conductive prior to
initiating successful deposition. It is hoped that from this investigation and
experimentation it will be possible to establish recommended versions of
the process. Although much of the research and thesis is scientific and
technical, it is nevertheless driven by an artistic and decorative imperative.
Parallel to this, empirical and practical research will focus upon the
development of a body of quality artefacts which demonstrate and exploit
the formal aesthetic qualities and creative potential of this technique.
These evolve out of preliminary research undertaken to illustrate premeditated control over the generation of textural and tactile effects, which
are of a structural or highly decorative nature. Their exploitation is driven
from a base of personal preference and visual language, towards the
production of a series of exhibitable artefacts. It is anticipated that this
evidence of research activity will form between 30-50% of the work
submitted, and that this will be presented and finally exhibited for
examination in its own right. The most important criteria by which this
research is to be judged effective is with regard to the way it facilitates
such personal and aesthetic enquiries in the future.
Although the creative and academic strands of this research form two
independent lines of enquiry, it is envisaged that, as a result of explaining
and documenting practical procedures, evidence of cross referencing will
occur, which in the final submission will allow them to merge and form a..
coherent whole. It is hoped that this integration of technically-based
instruction and the presentation of decorative samples will establish a
framework of knowledge which transcends the limitations of this thesis, to
permit the empirical use of the information presented, and provide a fresh
approach to the process.
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A final strand/extensionof this researchexaminesthe feasibility of
using proceduresand ornamentalqualities identified for applicationand
developmentwithin the small-scalestudio for exploitation within larger
commercially-directedenvironments.

ResearchMethodology
To conduct this research, it is necessaryto draw, analyse and distil
information from a broad range of sources. These investigations recruit the
assistanceof libraries, museum archives, journals, government papers,
patent office publications and literature from textbooks, and rely upon
collaboration with a diverse range of industrial enterprises, technical
laboratories and electroplating specialists. This fundamental core of
knowledge is supplemented by information derived from contact with
individual artists/craftsmen. Research involves retracing the evolutionary
development of the technique (and that of its allied disciplines) from its
modest beginnings through to its highly sophisticated state today. This
facilitates the identification of working methods/procedures, and provides
a source of inspiration for adapting ideas, and borrowing principles and
practices from other disciplines, which in turn, opens up the opportunity to
detect new avenues of exploration and practical experimentation. A set of
test criteria are used to identify which are the most suitable for practical
application within the studio environment. The research is conducted on
three main levels:
(1)A base line of information culled from a wide range of sources and
therefore of differing degrees of relevance;

(2)From this reservoira numberof practical experimentsare identified
and carried out;
(3)From thesea selectionof actual samplesare generated.
This represents a gradual focusing of attention on fruitful and rewarding
procedures, and their presentation in a tactile and visual format.

The Organization and Presentation of the Research
This thesis presents the results of this research within a format which is
simple, concise and directly accessible. For this reason, a deliberate effort
is made to avoid using unnecessarytechnical jargon. However, a clear and
direct understanding of the fundamental plating terminology is attempted
since this is necessary to facilitate meaningful correspondence/dialogue
with plating specialists. This in turn should advance the A/C's
comprehension of the process and assists the practitioner in resolving
potential plating difficulties.

The contentspagereflects the main areasof this enquiry. Although
this appearsto define distinct subjectareas,it must be stressedthat this
arrangementis presentedin the knowledgethat cross-referencingof
information betweencorrespondingchaptersis desirable.It is also
apparentthat somepassagesof information are not overtly or exclusively
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These
sections,
the
onto
glass.
about
process of electrodepositing metals
fundamental
be
include
2
5,
to
of
considered
chapters
and
are
which
importance in placing the subject within the broader context of
in
light
be
this
and seen as a valuable
electroplating, and should
viewed
source of reference. Finally, no attempt has been made to cite references
for every statement made within the text. The comprehensive bibliography
at the end of the thesis covers those sources of literature which were
for
in
This
those
this
thesis.
consulted researching
may prove useful
practitioners wishing to pursue a more detailed study of the plating
process. In fact it should be emphasised that the whole study has been
based on practicality, and the generation, organization and presentation of
information has been geared to this end.
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Chapter 2A

Definitions of the Electroplating Process
Introduction
The process of electrodepositing metals onto glass represents a highly
specialized area of research. Therefore to establish a realistic perspective
be
the
must
made to place the process
effort
a
precursory
subject,
on
for
broader
the
what
scene
context of electroplating, and so set
within the
is to follow. To accomplish this, the following chapter will attempt to:
(i)

Define terminology

(ii) Describethe main processes
(iii) Outline allied processes
(iv)
(v)

Place these activities within an overall framework which
clarifies their relationships to one another
Help A/C to place commercial versions of the process in
for
further
identify
creative
of
contact
points
context, and
research.

A Summary of Commercial Electroplating

Applications

Electroplating constitutes a form of surface finishing, the primary
it
is
to
to
the
the
surface
modify
enabling
of
of
metal,
so
objective
which
inherit a new set of properties or physical characteristics. This is an
its
to
the
to
component suitable performing
essential prerequisite rendering
intended function.
In industry metals are electroplated for a variety of reasons. To instil
an appreciation of this, the following brief resume will concentrate upon
identifying mainstream applications of the process which are of common
industrial/commercial use. Frequently, electroplating is employed for
functional applications, typically either to coat a component (eg. nails)
with a tarnish-resistant/non-corrodible film which is designed to provide
protection from the atmosphere and wear and tear of the surrounding
environment, or to engender mechanical qualities which serve to promote
strength, hardness or durability (for example, fittings for the aircraft or
automobile industry). Alternatively as, for example, in engineering
applications, electroplating may be used to alter the dimensional tolerances
of an object, usually to comply with the finite requirements of a design
specification.

The aboveexamplesrepresentindustrial applicationsof the process.
However, in many cases,electroplatingis employedfor purely decorative
applications.In this context, the processperformsthe role of enhancingthe
aestheticappearanceof a product, so renderingit more alluring and
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desirableto the intendedconsumer.This is exemplified both in the
fashion
fabrication
in
base
the
of cheap
metals
silver/gold plating of
jewellery, and in the chromeplating of electrical appliances.
Fundamentally, however, many coatings will perform a dual decorative
fall
into
Finishes
this category represent the
which
and protective role.
largest single application of the process.
Alongside these mainstream activities, technical progress over recent
into
diversify
has
to
the
a new range
electroplating process
years
enabled
of highly specialized and unique applications. In particular, advancements
in the fabrication of plateable plastics, which have been exploited in
conjunction with the conductive properties of electrodeposited copper,
have enabled the process to be exploited in the manufacture of printed
circuit boards for the electronics industry, whereas the bright specular
lamp
in
lining
have
fostered
been
properties of silver and rhodium plate
industry.
in
the
the
computer
magnetic properties of cobalt
reflectors, and
These unorthodox applications illustrate both the opportunities and
enormous potential of the process.

Electrical (Electrolytic) Methods of Metal Deposition
The techniques of electroplating, electrodeposition and electroforming, all
rely upon the use of an externally applied current of electricity, for this
reason they are collectively referred to as "electrolytic" processes.
Definitions which discriminate between the processesof electroplating,
electrodeposition and electroforming are delineated below:
Electroplating is a process by which an article can be coated with a
thin (typically 1-500 millionths of an inch), characteristically smooth,
bright, adherent film of metal, which becomes a permanent part of the
object. This term is used specifically in relationship to the treatment of
metal substrates,and should be clearly distinguished from the term
electrodeposition, which is used to refer to applications where the process
is employed for coating dielectric/non-conductive substrates such as glass
with metal films. Whilst relying upon the same basic principles, the allied
process of electroforming differs from those of electroplating/
electrodeposition in two fundamental ways. Firstly, a substantially thicker
(between approximately 1 thou of an inch - 0.001 (25.4 µm) and 1/4 - 1/2
inch (6-12.5 mm)), denser, and often more heavily textured layer of metal
is formed, and secondly, the deposit is designed to be poorly adherent so
that on completion it can be deliberately divorced/separated from the base
object, which merely functions as a mould/mandrel in the fabrication of a
self-supporting, independent metal structure.
Electroforming is used to create or reproduce, with complete
dimensional accuracy and detail, hollow metal forms and lightweight
reliefs which are not capable of production by any other metal working
technique. However, the notoriously slow and laborious nature of the
process renders it expensive and inappropriate to all but the most unique
and specialized of applications. It is worth noting that A/C pursuing this
technique are likely to come across the term "galvanoplasty". Although
this nomenclature has been used throughout history to refer to the process
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it
of electroforming, is now considered to be archaic and obsolete. An
insight into both the decorative potential of the technique and precedences
for its creative and artistic exploitation are illustrated and discussed in
Chapters 7 and 3 respectively. This demonstrates how, with ingenuity, the
A/C can extract and manipulate those elements of a commercial process
which are considered to be of interest, and redeploy them in a manner
never intended or considered feasible by industry to generate a new mode
of creative expression.
Fundamentally, the three processesof electroplating, electrodeposition
and electroforming are inextricably linked by several common factors. In
principle, they all rely upon the same basic technology, equipment and
mode of operation. The essential difference lies in their field of
application. Whereas electroplating and electrodeposition are purely used
to produce a desirable finish on an existing piece of work, electroforming
is used to actually synthesize or create an object.
Electrochemistry is the foundation stone which underpins all of the
processesoutlined above. This is the area of scientific study devoted to
investigating the theory behind the process of electrodeposition, and is
based upon exploring chemical reactions which occur when an electrical
current is passedthrough an electroplating solution. An explanation of the
fundamental principles of the electrodeposition process are dealt with in
Chapter 4D. The first qualitative studies of this science were carried out by
Faraday in 1833-43, and who went on to pioneer the two laws which
govern electroplating today.

Chemical (Non-electrolytic) Methods of Metal Deposition
Severalother processesexist which are capableof coating an object with
metal purely as a result of a chemicalreaction.Thesetechniquesdo not
require the applicationof an electrical current, and are therefore
collectively termed "non-electrolytic processes". Although scientifically
unrelated, these processes,which include immersion plating and
electroless plating, invariably constitute an important part of the
operators/practitioners repertoire of skills since they are commonplace
within a typical electroplating workshop environment.

The former processof, immersionplating, occurswhen a basemetal is
submergedin a solution of anothermetal which appearshigher in the
electromotiveseries(refer to Chapter7- Table 7/2). For example,when a
piece of steel is immersedin an aqueoussolution of coppersulphate,it
will becomespontaneouslycoatedwith a copperfilm, and simultaneously
by a processof chemical exchangeand displacement,an equal reciprocal
quantity of steel will be dissolvedinto solution. The reactionis finite, and
will ceaseas soon as the basemetal becomesentirely coveredin a film of
metal. The processis relatively cheapand simple to employ. However,
immersion depositsonly havea very limited practical application since the
resulting metal films are thin, porousand non-adherent.They are,
therefore,reservedfor specific applications,suchas the cheapgilding of
fashionjewellery, and the tin coating of solderedconnectionplatesin the
electronicsindustry.
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By comparison, electroless deposition, pioneered in the 1940s by
Brenner and Riddell, has a much broader scope for commercial
The
The
object
a
chemical
reaction.
application.
process again relies upon
to be treated is submerged in an aqueous solution of the coating metal.
Metal deposition is then triggered off/initiated through the addition of a
does
However,
the
not occur
reduction process
chemical reducing agent.
indiscriminately throughout the solution (as in many mirroring processes),
but occurs selectively, on pre-treated, "catalysed", areas of the substrate
surface, enabling metal deposition to take place in a controlled and
predetermined manner. Many electroless plating processesare described as
being "autocatalytic". This means that once the chemical reaction has been
activated and deposition initiated, the reaction becomes self-perpetuating,
be
indefinitely,
to
thickness
continues
an
unlimited
of
metal
and
permitting
built up. However, because this occurs at a rate which is fixed by the
itself,
the
the process is notoriously
chemical
actual speed of
reaction
slow. This anomaly, coupled with the expensive nature of the chemicals
and reducing solutions (which are consumed in large quantities), means
that the process is not yet capable of competing directly with conventional
electroplating procedures.
Despite this, the process has found a commercial niche. Most notably,
it is employed for metallizing non-conductive substrates in preparation for
subsequentelectrodeposition (this procedure is referred to in greater detail
in Chapter 6B), and for producing printed circuitry for the electronics
industry. Most of these applications are directly attributable to the unique
characteristics and specialized properties of electrolessly deposited metal
coatings. In particular, electrolessly deposited films are superior to
conventional electroplated coatings in so far as they are able to impart a
perfectly uniform and even thickness of metal over the entire surface of
the object, regardless of its morphology. This allows a very accurate
control of film thickness, and good surface coverage of metal on deeply
recessedand intricate forms. The films produced are dense, hard and nonporous. Furthermore, many electroless deposits (including nickel and
cobalt) have unique chemical and mechanical properties which yield
significantly more durable and corrosion resistant films than would
otherwise be possible using conventional electroplating procedures.

Peripheral Activities which Typically Fall within the
Operating Parameters of an Electroplating Workshop
The A/C practitioner is likely to come into contactwith severalother
surfacefinishing procedureswhich take place in an electroplating
workshop.Thesewill be mentionedin passingto familiarise the
practitioner with the terminology involved. However, no attempthasbeen
madeto discusstheseat any depth as they representperipheralprocedures
which shareno direct relationshipto the processof electrodepositingmetal
on to glass.
The first is anodizing aluminium (Fig. 2/1). This procedure forms a
bright, but invisible oxide film on the surface of the metal, which enhances
the aesthetic/decorative appearanceof the aluminium and passivates the
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Fig. 2/1

Anodising Aluminium

t

The surfaceof the aluminium is coatedwith an anodic film of
is
followed by rinsing and immersion in an
This
aluminium.
dye
film
To
the
to
the
to
enable
oxide
absorb colour.
organic
completethe processthe metal is rinsed, dried and sealed.
This is an effective methodof coating aluminium with a
brightly colouredand tough/corrosionresistantsurface.
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surface, to render it protective and corrosion resistant. With care,
anodizing procedures can be manipulated to produce surface films which
are absorbent and porous in nature. These are capable of being
impregnated with organic dyes and inorganic pigments to evoke a range
ofiridescent coloured effects. Furthermore, the surface finish can be
manipulated to form highly polished/reflective, satin or matt surface
textures, depending upon the physical condition, characteristics and
inherent properties and of the underlying base metal.
Chromating is also commonly employed. This controlled conversion
process takes the form of either a chemical or electrochemical immersion
treatment, which can be used on a wide range of metals including zinc,
silver, copper, brass, tin and cadmium. The process passivatesthe surface
of the metal by promoting the formation of a complex surface gel,
comprising of chromium compounds and oxides of the base metal. The
resulting film retards corrosion and is particularly effective where products
are exposed to wet, stagnant or moist atmospheres. It also yields a
brilliantly specular surface finish. In particular, the process prevents
unsightly finger staining (imparted through physical handling), and
provides a protective surface finish which preserves the appearanceof
decorative goods. As such it represents a commonly employed post-plating
treatment for decorative silver and copper plate. Chromate conversion
coatings are also used to provide a suitable surface key for the adhesion of
subsequent paint treatments. However, by nature chromating procedures
actively strip/dissolve metal away from the prepared surface. It is therefore
imperative that any electrodeposited/plated coatings are of a sufficient film
thickness (at least 4µm (0.16 thou)) to withstand the harsh nature of this
finishing treatment. Further details regarding the practical application of
chromating procedures are referred to in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2B

Historical Background
Introduction
This section is devoted to describing the origins and emergence of the
electroplating process and is intended for reference purposes. Its primary
objective is to provide a brief overview of the principal developments, by
analysing those factors which played a significant role in promoting and
advancing the electroplating cause. As such it does not pretend to be
comprehensive. Literature and texts which provide a more detailed,
account of these events are referred to in the main bibliography.
For ease and accessibility the information contained within this
section has been subdivided into two parts. The first is very general and
traces the evolutionary development of electroforming and electroplating.
Although the two techniques are often regarded as separateand
independent disciplines, they have been intimately related and inextricably
entwined throughout their historical development and will therefore be
considered in tandem with one another. This will establish a solid
background of knowledge. By comparison, the second part is very specific
and describes the emergence and development of the technique of
electrodepositing metals onto glass. This will review the passageof the
process through history, and account for its rise and fall in popularity.
It is important to understand that neither of these sections should be
viewed in isolation. In essencethey represent a basic framework of
knowledge, which it is hoped will cultivate a broader historical
understanding of the process. These sections form an essential foundation
stone which should be consulted in cross-referencing information and in
positioning the very specific aspectsof the process, described in Chapters
3 and 5, within the broader context of the art form of electroplating.

Section 1: The Evolution and Development of Electroplating
Technology
Proceduresfor coating articles with metallic films can be tracedback to a
very early date.Historically, techniquessuchas `gilding' which preceded
the breakthroughof electroplatingrelied almost exclusively upon
`immersion' procedures.Thesedid not employ the useof an applied
electrical current and centredaroundchemical reductionprocesses.The
Egyptiansand Arabs were amongstthe earliestto patronizegilding
techniques,lavishing burnishedgold leaf upon their architectureand
ceremonialtreasures.Later experimentscarried out by medieval
alchemistsin the early 1600sgaverise to the mystical art form of copper
coating iron. This was the springboardfrom which a host of other
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directed
launched
during
1700s.
These
the
were
scientific activities were
towards progressively advancing the technology and applications of the
process. During the ensuing years, Baume unveiled the possibilities of
gilding copper and its alloys using a formulation of gold chloride. This
solution was a forerunner to the popular and notoriously dangerous
mercury amalgams which followed and underwent the thrust of
commercialization to become widely exploited in the mass production of
gilded bric-ä-brac in the early 1800s. Essentially it was these wellestablished and widely practised techniques which preceded the
emergenceof the electroplating process.
Events preceding the discovery of the electroplating process
The discovery and evolution of the electrodeposition process was directly
related to the discovery of electricity and man's ability to harnessand
manipulate its energy for practical applications. Inspired by the
observations of Luigi Galvani, it was Alessandro Volta who, in 1796,
generated the first real source of electrical energy using a `voltaic pile' (or
electro-pile). The discovery revolutionized the scientific world. It was the
very first battery. After formal presentation of the invention to the
National Academy in 1800, further research was undertaken by the Italian
scientist Brugnatelli who, in 1803, became the first person to successfully
gild a silver coin using the new voltaic pile. Despite this accomplishment,
the device received a hostile and dubious reception, and faced by
opposition and personal prejudice Volta failed to gain the recognition or
praise he deserved.
It was not until 1840 that Volta's invention was rediscovered, and the
true potential of the battery was fully acknowledged and exploited.
Fundamentally this rudimentary energy cell became the forerunner to the
electro-magnetic electricity generators, batteries, and rectifiers of the
1930's. These devices generated and supplied the electrical power which
was central to rendering the discovery and application of the electroplating
process feasible.
The emergence and early development of the process:
Electroplating
The advent of electricity inspired fervent research into electrogilding
procedures during the early 1800s. In England under the auspices of his
tutor Sir Humphrey Davy Michael Faraday was making tentative
explorations and enquiries into the principles of electrochemistry. Faraday
constructed his own galvanic battery, and conducted investigations which
gave rise to `Faraday's Laws' (refer to Chapter 4D). Today, these
principles remain an unchallenged and fundamental cornerstone of the
electrodeposition process. It was subsequently Faraday, in affiliation with
Whewell, who became responsible for coining the phrases `electrolyte',
`electrolysis', `anode' and `cathode' which have since become
synonymous with the electroplating process.
True electroplating with its reliance upon an external source of
electricity was discovered in 1836. The breakthrough was pre-empted by
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the invention of the Daniell Cell, which was capable of sustaining a more
dependable source of electricity. Great exhilaration and excitement
emerged which accelerated further scientific exploration. The enormous
commercial potential of the process was widely recognized, and soon the
technique became shrouded in secrecy as a result of fierce competition and
professional rivalry. A fervent air of euphoria and enthusiasm was eagerly
generated from a broad field of scientific and industrial entrepreneurs,
de
in
Germany,
from
Elkingtons
in
England,
W.
Siemens
the
ranging
von
Roulz and Christofle in France, de la Rive in Switzerland, and Hermann
von Jacobi and Maximillian Herzog von Leuchtenberg (son-in-law to the
Tsar) in Russia. Each major breakthrough was impetuously contested as
opposing parties jostled for technical supremacy and formal recognition.
Electroforming
The allied technique of electroforming was discovered in 1938-9, when
Professor Jacobi (Fig. 2/2) of the Academy of Science in St Petersburg,
Russia, fabricated the first copper facsimiles. This was celebrated as a
major breakthrough, and the rights to the new technique which was
referred to as `Galvanoplasty' were immediately seized upon and
purchased by the Tsar, who publicly presented the knowledge as a gift to
the world.
Electroforming achievements of a similar nature were simultaneously
reported by Jordan in London and Thomas Spence in Edinburgh. However
in England it was Parkes of Elkingtons who perfected and refined the
technique, prompting Buckingham Palace to set aside a royal chamber for
further research in formal recognition of the achievement. (An early
electroforming set-up is show in Fig. 213) The discovery had wider
implications. The electroforming process unveiled the potential for
eliciting metal deposition on a whole range of non-conducting substrates.
Subsequentpatent specifications consolidated the new electroforming
technology and helped channel its use into predominantly decorative
applications. The creative freedom of the process, and its suitability to
reproducing light-weight facsimiles of exceptional intricacy with minimal
effort and unrivalled financial expedience, served to further promote and
endorse its widespread popularity. Most notably electroforming found a
competitive market niche in the replication of historical antiques (Fig.
2/4). Centres of excellence arose dedicated solely to this new art form. In
particular the Wuttembergische Metallwarenfabrik in Geisling, Germany,
became renowned for its skill and expertize in manipulating and exploiting
the electroforming technique. These advancesenabled a wealth of Greek,
Mycenaean, Etruscan and Bronze Age treasuresand excavated
archaeological finds to be recreated. Electroformed initially in copper,
these were subsequently gilded or silvered to create an authentic finish
(which rivalled the quality of the original artefacts). These were sold
worldwide to governments and museums alike in a highly lucrative
market. Unique artefacts and jewellery which were not capable of
fabrication by other metalworking technique now emerged, alongside the
mass production of hollow figurines and embossedtemplates. The
practicability and flexibility of the process enabled it to permeate into the
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Fig. 2/2

Moritz

Hermann von Jacobi,
(1801 - 1874)

In 1838, whilst studying at the Academy of Sciences
in St. Petersburg, Jacobi dicovered and developed
the electroforming process. Later, after the
publication of the Elkington and Wright cyanide
process in 1840, Jacobi played a major role in
fostering and promoting the use of gold plating in
Russia.
(Source: HUNT, L. B. (1973) The early history of gold-plating.
A tangled tale of disputed priorities. Gold Bulletin, Vol. 6,
p.20)
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A Mid-Nineteenth

Century Electroforming

Set-up

(Source: WEISBERG, A. M. (1981) Electroforming. American Jewellery Manufacturer,
(May, No. 5), p.41)
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Fig. 2/4

Electroformed Antiques. Two
Electroformed and Gold Plated Vases

Producedby Alexander Parkesand now in possessionof the
ScienceMuseum,London. They bear Elkingtons datemark
for 1845
(Source: HUNT, L. B. (1973) The early history of gold-plating. A tangled
tale of disputed priorities. Gold Bulletin, Vol. 6, p.25)
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vocabularyof artists,sculptorsanddesigners(particularly in the
electroformingof plastermaquettes).This trend hassincebeenrevived to
facilitate its widespreadexploitation in contemporaryart today.
Elsewhere electroplating/forming was undergoing similar rapid
expansion and exploitation. Russia's entrepreneurs in particular were
famous for their technical prowess. Here the Tsar's son-in-law,
Maximilian Herzog Von Leuchtenberg (1817-1852), in affiliation with
Jacobi, set up a thriving business which became renowned for its dexterity
and expertise in electroforming silver, gold, and copper. They established
an unrivalled precedencein the art form which found notoriety and
creative expression in the embellishment of cathedral interiors, and the
electroforming of an exquisite range of icons and statuettes which were
destined for prestigious venues including the Isaac Cathedral and Bolshoi
Theatre. Ambitious architectural projects were also fervently pursued. In
particular, a series of magnificent gold domes were electroformed for the
Church of the Redeemer in Moscow (Fig. 215). Designed to strict
engineering specifications, these took three years to complete and indicate
the sheer complexity and scale of the challenges and tasks undertaken.
Naturally the Russians were deeply envied and highly revered for their
commensurate technical and creative skill. Their much-celebrated works
of art were in great demand and eagerly sought after throughout Europe.
The establishment of the process as a recognized art form
Copper plating emerged synonymously with the introduction of the
process and evolved into an established practice. A new impetus of
research was now directed towards developing solutions which would be
capable of electrodepositing gold and silver. The Elkington brothers in
England, (Fig. 216), who were already well-versed with mercury gilding
procedures, ambitiously embarked upon a new research programme in
pursuit of this goal. Determined to succeed,they forged close working
relationships with numerous experts. In particular, they cultivated
negotiations with W. von Siemens, the leading exponents of the process in
Germany, with the intention of purchasing any new initiatives which
displayed the potential for electroplating gold and silver.
However, it was John Wright in England who revealed the crucial key
to electroplating precious metals. This centred around the employment of
cyanide-based solutions. The consultation which followed between John
Wright and the Elkington brothers inspired their commercial partnership,
and led to the publication of a series of patent specifications. These reveal
that despite some evidence of unresolved teething problems, these

solutionsembracedthe spirit of this discoveryand encapsulatedthe
fundamentalprinciple upon which the depositionof preciousmetal still
relies today.
The process provoked enormous rivalry and competition. In France,
de Roulz adopted a different approach to resolving the challenge. He
employed gold plating solutions based on gold oxide and potassium
hydroxide. However he soon discarded this concept in favour of using the
more highly effective cyanide based solutions, a resolution he reaffirmed
through several patent specifications which were comparable to those
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Fig. 2/5 The Church of the Redeemer, Moscow
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The first example of gold plating to specification was almost
certainly the gilding of the five domes of the Church of the
Redeemer, in Moscow. Built to commemorate the defeat of
Napoleon, work began in 1839, and continued for many
years. In 1854 the domes - the largest 100 feet in diameter were gold plated in the plant of Duke Maximilian von
Leuchtenberg in St. Petersburg, the amount of gold
deposited being tested by a special commission which
checked two out of every 100 sheetsplated. The
specification called for 28.44 grams of gold per square
metre, with a tolerance of 20 per cent, and if the samples did
not meet these requirements the whole batch was rejected.
The total weight of gold deposited was slightly less than 500
kilograms. Unfortunately, the church was demolished after
the revolution and its site is now occupied by the giant
Moskva swimming pool.
(Source: HUNT, L. B. (1973) The early history of gold-plating. A tangled
tale of disputed priorities. Gold Bulletin, Vol. 6, p.27)
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Fig. 2/6 George Richards Elkington,
(1800 -1865)

On 25thmarch 1840, George Richards
Elkington and his cousin Henry Elkington filed

for
a patent gold and silver plating. The final
specificationof September25thincorporated
the use of cyanidebathsproposedby John

Wright of Birmingham and from this
development stemmed the whole commercial
successof the process although the work of
many others had led up to it and many more
were to make their contribution. Elkingtons

major role lay in his gatheringof all the threads
togetherand in taking the first practical stepsto
put them into industrial use
From a portrait by Samuel West in the City Museum and
Art Gallery, Birmingham
(Source: HUNT, L. B. (1973) The early history of goldplating. A tangled tale of disputed priorities. Gold

Bulletin, Vol. 6, p. 17)
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and thrive throughout the 1860s.
The Elkingtons were keen to promote and capitalize upon their new
found successby issuing licenses for their gold and silver plating
floundered
in
Britain
A
under the resistance of
which
strategy
solutions.
Sheffield platers who feared it would undermine their own industrial
supremacy. Determined to succeed, the Elkington brothers retaliated,
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exploitation of the process.
This policy gave rise to two significant breakthroughs. Firstly, they
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to
the
which they were able to
patent
secured
rights
glean valuable information regarding John Woolrich's galvanic battery.
This was modified and used as a basis for manufacturing the first
batteries
Elkington
the
which
electroplating
commercially available
brothers put into successful production in 1846. Secondly, in 1847 in
collaboration with William Millward and Morris Lyons, the company
first
describing
`Bright'
the
very
registered a patent specification
electroplating solution. This was capable of producing highly reflective
by
lustrous
deposits.
These
various
were
supplemented
achievements
and
other amendments and improvements in electroplating technology which
the Elkingtons developed over the prevailing years.
The Great Exhibition of 1862 marked a watershed. This was the real
turning point. With the demise of Sheffield plate, electroplating was
heralded as the great technical achievement of the era. Formal
commendation led to its widespread acceptancethroughout society, and
extensive financial and commercial investment rapidly followed.
Electroplating and electroforming prospered throughout the 1870s,
Europe.
in
India,
lucrative
Australia
Africa,
trade
and
generating a
export
New research was now directed towards developing creative as opposed to
technical innovations, reflecting the permeation of the process into an
expanding market of decorative applications. The process gathered
momentum and continued to enjoy heavy commercial exploitation right up
until the turn of the century.
The creative vogue of the art nouveau period (1890-1910) served to
further enhance the popularity of the electroplating process. Unlike its
fading rival (Sheffield plate) electroplating was found to be a sympathetic
and sensitive vehicle for enhancing and replicating the natural ambience
and fluidity of the new style. The Elkington brothers seized upon the
opportunity to consolidate and expand upon their prominent commercial
position. A whole range of naturalistic objects were electroformed,
including snuff boxes, buttons and other curious trinkets. Elkingtons also
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Fig. 2/7

Charles Christofle,
(1805 - 1863)

Founderof the well known Paris firm of
goldsmiths,silversmithsand cutlery

manufacturers that still bears his name.
Christofle had the foresight to realise the great
importance of the patents filed by Roulz and
Elkington and he became a licensee of both.
Despite an extraordinary number of legal
had
he
fight,
to
and even more violent
actions
debate lasting over five years, he established a
highly successful business in gold and silver
plating in France.
From a portrait in possession of L'Orfeverie Christofle,
Paris
(Source: HUNT, L. B. (1973) The early history of goldplating. A tangled tale of disputed priorities. Gold

Bulletin, Vol. 6, p.24)
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Victorian
Pugin,
the
eminent
embarkedupon ambitiousprojectswith
architect,to produceelectroformedand silver-platedecclesiastical
furniture. A variety of artistsand designerswere employedto emulateand
led
fashionable
fundamentally
It
to
this
the
which
era
patronize
style. was
the widespreadacceptanceof electroplatingtechnologyand the preeminenceof the Elkington brothers.
The one significant innovation which arose during the latter part of the
19th Century was the emergence of nickel plating. It was in 1868 that
Adams transformed this alchemistic technique into a commercially viable
process. The rapid technical developments which followed were motivated
by the thrust of trade and industry. Later the new process found
widespread exploitation in the car industry, the fabrication of aircraft
components, and in coating moulded constructions for the plastics
industry. The potential for, and commercial applications of the process
attracted considerable financial investment this stimulated the emergence
of a vast array of nickel plating solutions with specific yet broadly
differing deposition properties. Commercial enterprises have since
sustained and perpetuated this research. Today, this has enabled nickel
plating solutions to remain at the very forefront of electroplating
technology.
Waning popularity
Towards the end of the 19th century, the enthusiasm for electroforming
began to subside. Whilst new commercial interest was generated, this was
reserved for very specific and isolated niches of the market place.
Decorative electroforming fell into demise and became relegated to small
jewellery workshops, which specialized in the production of high market
value objets d'art. This trend was exacerbated by the stark unadorned
simplicity of the art deco period which dominated the aesthetics of the
1910-30 era. This style was not sympathetic with the attributes of the
process. The ensuring period saw a lull in technical innovation; virtually
no real progress was made until after the Second World War. Essentially
much of the new initiative now lay in America. Renewed commercial
interest in electroforming emerged in the 1940s, and was progressively
directed towards the development of specialized technical applications.
These ranged from the manufacture of dental prosthesis and gramophone
records, to engineering moulds and dies. Today, several reputable
companies perpetuate this trend. The more distinguished of these include
BJS in London which specializes in artistic and industrial applications of
the electroforming process.

Up until the early 1900sthe electroplatingprocesswas regardedas
little more than a scientific novelty. It was not until the secondhalf of the
20th century that sufficient technologicaladvancementshad beenmadeto
transform the processfrom a craft into a commercially viable enterprise.
The processwas now exploited on an industrial scaleand usedin the
manufactureof a wide rangeof products.This had a radical affect upon
the structureof many associatedindustries.Electroplatingwas now widely
acknowledgedas the most economicallyviable and efficient methodof
coating articles with metal. New researchwas now directedtowards
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in
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into
development
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the
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a diverse,new rangeof specializedapplications.
The process today
Electroplating has continued to generate increasing commercial interest
and prosperity. Today, finishes classified as decorative/protective (anticorrosion/tarnish-resistant) probably represent the most significant
in
broad
find
These
the
a
electroplating
exploitation
application of
process.
range of contexts from motor car fittings through to domestic utensils and
furniture. Decorative finishes which are designed purely for aesthetic
interest
the
at
captivating
of the potential consumer are
effect and aimed
still pursued, particularly in the manufacture of inexpensive jewellery,
trinkets and novelties. By comparison, engineering applications typically
employ electroplated finishes to produce abrasion-resistant or reflective
surface films, and good bearing properties. Recently electroplating has
also began to play an increasingly important role within electrical
applications. Highly conductive films of tin-plated copper, silver and gold
are now commonly employed for manufacturing electrical circuits within
the electronics industry, alongside other generic but more miscellaneous
applications. Electroplating technology is now employed in many affluent
arenasboth within cheap production scenarios and more specialized
exclusive sectors of the market. No doubt, the diverse range of
electroplating establishments in existence today will continue to sustain
and promote the process in years to come.
Summary
Despite the various permutations and modifications, the fundamental
principles of the electroplating process have changed little since their
inception in 1836. The evolution of the process portrays a fascinating tale,
a historical legacy which lies as a testimony to the marriage of
craftsmanship, scientific technology and industrial enterprise. This alliance
brought innovation, creativity and opportunism, which collectively
inspired the development and advancement of the process. Furthermore it
provided a framework for unveiling the mysteries of the electroplating
process, transforming it from its humble beginnings into a well established
and renowned finishing process. Today, this has enabled electroplating to
emerge as a worldwide commercial venture. It is hoped that A/C will
recognize the importance of their contribution in promoting this
precedence. The creative practitioner has a significant role to play in
generating decorative effects and identifying new applications. This
activity is crucial to procuring the full creative and industrial potential of
the electroplating process. It is this characteristically diverse and plural
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be
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if the processis to continueto havean exciting and bright future.

Section 2: The Historical Development of the Processof
Electrodepositing Metals onto Glass
The desire to produce metal coatings on glass was an objective which was
already being actively pursued prior to the emergence of the
electrodeposition process. The Romans employed gilding techniques and
4th
far
back
leaf
the
to
as
as
with
metals
embellish glass artefacts
gold
Century AD. The chemical reduction of silver films on glass which arose
from medieval alchemists to manifest itself in the form of the `mirroring
had
been
The
later
in
16th
Century.
the
seed
on around
process', evolved
it
innovations
that
was only a relatively short
set, and persistent
ensured
time before the process of electrodepositing metals onto glass first
inextricably
linked
discovery
The
to the
the
was
of
emerged.
process
inception of electroforming which occurred in 1838.

The emergenceand early development of the process
The earliest patent specification relating to the electrodeposition of glass
This
Pat.
No.
9982).
filed
in
by
Julius
Schottlaender
(British
1843
was
was
the catalyst fora series of documents which followed. Originating in
Britain and France, these were very general and related to proposals for the
electrodeposition of a diverse range of miscellaneous (non-conductive)
objects of which glass was merely suggested as one possible substrate
material. It was not until after the 1850s when the initial intoxicating
euphoria subsided and more restraint emerged that more specialized
patents dedicated exclusively to electrodeposition on glass evolved. These
early patents illustrated a fascination and pre-occupation with addressing
and resolving the problems of metallization. From the outset it was
recognized that rendering the glass conductive was an essential precursor
to successful electrodeposition. This concern dominated early research into
the process, and in an attempt to resolve this technical dilemma procedures
relating to electroforming science and technology were eagerly transcribed
and manipulated (alongside existing knowledge) prior to undergoing
practical and empirical experimentation to extend and identify new
avenues of exploration.
Competition to advance the process was intense. Intimidated by the
prospect and fear of commercial exploitation many entrepreneurs evaded
registering their new discoveries which, jealously guarded, remained
shrouded in deep secrecy. Despite this stumbling block, sufficient interest
was generated between 1840 - 1920 to facilitate the registration of over 50
patents relating specifically to the art form of electrodepositing metals on
glass. During this period, progress was not promoted by the sustained
research efforts or ingenuity of any specific individuals. Instead it was
supported and patronized by a disparate range of entrepreneurs who
worked in an ad hoc and isolationist manner, and were driven by a broad
range of innovative hopes and aspirations.
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The diversification of the processinto specializedapplications
By the 1860sa sufficient foundationof practical and technicalknowledge
had beenestablishedto enableresearchinto electrodepositingmetalson to
glassto be redirectedtowards two spheresof activity.
Firstly, the process became increasingly exploited for the purpose of
decorative
of
a
variety
producing creative effects employed within
applications. These were used to embellish handcrafted artefacts and
in
decorated
gold,
patterns
small-scale production ranges with ornately
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to
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Chapter 3.) The process generated great enthusiasm and gained particular
its
in
height
the
the
of
which
popularity
art nouveau period,
marked
in
form.
decline
decorative
Thereafter
there
exploitation as a
art
was a
interest and a period of dormancy followed. It was not until the 1960s that
the technique of electrodepositing metals onto glass became the subject of
renewed interest. This movement has since inspired and fuelled the
creative imaginations of many contemporary A/C.
Secondly, with the growing acquisition of skill and expertise, an
increasingly successful movement emerged. This was gearing up towards
exploiting the process within more functional applications. Early attempts
to produce strong tenaciously adherent deposits of metal on glass had
proved largely futile. Paradoxically this apparent obstacle created a
technical dilemma which enabled the process to be challenged from a
different angle, providing a driving force and motivation for its widespread
exploitation within electroforming/typing applications. The process of
electroforming glass mandrels was heavily patronized from the 1860s
onwards, and was employed within industrial applications for fabricating
technical sieves, dials, printing surfaces, reflectors and domestic utensils and within decorative applications for reproducing ornamental reliefs and
embossed templates for use in furnishing domestic interiors. This
precedencecontinued to flourish well into the 20th century.
Specialized applications which relied upon tenaciously adherent
deposits emerged later as a direct result of the progressive advancement
and refinement of the technique. The emergence of more technically
advanced and superior metallization procedures, gave rise to stronger and
more durable deposits. These were channelled into an ingenious and
unique range of applications. In particular, the process was employed
within the engineering trade for constructing glass-to-metal seals, and in
the semi-decorative processesof assembling and uniting stained glass
windows, mosaics and jewellery. Within a broader and more prominent
context the process also found application in reinforcing glass in the
manufacture of scientific apparatus and in joining glass components to
electric condensers. (Refer to Chapter 3.) Furthermore, during the 1930s it
was recognised that the electrodeposition process could be employed to
impregnate the surface of the glass with electrically conductive properties.
This pre-empted the emergence of new technology. Glass circuitry was
developed which was capable of conducting an electrical current for
heating and engineering applications. This has since opened up an exciting
new field of opportunities. Today, many of these are still awaiting further
research and exploration.
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Historical precedencein determining metals suitable for
electrodeposition on glass
Historically, a wide range of metals have been successfully
electrodeposited onto glass. The evolution of this extensive repertoire of
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by
initially
dictated
the
within the
of
pace
metals was
electroplating trade and for this reason most of the early records reflect a
dependenceupon copper plating. Even now, for practicability, flexibility
deposition
financial
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The
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art
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back
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deposition
to
the
of precious metals onto glass
patent recording
1852. Gold and silver were aesthetically pleasing and commercially
helped
to promoting the technique of electrodepositing
which
popular
metals onto glass. These metals were used extensively to procreate
exquisite ornamental effects in decorative glassware, and much later on,
for electrical and engineering applications. Records of the process from the
turn of the century onwards indicate that experimental research was being
brass,
into
the
of
platinum, rhodium and
electrodeposition
undertaken
for
These
to
unique and
metals
were
substrates.
reserved
nickel on glass
esoteric commercial applications where stringent engineering and
electronic specifications had to be met.
The impetus responsible for the rise and fall in the popularity of the
process
The turn of the century marked a significant turning point. Technical
innovation was spearheadedby the need for increased commercial
in
financial
This
turn heralded the emergence of
and
gain.
productivity
more industrially based manufacturing techniques. Reflecting this new
precedence, documents relating to the electrodeposition of glass from the
latter part of the nineteenth century, onwards illustrate a pre-occupation
for
designing
introducing
with
new machinery and
automated procedures
inciting mass production. The effects of this transformation infiltrated into
functional applications of the process. Patent specifications referring to
methods of electrodepositing glass for the production mirror backings,
parabolic reflectors and electroforming silver leaf all actively subscribed
to mechanical devices and automated appliances which were harnessed
with the intention of facilitating greater commercial productivity.

This assaulthad a profound effect. Essentiallyit markedthe incipient
and all-consumingdemiseof the process.Betweenthe 1880'sand 1920's
the techniqueof electrodepositingmetalsonto glasshad flourished and
prosperedas a magnetfor creativeexploration and artistic expression.This
gaverise to an exquisite rangeof glasswarewhich was cultivated under
the auspicesof small industrial concernsand craftsmenalike. However,
since thesedecorativeapplicationsof the processwere no longer regarded
as a commercially viable proposition or fashionable,the techniquefell into
disreputeand neglect.In many scenariosthe processof electrodepositing
metalson glasswas found to be incompatiblewith the new technology,
and as a result its use dwindled into obscurity. Notably thoseapplications
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of the processwhich survived the onslaughtof the industrialization
becamehighly specializedand were progressivelydriven into very
discrete,unique and idiosyncratic nichesof the market, where with
subsequentmodificationsmany, albeit in relative isolation, continuedto
thrive well into the 20th century. However, in many instancesit was only a
matter of time beforethesevery specific applicationswere challengedand
successfullysupersededby more advancedtechniques.Unrelatedto
electroplating, many of these new techniques offered greater flexibility,
expedience and reliability. Some new scientific research was generated
although this was confined to specialized areas and applications of the
process. The technique of electrodepositing metals onto glass was now
largely discarded. Supersededby more advanced technology, the process
became regarded as little more than an outmoded anachronism.
Increased commercial pressures and the development of specialised
and unique applications of electrodepositing metals onto glass have, since
1910, merely served to fuel greater competition between artisans,
industrialists and scientists. This has effectively maintained the technical
shroud of secrecy which has impeded research efforts to understand,
explore and exploit the process. Many of the electrodeposited glass
artefacts and historical archives held in museum collections today, exist as
a testimony to the commensurate skill and dedicated craftsmanship of
those pioneers who established and promoted the art form. These
entrepreneurs masqueradedtheir skills in secrecy. Held to ransom by the
fear of competition, espionage and exploitation, their methods escaped
formal documentation and their skills were lost forever. These artefacts
belie their origin, and harbour technical mysteries which, remain
unchallenged by contemporary processes,and still elude us today. This is
particularly true of metallization procedures, the key to rendering the glass
electro-conductive. Equivalent contemporary formulations exist in the
form of commercially available proprietary products. Perpetuating old
habits their chemical constitution is unknown, disguised behind an array of
technical jargon. However despite their drawback A/C now have accessto
sophisticated contemporary metallizing media. These offer the practitioner
the flexibility and opportunity to continue exploring the creative and
artistic potential of the process.

The contemporary revival
Today, the creative exploitation of electrodepositing metals onto glass has
undergone a significant revival. Emerging in the 1960s from a state of
relative dormancy, the art form has attracted renewed interest. This
initiative has been exploited by a diversity of artists to generate a
range of
decorative and idiosyncratic artefacts, varying in context from sculpture to
jewellery (refer to Chapter 3). Today, the leading
exponents and
entrepreneurs of the process of electrodepositing glass include Anna
Dickinson, Michael Glancy and John Anderson. Many practitioners are
now fascinated by the creative and aesthetic potential of the process. This
trend has led to the successful exploitation of the process by both smallscale studio and, more recently, by larger commercial enterprises, (eg
Dartington Glass). Whilst many of these
creative, aesthetic and functional
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achievespecific, but as of yet undetermined,goals and objectives.
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Chapter 3

Historical and Contemporary Applications
Glass
Metals
Electrodepositing
onto
of
Introduction
Very little is known about the processof electrodepositing metals onto
glass, becauseit is hidden behind a misplaced shroud of commercially
inspired secrecy. The researchundertaken within the following chapter aims
to addressthis by identifying historical and contemporary applications of the
process and drawing together and presenting them within a single
framework of knowledge which highlights their similarities, differences and
demonstrate
diversity
This
the
shear
of these applications
will
relativity's.
and identify the factors which proved decisive in their evolutionary
development. In many instances this illustrates that the process did not
develop wholesale as a comprehensive or integrated process. Instead, there
insular
isolated
fragmented,
of
quite
sporadic
and
advancement
was a very
and specific applications which arose as a result of quite independent,
separateand discrete strands of research and enquiry. It is evident that each
of the applications identified, evolved to serve a different need, thereby
fulfilling a distinct objective and different technical criteria. This explains the
evolutionary diversification of strands of the process into very specific and
unique market niches.
This chapter has been organised to facilitate easy accessto the
information presented.It is apparent from the index/title page that this has
been divided into five main sections. These have been classified according
to subject area, namely joining, protective, electrical, electroforming and
creative applications. Thereafter, each of the sections is broken down into a
series of more specific applications. (The applications selected do not
represent a complete chronology of developments of the art form, instead
random historical examples are selectedand where appropriate references
are made to contemporary counterparts. Furthermore, it should be
emphasisedthat these classifications are somewhat arbitrary since many of
these applications possessattributes which enable them to fall into several
categories.) In each case study this will review the origins and evolutionary
development of the application, and the technical methodology / criteria
employed in exploiting the process, so identifying the merits and drawing
attention to the intrinsic characteristics, limitations and idiosyncrasies of a
specific application. It is hoped that this will (i) make it possible to link
strands/ cross-reference information between different areasof knowledge /
applications thereby developing a comprehensive overview and insight into
the evolutionary development of the technique within many different
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data
(iii)
(ii)
the
the
stimulate
presented,
empirical useof
contexts, permit
new lines of enquiry and investigationwithin this field.

Section A:

Joining Applications

A diverse array of information and literature exists, illustrating that the
processof electrodepositing metals onto glass was employed as a technique
for coherently uniting component parts in the fabrication of single objects.
The subject covers a wide range of specialised, disparate and idiosyncratic
applications. In the following text three specific applications have been
identified which represent the use of the process within this context. In each
case,it is evident that the need for commercial and financial gain played a
significant role in determining their evolution. It is also apparent, from their
spasmodic development and the diverse number of approacheswhich were
adopted in exploiting the technical and practical proceduresof the
electrodeposition process, that these emerged quite independently from one
another as specific, insular and unique applications of the process.
1: Engineering
The bonding of glass-to-metal seals, representsan application of the
electrodeposition processwhich was largely implemented and sustained
through the persistent efforts of the electrical/engineering industries. The
wide scale use of incandescent lamps, (forerunners of the Edison Lamp,
1879) x-ray tubes and other gaseousdevices, which was in turn
spearheadedby the commercial availability of electricity, necessitatedthe
evolution of new techniques for sealing metal conductors to glass
components. Much researchwas generated in small scale laboratories and
industry alike, to explore the feasibility of developing a stable, durable and
tenaciously adherent glass-to-metal seal, which offered sufficient mechanical
strength and resistanceto withstand internal pressureover a wide range of
temperaturesand gaseousenvironments. One technique which was
commonly subscribed to in the late 1800's, because it was capable of
creating a vacuum-tight seal was that of electrodepositing metals onto glass.
According to Kohlrausch, the unconfirmed discovery of the technique
can be attributed to Kundt. In principle, Kundt's technique involved
soldering the metal element to a glass component, which had previously
been metallized with a platinum film prior to undergoing electrodeposition
from a copper plating solution. Treating the glass with an intermediary film
of platinum was essential to instil electrical conductivity and permit the
electrodeposited copper to form an effective and durable glass-to-metal seal.

This techniqueof platinizing glassbecamewidely adoptedin many
sealingapplicationsand wasendorsedin many literary reportsandresearch
documentsregisteredbetween1859and the 1870's.As suchwithstanding
minor modifications,this popularprocessof metallization,and methodof
constructingglass-to-metalsealsthroughelectrodepositionremained
fundamentallyunchangeduntil the later part of the nineteenthcentury.
However,during the 1890'sCaillet begannew research.This was directed
at formulating a moresophisticatedplatinizing mediawhich would further
enhancethe strengthof metal to glassbonds.According to a retrospective
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Bunsen burner. This produced a very uniform and highly conductive
platinum film, which was capable of undergoing subsequent
electrodeposition and soldering proceduresto coherently unite the
metal/glass bond, with sufficient strength and durability to render it capable
of withstanding up to 200-300 atmospheresof pressure. (This claim has
since been corroborated by E.C. McKelvy and C.S. Taylor) This significant
modification, highlighted the potential for using the process within many
new applications. In particular, these seals were successfully exploited in
the manufacture of scientific laboratory equipment, thermostatic units, glass
U tubes (used in liquefying gases),and in sealing metal resistance
thermometer bulbs to glass bodies.
Koenig implemented a corresponding joining process (referred to in
Section 1A of the Appendix). In principle, this was analogous to Caillet's
join with the exception of one significant modification. In Koenig's process
the glass tube was lightly abraded with glycerol and emery dust prior to
metallization. Though small this innovation revolutionised the process.
Surface roughening procedures were found to significantly increase the
adhesion of the bond and were soon adopted as a standard procedure.
Secure attachment was further enhancedby furnishing the join with a
composite structure comprising of alternating deposits of copper and silver.
Both of these amendments found widespread application. In particular,
Roentgen utilised the electrodeposition process to obtain tenaciously
adherent glass-to-metal bonds in fusing high tension contacts in 'x-ray'
equipment and lightening arrestors.
An account given by Deindon in 1923, highlighted a further
improvement to this well established technique. To form the seal, the glass
was first platinized and then copper plated in the usual manner. The
significant difference arose in the next stage of the process, when in contrast
to its predecessors,the metal collar was filed smooth to fit snugly inside a
copper sheath to which it was adherently sealed through subsequent
electroplating. This effectively united the individual elements to form a
single component. In principle, the procedures outlined above were widely
exploited until the 1920's, when they were supplanted by more
contemporary procedures which bore no relationship to the process of
electrodepositing metals onto glass.
Throughout history, electrodeposited glass-to-metal seals relied upon
the use of platinum based metallizing media to maximise conductivity, and
soft soda based (as opposed to lead based) glasses.Platinum was especially
suitable and widely exploited for two reasons.Firstly, it bore a similar
coefficient of expansion to glass and secondly, it was resistant to surface
oxidation. These properties were essential in yielding tenaciously adherent
seals.

Whilst this processwas firmly establishedby the early 1900s,the actual
techniqueof applying the platinummetallizingmediato the glassunderwent
a significant transformation.The emphasismovedaway from using
colloidal suspensionswhich were fired into the surfaceof the glass,to
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vacuum sputtering technology. This was reputed to produce glass-to-metal
seals which were virtually impossible to part. Despite the emergenceof a
few peculiar anomalies, (referred to in Section 1B of the Appendix) this
technique became widely acceptedand was typically used in conjunction
with electrodeposition and soldering procedures (referred to in Section 1C
of the Appendix) to coherently unite and seal components. The advantages
of electrodepositing the encapsulating metal sheathin a state of compression
were also recognised and exploited to promote permanent adhesion and
joins.
hermetically
air-tight
produce
seals and
With progress, vacuum sputtering technology was adopted as the
contemporary method of metallization in the production of glass-to-metal
seals. Besides offering flexibility and precision, this technique provided
entrepreneurswith the opportunity to experiment with a much broader range
of metallizing compounds. Compared to platinum many of these were more
expedient and possessedsuperior levels of conductivity. In particular,
Pulker outlined a metallizing procedure which involved vapour depositing
successive layers of chromium, copper and gold onto the glass, in
preparation for the subsequentelectrolytic deposition of tin in the
construction of glass-to-metal seals.This technique lent itself to several
commercial processesincluding high frequency brazing and soldering, in
addition to finding an industrial application in the production of sight glasses
and edging of glass units in the manufacture of aircraft components.
Lowenheim cited a further example which incorporated the
electrodeposition of silver onto a iron-nickel basedalloy in the manufacture
of glass-to-metal seals. In this application, a final film of electrodeposited
indium was used to protect joins which were susceptible to corrosion when
exposed to high temperatures.

Contemporaryglass-to-metalsealsare frequentlycoatedwith a film of
electrodepositedgold. This is inert and offers superiorresistanceto
oxidation/ corrosion,which further enhancesthe durability andlong term
serviceabilityof thejoin.
2: Mosaic work
The role of the process in creating mosaic work was multifunctional. Not
only was electrodeposition employed to coherently unite a hybrid of glass
and ceramic fragments/elements,but it also provided structural
reinforcement and contributed to the decorative and aestheticqualities of the
final artefact.

Earliestexamplesof this applicationdateback to 1897(British Pat.No.
16,579),when J.M. Ewen harnessedthe creativepotential of the processto
for fireside gratings,tiled windows, tesserae
produceglassassemblages
work and ornamentalmurals. However, it was L. Stein and W. Storr who
in 1901(British Pat.No. 12,017)advocateda more widely acceptedmethod
of using the electrodepositionprocessto createglassandporcelainmosaics.
Their accountdescribesthe useof a fusible conductivecement(referredto in
Section2 of the Appendix) which was insertedinto interveninggapsand
crevicesexposedbetweenjuxtaposingelementsof the mosaicstructure.
This was kiln fired, to cure the cementand enablingthe partsto be fused
into a single framework. On cooling the solid, yet fragile composition
or
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frieze was transferredto the electroplatingsolutionto receivea thick and
durablecoatingof metal.By adherentlyencapsulatinganduniting the glass
components,this processpermanentlyreinforcedthe structuralrigidity of
the artefact.
Methods of using the electrodeposition process to create and assemble
form.
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The electrodeposition processwas then employed to coherently unite the
pieces as a single, rigid and durable structure. By highlighting a very
intricate and precise method of fabricating complex glass panels, this
technique releasedthe practitioner from many of the restraints and
limitations imposed by the more traditional stained glass processesit
rivalled. The technique also received popular acclaim for its fire retardant
properties, which were promoted under the influential auspices of various
government authorities and public concerns.
Later, modifications to the process emerged which served to enhance,
rather than challenge the existing leading technology. In particular,
procedures and recommendations were developed for reinforcing the
strength of leaded lights and stained glass panels. These were advocated in
company literature and reiterated in a patent specification from 1907 (British
Pat. No. 7211). In addition to the obvious decorative and aesthetic attributes
of the process,it also became possible to create a more uniform appearance
in leaded lights and windows by disguising the usual incongruous
disruption of soldering marks. The process was relatively straightforward.
The leaded panel was simply suspendedin a copper plating solution
enabling an envelope of metal to be slowly built up (in a rounded section)
along the leaded canes,which intimately encapsulatedand bordered the
glass forms. This rendered the panels water tight and eliminated the need for
cementing. The process was considered to be superior to traditional leading,
on account of the lightness and rigidity of the resulting copper frame. The
practicability and flexibility of the processmade it particularly suitable for
constructing lanterns, sky lights and window casements.Nevertheless,
despite these apparent benefits, the process failed to offer the financial
expedience of conventional stained glass windows, which continued to
dominate the scene.

ContemporaryA/C still occasionallyexploit this process.In the 1940's,
Hazletonharnessedthe electrodepositionprocessto unite sheetglass
installationsfor architecturaland interior designapplications.Most notably,
he advocatedthe processfor fabricatinghermeticallysealedwindows,
interior panelsandcourtesyscreens.He employeda more technically
advancedprocesswhich involved applying a silver pastepreparationto the
peripheraledgesof the glassto instil electricalconductivity andpromote
deposition.Furthermore,a specialcradlewas designedto supportand
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3: Jewellery
A more peculiar precedencewas establishedby the French entrepreneurs
Messieurs Viet and Nelson when in 1880 (British Pat. No. 707) they
faceted
fastening
for
and
cut,
plain,
registered a patent specification
enamelled glass beads to backplates/mounts for the purpose of
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Electrodeposition procedures were then used to fill any exposed crevices
in
the
and encapsulate elements metal to permanently and adherently unite
the artefact. This technique replaced many of the traditional riveting and
in
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the production
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soldering procedures which
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Section B: Protective Applications
1: Preserving mirrors
(1.1) Thefunction of theprocess
The backing of mirrors representsone of the most commercially and
industrially significant applications of electrodepositing metals onto glass.
The technique was particularly popular becauseit was capable of providing
protection in the form of a high level of thermal, mechanical and chemical
stability, which considerably increasedthe long-term serviceability of the
looking glass. The process covered the basic technical requirement of
furnishing the freshly formed and delicate mirrored surface of the glass,
with a permanent coating of metal which was impermeable and resistant to
corrosion from the surrounding environment. Strength and durability were
also engendered,to curb deterioration from physical abrasion, and the wear
and tear of everyday use. The level of protection afforded was not solely
predetermined by the physical properties of the electrodeposited metal. This
characteristic was found to vary significantly, depending upon how
effectively the film properties engenderedthrough the intermediary
mirroring and subsequentelectrodeposition procedures interacted to form a
composite backing structure.
(1.2) The practical application of the process

The techniquewas widely exploitedbetweenthe 1850sand 1930s.
Throughoutthis period the samebasicprocedurewas employed.In
principle, this wasrelatively simple and straightforward.The conductivity
requiredto facilitate electrodepositionwasautomaticallyimpartedasa direct
result of the mirroring (chemicalsilver reduction)process.This coatedthe
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Exposed to normal atmospheric conditions for any length of time this was
found to be susceptible to oxidation, leading to the discoloration and
deterioration of the mirrored surface. Therefore, after silvering the mirrors
were rinsed and left to dry for 2/3 hours, prior to undergoing
electrodeposition in either a copper cyanide or nickel sulphamate
electroplating solution. (Acid copper sulphate solutions were considered to
be inappropriate for use on account of their highly acidic and corrosive
nature, which attacked and undermined the quality and durability of the
silver film). This enabled the mirrors to be permanently sealedand protected
with a hard, resilient backing of metal.
(1.3) The historical development and commercial exploitation of the process
Earliest records referring to the electrodeposition of glass for this purpose
date back to the 1850'swhen practical and empirical researchwas
undertaken by Justus Von Leipig. This led to the registration of a patent
specification (1858 - British Pat. No. 1255) which recommended coating
mirrored/silvered glass surfaces with protective deposits of copper, gold,
nickel or tin. In documenting the technical details of the process, specific
reference was made to the design configuration of the anodeswhich had to
correspond in size and shapeto the overall dimensions of the mirror. During
deposition these were located in a parallel position to the mirror to promote a
coherent and uniform surface coverage of electrodeposited metal.
In principle, this established precedenceformed the basis of many
subsequentpatent specifications. Nevertheless, with progress various
improvements and modifications were introduced, which by the early 1900s
enabled the quasi-scientific processto develop into a refined and precise art
form (Fig. 3/1).
Documents relating to the electrodeposition of mirror backings from the
1920's onwards, reveal a radical change in the interests and motivations of
pioneers and entrepreneurs.They expose a new enthusiasm and preoccupation with designing, equipment, gadgets and peripheral apparatusfor
conveying mirrored glass through semi-automated machinery. This growing
impetus was a reflection of the onslaught of the industrial revolution and the
incipient growth in commercial and profit related ventures. Whilst this

progressivelyfreed the processfrom the constraintsand limitations of
manualoperation,it meantthat researchinto the technicalandscientific
advancementof the process,was largely neglectedandtemporarilyshelved
in favour of implementingmechanicalapplianceswhich wereaimedsolely at
increasingefficiency andproductivity. (Documentsandpatentswhich
exemplify this transitionare referredto in Section3 of the Appendix).
Nevertheless,mechanisationprovedto be advantageous
in providing the
expertiseand knowledgerequiredto enablemirrored glasslensesof any
sphericalshapeof contourto be furnishedwith very uniform, protective
coatingsof electrodepositedmetal.As such,the processwas employedin
the manufactureof domedreflectorsand glassglobes/shades
for the
automotiveand lighting industries,respectively(1883- British Pat.No.
467). Both of theseapplicationsbecamecommerciallyviable andheavily
exploitedin the early part of the twentiethcentury.
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Fig. 3/1 The Protective Electrodeposition
of Silvered Glass (Mirrors) by

Saint Gobain, Paris (c. 1914)

(Source: BROT, H. (1914) La protection de l'argenture des
glaces par la cuivrage 6lectrolytique. Genie Civil, Vol. 65
(June), p. 117)
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(1.4) Thecontemporaryapproach
The employment of the electrodeposition process in preserving glass mirrors
has recently been supersededby a more contemporary and technically
advanced process which produced mirrors of a superior quality.
Revolutionary new techniques which relied upon chemical, non-electrolytic
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2: Strengthening scientific/medical instruments
A synonymous technique of chemical silvering/mirroring and
electrodeposition was used in the armament and structural reinforcement of
glass vessels. As far back as 1852, Mathieu (British Pat. No. 14,300)
employed the process to strengthen apparatusfor aerating, refrigerating and
filtering liquids. Later, glass globes and scientific equipment (used for
filtering water) was similarly fortified to render it capable of withstanding
high internal pressures.

Documentsindicatethat the processof electrodepositingupon glasswas
alsousedto strengthenhouseholdand domesticappliances.In particular,
referencesare madeto the electrodepositionof glasssodasiphons
(Hepburn),and to the reinforcementof the spouts,lips and handlesof
fragile
kitchen
This
and
everyday
shielded
utensilsand glass/chinaware.
brittle objectsfrom physicalandaccidentaldamage,and so extendedtheir
serviceablelifetime.
A rather more curious and eccentric application was documented in a
patent specification registered by L. Housemann in 1908 (British Pat. No.
5984). This advocated the process of electrodepositing glass as a means of
joining, sealing and fortifying clinical apparatusfor use in medical and
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Section C: Electrical

Applications

The electroplating/electrodeposition processhas been employed within
into
the
integrate
circuits
to
and
conductive pathways
electrical applications,
surface of chosen substratematerials for the purpose of carrying an electrical
current. The electrical energy generatedcan be transmitted and converted
into heat or light, which is capable of exploitation within a diverse array of
domestic and industrial applications. This opens up the potential for an
enormous number of opportunities. The precedencefor using the
is
develop
to
electrodeposition process
electrical circuitry on glass, now
fairly well establishedand widely practised both within the electronics and
be
industries.
Information
to
this
can
engineering
relating
application
divided into two specific categories (both of these will be discussed in the
following section,) namely electrical circuits on:
i) Hybrid glass laminates
ii) Sheet glass
The electrical properties inherent within an electrodepositedcircuit will
be predetermined by two specific factors. Firstly, the electrical
potential/conductivity of the metal being used, and secondly, the specific
operating parametersemployed during the electrodeposition process.The
following introduction will examine the practical implications of this
rationale, and provide background information and guidelines which are
considered relevant to A/C wishing to pursue and exploit the process within
electrical applications. It is hoped that this section will highlight the true
potential of this area of exploration.

Electrodepositedmetalsusedwithin electrical circuitry.
Copper and silver are excellent conductors of electricity and are commonly
employed in the manufacture of electric circuit boards (gold and palladium
are also occasionally advocated for use within engineering applications.)
Whilst silver is considered to be superior becauseit is capable of
guaranteeing life-long serviceability, the major drawback of both of these
metals lies in their mutual susceptibility to rapid surface oxidation. The
natural tendency for copper to tarnish in the air and silver to form sulphide
films, interferes with both the electrical/conductive properties of the metal
(increasing resistance) and the solderability of the coating. To ensure that the
film fulfils its function it must be made tarnish/wear resistant. Therefore,
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is therefore essential to seek professional advice from a reputable plating
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process,
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Deposits should exhibit predetermined properties and characteristics to be
deemedsuitable for successfulexploitation within electrical applications.
Above all else, it is worth noting that any chemical imbalances or forms of
contamination which are present in poorly maintained solutions, will
significantly reduce the purity and conductivity of the resulting deposit.
Therefore, the scrupulous monitoring and maintenance of electroplating
solutions is a mandatory where deposits are destined for electrical
applications.

Electric circuits on Gbreglass/plasticlaminates
Electronic circuit boards typically comprise of a fibre-glass packed, epoxy
resin laminate. This forms the base upon which a metallized conductive
pathway is applied using 'semi-additive' circuitry techniques. In the
process,the laminated board is first completely metallized using electroless
deposition (chemical reduction) procedures to yield a highly receptive and
conductive surface. Photo-resist printing techniques are then employed to
mask off and predetermine the pattern and position of the wiring
configuration. Once selected, the positive or exposed areasof the panel are
developed and built up using electrodeposition procedures, in either gold or
silver plate. On completion the resist medium is eradicated and the redundant
areasof the chemically reduced film are etched away to leave the completed
circuit.

For further information referenceshouldbe madeto Section6 of the
Appendix wherethe processis describedin greaterdetail.
Electrical circuits on glass
Glasshasdielectric properties,it is thereforea good electrical
resistorfinsulator.However,by integratingan electrodepositedmetalcircuit
into the surfaceof the glass,it is possibleto modify its physical and
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chemical properties, and render selected areaselectrically conductive. The
electrical applications which have evolved from this practice, all exploit the
unique and intrinsic properties of glass, and rely emphatically upon its
rigidity, strength, transparency and suitability to mass production.
Furthermore, the relatively inert properties of glass render it unlikely to
undergo distortion or deterioration when exposed to adverse atmospheric
conditions. These latent properties indicate why, electrodeposited glassware
is appropriate to the electrical applications it fulfils.
Highly sophisticated electrical circuitry on glass first emerged around
the 1930's, and has since flourished within a range of very unique, insular
and discrete applications. The two pioneering examples cited in the
following discussion, both exploit electrodeposited glassware for the
purpose of creating devices for generating and dissipating heat. The first
example, focuses upon the experimental concept of designing glass radiators
for domestic interiors, whilst the second relates to the developments in the
automotive industry, where the process was employed for integrating
heating circuits into car backlights/windscreens. In both of these
applications, the process of electrodepositing metals onto glass was
employed within a context/manner which was important from both a
decorative and electrical point of view.

1: Glass radiators
During the 1930's, the French glass manufacturer St Gobain embarked
upon research inquires into the feasibility of metallizing glass. These
investigations were conducted with a view to possibly exploiting the process
within electrical applications. The original idea for the research,evolved
from the pioneering experiments and fortuitous observations of Charles
Margot in 1895, which centred upon exploring the potential for generating
tenaciously adherent aluminium films on glass. This discovery was a
catalyst and inspiration for the researchand experimentation which
followed. The process was scrutinised to evaluate the strength of the (glassto-metal) bond, when exposed to a transient and fluctuating range of
temperatures.The permanency and tenacity with which the aluminium could
be adhered to the glass, was found to be sufficient to render it capable of
transmitting a sustainedelectrical current without adversely affecting the
glass. Researchtherefore concentrated upon exploring the commercial
viability and potential application of the process,within an experimental
range of heating devices.

The following resumeindicatesthat electrodeposited
glasswarecan be
usedwithin heatingapplications.This illustratesthat the processholds a
latent,unexploredpotentialwhich is eagerlyawaiting future explorationby
A/C. The implies that with further research,new possibilitieswill arise
which will enablethe techniqueto permeateinto a muchbroaderandmore
exciting spectrumof electricalapplications.In particular,the highly
conductivenatureof electrodepositedglassware,rendersit appropriateto
transmittingelectricity within lighting applications.It is hopedthat the
ensuingdescriptionwill captivateandenthusethe imaginationof A/C, and
in the future act as a catalystfor initiating andpromotinga
new areaof
exploration.
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(1.1) Thepractical application of theprocess
In the first instance, using a completely different technique, a fine dispersion
form
into
the
to
the
a
of
glass
surface
of molten aluminium was sprayed
highly reflective metallic film. This was applied selectively to produce a
tenaciously adherent pattern conforming to the design configuration of the
intended circuit. As far as can be understood from the information available
a special immersion treatment was then employed to render the passive,
electrically resistant nature of the aluminium sufficiently conductive, to
enable electrodepositedmetal to be superimposedover the circuit pattern.
The electrodeposition process which followed was crucial to integrate the
into
the circuit, and facilitate the passageof
auxiliary electrical attachments
an electrical current across the surface of the glass. This energy could in turn
be used to generatea source of heat. (The more detailed description of the
processis referred to in Section 7A of the Appendix. )
Later, manganesewas used as a substitute for aluminium, becauseit
exhibited a closer coefficient of expansion to the glass and superior
insulating properties. This proved to be more effective in protecting the
glass from thermal shock, which was encountered when circuits were
heated for long periods of time.
St Gobain invested considerable researchresourcesin exploring the
technical limitations and commercial viability of using this unique processof
spraying a fine dispersion of aluminium onto glass to design and
manufacture heating appliances. Various domestic heating mechanisms
emerged from the new technology. A typical example was the'Radiaver' a
fully operational 500 watt glass radiator (Fig. 3/2). This was constructed
from two sheetsof float glass which were aligned vertically, in an adjacent
position to one another. The heating elements (which were integrated into
the glass panels using the process outlined above) consisted of a series of
8mm (5/16ths") wide aluminium strips which were arranged in a very
austere,aesthetically pleasing greek design. The whole structure was
supported on a moulded/cast glass base. Later versions of the radiator, were
modified in design to incorporate control mechanisms for regulating the
heating speed and output. (A detailed description of the full range of
products is referred to in Section 7B of the Appendix. ) It is not known
whether the prototypes were ever put into commercial production.

However,the principlesbehindthis technologywere adoptedand applied
elsewhere,particularly in integratingelectricalcircuits into glasspanelsfor
the purposeof manufacturingfood warming trays and domesticheating
appliances.

2: Car backlights
Traditionalglazingapplicationsexploit the inherentlytransparentand
protectivepropertiesof glass.However,over recentyearsthe
electrodepositionprocesshasbeenemployedto selectivelyinstil electrically
conductivity propertiesonto glasspanels.This techniquehasfound
widespreadexploitation in the automotiveindustry, in the highly specialised
applicationof heatingcircuits for defogging/de-mistingcar
(Fig. 3/3). The main principlesand objectives
windscreens/backlights
behindthe processcorresponddirectly with thosepursuedby St Gobainin
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Fig. 3/2 Saint - Gobain's "Radiaver"

UwOUwdwU006j

Aluminium on glass. Exhibited at the
International Exhibition of 1937. Currently held
in the Museum of Decorative Arts, Paris, France.
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Fig 3/3: Car Backlights

-ýJ

4i

The rear windscreen
of a Ford Fiesta. The process of electrodepositing
in the automotive
industry,
metal onto glass found a unique application
where it was employed in the manufacture
of resistance circuits for
demisting/defogging
car windscreens
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manufacturingradiators.However, the resemblanceendsthere.In eachcase
the proceduresemployedto metallizeand integratethe circuit into the body
of the glasswere discrete,esotericand quite exclusiveto their specific
application.
(2.1) Thepractical application of theprocess
A substantial volume of literature exists from around the 1970's onwards,
when various companies and commercial enterprises were avidly pursuing
the process.The information contained within these documents and patent
specifications is of a predominantly technical nature and focuses upon
criteria for assuring surface compatibility between the metallizing media and
the glass. (referred to in Section 8A of the Appendix. ) The following
description representsone typical example of the process. However, for
reference purposes other comparable processesare described in Section 8B
of the Appendix.
During the 1970s,the Ford Company (a major car manufacturing
enterprise), pioneered a new technique (1970 - German Pat. No. 2020705)
for permanently fixing electrical wiring circuits onto sheet/float glass, for the
purpose of de-icing car windscreens. The process relied upon the use of a
highly conductive silver paint which comprised of 40-60gms of silver nitrate
(AgNO3), 120-260gms of copper chloride (Cu Cl, ), 160-90gms of
potassium chloride (KCL), 600-700gms of barium carbonate (BaCO3) and
600-700gms of ochre (Fe203)which were mixed with turpentine or pine oil
to form a homogenous thick paste.This metallizing medium was applied to
the glass in the configuration of a series of narrow horizontal strips which
were joined at either side by two wide perpendicular rails. These enabled
soldering techniques to be used to connect the circuit to the electrical source.
The glass plate was then kiln fired to a curing temperature of 650°C 675°C
(1202°F - 1247°F) for a period of 10-12 minutes. The function of this
processwas threefold. It permanently embedded/fused the conductive metal
circuit into the surface of the glass, slumped it into the desired curvature and
tempered/hardenedthe glass. On annealing any excess residual paste was
rinsed from the surface, before exposing the metallized glass to an
electroless copper plating process. This furnished the circuit with a thin film
of chemically reduced copper. Following this treatment the glass underwent
deposition from a conventional electroplating solution in order to build up a
thick, robust and durable film of metal.

The resultingelectricalcircuit was highly conductiveandtherefore
capableof conveyingthe 12 volt electricalsupply requiredfor deicing/mistingcar windscreens.In addition, the heatingresistanceof the
circuit could be controlledandpredeterminedby alteringthe speedand
durationof the electrodepositionprocess(this governedthe amountof metal
deposited- electricalcircuits with higher voltagesnaturallyrequiredthicker
deposits),or the width of the circuit lines. Today, this processhasbeen
by more highly advanced'electroless/non-electrolytic'
superseded
techniques,which are capableof producinghighly tenacious,abrasive
retardantand efficient heatingcircuits on glass,without the needto rely
uponelectrodepositiontechniquesfor structuralreinforcement.
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Applications

This exists as one of the most widely exploited and diverse applications of
important
One
and unique characteristic
onto
glass.
electrodepositing metals
distinguishes this application from all others discussed within this chapter.
Whilst metal is electrodeposited in a conventional manner, it is deliberately
detached
it
be
divorced
and
that
can
on completion
rendered non-adherent so
form the substrate surface to produce an entirely self supporting and
independent metal structure known as an electroform. (This is in sharp
is
to coat the glass
the
to
objective
primary
contrast most applications, where
with a permanent and tenaciously adherent metal film). The unique
led
have
the
electroforming process which
advantagesand characteristics of
to its widespread popularity and exploitation, are referred to in Section 9 of
the Appendix.
The fundamental principles of the process
In the process the metallized glass substrate,commonly referred to as the
matrix or mandrel, acts as a surrogate mould and provides the base structure
The
in
be
facsimile
the
electrodeposited
metal.
will
reproduced
upon which
1
between
typically
the
thickness
metal
will
vary
electroformed
overall
of
thousandth and half an inch (12mm), depending upon the strength and
rigidity of the form.
On extraction from the electroplating solution the electroform is
divorced and detached from the mandrel through the exertion of physical
pressure.Frequently, the glass mould is treated with a release medium
(prior to metallization), to promote separation and prevent a tenacious bond
forming between the electrodeposited metal and glass. Once the
electroforming process has been completed this enables the mandrel to be
in
for
use
producing multiple or repeat
and
reinstated
cleansed
retrieved,
is
fundamental
This
following
to
the
common
principle
all
of
electroforms.
electroforming applications.
This section describes the historical scenarios in which glass mandrels
were employed for electroforming purposes. These have been classified and
categorised according to application.

Whilst fragile, the strong,rigid propertiesof glass,togetherwith the
fact that it is inert andresilientto the chemicallycorrosivenatureof many
electroplatingsolutionswarrantsits useasa suitablemandrelmaterialwithin
the following applications.
1: Printing blocks
(1.1) Thepractical application of theprocess
For many years, printing practices have employed electrolytic processesfor
fabricating printing blocks. Initially, a negative impression of the original
typeface was taken and transferred to the mandrel material, which was
subsequently metallized and used to produce a duplicate electroform. The
mandrel could be fabricated from a vast array of master materials. Many
contemporary techniques employ plastic or metal moulds. However, glass
was an early and historically significant predecessorto these modem
mandrel materials.
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The principles behind the process were relatively straightforward, and
involved transferring the typeface or design to the surface of the glass
template as a deeply incised pattern. This image was created through a
The
surface was then
sandblasting.
etching
and/or
engraving,
of
process
(up
deposit
heavy
enabling
a
metallized and renderedelectrically conductive,
to 3mm -- 1/8th") of nickel or copper to be electroformed onto the prepared
from
dense
detached
formed
Once
the glass
this
was
metal
shell
mandrel.
face.
For
facsimile
intended
the
type
to
printing
of
mould produce an exact
inverted
impression
this
of the original
a
raised
and
created
purposes,
design. The duplicated electrotype/facsimile was finally strengthenedwith
in
lead
before
being
backing
tin,
and
employed
of
antimony,
an alloyed
conventional printing processes.

(1.2) Thehistorical developmentof theprocess
The main thrust of activity in employing glass mandrels for electrotyping
printing blocks occurred between the 1850's and the 1870's. Beslay's
account of the process which was recorded in 1859 (British Pat. No. 2095),
can be cited as one of the earliest. This describes a method of creating
electroformed plates for application in printing blocks, templates, cylinders
and matrices. Initially, a glass template was taken and liberally coated with a
viscous varnish (a black bituminous substance).As this gelled and solidified
the desired pattern was drawn and scratched into the glutinous surface to
create a reverse/negativeimpression of the desired image. The template was
then metallized prior to being introduced to the electroplating solution,
where upon it received a thick deposit of copper. On completion, the
electroformed metal shell was released from the glass mandrel by gently
warming and melting the intervening varnish. The electrotype/metal shell
was finally cleansedbefore being used as the basic component of a printing
block or cylinder.
One technical amendment to the process, which was soon adopted as
common practice was recorded by D. Campbell and R. H. Courtney. (1866
British
Pat
No.
This
1334)
procedure employed photographic techniques
to impart relief designs onto the surface of the glass mandrel. Initially, a
light sensitive colloidon in the form of a gelatine was prepared and applied
to the glass to create an embossedsurface pattern. Courtney then metallized
the colloidon coated glass using a three stage process. This involved
immersing the glass in a solution of gold chloride, prior to exposing it to a
silver nitrate solution. Finally, the mandrel was treated in iron protosulphate
-a metallizing medium which was chemically reduced using sugar or grape
juice to precipitate the formation of a discrete, yet highly conductive metal
film. The electrodeposition of the glass mandrel was carried out using an
acid copper sulphate electroplating solution. The completed electrotype was
subsequently relinquished from the gelatinous surface of the glass substrate
using boiling water.

This precedenceof using glassmandrelsfor electroformingprinting
plateswas short lived. The precisionand flexibility affordedby rival
mandrelmaterialssoonrenderedthem impracticalandobsolete.
Progressively,glassmandrelswere supersededby metal and plastic formers
which weretechnicallysuperiorandmore appropriateto the application.
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2: Embossedtemplates
(2.1) Thepractical application of the process
Technically, on a parallel to the above process electrodeposited glass was
for
electrofonming an ambiguous variety of semi-functional and
exploited
1872,
foils.
As
decorative
as
early
metal plates and precious metal
purely
Petitjean (British Pat. No. 3680) illustrated the technical and creative
In
the
process. particular, resist media were used to selectively
potential of
in
grind, sandblast and etch away portions of glass a predetermined/
designatedfashion. This created a decorative relief pattern, comprising of
Metallization
was
glass.
and
of
matt
polished
areas
contrasting surface
followed
and
was
procedures
reduction/mirroring
conducted using chemical
by the electroforming of a thick metal film. In this manner, it was possible
to fabricate a seriesof shallow decorative reliefs and ornamentally
embossedtemplates.
Even today, this intriguing process lends itself to an endless repertoire
it
In
decorative
particular,
representsa
and aesthetic possibilities.
of exciting
flexible and practical technique of duplicating/replicating images which
demand a finite level of accuracy and control. The relative dormancy of the
its
belies
latent,
and as of yet unexplored potential.
processover recent years
It is hoped that the following summary will provide an insight into the
future
A/C
practitioners and motivate them to
will
enthuse
process,which
harnessand actively pursue the process with the renewed creative passion
and ingenuity.
(2.2) Commercial applications
J.J. Callow (1885 - British Pat. No. 1014) employed the process for
industrial and commercial applications. In particular, he advocated using
for
electroforming'electro-metallurgic' perforated sheets,
glass mandrels
In
lattices
the process, etching procedures were
stencil
plates.
and
sieves,
intricate
labyrinth
incise
to
the
mould
with
an
glass
of patterns which
used
design
format
to
the
apertured
of the proposed metal sheet.
corresponded
The depressed/recessedareasof the glass mould were then selectively
impregnated with a metallizing medium, comprising of an amalgamation of
benzene,metal dust and plumbago to confer good surface conductivity.
Once immersed in the electroplating solution the electroforming process was
activated on the metallized surface areasto produce a conforming copper
sheet,stencil or template. This method of producing perforated industrial
foils and membranes subsequently emerged as a particularly significant and
commercially successful application of the process.
Contemporary processesof an analogous nature are still exploited
within commercial and industrial applications. Most notable up until the
1960's, English Electric (former E.M. I. ) employed cathode sputtering
technology to metallize mandrels in preparation for electroforming copper
and nickel grids/meshes. In the process, a thin film of a gold and palladium
alloy was sputtered over the reticulated surface of the glass mandrel. This
was then selectively cleansedto eliminate the alloy from the more prominent
and highly polished surface areasof the glass. The metallizing medium
retained in the recessed/sandblastedareasof the matrix formed a continuous
conductive pathway which was used as a basis for electroforming the grid
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had
been
deposited,
the
After
thickness
metal
of
a
sufficient
structure.
form
from
to
the
a selfmandrel
glass
electroformed master was extracted
imposed
The
the
independent
upon
pattern
structure.
metal
and
supporting
design
foil
be
or
to
any
metal
of
varied, create a perforated
glass could
it
because
Furthermore,
the
mould
was
retrievable
glass
configuration.
fretted
duplicate
be
series of meshesand
used repeatedly, to produce a
could
grills.

(2.3) Decorativeapplications

A rather more curious application, which gained notoriety for its unique and
idiosyncratic nature was recorded by the nautical engineer J. Reynolds
(1887 - British Pat. No. 12,880). He employed domed or flat circular plates
Hydrofluoric
for
float
ships
compasses.
electroforming
glass as mandrels
of
intricacies
the
to
onto the glass template.
ornamental
acid was used etch
These delineated the divisions representedby the dial of the compass.
Blacklead and graphite were then meticulously scoured and burnished into
the prepared surface to induce conductivity, before lowering the suspended
Since
into
the
adhesion was
solution.
electroplating
mandrel/electrode
glass
from
the glass
the
was
easily
released
completed electroform
negligible
former. The main advantageof the electroforming process was that very
into
incorporated
design
be
bold
detailed
the
of the
could
relief
and
sharp,
for
deemed
appropriate
seafaring and navigational
compasses,which were
purposes.
With progress the technique was extended and modified. This enabled
the processof electroforming glass templates to be adopted in the
manufacture of frescoed ornamentation, inlaid furniture decoration, cages,
fire
honeycomb
fretted,
interior
screens
and
windows, pierced scrolls,
courtesy screens.At the zenith of its popularity, the process was exploited
by influential business entrepreneurs such as Gibbs for the commercial
bedsteads,
metal
coffin plates and cabinet
panels,
production of embossed
handles.

3: Metal leaf
According to patentspecifications(1888- British Pat.No. 17,779and
1910- British Pat.No. 11,803),Fritz Demel exploited the processas an
alternativemethodof producinggold leaf (Fig. 3/4). The characteristically
highly
float/sheet
appearance
smooth,
polished
of
glassdeemedit a
particularlyappropriatemandrelmaterialfor electroformingwafer thin
preciousmetal foils/membranes.The metalleaf was extremelyfragile and
delicate,thereforeto enableit to be easilydivorcedfrom the cylindrical glass
former, an interveningreleaseagentwasused.This typically took the form
of a superficialfilm of gutta-percha,which was renderedconductiveusing a
compressedlayer of finely pulverisedmetal powder.To promotedeposition
andreciprocategood adhesion,the preparedmandrelwas initially
introducedto a silver plating solution,prior to being transferredto a gold
facility.
On completion,the mould was then extractedand saturated
plating
in a solutionof benzeneand naphtha,(not recommendedfor useby A/C
today)a lubricant/solventwhich enabledthe preciousgold leaf to be stripped
from
the supportingglassmandrel.(The superfluoussilver film was
away
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Fig: 3/4: Fritz Demel's Method of Manufacturing
Gold
Substitute
Leaf
for
a

NO 11 303
,

Aý.D. 1910
Dateof Application, 12th May,"1910

CompleteSpecification Left, 8th Nov., 1910-Accepted, 4th May, 1911

\,
ýý

This invention relates to the manufacture of a substitute for
gold leaf for decorative application
in the bookbinding trade. In the process a flat, circular
sheet of window glass (a), was coated
with a film of gutta-percha which on partially drying this was rendered conductive using finely
divided copper powder. This was introduced to the
electroplating solution (b), and supported on
a revolving pulley mechanism (c,d, & e) where it received a thin film of electrodeposited silver
and gold. On completion a solvent was used to detach and strip the precious metal leaf from the
supporting glass mandrel.
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)
dissolved
mordant.
a
suitable
etching
and
eradicated
using
subsequently
The resultinggold leaf was employedwithin a wide rangeof decorativeand
ornamentalapplications.
4: Hollow-ware
(4.1) The practical application of the process
Throughout history various items of utilitarian and domestic glassware
including vases,culinary plates and jugs have been employed as expendable
mandrels for electroforming hollow metal forms. This precedencedates
back to 1872 (British Pat. No. 3680), when Petitjean advocated using glass
mandrels for various electroforming applications. In principle, the exterior
surface of the glass mandrel corresponded to the interior shapeof the
intended artefact. Therefore, the electroformed facsimile emerged with
marginally larger dimensions than the supporting mould. After the glass had
been metallized and a sufficient thickness of metal had been deposited, the
electroform was detached from the surrogate glass mandrel using physical
pressure.Frequently, this separation incurred fracturing or smashing the
glass. This revealed the completed electroform which corresponded
accurately in shape,design and morphology to the prototypeloriginal glass
mandrel. An overplating of silver or gold was frequently applied to furnish
the object with the social etiquette and decorative style demandedby
aristocratic members of society. Despite the apparent extravagance of using
destructible and therefore sacrificial glass mandrels, the process received
popular patronage for its financially expedience and labour saving attributes.
(4.2) Commercial applications
F. I. Gibbs emerged as a prominent entrepreneur of the process. Motivated
by the desire to transform the technique into a commercially viable process,
he registered a series of patent specifications (Fig. 3/5 & Fig. 3/6) (1909
British Pat. Nos. 5958,5961 & 5962) which rendered the industrial mass
production of electroformed hollow-ware (namely vases and plates) both
practical and feasible. Gibbs successfully modified the process to
incorporate the use of sectional glass moulds, (Fig. 3/7) (1908 British Pat.
No. 20,858) which once assembled, aligned perfectly to form the shape of
the desired article. This amendment had significant implications. In
particular it permitted electroforms deposited on the internal walls of moulds
to be withdrawn with greater ease,and for the first time rendered enclosed
moulds capable of repeateduse in the mass production of electroformed
artefacts. This breakthrough introduced greater flexibility and financial
viability, and promoted the use of the process within the manufacture of a
wide range of three dimensional objects including embellished cornice
moulds, candelabras and ornamental cutlery. Nevertheless, in many
instancesthe practice of encapsulating ornamental glass objects within
permanent cage/frame works of electrodeposited metal continued to flourish.
This gave rise to many unique, semi-functional artefacts which were
elaborate and of a highly decorative nature.
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Fig: 3/5: An Improvement in the Production of (Hollow) Metallic
Articles by Electrodeposition
Fig. 1: Sectional Elevation of the Glass or Pottery Ware Model.
Fig. 2: The same Model with an Electrodeposited Exterior which Extends over
onto the Interior Rim.
diq. >
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Fig. 2.
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A
Electrodepositedmetal
B
Glass/potteryware vase
1
Internal overhangtrim of the vase
2
Prepared/metallised surface

-F.
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Fiy.
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AAs
78

Fig. 3: SectionalElevation of the Vase after the Model hasbeenRemoved.
Fig. 4: SectionalElevation of the Rim of the Vase Showingthe Overhanging
ä
v
ý`i

Edge which has been Chased to Form a Hollow Bead (3), or Thickening
(4) around the Rim for Structural Reinforcement.

Figs. 5/6&7:

Sectional Elevation of the Base of the Vase.
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Fig: 3/6: An Improvement in Models used for the Formation of
Metal Vessels by Electrodeposition
Fig. 1: Sectional Elevation of a Footed Bowl.

Fig.

2P
3

Fig. 2: The Same Bowl with Electrodeposited Metal on its Exterior Surface.

5

5

3

Fig. 3: The Lower part of the Bowl After the Model has been Removed from the
Deposit. (A base plate (4) covers the foot of the original model (3) which
remains intact)

s
e34

C

hey.

cy

I
2

o°a
3

The glass or china model
Recessedgroove between the foot
and body of the model
The foot of the model

4
5

The metal base plate soldered
into position
The electrodeposited metal coating
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Combined
Metallic
Producing
and
Fig: 3/7: F. 1. Gibbs i\iethod of
Electrodeposition.
by
Articles
Non-metallic
Metallic and
Fig. 7: A Front Elevation of a Set of Lustre Ware Moulds For Forming a Teapot.
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2

F

Fig. 8: A Sectional Plan of the Same Mould taken on Line X-X of Fig. 7.
Frg. 8.
.
19
E

A glass /pottery model was made comprising of several parts; two halves (B & C) corresponding
to each half of the teapot; a top ring for seating the lid and a circular block (L') for forming the
depression (12) in the base of the teapot. A metallic lustre was applied to the bottom (12), body
(13), handle (14), spout (15) and rim (16). The mould was then joined together and introduced to
the electroplating solution where a thick film of copper was formed. On completion the electroform was removed from the mould to reveal a beautifully polished and tarnish free surface. The
main advantages of the process were its financial expedience and commercial viability.

Fig. 9: Moulds for External Deposits
Fz.

FIq

9.
F20

2/

Do
N

Fig. 10: Moulds for Internal Deposits
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H
21

37

37
W-11

37

37

1021
3

ö
a
V

Each half of the mould (F& G) was formed
with projecting surfaces which were lustred
(21) so that the two deposits (22 & 23) were
formed with exterior flanges (20).

Each half of the mould (11& I) was formed
with projecting surfaces which were lustred
(26) so that the two deposits (24 & 25) were
formed with interior flanges (20).

The two electroforms (figs. 9& 10) were placed with flangcs facing to form a hollow metal article.
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5: Reflectors
To avoid possible confusion it is worth differentiating between on the one
hand, metal coatings which are electrodeposited onto glass mirrors, with the
intention of forming a tenaciously adherent and permanent protective
backing, (as discussed in Section B) and on the other hand, metal coatings
which are electroformed onto glass mandrels with a view to minimising
adhesionand promoting the deliberate detachmentof the metal shell after
deposition. The latter of these techniques, was employed in the production
of electroformed reflectors and is subject to discussion in the following
resume.
(5.1) The historical development and commercial exploitation of the process
The practice of electroforming glass mandrels was widely exploited in the
production of metal reflectors and specula. Most notably, the process was
used for fabricating large, lightweight, durable lenses, which were used
within a wide range of applications. In particular, large parabolic reflectors,
astronomical satellites, cinema projectors for motion movies and
navigational searchlights all relied upon the process for their production.
Records substantiating this date back to 1883, when experimental and
empirical researchwas undertaken by Lake. The endeavours of this pioneer
and those that followed gave rise to a series of patent specifications which
were dedicated to the practice. The most important entrepreneursand
exponents of the process included Scharling, Swabe and Bart.
However, it was S.O. Cowper-Coles in association with a variety of
proprietors, who was fundamentally responsible for pioneering, advancing
and sustaining the practice of electroforming glass mandrels. He pursued the
technique with enormous enthusiasm, inventing numerous gadgets and
devices in a determined bid to transform it into a commercially viable
process.These endeavourswere documented in a series of patent
specifications registered between 1895-1907. In principle, one of these early
documents (Figs. 3/8 to 3/10) (1985 British Pat. No. 5600) describes the
procedures which were involved in preparing a polished glass mandrel for
the electroforming process. Initially, the convex surface of the glass dome
was coated with beeswax dissolved in a volatile solvent of benzene. On
drying this solidified to impart an imperceptible and discrete wax film. (This
performed the role of a release agent, and assistedin divorcing the
electroform from the glass mandrel once the electrodeposition process had
been completed.) A silver film, was then precipitated onto the surface of the
glass using conventional mirroring/chemical reduction procedures. On
burnishing, this yielded a highly conductive metal film. Following jigging
onto a rotational pivot mechanism the metallized glass was electrodeposited
with a uniform coating of palladium or chromium (Fig. 3/11). This formed
the critical, reflective surface of the lens/mirror, which was subsequently
reinforced with a substantial thickness of electrodeposited copper. The glass
mould coated with a composite surface structure of electrodeposited silver,
palladium and copper was then extracted from the plating solution, rinsed
and heated to a temperature of 65-93°C (150-200°F). The difference in
thermal expansion of the metal and glass permitted the electroformed metal
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Plan
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Fig: 3/9: A Sectional Elevation and
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the
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In this arrangement a vertical shaft (I) was pivotally connected to a pair of arms (12) & (13) bearing
adjustable weights (12x) & (13x). When the shaft revolved the nut (11) ascended causing the weights and
burnishing rollers (G4) to advance downwards across the surface the mould. The
of
shaft could be
carried to the free end of the arm (14) which was pivotally connected (1S)to the sides of the bath (A1).
This allowed the completed
mould to be removed from the electroplating solution.
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Fig: 3/10: A Sectional Elevation of a Tank fitted with a Further
Modified Arrangement of the Burnishing Device
F4z7

The burnishing device consisted of a curved arm (1) which was hinged to the tank (11), and connected
at the upper end by an adjustable stay rod (J2) to the inside wall of the bath. The arm was fitted with
brackets (J3) & (J4), and passing around these was a chain /belt (J5) furnished with burnishing rollers
(J6). This allowed the rollers to travel successively back and forth over the curved surface of the mould
(B). The mould was supported on a rotating spindle throughout the electrodeposition process.

Fig: 3/11: A Vertical Section Showing a Bath Constructed for the
Deposition of Palladium or Chromium on the Mould
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ti
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The apparatus consisted of a steam jacket / pan (K) containing the electroplating solution. This was lined
with a lead anode. The pan was supported upon a ram (L). This could be raised or lowered hydraulically
1) to bring the solution into contact with the mould (B), which was supported from
or by screw gearing (R.
stands (N).
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facsimile to be detachedand released from the mandrel to produce a brilliant,
highly reflective lens. Subsequent patent specifications (Fig. 3/12 & Fig.
3/13) (1896 - British Pat. No. 26,616) which either modified or extended
the process, were used to fabricate an increasingly sophisticated range of
lensesand reflective devices. Further examples are referred to in Section
10A of the Appendix.
As a commercial proposition electroformed reflectors generated
Blasuis
including
foundries
Electroplating
interest.
considerable market
Barts Co. which started manufacturing searchlight reflectors in 1917, using
glass madrels (Fig. 3/14) went on to expand their production capacity so
that by 1924-5 they were electroforming 35,000 reflectors a month. This
forefront
highly
the
was
at
very
sophisticated process
semi-automated and
of technology. This enabled the company to produce anti-aircraft search
lights (Fig. 3/15) and heliographic mirrors which conformed to strict
These
reflectors were strategically
specifications.
engineering and army
deployed in the military activities of the secondWorld War.
With minor modifications, the devices and procedures outlined above
sustained the use of the process throughout the 1930's-1940's.
Nevertheless, two significant amendments were introduced. Firstly, vacuum
deposition largely supersededmirror/chemical reduction processesas a
means of metallizing glass moulds, and secondly, it became common
in
to
practice use palladium or rhodium preference to chrome to electroform
the specula surface of the mirrors. These metals provided superior reflective
properties and a greater resistanceto surface abrasion. Most of the new
researchwas now directed towards refining the reflective and optical surface
in
Section
10B
(referred
to
of the Appendix). Over time
of
mirrors
quality
the practice of using glass moulds dwindled into obscurity as modern
mandrel materials were introduced which offered greater precision,
flexibility and extended serviceability in the manufacture of parabolic
reflectors.

Section E: Creative

Applications

The creative exploitation of electrodepositing metals onto glass as expressed
through the generation of decorative artefacts, constitutes one of the most
pertinent, diverse and ambiguous applications of the process. Throughout
history, influenced by various aesthetic movements, the process was subject
to an ebb and flow in popularity. The art form gained momentum, to
become a much celebrated vogue which reached the peak/zenith of its
popularity during the 1890's. Thereafter, with the change in fashion and the
impending pressuresof war, the technique declined in favour, and fell into
demise and disrepute. Early artisans were driven by a fundamental
obsessionwith exploring the scientific execution of the art form, particularly
with soliciting strongly adherent deposits. This gave rise to a richly
embellished plethora of electrodeposited glassware. Their technical dexterity
and expertise was harnessedand jealously guarded by the glass making
industry who, paralysed by the fear of commercial competition, veiled the
processin an impenetrable shroud of secrecy. This reticence meant that
technical details of the process were never registered in patent specifications,
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Apparatus
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Cowper-Coles
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Fig: 3/12:
and
for Manufacturing Reflectors
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A glass mould (A) conforming accurately to the shape of the parabolic reflector was coated
in silver and burnished prior to electrodeposition. The edge of the glass was bevelled to fit
accurately inside a ring (73),(which varied in size depending upon the diameter of the reflector).
S
This provided mechanical support, a good electrical connection and promoted a cleaner, thicker
and stronger deposit of metal around the peripheral edges of the reflector. This ring (B) was
suspended by (C) from cross-bar (D). A vertical shaft (E) was used for raising and lowering
%d the mould. The pulley mechanism (G) enabled the mould to be rotated freely along a horizontal
plane, via a belt cord (GI). Together with the swivel / tilting mechanism (provided by the
connection of the frame (D) to the shaft (E)) this promoted a more uniform deposit and agitated
the solution. The electroplating tank (II) containing the electroplating solution (J), was supported
from a frame (F). The anode (K) was arranged on the base of the tank, whilst contacts (K! )
carried the current to the anode during the electrodeposition process.
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Fig. 3/14 One of the Earliest Searchlight Reflectors made by
Electroforming

ý, ý
ý: ýý

a, ý

z

(Source: BART, S.G. (1962) Historical reflections on electroforming. A. S.T.M. Special
Publication No. 318. Synposium on Electroforming. Dallas, Texas. p. 179)
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Fig. 3/15

Fabricating / Electroforming
Searchlight Reflectors

Nickel is electroformed onto a master mould of glass which
has been given a conductive film of silver. Copper is then
form
the
to
the searchlight reflector which
onto
nickel
plated
results when the combined deposit is stripped from the
mould.
(Source: PRINE, W. H. (1948) Electroforming difficult shapes.Product
Engineering, Vol 19 (Dec. ), p. 87. Bart Laboratories)
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or formally disclosedin companyliterature,andhavebeenlost forever.The
skill andcompetenceof theseartisansin executingthe process,hasstood
the testof time andremainsunsurpassedevenby todaysstandards.The
contemporaryrevival in the processwhich is now occurringwith a
vengeance,hasbeenendorsedand advocatedby a host of A/C practitioners.
For today'senthusiaststhe main focus of attentionis lesscentredaround
techniqueandmoregearedtowardsusing the processto identify exciting
new forms of creativeand artistic expression.
Descriptive summary
The following resume has been divided into four main parts which explore
the creative applications of electrodepositing metals onto glass. For
reference purposesthere contents are summarised below:
Part 1: The Historical Evolution and Development of the Process:This
highlights the work of early pioneers and entrepreneurs of the
process (1860-1920).
Part 2: The Contemporary Revival of the Process:This identifies A/C
(1960-to current day) who have made a significant and innovative
contribution to the contemporary resurgenceof interest in the
Part 3:

Part 4:

process of electrodepositing metals onto glass.
The Commercial Exploitation of the Process:This traces the
application of the processby small scale studios and large
industrial enterprises.
Opportunities for Exploring the Creative Potential of the Processin
the Future: This contains an illustrated glossary of creative artefacts
which lie outside the context of electrodepositing metals onto glass
It is hoped that this will illustrate the technical diversity and creative
potential of the process.

1: The historical evolution and development of the process

The vanguard of exponents at the forefront of the decorative art form of
electrodepositing metals onto glass emerged alongside the discovery of the
electroplating process. One of the earliest pioneers Frederick Shirley,
advocated the electrodeposition process for ornamenting Lava glassware in
order to elicit an effect which imitated'cloisonne work'. The manner in
which the process was described in a patent specification from 1879
(U. S.A. Pat. No. 220,038) indicates that the process was already a much
renowned and widely acknowledged technique for embellishing glassware.
Whilst it is evident that several different approachesto using the technique
were adopted leading up to the turn of the 20th century, those of greatest
notoriety and importance were registered by Oscar Pierre Erard (England)
and John H. Scharling (USA).
In May 1889, Oscar Pierre Erard in collaboration
with the eminent
electroplater and gilder Benjamin John Round of Birmingham, registered a
patent specification (Fig. 3/16) (British Pat. No. 7761). This identified a
simple yet effective technique for electrodepositing precious metal films of
gold, silver, and copper onto glass, porcelain and chinaware for decorative
and ornamental purposes. The process of metallization was carried out by
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formulating a metallic flux which was applied in a desired pattern and fused
into the surface of the glass to effect conductivity and promote successful
electrodeposition. A raised or incised ornamentation of electrodeposited
metal could be affected, either by pre-treating the glass with an ordinary
raised paste (known only to the trade), or by simple furnishing the glass
with a heavy coating of metal, which could then be embellished and richly
engraved with intricate designs and decorative patterns. Surviving examples
of Oscar Pierre Erards work which extol the virtues of his technical skill and
design expertise are exhibited in Fig. 3/17. This electrodeposited glassjug,
circa 1886, is currently held in the archive collection of Steven and
William's Museum (at Royal Brierley Crystal) in Brierley Hill, Stourbridge.
The small florally decorated olive green vase illustrated in Figs. 3/18 & 3/19
now resides in the Honeybourne House glass museum in Kingswinford.
The latter exhibit is of particular interest, since it appearsto relinquish any
reliance upon the principle of encapsulation to secure good adhesion
between the electrodeposited metal and glass. Further examples of
electrodeposited glassware dating from this era are representedin Figs. 3/20
to 3/28. Although their origin is unconfirmed several of these pieces have
also been attributed to the work of Oscar Pierre Erard.
During the same period John H Scharling of Newark in the USA
documented two techniques for superimposing embossedmetal designs
onto glassware. The first was registered in March 1893 (Fig. 3/29) (U. S.A.
Pat. No. 492,840). This process consisted of several consecutive stages.
Initially the glass was completely encapsulatedin a thin film of
electrodeposited silver. The desired pattern was then selectively painted onto
the silver casementusing a rubber resist medium. On curing this enabled the
unprotected/exposedportions of the silver to be etched away to reveal an
intricate and ornately decorated cagework of metal around the surface of the
glass.
Alternatively, the resist medium consisted of a continuous piece of
flexible rubber tubing which conformed exactly to the dimensions and
contours of the vase. This was stretched over the original master form and
vulcanised to carry an embossedimage of the pierced silver deposit on its
interior surface. The rubber sleeve was then slipped off the glass and turned
inside out, so that areasnot carrying the image or raised design could be cut
away to produce a reuseableperforated rubber mask. When coating replica
glass forms with an all encompassing film of electrodeposited silver the
rubber mask could be reapplied and the artefact immersed in an acid etching
solution to selectively dissolve the metal and produce a decorative
framework.

A later patentspecificationfiled in September1893,(Fig. 3/30)
(U.S.A. Pat.No. 505,576)advocateda simple and highly effective
techniqueof producingrichly embellishedglassartefacts.In principle, the
electroplating procedure was used to apply successive layers of contrasting
in
metals a manner which created an aesthetically pleasing repousseeffect.
Initially, the glass was metallized with a discrete, yet uniform film
of silver.
Special equipment was used to repeatedly flow a readily decomposable
silver solution onto the revolving glass object. This provided the conductive
base upon which consecutive layers of gold and silver could be
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Steven and Williams. Silver Deposit Wine Jug, (c.1886)

The electrodepositionprocesswas one of the many technological innovations introduced
whilst JohnNorthwood was Art Director. Attributed to the work of OscarPierre Erard this
jug, comprising of a squatform swollen collar and evertedpouring spout
in
decorated
was
the Renaissancestyle with elaboratelypierced silver fish, cherubs,heads,shells and scrolls.
The
engraved surface illustrates the craftsman artistic skill and technical dexterity

(8.50. in - 21.50. cm)
(Source: COOKE, F. (1986) Glass Twentieth Century Design. New York: E.
P.Dutton. p.24)
-
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Fig. 3/18

Copper Deposit Vase, (Late C19t)

h

b

Globular form with tall slenderneck in greenishtinted glass.
Overlaid in copperdepositwith a trailing vine of stylized

leaves and fruit, and decoratively engraved banding of varying
widths around the neck. This piece is especially remarkable
because it appears to relinquish any reliance upon the

principle of encapsulation.
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Fig. 3/19

A Detailed Section of the Vase

The electrodeposited copper has been embellished with an
ornate intaglio design. Engraving tools have been used to
create crosshatching, stippling and zig-zag impressions.
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Fig. 3/20 Silver Deposit Vinaigrette, (Late C19`h)

I

h

N

N

ý..

Globular form with waistedneck, evertedpouring spout and
scroll handle,surmountedby a tall, slenderstopper.Decorated
with pierced silver depositin the Renaissancestyle with
scrolling foilage, floral borders,fruit bearing chalicesand
architecturalregalia.
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Fig. 3/21

Detail of the Stopper

Tall ovoid stopperwith swollen collar and slender,faceted
neck, locatedwithin the pouring spout.
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Fig. 3/22

Engraved Surface - Detail

Decorated in exquisite detail with exceptionally fine intagalio
engraving. This work shows the artisans skill and meticulous

attentionto detail.
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Fig. 3/23 Silver Deposit Footed Vase, (Late C19t)

E
ýi

J
oý

b

W

Tall, slender,elongatedovoid form in blue glasswith flared
neck and clear, circular foot. Overlaid in silver depositwith
two panelsbearing floral spraysand foliage within scalloped
borders.The shoulderandbasedecoratedwith lappetborders,
the neck with archedpillars.
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Fig. 3/24

Front Panel - Engraved Detail

Floral spray and scalloped border in a coarsely cut, intaglio
engraved design. Oxidised silver surface.
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Fig. 3/25

Silver Deposit Vase, (Late C19t)

oý

b
oý

QO

Ovoid form with slender neck and flared rim in greenish-tinted
glass. Decorated with a raising paste and overlaid with a silver
deposit of stylized, foliage/shrubbery, and plain silver banding
around the rim and base. This illustrates how the

electrodepositionprocesscan be employedalongside
embossingtechniquesto createamazingsurfacedetailing,
texture and depth.
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Fig. 3/26 Silver Deposit Cameo Vase, (Late C19t)

E
i
hy
y

I
N

Squat,ovoid form with flared neck in matt ruby overlaid in
opaque- white and carvedwith a trailing spray of flower

blossoms and foliage, encasedin silver deposit scalloped trellis
work. The distinctive style demonstrates the influence of
Islamic and Oriental art on the glass trade towards the end of

the C 191.This gaverise to somedazzling creative effects.
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Fig. 3/27

Engraved Surface - Detail

Stunningeffects were achievedby combining the intaglio
(a
working techniquehalfway betweencutting and engraving)
of cameoglasswith the electrodepositionprocess.This was
especially striking where the silver deposit was ornately
engraved (this piece has been embellished with a distinctive
chevron design.) This gave rise to some quite amazing and
spectacular achievements
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Fig. 3/28

Steven & Williams. Persian Style Silver
Deposit Cameo Vase, (c.1890)

By OscarPierre Erard and JoshuaHodgetts.Tall ovoid form with
swollen collar and flared neck. Matt ruby overlaid in opaquewhite glassdecoratedwith meanderingspraysof honeysuckle,
encasedin silver deposittrellis work, Engraved.
( 9h. in - 22.8h. cm)
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Fig: 3/29:

J. 11. Scharlings Method of Producing Raised
Metallic Designs on Bottles & Vases. (Sheet 1)

This invention relates to a new method of producing raised designs on glass commonly referred
flexible
the
deposit
rubber moulding material.
of
a
employs
use
and
to as silver
ware,

Patented Mar. 7,1893.

No. 492,840.
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Fig. 1: Elevation of the FinishedGlassVase, Showingthe EngravedMetal Design.
Fig. 2: The GlassVase (a), Coveredwith ElectrodepositedMetal (b). The Metal
was Cut Away to Create a Perforated Design. A Flexible Rubber Mask was
then taken from the Form.

Fig. 3: SectionalElevation of the RubberMask Formed Over the Vase in Fig. 2.
The glass vase (a) was initially coated with a thin covering of electrodeposited metal (b). An
outline of the design was drawn onto the metal and cut away (b) so that the remaining metal stood
out in bold relief (Fig. 2). The article was then coated with a vulcanising rubber (c) to create a
flexible mask (Fig. 3), which was perfectly smooth on the outer surface, but in contrast had raised
portions (c) of increased thickness on the inside, where it had formed in recessed surface areas.
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Raised
Producing
Method
Scharlings
J.
II.
Fig: 3/29:
of
Metallic Designs on Bottles & Vases. (Sheet 2)
Fig. 3a: An Elevation of the Pierced.RubberMask.
Patented Mar. 7.1893.

No. 492,840.
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Fig. 4: Elevation of the Vase Coated in a Solid Film of Electrodeposited Silver.
The Flexible Rubber Mask Shown in Figs. 3& 3a was Stretched Over
the Article Prior to Immersing it in the Acid Etching Bath.

Fig. 5: A Vertical Sectionof the GlasswareShowingthe RelationshipBetween
the Layers of ElectrodepositedMetal and RubberMask.
On curing the rubber mask was removed from the former and reversed so that the raised portions
(c) on the outside could be pierced and cut away with a sharp knife to create a perforated (c )
rubber mask (Fig. 3a) conforming to the desired pattern. The rubber mask was then stretched over
identical glass vases (similarly encapsulated in all encompassing films of electrodeposited metal)
(Fig. 4). This enabled the portions of metal exposed through the perforated openings of the flexible
rubber mask (b) to be etched away in an acid bath, either partially to reveal contrasting layers of
different metals, or completely to reveal the original glass. (Fig. 2). The rubber mask was then
removed and the metal was lavishly engraved with decorative surface patterns (Fig. 1).
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Layers
Depositing
Method
Scharling's
J.
H.
Fig: 3/30:
of
1)
(Sheet
Glass
Metal
of
on
This invention highlights a method of depositing layers of metal onto decorative glassware, and
describes the apparatus for coating articles with a conductive silver film, upon which a second
layer of gold, silver or platinum can be electrodeposited.

No. 505,576.

Patented Sept. 26,1893.

Design.
Producing
the
Glass
Coated
Metal,
Prior
to
Fig. 1: Elevation of the
with

I

Fig. 2: Elevation of the Glass Bearing the Completed Metal Pattern / Design.

leposit

lver Fi''

Fig. 3: A Cross Section of Fig. 1 Showing the Layers of Metal on the Glass.
WITNESSES:

INVENTOR.
John.
BY

H.

$ cJuýý;

Z, z vg.
ATTY.

Once a conductive silver film had been precipitated on the glass, a secondary coating of gold,
(or platinum) followed by a third layer of silver was formed using the electrodeposition process.
,
The article was polished and a design applied to the outer layer using a resist varnish before
placing it in an acid bath, where the unprotected portions were dissolved to expose the middle
layer of gold. The varnish was removed, to reveal the article bearing a raised design in silver, and
exposing underlying areas of the glass/china. The raised metal surfaces were then be engraved
(Fig. 2). In principle the inter-mediary gold coating prevented the inner silver layer which was
protected by glass on the one side and gold on the other, from tarnishing.
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Fig: 3/30: J. II. Scharling's Method of Depositing Layers
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Fig. 4: View of the Apparatus Employed in a New Method of Flowing a
Decomposable Silver Film onto the Article.
The tilting bowl (c) containing the solution (d) for
coating the glass was positioned on a bench
(c). The end of the suction pipe (e) was placed in the
solution which was attached to a suction
pump (E), from this extended a pipe (e) bearing a nozzle (e ). The nozzle was positioned above
the bowl (c) using a clamp (n. In order to flow the solution the
glass (a) was held beneath the
nozzle and the pump was set in operation. As the liquid (of potash, nitrate of silver, ammonia
and milk-sugar) flowed over the article it was rotated enabling the article to be coated with a
very uniform film of silver which rendered it conductive. The process posed a low health risk to
the operator and was very economical since the solution collected in the bowl
was recycled.

Fig. 5&6:

Shows How the Glass Bottle or Bowl
Secured
to the Apparatus.
was
A cork (a) was inserted into the
neck of the bottle (Fig. 5) which was screwedto a handle (a).
Alternatively, as in the case a finger bowl (Fig. 6) the
of
work was securedusing a cement).
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films.
laminated
to
metal
electrodeposited producea compositestructureof
A resistvarnishwas thenpaintedonto the uppermostsurfacein an ornate
design.This enabledany layersof silver or gold which were superfluousto
the intendeddesignto be selectivelyetched.The remainingmetal wasfinally
lavishedand decoratedwith a rich vocabularyof engravedandchased
patterns,which revealedthe interveninglayersof gold and silver, and
contrastingareasof surfacerelief and colour.
(1.1) Theprocessat the height of its popularity.
During this era the process was also exploited for the production of
decorative glassware ranges. Although this has been acknowledged by
several sources, evidence substantiating this claim has proved elusive. From
archive material and correspondencewith the Kuntsmuseum in Dusseldorf,
it has become evident that the Latz glass factory based in Klostermühle,
Southern Bavaria (which was purchased by Johann Utz (1778 -1848) and
after his death continued production under the directorship of his wife 'Johann Lötz Witwe'), played a significant role in producing silver deposit
glassware.This was primarily due to the dynamic influence of Max Ritter
von Spaun (Johann Lötz's grandson) who took over the management of the
company in 1879. Through his artistic talent and astute financial/business
acumen the company was modernized, rapidly expanding its production
capacity to gain international recognition and establish an enviable reputation
in several techniques including silver overlay / electrodeposited glassware.
In many instances, Lötz silver deposit glassware (Fig. 3/3 1) reflected the
stylistic ambience of the Art Nouveau era, but latter pieces produced in the
early part of the twentieth century were more in keeping with the transition
towards the more formal, geometric designs (inspired by the work of
Scottish architect - designer Charles Rennie Mackintosh and English
designer Charles Robert Ashbee) and embraced the design ethos of the Art
Deco period.
In addition, Lötz also manufactured blanks glassware which was
purchasedby small commercial enterprises for customization and
ornamentation using the process. In particular, between 1890 - 1900 several
Austro - German factories and designers were known to be actively
pursuing the electrodeposition technique for decorating and embellishing
glassware (Fig. 3/32). These included Adolf Zache in Gablonz, who
enlisted the design skills of the painter Carl Lederle of Reichenberg to
produce glassware bearing galvanized silver overlay which was almost
identical to the Lotz designs. Carl Goldberg a self made entrepreneur, who
set up a workshop in 1881, in Haida, Bohemia (present day Novy Bor,
Czechoslovakia), also occasionally used silver deposit to create rich,
sumptuous overlay designs on iridescent glassware during the early part of
the twentieth century.
This hive of activity was echoed by events in the U. S.A, where a small
but rapidly expanding host of companies were avidly exploring the
commercial viability of manufacturing silver deposit glassware. The most
reputable of these included; The Alvin Manufacturing Co.; New York
Silver; Gorham Manufacturing Co.; National Silver Deposit Ware Co.; The
E. J. Bass Co.; Fishel, Nesser & Co.; and Scharling and Co. Inc.
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Fig. 3/32

Unbekannt Böhmen.
Vase, (c. 1900)

Gourd shaped light blue vase incorporating a
foliage
deposit
stencilled
motif. The
silver

iredescent
is
in
the
same
mouth also
rainbow
like colours. (4.3h. in - 11h. cm)
(Source: GRUBER, S.H. R. (1976) Jugendstil Glas.
Mainz: Mittelrheinisches Landesmuseum, p. 145)
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Their products took the form of an exquisite plethora of domestic gift and
stemware including pokals, champagne and claret flagons, cruet sets,bowls
and plates as well as the more conventional boudoir sets comprising of
deposit
bottles
Silver
glassware also
and posey vases.
atomizers, cologne
infiltrated into the realms of fashionable dress attire in the guise of
decorative glass buttons, hatpins, jewellery appendagesand handles for
walking sticks. Reflecting the avant-garde style of the art nouveau period
thesecarried a flowing, curvatious repertoire of floral patterns and
asymmetrical design configurations; often bearing a single cartouche of plain
silver for engraving a monogram, crest or personal inscription. Whilst the
vast majority consisted of plain/clear crystal other pieces adopted a more
experimental approach with the silver deposit being set off against cobalt
blue, emerald or ruby coloured glasses.The application of a precious metal
deposit enhancedthe products perceived value, which together with the high
level of skill and craftsmanship required, stifled the industrial mass
production and commercial exploitation of the technique. Even at the height
of its popularity, silver deposit glassware was restricted to the more
exclusive end of the retail market.

2: The contemporary revival of the process
After the fervent display of interest at the turn of the century, enthusiasm for
exploiting the decorative processof electrodepositing glass appearedto
subside. The approach of the First World War marked a watershed which
saw the art form fall into decline and disrepute, and pre-empted a period of
dormancy which was to last for almost 50 years. This was in stark contrast
to the closely allied technique of electroforming which became the subject of
renewed commercial interest.
The pioneering work of the 1960's, which initiated a resurgence of
interest in the process, can be largely attributed to Marvin Liposky. This
american artist conducted researchand practical experimentation into the
technique of electrodepositing copper on to glass. He was an inspiration and
a catalyst in encouraging glass artists and designers to harnessand exploit
the process with renewed creativity and aesthetic sensitivity.

Under his dynamicinfluence the processgaineda new leaseof life,
which enabledit to permeateinto the technicalandcreativevocabularyof an
ever-increasingnumberof artists/craftsmenpractitioners.Consequently
today,the techniqueenjoysunprecedentedpatronageandpopularity.
Contemporaryglassartistsof the 1990s,who are consideredto be at
the forefront of the electrodepositionprocessinclude Michael Glancy,John
Andersonand Anna Dickinson. (CatherineHough is referredto in Section
11 of the Appendix). The working techniques,creativepracticesand
personalartefactsgeneratedby theseartists,and of severallesswidely
renownedcraftsmen,is discussedin the following resume,and illustrated
in the gallery (Section 13of the Appendix) which follows.
This will aim to highlight the currenttrendsin electrodepositingmetals
onto glassand illustratesomeof the decorativepossibilitiesandcreative
modesof expressionwhich are capableof being evolvedby newly initiated
A/C wishing to explorethe process.
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Michael Glancy
In America, inspired by the opportunities of Rhode Island School of Art and
Design (where he resided as a student between 1974 and 1980) Michael
Glancy embarked upon a journey of discovery into the art form of
led
dedication
His
avid enthusiasm and
electrodepositing metals onto glass.
to the revival of a relatively dormant electroplating facility, initiating a new
by
his
later
in
technique,
the
return as a
which
was
endorsed
precedence
form
him
lecturer.
This
the
to
and
art
promote
position enabled
senior
demystifying the technicalities of the processto future generations of glass
students. Glancys role as a professional educator has been distinguished
over the last decadeby his teaching activities at Pilchuck (a glass summer
school). During the formative years of his experimentation and researchinto
electrodepositing metals on to glass Glancy gained inspiration and technical
local
industry.
from
from
links
Advice
with
sought
numerous
assistance
plating shops and supply outlets proved to be a key factor in expanding and
developing his technical vocabulary and practical understanding of the
it
Fundamentally,
was this early collaboration which captivated his
process.
fertile imagination, electrifying a fervent and all-consuming passion in the
creative exploitation of electrodepositing metals onto glass.
In the first instance, Michael Glancy uses finely tuned and proficient
is
heavy
but
to
this
skills
produce
walled,
cased
glassblowing
glass vessels,
only a means to an end. Fundamentally, it is the procedure of
electrodepositing metal onto the glass, and the preliminary cold processesof
forming,
and decorating the blown forms which are
selectively sculpting,
the main focus for his attention. Inspired by the techniques of Maurice
Marinot, Glancy originally exploited hydrofluoric etchants and rubber
stencils to carve an intricate vocabulary of geometric designs into the surface
of the glass. It was only later, that he discovered sandblasting techniques
(Fig. 3/33) which offered superior control and a greater freedom of creative
expression. The sandblasting procedure performs a decorative role but is
also vitally important in abrading and roughening the surface of the glass.
After cleansing, a metallizing medium in the form of a silver electrodag paint
is sprayed onto the sculpted surface of the artefact as a precursory stage to
the plating process.This allows Glancy to encapsulatethe glass in a jacket
of electrodeposited copper (or occasionally silver), which is adherently
locked into position by the all-encompassing and continuous nature of its
like
matrix
configuration. On removing the artefact from the electroplating
solution, the resisted areasare removed to reveal windows which magnify
and distort the underlying surface of the glass. Glancy discovered that by
juxtaposing the polished glass lenses against the qualities of the
electrodepositedmetal it was possible to produce a dazzling jewel-like
quality. In tandem with the exacting geometry and disciplined order of his
designs, this constituted a dynamic and extravagant effect. The copper is
electrodeposited at a low current density and in a very pure, dull condition to
provide a suitable surface for subsequentpatinating scenarios. Colouring
techniques are characteristically used in conjunction with the
electrodeposition process to elicit an inherently intriguing range of
complementary effects.
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Creatively, Michael Glancy is fascinated by one all consuming
intellectual concept, of deriving `order out of chaos'. More specifically, he
is interested in carrying out scientific observations and uses microscopic
instruments to reveal the hidden ordered structures, rhythmical patterns, and
forms.
in
This
designs
source of
natural
complex
geometric
mathematically
inspiration feeds his fertile imagination and enables him to conceptualise a
rich tapestry of subjective images and designs. These are translated and
3/34
Glancy's
(Figs.
in
his
work
glass artefacts.
projected as a visual style
to 3/41) typically comprises of unique one-off sculptures and artefacts
forms.
These
frequently
the
take
guise
of
vessel
are supported upon
which
plinths of sheet glass, which serve to define the space within which the
object is held. The marriage between the contrasting vertical and horizontal
for
is
the exploration of surface
and
provides
an
arena
planes pronounced,
feature
is
hallmark,
in
This
texture.
a
conjunction
striking
which
and
pattern
with the electrodeposition process has become synonymous with Michael
Glancy's creative endeavours.
John Anderson
John Anderson is a successful glass artist who specialises in
electrodepositing metals onto glass. Formerly educated at Farnham College
in Surrey, he now resides in Hampshire where he runs a small glassmaking
studio. He operates within a broad market context, responding to
commissions for unique, one-off artefacts, particularly furniture for interior
design projects and sculptures, as well as producing commercially driven
studio ranges of wine glasses, vessels and candlesticks.
Initially, he produces simple hand blown forms. With the exception of
sandblasting, these are chaste of decoration, which is cultivated entirely
through the electrodeposition process which follows. During the preparation
of the artefacts, a copious quantity of wire is integrated into the surface.
This is twisted, distorted and woven in a sinuous meandering course around
the glass to promote deposition and induce a particular aesthetic effect.
Using an experimental range of plating solutions, and a crude but reliable
facility, he exploits the process with great resolve and ingenuity. Whilst his
approach is unorthodox and ad hoc, it is refreshingly spontaneous.The
deposits emerge as dense, callous like growths of metal, granular and
nodular encrustation's (Figs. 3/42 to 3/44) which form in swathing patterns
around the surface of the glass and harbour an embellishment of gems.
Post-plating procedures transform the work still further. In particular,
patinating procedures are employed to capture an air of intrigue and
mysticism, and enshrine the artefacts with a quality which is reminiscent of
antiquity and archaeological finds of a bygone era.

Anna Dickinson
As a contemporaryglassartist, Anna Dickinson hasreceivedmany
accoladesin recognitionof her achievements.Shenow standsat the
forefront of the processin Britain. An avid practitioner,sheexploits the
electrodepositionprocessto transmutethe collars andrims of her glass
vesselsand plateswith gold, silver, and copper,which are infused with an
exquisiteplethoraof colour, texture,andpattern.Her fascinationwith the
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Fig. 3/35

Michael Glancy. Pascalian Ambit, (1984)

Blown glass,industrial plate glassand electrodepositedcopper
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Fig. 3/37

Michael Glancy. Sterling Sentinel - Detail
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Fig. 3/42

John Anderson. Footed Bowl
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Fig. 3/43

John Anderson. Candlesticks
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Glass and copper wire, electrodeposited, patinated and gilded
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John Anderson. Bowl

IS
t

Sandblasted,electrodeposited copper, patinated and gilded
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for
degree
first
metalwork
a
studying
emergedwhilst
electroplatingprocess
it
However,
Polytechnic.
Middlesex
was a work experienceperiod with
at
PeterLayton and an M.A. at the Royal Collegeof Art which provedto be
the turning point, andmain catalystfor establishingher all consuming
for
passionandenthusiasm the processof electrodepositingmetalsonto
glass.
Anna Dickinson's work is inspiredby her creativeinterestsand
Her
fascination
These
tribal
art.
and ritual
with
reflect a
sensibilities.
jewellery,
and
the
sacred
artefacts:
regalia,
of
ethnic
spirit
artefactscapture
forgotten
civilisations.
ancient architecture, and are reminiscent of
Under personal direction and guidance, the initial blown forms are
indigenously
Even
by
Wilkin.
Neil
they
this
stage
at
early
portray an
created
ethnic influence. The dark brown walls of her African `Dinka' series echo
the quality of carved wooden vessels.This is in contrast to the delicate pale
blue aura of artefacts inspired by Aegean cultures. Lead glass is used in
On
it
is
because
to
and
more
easily
manipulated.
softer
preference soda glass
annealing the glass vessels are incised with ornate designs. Cutting,
grinding and sandblasting techniques are used to embellish the surface with
In
tribal
whorls,
and
patterns.
a coherent array of spirals, undulating ridges,
this manner the highly reflective, cold and hard polished surface, which she
believes detracts from the quality of the glass, can be eradicated in favour of
creating a softer and warmer satin or matte surface sheen.The textured
surface is cleansed and finished through etching. This engenders a good
between
key
is
to
the
adhesion
surface
which essential maximise
electrodepositedmetal and the glass.
One of the metallizing techniques Dickinson employs relies upon the
use of an acid-resistant lacquer, which is applied to the surface of the glass
and allowed to dry. This is lightly abraded prior to being treated with a
damp sealer. The tacky surface film produced enables a fine dispersion of
powdered brass to be generously daubed on to the surface to instil
conductivity. On exposure to the acid copper sulphate electroplating solution
(150 litre - 33 gallon tank), the treated areasreceive a generous build-up of
strongly adherent metal (Fig. 3/45). This is then filed (Fig. 3/46), etched,
and engraved, to create a rich embellishment of intaglio designs and relief
patterns. Alternatively, by applying a masking fluid to the rims and
scratching back into the resisted surface, the underlying copper can be
selectively exposed to produce electrodeposited designs which stand proud
of the base metal. Embossed materials and precious stones can be
encapsulatedas decorative inclusions within the electrodeposited metal to
create a seductive range of textural and tactile surface qualities.

Finishing the pieceinvolves mechanicallypolishing the electrodeposited
metal,prior to treatingthe surfaceswith a colouredpatina,a preciousmetal
leaf or gilding process.
A variety of creativeeffectscanbe achieved.Onceprotectedwith a
lacqueror wax film, theseare preservedfor future posterity.The artefacts
produced(Figs. 3/47 to 3/50), inherit a subtlety and classicalrichnesswhich
is evocativeof their ethnic and ritual origins.
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Fig. 3/45

Anna Dickinson. Extracting Work from
the Electroplating Solution.
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Fig. 3/46

Anna Dickinson at Work. Filing and
Burnishing the Surface of the Metal
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Fig. 3/48

Anna Dickinson. Vessel Form

4.

Clear glass,handblown, sandblastedand etched.
Electrodepositedrim, patinatedbrown.
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Fig. 3/49

Anna Dickinson. Plate (Private
Commission) Green and Black Rim,

(1988)
-

jr

Glassetched,cut and sandblasted,electrodepositedrim,
patinatedand oxidised. (19.20. in - 480. cm)
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Fig. 3/50

Anna Dickinson. Bowl, (1985)

Clear, cut and etched,electroformedcopperrim, patinated
blue. (8.80. in ~ 220. cm)
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Anna Dickinson's work featuresin exhibitionsand commissionsworldwide. It boastsa reputationfor selling at the more exclusiveand expensive
fetching
£3,000
to
the
up
per artefact.
endof
retail market,
3: The commercial exploitation of the process
In addition to artefacts generatedthrough the creative practice of individual
artists or craftsmen (discussed above), there has also been a contemporary
revival in the commercial exploitation of the process of electrodepositing
metals onto glass in Britain. This has diversified at two distinct levels,
emerging firstly through the entrepreneurial activities of A/C in the guise of
the small-scale studio ranges, and secondly, being harnessedby large-scale
industrial manufacturers for the commercial production of glassware ranges.
These developments are analysed in the following discussion.
Small scale studios
Prominent exponents of the small-scale studio scenario include `Jenny Blair
Designs' (Fig. 3/51) and `Sileda Glass' Ltd (Fig. 3/52). In these
enterprises,the technique of electrodepositing glass has been exploited to
develop decorative giftware ranges. Products include scent bottles, boudoir
sets, and vaseswhich are aimed at the lower end of the retail market. In both
instances mass produced or studio ranges of glassware are purchased from
an external supplier, and customised with an adorning pattern of
electrodeposited silver or gold. The decoration typically takes the form of
contemporary, abstract, or floral design configurations.
The jewellery shops and craft enterprises which display the work for
retail purposesplay a significant role in underpinning the market context
within which the products are designed to be seen; more as semi-precious
jewellery than decorative glassware. For prospective clients this increases
the products perceived value. These studio ranges have found a particularly
successful niche within the export market.

Large commercial enterprises
Dartington Crystal was established in 1967, and is a relative new additiorrto
the British crystal industry. The company has rapidly gained a reputation as
the country's leading designer/manufacturer of clear crystal. In 1990, a
completely new concept was introduced to Dartingtons product range when
the decision was taken to invest in facilities for electrodepositing metals onto
glass. This was part of a broader strategy to move the company's design
profile up-market. The original concept was developed into a new product
range which was made viable through technical collaboration with Degussa.
By successfully extending the company's design ethos and attracting a more
discerning class of clientele, this range of electrodeposited glassware
launched the company into the more exclusive, and lucrative
end of the retail
market.

The conceptcameto fruition in the form of the `Argenta' range(Figs.
3/53 to 3/55). For promotional purposesthe new product was accompanied
by a seriesof prototypeglassartefactsbearingelectrodepositedcopperrims.
Thesewere impregnatedwith a plethoraof richly embellishedpatinas.
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The `Argenta' range is complementary in design to the clear, classical
feel of Dartingtons existing product range. The glassware features a simple,
banding
is
to the
refined collar of electrodeposited silver which applied as a
rims of decanters,vessels and candlesticks. This stylisation endows the
glassware with the social etiquette, richness, and elegance, to grace any
occasion. By exploiting the potential virtues of the process, the company
found an effective market niche for electrodeposited glassware.
Unfortunately, the untimely launch of the product, at a time of persistent
in
late
1980s
deep
financial
the
and early
recession
commercial pressureand
1990s,appearstemporarily, to have forestalled any further developments in
the creative exploitation of the process, at least for the foreseeable future.
4: Current and future explorations into the creative potential of the
electrodeposition process
The artistic license of the electrodeposition process has led to a widespread
resurgencein its creative exploitation. Complex and sophisticated artefacts
which are not capable of fabrication using traditional metalworking
techniques can now be formed using the process, often using a wide range
of metals, (as referred to in Section 12 of the Appendix). The technique can
also be used to coalesce the components of an artefact as a single structure,
thereby facilitating the synthesis of decorative and sculptural forms.
The illustrations exhibited in `The Gallery' which follows (Section 13
of the Appendix) are not all directly related to the process of
electrodepositing metals onto glass. These have been included becausethey
illustrate the work of contemporary artists and demonstrate the potential for
using the electroforming/deposition process within a broader, creative
context. Today, A/C working in a variety of materials have capitalised upon
the processto generatean infinite array of creative artefacts. In pursuing this
goal, they have drawn upon the possibilities of the electroplating process
and used them in conjunction with disciplines relating to their own specialist
subject areas.Furthermore, by embracing the technical knowledge of
commerce and industry they have been able to extend the creative potential
of the process in an innovative, challenging, and dynamic way. The most
prominent of these contemporary artists include Stanley Lechtzin, Lee
Barnes Peck, Cecil Herring, June Schwarz, and Floria Dankia. It is hoped
that by highlighting some of the possibilities of using the process and
generating a senseof enthusiasm, innovation, and excitement, that this
technique will be regarded as a source of inspiration for future generations
of A/C.
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Chapter 4

Preliminary Note
Before proceeding it might be helpful to clearly map out the framework of
information contained within the following chapters and bridge the gap
between the historical and practical sections of the thesis. Furthermore,
this has been organised to reflect a gradual focusing and honing in of the
information from the very general to the more specific.
Chapter 4 has been written from an empirical and practical point of
view to provide information which will directly facilitate and promote the
by
In
A/C.
the
the
order to
and
of
process
application
exploitation
practical
fulfil this objective it presents information on the following subject areas;
Setting up and maintaining an electroplating facility (4A); Background
knowledge on the properties and applications of electroplating metals
(4B); Electroplating solutions - this discusses their chemical composition,
in
fundamental
determining their suitability
criteria
operating parameters,
to the electrodeposition of metals onto glass and recommended routes for
exploiting the process (4C). The basic theoretical principles and practices
of the electroplating process (4D); and cathode design considerations
aimed at alleviating problems and highlighting strategies for maximising
the successof the electrodeposition process (4E). Fundamentally, it should
be emphasised that all of the information presented has been geared
specifically and exclusively to using the process within the financial,
practical, and technical limitations of a studio based environment.
Chapter 5 provides a backdrop which explores the electrodeposition of
non-conductive substrates within a broad context. This overview of
historical and contemporary practices is intended to provide a valuable
resource of information, a vehicle for the cross-fertilisation of ideas and a
springboard for inspiring innovative creative practice. Chapter 6 becomes
gradually more focused and relates specifically and exclusively to
electrodepositing metals onto glass. This guides the practitioner through
the various stages of the process: Preparing (cleansing and roughening) the
glass (6A); Metallizing the glass (6B); Initiating, recording and resolving
any potential plating problems (6C); and promoting good adhesion (6D).
The penultimate section Chapter 7, presents a catalogue or series of
methods for exploiting the aesthetic and decorative potential of the
process, and identifies techniques which can be harnessed and used for
personal interpretation and creative expression by the A/C. The potential
for the studio based practice to transcend the needs of the A/C and become
a driving force for commercial enterprise is explored in Chapter 8.

This researchhasbeenculled, sievedand analysedfrom a wide range
of sources.Conventionalliterature searcheshavebeencomplementedby a
substantialvolume of knowledge obtainedfrom primary sources,
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especiallypatentspecificationsand from the direct collation of working
practicesand proceduresof contemporaryA/C practitioners and industrial
areasof expertise.Thesehavebeentestedthrough practical and empirical
experimentationto identify versionsof the processappropriateto
exploitation by the A/C. This researchfollows no establishedprecedence.
The information compiled is unique and has never before, beenput
togetheror presentedin this format. Since much of this researchhasbeen
basedaroundstudio application, working practicesand empirical
experimentation,no specific referencesare cited within the main text.
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Chapter 4A

Electroplating Equipment
Introduction
Contemporary electroplating equipment has evolved out of a well
designed
foundation
to
of
research,
a
co-ordinated
response
established
meet the requirements of industry and reflect the technical advancements
is
The
in
engineering.
electrical
and
mechanical
equipment
made chemical,
now fairly standardised, but nevertheless capable of undergoing an infinite
number of permutations to fit the working parameters and type of job
specification likely to be undertaken.
Several important considerations come into play when selecting an
electroplating facility appropriate to exploitation by the A/C operating
Creativity
(which leads the
the
within
remits of a studio environment.
is
in
design
to
the
concept)
practitioner
synthesis of a
not purely generated
response to visual stimulation, but frequently evolves out of the excitement
of manipulating a technique / process. The A/C therefore requires an
ingenuity
facility
be
electroplating
used with
and flexibility,
which can
where the playful experimentation and research which identify the
working parameters and limitations of the process can be repeatedly
explored and challenged. This criterion presents a dilemma or conflict of
interests, since these motivations are of little relevance within the context
of industrial electroplating where prescribed operating conditions are
rigorously upheld in order to achieve precise and predetermined results.
Here, scientific investigation centres almost exclusively around controlling
the properties and micro-structure (e.g. the porosity, density or hardness)
of a deposit, rather than upon exploiting the idiosyncrasies and anomalies
of the process to generate a rich variety of decorative effects.
Paradoxically, the A/C will frequently harness for creative exploitation
those characteristics of the process which are regarded as flaws or
imperfections by commercial establishments. This discrepancy is a point
of contention which may cause communication difficulties and frustration
when seeking advice from professional electroplaters.

Regardlessof its set up, to be operationalthe electroplatingfacility
must compriseof four basic parts. Thesemay be summarisedas follows:
The electroplatingtank. (including any auxiliary equipment)
(i)
The electroplatingsolution.
(ii)
The electrodes,comprising of:
(iii)
The Anodes: The positively chargedelectrodeswhich
normally provide the sourceof metal to be
deposited.
The Cathodes: The negativelychargedelectrode(s)/ the work
piece which receivesthe depositedmetal.
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An externalsourceof electricity: A meansof applying a voltage and
controlling the current.

A manually operated, small laboratory sized electroplating facility
be
final
for
However,
A/C.
be
the
the
should
selection
should
adequate
This
in
made accordance with a number of previously established criteria.
will ensure that the equipment fits the specific needs and resources of the
individual practitioner. Important considerations will include available
space, financial expenditure (capital and on - going costs), convenience
bear
Naturally
intended
this
the
reference to
will
mode of application.
and
the volume (i. e. production or one - off) and size of the work to be
electroplated. Furthermore, where electroplating procedures rely upon the
use of hazardous substances,health and safety implications will also be a
primary consideration.
The equipment used for electroplating varies from the elementary
through to the highly sophisticated, providing the A/C with the latitude to
be
Commitment
broad
approaches.
will
of
and
realise a
range possibilities
a decisive factor in determining which type of facility is most appropriate
to the individual practitioners needs. Whilst a very simple, crude facility
can be set up with relative ease and financial expedience, it will only
suffice for basic experimentation and the practitioner with any serious
interest in pursuing the process will soon aspire to a more professional
electroplating facility which exhibits features for controlling and
manipulating the process. This will yield a rich diversity of repeatable and
predictable results. It is highly recommended that the A/C views the
acquisition as a long-term investment and purchases a comprehensive and
reliable electroplating facility.
The following chapter will aim to introduce the A/C to the equipment
required to set up a good electroplating facility. This will discuss the
purpose and mode of function of each component, where appropriate
detailing installation and maintenance procedures. It is hoped that this will
provide the practical guidelines and advice necessary to establish an
efficient and reliable installation, which is capable of long-term
exploitation by the A/C wishing to pursue this exciting and innovating
process.

The Electroplating Tank
Electroplating solutionscan be containedwithin numeroustypes of tanks.
Thesevary in scaleand size accordingto the nature and quantity of work to
be processed.The layout of a typical electroplating tank and
ancillary/auxiliary equipmentare shown in Figs. 4/1 and 4/2
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Inlet
pipe of
filtration
system

Tank (Cross Section)

Size:
Where financially

viable it is advisable to purchase as large a tank as
possible, as small tanks only limit the size of objects capable of
undergoing electrodeposition. For initial experimentation, a tank with a
solution capacity of 80 litres (17.6 gallons) is recommended for use -A
tank measuring approximately 18" square (116 cm2) will hold this volume
of solution. However, relatively small plating baths are also particularly
useful as a learning aid because they are notoriously difficult to control
and have a tendency to be chemically unstable, being more susceptible to
rapid changes in pH, temperature and solution contamination. Invariably,
this provides the inexperienced operator with the opportunity to
understand how solutions fluctuate and to learn techniques and control
mechanisms for counteracting such effects, far more rapidly than would
otherwise be feasible using larger facilities. Table 4/1 recommends
suitable tank sizes for installation by the A/C working in a studio
environment:
Table 4/1. Recommended Tank Sizes

Small test/experiments
For small scale individual pieces
For small scale production work or average
size pieces
For larger pieces or volume production

10 litres (2.2 gallons)
25 litres (5.5 gallons)
60 litres (13.2 gallons)
100 litres (or upwards)
(22 gallons)
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Construction:
Electroplating tanks are constructed from a wide range of materials all of
which have their relative advantages and disadvantages. For acid copper
is
lined
It
tanks
the
plating solutions steel
are
most practical and popular.
insulated
that
these
are
essential
with a high grade synthetic plastic or
rubber for example "Vulcan" or "Ilex", as acidic solutions attack and
corrode steel which is detrimental to both the tank and the electroplating
solution.
Alternatively, tanks may be fabricated from PVC or polypropylene
(rigid grade plastics). These give excellent mechanical strength and
chemical resistance and are well suited to a broad range of processes
including nickel and silver plating solutions.
For further information on suitable tank and tank linings reference
should be made to Table 4/2.
Preparing the tank.
Prior to use new rubber lined tanks and those fabricated from
polypropylene, polyethylene or PVC, must be treated to leach out
chemical contamination from the manufacturing process and to instil
properties of superior resistance. (Any auxiliary equipment of a rubber or
plastic nature including pipes, hoses and chroffles etc. should be cleaned in
a similar manner). As indicated below the leaching procedure will vary
depending upon the chemical nature of the intended electroplating
solution.
Before conducting these procedures it is essential to refer to health
and safety guidelines and ensure that protective clothing (including
goggles and gloves) is worn.

ProcedureNo: 1
This procedure employs a weak alkali solution and is recommended for
treating the above tanks in preparation for receiving cyanide based
electroplating solutions.

Method:
Fill the tank to 3/4 of its capacity with clean cold water. Stirring
constantly, slowly add 25 - 40g/l (4 - 6.4 oz / gal) of sodium hydroxide
(caustic soda) and dissolve thoroughly before making any necessary
additions of water to bring the solution up to its full working capacity.
Heat the solution to 60°C (140°F) and maintain at temperature for at least
8 hours. (Throughout this duration use the filter pump and unit to circulate
the solution around the tank). Finally, dispose of the solution (Neutralize
the effluent using acid and irrigate with copious quantities of water, prior
to discarding the waste down the drain) and thoroughly rinse the tank in
clean water. Lightly scour the tank lining with a fibre brush and re-rinse
prior to use.
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ProcedureNo: 2
This procedure employs a weak acid solution and is recommended for
treating the above tanks in preparation for receiving either an (acid) copper
or dull nickel plating solution.
Method:
Fill the tank to 3/4 of its capacity with cold clean water. Avoiding any
direct contact between the concentrated acid and delicate lining of the
tank, carefully add 5- 10 ml / 1(1- 2 oz / gal) of sulphuric acid and mix
thoroughly. (Remember when mixing chemicals always add acid to water
60°C
Heat
(140°F) and maintain at
the
to
versa).
solution
and never vice temperature for at least 8 hours. (Throughout this duration use the filter
pump and unit to circulate the solution around the tank). Finally, dispose
of the solution and thoroughly rinse the tank in clean water.
N. B.: This treatment is ideal where stainless steel components form an
integral part of the filtration system. However, where the system is
completely formed of plastic or rubber components hydrochloric
acid in a ratio of 50 ml / 1(8 fl oz / gal) should be used in place of
sulphuric acid.
The equipment is now ready for use. The plating tank should be positioned
in a dust free atmosphere where possible contact with oil or grease will be
avoided. Further protection from air borne contamination can be afforded
by using an external cover or transparent polycarbonate lid. This will
reducing the amount of water lost through evaporation, save on heating
costs and help to maintain the solution in a more stable condition.

Tank Connections
The busbarsconsistsof fixed rods which are positioned horizontally across
the supportingrim of the tank. Theseprovide suspensionpoints for the
anodesand cathodes.The tank rods (which typically consist of solid
copperrods) must be of a sufficient strengthand rigidity to supportthe
weight of the work piece and be of a suitablediameterto carry the
anticipatedamperage/ electrical current. The two peripheralbusbars
which supportthe anodesare positively charged,as opposedto the
centrally positionedcathodebusbarwhich is negatively charged.The
cathoderod may be furnishedwith small vertical pegsset out at regular
intervals along its length. Theseprovide suitable attachmentpoints for the
connectionof electrodewires which are usedto supportthe work piece
during the electroplatingprocess.
The busbarsmust be separatedand insulated from direct contactwith
the tank. This is essentialto preventthem becoming an integral part of the
electrical circuit which would result in a loss of current, deposition failure
andbusbarcorrosion. Busbarsare therefore securelyfastenedin an
elevatedposition to the flangesof the tank using intervening blocks (Fig.
4/3). Thesecan be fabricatedfrom various inexpensiveand
electrochemicallyinert materials,in particular hard rubber, plastic or
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polyethyleneoffer suitable insulation and resistance.However, in the short
term more expedientsubstitutessuch as wood coatedin shellac,wax,
asphaltum(to preventsolution impregnationand disintegration)or fragile
porcelainblocks can be useduntil more a permanentmaterial can be
found.
The busbars convey the electrical current between the rectifier and the
electroplating solution (Fig. 4/4). Therefore, regularly scheduled
maintenance is essential to ensure that all electrical connections are secure
and in a good condition. Occasionally smearing the contacts with a light
film of petroleum jelly (avoiding any possible contamination of the plating
solution) will afford them protection from the highly corrosive
environment. It is also advisable to cleanse the busbars to reduce electrical
resistance. This can be carried out, by simply rubbing down the areas
which will be in direct contact with the anode hooks with a small swatch
of moist abrasive "wet and dry" paper. (Care must be taken to ensure that
any debris and / or rubbings are not accidentally released into the plating
solution. ) This will eliminate surface oxidation on the busbars and produce
a bright, metallic and highly conductive contact surface, which will allow
deposition to occur more easily.

Filtration

Solutions
of

During the electrodeposition process, solution contamination cumulatively
arises from anode dissolution, airborne dust particles, organic / inorganic
impurities and drag-in (with the introduction and removal of work from
the solution). Where agitation or high current densities are employed these
impurities (depending upon their nature) remain suspended in solution and
are prevented from settling out on the bottom of the tank. Filtration is
therefore essential to prevent this debris from becoming incorporated into
the growth of the deposit at the cathode surface, where it would create
rough, nodular or burnt deposits. The filtration system purifies the
electroplating solution and increases the efficiency of the process. It also
promotes the formation of high quality, fine grained and uniform deposits
of metal.

Even in the most rudimentary electroplatingfacility the filtration
systemconstitutesan important and worthwhile investment.Numerous
cost efficient modelsare available.Theseare designedto circulate
predeterminedvolumesof solution. Fundamentally,the filtration system
selectedmust have the right capacity to deal with the type, size and
quantity of contaminationlikely to be encountered.This will vary
dependingupon the chemical constitution of the electroplatingsolution
being used.Acid copper sulphatesolutions contain gritty solids which
can
be eradicatedwith ease,whereasalkaline electroplating solutions,
including thosebasedon cyanide,contain insoluble impurities
which are
difficult to filter and thereforerequire a finer filter medium
and much
higher speedof filtration.
The continuousfiltration of electroplating solutionsduring
nonoperationalperiods is recommendedfor optimum efficiency. Ideally the
filter systemshould have a flow / turnover
rate of two to three times per
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hour. From this it is possibleto calculatethat a tank with a volume of 180
litres (40 gallons) will require a 450 litre (100 gallon) per hour filter, to be
half
hour.
Increased
the
two
times
solution
and a
an
capableof recycling
improved
/
A
flow
superior
system
give
greatly
results.
ratesof
will
capableof recycling the solution four to five times per hour will be 97%
efficient in eliminating filterable contamination.
Equipment:
The above practical considerations, in conjunction with financial
expedience will prove decisive in assisting the A/C in selecting an
appropriate filtration system. In particular the small "Labmaster" filtration
systems (Fig. 4/5) manufactured by "Serfico" are recommended for use in
acid copper sulphate solutions. These are compact, convenient and based
on the single cartridge mechanism, which consists of a central core around
which successive layers of twisted yam have been bound in a diamond
configuration (Fig. 4/6). This is the filter medium, through which the
electroplating solution will permeate trapping solid matter. Larger particles
will become ensnared on the outer layers whilst smaller impurities will be
trapped by the closer knit weave of the inner cartridge. For further
information on filter mediums (appropriate to other electroplating
solutions) reference should be made to Chapter 4C. In addition to the
cartridge the filtration system comprises of a filter chamber, motor driven
pump and various connecting valves and pipes which are designed to
recycle and transfer the solution.
During filtration the solution is sucked up from the bottom depths of
the tank and passed along the inlet pipe to filter chamber. After permeating
through the wound cartridge / filter medium it is returned in a purified
state though the outlet pipe which is situated near to the uppermost level of
the solution. To ensure proper circulation the inlet and outlet pipes should
be positioned at opposite ends of the tank. These must not be placed in
close proximity to the anodes where they will invoke sludge formation.
(This is referred to in greater detail latter in the text). Care should also be
taken to avoid positioning the intake pipe in a location where it will pick
up air from the agitation system.

Maintenance:
The filter cartridge will needto be changedevery few monthsto maintain
optimum efficiency. This will be indicated by a reduction in the flow of
solution from the outlet pipe. On extraction the old cartridge (which
shouldbe disposedof), will be seento be heavily encrustedwith foreign
particles. Fresh,replacementcartridgeswill require pre-treatmentbefore
installation (e.g. for acid copperplating solutions,cartridgesmust be
soakedin hot water for six to sevenhours to leech out any chemicals).It is
also advisableto regularly check the gauzeattachmenton the inlet pipe of
the filter unit, as this tendsto becomeclogged with dust, reducing the
intake capacity, flow and efficiency of the filter.
Occasionallycontaminationwill arise from soluble organic/ inorganic
compounds,usually by-productsof the natural destabilisation/ breakdown
of certain chemicalsin the solution (e.g. brighteners).Thesecannotbe
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Fig. 4/5

A "Labmaster"
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System

Filter inlet and pump outlet hose
The filtration chamber containing the filter cartridge
Pump and motor
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Fig. 4/6

A Filter Cartridge
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filtration
from
the
procedures and
solution using conventional
extracted
must therefore be removed by absorbing the solution over a filter medium
baths,
In
"activated
this treatment should
acid copper sulphate
of
carbon".
be used approximately once a year to completely overhaul the solution.
However, it is essential to remember that carbon filtration is a nonselective process which will inadvertently remove all organic additives
from the plating solution. Therefore, after treatment fresh additions of
"brightening agents" must be made to return the solution to a good
operating condition.

Mechanisms For Agitating Solutions
Agitating the solution during the electrodeposition process improves the
operating parameters of the solution and promotes successful deposition. It
fulfils several functions, namely:
(i)

Circulating and maintaining a uniform composition throughout the
solution. This prevents local variations occurring in the concentration
of the solution, known as "stratification".
(ii) During electrodeposition metal is deposited onto the cathode (work
piece) from the surrounding solution at a faster rate than it can be
replaced, producing a depleted concentration of available metal ions at
the cathode surface. Agitation is essential to counteract this effect and
replenish the solution. By promoting solution circulation, a donation of
fresh metal ions is rapidly and consistently delivered to the cathode
surface. This facilitates the use of higher current densities (which
governs the speed at which metal is deposited).
(iii) Dislodging any dissolved particles, contamination or evolved hydrogen
bubbles from the cathode surface, thus preventing them from

becomingincorporatedinto the deposit.
Agitation is highly recommendedfor use in the vast majority of
electroplatingsolutions.It is available in two main forms; "Air agitation"
is of primary importance,but in many instancesthis is supplementedby
"mechanicalagitation".
Air agitation:
Involves the forceful delivery of a low pressure,high velocity air supply to
the solution, through a perforatedpipe which is situatedand weighted at
the bottom of the tank. The systemis simple to install, practical and highly
effective. The outlet pipe should be positioned directly beneaththe
cathode,(Fig. 4/1), so that as the expelled air rises it increasesthe
circulation of the solution aroundthe workpiece. However, it is important
to avoid direct agitation aroundthe anode,as this will exacerbatesludging
problemsand lead to solution contamination.
Mechanismsusedfor supplying a high velocity air supply must not
permit contaminationin the form of oil, greaseor dirt particlesto be
introducedto the solution, compressorsare thereforeunsuitablefor use.
Blowers produce a far cleanerair supply, and are highly recommendedfor
this purpose.Where this is not feasible,or where additional aerationis
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form
in
is
device
the
of a small
available
necessarya simple and effective
for
This
be
use at a negligible cost to the
can
adapted
aquariumpump.
operator.
The blower / aeratorshould have the capacity to convey air at a
foot
foot
1
2cfm
and a
area
and
psi
per
of surface
per square
pressureof
half (18") of solution depth. So for example,the air pressurerequiredfor a
tank with an areaof 6ft x 3ft and a working depth of 3ft would be
calculatedas follows:
Tank surface area =3x6=

18 ft sq.

18 ft sq. x2 (2 cfm per ft sq.) = 36 cfm.

So a blower delivering 36 cfm at 2 psi would be required.
(Source: HALL, N. (ed.) (1977) Metal Finishing Guidebook and Directory. 45`" ed.,
Hackensack, NJ.: Metals and Plastics Inc., p. 699. )

Equipment:
Refer to Fig. 4/7. The blower pipe which receives, conveys and expels the
air is composed of plastic or hard rubber approximately 0.5 - 2.5cm (1/4"
by
in
is
bottom
1")
diameter,
held
in
tank
the
the
at
of
which
position
disperse
To
the required air supply, the
coated
carry
and
plastisol
weights.
outlet pipe should possessa number of drilled holes, "sparging channels"
1.5 - 2.5 mm (1/16" - 3/32") in diameter, positioned approximately every
2.5 (1 inch) along its length. These are best staggered (at a 45° angle)
slightly off centre to each side of the pipe. This will enable air to rise
simultaneously either side of the cathode during the deposition process.
Naturally, the air pressure will be greater near the inlet point of the pump,
so where long pipes are employed it is advisable to graduate the diameter
of the holes so that they increase in size as they become more remote /
distant from the air supply. The optimum level of aeration, with regard to
the size and location of the holes must be achieved through a process of
trial and error.
Air supply
from pump
5parging channels 1.5-25mm
Ch6-3/32) in diameter. These

are staggered at a 45° angle
off centre to the pipe to
discharge air either side of the
cathode

o

-i

bcQI

Theair pipe 0.5-25cm
C/4-1")in diameter

IWo

ib a1

Waxseal
Weights retain the air pipe in a stable
position on the base of the tank

Fig. W. An Air Pipe for Agitating the Electroplating Solution.
N.B. Referenceshould also be made to Fig. 4/1 which illustratesthe positionof
this equipmentin relationshipto the electroplatingtank
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Moderate air agitation is beneficial when employed in bright
it
is
However,
nickel plating and acid copper plating solutions.
NOT suitable for use in certain cyanide solutions (as referred to
in Chapter 4C) because it induces the formation of carbonates,
which have an adverse affect upon the chemical stability of the
solution. Excessive air agitation should be avoided at all times,
because it increases the amount of stress in the metal deposited
and results in poor adhesion. Solutions which contain "wetting
agents" are also likely to produce an undesirable quantity of
surface foam / scum under these conditions.

Mechanical agitation:
Air agitation is often used in conjunction with mechanical agitation otherwise referred to as "cathode rod reciprocation". This relies upon the
attachment of a small (well insulated) motor on the side of the tank (Fig.
4/8) which is capable of oscillating the cathode bar, intact with work piece
back and forth through the solution. Electrical contact between the motor
and cathodic busbar is made through a flexible cable. A smooth, easy
movement is assured by mounting the busbar on rollers or blocks well
lubricated with "W D 40" (obtainable from any DIY store). The cathode
rod is usually designed to traverse back and forth over a distance of 7.5cm
(3") and reciprocate at a moderate speed of about ten cycles a minute.
Mechanical agitation of this nature is beneficial in fostering smoother, finer
and more uniform deposits.
One particularly common problem associated with cathode rod
movement is worth mentioning. Failure to tightly and rigidly secure the
cathode (work piece) during deposition can result in the work swinging
and creeping along the busbar. This creates contact breaks, which are
reflected in the perpetual rise and fall of the current, in synchronisation
with the oscillating movement. This has a detrimental affect upon the
deposition process and may be alleviated by ensuring a stronger
attachment is made between the cathode and its respective busbar.

Temperature Control
It is essentialto accuratelyregulatethe temperatureof the electroplating
solution within defined operatingparameters.To obtain successfulresults,
the temperaturemust be controlled to within a plus or minus of about 2°C
(35.6°F) from its defined optimum. Fluctuationsin temperatureoutsidethe
recommendedlimits specified for a given solution will adverselyeffect the
compositionof the solution and the quality of the metal deposited.In
principle, any rise in the solution temperatureis likely to be accompanied
by an increasein the rate of evaporation(making the solution more
concentrated).This in turn will induce a stateof "hydrolysis", which will
causethe chemicalsto solubilize and the additives to deteriorateresulting
in the breakdownand decompositionof the solution. Equally important, it
is essentialto avoid any significant fall in temperatureor over cooling of
the solution since this (as is frequently observedin acid copper sulphate
baths)causesthe chemicalsto crystallise out in solution, once formed
-
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theseare notoriously difficult to redissolve.Chilled solutions do not
density
because
the
they
current
rangeunder
redefine
operateefficiently
is
likely
deposition
to occur.
which
Several methods of heating electroplating solutions are now available.
These include steam generated from titanium coils, heat exchangers,
external water jackets, and electricity. Gas which operates on the same
principle as a Bunsen burner, is especially convenient and extensively used
in laboratories for heating individual / small tanks. However, the most
is
practical and versatile method to use an immersion heater. Ease of
installation, heating efficiency (approaching 100%), convenience,
cleanliness and financial expedience make these devices especially
suitable for A/C working within a studio environment. In particular,
thermostatically controlled immersion heaters are ideal for heating and
because
the
they eliminate the
the
temperature
of
solution,
maintaining
need for manual supervision. Aquarium heaters fit within this category and
are highly recommended for use. These will suffice in all but the hottest of
solutions, where elevated temperatures are likely to necessitate the
employment of a more specialised heating appliance.
Standard immersion heaters (Fig. 4/9) can be plugged into a
conventional electrical socket. They vary in size according to the heating
output which is typically between 1-5 kilowatts. Before purchasing an
immersion heater it is important to estimate the required heating output.
This can be calculated using the following formula:
Litres of solution x Temp rise required in °C
= Kilo calories per hour (I calorie = 4.2 Joules)
Heating time in hours

Gallons of solution x 10 x Temp rise required in °F
= Btu/hr (British thermal units per hour)
Heating time in hours

(Source:CANNING Ltd, W. (1978)CanningHandbookon Electroplating. 22nd ed.,
Birmingham:W. CanningLtd. E. & F.N. SponLtd. p. 181)

Immersion heatersmust be handledwith care as although they are
resistantto chemicalsand changesin temperaturethey are fragile and
susceptibleto breakage/ accidentaldamage.In a typical immersion heater
the heatingcoil and built in thermostatare enclosedwithin a glasssleeve,
which'is protectedat the top by a rubber cap (through which electrical
contactis made).This is detachableallowing the heatingelementsto be
removedand replaced.Most heatersare marked with an encircling line
indicating the safe immersion depth. It is important to ensurethat the
solution doesnot fall below this level as this may result in the equipment
overheating.
In larger tanks severalheatersmay be necessary.Theseshould be
distributed evenly aroundthe solution to accumulatively maintain the
requiredtemperature.In rubber insulatedtanks it is important to ensure
that immersion heatersare spacedat a sufficient distanceaway from the
walls of the tank, to avoid the heat generateddeforming and damagingthe
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Fig. 4/9

An Immersion Heater

Showing the heating coil and thermostat
enclosedinside the glass sleeve
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lining. To ensureaccuracyimmersion heatersshould be periodically
checkedagainsta standardthermometer.
A large amount of heat is lost from the solution surface. This can be
hollow
These
"chroffles".
70%
by
comprise
of
using
as much as
reduced
in
(13/4")
4.5cm
plastic or polypropylene spheres approximately
diameter, which float on the surface of the solution and act as an insulating
layer retaining heat and preventing evaporation. Though not essential,
these are especially useful in solutions which operate at high temperatures.

Rack Design
Whilst individual artefacts can be wired up separately prior to
items
it
is
to
on
usually
advantageous
suspend
production
electroplating,
"racks" or "jigs". This maximises the working capacity of the tank by
providing an effective method of processing multiple work pieces. By
using jigs to strategically position and predetermine the relationship of the
cathodes to the anodes during plating it is possible to promote uniform
metal deposition. A further benefit which arises from using the rigidity and
is
mechanical strength of plating racks, that the need to weight nonconductive substrates which are liable to float or move during the plating
located
in
becomes
because
they
are
a secure position.
process
obviated
Jig frames (Fig. 4/10) are usually constructed from brass or copper.
These are furnished with special hooks which enable them to be suspended
from the cathode busbar. With the exception of (electrical) contact points,
jigs are entirely coated in a specially adherent insulating material, e.g.
"Plastisol". This renders the jig dielectric / impervious to the corrosive
nature of the electroplating solution and resilient to mechanical abrasion.
Primarily these properties instil longevity and durability, but also prevent
the wasteful deposition of metal on the jig itself. Occasionally, however it
may be necessary to strip any excess build up of metal from exposed
contact points, using conventional metal etching techniques.
In view of the broad and varied nature of components likely to be
electroplated by the A/C the most practical and versatile jig is likely to be
of a simple rectangular configuration. Made to fit the size of the tank, the
frame should be designed so that it can be freely suspended several inches
away from the base of the tank, with the uppermost bar exposed above the
level of the solution. Prior to deposition, copper wire is used to locate the
articles (cathodes) to be electroplated within the frame, ensuring a secure
electrical connection is made via attachment to the conductive support at
the top of the jig. The remaining / loose end of the wire is then tied around
the insulated support at the base of the jig to hold the objects in a rigid
position. In electrodepositing non-conductive materials such as glass
multiple electrodes are usually required to eradicate the problems of
partial/ intermittent plating and to ensure that the current is dissipated
evenly and readily across the metallized / conductive surfaces.

Where severalobjectsare to be processedsimultaneously,it is
imperativethat neighbouringcomponentsare positionedat an optimum
distanceapart (from one another)on the jig and are approximatelythe
samesize (Fig. 4/11). This will ensurethat electrodepositedmetal is
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Fig. 4/10 A Typical Electroplating

Jig/Rack

The copperframe of the jig; coatedwith an
insulating film of plastisol
Conductivehooks, usedto suspendthe jig from
the cathodicbusbar/ rod during the
eiectroplatmg process

The electrical contacts,theseare tensioned
againstthe surfaceof the object(s) to be
electroplated
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Fig. 4/11 Engineering Components Mounted
Anodising
Jig/Rack
an
on
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distributed uniformly across all of the objects. If the objects are arranged
in too close a proximity to one another the current will be dissipated
deficiency
be
to
As
of metal
a
subject
a result, some areas will
unevenly.
(and fail to plate at all), whilst other areas which receive excess current
far
if
deposit.
By
too
burnt,
the
objects are
comparison,
porous
will yield a
form
along any exposed or
excess
of
metal
will
apart an unsightly
be
following
formula
The
can
used to calculate the
protruding edges.
be
located
from
distance
one another on
should
which
objects
at
correct
the jig during a multiple deposition. This will vary depending upon the
being
the
electroplated.
objects
size of

For objectsunder ( 2") in diameter:
JI (in)
S=f+I+
844
For objects over ( 2") in diameter:
(in)
S=1+H
4
Key: D= Diameter of objects to be plated in inches
H= Height (distance it stands from the jig) in inches

S= Optimum distanceapart
(Source:OLLARD, E.A. (1969) Introductory Electroplating.Teddington:Robert Draper
Ltd. p. 129)

Anodes
Soluble Anodes serve two main functions during electroplating:
(i)

They are the positively charged electrodes and the means by which
electrical current is introduced to the plating solution.

(ii) They are soluble and actively dissolve to replenishthe metal
concentrationof the solution, which becomesdepletedthrough
depositionat the cathode.
When an electrical current is applied to the electroplating solution
"polarisation" occursbetweenthe positively chargedanodeand the
negatively chargedcathode(object being plated). This difference in
increase
to
electrical potential will continue
until "over voltage" occurs, at
which point the amountof (electrical) current flowing will become
sufficient to overcomethe resistanceenabling electrodepositionto begin.
The anodeswill then becomeactivate and slowly dissolve releasingmetal
ions into the solution so replacingthe metal depositedat the cathode.In
this mannerthe metal concentrationof the electroplating solution will be
maintainedat a consistentlevel throughout the deposition process.
Construction:
Though soluble anodesvary in shapeand size they tend to be fabricated
using one of severalstandardtechniques.Typically, they come in the form
of either extrudedbars of cast or rolled metal. The latter which tend to be
elliptical in shapeare especiallypopular, becausethey give a very uniform
dissolution of metal. Alternatively, anodesmay compriseof small chips of
metal, loosely containedwithin a basket.Recommendedratios for anodeto
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followed
be
these
and
should
cathode surface area are usually specified,
for
in
size
an
appropriate
selecting anodes of
used as a guideline
Fig.
4/25).
Attached
Chapter
4E,
(Refer
to
maximising plating efficiency
by hooks the anodes (Fig. 4/12A) are supported vertically in the plating
be
hung
They
busbars.
from
so that
the
should
charged
positively
solution
they are freely suspended several inches from the base of the tank, with at
least 2.5cm (1 inch) above solution level. Where several anodes are used in
be
they
positioned strategically and evenly
should
single
solution
a
plating
around the tank so that they promote uniform metal deposition.
Soluble anodes are used in silver, copper and nickel plating solutions.
Phosphorized copper anodes are highly recommended for use in acid
copper plating solutions. These contain 0.005% phosphorus, which
promotes a more uniform dissolution of metal and suppressestreeing and
far
be
deposit
than
to
smoother
would
otherwise
roughness, produce a
possible. Their low anode efficiency also helps to maintain a well balanced
electroplating solution. Pure activated nickel and 99.99% pure silver
anodes are used in nickel and silver plating solutions respectively.
As soluble anodes dissolve under the influence of an applied current
they discharge sludge. (Fig. 4/12B) This is partly attributable to the uneven
dissolution of the anodes and partly due to the presence of impurities
within the metal. Unrestrained this sludge will contaminate the
electroplating solution and be carried to the cathode surface where it will
create rough / nodular deposits of metal. The effects of sludge formation
can be minimised by using anodes manufactured to a professional
specification and by enclosing them in loosely fitting anode bags (Fig.
4/12C) prior to introducing them to the solution. 5- 10 micron (0.2 - 0.4
thou) polypropylene anode bags are ideal for acid copper solutions,
whereas nylon bags are used in caustic / cyanide baths, and terylene or
cotton bags in nickel solutions. These permit the movement of solution
around the anode whilst retaining dissolved sludge.
Not all anodes are soluble. Some electroplating solutions employ
insoluble / permanent anodes (Fig. 4/13). These are inert and function
solely to convey electrical current to the electroplating solution. They do
not donate metal ions. Instead the metal content of the bath has to be
regularly checked through chemical analysis and replenished by
periodically adding preparations of concentrated metallic salts to the
electroplating solution. The employment of insoluble anodes tends to be
restricted to specific circumstances, typically where the initial financial
investment of purchasing solid metal anodes is not viable (e.g. with gold),
or where the metal to be plated does not readily dissolve under an applied
electrical current. Again this tends to apply to precious metals. Many
solutions can function using either insoluble or soluble anodes. This is
clarified in greater detail in Table 4/3.
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Fig. 4/12A

Soluble Anodes

fir"' =ý.,.

ý-

Suspended in the electroplating solution from the anode bar

Fig. 4/12B

Top: Clean anode

Bottom: Anode prior to cleaning - coated in sludge

Fig. 4/12C

Anode enclosed in a polypropylene anode bag
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Fig. 4/13

An Insoluble / Permanent Anode
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This steel anode would typically be employed in a silver
plating solution

Fig. 4/14

A Rectifier

Showing the Ammeter (A) and the Voltmeter (V)
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Table 4/3. Suitable Anode Materials for Electroplating Solutions
Copper (Cyanide)
(Acid)
Nickel
Silver (Cyanide)
Gold (Cyanide)

Soluble Anode Material I
Copper
Copper
Nickel
Silver
-

Insoluble Anode Material
Steel
Lead
Platinum clad Titanium
Stainless Steel
Platinum clad Titanium, Tantalum or Stainless
Steel

Maintenance:
Anode bags usually require pre-treatment before being introduced to the
electroplating solution, and occasional cleaning thereafter. The purification
and maintenance of anode bags is a relatively simple procedure, for acid
be
this
may
conducted as follows:
solutions
copper sulphate
First carefully extract the bagged anodes from the solution and
transfer them to a rigid bowl. Any excess solution should be allowed to
drain back into the tank. However, care must be taken to refrain from
disturbing the sludge. (Anodes are extremely heavy, so avoid accidentally
dropping them as the weight will almost certainly crack or break the tank).
The bags can then be untied, carefully removed and soaked in boiling
water. The thick black sludge visible on the interior of the bags and
surface of the anodes may be removed with a scrubbing brush or a high
pressure water jet. After cleaning the anodes can be rebagged and returned
to the electroplating tank.
Routine checks will reveal the extent to which the anodes have been
consumed and corroded during the electrodeposition process. These
usually last many years, before they are reduced to a spear shape at which
point they should be replaced.

Anode problems:
Whilst most commercially available anodesare manufacturedto eliminate
potential problems,difficulties may arise. Occasionally,if anodesare used
at too high a current density (outside the recommendedoperating
parameters of the solution) they may become "passive", resulting in the
complete fall away / loss of current during the electroplating process (i. e.
The amperage will fall to "0" and voltage will rise). This is caused by an
insoluble and impermeable film forming on the surface of the anodes
which prevents them from dissolving and in doing so literally starves the
plating solution of a source of metal ions. This problem may be resolved
by cleaning the anodes and using a lower current density during future
plating operations.

Anodes are often usedas a barometerfor gauging the condition of a
solution. This is discussedbelow and explained in greaterdetail in Chapter
4C. To illustrate this point referencecan be madeto the following
explanationregardingsilver plating solutions. If during electrodeposition
silver anodesturn black it indicatesthat the solution is too weak,
converselyif they becomewhite it indicatesthat the solution is too strong.
In a well balancedsilver plating solution the anodesshould be of a greyish
- white appearancewhen depositionis occurring, and white when not in
use.Naturally, the skill required to analyseanodesin this way only comes
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through experience.Therefore, the chemical analysisof electroplating
for
A/C,
the
with
experimenting
procedure
solutionsremainsan essential
process.

Rectifiers
A source of electricity is an essential pre-requisite to the electroplating
high
is
Commercially
voltage
as
a
transmitted
supplied
electricity
process.
"alternating current" (A. C.). This means that it is transmitted as an
low
for
However,
a
voltage
purposes
electroplating
oscillating pulse.
"direct current" (D. C.) i. e. a constant and therefore continuous electrical
is
C.
C.
D.
A.
The
is
to
to
transform
mechanism used
current essential.
known as a "rectifier" (Fig. 4/14). These are usually classified as either
"single-phase" or "three-phase" rectifiers according to whether they are
designed to operate from a domestic or industrial supply of electricity
respectively. It is therefore essential to ensure that the rectifier purchased
is appropriate to the intended working environment. The size / capacity of
is
in
As
"12
"amps".
is
a guideline a
amp rectifier"
a rectifier
measured
recommended for the A/C wishing to set up a relatively small plating
facility. Alternatively, a larger "25 amp. rectifier" would be ideally suited
to operating a 60 litre (13.2 gallon) plating solution, at the low current
density range likely to be employed in electrodepositing metals onto glass.
It is however, advisable to seek professional advise before purchasing this

piece of equipment.
Incorporated within the standard rectifier are an "ammeter" and
"voltmeter" which are essential to regulate the electrical output and control
the plating process. The rectifier should be positioned in close proximity to
the plating tank, so that these devices can be easily read and adjusted.

Their roles are as follows:
The ammeter:

(Frequentlyreferred to as the Ampere-hour-meter)Measuresin ampsthe
amountof electricity flowing through the electroplatingsolution. This can
be regulatedto dictate the speedat which metal is depositedand the
amountof metal deposited.The amperagerequiredto electroplateany
is
in
its
with
given object calculated accordance
surfacearea.Appropriate
formulae for calculating the correct amperageare referred to in Chapter
4D.
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The voltmeter:
Measures the pressure or units of force (termed volts) with which the
electricity is being pushed or forced around the circuit. An "over voltage",
or excess of volts is always necessary to initiate deposition, this varies
according to the conductivity of the object being plated. As glass is a nonconductive material which has to be modified prior to deposition, the
voltage required to overcome the resistance to plate is very high.
Nevertheless, this falls rapidly once deposition has been initiated.
However, by comparison metals are highly conductive and offer less
resistance. They therefore, only require a relatively small over voltage to
enable electroplating to commence.
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Chapter 4B

Electroplating Metals
Introduction
Electroplating extends beyond the remits of covering a surface with a
is
it
Within
deposit
commercial
applications
many
of metal.
uniform
important to control the production of a deposit to achieve a distinct set of
desirable/predetermined physical properties, for example ductility,
In
the
to
specification.
a
rigid
porosity, strength, and corrosion resistance,
same way it is not merely the visually significant properties such as the
lustre or dullness of a deposit which are of relevance to the
creative/aesthetic pursuits of the A/C. The physical properties of a sample
important
be
in
determining
for
will
copper,
example,
of electrodeposited
its suitability to decorative post-treatments such as patination. A very basic
knowledge of metallurgy is therefore essential if the A/C is to understand
and exploit the science of electroplating to its full creative potential. It is
hoped this foundation will be established in the following resume.
Table 4/4 denotes all known chemical elements and is referred to as
the `periodic table'. This system is used to classify and arrange elements
into groups with similar properties. It provides a useful overview for A/C
because it indicates which metals are capable of undergoing
electrodeposition - some 30 in all. Of these, the metals listed in the first
be
in
division
`noble' and therefore more
`B'
to
seven groups
are said
suitable to decorative and functional applications. (A `noble' metal is one
which resists chemical action, and does not corrode or tarnish easily in the
presence of air, water, or acidic conditions. ) They are also more easily
electrodeposited from an aqueous solution than those metals in group A.
The metals highlighted possessdecorative qualities, which render them
appropriate for use by the A/C. Those metals most commonly exploited
for more conventional commercial plating applications include copper,
nickel and chromium.

Within the context of this thesisthe metalsbeing consideredare
copper,nickel and silver. Theseare recommendedasbeing most
appropriateto the activities of the A/C in electrodepositingglassin a
studio-basedenvironment.This is not an arbitrary choice, but one logically
dictated as a result of the following careful considerations:
o Tradition. From an historical viewpoint thesemetalsare an inherent
part of the processof electrodepositiononto glass.Evidence
supportingthis is enumeratedin Chapters2 and 3.
Decoration. Copperand silver possessparticular aestheticand
ornamentalqualities which render them of direct interestto the
A/C.
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o Practicability. Thesemetals can be electrodepositedwith
simplicity. They form plating solutions which are stableand
Technically
they possess
to
relatively easy control and maintain.
operatingparameterswhich are most appropriateto
4C).
(refer
to
section
metals
onto
glass
electrodepositing

for
Naturally
Financial
o
electroplating solutions selected
viability.
use by the A/C must not only be practical, but economically viable
to install and run within the context of a studio-based environment.
This is where copper solutions prove to be superior, surpassing all
other options. Nickel plating processes are also relatively
inexpensive. However, silver plating solutions demand greater
financial investment and are only economically viable within a
production scenario.
o Health and safety. This is a vital consideration for the A/C wishing
to employ the electrodeposition process. As a general guideline,
for
highly
use
recommended
copper sulphate solutions are most
because they are relatively benign and present minimal risk. Nickel
solutions are more hazardous, whilst cyanide-based solutions such
as silver are highly toxic and extremely dangerous. These should
not be used by inexperienced A/C without first acquiring a full
knowledge and appreciation of the health and safety issues
involved, and proper training/instruction from a qualified expert.

The physical and structural properties of an electrodeposited metal film are
by:
determined
principally

o The compositionof the electroplating solution
c The specific operating conditions (eg temperature/current density)
under which electrodeposition occurs.
As these variables affect the visual appearance of the electrodeposited
metal, it is beneficial for the A/C to understand and develop strategies for
obtaining deposits with different properties and physical characteristics
through practical experimentation. Naturally this approach requires
curiosity, patience, enthusiasm, and the ability to learn from the
experiences encountered, and to apply new knowledge with ingenuity.
Through this controlled manipulation and exploitation of an electroplating
solution, the A/C can then predetermine the results to produce a range of
experimental, decorative and aesthetically stimulating effects. (Some of
the exciting possibilities are explored in Chapter 7). It is rather ironic that
many of the creative effects and qualities which are regarded as desirable
by A/C are in fact considered to be technical defects by commercial
electroplating establishments.

The following sectionsgive a very basic introduction to thosemetals
frequently
most
employedby A/C for the decorativeand creative
application of electrodepositingmetalsonto glass;namely copper,nickel
and silver. This will briefly describethe history, production, propertiesand
electroplatingapplicationsof eachof thesemetals.
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Copper
History
Copperwas first discoveredaround 8000 BC in the Tigris and Euphrates
valleys. A prized possession,its exploitation rapidly spreadto Egypt. The
Romansdiscoveredthe richest and most extensivenatural resourceof
copperon the Mediterraneanisland of Cyprus. They abbreviatedits name
to the Latin term `Cuprum' from which it derives its modern day chemical
symbol, `Cu'.
Production
Whilst copper is of widespread occurrence, it constitutes less than 1% of
the earth's crust. It exists naturally in the form of copper carbonate
`malachite', copper oxide `cuprite', and copper sulphide `chalocite'. For
economic viability, copper is frequently mined alongside other more
highly valued metals. Russia currently commands the largest known
natural reserves, but other producers include the United States, Chile, and
Canada. The `winning' of copper from its ores is a very complex process
which results in an `impure blister copper'. This is then refined using
electrolytic processesto produce copper with a purity of 99.98%. In this
condition it is capable of being employed in a wide range of applications.
Properties
Copper is one of the most popular non-ferrous metals currently in use
today. Its attractive rich colour accounts for its well known decorative
qualities. It has a melting point of 1083°C (1981°F) and boils at 2600°C
(4700°F). Compared with other metals, copper possessesa relatively high
thermal conductivity. Pure copper is renowned for its electrical
conductivity (in which it is surpassed only by silver), this property renders
it suitable to most electroplating applications. It has a good tensile
strength, yet it is relatively soft and ductile.

Copperreadily combineswith other metals to form alloys. This asset
is widely exploited by A/C for various decorative/aestheticapplications.
Typical copper alloys include:
Red brass: 85% copper and 15% zinc;
Yellow brass: 65% copper and 35% zinc
Gilding metal: 95% copper and 5% zinc;
Bronze: a copper/tin alloy
Cupro-nickel: 80% copper and 20% nickel;
Monet metal: 30% copper,68% nickel, togetherwith small amounts
of silicon and iron.
Under normal atmosphericconditions copper hasgood corrosion
resistance.This is becauseon exposureto air, copperoxidizes,
precipitating a dull brown surfaceresidueor tarnish, which is sacrificial
and inherently protectsthe metal from further corrosion. Electroplated
copperartefactswill naturally take on this tarnishedappearanceafter
processing.If a naturally bright appearanceis to be preserved,the surface
of the metal must be treatedto preventits direct interaction with the air
(refer to Chapter7). On the other hand it is worth noting that when copper
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is exposedto moist air over an extendedperiod of time it will yield a
poisonousgreencoating (a type of patina) containing sulphates,acetates
and chlorides.Referredto as `verdigris', this is commonly observedon
archaeologically-foundcopper artefactsand is much sought after by fine
artists and metal sculptors.The sensitivity of copper to tarnishing renders
it ideally suitedto the processof to patination. This can be exploited by
A/C to producea rangeof exciting decorativeeffects and chemical
colours, the implications of which are more fully explored in Chapter7.
Applications of electrodeposited copper
Copper is relatively easy to electroplate from aqueous solutions. Three
main types of solution are currently available, copper cyanide solutions,
copper acid solutions (sulphate or fluoborate) and copper pyrophosphate
solutions. These are employed for specific purposes and produce copper
deposits with inherently different properties.
Since the discovery of electroplating in the 1830s, copper deposition
has emerged to become a widely practised arteform and science. Today, it
forms a fundamental part of the electroplating/metal-finishing industry
which finds extensive employment in decorative, functional and
engineering applications. Copper is frequently used as a preliminary
undercoating on metal components (Fig. 4/15). The primary purpose of
this is to instil protective/anti-corrosion properties prior to furnishing them
with a more decorative finish. Typical examples of this include:

o undercoatingsteelcomponentsprior to nickel or chrome finishing;
0 undercoatingzinc die castsprior to nickel depositionand
subsequent gold or silver plating.
Copper plating is also extensively employed for plating plastics in the
electronics industry, where its highly conductive properties are exploited
in producing printed circuitry (Fig. 4/15). Perhaps the most renowned and
historically significant application of copper plating is its use within

electroforming processesfor producing waveguides,gramophonerecord
stampersand engineeringcomponents.

Nickel
History
The discovery of nickel datesback to prehistoric man, and to the useof
`meteoric' metal which incorporateda high concentrationof nickel. The
metal was extensivelyusedin ancienthistory by the Chinese,but was not
isolatedas an elementin its own right until 1751.Historically it was often
referredto as `Kupfernickel' (false copper) becauseits generalappearance
rather deceptively suggestedthe presenceof copperrather than nickel. The
chemical symbol for nickel is `Ni'.
Production
The earth's crust containsa mere0.008% nickel. Discoveredin 1866,the
richest natural depositsof nickel lie in Canada,which now supplieshalf
the world's demands.Other principal producersinclude the United States,
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Copper
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Harrel plating. Steel screws are given a corrosion resistant undercoating of copper and
nickel, prior to receiving an attractive chrome-plate finish.
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The copper plating of circuit board panels
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Russia,Africa and Finland. Nickel ores are usually found in close
in
deposits
to
of cobalt and exist severalstatesas nickel
proximity
from
These
the earth and
extracted
or
silicates.
are
sulphides,oxides
`carbonyl
through
the
through
process'.
or
and
smelting,
roasting
refined
Properties
Nickel is a silvery, hard, white metal which possessesgood ductility,
has
It
a melting point of
strength, and moderate magnetic properties.
1453°C (2647°F). Nickel exhibits fairly good thermal and electrical
properties.
Nickel is an important alloying metal, which is capable of coalescing
with numerous ferrous and non-ferrous metals to produce a range of
metals bearing modified properties and physical characteristics. These
vary in appearance,giving rise to alloys which display a spectrum of grey
include:
hues.
The
these
tinged
of
most
common
alloys
and pink
Nickel silver: (this actually contains no silver) 62% copper, 33%
nickel and 5% zinc. This is extensively used in jewellery;
Monel metal: 68% nickel, 30% copper, and small quantities of
manganese,carbon, silicon and sulphur.
Nichrome wire: 80% nickel and 20% chromium. This is exploited in
electrical resistance elements in kilns and furnaces.
Invar: 36% nickel and 63% iron, plus small quantities of manganese,
silicon and carbon. This is used in manufacturing measuring
instruments and apparatus.
The surface of nickel is passive, and is not readily tarnished in the air, but
it is susceptible to corrosion when exposed to contaminated atmospheres.
For decorative purposes nickel is usually overplated with chromium, silver
or gold.

Applications of electrodeposited nickel
Electroplatingapplicationsaccountfor a major proportion of the annual
consumptionof nickel (15-17% of all nickel producedis usedfor
electroplatingpurposes).The principle engineeringapplication of nickel
plating is as a bright undercoatingto chromeplate. This combination
brings togetherthe desirablepropertiesof protection againstcorrosion and
wear resistancewith decorativeappeal.The implementationof this `bright
nickel-chromefinish' is widespreadin electroplating steel,brass,zinc, and
plastic components,especiallyin the car industry (Fig. 4/16). For purely
decorativeapplications,nickel is often overplatedwith depositsof gold,
silver or brass.It is also widely usedin electroforming applicationsin
industrieswhich manufactureprinting plates,nickel meshesand screens,
and in gramophonerecord production.
The earliestrecordsof nickel plating date back to Boettgerin 1842.
However it was in the 1870's that Adams developedthe first commercially
viable process.Nickel systemsare now one of the most extensively
researchedand popular electroplatingprocesses.The resulting variety of
plating solutions now available servemany very specific and separate
market needs.This enablesthe metal to be depositedin an infinite variety
of forms - soft, hard, bright and dull, with numerousmechanical
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intended
depending
decorative
the
upon
appearances,
propertiesand
include
The
known
the
solutions
most well
electroplating
application.
Watts Nickel solutions,nickel fluoridate solutions and nickel sulphamate
solutions.
Nickel is not poisonous (except when ingested in copious quantities),
but nickel platers frequently find themselves susceptible to `nickel itch'
and dermatitis. Care should therefore be exercised to ensure that the
long-term
is
Prolonged
or
exposure to
worn.
necessaryprotective clothing
nickel-dust-containing environments is carcinogenic. Precautions must
therefore be taken to avoid possible dust inhalation.

Silver
History
Silver has been known to man since antiquity. The Phoenicians mined it
from rich deposits in America and Spain, and purified it through the
process of cupellation. Its scarcity once gave it a higher value than gold.
Historically, silver was termed `Argentum', derived from the Hebrew's
reference to its bright white colouration, and from the Greek expression
`Ap"yos (Argos) to be shinning. It was from this background the chemical
symbol for silver `Ag' evolved. Alchemists referred to silver as `Luna' or
`Diana' (silver nitrate, used for medicinal purposes, was known as 'lunar
caustic') after its pale silver colouration which bore a striking resemblance
to moonlight. Silver is regarded as one of the `coinage' metals alongside
copper and gold.

Production
Silver is a relatively rare metal. Natural silver is found in the form of silver
sulphideargentite.It is commercially extractedfrom the earthas a byproduct of mining other metals,and co-exists alongsidedepositsof lead
(argentiferouslead), copper and gold. It is also found in the form of
`Keragyrite' - silver chloride (`hom silvir'). Silver ore is mined principally
in Mexico, Peru, USA, Russia,Chile and Australia, where it is extracted
by methodsof lixiviation, amalgamation,smelting and electrolysis.It is
then refined to a very high stateof purity. This property is usually quoted
in partsper thousand.Fine silver hasa purity of 99.9%.
Properties
Silver is a white metal which is capableof being polishedto a highly
reflective metallic lustre. This gives it attractive decorativeand ornamental
qualities. In the form of `silver leaf' it possessesa bluish tinge, whilst it is
greyish in powderedform. The high malleability and ductility of silver is
surpassedonly by gold. Bearing a melting point of 960°C (1760°F), silver
hasboth the highest thermal and electrical conductivity of all known
metals.
In its natural pure statesilver is too soft for most decorative
applications,so alloying is usedto hardenit and modify its propertiesto
provide greaterdurability. Typical silver alloys include:
Sterling silver: 92.5% silver to 7.5% copper;
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Couragesilver: 90% silver to 10%copper.This is also alloyed with
lead
tin,
and zinc;
gold,
Electrum: a pale yellow silver alloy which was extensivelyusedby
the Romans.
Silver will tarnish in the air to produce a dark brown/black surface film.
This is caused by the interaction of silver with sulphur present in the
formation
is
The
the
of silver
resulting stain synonymous with
atmosphere.
in
deterioration
This
the appearanceof
the
causes a
surface.
sulphide on
the metal, which reduces its reflective and conductive properties. The
latter property is especially significant in electrical applications. For this
layers
thin
technique
tarnish-resistant
the
of
overplating
silver
with
reason
of non-tarnishable palladium, rhodium or gold is frequently employed
(which alters its appearance). Alternatively, for decorative applications,
the formation of tarnish can be delayed by using `passivating' treatments
beryllium
include
`chromating',
the
and
use
of
oxide. Alternatively
which
the A/C may wish to exploit silvers susceptibility to tarnishing, to
deliberately impart an antique appearance.This can be achieved by
subjecting the metal to a patinating procedure using liver of sulphur (these
treatments are discussed in Chapter 7).

Applications of electrodeposited silver
Silver has found widespread commercial application in the production of
mirrors, batteries and photographic equipment. However electroplating
also accounts for a significant percentage of its annual consumption
(10%). Within this context it is heavily exploited for
decorative/ornamental applications (especially in the production of silver
plated stainless steel holloware and jewellery), and for dental/medicinal
purposes. Silver's unsurpassed electrical properties render it particularly
appropriate to its second largest application within the electronics industry
it
is
for
where
used
extensively
producing conductors, radio antennae
(Fig. 4/16) and radar waveguides.

Silver was the first metal to be usedfor commercial electroplating
applications.Today's silver plating solutions were originally developedas
a result of researchundertakenby the Elkington brothersin the 1840's and
are predominantlybasedon cyanide.Whilst silver metal can be handled
with relative safety, silver salts are poisonous,and cyanide is a particularly
hazardouschemical, which must be handledwith the greatestof care.
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Chapter 4C

Electroplating Solutions
A Basic Introduction
The electroplating / electrolyte solution consists of an aqueous solution of
the metal to be deposited, comprising of acids, bases and salts which
dissolve in a suitable solvent to form a highly conductive solution. During
is
electrodeposition an electrical current applied to this solution to
transport and deposit metal onto the workpiece (cathode). Throughout the
process metal deposited from the solution will be replenished by the
dissolution of the anodes, ensuring that a constant chemical environment /
balance is maintained.
Composition
The majority of electroplating solutions in commercial use today are
formed by dissolving simple salts of the desired metal in water, as for
example in copper sulphate solutions. These solutions are usually acidic in
nature. However, some metal salts will not readily dissolve in water to
form a stable solution. In these circumstances a complexing salt has to be
used. The most common complexing salt is cyanide which is typically
used in gold and silver plating solutions. These solutions are usually
alkaline in nature and yield fine grained deposits of metal. They are
generally less efficient and tend to be more expensive and complicated to
set up and maintain.
Electroplating solutions for depositing metals vary in formulation but
typically comprise of several basic ingredients, each of which is designed
to fulfil a specific function. Fundamentally the solution must provide the
source of metal to be deposited, and be highly conductive. Additives are
frequently used to further modify the solution to provide greater stability
and control, or to alter the properties / visual characteristics of the resulting
deposit. These include:

Ionic additives
(i) Buffers
Theseregulatethe "pH "of the solution. The pH refers to
the relative acidity or alkalinity of the solution and is an expressionof the
free hydrogenconcentration.The pH of a solution is measuredon a scale
of 0-14. The central figure "7" denotesa neutral composition.A decrease
in pH below this number indicatesincreasingacidity, whilst an increasein
pH abovethis number indicatesincreasingalkalinity. The pH can be
measuredusing comparatorpaperwhich changescolour on immersion in
the electroplating solution to give a precisepH reading.
The pH value is absolutelycritical in nickel and silver plating
solutionsbecauseit has a vital effect upon the stability and efficiency of
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the solution. It also effects the appearance,propertiesand levels of stress
presentin the resulting deposit.
Commonly referred to as "anti-pittants",
(ii) Wetting agents
these are added to electroplating solutions with "low-cathode efficiencies".
In these solutions a percentage of the applied electrical current is
consumed in the formation of gases- by-products of the deposition
Unliberated,
these tiny
the
surface.
cathode
process which are generated at
bubbles of gas become permanently occluded into the deposit, inhibiting
further plating and producing "pits" - tiny pin holes in the surface of the
metal. Wetting agents which lower the surface tension of the solution are
essential to promote the release of these gases. They are especially
important in nickel solutions which are highly susceptible to pitting.
NB. Both of the above sets of additives are referred to as "ionic"
from
inadvertently
In
this
they
means
are
not
removed
additives.
practice
the solution during carbon filtration. This process is intermittently
employed to purify the solution. However, organic additives (which
generally include brighteners) are extracted by carbon filtration and must
be replenished directly after treatment to restore the solution to a good
operating condition.

Organic additives
Electroplating solutions seldom produce bright
(iii) Brighteners
deposits without the use of "organic brighteners". These are consumed at a
constant rate throughout the deposition process, and supplementary
additions must be made on a regular basis in order to maintain the
production of highly reflective deposits. Small, frequent additions are
usually made on an ampere-hour basis (calculated in accordance with the
current density and plating duration). It is therefore essential to keep
records of all electroplating / deposition activities so that replenishment
quotas can be accurately calculated. Brighteners are available as
"proprietary products" from any reputable plating establishment.

The operating parameters of a solution
Each electroplating solution functions to its optimum under a predetermined set of conditions. These are referred to as the "operating
conditions / parameters" of the solution, and relate to the recommended
temperature, pH, filtration, agitation and current density range of the
solution. Variables which have a profound effect upon both the
maintenance of the solution and upon the appearance and properties of the
resulting deposit.

Fundamental criteria in determining the suitability of a plating
processto electrodepositing metals onto glass.
The processof electrodepositingmetalsonto glassis a very specific
application of the electroplatingprocess,in which the selectionof a
suitableelectroplating solution is both guided and limited by a number of
important practical and technical considerations.Thesehaveevolved out
of the fact that glassis a non-conductor,and a good tenaciouslyadherent
bond can only be achievedbetweenthe metal and glassby relying upon
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the principle of encapsulation(Refer to Chapter6D). Therefore
electroplatingsolutions suitable to electrodepositingmetal onto glassmust
fulfil two essentialcriteria:
(i) They must be capableof depositingmetal in a very low stateof
stress.
(ii) They must be capable of operating at a fairly low / near ambient
temperature. Glass cannot undergo effective electrodeposition
from a hot electroplating solution (i. e. One which operates at
temperatures above 50°C / 122°F ). This is because on extraction
from the process, the glass and metal ( having a different coefficient of expansion) will cool at different rates. The resulting
thermal shock induces stress which causes the deposit to lift and
peel away from the glass, resulting in poor adhesion.
Based on this mandate this chapter will aim to explore those
electroplating solutions most suitable to decorative / aesthetic exploitation
by the A/C practitioner. This will advocate practical procedures and
strategies for obtaining adherent electrodeposits on glass.
Recommendations will be made regarding suitable plating formulations,
operating conditions and analysis / maintenance procedures. Methods for
dealing competently with plating problems which might arise will also be
discussed.

Electroplating solutions recommended for electrodepositing metals
onto glass
Before purchasing a solution or embarking upon the practical application
is
it
the
absolutely essential for the A/C to addressbasic
of
plating process,
health and safety issues. Reference should be made to the information held
in Section 1 of the Appendix. In light of this concern and the need to
purchase an electroplating solution which is both stable and relatively easy
to control, it is highly recommended that initially the A/C practitioner
invests in an acid copper sulphate plating solution. These solutions are
extremely versatile, practical and simple to run. Alternatively it is feasible
to use a nickel sulphamate solution. However these solutions do not
possessthe same advantages, by comparison they are more expensive to
set up and more difficult to maintain for the beginner. Nevertheless, either
of these solutions will establish a good introductory plating facility and
provide a precursory foundation stone to electrodepositing metal onto
glass for the subsequent deposition of precious metals (silver and gold) by
the A/C.

Descriptive summary of the chapter
The electroplatingsolutions discussedin the following chapterhavebeen
limited to those which are consideredmost appropriateto exploitation by
the A/C for the decorativeapplication of electrodepositingmetalsonto
glass,namely:
A: Copper solutions
B: Nickel solutions
C: Silver solutions
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Thesesolutionswill be discussedin detail. In eachcasean
introductory paragraphwill identify and recommendtheir mode of
applicationwithin the context of electrodepositingmetalsonto glass.
Thereafter,for the purposeof accessibility information regardingeach
solution will then be broken down to follow the format outlined below;
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

Composition
Function of constituents
Mixing the solution

(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)
(viii)

Operating parameters
Modifying the solution
Maintenance of the solution
Solution contamination
Common faults encountered in using the solution

Section A: Copper Plating Solutions
Copper plating forms an essential and basic part of any electroplater's
repertoire of skills. It is a metal which can be electrodeposited easily and
cheaply from a wide range of available electroplating solutions. These can
basically be divided into two types namely "acid" and "alkali". Acid
copper plating solutions tend to be based on copper sulphate or copper
fluorobate, whilst alkaline solutions tend to be based on cyanide or
pyrophosphate. This division is clarified in Table 4/5:

Copper Plating Solutions

ACID

Copper
Sulphate
Solutions

ALKALINE

Copper
Fluoborate
Solutions

Copper
Cyanide
Solutions

High-efficiency/
High-Speed
Solutions

Copper
Pyrophosphate
Solutions

Low-efficiency
Conventional
Solutions

Source:Introduction to Electroforming
Coursenotes:Birmingham School of Jewellery
Table 4/5. Copper Plating Solutions
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Solutionsand procedures recommended
for electrodepositingcopper onto
glass
Acid copper sulphate solutions are highly advocated for exploitation
within the studio environment. Their flexibility renders them excellent for
experimentation by A/C in researching the effects and limitations of
electroforming / electrodeposition, and in providing an exciting starting
point for exploring and challenging the process in regard to generating
decorative and aesthetic effects. However, whilst an acid copper plating
solution is recommended for most scenarios, under specific / special
circumstances it may be necessary to resort to using a cyanide based
solution. The following discussion will therefore centre exclusively upon
these two types of copper plating solutions.
Principle differences between copper sulphate and copper cyanide
solutions
In cyanide based solutions the copper is present in a "monovalent" form,
whilst in acid based solutions it is present in a "divalent" form. This has
certain fundamental implications which must be understood by the A/C
practitioner. In practical terms it means that for any given current of
electricity applied to the solution, twice the weight of copper will be
deposited from a cyanide solution as from an acid solution. From this it
may initially appear advantageous to use a copper cyanide solution.
However, this has to be re-considered in light of the fact that the "cathode
current efficiency" for cyanide solutions is only 50-70%, as compared with
copper sulphate solutions which possessa 100% cathode current
efficiency. This term (which is referred to in Chapter 4D) refers to the
ability of the electroplating solution to use all the available source of
electricity directly in depositing metal. Often solutions with poor cathode
current efficiencies use some of the current to simultaneously deposit
gaseousby-products, e.g. hydrogen. The average cathode current
efficiencies of typical electroplating solutions are delineated in Section 2
of the Appendix). Cyanide solutions also operate at lower current densities
so where heavy fast deposits of copper are required, optimum efficiency
can be obtained from using copper sulphate solutions.

Acid Copper Sulphate Solutions.
Acid coppersulphatesolutions are by far the most suitableand highly
recommendedelectroplating solutions for exploitation by the A/C. They
havemany advantages.They are relatively cheapto install and maintain,
and are extremely stable.Furthermorethesesolutions are highly efficient
and capableof performing at high current densitiesto producevery thick
depositsof copper.They are thereforecommonly employedfor decorative
applications.Copper sulphatesolutions are especiallysuitable for the
direct electrodepositionof metalsonto glassbecausethey are capableof
depositingmetal in a low stateof stress.
(i) Composition
Acid copper sulphatesolutions can either be purchasedcommercially

as a
proprietary solution (e.g. Canning'ssell a formulation under the brand
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name of "Cuprasol mk 5"), or alternatively they can be formulated
independently by the A/C. Basically copper sulphate solutions are
fundamental
two
composed of
constituents namely sulphuric acid and
copper sulphate dissolved in water. The relative ratios or concentrations of
these constituents is not critical, since they are frequently manipulated to
produce copper deposits with varying properties and physical
characteristics. The composition range, together with examples of typical
Acid Copper Sulphate electroplating solutions are shown in Table 4/6.
(ii) Function of constituents
Copper sulphate
This provides the principle source of copper ions in the
solution. During deposition copper will be replenished by
the continual dissolution of the anodes. This constituent
gives the solution its bright blue appearance.
Sulphuric acid
Free acid is essential to improve the conductivity and
throwing power of the solution. It also promotes anode
corrosion, so enabling higher current densities to be used.

Chloride
This is ONLY used in the bright acid copper sulphate
solutions. Additions of chloride are made in the form of
either hydrochloric acid or sodium chloride (table salt).
Generally chloride ions act as catalysts promoting the
formation of smoother, denser deposits (thus suppressing /
inhibiting nodular growth. ) Normally, this chemical is
used in conjunction with organic additives and brighteners
to produce highly reflective deposits.

(iii) Mixing acid copper sulphatesolutions
When mixing copper sulphatesolutions it is essentialto usehigh grade/
pure coppersulphatecrystals and advantageousto use pure water. Normal
tap water is inappropriatefor usebecauseit is contaminatedwith trace
elementsof calcium and iron and is heavily chlorinated.This will yield a
solution which is more likely to promoterough, nodular deposits.
"Distilled" or "deionized" water is thereforerecommendedfor use when
mixing solutions.However, where this is not possibletap water may be
usedprovided that it hasbeenboiled before hand. Before mixing the
electroplatingsolution referenceshould be madeto the health and safety
guidelinesdelineatedin Section 1 of the Appendix. Precautionsshould
also be taken to ensurethat suitableprotective garmentsare worn.
Method
Using a durableplastic containerdissolvethe copper sulphatecrystals in
clean,hot water (60-65°C / 140-150°F)then transferthe solution to the
plating tank through the filter unit. Once installed allow the solution to
cool to room temperature,before slowly adding the required volume of
sulphuric acid. (Note: Extreme caution must be exercisedwhen adding
sulphuric acid to water, as this chemical reaction is exothermic and
generatesa considerableamountof heat.) Throughout this process
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continuousagitation and filtration shouldbe usedto ensurethe solution is
uniformly mixed.
Before use "plating-out" procedures should be adopted as a means of
testing and purifying the solution. This simply involves electroplating a
dummy cathode, comprising of a small corrugated piece of copper at a low
current density of 0.5 A/dm2 (5 Asf) for a continuous period of 8/10 hours.
The solution is now ready for use.
(iv) Operating parameters
The following guidelines should be employed to obtain optimum results
from an acid copper sulphate electroplating solution:
Temperature
Operate at room temperature ideally between 18-30°C
(65-86°F). The optimum temperature is around 23°C
(74°F). Within this range lower temperatures will favour
the formation of fine grained deposits. This is particularly
important in bright acid copper plating solutions.
However, it is not advisable to allow the operating
temperature to fall below 15°C (60°F) as the solution will
crystallise out and the anodes will become passive,
inhibiting deposition. Higher temperatures of up to 40°C
(105°F) may be used in conjunction with vigorous
agitation to increase the current density range of the
solution and encourage high speed / rapid deposition.
Current density range
Typically between 1.0 5.5 A/ dm2 (10-50 Asf).
However, higher current densities can be obtained by
raising the temperature of the solution e.g.: 16 A/dm2 at
40°C (150 Asf at 105°F). To acquire adherent deposits of
copper on glass it will be necessary to use a very low
current density, of between 0.5 -1.6 A/dm2 (5 - 15 Asf ).
Anodes
High purity, phosphorized copper anodes are
recommended for optimum results. These should be
protected in polypropylene anode bags. Anode to cathode
surface area should be 2: 1.

Agitation

Filtration

Both air agitation and cathoderod reciprocationare
recommendedto promote uniform metal depositionand
allow higher current densitiesto be used.
Continuousfiltration should be employedto remove solid
impurities from the solution. Polypropylenefilter
cartridgesare commonly employedin acid copper
sulphatesolutions. However, 5 micron (0.2 thou) paper
and plate type filter units offer a far superiorform of
filtration and are therefore more highly recommendedfor
use.

Plating rate
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At 1.6 A/dm2 (15 Asf) - 2.5µm (0.0001") of copperwill
be depositedin 7 minutes- 25µm (0.001") in 70 minutes.
1 amperehour (using a current of 1 amp for 1 hour) will
deposit 1.186grammes(0.0418 oz) of copper.(Basedon a
current efficiency of 100%).
pH

Not applicable.This requiresno attentionbecauseof the
high acid content of the solution.

Notes
into
iron
introduce
NEVER
an acid copper
components
or steel
o

o

further
for
(vii)
(Refer
to
section
sulphate electroplating solution.
details)
For further information relating specifically to the copper plating
be
this
the
research reference should
solution used within
remits of
made to Section 3 of the Appendix.

(v) Modifying the solution
Copper sulphate solutions will perform perfectly well without additives,
which are introduced purely to engender a precise control over the solution
deposit.
in
the
characteristics
resulting
and so predetermine specific
Addition agents can be used to manipulate both the properties and visual
designed
deposited
to tackle a
the
and
are
usually
metal
appearanceof
for
For
example copper sulphate solutions are notorious
specific problem.
exhibiting a tendency towards treeing and nodularity which the A/C may
7).
/
Chapter
in
decorative
(see
to
applications
creative
wish
exploit
However, where this condition has an adverse or detrimental affect it can
be remedied using "grain refiners". Typically potassium aluminium
sulphate is added in a ratio of 12g/l (2.0 imperial oz/gal) to alleviate this
problem. Other additives include:
Brighteners
To produce bright, lustrous deposits, proprietary "brightening agents" are
commercially available and highly recommended for use by the A/C. For
many organic brighteners to be effective it is necessary to introduce a
small quantity of chloride to the solution. This acts as a catalyst which
reduces nodularity and gives rise to bright, lustrous copper deposits.

Throughout history a diverserangeof chemicalshavebeenemployed
asbrightening agentsincluding glue, phenol and molasses.A typical
exampleof a brightening systeminvolved adding 0.01 g/l (0.0016 imperial
oz/gal) of thiourea and 0.8g11(0.13imperial oz/gal) of molassesto acid
coppersulphatesolutions.Further examplesare referred to in Section4 of
the Appendix.
Harder deposits
May be obtained by increasing the sulphuric acid concentration of the
solution (within the recommended operating parameters) or using higher
current densities.
Softer deposits

May be obtainedby lowering the sulphuric acid concentrationof the
solution. Titration testsshould first be conductedto assessthe existing
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level of acid. Excesssulphuric acid can be neutralisedusing copper
increase
inadvertently
be
However,
this
taken
as
may
care must
carbonate.
the copperconcentrationof the solution. An alternativemethodof
is
the
the
solution to add small quantitiesof sodium or
acidity of
reducing
potassiumcarbonate.
(vi) Maintenance of acid copper sulphate solutions
Copper sulphate solutions are fairly stable and need little maintenance.
However, when required this can be conducted with relative easeand
simplicity. For the A/C this represents one of the emphatic advantagesof
employing this process. The following recommendations should be used as
for
basic
a
maintaining the solution in optimum condition.
guideline
To obtain the best results, copper sulphate solutions should be kept
slightly above room temperature. However, this renders them prone to
evaporation which causes the solution level to fall and blue copper
sulphate crystals to form around the peripheral edges of the tank. To
counteract this effect, boiled water should be added regularly (e.g. once a
week) to redissolve the crystals and maintain the solution at its designated
operating level. Covering the solution, for example with a polycarbonate
in
lid,
help
to
the
a
plastic
reduce evaporation and maintain
will
solution
more stable condition.
Solution analysis
The solution should be analysed at regular intervals (every 1-3 months) to
determine the copper sulphate and sulphuric acid concentrations. During
normal service it is likely that the sulphuric acid concentration will fall and
the copper sulphate level will rise, a phenomena which will be accelerated
by the presence of air agitation. Analysis to monitor and regulate the
correct chemical balance of the solution can be carried out by a
professional plating company. Alternatively titration procedures are
relatively easy to conduct, provided the A/C has a very basic
understanding of the chemistry involved. Recommended procedures for
analysing copper sulphate solutions are referred to in Section 5A & 5B of
the Appendix.

It is especiallyimportant to monitor the chloride contentpresentin
bright acid copper sulphatesolutions.This is only addedin very minute
quantities,and must be maintainedwithin the defined limits to avoid
inducing stresswithin the resulting deposit.
Excesschloride is extremely detrimental to the solution and very
difficult to remove. Neglectedit will form a film aroundthe anodesurface
which will inhibit the flow of electricity and preventsuccessfuldeposition.
In less severecasesexcesschloride can be precipitatedout of the solution
using silver sulphate.
Observingfluctuations in the condition of the solution
In addition, anodesshould be regularly extractedfrom the solution and the
anodebagsremoved.Theseshould be washedand scrubbedclean before
being returnedto the solution. By regularly inspectingthe anodesit is
possibleto obtain a good indication of the solutionscondition. Naturally
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theseobservationsshould be confirmed through volumetric analysisbefore
Typically:
/
to
the
solution.
additions alterationsare made
in
become
bright
Anodes
appearancemay
and
crystalline
very
which
o
indicate excessivelyhigh acid concentrationsin the solution.
in
deficiency
in
film
indicate
dark
Anodes
the acid
a
coated a
may
o
be
initial
During
this
the
may
plating
solution.
concentration of
fall
in
in
by
amperage.
a rise voltage and
accompanied
The visual appearanceof a deposit is also a useful preliminary guide in
indicating the condition of a solution. By regularly electrodepositing metal
density
current
and visually comparing and analysing
at a pre-determined
the results any fluctuations in composition can be gauged, particularly as
the skill of the practitioner develops. Generally low sulphuric acid
concentrations will result in reduced throwing power and rough granular
or even dark, powdery deposits. Conversely an excess concentration of
sulphuric acid will produce very hard, brittle deposits.
(vii) Solution contamination
The following points of reference may be useful to the A/C in avoiding the
unnecessary contamination of acid copper sulphate electroplating
solutions:

1. Metallic contamination:
Any non-ferrous metals including copper alloys may be successfully
plated using this solution. However, reactive metals such as iron, steel and
zinc cannot NOT undergo electrodeposition from acid copper sulphate
electroplating solutions. The corrosive nature of this solution will actively
attack / dissolve these metals causing severe contamination / irreparable
damage to the solution, and will result in the formation of a poor quality /
non-adherent deposits.

Antimony and nitratestend to causerough / brittle deposits.Originally
theseforms of contaminationaroseinadvertently, as a by-product of
manufacturingcopper anodes.Fortunately new / contemporary
innovations in the manufacturingprocesshave largely succeededin
eliminating this problem. Acid copperplating solutions are also sensitive
to contaminationfrom the following metals.
Table 4/7. Metallic Contamination of Acid Copper Sulphate Solutions
I Effect

Metal
Nickel and Iron:

Lower the conductivity of the electroplating solution

Arsenic:

.
Produce rough / brittle deposits. This also has a detrimental effect on the

Silver.

solution
Small quantities of silver tend to be introduced to the solution through the
application of "silver electrodags' which are used to metallize nonconductors such as glass. This form of contamination will be co-deposited
with the copper and have no long term detrimental effect on the solution.

Source: Complied from HALL, N. (1977) Metal Finishing Guidebook and Directory. 45"' ed.,
Hackensack, N.J. Metals and Plactics Publications Inc. p. 210 and PINNER, R. (1962) Copper and
Copper Alloy Plating, London: Copper Development Association. pp 36-37
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2. Organic impurities:
Continuous filtration should be supplemented by occasional filtration over
activated carbon. This will help to purify the solution by removing any
decomposed / residual by-products of the plating process. It is important to
note that whilst carbon filtration extracts all organic additives (including
brighteners) from the solution, it does NOT effect chloride concentrations.

3. Other sourcesof contamination:
Acid copper sulphate solutions are susceptible to contamination from dust,
particulate matter and other chemicals. During preliminary surface
preparation it is therefore essential to ensure that substrates are not only
scrupulously cleaned, but also carefully rinsed to avoid dragging the
residues of chemical cleaning agents into the solution.
(viii) Commonfaults encountered in using copper sulphate solutions
Rough / gritty deposits
Occurs as a result of:
o Using too high a current density
/
filtration
Inadequate
Poor
o
o Anode sludge being discharged into the solution. This
usually arises as a result of using unbagged anodes.
Course / dark brown powdery deposits
Usually occur on exposed and protruding edges of the
cathode, and are likely to result from:
Using
high
an
excessively
current - This may be
o
resolved by reducing the current density.

Failing this the problem may be attributableto:
o

Poor quality anodes - Bagged, phosphorized copper
anodes are recommended for use.

low
concentrationof acid in the electroplating
oA
solution - Check the acid level of the solution using
simple filtration procedures(referred to in Section5B
of the Appendix) and add sulphuric acid as required.
o Too low a temperature- Check the solution is within
the defined operatingparameters
.

Treeing / nodularity

Occursthrough:
o Solution contaminationfrom dust and suspended
debris. This may be resolvedby filtering the solution.
Covering the plating tank with a protective
polypropylene lid will help to alleviate this problem.
Unevendeposits
Usually occur as a result of using a solution with a poor
throwing / covering power. In the first instancethis may
be resolvedby:
Repositioning
the anodesso that they are in close
o
proximity to, yet at a uniform distanceaway from the
cathode.
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Rotating the cathodeat regular intervals throughout
the deposition processto encouragea more uniform
deposit.

A good even coverage of metal is difficult to obtain on
be
it
in
forms,
intricate
these
may
circumstances
complex
necessary to:

Chapter
(refer
Employ
to
auxiliary anodesand shields
o
4E).
Failing the above,poor throwing power may be the result
of.
o

An inadequate concentration of acid in the solution.
Test the solution to determine the sulphuric acid
/
make
additions
any necessary
concentration and

adjustments.
As a general comment it should be remembered that
copper sulphate solutions do not have particularly good
throwing power. Therefore if the difficulty remains it may
be advisable to resort to a cyanide based copper plating
solution.

Deposition failure
If this occurscheck that:
o

All electrical connections are clean, securely intact
and operational.

o

The anodesare not passive.Use a scratchbrush to
scrubthe anodesclean before returning them to the
electroplating solution.

o

The solution is not contaminated. Volumetric analysis
filtration
and
procedures can be employed to maintain
the solution in a good condition.

Failing this the problem may be due to a badly prepared
substratesurfacepossiblecausedby:
Inadequate
surfacecleansing.
o
/
The
application
of
a
poor
quality
contaminated
o
metallizing medium.

Copper CyanideSolutions
In addition to the basic acid copper sulphatesolution, the A/C may in
specialcircumstancesfind it necessaryto employ an alkaline copper
cyanidebasedelectroplatingsolution. The exploitation of suchsolutions,
can ONLY be recommendedfor performing thoseelectrodepositiontasks
which are not capableof completion using conventionalcoppersulphate
solutions.As such the useof coppercyanide solutions should be limited to
two specific scenarios:
1. To electroplatingcopperonto "reactive metals" (e.g. zinc, steel and
iron). This is essentialas acid copper sulphateelectroplatingsolutions
react with thesemetals,causingsolution contaminationand the
formation of poorly adherentimmersion deposits.
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Thesemetalsmust first receive a preliminary depositof metal from
"strike"
(usually
to
or
as
a
copper
referred
cyanide
a copper
solution
"flash" deposit),before being thoroughly rinsed and transferredto an
/
heavy
is
to
acid coppersulphatesolution, which more suitable rapid
metal deposition.
2.

To electroplating very complex shapes and forms. The main
is
advantage of copper cyanide solutions that they possessa superior
throwing and covering power.

HEALTH and SAFETY
NB. Cyanide is toxic, dangerous and highly corrosive and must be handled
with the upmost of caution. A knowledge of how to handle and store this
chemical is essential, and it is therefore imperative that reference is made
to the fundamental guidelines and information held in Section 1 of the
Appendix. A/C wishing to use cyanide MUST first seek advice from a
reputable plating establishment.
Categorisation of copper cyanide solutions
Three main types of copper cyanide solutions are currently available, all of
which are used extensively within commercial applications. These are the
Salt
Efficiency
Low
/
Standard
Rochelle
the
general purpose
solution,
solution and the High Speed / High Efficiency solution. The electroplating
solution most highly recommended for use, is the general purpose low
efficiency solution. This solution is conventionally used for decorative
applications, (as a flash undercoating to bright nickel) rendering it ideal /
particularly suitable for the creative pursuits of the A/C. Based on a
sodium cyanide complex this solution demands more precise maintenance
and control than an acid copper sulphate solution, but it is relatively simple
to operate and fairly cheap to run making it both practical and feasible for
exploitation by the A/C.
Standard copper cyanide solutions are most appropriate to depositing
very thin coatings of metal, generally between 0.01- 0.1mm (0.0004 0.004 in. ) thick. This as the name suggests, is because they only possessa
very low cathode current efficiency - approximately 50%. This means that
only half of the current consumed in the process is directly used in
depositing copper.

The low-efficiency copperplating solutions discussedhere are
especiallysuitable for electrodepositingmetal onto glass,becausethey
operateat lower temperaturesof around50°C (122°F). However, it is
worth re-iterating that cyanide solutions are NOT generally advocatedfor
electrodepositingfreshly metallized glass substrates(This is explainedin
the introduction to SectionC- Silver Plating Solutions).Initial deposition
should occur from an acid copper sulphatesolution, before thoroughly
rinsing the artefact(as referred to in Section 1 of the Appendix, on health
and safety guidelines)and transferring it to a coppercyanide solution. This
procedurewill only be necessaryif a uniform depositof metal is required
on very complex deeply recessedforms.
(NB: Where very thick / heavy depositsof copperare required on very
complex forms, it may be necessaryto use a high efficiency solution. For
further information referenceshouldbe madeto Section6 of the Appendix
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based
formulations
for
both
of
and
sodium
where examples
potassium
solutionsare referred to in greaterdetail.)
Low efficiencycopper cyanide solutions
(i) Composition
Copper cyanide solutions can be obtained as proprietary products from any
reputable plating company. The basic chemical composition of this type of
solution is delineated in the following table:
Table 4/8. Copper Cyanide Solutions
Chemical Constituent

Composition

(Source of reference)

(Blum + Hogaboom 1949, p. 295 and Newman 1979, p. 58))

" U.S.A..
oz/ gal
3/2.9
4.5/4.6
2

"
/1
22.5/22
34/35
15

Copper Cyanide
Sodium Cyanide
Sodium Carbonate
Operating conditions
Temperature
Current Density

20-40°C
0.5-1.6A/dm2

British
oz/gal
3.6/3.5
5.4/5.6
2.4
6&-105°F
5-15Asf

Copper deposited from a cyanide based solution tends to be fine grained
and highly reflective.
(ii) Functioning of constituents
Copper cyanide
This provides the source of metal ions to be deposited.
During deposition the copper concentration of the solution
will be replenished by the dissolution of the anodes.
Sodium cyanide

This is necessaryto complex the copperand form a stable
electroplatingsolution. An excessquantity of cyanideover
and abovethat required to form this complex is presentin
all cyanide solutions. Referredto as "free cyanide" this is
essentialto maintain the solutions conductivity, promote
anodecorrosion and preventthe formation of nonadherent immersion deposits.

Sodium carbonate
This buffer is present to control the pH of the solution.
(iii) Mixing copper cyanide solutions

This solution is fairly simple to prepare.However, due to the highly toxic
natureof the chemicalsinvolved, this proceduremust NOT be undertaken
by the A/C unless:
o Strict supervisionand advice is available from a professionally
acknowledgedplating specialist
The
o
necessaryhealth and safety precautionsare taken (as referred to
in Section 1 of the Appendix). Theseare essentialand must be strictly
adheredto at ALL times.
Method
Measureout half the intendedvolume of solution as warm deionized
water. Dissolve the sodium cyanide into the water. Stirring constantly,in
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small graduations slowly add the copper cyanide salt to the sodium
cyanide solution. (Exercise particular care as: (i) Copper cyanide is sold in
the form of a very fine dust. This presents a health hazard, it is therefore
essential to wear a dust mask and, (ii) This reaction is exothermic and
generatesa considerable amount of heat.) The sodium carbonate can then
be dissolved and introduced to the solution. Finally, add the remaining
water to make the solution up to the required volume and mix thoroughly.
Use a dummy cathode to "plate-out" the solution within the recommended
current density range.
(iv) Operating parameters
Temperature
Slightly above room temperature. Usually between 3040°C (86 -105°F). Within this range, higher temperatures
increase the cathode efficiency of the solution enabling
higher current densities to be used (facilitating faster
deposition). However increases in temperature should not
exceed the designated operating limits, since this causes a
rapid decomposition in the cyanide and a deterioration in
the condition of the solution.

Current density range

Anodes

Between 0.5-1.6 A/dm2 (5 15 Asf). At room
temperature, the optimum CD is 0.5 A/dm2 (5 Asf).
Higher current densities may be achieved by increasing
the copper concentration of the solution, (as referred to in
section vi) or by using a higher operating temperature (this
may however, increase the evolution of gas at the cathode
surface). At 40°C (105°F), the optimum CD is 1.6 A/dm2
(15 Asf). To minimise stress and promote adhesion it is
recommended that glass is electrodeposited at a current
density of between 0.2 0.5 A/dm2 (2
Asf)
-5

High gradecopper anodes.Theseshould be protectedin
polypropylene anodebags.Recommendedanodeto
cathodesurfaceareais 1:1. However, where high current
densitiesare usedthe anodeto cathoderatio should be
increasedto 2: 1.
Agitation

Filtration

Plating rate

Cathoderod movementor (low pressure)air agitation is
recommendedfor use.The latter is usually preferred
becauseit allows higher current densitiesto be used
Periodic filtration using a paperand plate type filter.
Continuousfiltration is not necessary.
The plating rate of this processis rarely specified as the
solution is primarily used for flash deposits.However, at
1.6 A/dm2 (15 Asf) - 2.5µm (0.0001") of copper will be
depositedin 3.8 minutes -- 25µm (0.001") in 38 minutes
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1 amperehour will deposit2.372 grammes(0.0837 oz) of
100%)
(Based
of
efficiency
copper.
on a current
pH
11.5-12.5
(v) Modifying the solution

Commercially preparedproprietary productsare now available for
is
deposits.
Sodium
thiosulphate
also commonly used
producing smoother
from
deposit
However,
the
the
this
a
of
colour
may alter
as a grain refiner.
red to a more pink copper.
Harder deposits
May be obtained by lowering the operating temperature of the solution,
increasing the current density and increasing the cyanide concentration.
Softer deposits
May be obtained by increasing the operating temperature of the solution,
lowering the current density and reducing the cyanide concentration.
Higher current density ranges

May be promotedby increasingthe copperconcentrationof the solution
and using a higher operatingtemperature.(During deposition,this may
result in the increasedevolution of gasat the cathodesurface)
(vi) Maintenance of copper cyanide solutions

Solution analysis
Copper cyanide solutions should be analysed at regular intervals to
monitor and adjust the concentration of copper andfree cyanide, and to
assesscarbonate levels. These tests can be conducted by employing the
expertise and services of a by professional plating company.
Adjusting the free cyanide concentration from its recommended level
will alter the rate of deposition / current density range of the solution.
Additions of sodium cyanide will lower the rate of deposition, whilst
excess copper cyanide will conversely increase the rate of deposition.
Regular additions of sodium cyanide are usually necessary to increase /
maintain the free cyanide concentration. Where analysis reveals that it is
necessary to reduce the free cyanide concentration, additions of single
copper cyanide can be made to the solution using the following formula.
Add 1.0 g/l of single copper cyanide for every 1.1g/l excess of sodium
cyanide present. (Imperial: 1.0 oz/gal of single copper cyanide for every
1.1oz/gal excess of sodium cyanide). An addition of 1 g/1 of single copper
cyanide will raise the copper content by 0.7 g/l. (Imperial: 1 oz / gal single
copper cyanide will increase the copper concentration by 0.7 oz/gallon)

Excesscarbonate levels are particularly likely to build up in copper
cyanide solutions which operateat a high temperature,as such "highefficiency" solutions are especially susceptibleto this problem. This is
becausethe cyanide destabilizesand breaksdown to from carbonates,
which reducethe conductivity of the solution and inhibit successful
electrodeposition.Normally excesscarbonatescan be precipitatedout of
the solution using barium hydroxide, calcium hydroxide or lime.
Alternatively excesscarbonatescan be eradicatedby placing the
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insoluble
Carbonates
in
at
are
electroplating solution outside cold weather.
low temperatures and will precipitate out to form crystals around the sides
leaving
be
the
The
bottom
then
off
the
tank.
poured
can
solution
of
and
disposal.
Though
for
behind
more
appropriate
carbonate crystals
freezing
techniques which exploit this principle are
sophisticated,
frequently used within commercial scenarios.

Observingfluctuations in the condition of the solution
By regularly inspecting the visual appearance of the anodes it is possible
to obtain a good indication of the solutions condition. Naturally these
before
be
any
through
analysis,
volumetric
confirmed
observations should
Typically:
/
to
the
solution.
are
made
alterations
additions
in
become
bright
Anodes
crystalline
appearancemay
very
and
which
o
indicate an excess of free cyanide. This will reduce the efficiency of
the solution and cause fizzing to occur at the cathode surface. The
be
is
likely
blister
deposit
to
and
poorly adherent.
resulting
free
indicate
in
Anodes
that
the
cyanide
may
coated a green sludge
o
concentration of the solution is too low. In extreme cases the anodes
inhibiting
fail
dissolve
become
to
and
properly,
passive
will
deposition.

(vii) Solution contamination
These solutions are particularly susceptible to contamination, from zinc,
chromium, lead, sulphur, nickel, organic materials and grease.
WARNING: It is absolutely essential for health and safety reasons to
avoid any direct contact between cyanide and acid plating solutions. This
may be minimised by taking the following precautions:
in
in
NEVER
these
to
another
solutions
close proximity
one
position
o
the workshop.

o

When transferring an artefactfrom an acid solution to a cyanide
solution (or vice-versa)ALWAYS thoroughly rinse the object in a vat
of running water for at least 10 minutes.This is a critical intermediary
stage.

N. B: Low efficiency copper cyanide solutions are not as sensitive to
contamination as high-efficiency solutions.

(viii) Commonfaults encounteredin using copper cyanidesolutions.
Rough deposits
Are
by
the presenceof copperoxide particles
caused
o
suspendedin solution. As theseare mobile and float,
they may adhereto and becomeincorporatedin the
cathodesurfaceresulting in an unevennodular
deposit. Anode bagscan be usedto resolvethis
problem.
If the roughnesspersists,
o The solution may be contaminated.Purify the solution
using filtration procedures.
Dark (brick-red / brown) granular/ powdery deposits
Usually occur as a result of.
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be
This
density.
high
Using
resolved
can
too
a current
o
by simply lowering the amperageused.
(Air
Use
Inadequate
agitation
mechanical
agitation.
o
based
in
be
agitation should not used cyanide
solutions).
Incoherentdepositsand gassingduring deposition
free
Indicates
of
the
quantity
presenceof an excessive
o
before
Analyse
the
making any
solution
cyanide.
/
modifications additions.
Poor adhesion - blistering
inadequate
is
The
primary cause of poor adhesion
o
is
It
therefore essential to ensure
substrate preparation.
that all substrates have been thoroughly cleansed prior
to deposition.
is
Check
the
the
solution
cyanide concentration of
o
correct through volumetric analysis.
Deposition failure
If this occurs, check that:
intact
All
clean,
securely
are
electrical connections
o
and operational.
brush
Use
to
The
scratch
a
are
not
passive.
anodes
o
before
the
returning them to the
clean
scrub
anodes
electroplating solution.
is
free
The
the
of
solution
cyanide concentration
o
correct through volumetric analysis.
has
been
The
adequately prepared
surface
substrate
o
and cleaned.

Section B: Nickel Plating Solutions
Nickel is considered to be one of the most important and versatile
for
is
learning
It
aid
electroplating metals.
recommended as an excellent
the A/C because it promotes a rapid understanding and assimilation of
knowledge on the finer points and principles of the deposition process.
This is because nickel plating solutions exhibit a far greater susceptibility
to factors such as anode passivation, stress, pH control, pitting and to the
effect of addition agents. As such nickel solutions are infinitely more
difficult to control. The extreme sensitivity of nickel solutions allows the
A/C to come directly into contact with many of the intrinsic problems
likely to be encountered in using electroplating processes in general.

Nickel plating solutionshavebeenthe subjectof extensiveresearch.
Most notably this is becausein terms of annualconsumptionelectroplating
applicationsaccountfor a very high percentageof the total world output of
nickel, and secondly,becausethe extremesensitivity of nickel plating
solutionsto additivesand contaminationrendersthem of particular
scientific / technical interest.
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for useby theA/C
Solutionsrecommended
As a result an extensive range of nickel plating formulations are now
Watts
Of
the
these
types,
two
sulphamate
and
nickel
namely
available.
by
for
creative exploitation
nickel solutions are particularly recommended
the A/C. As delineated below each of these solutions is used for a specific
purpose. The selection of an appropriate bath and operating parameters
feasibility
is
balancing
depend
the
the
that
of
upon
practitioners needs,
will
dull,
(e.
hard,
deposit
thin,
thick,
type
the
soft,
g.
of
required
producing
financial
the
tolerances)
the
stress
against
predetermined
reflective, within
for
individual
it
is
As
the
such
advisable
practitioner with specific
cost.
requirements to seek advice from a local electroplating company.
Consultation will give rise to information on recommended proprietary
for
their use.
stipulate
guidelines
nickel solutions and
Procedures for recommended electrodepositing nickel onto glass
Nickel deposition is rarely used (in relationship to glass) as a decorative
finish in its own right, it is frequently used as a preliminary / base coat
preparation for the subsequent electrodeposition of gold or silver onto
glass. This precursory stage is necessary as neither gold or silver are
capable of forming strongly adherent coatings when electodeposited
directly onto glass substrates. Preparing the glass in this manner involves a
two stage nickel plating procedure (referred to below). This is essential to
acquire the "low-stress" foundation, which will facilitate any subsequent
gold or silver deposition to form a tenaciously adherent bond with the
glass.
Stage 1: Electrodepositing glass from a nickel sulphamate solution

The initial electrodepositionof a freshly metallized glasssurfacesmust be
conductedusing a nickel sulphamatesolution
Thesesolutionsare very pure and as such are capableof electrodepositing
almost stress-free,dull, depositsof nickel. This stageis essentialto:
Provide
between
the metal and glass
good
adhesion
o
o

To build up the required decorative thickness of metal

Stage2: Electrodepositingglassfrom a Wattsbright nickel solution
This is followed by secondarydepositionusing a Watts bright nickel
solution. This is essentialto:
Produce
highly
deposit
a
reflective
o
of nickel. Gold and silver solutions
do not possessvery good "brightening" systems(which meansthey
naturally depositmetal in a dull / semi-mattcondition), they therefore
needto be depositedon to a lustroussurfaceif a bright, decorative
finish is to be produced.
As suchthe following explanationon nickel depositionwill relate directly
to employing the abovetwo solutions for this specific application of
preparingglassfor the preciousmetal depositionof gold or silver. (To
provide a comprehensiveoverview of this process,referenceshould be
madeto Section9 of the Appendix.)
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Nickel Sulphamate Solutions
Thesesolutionsare appropriateto producing very thick, heavy depositsof
nickel and are thereforewidely exploited in decorativeand electroforming
applications.They operateat high current densitiesto facilitate rapid
deposition.
Nickel sulphamate solutions are ideal for electrodepositing metal onto
freshly metallized / sensitised glass surfaces. They have been adopted for
this purpose because in conjunction with the principle of encapsulation
they successfully produce durable, deposits. This (as explained in Sections
7A & 7B of the Appendix. ) is because the nickel is deposited in a very low
tensile (or slightly compressive) state of internal stress which promotes
tenacious adhesion. This together with low operating temperatures, renders
nickel sulphamate solutions especially suitable to this application.
However, because stress free deposits are only produced from high purity
nickel sulphamate solutions, cleanliness and good maintenance are of
paramount importance.
(i) Composition
Table 4/9. Nickel Sulphamate Solutions
Chemical
Constituent
(Sane

Composition Range
(Hal 1977. p. 276)

of reference)

Nickel Sutphamate
Boric Acid
Nickel Chloride
Operating conditions
p.H.
Temperature
Current density

Example
Solution No: 1

"
g/l
270-330
30-45
15

"U. S.A
oz/ al
36-44
4-6
2

British
oz/gal
43.2-52.8
4.8-7.2
2.4

(Adams)

/l
250
40
10

U.S.A
oz/ al
33.3
5.3
1.3

3.5-4.2

British
oz/gal
40
6.4
1.6

3.5-4.2

24-71°C

75-160°F

35-40°C

2.0-15A/dm2

20-14OAsf

up to 6.5A/dm2

95-104°F
up to 60 Asf

Thesesolutionsproducedull, smooth,matt depositsof nickel.
(ii) Function of constituents
Both the nickel sulphamate solution discussed here and the Watts nickel
solution discussed later contain the same basic constituents in both
instances these perform identical functions.

Nickel sulphamate(or nickel sulphatein Watts nickel solutions)
This providesthe main sourceof nickel ions, which are
replenishedduring depositionby the dissolution of the
anodes.The nickel ion concentrationdeterminesthe
current density range.Usually higher nickel
concentrationspermit higher current densitiesto be used,
which in turn facilitates the faster depositionof metal.
Boric acid
This acts as a buffer, stabilising the pH of the solution. It
also promotes the formation of finer, whiter and more
ductile deposits of nickel.

Nickel chloride
This is not essential,but is recommendedfor usein nickel
sulphamatesolutionsbecauseit aids anodecorrosion. It
also increasesthe conductivity and throwing power of the
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solution. However caremust be taken to ensurethat
excessivequantitiesof nickel chloride are not introduced
to nickel sulphamatesolutions,as this inducesstress
Chloride
in
deposit
the
adhesion.
within
and results poor
is
deposits.
harder
This
chemical
most
also produces
commonly usedin Watts Nickel solutions.
(iii) Mixing nickel sulphamatesolutions
Before mixing these solutions reference should be made to the health and
safety guidelines delineated in Section 1 of the Appendix. The A/C should
also ensure that suitable precautions and protective garments are worn.
Method
Half fill the tank with clean deionized water. Introduce the required
quantity of nickel sulphamate and dissolve thoroughly. Then add the boric
acid and nickel chloride (stirring continuously), before bringing the
solution up to the required volume with further additions of water. Using a
suitable gauge check the pH value of the electroplating solution and alter
accordingly using the methods outlined in section (vi). Finally, use a
dummy cathode to test and "plate-out" the solution at a current density of
0.5 A/dm2 (5 Asf) for 8-10 hours, followed by 1.0 A/dm2 (10 Asf) for 20
hours.
(iv) Operating parameters
Temperature
Usually upwards of 25°C (77°F). For the purpose of
electrodepositing metal onto glass, lower temperature
solutions (below 35°C / 95°F) are recommended for use to
minimise stress and poor adhesion. For more general
electroplating applications, higher temperatures may be
used. However, temperatures in excess of 70°C (158°F)
should be avoided as this causes the nickel sulphamate to
undergo hydrolysis and the solution to decompose.
Current density range

Usually between2.0-6.5 A/dm2 (20-60 Asf. ). For freshly
sensitisedglasssubstratesan initial deposition rate of 1.0
A/dm2 (10 Asf) is recommendedfor use.
Anodes
Electrolytically refined nickel anodes Theseshould be
99.99 % pure.
Agitation
Constantair agitation is required.This is essentialif high
current densitiesare to be used.
Filtration
Continuousfiltration over activatedcarbonis essentialto
maintain the purity of the solution and producelow
stresseddeposits.This should be supplementedby
occasionaladditions of (1 ml/1(0.16 floz/gal)) hydrogen
peroxide.This oxidizes the organic residuesenablingthem
to be filtered / extractedfrom the solution.
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Plating rate
At 2.0 A/dm2 (20 Asf) - 2.5 pm (0.0001") of nickel will
be depositedin 6 minutes- 25 µm (0.001") in 60 minutes.
1 amperehour will deposit 1.095grammes(0.0386 oz) of
100%)
(Based
of
efficiency
on a current
nickel.
pH

3.5-4.2. Stressis at a minimum between4-4.2

(v) Modifying the solution

To avoid creating stress in the resulting deposit the solution must be
be
Additives
in
high
therefore
avoided
should
state of purity.
retained a
wherever possible .
(vi) Maintenance of nickel sulphamate solutions
Solution analysis
Nickel plating solutions are notoriously sensitive to fluctuations in
it
is
in
therefore
the
conditions,
operating
composition and changes
boric
for
be
to
to
acid
check
nickel,
solutions
regularly analysed
essential
A/C
is
It
that
the
seeks
recommended
and chloride concentrations.
in
controlling these solutions
assistance
professional advice and practical
facilitate
been
has
knowledge
to
the
acquired
process
of
until a sufficient
reliable self-analysis.
Maintaining the correct pH
During normal service, nickel plating solutions will generally be
if
be
This
level.
increase
in
the
the
to
corrected
must
pH
susceptible an
solution is to be maintained in an optimum condition and good results are
to be obtained. The pH of a solution can be tested using comparator paper,
and, where necessary adjustments can be made by implementing the
following procedures:
To increase the pH level: Make additions of sodium hydroxide (caustic
soda). Extract a sample of the plating solution
from the tank, and add a small amount of
caustic soda to produce nickel hydroxide. Small
amounts of this solution can then be added to

the main plating solution with much (vigorous)
agitation and mixing until the correct pH is
obtained.
Make additions of sulphamic acid: This can be
diluted in four times its own volume of warm
water and added slowly in small incremental,
doses until the correct pH is obtained.
For information on (vii) Solution contamination and (viii) Commonfaults
reference should be made to the following section on Watts nickel

To reduce the pH level:

solutions.

Watts Nickel Solutions
Watts nickel solutions are usedextensively for decorativeand
electroforming applications,making them ideal for exploitation by the
A/C.
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Thesesolutionsare inappropriatefor directly electrodepositingmetal
bright
intermediary
be
However,
to
they
can used establishan
onto glass.
have
deposit
previously receiveda
glass
objects
which
on
nickel
in
from
deposit
dull
solution,
preparation
a nickel sulphamate
preliminary
for the subsequentdepositionof a bright silver or gold plate. The bright
in
low
in
be
deposited
stress
order to retain good
a
state
of
nickel must
adhesionbetweenthe metal and glass.This in turn relies emphatically
Watts
Bright
the
the
solution.
upon
stringentcontrol and maintenanceof
nickel solutionsdepositmetal in a slightly tensile stateof stress.
(i) Composition
Many bright nickel plating solutions are commercially available which are
appropriate for this purpose. Typical proprietary products include
Canning's "Nisol 80" and "R850 Bright Nickel" Solutions. Examples of
alternative Watts bright nickel solutions are shown in Table 4/10. All
Watts nickel solutions are based on nickel sulphate.
(ii) Function of constituents
Refer to the information given in relationship to nickel sulphamate
solutions.

(iii) Mixing Wattsnickel solutions
Before mixing this electroplating solution reference should be made to the
health and safety guidelines delineated in Section 1 of the Appendix. The
A/C should also ensure that protective garments are worn.
Method
Stirring constantly, dissolve the nickel sulphate and nickel chloride in 75%
of the total volume of hot deionized water. Then dissolve the boric acid
(sold in the form of a solid crystals) into the nickel solution using constant
stirring and agitation. Next, add the remaining hot water to bring the
solution up to its working volume and filter continuously. Finally, after
correcting the pH use a dummy cathode to "plate-out" the solution
overnight at a current density of 4 A/dm2 (40 Asf).
(iv) Operating parameters
Temperature

Lower temperaturesof 35-45°C (95-113°F) are
appropriatefor electrodepositingmetal onto glass,
However, this may restrict the current density rangeof the
solution and necessitatethe use of a higher voltage. (This
is becausehigher temperaturesfavour increasedsolution
conductivity, which in turn promotesthe useof higher
current densities).
Current density range
Between2.5-1IA/dm' (25-100 Asf). The operatingrange
of the solution may be widened by using vigorous
agitation and increasingthe chloride concentration.
However, the latter option is not generallyrecommended
for usebecauseit increasesstresslevels within the
deposit. Generallyhigher nickel concentrations,elevated
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temperaturesand increasedagitation, togetherwith lower
be
densities
higher
to
used.
current
pH readingsallow
Anodes
Nickel pellets in titanium anode baskets are frequently
fairly
These
cheap compared to solid nickel
are
used.
anodes and provide a larger surface area for promoting
be
baskets
The
dissolution.
enclosed
should
anode
anode
in polypropylene anode bags.

Agitation
Continuous agitation is important. Vigorous air agitation
is preferred because it permits the use of higher current
densities and yields a more uniform deposit.
Filtration

Continuousfiltration through cellulose filter powder.
Plating rate
At 2.0 A/dm2 (20 Asf) - 2.5 µm (0.0001 ") of nickel will
be deposited in 6 minutes -- 25 µm (0.001 ") in 60 minutes.
1 ampere hour will deposit 1.095 grammes (0.0386 oz) Of
nickel. (Based on a current efficiency of 100%)

pH
Between 4.2-4.5. Lower pH's give a broader current
density range but also reduce the efficiency and throwing
power of the solution.
Notes
Variations in composition, temperature, pH and agitation all have a
profound and fundamental effect upon the operating efficiency of the
solution and the properties of the resulting deposit. Watts nickel solutions
usually produce very low stressed deposits (but not as low as those from
pure nickel sulphamate solutions). One of the most important
consequencesof altering these variables is the resulting effect upon the
level of internal stress in the metal deposited. To promote good adhesion
in electrodepositing metals onto glass and to maximise the chances of
obtaining successful results in decorative and electroforming applications,
stress must be maintained at a low level. In view of this, the A/C may find
the following information to be of assistance:

Increasesin tensile stressoccur when:
o The chloride level of the solution is increased.
o Higher current densitiesare employed.
o Certain additives including anti-pittantsand classII brightenersare
addedto the solution.
Decreasesin tensile stressoccur when:
o Lower levels of agitation are used.
The
o
pH of the solution is maintainedbelow 5.
Class
1 brightenersare addedto the solution. (Saccharinis also
o
sometimesaddedto bright nickel solutions to reducestress.)
Referenceshould be madeto Sections7A & 7B of the Appendix,
where the phenomenaof stressis illustrated and explainedin greater
detail.
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(v) Modifying the solution
Brighteners
deposits
lustrous
be
to
The Watts nickel solution can
yield
modified
the
interfere
do
These
"brighteners".
either
with
not
through the addition of
basic composition or operating parameters of the solution. Many
brighteners exist in the form of commercially available proprietary
discussion
is
their
products. Their composition seldom revealed making
impossible. However, their effectiveness can be maximised by using
(usually
temperatures
and
specific
conditions
operating
recommended
far
bright
be
It
watts solutions are
noted that
pH's are stipulated). should
dull
therefore
require
than
and
solutions
to
contamination
more susceptible
more rigorous maintenance.
Most proprietary brighteners for nickel plating solutions consist of
have
These
brighteners.
II
I
a
designated
as class and class
two products
finishes.
highly
in
reflective
complementary effect producing
Class I brighteners (primary brighteners)
These sulphur based compounds produce hazy, semibright deposits. They are used in fairly large quantities 110 g/l (0.16-1.6 imperial oz/gal). The regulation of class 1
brighteners is not critical as they do not adversely effect
deposit
the
or the current
the
of
properties
adhesion
either
density range of the solution. They have a natural

tendencyto reduceinternal stresswithin the metal
deposited.
Class II brighteners (secondary brighteners)
These operate in conjunction with class I brighteners to
They
deposits.
lustrous
highly
nickel
reflective,
produce
usually comprise of an organic carbon containing
be
These
must
used more conservatively, as
compound.
increase
internal
due
they
stress within the
care
without
II
Used
(NB:
deposited
their
class
on
own
metal
brighteners result in poorly adherent, brittle and highly
deposits).
stressed

The brightening systemsdesignedfor Watts nickel solutions are extremely
Invariable
but
they contain other compoundssuchas
effective
complex.
"levellers" which are usedto producesmootherdeposits.It is therefore
local
for
A/C
through
to
the
with
a
consultation
advice
seek
advisable
electroplatingcompany.
Antipitting agents

Nickel watts solutionspossessa cathodecurrent efficiency of 97%. This
formation
is
in
3%
the
that
the
of
of electricity consumed
other
means
hydrogengas,a by-product of the depositionprocesswhich is evolved and
dischargedat the cathodesurface.It is worth reiterating that if thesegases
are trappedon the depositingsurface,they will becomeoccludedwithin
the depositresulting in the formation of "pits", tiny air holes/ pores.
Whilst thesemay be of aestheticinterestto the A/C (Refer to Chapter7)
they createan incipient weaknessin the depositwhich is detrimental to its
physical constitution. Pits commonly evolve in undercutsor recessedareas
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become
likely
bubbles
trapped.
to
are
the
air
surface
where
cathode
of
Proprietaryproductsreferredto as "anti-pitting agents"can be usedto
These
the
tension
the
of
this
surface
reduce
problem.
minimise and remedy
The
be
bubbles
hydrogen
to
released.
electroplatingsolution, enabling the
"anti-pittants"appropriatefor use vary dependingupon to the type of
below:
These
being
outlined
are
used.
nickel solution
Dull Wattssolutions
Additions of hydrogen peroxide 0.5mU1(0.08 flozlgal)(30% concentrate)
daily
basis
be
to counteract pitting.
the
to
a
solution on
added
should
(However this chemical must not be used in conjunction with organic
brighteners). The breakdown product of this is water which has no
detrimental effect on the solution. This treatment should be accompanied
by solution filtration over activated carbon.
Bright Watts solutions
An appropriate substitute for bright nickel watts solutions is the "wetting
0.1-0.5
is
in
lauryl
This
of
concentration
added
a
sulphate.
agent" sodium
Regular
imperial
(0.016-0.08
the
arises.
problem
oz/gal) as and when
g/l
filtration over activated carbon is essential to remove organic
contamination and enable the anti-pittants to operate effectively.
The ductility of deposits may be increased by
brightening
Lowering
the
additives.
concentration
of
o
o Increasing the operating temperature. This makes the solution more
conductive, enabling softer, more ductile deposits to be produced.
(vi) Maintenance of Watts nickel solutions
Solution analysis

Professionalassistanceshould be soughtto regularly analysethe solution
boric
acid and chloride concentrations.
and monitor nickel sulphate,
If the solution becomes depleted in nickel, an addition of lg/1 of nickel
increase
be
to
the total concentration by 0.25 g/1
chloride can
used
(Imperial: 0.25 oz/gal of nickel per oz/gal nickel chloride). If following
this treatment re-analysis reveals that the nickel concentration of the
solution is still deficient, a further addition of 4.5 g/l of nickel sulphate
should be made for every g/1 deficiency of nickel (Imperial: 4.5 oz/gal
nickel sulphate per oz/gal of nickel).

Problemsrarely arise from the presenceof excessiveconcentrationsof
boric acid. This only occurs if the solution temperaturefalls too low,
causingthe acid to crystallise out on the anodesand sidesof the tank.
Maintaining the correct pH
Comparatorpapershould be usedto test the pH level of the solution and
wherenecessary,adjustmentscan be madeby implementing the following
procedures:
To increasethe pH level: Make additions of sodium hydroxide (caustic
soda)using the procedureoutlined in
relationship to nickel sulphamatesolutions.
To reducethe pH level: Make additions of pure sulphuric acid. This
should be diluted in 4 times its own volume of
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in
the
until
small
graduations
added
and
water
is
correct pH obtained.
(vii) Solution contamination
The following are useful points of referencefor minimising contamination:
1. Metallic contamination:

Small quantities of metallic impurities including copper, zinc, aluminium,
iron,
have
the
physical properties
on
effect
a
profound
can
chromium and
jigs
from
A/C,
For
deposit.
and
the
copper arising
and appearanceof a
be
is
likely
the main source of contamination.
to
copper electrode wires
fl
0.025g11(0.004
low
levels
oz/gal
have
This can
as
as
an adverse effect at
is
it
be
a
since
25
easily,
relatively
observed
can
and
million)
per
parts
deposited
being
to
the
in
preferentially
copper
which
results
condition
If
density
in
the
low
suspected,
surface.
cathode
areas of
current
nickel
lowering
by
be
a clean piece of
confirmed
copper contamination can
deposition
If
into
occurs
the
copper
solution.
an extracted sample of
nickel
it indicates that the solution is contaminated. This can be eliminated by
""plating-out""
the solution
to
scrap
cathode
corrugated
using a
(overnight) at a very low current density of 0.2 A/dm2 (2 Asf). This is
iron
Contamination
and
zinc
with
referred to as electrolytic purification.
high
fashion,
in
be
current
relatively
using
treated a similar
can also
densities.
2. Organic impurities:
Arising from the breakdown of additives and brighteners, organic
impurities can be removed by regularly filtering the solution over activated
is
However,
this
process non-selective, and removes all organic
carbon.
fresh
Therefore
from
treatment
additions of
the
after
solution.
compounds
brightening agents will be required to replenish the solution and return it to
a good operating condition.

3. Other sourcesof contamination:
When preparing glass for electrodeposition, it is important to ensure that
in
traces
used
preliminary cleaning procedures
acid
of
nitric
residual
any
are not inadvertently dragged into the nickel plating solution as this will
inhibit or even prevent deposition. Adopting thorough rinsing procedures
will help to eliminate the chances of this problem arising.
(viii) Commonfaults encountered in using nickel plating solutions
Rough deposits

Occur as a result of:
Using
high
This
density.
too
a
current
produces
o
black, burnt or powdery deposit.
This
Suspended
/
particles solution contamination.
o
is causedby debris being draggedinto the
electroplatingsolution on the surfaceof
inadequatelycleanedcathodes.Filtration procedures
will purify the solution and help to resolvethis
problem.
Pitting
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Evident as tiny pin holes/poresin the surfaceof the metal
from:
to
tends
result
this condition
Using
poorly mixed electroplatingsolutions.
o
densities.
high
Excessively
current
o
This
in
temperature.
increases
Sudden
the solution
o
causesexcessgassingat the cathodesurface.
low
Too
a pH.
o
high.
being
too
The
the
solution
surfacetensionof
o
Streakydark deposits
Indicate the solution is contaminated with metallic
impurities.

o
Poor adhesion

The blistering or peeling of the deposit away from the
substrate surface may occur as a result of:
the
/
inadequate
Poor
of
and
preparation
cleaning
o
This
deposition.
to
problem
substrate surface prior
is most likely to occur when the process is used to
it
In
this
situation
re-plate an existing nickel surface.
is essential to ensure the surface is reactivated, as
form
deposited
a
will
onto a passive surface
metal
deposit.
non-adherent
badly
Using
maintained or contaminated solution.
a
o
too
incorrect
the
An
either
solution
making
pH
o
acid or too alkaline.
/
in
break
the
poor electrical
supply
power
oA
contacts.
Deposition failure
May occur as a result of.

o

Using too low a current density. Check calculations
is
being
density
that
the
to ensure
correct current
usedand modify the amperageaccordingly.

Check
in
that
the
all
circuit.
connection
weak
oA
fully
and
contacts
are
clean,
secure
electrical
operational.
from
(especially
Using
a
a contaminated solution
o

drag-in of nitric or chromic acid). Employ
filtration
analysis
proceduresto
and
volumetric
resolvethe problem and return the solution to a good
operatingcondition.
by
badly
caused
preparedsubstrate- possible
oA
inadequatesurfacecleansingor through the
/
contaminated
of
a
poor
quality
application
metallizing media.

Section C: Silver Plating Solutions
Before investing in a silver plating solution, it is advisablefor the A/C to
carefully considercertain fundamentaltechnical, financial and safety
implications. Thesewill be outlined in the following discussion.
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based
Practically
Health
on
solutions
are
all silver plating
and safety:
o
handled
is
highly
By
toxic,
and
with complacency
cyanide
nature
cyanide.
fundamental
lethal.
Therefore,
be
dangerous
guidelines
certain
or even
can
in
1
Section
be
These
of the
are
outlined
observed.
and precautions must
Appendix. This warning is essential to instil a realistic awareness, senseof
for
health
and
respect
obligatory
and safety considerations.
responsibility
Its' purpose is not to dissuade or discourage the enthusiastic A/C from
exploiting the process.
in
Practical:
The
the ensuing text,
solutions
silver
plating
summarised
o
have been included primarily as background information to exemplify
typical formulations. In view of the dangerous and toxic nature of the
is
involved,
these
the
chemicals
mixing of
electroplating solutions NOT
advocated for the newly initiated A/C practitioner unless professional
assistanceand supervision is readily available. Instead, for ease of
installation and maintenance, it is highly recommended that a "proprietary"
silver plating solution is purchased from a commercial electroplating
company. This will forge a useful link with a professional organisation,
and provide a vital point of reference which will be necessary to assist the
A/C in exploiting the process to its full potential.
When selecting a silver solution suitable to electrodepositing glass
substrates,certain practical criteria must be taken into consideration.
Although these have already been outlined in the introduction to this
chapter, they are of fundamental importance and are therefore worth reiterating. To optimise plating results, silver electroplating solutions which
operate at elevated temperatures of above 50°C (122°F) should be
avoided. Silver cyanide solutions which function at lower or preferably
ambient temperatures are usually advocated to promote superior adhesion
in electrodepositing metals onto glass.
Financial:
By
nature silver plating solutions (as with gold) are
o
notoriously expensive to purchase and maintain, and the feasibility of
running such a facility will largely be dependent upon the ability of the
A/C to utilise the solution to its full production capacity (i. e. in small scale
studio production ranges). Where the employment of the process is likely
to be infrequent or ad hoc, it may be financially expedient to adopt a
different approach. In such circumstances, it is recommended that the A/C
seeks assistancefrom a small local plating company to electrodeposit
specific artefacts and small quantities of work as and when required. This
will prove to be an efficient and convenient way of avoiding many of the
difficulties and commitments of maintaining such a complex electroplating
solution. Furthermore for the A/C practitioner creative compromise will be
kept to a minimum by pursuing this course of action, since the personal
preparation of the pieces (through the base plating of the object with silver
or copper) will ensure that the individuality and personal integrity of the
artefacts is retained.
Solutions recommendedfor use by the A/C.

The first silver plating solutionswere pioneeredby the Elkington brothers
and in principle havechangedlittle since their introduction in the 1840's.
The most successfuland practical solutions are basedon either potassium
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based
Potassium
solutions are
silver cyanide or sodium silver cyanide.
because
industrial
be
to
scenarios,
superior within
generally considered
in
is
they possessgreater conductivity which advantageous allowing
higher current densities to be used, and in facilitating faster and finer
financial
by
deposition.
However,
the
comparison
grained metal
expedience, easeof operation and greater stability of sodium solutions
A/C.
by
the
to
them
exploitation
potentially more practicable
renders
Therefore the solutions recommended for use within the context of this
thesis are based on sodium cyanide (For further information on potassium
based silver solutions reference should be made to Section 8 of the
Appendix).
Additional attributes / benefits of using silver cyanide solutions
include the fact that they have a 100% cathode current efficiency (all
directly
in
is
electrodepositing silver) and excellent
electrical current used
throwing power (ability to electrodeposit complex forms).
Procedures for recommended electrodepositing silver onto glass
It is not advisable to electrodeposit silver directly onto a freshly metallized
dissolve
has
is
because
This
tendency
to
a
rapidly
cyanide
glass substrates.
formation
destroy
the
the
of an
media
prohibiting
and
exposed sensitising
delicate
is
deposit.
This
evident
where
action
especially
corrosive
adherent
copper pastes and chemical reduction (mirroring) procedures are used to
instil conductivity. Whilst it is permissible, to deposit silver directly onto
glass where much stronger chemically bonded metallizing agents such as
silver / gold lustre's, or temperature cured silver aquadags are used, this
approach cannot be recommended for use if optimum adhesion is to be
obtained. Technically to promote adhesion and facilitate a superior metal
to glass bond, it is beneficial to deposit an intervening base metal of
copper (from a copper sulphate solution) or nickel (from a nickel
sulphamate solution) onto the glass as a precursory stage to subsequent
silver deposition. This foundation should form a continuous and
encapsulating film of metal around the glass substrate and for strength be
approximately 5 microns (0.005mm - 0.00020 inches) thick. Scrupulous
care must then be exercised by thoroughly rinsing the objects in running
water prior to transferring them to a silver plating solution.

Producinga tenaciouslyadherentsilver depositon copperor nickel plated
glasssubstrateinvolves a two stageprocess.
Stage1: Electrodepositingglassfrom a silver strike solution
Initial depositionmust be conductedusing a silver strike solution. This is
becauseon direct exposureto conventionalsilver plating solutions,nonferrousmetalssuchas copperor nickel spontaneouslyform very weak,
non-adherentimmersion deposits.(This is a result of, silver being
preferentially depositedthrough a processof chemical reduction as oppose
to electrolytic action).
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Stage2: Electrodepositingglassfrom a conventionalsilver plating
solution
Only after this preliminary strike can the objectsbe transferredto the
secondstageof the processand undergoelectrodepositionfrom a
conventionalsilver plating solution. This is necessaryto deposita
decorativecoating of heavierand thicker silver.
Practical guidelines for using the silver strike and the conventional
silver plating solutions are outlined in detail in the following chapter. The
A/C wishing to adopt this procedure should also make reference to Section
9 of the Appendix, where the above recommended procedures for
electrodepositing silver onto glass are clarified in greater detail.

Silver Strike Solutions
A flash of metal electrodeposited from a strike solution promotes
tenacious adhesion between the silver and the underlying base metal, and
is a precursory stage to conventional silver plating. As the term strike
suggests,this is a rapid process in which the substrate is immersed for a
maximum of two minutes to receive an extremely thin film of metal.

(i) Composition
Silver strike solutions differ from normal silver plating solutions, in so far
as they possessan extremely high concentration of cyanide and a very low
concentration of silver.
Table 4/11. Silver Strike Solutions
Chemical
Constituent
(source of reference)

Silver Cyanide
Sodium Cyanide
Sodium Carbonate
Operating conditions
Temperature
Current density

gI
3.7-5.2
60-90
9

Composition Range

Example
Solution No: 1

(untracM 1982. p. 690)

(pllard 1969, p. 190)

"U. S.A
oz/ al
0.5-0.7
8-12
1.2

21-29°C
1.5-2.5A/dm2

British
oz/ al
0.6-0.8
9.6-14.4
1.4
70-85°F
15-25Asf

3
62

U.S.A
oz/ al
0.4
8.3

British
o2/ al
0.48
9.9

--Ambient / Room Temperature
1.5-2A/dm2
15-20Asf

This type of solution is designedto producea thin deposit/flashof silver.
(ii) Function of constituents

Refer to the information given in relationship to standardsilver plating
solutions.
(iii) Mixing silver strike solutions

Due to the highly toxic natureof the chemicalsinvolved this
procedure
must NOT be undertakenby the A/C unless:
o Strict supervisionand advice is available from an acknowledged
electroplatingspecialist.
o The necessaryhealth and safety precautionsare taken (referredto in
Section 1 of the Appendix). Theseare essentialand must be
strictly
adheredto at ALL times.
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Method
Measure out half the required volume of solution as deionized water.
Using constant agitation dissolve the sodium cyanide into the water. Then
slowly add the silver salts and dissolve thoroughly before adding the
sodium carbonate. Finally bring the solution up to the required volume by
adding the remaining water. To prepare a potassium based silver cyanide
solution, follow the same procedure, but replace the sodium cyanide with
potassium cyanide and the sodium carbonate with potassium carbonate in
the appropriate / specified quantities. The high purity of silver salts makes
it unnecessaryto "plate-out" strike solutions prior to use.
(iv) Operating parameters
Temperature

Ambient, 20-30°C (68-86°F)
Current density range
Usually between 1.6-2.5 A/dm2 (15-25 Asf). A current
density of 1.0 A/dm2 (10 Asf) is recommended for
electrodepositing metals onto glass.

Anodes
18/8 stainless steel insoluble anodes are recommended for
use in silver strike solutions. Anode hooks and racks
should also be made of stainless steel.

Agitation
Mechanical agitation is advisable. Air agitation must NOT
be used in silver cyanide solutions (as this results in the
rapid decomposition of the solution).

Filtration
None. Filtration procedures are not necessary.

Plating duration
Typically 15-20 seconds will produce a strike / flash of
silver.

pH
11 - 12. This must be monitored to prevent the pH falling
below 10. Too low a pH will render the solution
inefficient and could result in the emission of poisonous

gases
Notes
Avoid:
o Storing the solution in metal containers.
o Positioning the solution in close proximity to acid basedsolutions.
(v) Modifying the solution
Silver strike solutions rarely undergo modification. To increase
or
decreasethe pH level use the methods referred to in
relationship to
standard silver plating solutions

(vi) Maintenanceof silver strike solutions.
Silver strike solutions are unstableand have a relatively
short life span.
(The darkeningof the electroplating solution is usually the first indication
that the solution is beginning to deteriorate.) They are not easily
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basis.
fairly
have
be
discarded
to
on
a
regular
and
replaced
maintainedand
However,it is possibleto analysesilver andfree cyanideconcentrations
by adoptingthe proceduresoutlined for testing standardsilver plating
solutions.
(vii) Solution contamination.
These solutions are highly susceptible to contamination, but this is not
generally a problem because silver strike solutions tend to be replaced
frequently.
(viii) Commonfaults encountered in using silver strike solutions.
Reference should be made to the information given in relationship to
standard silver plating solutions

Conventional Silver Cyanide Solutions
Categorisation of silver cyanide solutions
A diverse selection of silver plating solutions with varying chemical
compositions and modes of operation are now available and extensively
documented in literature. These typically fall into one of two categories.
Generally they are referred to as either conventional (low-efficiency) or
high speed (high-efficiency) solutions. As indicated below these solutions
are used for distinctly different applications.
Conventional solutions:
Used for functional applications, Conventional (lowefficiency) electroplating solutions are used to deposit thin
films of silver. They are dilute and deposit metal at a
moderate speed in a dull condition. However, brighteners
can be used to produce more lustrous deposits.

High speedsolutions:
Used for decorative applications, High speed (highefficiency) electroplating solutions are used to deposit
very thick films of silver. They are very concentrated and
operate at high / elevated temperatures to deposit silver
very rapidly.

Thesedefinitions provide an indication of the traditional categorisationof
silver plating solutions as delineatedby the electroplatingtrade. In
principle, the selectionof a solution must essentiallybe governedby the
practical requirementsand personalpreferencesof the individual
practitioner.However, it is strongly suggestedthat the A/C operating
within the context of a studio environmentwill derive greatestbenefit
from using a conventionalsilver plating solution. Theseare highly
recommendedfor use for two fundamentalreasons.
Firstly, conventional solutions are more dilute and therefore much
cheaper and more efficient to run. Silver is a relatively expensive precious
metal, so where feasible the A/C is advised to adopt the following strategy
to maximise financial expedience. Where a heavy deposit is required it is
suggested that a cheap metal, such as copper or nickel is initially deposited
to build up the desired thickness. This can then be used as a base coating
over which a final decorative film of precious metal can be
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Secondly, conventional silver plating solutions are advantageous from
a practical point of view. In particular they have a superior throwing power
which promotes a uniform coverage of electrodeposited metal on very
flexibility
is
forms.
This
a useful asset
provides
additional
and
complex
which is likely to be heavily exploited and challenged by A/C in his
creative endeavours.
Low efficiency silver cyanide solutions

(i) Composition
Table 4/12. Conventional Silver Plating Solutions
Composition Range
Low-speed solutions
High-speed solutions
(Thick deposits)
(Thin Deposits)

Chemical
Constituent
(Source of reference)

"
Silver (Metal salt)
Sodium Cyanide
Sodium Carbonate
Sodium or Potassium
Hydroxide
Operating conditions
Temperature
Current density

(Newman 1979, p. 61)

(Newman 1979, p. 61)

15-40
15-60
20-50

U.S.A
oz/gal
2-5.3
2-8
2.7-6.7
None

20°C
0.3-1.6A/dm2

British
oz/ al
2.4-6.4
2.4-9.6
3.2-8

68°F
3-15Asf

70-120
50-100
14-100
10-20

U.S.A
oz/gal
9.3-16
6.7-13.4
1.9-13.4
1.3-2.7

35-40°C
0.1-2. OA/dm2

British
oz/ gal
11.2-19.2
8-16
2.2-16
1.6-3.2

95-104°F
1-2OAsf

The deposits produced will be matt unless brighteners are added to modify
the solution.

(ii) Function of constituents
Both the standardsilver solution discussedhere and the silver strike
solution discussedpreviously contain the samebasic constituents,in both
instancestheseperform identical functions.
Silver cyanide
This providesthe sourceof metal ions to be deposited.
Sodium (or potassium)cyanide
This constituentis usedto complex and suspendthe silver
in solution and is essentialfor good anodecorrosion and
solution conductivity. Increasesin free cyanide help to
promote the throwing power of the solution.
Sodium (or potassium)carbonate
A useful ingredient in formulating new solutions,this is
beneficial in increasingthe conductivity of the solution
and in assistingbrightenersto function to optimum effect.
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However, carbonatesnaturally build up in cyanidebased
solutions over extendedperiods of time and in excess,
in
based
45
(7.2
above g/l
solutionsand
oz/gal) sodium
113 g/l (18 oz/gal) in potassiumbasedsolutions,have a
detrimental effect. This may result in coarse/ rough
depositsand poor anodeefficiency.
Sodium(or potassium)hydroxide
By retaining the correct pH balance hydroxyl ions help to
stabilise the solution
(iii) Mixing conventional silver plating solutions

Method
Follow the procedures outlined for formulating silver strike solutions.
Where used the potassium or sodium hydroxide should be introduced prior
to bringing the electroplating solution up to its required/working volume.
The water used for mixing high efficiency solutions should be heated to
30-35°C (86-95°F) before use. "Plating-out" procedures are not necessary
due to the high purity of silver salts. The cost of reclaiming wasted silver
is also another reason why this process is not generally carried out.
(iv) Operating parameters
Temperature

Usually between20-40°C (68-105°F).
Currentdensity range
Variable depending upon the nature of the solution. As
indicated in the table above up to 2.0 A/dm2 (20 Asf). A
current density of 1.0- 1.6 A/dm2 (10-15 Asf) is
recommended for electrodepositing silver onto glass.
Anodes
99.9% pure silver anodes, double bagged in 5-10 micron
(0.2-0.4 thou) polypropylene bags. (low purity anodes
will produce rough deposits). Recommended anode to
cathode ratio is 2: 1. All ancillary hooks and equipment
should be made of stainless steel. (Insoluble / inert
stainless steel anodes are frequently used where thin
deposits of silver are required. However, to maintain an
adequate supply of available metal ions regular additions
of silver salts must be made to the solution. )

Agitation
Mechanical agitation only. Air agitation must NOT be
usedin silver cyanide solutions (as this resultsin the rapid
decompositionof the solution)
Filtration

Plating rate

Continuousor occasionalfiltration over a paperand plate
type filter unit. This should be supplementedby periodic /
intermittent filtration over activatedcarbonto remove
depletedbrightenersfrom the solution.
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At 1.0 A/dm2 (10 Asf) - 2.5µm (0.0001") of silver will be
depositedin 3.6 minutes- 25µm (0.001") in 36 minutes.
1 amperehour will deposit4.025 grams(0.142oz) of
silver. (Basedon a current efficiency of 100%)
pH
Between 10.5-11. Maintaining the correct pH is essential
to preserve the brighteners and prevent a rapid
deterioration in the condition of the solution. Cyanide
concentrations should be checked on a regular basis, as
chemical additions may be necessary to raise the pH level
of the solution.
Notes
It is absolutely essential for financial expedience and for the purpose of
costing artefacts, that the A/C is able to control the quantity of silver being
deposited. It is therefore critical that the amount of time (in ampere hours)
necessaryto deposit the required quantity of silver is correctly calculated
and strictly adhered to. This can be conducted using a plater's calculator.
An alternative method of determining the amount of metal deposited is to
weigh articles before and after deposition. The weight difference can then
be used as a basis for subsequent costing procedures.
(v) Modifying the solution.
Brighteners
Silver plating processesdo not have very effective brightening systems.
During initial deposition silver will be plated in a dull condition. This will
become progressively brighter as the deposit thickens (until an optimum
lustre / reflectiveness is reached - typically at around 25 µm (1 thou)). For
this reason the brighteners used in silver solutions are described as
"developing brighteners". Consequently, where a very thin but highly
reflective and lustrous deposit of silver is required, it is essential to deposit
the silver onto an existing bright surface (e.g. a bright nickel or copper
plate). An intervening "flash" of silver, deposited from a silver strike
solution will serve to promote good adhesion between the underlying base
metal and the silver deposited from a conventional silver plating solution.

Commercially availablebrighteners/ proprietary productsare
recommendedfor use.The chemical natureof thesebrightenerswill vary
dependingupon the type of solution used.As an alternativeit is possibleto
useammoniumthiosulphateas a brightening agentusing the procedure
outlined below.
Conventionalsilver solutions:
Thesesolutions give a semi-bright finish. Historically
carbon disulphide was employedas a brightening agent.
(This chemical is carcinogenicand can no longer be
purchased.) However, proprietary brightening productsare
now widely available and highly recommendedfor use.
High speedsilver solutions:
To a fresh solution add 3.1 ml of concentrated(60%)
ammoniumthiosulphatefor every 100litres of solution.
(0.5 fl oz for every 100gallons of solution) Once fully
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operational/ in use,make an addition of 0.02 to 0.05 g/l
(0.0032-0.008imperial oz/gal) of ammoniumthiosulphate
every 24 hours of plating time.
Harder deposits
Antimony is frequently usedfor this purpose.
Increasingthe throwing power of the solution
This may be promotedby lowering the silver concentrationof the
density.
the
solution,
and
current
electroplating
reducing
(vi) Maintenance of silver cyanide solutions
Solution analysis
Most of the problems encountered in running silver plating solutions occur
as a direct consequence of poor house-keeping, which may arise through
carelessness,complacency or neglect. In order to maintain a silver solution
in optimum condition it is essential to regularly analyse cyanide and silver
concentrations. Although during normal service silver concentrations may
rise marginally, they are likely to remain relatively constant. However, the
natural decomposition of cyanide will almost certainly result in a build up
of carbonates in the solution, and a fluctuation in cyanide concentrations.
Sanctioning a prudent / vigilant control over the solution is
fundamental to ensure its long term serviceability. It is therefore
recommended that external assistanceis sought from professional plating
enterprise to regularly analyse the solution. This will ensure that the
solution is maintained in an optimum condition, with the minimal amount
of fuss or interference. Alternatively for the distinctly more experienced
and avid enthusiast, independent / self regulation of the solution through
volumetric analysis is feasible. However, this is not advocated for the
newly initiated A/C practitioner and will not therefore, be outlined within
the context of this thesis. This decision reflects the difficulties which are
likely to be encountered by the A/C in gauging the accuracy of the results
obtained, and in addressing health and safety considerations.
The following procedures are recommended for correcting imbalances
or deficiencies in silver plating solutions, as identified through chemical
analysis. For further / more precise information the A/C should seek
professional advise from a reputable plating establishment.

To increasethefree cyanideconcentrationof silver plating solutions
sodium (or potassium)cyanide should be added.
Where very small anodesare usedat high current densitiesto deposit
silver onto large cathodeareas,the solution is likely to becomedeficient in
silver and havean excessof cyanide . In thesecircumstancesit will be
necessaryto make an addition of "single silver cyanide". This is an
insoluble compoundwhich must be ground into a thin pasteby mixing it
with a sampleof solution extractedfrom the plating tank. Small additions
of this pastecan then be madeto the solution to restoreit to its original
condition.
In the eventof a depletedsilver concentrationbut correct cyanide
concentration,double silver cyanide can be usedto remedy the problem,
without inadvertently causingcyanide levels to rise.
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Where excessivequantitiesof silver becomepresentin the
electroplatingsolution, it is usually possibleto resolve the problem by
/
distilled
However,
deionized
diluting
the
the
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solution with
simply
its
be
bring
the
to
to
up
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quantity addedshould only ever sufficient
intendedworking volume.
Excess carbonates are likely to build up during long-term use of the
in
become
first
The
this
of
apparent
problem will
solution.
practical signs
the need to use excessive / abnormally high voltages to obtain normal
current densities. The solution may also become sluggish. This problem
can be corrected using proprietary brands of "decarbonator salts" which
should be added in accordance with the manufacturers guidelines.
Regular filtration over activated carbon is recommended to remove
organic contamination. This will assist in maintenance procedures and
prevent rough deposits emerging.
Maintaining the correct pH
Comparator paper should be used to test the pH level of the solution and
where necessary adjustments can be made by implementing the following
procedures:

To increasethe pH level: Make additionsof sodium (or potassium)
hydroxide.
To reducethe pH level: Although chemicalscan be addedto lower the
is
be
to
this
too
generally
considered
pH,
dangerous because of the risk of poisonous
gasesbeing emitted. It is therefore advisable to
leave the solution to rebalance of its own
accord. This is rarely considered to be a
problem in silver plating solutions.

Observingfluctuations in the condition of the solution
By regularly inspecting the visual appearance of the anodes it is possible
to obtain a good indication of the solutions condition. Naturally, these
observations should be confirmed through volumetric analysis before
alterations or additions are made to the solution. Typically:

o

o

o

Anodes which becomevery bright and crystalline in appearance
indicate an excessof cyanide.To return the solution to its correct
balance,single silver cyanide(with a 80.5% silver content) should be
addedto the solution.
Anodescoatedwith white encrustation'sindicate a cyanide deficiency.
In extremecasesthis phenomenamay be accompaniedby an increase
in voltage and decreasein amperage.This can be correctedby making
small additionsof sodium (or potassium)cyanide until the anodes
becomeclean,but not bright.
Anodescoatedin a smutty / black film indicate the presenceof
metallic or organic impurities in the solution (particularly iron,
platinum, sulphur, seleniumor tellurium). Alternatively this condition
may result from a low concentrationof free cyanide,too low a pH or
from using too high a current density. This film is likely to slough off
during dormant periodswhen the solution is not being used.However,
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this is likely to result in rough depositswhich can be alleviatedby
filtration.
continuous
employing
(vii) Solution contamination
1. Metallic contamination
Most metallic impurities have little or no effect on silver solutions, or their
deposits. However, iron may cause discoloration and adversely affect the
in
Copper
the
the
will
result
contamination
silver.
reflective qualities of
formation of black deposits.
WARNING: It is absolutely essential for health and safety reasons to
avoid direct contact between cyanide and acid plating solutions. This may
be minimised by taking the following precautions:
in
in
NEVER
to
these
one another
solutions
close proximity
position
o
o

the workshop.
When transferring an artefact from an acid solution to a cyanide
in
(or
ALWAYS
thoroughly
the
a vat
object
solution
vice-versa)
rinse
of running water for at least 10 minutes. This is a crucial intermediary
stage.

(viii) Commonfaults encountered in using silver cyanide solutions
Rough granular deposits
Several possible causes exist. This condition may result
from:

o

Using too low a current density.

Suspended
build
contamination
or
an
up of
excess
o
carbonates in the solution. (Filter and analyse the
solution. )
Using
impure
/
poor quality anodes.
o
Thin patchy deposits

Occur as a result of0 Poor maintenance.The solution should be treatedover
activatedcarbonto removecontamination.
Dark black / brown deposits (Rough, dark, porous spongy deposits)
,
Result from:

o The useof excesscurrent.
o and / or a lack of agitation aroundthe cathode.
Yellow / pink tinged deposits
o Are symptomaticof poorly maintainedelectroplating
solutions.The solution should be analysedto check
carbonatelevels, and where necessarysilver saltsor
silver cyanide should be addedto return the solution
to a good operatingcondition.
Poor blue / white tinged deposits
May result from
o Using too low a temperature.
chemical imbalancein the solution. Check that
oA
silver and cyanide concentrationsare correct through
analysis.
Poor adhesion
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This causesthe electrodepositedmetal to blister and peel
This
from
the
usually occursas a
surface.
substrate
away
result of:
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is
This
Inadequate
an
surfacepreparation.
o
of the needto adopt a more scrupulouscleansing
procedure.
Where electrodepositionis accompaniedby a large degree
be
fizzing
the
may
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of
at
due to:
density.
high
The
too
a
current
of
use
o
Poor adhesion is also likely to be reciprocated when
depositing silver onto copper or nickel plated substrates if:
is
The
omitted.
silver
strike
stage
preliminary
o

o

The silver strike solution is contaminated.

o

The object / cathode to be plated is not introduced to
the silver strike solution "live". This frequently results
in the formation of non-adherent immersion deposits.

Deposition failure

If this occurscheck that:
intact
All
securely
electrical connectionsare clean,
o
and operational.
The anodes are not passive.
The solution is not contaminated. Volumetric analysis
and filtration procedures can be used to ensure the
solution is in a good operating condition.
This problem is most likely to occur when depositing
silver onto nickel plate and is generally caused by surface
passivation. This may be overcome by:

o
o

o

Following the preparatoryprocedureoutlined in
Section7B of the Appendix. (This must be conducted
as an uninterrupted/ continuousprocessto be
effective.)

o

Ensuring that the prepared article undergoes
electrodeposition immediately from a silver strike
solution (this stage is critical) prior to being
transferred to a conventional silver plating solution.
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Chapter 4D

Basic Principles
Introduction
In order to explore the electrodeposition process to its full creative
potential, the A/C will need an elementary knowledge of chemistry,
metallurgy, mathematics, and electrochemistry. Whilst notorious for their
technical jargon, the A/C, will require a basic awareness of these subjects
to understand the fundamental concepts behind the process. This is vital if
communication is to be generated with fellow practitioners and
electroplating specialists, which will be necessary to discuss and overcome
problems which arise. This section aims to verse the A/C with the basic
principles of the electroplating process. It is hoped that this will enable the
practitioner to utilize the process with confidence and ingenuity.
Throughout the text reference is made to acid copper sulphate solutions.
This process is used to illustrate fundamental principles which can
generally be applied to most electroplating solutions.
Electrochemistry is the theoretical science of the electrodeposition
process, and is primarily concerned with the relationship between
electricity and electroplating solutions. When a current of electricity is
applied to an electroplating solution, certain chemical changes take place,
which alter the composition of the solution, and enable metal to be
transported and deposited on to an object. Before describing the main
concepts behind the process, it is essential for the A/C to establish a
background knowledge in two related areas: electricity and matter.
Electricity
Electricity is supplied to the electroplating solution in the form of a direct
current. Regulating the electricity supply is essential since this makes it
possible to control and manipulate the process. The two most important
factors are:

o The voltage - the pressurewith which electrical current is forced
through the circuit. For electrodepositionto occur, there must be a
difference in the electrical potential/chargeof the two electrodes
ie betweenthe positively chargedanodeand negatively charged
cathode.This differential is referredto as the `electrodepotential',
and is measuredin volts.
(Volts = current flowing x resistance(in ohms).)
Any obstructionto the flow of this electrical current, which for
examplemay take the form of a supportwire or the object being
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electroplated,setsup an electrical resistancein the circuit. This
resistanceis measuredin ohms.
c The amperage - the amount or volume of electrical current flowing
through the circuit. This is measured in amperes (amps). More amps
are consumed (and a greater electrical current is required) when
there is a higher resistance to the voltage.
Amps, volts, and ohms define the electrical conditions of the
electrodeposition process. Good rectifiers will possessvoltmeters
and ammeters, to indicate both the electrical pressure and the
amount of current being selected, and to control the speed of the
deposition process and the amount of metal deposited.
Matter
All matter is composed of `elements' - substanceswhich are not capable of
being separatedinto simpler units. Some 92 elements are known to exist,
(Table 4/4, Chapter 4B) including oxygen, copper, silver, and carbon.
(When two or more elements combine, they form compounds. For
example, water (H2O) is made up of hydrogen and oxygen,. ) All elements
are composed of small particles called atoms which contain electrons.
When a compound dissolves in solution, its constituent atoms are said
to ionize. That is they become capable of relinquishing or obtaining
electrons. This reaction is essential in forming an electroplating solution.
(Atoms which lose electrons become positively charged ions, whilst those
atoms which gain electrons become negatively charged ions). In this
condition the ions are capable of being mobilized and transported across a
solution under an applied electrical current. This movement of matter is
central to the electrodeposition process, and will be referred to later in the
text.

Forming Electroplating Solutions
Electroplating solutions are formed by dissolving chemicals in a solvent
(usually water or cyanide) to produce highly conductive aqueous solutions.
A copper sulphate solution cannot, for example, be produced by dissolving
the metal in water. To achieve this, the copper has to be reduced and
converted to a metal salt known as copper sulphate. Salts of this nature are
highly-soluble, and dissolve or ionize in water (to varying degrees) to form
electrolytes/electroplating solutions. (For further information, reference
should be made to Section 1 of the Appendix. )

When coppersulphateis dissolvedin water (as occursin the
formation of a copperplating solution), it dissociatesto form copperions
and sulphateions. The water itself will decomposeto form hydrogenand
hydroxide ions. Once formed, theseions are capableof moving freely and
independentlyaroundthe solution. The copper and hydrogenions carry a
positive charge(and are known as cations),whilst the sulphateand
hydroxyl ions carry a negativecharge(and are known as anions).The
solution will be relatively stablebecausethere will alwaysbe an equal
numberof positive and negativeions. The conductivity of the solution will
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be directly relatedto its ion concentration.Metal saltswhich dissolve
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greaterfreedomto move aroundunder an applied electrical current.

The Fundamental Principles of the Electroplating Process
As already stated a typical electroplating facility comprises of four main
parts:
o The rectifier -a means of conveying a regulated electrical current.
o The cathode - the artefact/object to be electroplated.
o The electroplating solution - or electrolyte -a solution containing
dissolved ions of the metal to be deposited.
o The anode - the means by which electrical current is introduced to
the electroplating solution.
These are clarified in greater detail in Fig. 4/17.
During the electrodeposition/electroplating process, the cathode
(object to be deposited) is immersed in the electroplating solution, and
linked to the negatively charged busbar/terminal of the electrical circuit.
The anodes, which consist of solid bars of the metal to be deposited, are
connected to the positively charged terminal of the electrical circuit.
Electrodeposition is then initiated by applying an electrical current to the
solution. This sets up a difference in electrical potential between the two
electrodes and acts as an impetus, enabling electrical current, and hence
metal (in the form of ions), to be transferred across the solution from the
positively charged anode to the negatively charged cathode. In this manner
metal is dissolved into solution at the anode, and deposited at the cathode.
A more comprehensive explanation of this process is given in the
following text.
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The cathode is the negatively charged electrode (denoted '-') - the
object/artefact requiring electrodeposition. An electrical current is
applied which will transfer metal across the electrolyte from the
anode to the cathode where metal will be deposited.

The anode is the positively charge electrode (denoted '+'). During
electrodepositionthis usuallydissolvesand donates metal to replenish
the solution, replacing that deposited at the cathode.
The electrolyte is an aqueous solution of the metal to be deposited. This
dissolved
highly
When
salts
of
are
a
solution.
a
metal
conductive
is
in an appropriate solvent forming an 'electrolyte', they 'ionize',
enabling them to be transported across the solution under the
application of an electrical current.
The rectifier is the source of electricity, supplied in the form of 'direct
current'. By controlling the voltage, and amperage, the electrical
current can be regulated to govern the speed at which metal is
deposited, and the amount of metal deposited.

Fig. 4/17. The Four Fundamental Parts of an Electroplating

Facility

Applying an Electrical Current to the Electroplating
Solution to Initiate Metal Deposition
Prior to initiating electrodeposition, the solution will be dormant and stable
(Fig. 4/18). The electrical potential of the two electrodes, the anode and
cathode, will be equal, and an equilibrium will exist.
However, when an electrical pressure (voltage), is applied to the
solution a difference between the electrical potential of the two electrodes
will begin to emerge. The anode will become positively charged, and the
cathode (the object to be plated) will become negatively charged. This is
known as polarization, (a higher degree of polarization will occur in
solutions with superior throwing power), and will continue to increase
until a sufficient difference in the electrical potential exists for current to
be transferred across the solution, and for electrodeposition to be initiated.
Under the influence of an applied electrical current, the ions in the
solution will become mobilized, and migrate towards the electrodes
(Fig. 4/19). Unlike charges will attract one another, whilst like charges
will repel. Therefore:
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Thepositively charged ions
The copperand hydrogenions migrate to the negatively charged
The
by
they
copper
are neutralized gaining electrons.
cathode,where
ions will be convertedto copperatoms,which will be dischargedand
incorporatedinto the cathodesurface,enablingcopperto be deposited
(seeFig. 4/20).
Primary reaction at the cathode:
Cu++ +2 electrons= Cu atomsdeposited.
Copper ions are discharged preferentially to hydrogen ions. The
release of hydrogen gas at the cathode surface is an undesirable
secondary reaction. This only occurs under the exertion of excessive
from
to
tends
using too
and
result
electrical pressure/high voltages,
high a current density.

o

The negatively charged ions
Sulphate (SO4") and hydroxyl (OH-) ions migrate to the positively
charge electrode - the anode.
On reaching the anode, the sulphate ions are neutralized by gaining
positively charged electrons. This enables them to combine with either
the copper atoms released from the anode to form more copper
sulphate, or with water to form sulphuric acid. As such, they serve to
actively replenish and maintain the chemical balance of the solution.
The sulphate ions are discharged in, preference to the hydroxide ions.
Primary reaction at the anode:
SO4-- -2 electrons + copper = copper sulphate.
The hydroxyl ions are unlikely to be released unless a very high
electrode potential (high voltage) is used - well above that
conventionally used for electroplating procedures. Where this
secondary reaction occurs, it will result in the formation of oxygen,
which will be evolved and released at the anode to form either gaseous
by-products or metallic oxides. The latter will create an insulating
dark sludge on the surface of the anodes. This will set up a resistance
to the flow of electrical current (necessitating the use of higher
voltages to obtain a given amperage), cause `passivation', and inhibit
anode dissolution and electrodeposition. Anodes must be cleaned
regularly to alleviate this problem (refer to Chapter 4A).
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Under an applied electrical current, the positively charged ions move towards
the cathode (the negatively charged electrode), and the negatively charged
ions move towards the anode (the positively charged electrode). Copper
deposited at the cathode will be replaced by copper dissolved into solution
at the anode.

Fig. 4/19. The Movement/Migration

of Ions across the Solution under an
Applied Electrical Current.
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The copper ions (Cu) are discharged at the cathode surface (artefact) as to
form a film of electrodeposited copper. The sulphate (SO4) ions are released
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to
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combine
water
either
with
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at
where
(H2SO4), or with copper to form copper sulphate (CuSO4), both of which
serve to replenish the solution.
Secondary reactions include the evolution of oxygen (02) at the anode, and
hydrogen (H2) at the cathode. These reactions only occur if very high voltages
are used.
Fig. 4/20. Primary and Secondary
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A further reaction occurs which is essential to restore the chemical balance
of the solution, and enable metal deposition to be perpetuated. During
influence
the
of an applied electrical current, the
electrodeposition, under
soluble anodes will slowly dissolve, serving to replenish and maintain the
in
The
the
the
of
acid
solution.
presence
sulphuric
copper concentration of
dissolution
further
the
of metal from the anode
solution will
promote
deposited
The
at the cathode will be equal to that
amount of metal
surface.
released into the solution at the anode.

As the electrodeposition process proceeds a concentration gradient
in
The
begin
to
close contact with the anode will
solution
emerge.
will
develop a high concentration of copper, whilst conversely, the solution in
close vicinity to the cathode will develop a low concentration of copper.
This is becausecopper will naturally be consumed more rapidly at the
cathode than it can be replaced at the anode to maintain the balance. In
order for deposition to continue the concentration of metal ions must be
replenished to restore the chemical balance of the solution. The
transference of metal ions from the anode to the cathode usually occurs
through a combination of:
Migration: the movement produced through the force of an applied
electrical current.
Diffusion: the natural tendency for dissolved substancesto migrate from
concentrated regions to more dilute regions.
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Convection:the application of physical pressureto propel the ions across
the solution. This can be inducedby
o increasingthe temperatureof the solution;
increases
Agitation
the
Introducing
turbulence.
and
c
motion
physical
ions
diffusion
of
across the solution, and
and
active movement
evens out any concentration gradients around the anode and
cathode. This is a highly effective method of supplying a rapid and
fresh concentration of metal ions to the cathode, which is
particularly important in high-speed plating operations.
Maintaining the metal ion concentration of the solution is fundamental to
becomes
ion
deposition.
Where
the
concentration
metal
perpetuating
depleted around the cathode, subsequent deposition will become seriously
inhibited. In the first instance, it is possible to counteract this effect, by
increasing the current density (amps). However, in the long term, this will
ion
further
the
the
to
and
problem,
metal
aggravate
merely serve
concentration will become increasingly depleted until a `limiting current
density' is reached, at which point deposition will cease completely.
Problems of this nature can be overcome by:
o supplementing the metal concentration of the electroplating
solution, so increasing the available metal ion concentration;
0 increasing the anode-to-cathode surface area.
Over time the continued dissolution of copper from the anode to furnish
deposition at the cathode will, lead to a shrinkage in the size of the anode,
which will eventually require replacement. Most of the reactions which
occur at the anode serve to replenish, maintain, and preserve the solution
during the electrodeposition process.

Cathode Current Efficiencies
The amount of metal deposited from any given electroplating solution is
directly proportional to the amount of electricity flowing. Whilst the
majority of electrical current is consumed in depositing metal, a portion
may be used in the formation of by-products (typically oxygen and
hydrogen evolved at the electrodes.) The energy consumed in these
secondary reactions is, in effect, wasted, and reduces the efficiency of the
solution. The term `cathode current efficiency' (CCE) is used to describe
the percentage of electrical current directly consumed in depositing metal.
For example, a typical nickel plating solution may have a CCE of 95%.
This means that 95% of the electrical current is used to deposit nickel, and
5% is wasted in the evolution of gaseous by-products.

The CCE of a solution is determinedby its chemical composition.As
a generalguideline, averageCCE for typical electroplatingsolutions are
referredto in Section2 of the Appendix to Chapter4C. (A `coulometer'
can be usedto measurethe efficiency of individual electroplating
solutions.) The CCE of a solution is of crucial importanceif the quantity
The following
of metal depositedis to be realistically assessed.
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is
if
A/C
to
the
to
the
to
this
process
essential
are
calculationswhich relate
be madecommercially viable within the studio environment.

Faraday's Laws
The basic principles of electrolysis are embodied in `Faraday's Laws'
(established in 1833-4). These are fundamentally important in
understanding the theory and practice of the process.
For the A/C these laws have significant practical implications. They
in
important
electrodepositing precious metals, such as
are particularly
for
financial
it
is
(for
the
viability)
crucial
gold or silver, where
been
has
how
be
to
to
much metal
able calculate exactly
practitioner
deposited, and how much electricity has been consumed. This will enable
the A/C to incorporate the expense of electroplating the artefact into the
This
financial
final
the
return.
a
costing of
product, so evaluating realistic
is essential to running the process efficiently within a studio environment.
Before attempting to embark upon these calculations, it is essential
that reference is made to the information presented in Table 4/13 and also
to Section 2 of the Appendix. This provides a clear definition of the
technical terms and figures used with the following text.
Table 4/13. Electrochemical
Metal

Equivalents & Related Electroplating Data

Atomic Weight
(E.C.E. x Valency)

Valency

Electrochemical
Equivalent (E.C.E.)
(atomicweight. valency)

Grammes of metal deposited
per 'Ampere - hour"
E. C. E. x 3600

96.500
Copper,
Cyanide (Cuprous)
Sulphate (Cupric)

63.55

1
2

63.55
31.78

2.37
1.18

Nickel

58.71

2

29.36

1.09

Silver

107.9

1

107.9

4.02

197.0

1
3

197.0
65.67

7.34
2.45

Gold;
(Aurous)
(Auric)

(Compiled from: LOWENHEIM. F.A. (1978) Electroplating of Surface Finishing. New York: McGrawHill Book Company Inc., pp. 562-3 & POYNER, JA. (1987) Electroplating. Hemel Hempstead: Argos
Books Ltd., p. 8)

Faraday's Laws state:
'The weight of metal depositedis proportional to the quantity of
.
electricity passed.'
Weight of metal depositedin gms (W) = current (I) x time in
secondsM.
o `For the samequantity of current, the weight of metal depositedis
directly proportional to its `electrochemical'equivalent.'
Using Faraday'ssecondlaw, it is possibleto calculateexactly how much
metal is depositedif a given current of electricity is passedthrough a
solution for a pre-determinedamountof time. This is illustrated in the
following examples:
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ExampleNo. 1(A)
Q. If a current of 20 ampsis passedthrough a coppersulphate
deposited
be
how
for
30
much metal will
minutes,
electroplatingsolution
if the cathodeefficiency is 100%?
C (Amps) xT (seconds)x A. W. (of metal)
deposited
of
= gms metal
Vx1 Faraday(96,500)
so

20 amps x 1800 seconds x 63.55
deposited
of
copper
=11.85gms
2x 96,500
Key:

C= Current

T= Time

A. W. = Atomic weight

gms = grams V= Valency
The `atomic weight' and `valency' figures for various metals are
displayed in Table 4/13. This should be referred to when carrying out these
calculations. Remember to calculate the plating time in seconds, merely
convert the hours to minutes and then multiply the resulting figure by 60
(becausethere are 60 seconds in a minute) for example if plating occurred
over a2 hour period, the calculation would be as follows;

2(hrs) x 60 (mins per hr) = 120mins x 60 (secsper min) = 7200 secs.
ExampleNo. 1(B)
If the A/C knows how many grammes of metal have been deposited, it
is then possible to calculate the amount of electricity consumed.
Q. How much electricity is consumed?

A.
Metal deposited(gms)xVx1

Faraday(96,500)

A. W. (of metal)

=coulombs of electricity

so;

11.85 x2x 96,500
36
coulombsof electricity
=
63.55
From thesetwo calculations(1(A) & 1(B)) it is possibleto calculatethat by
electrodepositingcopper from a copper sulphatesolution (100% efficient)
at 2.0 A/dm2 (20Asf) for 30 minutes,approximately 11.85gmsof copper
will be deposited,and 35.99 coulombs of electricity will be consumed.
Note: When an electrical current flows betweentwo points (ie
betweenthe anodeand the cathodeduring electrodeposition)it is
measuredin coulombsof electricity flowing per second.One coulomb per
secondis referredto as `one amp'.
ExampleNo. 2(A)
Q. A current of 25 ampsis passedthrough a nickel plating solution for 15
minutes.How much metal is depositedon the work if the cathode
efficiency is 95%?
A.
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25 ampsx 900 secondsx 58.71
6.84
gms of metal
=
2x 96,500
This would be correct if the solution had a cathodeefficiency of
100%.However,the abovesolution is only 95% efficient, thereforeit is
following
the
to
additional calculation:
necessary make
6.84 x 95 (as in 95%)
6.49
gms
=
100
This information can then be used to calculate exactly how much
has
been
used:
electricity

ExampleNo. 2(B)
Q. In the above scenario, how much electricity is consumed?
A. To calculate the total amount of electricity consumed in the
but
in
depositing
directly
just
(ie
also
that
metal,
used
not
process
that used in generating by-products), it is important to know how
if
is
100%
is
deposited
the
efficient.
process
much metal
Therefore, the initial figure derived from 2(A) of 6.84 gms is used
in the following calculation:

Metal deposited(gms)xVx1 Faraday(96,500)
of
electricity
_
-coulombs
A. W. of Nickel
so;

6.84 x2x 96,500
22.5 coloumbs
=
58.71
So in conclusion, from 2(A) & (B), the A/C can calculate that if 25
for
15
is
through
solution
a
nickel
plating
amps of electricity
passed
is
deposited,
22.5
6.49
(95%
and
of
gins
nickel
efficient),
minutes
coulombs of electricity is consumed.
As previously indicated for practical and financial reasons, these
calculations are important to efficiently running the process within a studio
formulae
For
the
are
avid
practitioner,
environment.
more
additional
for
deposited,
(i)
the
thickness
and
average
of
metal
available
calculating
(ii) the cathode efficiency of the solution. These will not be referred to
here, but are outlined in detail in numerous electroplating manuals.

The Current Density
The `currentdensity' is the quantity of electrical current usedto deposit
metal upon a predetermined/knownsurfaceareaof an object. It is usually
expressedin terms of ampsper squarefoot (frequently abbreviatedto Asf),
or ampsper squaredecimetre(A/dm2). The current density is an essential
factor which must be determinedin relationship to eachindividual object
before introducing it to the electroplating solution. By calculating the
correct current density it will be possibleto ensurethat deposition
proceedsunder optimum conditions.
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Eachelectroplatingsolution operateswithin a current `densityrange'
be
deposits
can
of a good physical and visual appearance
within which
for
density
The
typical electroplatingsolutionsare
ranges
current
obtained.
in
Chapter
4C.
to
referred
Calculating the current
The A/C must know severalfactorsbefore calculating the correct current
for a pieceof work. Theseare:
0 The current density rangeof the solution being used.
o

o

The surface area of those parts of the cathode which are to
undergo electrodeposition. Absolute precision is not essential,
since approximate figures are usually sufficient. Where several
objects are to be plated simultaneously, a total surface area will
be
to
calculated.
need
The morphology/shape and form of the object. This directly
affects the pratictioners chances of obtaining a uniform thickness
of electrodeposited metal across the entire surface of the cathode,
and is explained in greater detail in Chapter 4E.

The following exampleillustrateshow to calculate the correct current for
For
simplicity and clarity this
a
given
artefact.
electrodepositing
calculationhasbeenbroken down into four logical stages.It is hopedthat
this will place the aboveinformation within a more directly accessibleand
practical context for the A/C practitioner.
The current density must be calculated before introducing the object to
the plating solution. It is therefore assumed that the artefact has undergone
preliminary cleansing, wiring, and metallization procedures (as discussed
in Chapters 6A and 6B), and now requires the calculation of a suitable
current. This is determined in the following manner.
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StageNo 1: Calculating the surfacearea
be
to
for
the
Formulae calculating the surfaceareaof
artefacts
Most
Appendix.
3
in
Section
illustrated
are
the
objects
of
are
electroplated
forms.
these
and
shapes
madeup of a combination of
Example;

3.5cm (1.38'
A

`
1ý

U

1.

JT

13

(0.79`)

ý1.5cm

(0.59')
ý«-

4cm
(1.5T)

Surface area of A; Area of cone = it x diameter x slope
2
3.5cm
22cm2
4cm
3.14
x
x
=
so;
2

3.14 x 1.57'x 1.38" = 3.4 sq"
2
Surfaceareaof B; Area of cylinder = it x diameterx height
so; 3.14x 1.5cmx2cm=9.4cm2
3.14 x 0.50" x 0.79" = 1.5 sq"
Surfaceareaof C; Area of circle = jradius)2
so; 3.14 (0.75 x 0.75) = 1.8cm2
3.14(0.3 x 0.3) = 0.3 sq"
Total surfacearea=A+B-C
29.6cm2
22cm
9.4cm
1.8cm
+
so;
=
3.4" + 1.5"- 0.3" = 4.6sq"
StageNo 2: Selectingan appropriate current density
In order to promote good adhesion,it is recommendedthat a very low
current density is usedfor electrodepositingmetalson to glass.For
exampleacid copper sulphatesolutions typically possessa current density
rangeof 0.5 - 7.5 A/dm2 (5 - 70 Asf). Within this rangea current density
of 0.5 - 1.0 A/dm2 (5 - 10 Asf) would be ideal for electrodepositingglass.
Recommendedcurrent densitiesfor nickel and silver plating solutionsare
delineatedin Chapter4C.
When electroplatingmetal componentsthe current density selectedfor
usewill be pre-determinedby the shapeof the object and the intended
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densities
low
deposit.
As
produce
the
current
textureof
a generalguideline
densities
higher
deposits,
fine,
(low
current
whereas
stressed)
uniform
very
deposits,
highly
(and
brighter,
stressed)
more
more granular
produce
deposited.
less
evenly
which are
Stage No. 3; Calculating the correct current

Selectedcurrent density x surfacearea= amps
100(144)
Note: One decimetresquare= 100centimetres
inches
144
One foot square
=

Formula;

so;

1.0 A/dm2x 29.6 cm2= 0.3 Amps
100
10 Alf x 4.6" sq = 0.3 Amps
144

Therefore, to electroplate an object with a surface area of 29.6 cm2 (4.6
sq") at a current density of 1.0 A/dm2 (10 Asf) would require a current of
0.3 amps.

The plating time will be determinedby the thicknessof metal to be
deposited.An appropriatemethodof calculating this is highlighted below.
Measuring the thickness of metal deposited
The thickness of metal deposited is measured in `thou' or `microns' thousandths of an inch or thousandths of a millimetre respectively. For
example `2 thou' of metal is equivalent to two thousandths of an inch
(0.002"). As this may be difficult to visualize, the following conversion
may prove useful as a basic guideline:
10 thou = 0.25mm = 250 microns

(NB: The electroplatingtradeuse microns as a unit of measure)
Various terms are usedby the commercial electroplatingtrade to describe
depositsof specific thicknesses.Thesemust be understoodby the A/C if
meaningfuldiscussionis to be enteredinto with professional
organizations.Thesemay be summarizedas follows:
A `flash' deposit(dip/immersiondeposit)
Refersto a very fine, thin depositsof lessthan one `micron' (0.04 thou).
This type of depositis frequently usedfor colouring cheapobjects and
gives poor wear and durability.
A `strike' deposit

Refersto a depositof lessthan 10 microns (0.4 thou) thick. Strike deposits
are most frequently usedas either,
An undercoating;to provide a good tenaciouslyadherentbase
depositon objectswhich can not be plated directly from a
conventionalsolution;
A finishing deposit; to seal a metal which may already possessthe
desiredproperties,but requiresan additional overcoatof another
metal to preventrapid corrosion (ie to provide protection). Strike
depositsof this natureare typically usedin engineering
applications.
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A 'conventional' deposit
Refersto a depositof not more than 1000microns (40 thou) thick. Most
finishes
fit
within this category..
electroplated
An 'electroformed'deposit
Refersto a depositof up to 2000 microns (80 thou) thick. Thesedeposits
independent,
form
thick
to
self-supporting
structurally
are sufficiently
objects.
Calculating how long it will take to deposit a known thickness of metal
It is highly recommended that the A/C invests in an electroplater's slide
A/C
device,
is
This
to
the
which
will
enable
a
simple
and
cheap
rule.
predetermine exactly how long it will take to deposit a specified thickness
density
Asf)
intended
(in
A/dm2
that
the
and
or
current
of metal, provided
cathode current efficiency of the solution are known.
By referring to an electroplater's slide rule, for example, it is possible
to determine that by depositing copper on to an artefact at 1.OA/dm2
(IOAsf) from a 100% efficient copper sulphate solution, it will take 1 hour
45 minutes to deposit 25 microns (1 thou) of metal.
The implications of design upon the ability of an object to (i) undergo
electroplating at all, or (ii) acquire a uniform thickness of metal, are
profound, and are discussed in greater detail in Chapter 4E Cathode
Design. It is recommended the A/C consults this information prior to
embarking upon any electroplating activities. This provides guidance in
determining the appropriateness of an object to the process, and examines
methods of resolving potential design problems, by suggesting possible
strategies for electrodepositing more complex forms.
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Chapter 4E

Cathode Design Considerations
Introduction
The primary objective of the electrodeposition process is to produce an
adherent coating of metal on a selected artefact. The object receiving the
metal is referred to as the `cathode'. During deposition, metal is

transferredacrossthe solution from the anodeto the cathode.As
previously stated, (in Chapter 4D) the amount of metal deposited is
directly proportional to the current density (amperage) used, and the length
of time over which deposition occurs.
The following chapter is concerned specifically with explaining those
factors which influence how metal is distributed across the surface of the
cathode during deposition. This is crucial because it dictates whether it is

o physically possibleto electrodepositan object,
c feasibleto obtain a uniform coverageof metal.
Ideally during the electrodeposition process each area of the cathode
should receive an identical and uniform thickness of metal. Commercial
electroplating companies frequently work to precise specifications which
demand the electrodeposition of an exact or minimum thickness of metal.
The uniformity and thickness of the metal formed is important because it
affects
the `wear-resistance'; the intended long-term
serviceability/durability of the object, and its susceptibility to
tarnish and corrosion;

c the aesthetic/decorativeappearanceof the object;
the cost of electroplatingthe object.
The key to obtaining a uniform depositionof metal is to control the
distribution of current so that it is dissipatedevenly acrossthe cathode
surfaceduring the electroplatingprocess.
In order to achievethis the A/C must first develop a realistic awarenessof
the practical limitations of the process.Only then can the operating
conditionsunder which depositionoccursbe optimized to promote good
quality uniform deposits.To assistthe A/C in pursuing thesegoals,the
following chapterhasbeendivided into three main sections.
The first sectionoutlines the nature of the electroplatingprocess,
discussinghow metal is naturally distributed over a cathodesurfaceduring
deposition.
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The secondsectiondiscussesfactors which can be controlled to
directly affect the quality and uniformity of metal distribution during
electrodepostion,namely;
" the chemicalconstitution of the solution
o the geometryof the object being electroplated(the cathode)
o the relationshipof the anode(s)to the cathode(s)during deposition.
The third section puts forward strategies and techniques to assist the
A/C in the electrodeposition of difficult, complex forms, and provides
advice on simultaneously depositing multiple components. This
information is applicable to establishing small production ranges in the
studio environment.

Section 1: The Nature of the Electroplating

Process

Current distribution
The uniformity with which metal is deposited across the cathode surface is
significantly influenced by the `current distribution'. This describes the
extent to which the current density will vary from one part of the cathode
to another according to the geometry of the object being electroplated.
During normal electrodeposition, those areas of the cathode closest to the
anode, namely any projections, protuberances, and peripheral edges on the
cathode, will preferentially attract electrical current. As such, these
prominent/exposed regions, termed `high current density areas', will
receive an excessively thick deposit of metal. By comparison, recessedor
depressedareas of the cathode being more distant from the anode will be
starved of metal. These `low current density areas' will only receive a very
thin coating of metal.
This irregularity in metal distribution is not merely confined to the
electrodeposition of complex three-dimensional forms. On flat objects
difficulties are likely to be experienced in obtaining a uniform coverage of
metal, since an excess build-up of metal is likely to be formed on
projecting edges and corners, producing a beaded effect. It is essential to
remember that the current density, and hence metal distribution, will not
be uniform over the entire surface of the article being plated

The 'throwing power' of a solution, and its ability to electrodeposit
complex forms
In electroplatingtechnologythe term `throwing power' refers to a
solution's ability to deposita uniform thicknessof metal over an
irregularly shapedcathodesurface.This is measuredrelatively as a
difference in ratio betweenthe thinnest and thickest cross-sectionof metal
depositedon an object. The ability of an electroplating solution to deposit
metal at all on low-current density areasof the cathodeis referredto as the
`coveringpower'. If the covering power is particularly poor it is unlikely
that the solution will be capableof depositing metal in intricate or recessed
surfaceareas.In thesecircumstancesit may be necessaryto utilize a
preliminary `strike' solution (which possessesa good throwing power) to
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deposition
initiate
to
using a
prior
the
successful
problem
and
overcome
more conventional electroplating solution.
Whilst the throwing power refers to the ability of a solution to deposit
form,
in
irregularities,
large-scale
the
shape,
present
metal uniformly over
`levelling
the
the
power' of the solution
cathode
surface,
of
and profile
is
distribution
to
the
metal
capable of
the
of
extent
which
governs
in
irregularities
the
smoothing out small-scale scratches and microscopic
be
By
can
solutions
many
using organic additives
cathode surface.
modified to exhibit a good levelling power. This characteristic renders
them capable of depositing metal more heavily in recessed valleys of the
cathode surface than on more prominent peaked areas, so effectively
levelling out any minute surface irregularities (Fig. 4/21). Solutions with
good (true) levelling powers usually produce semi-bright, or bright,
deposits.
True levelling

in

solutions which
preferentially deposit
metal into recesses.

Substrate

Poor levelling

of
solutions where metal
is preferentially
deposited on peaks
and prominent edges.
Fig. 4/21. True Levelling
(Source: LOWENHEIM,

and Poor Levelling

F. A. Electroplating - Fundamentals of Surface Finishing. New York: McGrawHill Book Company Inc. p. 151)

The throwing power of an electroplating solution is determined by the
level of 'polarization' which occurs when an electrical current is applied to
the solution to initiate deposition. That is the degree to which a difference
in electrical charge exists between the cathode and the anode. In solutions
where this difference in electrical potential is greater/or very high, or
where an increase in current density (amperage) is naturally accompanied
by an increase in this difference, the current distribution
even, promoting a more uniform deposition.

becomes more

In some electroplating solutions an increase in the current density will
automatically be accompanied by a reduction in the 'cathode efficiency'
(the ability of a solution to use all the electricity consumed directly in
depositing metal). This effectively increases the throwing power of the
solution, resulting in the formation of deposits with greater uniformity.
(The effect of the current density on the throwing power of a solution can
only be determined through a process of practical experimentation. It is
therefore recommended that the A/C conducts basic research to develop an
awarenessof the operating parameters and limitations of a particular
solution. ) This principle is best illustrated by examining the differences in
the throwing power of solutions based on copper sulphate and copper
cyanide.
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A comparison between the throwing power of copper sulphate and
copper cyanide solutions
Copper sulphate solutions exhibit a low level of polarization under an
100%
typically
cathode
a
possesses
applied electrical current, and
do
factors
Both
these
and
not significantly
are
constant,
of
efficiency.
fluctuate over the current density range within which it is possible to
deposit metal, therefore the resulting throwing power is poor. Essentially
this restricts the throwing power of copper sulphate solutions. In contrast,
in copper cyanide solutions the significantly greater level of polarization
and reduced cathode efficiency which spontaneously accompany any
increase in current density (amperage) give the solution its superior
throwing power, which enables a more uniform deposit of metal to be
formed. As a result most of electrical current supplied to a copper sulphate
in
formation
directly
be
the
of excess
accumulative
used
solution will
metal on prominent edges/projections. Whereas in copper cyanide
from
fall
in
the
the
the
cathode
arising
efficiency
spontaneous
solutions
use of higher current densities will result in the corresponding excess
current being consumed in secondary reactions, namely in the evolution of
hydrogen at peaks and projecting edges. This will effectively inhibit
excess metal deposition at these high current density areas of the object,
be
It
irregularly
deposition
should
shaped objects.
over
promoting uniform
far
however,
that
acknowledged,
whilst copper cyanide solutions possess
superior throwing power to copper sulphate solutions (and as such are
advantageousin producing uniform deposits on complex geometric
shapes),copper sulphate solutions possesssuperior levelling powers.

Section 2: Variables which Affect the Quality and
Uniformity of Metal Distribution during Electrodeposition
The following factors have an influential effect upon the throwing power
of a solution:
The formulation

and operating parameters of the electroplating

solution.

Fluctuationsin the chemical constitution of an electroplatingsolution can
also affect its throwing power. For example,in coppersulphatesolutions a
decreasein copperconcentration,and an increasein the acid
concentration,will improve the throwing power of the solution. Various
additivescan also be employedfor this purpose.Generallycyanidebased
solutions,including silver and copper,are renownedfor their exceptionally
good throwing power. In practicebecauselessconcentratedelectroplating
solutionsare more highly conductivethey tend to possesssuperior
throwing powers.
Under optimum conditions, a typical acid copperplating solution has
a throwing power of 25%, comparedto 60% in a coppercyanideplating
solution. By contrast,Watts nickel solution have a relatively poor
throwing power of around 10% which meansthat the resulting deposits
may exhibit a 1:15 difference in ratio betweenthe thinnest and thickest
cross-sectionsof electrodepositedmetal.
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The current density
The current density has a fundamental effect upon the throwing power of a
solution and upon the chances of depositing an identical thickness of metal
over every area of the cathode surface. For example, in copper sulphate
solutions (as with nickel solutions) where high current densities are
employed metal will be deposited rapidly, and preferentially on the
projecting areas of the cathode surface. This poor distribution of metal will
result in an accentuated and uneven deposition, which will become
exaggerated as the plating period extends. However,
electroplating at low current densities will promote the formation of
smoother, finer more uniform deposits. Naturally, to deposit a comparable
accumulatively

thickness of metal at low current densities (as oppose to high current
densities) will necessitate much longer electroplating periods. However,
this will be advantageous in promoting a more uniform deposit of metal
over both prominent and recessed areas.
The design/geometry of the cathode
The design and surface geometry of an artefact will determine the ease
with which deposition will occur. Where possible, complex and intricate
forms should be avoided, because, whilst these are seldom impossible to
plate, they are likely to render the process expensive and unnecessarily
difficult.

The principles which govern current distribution and its effect
upon the uniformity of a metal deposit have already been discussed. In
section 1 it was explained how metal is preferentially attracted to the
peripheral edges and prominent features of a form and deprived from
recessed and depressed areas, even on relatively simple shapes. Fig. 4/22,

d

e
C,
wo-

ý]
C::

Thickening of deposit at edges of flat
sheet.
b Thickening of deposit at edges, and thin
deposit in corner, of right-angled shape.
c Ovality of deposit on circular section.
d Build-up of deposit on a point.
e Thin deposit in centre of concavesurface.
f Build-up on corners of square section.

a

D

Substrate
Deposit
Anode

Fig. 4/22. Typical Distribution of Deposit on Various Shapes of Surface
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taken from Designfor Electroplating by D.N. Layton, clarifies this by
illustrating how the distribution and thicknessof metal depositedvaries
forms.
typical
over
To achieve a uniform distribution of metal the A/C must understand
the rudimentary design difficulties which are likely to be encountered in
electroplating. These should serve as a guideline, indicating the limitations
of the electroplating process. The practitioner can actively promote
In
by
few
design
deposition
a
observing
simple
principles.
successful
fabricating an artefact for electrodeposition, the A/C should avoid:
o sharp, angled corners. These should be given a radius or bevel to
be
filleted;
deposition.
Internal
excess
metal
should
prevent
corners
o deeply recessedor re-entrant angles. Convex surfaces will receive a
more satisfactory deposit of metal than concave or flat surfaces;

o protruding facets.Any prominent edges,ribs, or wings should be
in
reduced height to prevent beading.
Simple design modifications of this nature which do not compromise the
aesthetic integrity of the artefact are particularly advantageous in
alleviating potential plating problems, and in permitting metal deposits of
a superior quality, and greater uniformity and durability. Fig. 4/23 is an
extract taken from British Standards (BS 4479) which contains practical
design recommendations for promoting deposits of uniform thickness.

Additional note
It is important to stress that electroplating should not be used by the A/C to
cover up poor workmanship, ie to hide seams, structural defects, or poorly
finished surfaces. Contrary to common belief, these flaws and
imperfections will not be resolved or physically concealed by the process,
but will be greatly exaggerated. Furthermore, poorly cleansed or
inappropriately prepared surfaces will give rise to non-adherent deposits
which lack long-term strength and durability.
The positioning of anodes and cathodes during deposition

For practical and financial reasons,it is not always possiblefor the A/C to
usean electroplatingsolution with a good throwing power. There are,
however,certain basic electroplatingtechniquesand strategieswhich can
be adoptedto dramatically improve the distribution of current, and
facilitate the depositionof a more uniform thicknessof metal.
The principal, and most effective, meansof promoting uniform
depositionis to selectcorrectly sized anodes,and position them
strategicallyin relationshipto the cathode.Many electroplatingsolutions
specify an optimum anode-to-cathodesurfacearea.These
recommendationsshouldbe followed to maximise the efficiency of the
process.Before commencingdeposition,care should be taken to ensure
that the anodesare arrangedat approximatelyan equal distanceaway from
the cathode.This will improve the uniformity of the resulting deposit(Fig.
4/24). Jigs may be usedfor securingand rotating the position of the
cathodearoundits axis, and are especiallyuseful for electrodepositing
complex forms.

Avoid

Prefer

Prefer

0000

Ribs should be smooth in section and
spaced as widely as possible

Protuberances draw
current preferentially

Prefer

Corners should have a
radius of at least 1mm
Avoid

Avoid
UK

O

Avoid
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Prefer

Avoid

Corner and edges of indentations
should be rounded to a radius of
depth
least
their
of
a
quarter
at

Avoid
25mm dia

ýý

Prefer

Prefer
25mm dia

Edges should be smoothed out as
much as possible

Inside curved surfaces should have

Avoid

Avoid

Oejný

Prefer

a minimum radius of 12.5mm
Prefer

4(GG

Space fins as widely as possible
and round the edges

Avoid

Eliminate sharp edges and corners
of slots

Prefer

If blind holesare essentialthey
should be shallow with well
rounded corners and edges
Fig. 4/23. Extract from B. S. 4479

During electrodeposition the extremities of the cathode, (that is the base
and tip), which are referred to as high current density areas will
automatically attract excess current, and receive a very heavy deposit of
metal. This effect will be accentuated by the dissolution of a more
concentrated current from the base and edges of the anode. In addition, the
natural effects of gravity will result in the denser metal-rich solution
sinking to the bottom of the tank, accumulatively serving to further
increase the rate of metal deposition in the lower regions of the solution.
Two methods are used to counteract these effects. Firstly, agitation
alleviates the effects of stratification (concentration gradients in the
solution), and secondly, employing anodes of a reduced length makes it
possible to counteract the effects of heavy metal deposition at the base of
the cathode (Fig. 4/25).
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1. One anode to one
cathode
Metal deposition will be
heavieston the area of the
cathode closestto the
anode.

ýC

__:
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C

A
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2. Two anodes positioned
either side of the cathode
A. Heavy metal deposition
will occur on the two sides
of the cathode closest to
the anodes.

Li

C
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B. Using the same
anode/cathode
configuration; If during

deposition the cathode is
frequently rotated back and
forth through a 90° angle,
the resulting deposition will
be more uniform, producing
a far superior result.

/--

3. Four anodes
positioned at 90° angles
to the cathode

0

By positioning the four
anodes at an equal distance
away from the cathode, the
resulting deposit will be
relatively evenly distributed.
This produces a similar result
to 2B above.

00

Key
A=Anode
C=Cathode
&,

9

lý
0

N,
*-ýý

0

Fig. 4/24. Anode to Cathode Configurations,

and their Effect upon the
Uniformity of the Metal Deposited
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?
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(b)

Anode length: (a) anode shorter than rack of work.
no excess current at bottom; (b) anode longer than
rack of work. excess current at bottom of rack.

Fig. 4/25. The Relationship of Anode to Cathode Size and their Effect upon
the Uniformity of the Metal Deposited
(Source: LOWENHEIM, FA. (1978) Electroplating - Fundamentals of Surface Finishing. New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Company Inc., p. 154)

Section 3: Strategies and Techniques which Assist in the
Electrodeposition of Complex/Intricate Forms
Secondary methods of improving current distribution and plating
including
devices,
in
deposits
the
of
special
upon
use
metal
uniformity
rely
`auxiliary anodes', `bi-polar anodes', `burners', and `shields'. These all
be
dexterity,
to
used
and
accuracy
require considerable skill, electroplating
They
They
test.
to
time
may,
set
up
consuming
and
are also
effectively.
however, prove useful to the A/C in specific circumstances. Organized in
ascending order of their simplicity, effectiveness, and practicability, each
in
detail.
be
discussed
illustrated
these
techniques
and
greater
will now
of
It is important to remember that these strategies should only be
resorted to in extreme circumstances. They do not truly resolve the
difficulties likely to be encountered in electrodepositing complex forms.
Ultimately far superior results will be derived from either simplifying the
design of the artefact, or reconsidering the position of the anodes and
cathodes (as discussed in Section 2).

Auxiliary anodes
Two types of auxiliary anodeexist, namely internal anodesand
conforming anodes.Thesecan be employedto direct current, and hence
metal deposition,into particularly sharpre-entrantanglesand deeply
recessedforms.
Internal anodesare commonly usedto electrodepositmetal on to the
interior surfacesof holloware. A typical set up for this operationis
illustrated in Fig. 4/26. The internal anodeis suspendedfrom an insulated
cathodebar, and is connectedto the standardanodesin the circuit, to
convey a positive electrical charge.The anodemust be accurately
positionedso that it is locatedcentrally within the interior cavity of the
cathodeto promoteuniform metal deposition.
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Flexible cable will connect the
internal anode to the positive
electrical charge
Positvely charged
anode busbar

Negatively charged
cathode busbar

Negatively charged
vessel (cathode)

Positively
charged
busbar

anode

Metal deposited

Standard
anode --

l

Direction of metal
flow/deposition

This is a typical set-up for electrodepositing the internal and external surface
of a hollow vessel form using both internal/auxiliary and normal anodes.
It is essential that no direct contact is made between the positive electrode
(internal anode) and the negatively charged cathode busbar supporting it.
Therefore, the cathode busbar must be well insulated to prevent a short
circuit in the system.
Fig. 4/26. Auxiliary

(Internal)

Anodes

anodes promote the deposition of metal on very complex
cathode surfaces. In shape they echo the design profile of the object
requiring deposition. This effectively ensures that the current, and
consequently the metal deposited, is evenly distributed across the entire
Conforming

cathode surface (Fig. 4/27). They are usually permanent and therefore
insoluble. Conforming anodes are only practical where the number of
is
sufficient to justify the financial cost
requiring
articles
electrodeposition
of purchasing anodes, especially designed and manufactured to overcome
the specific electroplating problem. This renders them outside of the
financial
practical and
resources of most A/C.
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Metal
deposited

0

Metal
deposited

0

CACA

Using a standard

Using a conforming

anode
Key: A=Anode

anode

C=Cathode

With a conventional anode, the current distribution will be very uneven,
form
heavy
deposits
on prominent areas of the cathode
will
of metal
and
surface and minimal deposits on recessed areas. In contrast, because every
point of the conforming anode is precisely the same distance away from
the cathode, the current will be distributed evenly across the workpiece,
producing a more uniform deposit of metal.
Fig. 4/27. Conforming

Bi-polar

Anodes.

anodes

Where auxiliary anodes are impractical, an alternative means of supplying
metal deposition to deeply recessed and sharp internal angles is to use a bipolar anode. In principle, the bi-polar anode (Fig. 4/28) which consists of a
piece of metal (inert to the electroplating solution being used) is inserted
between the anode and cathode. This acts as a 'passive dummy', which is
is
integrated
but
into
the
circuit,
merely suspended from an
not
electrical
insulated region of the cathode bar to redirect the current.
During electrodeposition, the anode (A) will dissolve metal into the
electroplating solution. The extremities of the bi-polar anode (B) will play
the role of the cathode and receive this metal. The current will then pass to
the projecting arm of the bi-polar anode (C), which in turn will act as an
anode and supply metal to the real cathode (D). The amount of metal
received at the end of the bi-polar anode closest to the anode (B) will be
equivalent to that deposited on the cathode (D). In principle, bi-polar
anodes operate in a similar manner to auxiliary anodes. However, they are
more complicated to set up, and are not as easily controlled.

Shields/screens and burners
By strategically positioning thin (0.5mm/20 thou) plastic or cellulose
acetate screens/shields in front of the object being electrodeposited,
electrical current, and hence metal deposition, can be deflected away from
high current density areas of the cathode surface (Fig. 4/29). This prevents
the nodular growth of metal on protruding/prominent areas, whilst
encouraging deposition in recessed areas, so improving the uniformity of
the metal deposited. For shields to be used effectively the A/C must have a
good working knowledge of the solution.
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Anode bar

Cathode bar
Solution

Flange of

level

tank

Cathode D
suspended
from
-

-ý
ýý

cathode bar

Plan

CB

Insulated

c+,

bi-polar

anode supported

Anode

'A

from

cathode bar carrying no electrical current
"
c+

cý
_
Metal from bi-

Solution

polar anode C
deposits
_

level

C`+.

metal into the
recessed area
of the cathode

'

cý

Cross section
AS Anode

Ei= Bi-polaranode
negatively charged
section (acting as a
cathode)

BA
C= Brpolaranode
positively charged
section (acting as
an anode)

D= Actual cathode.
Artefact/hollow
vessel receiving the
deposited metal)

The bi-polar anode 'C' projects into the recessedcavity of the cathode 'D'.
The area of the bi-polar anode 'B' closestto the anode is negativelycharged
and receivescurrent. This is passeddown to the protruding end 'C', which
acts as an anode, donating and directing current and metal on to the real
cathode 'D' where deposition occurs.
Fig. 4/28. A Typical Set up and use of Bi-polar Anodes to Electrodeposit the
Interior Surface of a Hollow Form
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Shield suspended in front of cathode to
deflect excess current away from high
current density areas of the cathode,
denoted'H'.
Anode bar

."

__

H

1,
,

--

---------------------------

Anode
positively
charged

Deflected current
Current

----i

redirected

into

Cathodelworkpiece
negatively charged

recessed area of the
cathode

By using a polypropylene mask/shield with a hole slightly smaller than the
from
deflected
deposition
is
the edges
heavy
away
metal
mould,
recipient
into
high
CD
the recessed
(normally
the
the
redirected
areas),
and
cathode
of
central area of the cathode, to produce a more uniform deposit of metal.

Fig. 4/29. Shields/Masks

Cathode bar
Robber' hoop of copper wire

Anoniýb3r

-------------

--

->

-------------

--

->

Area requiring
deposition

Anode positvely
charged

Cathode
negatively charged'-"

Deflectedcurrent
----

jo. Current redirected into
recessed area of the
cathode

The robber/burner,consistingof a simple wire frame, should echo the shape
of the cathode, and is mounted in front of the mould so that excesscurrent
is directed and deposited on the robber. The preventsa heavy nodular build
up of metal around the peripheral/protruding edges of the cathode.
Fig. 4/30. Robbers/Burners

Burners, commonly referred to as thieves or robbers, operate in a
similar fashion to auxiliary anodes. Consisting of a simple wire frame,
burners are connected to the negatively charged terminal of the power
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supply (Fig. 4/30). During depositiontheseare positionedstrategicallyso
that they are in close proximity to high current density areasof the
from
draw
they
prominent edgesand
current
away
excess
cathode,where
corners.The main disadvantagesof using burnersis that they tend to waste
metal.
Electrodepositing multiple components
For the A/C involved in small-scale studio production, it will be
practically and financially advantageous to electrodeposit multiple
develop
it
is
in
batch
loads.
In
to
these
circumstances
essential
components
strategies to ensure that all of the objects are capable of receiving deposits
of a uniform thickness. This is difficult to achieve since the current is
likely to be distributed unevenly. As a general guideline, when a series of
components are suspendedon a jig during the electrodeposition process,
those positioned at the extremities of the rows, and at the top and bottom
of the jig, will preferentially attract current, and receive a heavy deposit of
metal (Fig. 4/31). In doing so, they will overshadow those cathodes
positioned centrally, upon the jig and act as robbers, depriving them of
This
firstly
be
by
effect
can
metal.
minimized,
grouping together objects of
a similar size into separate vat loads, and secondly spacing the objects at
an even and regular distance apart on the jig.
Occasionally it may be necessary for objects of varying sizes to be
electroplated simultaneously. In this situation it is essential to remember
that smaller objects will automatically attract a higher current density, and
as such will receive a heavier metal deposit, compared to larger objects,
which will attract a lower current density. As such, larger objects will
receive an impoverished deposit of metal. This phenomenon can be
overcome, and a more uniform current distribution promoted by:
positioning larger objects further apart; locating them near to the
peripheral extremities of the jig, and lower down in the deeper
regions of the plating solution;
positioning smaller objects in closer proximity to one another;
locating them near to the centre of the plating jig, and arranging
them higher up in the shallower regions of the plating solution.

Calculating the number of objects capable of undergoing
simultaneous deposition
There is a finite limit to the numberof objects capableof undergoing
simultaneousdepositionat any one time. In order to calculatethis the A/C
will require the following information:
o the averagesurfaceareaof the articles requiring deposition;
the intendedcurrent density;
the capacity (amperage)of the rectifier.
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Fig. 4/31. Distribution of Nickel Deposit.
On 23 small items mounted on a plating jig, that is, one cathode (nickel thickness
in. x 10-3). The items in the centre of the jig are plated too thinly. This diagram
was drawn for decorative nickel plating but of course the same general principles

hold good for electroforming.
(Source; SPIRO, P. (1971) Electroforming. Teddington: Draper Ltd, p.25)

Example
The following exampleis basedupon the proposedelectrodepositionof a
seriesof objects,eachwith a surfaceareaof 36ft2, at 20Asf. The rectifier
usedhasa capacity of 100amps.
The calculation can be broken down into two stages:
Stage1: calculating the current density required to electrodepositone
object at 20Asf.
Metric:
Surfacearea(245 cm2) x A/dm2 (2.0)
amps
_5
100
Imperial:
Surfacearea(38 sq") x Asf(20)
amps
=5
144 (inchesper squarefoot)
Stage2: calculating the number of objectscapableof simultaneous
deposition.
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Capacity of rectifier (100)
Amps required per object (5)
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20
objects
=

It is therefore possible to simultaneously electrodeposit 20 objects, each
with a surface area of 245 cm2 (38 sq") at 2.0 A/dm2 (20Asf) using a 100
amp rectifier. The electroplating bath would be operating at its maximum
capacity. Attempts to electrodeposit too many artefacts/objects at once,
over and above the working capacity of the tank, would at best result in
patchy incoherent deposits, and at worst, complete deposition failure.
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Chapter 5

Electrodepositing Non-Conductive Substrates
Introduction
Within the context of this research a review and analysis of the process of
electrodepositing metal on to non-conductive substrates is of fundamental
importance for several reasons. Firstly, it provides a springboard for
further research and innovation. With regard to both metallization and
deposition procedures, this establishes a useful criteria for transcribing
principles and practical procedures which can be used in developing new
techniques for electrodepositing metals onto glass. Secondly, by
illustrating historical applications of the process which exhibit established
precedencesand specific technical attributes, seeds of inspiration can be
planted in the A/C mind, which, with innovation and enterprise, can be
used to generate a repertoire of decorative and aesthetic effects, which
further challenge and extend the creative boundaries of the process.
Fundamentally, the process of electrodepositing glass can not be
viewed in isolation. Instead it should be seen as an integral part of a
broader creative opportunity, which finds its most innovative and dynamic
form of expression when used in conjunction with other materials and
techniques. As illustrated in Chapter 7, the exciting possibilities of this
marriage are already permeating into the vocabulary of contemporary A/C,
who are now leading the way in harnessing the unexplored potential of the
process. The achievements to date are merely indicative of the creative
opportunities still awaiting exploration.
Both electrodeposition and electroforming procedures are employed to
deposit a layer of metal on to an electrically inert, non-conductive
substrate. However, whilst these techniques are closely related they are
distinctly separate activities, and will therefore be discussed in isolation
from on another in the following text. It is worth remembering that the
principal factor which distinguishes between these two procedures is that
in electrodeposition the aim is to coat the substrate with a strongly
adherent and permanent deposit of metal, whilst in contrast in
electroforming, the substrate merely acts as a surrogate mandrel (or
mould) which temporarily supports the growing electroform during
deposition. Therefore minimal adhesion is sought so that on completion
the resulting deposit can be divorced and separated from the mandrel
.
surface to produce a free-standing, independent electroform. However,
whilst the objectives and end products of these processes are
distinguishable from one another, the principles, technology, and
procedures which lie behind them are fundamentally the same. Both
activities use identical equipment, and employ electroplating solutions and
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operatingparameterswhich are capablefirstly of initiating depositiononto
sensitivemetallized surfaces,and secondlyof forming low-stressdeposits.
The fact that thesemutual requirementsare central to both processes,
offers the A/C the versatility, opportunity, and potential to selectively
integrate
the two processesso that they are used in
and
combine
conjunction with one another in the synthesis of creative artefacts.
It is not the intention of this chapter to give a detailed account of the
involved
in
the preparation and electrodeposition of nonprocedures
conductive substrates, although some aspects of this procedure will be
referred to within the following discussion. Nevertheless, it is important to
acknowledge that almost any non-conductive substrate can be successfully
electrodeposited, provided that it is first modified to fulfil certain
preliminary requirements which are generic to the process. Whilst (some
basic guidelines regarding these procedures are referred to in Section 1 of
the Appendix to Chapter 6A. ) a detailed discussion of the subject is
considered to be unnecessary since a comprehensive range of texts and
information are now readily available and recommended for consultation
by those A/C requiring further assistance.Instead, the primary objective of
this chapter is to explore the historical applications of electrodepositing
non-conductive substrates. By outlining the more salient principles and
procedures involved, it is hoped that the A/C will be given the opportunity
to identify and exploit those aspects of the process which offer the greatest
potential for creative interpretation and diversification.

Section 1: The Electrodeposition of Non-Conductive
Substrates
Basic principles

An extensiverangeof non-conductivesubstratescan undergo
electrodeposition,examplesof which include wood, glass,wax, rubber,
silicone, polystyrene,nylon, plaster,and resin. Most of the procedures
employedin pursuingthis goal havebeenderived from historical
precedences,which in principle have changed little since their inception,
although successive modifications have simplified their mode of
application. Many techniques require skill and craftsmanship. Whilst this
limits their suitability to mass production scenarios, it paradoxically
renders them appropriate to exploitation by the A/C.

When electrodepositingnon-conductors,it is essentialto remember
that the substrateplays no active role in the process.Fundamentallythis is
facilitated through the application of a conductive film. Therefore
adhesionbetweenthe depositedmetal and substrateis negligible, and
reliant upon the depositinterlocking mechanicallyaroundthe form.
Consequently,with a few exceptions,the principle of encapsulation
(referredto in Chapter6D) must be strictly adheredto. The preliminary
proceduresusedfor preparingnon-conductivesubstratesfor
electrodepositionvary dependingupon their chemical constitution and
physical characteristics.However, certain generalguidelinesare
universally applicable.Poroussubstratesrequire pre-treatmentwith a
sealingagent.Typically with a wax, shellac,or electroplating lacquer
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(refer to Chapter6A). This is essentialto renderthe article impervious and
it
from
deteriorating
when exposedto the electroplatingsolution.
prevent
Following cleansing,the next stageis to `metallize' the substrateto impart
an electrically conductive surfacecapableof permitting electrodeposition.
This can be accomplishedusing one of the proceduresreferredto in
Chapter 6B. These should be used in conjunction with the practical
6A.
Chapter
in
Appendix
to
the
guidelines outlined

Historical precedences
Early experimentation in the 19th century
Throughout history non-conductive substrates have been furnished with
films of electrodeposited metals in order to fulfil a variety of decorative,
From
functional
the
more
recently,
applications.
artistic, sentimental, and,
1880s, urged on by the enthusiasm for artistic ornamentation, a diversity of
foliage,
birds'
feet,
including
flowers,
butterflies,
were
and
natural objects,
electrodeposited for creative exploitation in the production of imitation
jewellery. The electrodeposition of wood, and its derivative paper, was
particularly fashionable, and was marketed within a broad range of
applications. The hull constructions of seafaring vessels and cargo ships
(Fig. 5/1) (1893 - British Pat. No. 10,620) were sealed and shielded with
improve
their
to
coatings
metal
of
electrodeposited
protective
serviceability at sea. Decorative wood carvings, picture frames, and
jewellery caskets were ornately lavished and embellished with precious
metal veneers. Wallpaper was embossed with gold designs, and the
process was employed as a method (Fig. 5/2) (1895 - British Pat. No. 22,
436) of impregnating watermarks into high quality writing paper.
With progress, electroplating technology diversified, and permeated
into an ever-growing range of applications. Textiles and fabrics were
gilded using electrodeposition procedures to instil new properties and
in
An
characteristics.
of
physical
extravaganza metallic effects were used
the ornamentation of blinds, screens, and tapestries to furnish the affluent
domestic interiors of the Victorian era. Textile and fashion entrepreneurs
eagerly incorporated the technique into their working vocabulary. In
particular the process was used to stiffen, starch, and mould fabrics (Fig.
5/3) (1902 - British Pat. No. 5348) into rigid, and sensuous forms by
aspiring costume designers. In contrast, the coarse-grained fabrics and
threads used in the manufacture of marine sails underwent
electrodeposition procedures to instil durability, toughness, and waterproofing which in turn increased their corrosion resistance against sea salt
and adverse weather conditions. These examples merely indicate the
wealth of miscellaneous and isolated applications which evolved
throughout history.

Ceramicware was also progressivelyabsorbedinto the practiceof
electrodeposition.Fired vitreous substances,such as porcelain and
chinawareby their natureare predisposedto glass,and are thereforeof
particular relevancewithin the context of this researchin borrowing,
adaptingand cross-referencingprinciples and procedures.Early research
and innovation focusedaround exploring methodsof firing conductive

Ii
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The hull of the ship (11) was supported by shores (lll) & (l. ) in drvv dock A sprint; (1.3) connected
to a rope (1) held the bath holder (B) in a firm position on the side of the ship This was aided by
electromagnets «11 The tank containing the electroplating solution (K) was supported above the
level of the bath holder, to which it was connected by a pipe. For plating iron hulls this contained a
copper cyanide solution. After initiating deposition this was replaced by a bath containing a copper
tlphate solution.

Fig. 7

Portion of the Vessel :tmidshil)
:\
Dock with several Bath IIolders

in Siede Elevation.

supported

in Dry

7-1-

ti

4

e

Shows an abutment frame used to press the adjustable bath holder against the concave surface of a
ship using the pulley blocks (/, 10, ropes (/9) and other devices shown above. The dotted lines (17)
were arranged to represent rectangular sections of plating which overlapped Nvith one another to
form an integral metal coating. This provided the
vessel with a waterproof coating and protection
against adverse weather conditions and corrosion
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Machinery for the Manufacture
Paper and Pulp Boards

Fig 5/2:

Decorated
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'hop View of a Cylinder Mould Bearing a Simple Design
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Mould
Electroplated portions of the mould
Open portions of the mould
The wire cloth / mesh
Resist media applied to the

i

innermost surface of the mesh
Resist media applied to the
outermost surface of the mesh
Portions of the design filled in voth
electrodeposited metal

Fig. 2

Top Vices ol'a Detached Portion of the Wire Mesh.
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p
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} iý. 3 Edge View of a Detached Portion of the Wire Mesh
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Fig.
N

Hic Completed Wire Mesh which Forms the Mould
-F

This Patent describes a method of manufacturing press moulds for
creating perforated patterns and
4 embossed designs on pulp and paper A resist media
of guttapercha, india rubber or waxed paper
was applied to the innermost (/,,') and outermost (1) surface of a wire or cloth mesh (1)), in a
manner corresponding to the desired pattern/design configuration. The exposed unresisted areas of
the mesh ((%) were then rendered conductive using graphite or silver nitrate, which
were filled in
with a solid film of electrodeposited copper (13) The resist media was later removed to reveal open
01
CIO areas of mesh wire (3 i
During paper production the solid areas of metal (/3)
excluded pulp whilst the open mesh
areas (t l took up the pulp This rim ided I vor% Lipid and ,tccur. ate rntctliod of lirodhiciII.
Q p>aattciio'u
C and embossed paper
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Fig. 1: A Cylindrical

lace
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Fig. 2: A Rectangular C'agc.
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Figs. 3&4:

Sample,, of O yeti Weave Fabric and Lace.

Z7

Fig. 5: The Cage and Stretched Lace Immersed in the Electroplating Tank
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ýI7
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B

The cage
The lace

C
D
E

The copper wire
The electroplating tank
The electrical connection

A piece of lace or open weave fabric (B) was metallised using either, an acid resistant varnish
creating a sticky surface for the application of a finely divided bronze powder, a metallic paint; or
shellac coating covered with a chemically reduced film of silver sulphide. The lace was stretched
contoa cage (. I) and attached to an electrode wire ((') On immersion in the electroplating bath (I))
current of electricity was passed ilk coating the fabric with a deposit of gold, silver or copper.
I he process stiffened the fabric and also rendered it conductive. \\atcrproof and ,, as proof
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films into clay substrates, to engender tenaciously adherent metal coatings
during subsequent electrodeposition. From a historical point of view two
metallization procedures were discernible, both of which exploited the
involved
in
first,
introduced
1853,
The
the
material.
porous nature of
impregnating the clay with metal oxides prior to moulding and firing the
form. The second, which was popular in the 1880s, involved steeping or
in
biscuit-fired
saturating
clay objects a solution, of rich metallic salts.
Both techniques engendered sufficient conductivity to permit subsequent
have
Contemporary
since
metallization procedures
electrodeposition.
fashion
in
lustres.
Applied
to
the
a
similar
around
use
of
ceramic
centred
glass lustres, these compounds are reduced and fired on to the surface of
ceramic ware to produce a highly conductive film. The main advantage of
this procedure was that it offered greater permanency, and facilitated the
emergence of stronger, more adherent coatings of electrodeposited metal.
The process was employed within artistic and decorative applications.
The developments of the 20th century
The electrodeposition of metals on to non-conductive substrates continued
to flourish in the 20th century. The main emphasis of the process shifted as
it began to play an increasingly important role in coating plastic objects
with metallic films. This had a wide range of applications, from plating
knobs on radio instrumentation and electrical hardware through to
finishing domestic fittings and accessories for kitchen and bathroom
appliances. In particular, the process was extensively employed in the
automobile and aircraft industry for coating car trimmings, grills, and lamp
bezels with nickel-chrome plate which performed a dual
protective/decorative role. However, a major transformation was about to
occur which was to open up a new range of opportunities within the arena
of electroplating plastics. This was the result of a number of significant
technical breakthroughs. Firstly, several highly specialized "plateable"
plastics (ABS and polypropylene) were developed. These, new materials
in conjunction with highly advanced surface conditioning techniques,
improved electroless plating solutions, and the emergence of bright copper
plating had far reaching implications which revolutionized the
electrodeposition of plastics.

Up until the 1960sthe potential growth in the processof
electrodepositingplastics had beenunderminedby problemsof poor
adhesion,and the needto rely emphaticallyupon the principle of
encapsulationto producestrongly adherentdeposits.This had severely
restrictedthe commercial viability of the process.In the era which
followed the war, the technicalbreakthroughshighlighted abovepermitted
the emergenceof truly independentand tenaciouslyadherentdepositson
plastics,which relinquishedtheir reliance upon the principle of
encapsulation.Commercial interest in the new processled to financial
investmentand enterpriseopportunities,inducing a dramatic revival in the
process.However, becausethe techniquewas unique in its application to
plastics,it was not transferableto other non-conductivesubstrates,such as
glass.The exploitation of thesematerialsremainedstifled by the technical
limitations of establishedhistorical procedures.By using the new process
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films
thin
of electrodeposited metal,
to coat plastics with, very
resilient
fabricated
be
which offered superior properties of
components could
lightweight
in
flexibility,
durability,
a
and corrosion resistance
strength,
functional
form.
As
electroplated
these
and
attractive
such,
and rigid
finishes found application in a broad range of mass produced consumer
design
furniture
from
hi-fi's
to
through
and costume
goods ranging
jewellery. The fundamental principles behind this innovative procedure are
the
has
to
below.
This
at
remain
to
plastics
since
enabled
process
referred
very forefront of electroplating technology.
This revolutionary procedure relied upon mutual technical cobetween
the plastics manufacturers and the
and
collaboration
operation
be
for
industry.
to
In
the
electrodeposition procedure
order
electroplating
successfully implemented, guidelines delineating suitable plastic
The
had
be
to.
to
techniques
strictly adhered
compositions and moulding
in
forward.
it
However
varied application
process was relatively straight
depending upon the chemical composition of the particular plastic
component. The following explanation outlines the fundamental principles
behind the process. Initially the plastic was cleaned. The procedure which
followed, referred to as the `pre-conditioning etch', was the most
important and critical stage of the process. This treatment dissolved the
rubber globules exposed on the surface of the plastic to produce a
key/chemical
This
served
a
surface
as
surface.
microscopically-pitted
bonding site for initiating strong adhesion between the plastic and metal
film during subsequent deposition. The metallization procedure involved
several stages. Initially the surface was conditioned using a process of
`palladium activation'. By chemically absorbing palladium into the
surface, the substrate could be rendered catalytic, and capable of
promoting the formation of a metallic film on the plastic components
during the electroless (chemical) deposition which followed. This
furnished the plastic with a highly conductive surface, which was capable
of conveying an electrical current, and successfully initiating and
sustaining metal deposition from a conventional electroplating solution.
These developments were extensively exploited in the electronics
industry where they were used for manufacturing printed circuit boards
(Figs. 5/4 and 5/5). Early circuit boards which were the predecessorsof
this new technology consisted of copper-clad plastic laminates. These
were silk screened with a resist, so that the exposed metal could be sprayetched to reveal the required circuit design. This approach was superseded
by `through hole plating circuitry', a process in which electroless copper
and special electrodeposited copper were used to plate circuit designs onto
either side of a laminated circuit board. These circuits were interconnected
through holes, to form densely packed miniaturized integrated circuits.
The technique of `semi-additive circuitry' also relied upon electroplating.
Here the plastic laminate was completely sensitized using an electroless
copper plating processes. A photoresist was then selectively applied to
expose the positive circuit pattern, which, using a copper acid solution
could then be built up electrolytically to approximately 35 microns (1.4
thou) thick. For solderability and corrosion resistance, this was typically
overplated with either a tin/lead alloy or gold. The final stage involved
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Fig. 5/4

A Typical Printed Circuit for a
Transistor Radio

Fig. 5/5 Another Example of Printed Circuit Design

(Source: SPIRO, P. (1971) Electroforming. Draper Ltd., p. 182)
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flash
the
etching the underlying electroless
photoresist,
and
removing
become
has
The
to
the
since
process
completed circuit.
copper, reveal
dielectric
highly
the
sophisticated
production of
synonymous with
in
found
has
a wide range of contemporary
exploitation
circuitry, and
beyond
has
This
transcended
technology
already
electronics applications.
the remits its original purpose, and filtered into the vocabulary of many
A/C, who have created a successful marriage between the science of
Walter
During
1960s
the
the
artist/sculptor,
and
art.
electroforming
Ritchie, working in collaboration with the electronics industry, produced a
intended
5/6)
decorative
(Fig.
striking
sophisticated
panels
of
and
series
for architectural installation. In doing so, he illustrated the scope and
industrial
for
fairly
harnessing
hidden
the
mundane
attributes
of
a
potential
form
in
to
them
exciting
order
establish
a
and
new
process, and exploiting
is
This
aesthetic
merely one example of the
creative,
and
expression.
of,
by
the
many comparable opportunities which are still awaiting exploitation
A/C today.

Section 2: Electroforming
Basic principles
Electroforming was a major impetus, in providing the commercial
momentum for sustaining and developing the electrodeposition of nonconductive substrates. Historically the art form, referred to a
`galvanoplasty', employed a diverse range of non-conducting substratesas
mandrels (Fig. 5! 7) - surrogate moulds and formers upon which metal
deposition occurred. After processing, the deposit was intentionally
separatedfrom the mandrel to produce an independent self-supporting
metal structure -a duplicate facsimile of the original. Mandrel selection
was determined by the physical characteristics, and surface qualities which
were to be engendered within the final electroform. Although fairly
elementary and straightforward procedures were involved in producing
deposits of sufficient thickness and density to be self-supporting, long
extended plating periods were essential, rendering the process notoriously
slow and labour intensive. Whilst this limited the commercial potential of
electroforming to specific design scenarios, it made the process
particularly suitable to creative exploitation by the A/C.

Throughout history, electroforming was predominantly employedfor
decorativeapplications,and was regardedas an art form in its own right.
Today if the process,is usedwith ingenuity and enterprise,it is still
capableof opening up an exciting rangeof creative possibilities for the
A/C, particularly when usedin conjunction with other metal-forming
techniquesto fabricateartefacts.Since its inception, electroforming has
undergonediversification, finding contrastingforms of expressionin
industrial and engineeringapplications.The production of sophisticated
components,which have demandeda high level of accuracyand
dimensionalstability, has servedto further advanceand promotethe
technicalpotential of the process.If the knowledge derived from industry
can be selectively absorbedand manipulated,it then becomespossibleto
identify featureswhich are of direct relevanceto the A/C. Thesecan only
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Fig. 5/6 "Wild Oat Seeds" by Walter Ritchie
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Printed circuit techniques have been used in the creation
of modem art forms. This example demonstrates the
bold definition and striking modem appearance of

decorativework carried out by this medium

.

(Source: SPIRO, P. (1971) Electroforming. Draper Ltd., p. 188.
Copper Development Association, London. )
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Fig. 5/7

Reproducing Statues and other
Intricate Objects by Electroforming
(From U. S.A. Pat. No: 218,473 1879)
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be reciprocalin further extendingthe repertoireof skills and opportunities
for
in
by
A/C
the
to
the
creative effect.
process
pursuing
open exploitation
It hasbeenthis lateral interpretationby contemporaryA/C (particularly in
the field of jewellery) which hasenabledindustrial techniquesand
in
harnessed
for
be
to
ways neverpreviously
aesthetic
purposes
processes
further
is
how
A/C
feasible.
This
to
strive
can
one exampleof
considered
in
future.
the
the
the
process
enhance creativepotential and exploration of
Electroforming mandrels
As already stated, electroforming involves the deposition of a substantial
thickness of metal on to a temporary former, referred to as the mandrel.
After deposition, this is divorced and withdrawn, to leave the
independent
facsimile.
free-standing
and
electroformed component as an
Various types of mandrels are available. These are generally classified as
permanent or expendable.
Permanent mandrels can be used repeatedly, and are therefore
commonly employed in commercial contexts where the high outlay/cost of
engineering a highly accurate former can be spread over the production of
These
PVC
large
(although
volume
of
electroforms.
are
usually
a
metallic
and epoxy resins are occasionally used), and tend to be composed of
materials (e.g. steel, chrome & nickel) which do not readily accept
adherent deposits without preliminary treatment. This criterion together
with the need to avoid complex undercuts, determines the design
specification of the mandrel, which must enable the electroform to be
readily extracted after use. By comparison, expendable mandrels are
designed to be used just the once, and are therefore unique. They are
typically fabricated from plastic, wax, plaster, and alloy metals, materials
which can easily be destroyed or removed after electroforming, through a
process of chemical dissolution (using organic solvents), melting, or
physical pressure. Whilst expendable mandrels are time consuming to
produce, they are fairly cheap, and offer greater flexibility in design
because they are suitable for electroforming undercut and complex forms.
These properties make expendable mandrels directly applicable to creative
exploitation by the A/C.

Mandrels are fabricatedto replicatethe internal or external surfaceof
a form. Where the externalsurfaceof the intendedartefact is of greatest
significance,the internal surfaceof the mandrel upon which deposition
occurs-is of the upmost importance.Conversely,where the internal surface
of the intendedartefactis of significance,the external surfaceof the
mandrelmust be designedwith greatercare.The actual preparationof any
mandreldependsupon its material composition. Following cleansing,
conductivemetal mandrelsrequire chemical passivationto preventstrong
adhesion,and enablethe completedelectroform to be parted from the
substrateafter deposition.This is in contrastto non-conductivesubstrates
which, if porous,must be lacqueredto make them impervious to the
electroplatingsolution. Metallization, proceduresthen follow to render
them electrically conductive,in final preparationfor deposition.Basic
information regardingtheseproceduresis referredto in the Chapter6B. A
rangeof specializedtexts are also now available and recommendedfor
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by
A/C
further
details
consultation
requiring
on electroforming techniques,
sincewhilst applicableto the creativepursuits of the A/C, this subjectis
outsidethe remits of this thesis.
Electroforming can only be performed using specific electroplating
solutions. Regardless of whether the process is intended for technical
applications, where high dimensional accuracy is required, or creative
applications for replicating surface texture, the solutions selected for use
must be capable of depositing metal in a low state of stress to produce
electroforms which are structurally sound and of a good visual appearance.
As a result, the widespread commercial exploitation of the process has
been limited to electroforming copper, nickel, and iron. In addition to this,
gold and silver are also occasionally employed in special applications,
particularly in the manufacture of sophisticated laboratory equipment and
jewellery, where it is possible to justify greater financial investment. These
metals are capable of being deposited in a low state of stress and are
therefore ideally suited to electroforming and electrodepositing nonconductive substrates.This common denominator provides the A/C with
the potential, and flexibility to generate an extended repertoire of creative
effects. In particular it places the practitioner in an ideal position to cross
boundaries, and integrate the techniques of electroforming with those of
electrodepositing glass to create and synthesize decorative effects and
exquisite artefacts. This identifies an area for creative exploration in the
future.
Electroforming techniques offer many advantages in the fabrication of
metal forms within both artistic and industrial contexts, which are worthy
of identification to assist the A/C in recognizing and exploiting the process
to optimum effect. A range of mandrel materials can be used to
electroform and duplicate complex forms with absolute dimensional
accuracy. Whilst some design limitations exist, the process can be used
with ingenuity, to fabricate forms with re-entrant angles. In particular,
electroforming lends itself to the production of large hollow forms which
are structurally sound and light in weight. These unique qualities offer the
A/C the opportunity to manipulate precious metals, gold and silver, in the
production of aesthetic artefactslobjects d'art in a manner which is
financially expedient and requires minimal capital investment. This
enables the production costs to be recuperated when the artefact is sold.
Furthermore, with skill and patience, electroforming procedures can be
controlled to enable metal deposits with specific properties to be formed.
This is not merely of relevance within the context of functional/technical
applications where properties of corrosion resistance or durability may be
specified, but has equal gravity where the deposited metal is intended for
post-treatments, e.g. patination which offers specific decorative/aesthetic
attributes. It is also worth noting that in many technical applications, for
example in electroforming waveguides, thin laminates of different metals
are built up through the process of electroforming to instilling specific
structural and electrical properties. This in itself illustrates the flexibility of
the process. Electroforming is a valuable source of inspiration for the A/C,
which is capable of being exploited in structuring and customizing
aesthetic forms and creative components.
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Historical precedences
Electroforming techniques relied upon the use of a diverse array of nonOne
of the earliest and most
conductive mould making materials.
in
the
was
electroforming process
extensively employed applications of
the production of `electro-typed' printing blocks. Mandrel materials
typically included glass, carved lead - which was passivated in a
dichromate solution to permit separation - and sheet wax, `ozokerite',
hydraulic
be
to
press
a
could
subjected
and
softened
when
warmed
which
to replicate mould impressions, prior to being rendered conductive with
by
These
were subsequently superseded more
plumbago or graphite.
contemporary mould-making materials. Of a cleaner and more convenient
nature, these included plastics, metal, and rubber, which were metallized
durable,
to
then
rigid,
sprays,
and
electroformed
silver
produce
using
electrotyping shells - exact facsimiles of the originals. On completion,
these electroformed impressions were reinforced and backed with a
resilient supporting deposit comprising of an alloy of tin, lead and
antimony to provide the printing blocks with good durability and
serviceability. Associated printing operations such as `photogravure'
involved electroforming metal on to large rotational printing cylinders.
Here a chemical parting medium was employed to enable the deposit to be
released on completion. This was in contrast to the process of lithography
which involved electrodepositing a bi-metallic printing surface of copper
and chrome. The process was quite ingenious in its concept, since the
copper absorbed the ink, whilst the chrome acted as a resist, repelling the
ink, enabling imagery to be printed in selected areas. Even today these
electroforming skills still find commercial application within the printing
industry.
Non-conducting materials were also commonly used as
electroforming mandrels in the production of metal leaf and foils. In
principle the process was equally suited to fabricating unique objects as to
mass production scenarios, where it was used in the commercial
manufacture of industrial sieves, matrixes, filters and gauzes (Figs. 5/8 and
5/9). Electroformed silk screens were used for printing patterned fabrics
and carpets, as well as for producing perforated electric razor foils and
reticulated cylindrical drums. The process incorporated principles and
practices which, even today can still be drawn upon and exploited by the
A/C to generate an infinite array of decorative effects and aesthetic forms.
With corresponding implications the electroforming process was also used
for embossing/engraining plates for texturing hides fabrics and paper (Fig.
5/10). This produced a rich, delicate and lavish variety of metal foils
bearing shallow, superbly detailed relief patterns. Their ornamental value
did not go unnoticed. Electroformed domestic tiles, interior friezes, and
decorative templates emerged, exquisitely embellished, with a dialogue of
patterned intaglio designs. In particular permanent steel mandrels were
used in the commercial production of ornamental medallions, which were
emblazoned with military regalia and possesseda decorative novelty

value, which enabledthe processto increasein popularity. This attribute of
the electroforming processis still appropriateto exploitation by the A/C
today.
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Fig. 5/8 Electroformed Nickel Precision
Filter for Orange Juice
Machines

The corrosion resistance of nickel is important in

this application

Fig. 5/9

Close-up of the Screen
Shown in Fig. 5/8 (above)

(Source:SPIRO,P. (1971) Electroforming. Draper Ltd., p.211.
N.V. Veco Zeefplatenfabriek,Holland)
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Fig. 5/10 Leather Grain and Embossing Die

The reproduction of fine detail is apparent
(Source: SPIRO, P. (1971) Electroforming. Draper Ltd., p. 109.
Ringler-Dorin Inc., New York, USA. )
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Electroforming played a fundamental role in gramophone record
has
been
description
following
historical
The
the
of
process
production.
included to illustrate two points. Firstly, the technical ingenuity of the
process, which employed a broad range of non-conductive mandrels and
metallization procedures, and secondly, the feasibility of electroforming
Characteristics
from
duplicate
structures
positive electroforms.
negative,
which could be adapted and tailored to extend the technical skill and
First
by
A/C.
the
to
creative repertoire of opportunities open exploitation
involved
1894,
the
etching soundtracks on to
process
emerging around
zinc mandrels. These were subsequently electroformed with copper to
produce facsimiles, reproductions which from 1897 were employed as
for
f
5/11)
(Fig.
the
irst commercial production of ebonite,
stampers
record
been
discs
largely
1900s,
had
By
later
the
zinc
shellac, records.
and
supersededby wax mandrels, which generated soundtracks of a superior
quality. With technical progress, metallization procedures underwent
diversification. Graphite and gold dusting procedures were replaced by
formation
facilitated
deposition
the
of
which
gold sputtering and vacuum
more highly conductive and sensitive surface films. Once prepared the
mandrel was electroformed using a copper sulphate solution to produce a
This
the
was used as the
copy
original.
electroform,
a
of
master
negative
basis for electroforming a series of identical duplicate stampers, tools
which were destined for use in the industrial, mass production of records.
Before processing, the surface of the master was passivated to assist in
separation. This was then electroformed to produce so called second, and
subsequently, third generation copies. Once backed and mounted, these
were used as pressing tools for stamping out records in appropriate
materials. Although every record produced was therefore four times
divorced from its original, the accuracy of the electroforming process was
sufficient to ensure that the quality of the soundtrack was preserved.
From the 1930s onwards lacquered discs superseded fragile waxes as
electroforming moulds/mandrels. These were metallized using wet
silvering/mirroring procedures which were found to be more compatible
with the new mandrel materials, and offered greater process efficiency and
cleanliness. With progress, the soundtracks became finer, trebling the
amount of information which could be recorded. Also, new materials,
including vinyl-co-polymers, became of widespread use in the production
of records, which became thinner, stronger, and more versatile.
Contemporary innovations have since modernized the process still further.
More recently cellulose lacquered aluminium discs have been employed as
mandrels, these have been metallized using silver spraying technology.
Chrome-faced nickel stampers have also taken precedence over copper
formers as the pressing tools for moulding vinyl records. These
advancements in the evolution of the process were the result of a rich diet
of research and experimentation, which reflected both the innate flexibility
and creativity of the electroforming process, and the imagination and
dexterity of those entrepreneurs who pioneered, challenged, and exploited
its use. Above all else this experience highlights a philosophy and
approach which if adopted by the A/C could be an invaluable asset in
researching and challenging the process in years to come.
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Fig. 5/11

A Record Stamper

Gramophone records are pressed between electroformed nickel
"stampers". Accuracy of moulding is within a few millionths of an inch

Fig. 5/12

An Electroformed

Spray Mask

(Source: SPIRO, P. (1971) Electroforming. Draper Ltd,
top; p. 112. C.B. S. Records Ltd., London. Bottom; p.224)
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During the 1940s nickel electroforming found a new niche as a tool
for facilitating the mass production of plastic and acrylic teeth (dental
in
fabricating
found
in
exploitation
particular
prostheses),which
lost-wax
in
These
the
casting of gold
were used
electroformed moulds.
The
for
dental
bridges,
inlays,
process was
and
crown
restorations.
alloys
initially
impressions
simple
of the patient's palate were taken
relatively
using a mouldable plastic, which was subsequently rendered conductive
and used as an electroforming mandrel. A wide range of metallization
for
for
their
today
these
media were advocated,
are renowned
use,
many of
curiosity rather than their practical value. Examples included oil-based
bronzing powders, and colloidal graphites. The latter were reduced using
iron filings and a solution of copper sulphate. A more intriguing process
incorporated the use of a series of solutions, namely phosphorus in
alcohol, ammonical silver nitrate, phosphorous in benzene, carbon
disulphide, photographic developer, and gold chloride, which were used to
precipitate an electrically conductive film for subsequent electrodepostion.
Advancements in metallizing techniques led to the wide-spread use of
silver bound lacquers, and later chemical silvering (mirroring), which
proved especially appropriate in maximizing and preserving fine surface
detail. Within this context, electroforming was used as a tool for mass
production, yet the process retained sufficient flexibility to permit the
fabrication of prosthesis, which were designed to fit the specific and
unique requirements of each individual dental patient. This underlying
philosophy renders the process applicable to, and directly analogous with
that of the craftsman's activities. Of particular notoriety the process relies
upon the use of a sophisticated, practical and convenient mandrel forming
material. This was capable, through hand modelling and compression, of
faithfully reproducing textural detail, and of opening up the opportunity to
electroform three dimensional artefacts. Recently the emergence of hi-tech
plastics has rendered the process obsolete, and dentistry has relinquished
its former reliance upon electroforming technology.
Historically low-technology plaster casts were used as support
mandrels for electroforming dental prostheses. Due to their inherent
porosity, these had to be rendered impervious, with shellac and wax,
before undergoing metallization procedures, using an admixture of
traditional procedures. Documents illustrating this also capture the
exuberant confidence, spontaneity and excitement of the early pioneers
who cross-fertilized conductivity procedures with great ingenuity in a bid
to further research, develop, and extend the boundaries of the process. This
enthusiasm, carried forward by the momentum of a period of aesthetic and
technical innovation, also filtered into the more creative and decorative
applications of the electroforming process. Craftsmen eagerly borrowed,
adapted, and transcribed processesto give rise to decorative and sculptural
forms. This manifested itself in the electroforming of plaster frames,
pedestals, medallions, clocks, filigree work, and decorative/interior friezes.
The technique evolved into an art form which was widely acknowledged
for its creative ambience. Essentially the low technological limits
and
opportunity for practical experimentation made the process directly
appealing and accessible to the A/C. Today this established brand of being
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this
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yet revived,
electroforming
full
discover
being
by
A/C
the
to
creativepotential of
exploited
capableof
the process.

The upsurge in commercial electroforming which began to emerge in
the 1950s enabled the process to permeate into an ever increasing range of
fundamental
In
the
a
process played
particular
engineering applications.
found
in
the
which
commercial production of electrical waveguides,
role
widespread exploitation in radio communications and satellite tracking
equipment. In order to electroform these sophisticated components to
precise specification, a broad range of non-conducting mandrels
(fabricated from Perspex, acrylic, plastic, and wax) were used. These were
before
burnished
using
reduction
or
graphite,
chemical silver
metallized
being processed using standard electroforming procedures. It is evident
that the principles and practices behind this process offer enormous scope
and potential for A/C wishing to produce creative artefacts of comparable
definition and dimensional accuracy. The knowledge derived from the
forms,
be
lightweight
hollow,
to
used create
production of waveguides can
since the technique readily lends itself to A/C as a source of structural and
decorative inspiration. Advancements in electroforming technology have
since enabled the process to permeate into other specialized applications.
In contemporary years, passivated steel mandrels have been used for
electroforming helicopter rotary blade tips and shields, which for flight
endurance have to be fabricated to finite tolerances to withstand abrasion
and fatigue. Electroforming has also been exploited in fabricating screens
for masking objects particularly toys (Fig. 5/12) in preparation for
commercial spray painting. The masks were created by electroforming
metal on to an original samplelprototype article which functioned as a
surrogate mandrel. As a result, on completion the duplicate metal mask
was guaranteed to assume a perfect fit with the original article, creating a
hermetically tight seal, which prevented excess spray from seeping and
bleeding beneath the protected areas. These industrial screens were not
only technically superior to their predecessors and infinitely reusable, but
they were also commercially and economically viable.
Amongst more contemporary applications, electroforming has been
advocated for mould making, particularly for producing compression,
blow, and extrusion moulds which were used in the precision casting of
various thermoplastics. Many of these moulds are electroformed in copper,
although nickel also played a decisive role in their development. In
principle, this mould making application originated from research
undertaken by Walter a Canadian-German firm, which established an
innovative precedent for electroforming imitation carved wooded forms.
Specialized moulding composites were employed to produced ornately
electroformed frescoes, which were used as decorative inlays in designing
furniture. Paradoxically electroformed moulds have also been employed in
the glass making industry for blowing and pressing procedures. For
technical reasons, this process never underwent true commercial
exploitation. However, experiments were conducted throughout the 1960s
by Owens Illinois in America, a company which explored the difficulties
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Summary/Conclusion
It is hoped that this resume has provided the A/C with an insight into the
broader context of electrodepositing metals on to non-conducting
historical
diversity
its
illustrating
by
of
use within a rich
substrates
in
A/C
information
the
This
should assist
valuable source of
applications.
identifying and developing new lines of enquiry, which can be drawn upon
and exploited to complement and enrich the process of electrodepositing
metals on to glass. It must be acknowledged that with vision this chapter
has the potential to open up a vast array of opportunities to the A/C.
Essentially it has been designed to stimulate and provoke future research
and exploration into the feasibility of cross-referencing, technical
forms
implicit
of
to
the
art
general
more
procedures and creative potentials
With
electrodepositing non-conductive substrates and electroforming.
ingenuity, patience, and a willingness to learn from mistakes, this will
fuelling
A/C,
technical
the
the
so
prowess of
vocabulary, skill, and
enrich
the vehicle of creative expression. Only by challenging existing
boundaries will the A/C discover an environment filled with unexplored
creative potential. The marriage of science, technology, and creativity
inspiration.
form
the
of
a
source
provides
rich
within
art
of electroforming
In particular industrial facets of the process should be celebrated rather
than viewed with contempt or scepticism, since the knowledge and
formal
from
technical developments within the
the
repercussions
more
imagined
field
in
intended
be
harnessed
or
can
ways
never
plating
often
feasible by industry and in doing so to enlighten and expose the untapped
for
the
the
potential of
process and offer challenging new possibilities
A/C. Furthermore, with skill and discrimination, the process of
electrodepositing metals on to glass can be interwoven with both
established and new disciplines, to nurture the enthusiasm, potential, and
innovation essential to nourishing and sustaining creative exploitation in

yearsto come.
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Chapter 6

Introduction
Electrodepositing metals onto glass can only be successfully accomplished
if suitable preparatory procedures are observed. The criteria for which may
be summarized as follows;
1. The surface must be suitably prepared. Accordingly this may
incorporate surface roughening, followed by meticulous
cleansing. (A water wettable surface is essential to promote good
adhesion during subsequent electrodeposition. )
2. Areas requiring metal deposition must be rendered electrically
conductive.
3. The object must be properly suspendedto provide both
mechanical support and a discrete electrical contact. (Larger
)
multiple
contacts/electrode
wires.
objects may require
These three criteria are essential to initiating the successful
electrodeposition of metal onto glass. In addition, the surface area of every
be
must
calculated to enable the
artefact requiring electrodeposition
correct current density to be determined (refer to Chapter 4D). The A/C
must also remember to consider the design and shape of the artefact, so
that strategies for positioning it in the tank can be adopted which will to
optimize the chances of achieving successful deposition. These points are
discussed in Chapter 4E where advice is provided to assist the A/C in
avoiding the pitfalls of inadvertently creating objects which are difficult or
unsuitable for the plating process.
The following chapter is divided into 4 main sections. The main
objective of the first two sections is to provide information, guidelines and
recommendations for fulfilling the three criteria outlined above. As such
Chapter 6A will relate to roughening, cleaning and suspending the artefact,
and Chapter 6B will refer to "metallizing" procedures which are designed
to render the glass electrically conductive. Assuming this preliminary
preparation has been successfully implemented, Chapter 6C will then
provide advice on introducing the artefact to the electroplating solution,
and to initiating, sustaining and finally terminating the deposition process.
The most difficult issue in electrodepositing metals onto glass that of
achieving a strongly adherent bond between the metal and glass will be
addressedin Chapter 6D. In summary this chapter will verse the A/C with
practical procedures and recommendations implicit to electrodepositing
metals onto glass.

Whilst this synopsisdeals specifically with electrodepositingglassthe
processcannotbe viewed in isolation from the electrodepositionof other
non-conductiveand conductive substrates.This is a reflection of the
broadercontext within which the A/C operates.In practice the creative
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is
informed
by
the cross-fertilization of techniques
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process
enriched
The
A/C
interspersion
the
and
chaotic
other
materials.
and
of
processes
may for example wish to exploit the flexibility of the electrodeposition
join
inherently
disparate
different
to
components
materials and
process
within a single form. This can only be facilitated through a broader
for
knowledge
how
to
understanding and
of
prepare various substrates
electrodeposition. To enable this approach to be actively pursued a
summary of treatments which relate to methods of roughening and
cleansing non-conductive and conductive substrates is presented in Section
1 of the Appendix to Chapter 6A. This is not comprehensive but
nevertheless provides a series of useful guidelines and recommendations
for the A/C. A wide variety of literature is now available which deals with
this subject in greater detail. This should be consulted as the need arises.
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Chapter 6A

Surface Preparation
The preliminary preparation of glass substrates involves two procedures,
firstly surface roughening and secondly surface cleansing. These stages are
essential to provide a mechanical surface key and promote good adhesion
in electrodepositing metals onto glass. Recommendations for conducting
these procedures will be laid down in the following section which will also
describe techniques for wiring up/suspending the artefact. This procedure
can be implemented before or after metallizing the artefact according to
the personal preference of the individual A/C.

Section 1: Surface Roughening
The electrodeposition of metals on glass, relies emphatically upon the
principle of "encapsulation" to bond the metal to the glass (This is
explained in detail in Chapter 6D). This form of mechanical adhesion is
necessarybecause truly independent/tenacious adhesion does not exist.
Surface roughening procedures are frequently adopted in conjunction with
this fundamental principle to provide a good surface key. This is an
advantage in initiating and promoting a superior level of adhesion
Whilst surface roughening procedures are an advantage they may
compromise the aesthetic appearanceof the artefact beyond that
considered acceptable by the A/C. In these circumstances
electrodeposition may still be feasible provided that the principle of
encapsulation is strictly followed and careful consideration is given to
selecting a strongly adherent metallizing medium (refer to Chapter 6D).
However it should be emphasized that glazed/reflective surfaces e.g.
window glass or highly polished surfaces (including those which have
been burnished with polishing agents such as cerium oxide or zirconium
oxide) are neither practical or recommended for electrodeposition as the
resulting deposit will exhibit negligible adhesion.

It is essentialto rememberthat the physical propertiesand
characteristicsof the substratecannotbe consideredin isolation from the
actualelectroplatingprocedure.Electrodepositedmetal will reflect the
condition and surfacequalities of the underlying material with precision,
thereforesurfacesmust be as smooth,rough or textured as is considered
aestheticallydesirableprior to deposition.Furthermorethe processcannot
be usedto hide/disguiseany cracks,fracturesor poor workmanshipsince
theseimperfectionswill only be amplified and exaggeratedthrough the
electrodepositionprocess.Essentiallythe depositedmetal will define,
replicate and portray surfacetexturing with extremesensitivity.
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Practical procedures
Surface roughening procedures can be divided into two main categories,
based
based
techniques
and
physically
such as etching
chemically
(Fig.
blasting,
techniques such as sand/bead
engraving, cutting or grinding
6/1). Each of these techniques is discussed in the following resume. these
have been prioritized and presented in descending order of their
feasibility
This
is
denote
designed
their
to
and practical
use.
recommended
effectiveness in promoting good adhesion.

Method No. 1: Sandblasting
Where available sandblasting is a highly recommended method of surface
roughening glass. Compressed air is used to blast, abrasive sand onto the
surface to produce a matt sheen. This process is especially appropriate for
inaccessibleldifficult
is
holes.
This
technique
also
crevices
and
abrading
useful for carving, modifying and changing the contours of a shape or
form and provides excellent surface coverage. An abrasive medium
comprising of silicon carbide or aluminium oxide grit is typically used on
Essentially
sandblasting is a dirty process and care must be taken
glass.
during subsequent cleansing to ensure all abrasive debris is removed,
particularly from hidden crevices etc. This can be carried out effectively
The
lacquer
either
conventional
solvents
or
stripping
using
procedures.
latter of these techniques is referred to in Section 2 of the Appendix.
A closely related but superior process to sandblasting is bead-blasting.
Operating on an identical principle this technique is faster and has the
advantage of producing a mechanically clean surface. Furthermore
provided that the surface of the glass is not contaminated with finger
greasesetc. from physical handling the object, the resulting surface is
usually pure enough to facilitate the direct application of a conducting
media and subsequent deposition without the need for any intervening
cleaning cycle.

Method No. 2: Grinding
Grinding operations for shaping and abrading the surface of glass can be
performed using flat bed grinders, vibrating reciprolaps or hand lapping
techniques. These operations all employ water possible in conjunction
with a small amount of soap as a lubricant to allow the free distribution
and movement of the grinding compound in abrading the surface and to
retain the glass in a cool condition. (Reducing the friction of the grinding
action minimizes any increase in the temperature of the glass which in turn
helps to counteract the build up of stress). The grinding medium, which
must be harder than the glass to be abrasive typically comprises of emery,
carbide or carborundum grit. These abrasives can be purchased in a range
of grades, from rough- typically 180 grit to very fine- typically 600 grit.
Grinding and cutting techniques are slow, laborious and dirty. Therefore it
is imperative that any glass components treated in this manner are
thoroughly cleaned before moving onto the next stage of the preparation
process.

Method No. 3: Cutting and engraving
The mitred and roundedsectionsof carborundumand stonewheelscan be
usedfor intaglio engraving/cuttingand elaboratelydecoratingthe surface
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Surface Roughening Techniques

Abrading or texturing the glass produces a good surface "key". During the electrodeposition
process this can be used in conjunction with the principle of encapsulation to initiate and

promote a good level of surfaceadhesion

/.

--

Cutting/Intaglio engraving: Carborundum/stone wheels can be used to create
mitred/scalloped surface qualities

Kilnforming: Slumping/casting glass over textured base
a
mould
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Hot glass techniques: Using optical moulds and sand to create interesting surface textures.
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The
be
techniques.
engraving
sculptured using copper wheel
glass can
indentations
comprising of serrated edges,
resulting array of marks and
bevels,
faceted
oblique
panels, mitred
grooves, scalloped surfaces,
in
hollows
the surface of the glass, perform
and
ground
conical
chamfers,
both a decorative role and create an irregular and roughly abraded surface,
during
for
ideal
bonding
adhesion
cite
promoting good
which provides an
subsequentelectrodeposition.

Method No. 4: Flexidriving procedures
The flexidrive is used in conjunction with a set of interchangeable shanks
bearing diamond impregnated miniature burrs. Designed to varying
by
Driven
tools
these
a
abrasive
cutting
sharp,
edges.
provide
profiles
motor the burrs rotate at high speed to erode and grind away the glass.
Discharge of the ground glass which is essential to aid cutting power and
efficiency is assisted by a cold stream of running water, which also
from
the
glass
cracking. The miniature scale of
stress
and
relieves
prevents
the burrs renders them suitable for a latitude of creative mark making,
especially for scoring/scribbing outlines and contours, burrowing and
Whilst
designs.
furrows
drawn
linear
deep
and
excavating
and producing
the technique offers accuracy, sensitivity and flexibility the quality of the
final effect will be dependent upon the technical proficiency and creative
virtuosity of the A/C.

Method No. 5: Kilnforming techniques
It is feasible to incorporate textural and tactile surface qualities into a
mould, for the purpose of slumping and casting glass in the kiln. Surface
detailing can be used to generate both relief and embossed surface texture,
providing an interesting aesthetic quality and an ideal bonding cite for
maximising adhesion between the metal and the glass. Metal components
integrated into the surface of the glass during the forming process, also
provide a good surface key during subsequent electrodeposition.
Method No. 6: Hot shop techniques
Optical dip moulds, centrifuging procedures and pressing techniques can
be used for manipulating the surface of hot glass. Trails and rods can also
be applied to engender an array of irregular patterns, undulating ripples,
striations and spiralling configurations on the surface of the glass. A
variation of this procedure is to roll, sprinkle or apply a coarse, abrasive
medium to the surface. For example silver sand, shards, grains or chips can
be picked up and applied to hot glass in the glassblowing studio to form
occluded particles and create a diverse array of textural and tactile surface
qualities.

Method No. 7: Etching
Etching techniqueshavebeenusedto simultaneouslyabradeand cleanse
the surfaceof glassgiving rise to a clear, frosted or pitted appearance.
However this processis not generally recommendedfor usebecause
firstly, the resulting surfaceis very smooth,which limits its effectiveness
in permitting and promoting good adhesion,and secondly,etching
solutions are composedof highly toxic and dangerouschemicalswhich are
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hazardousto use and difficult to disposeof. Since etching procedures
ineffective
therefore
method of rougheningglass
an
unreliable
and
provide
they can only be recommendedfor cleaning purposes.

Section 2: Surface Cleansing
Surface cleansing is the next stage in preparing a glass substrate for
be
The
importance
this
not
of
procedure must
electrodeposition.
in
The
the
role
significant
surface will play a
underestimated.
purity of
determining;
o The level of adhesion between the metal and the glass: This is
dependent upon cleanliness. Adhesion will be negligible/extremely
dirt.
soil
or
poor on objects which are contaminated with grease,
o The physical quality and aesthetic appearance of the resulting
deposit: Any imperfections, flaws, dirt or grime present on the
surface of the glass will become an integral part of the
electrodeposited metal creating a physical weakness and inducing
stress. Furthermore this debris must be eliminated from the surface
of the glass prior to introducing it to the bath to avoid
contaminating the electroplating solution.
The consequences of inappropriate, careless or inadequate cleansing
procedures
Inadequate surface cleansing is the primary cause of poor adhesion and the
root cause of many other electroplating problems which are frequently
encountered. As such this common malpractice should always be
suspecteduntil vindicated. The consequencesof using inadequate cleaning
methods will become evident in a range of plating defects including,
discoloration, blistering and peeling which accumulatively lead to nonadhesion, through to patchy, spotty and incoherent deposits, or in extreme
casescomplete deposition failure. A scrupulous cleansing regime is
absolutely crucial. Whilst this is an arduous task, it is a ritual which will
pay huge dividends in circumventing bad results, which are both
disappointing and difficult to rectify.

Methods of applying cleansing media
Severalmethodsof applying cleaning agentsare now available.Those
most commonly exploited by the A/C tend to be handcleaning techniques,
suchas scrubbingand polishing, or chemical immersion.Thesetechniques
are particularly convenientbecausethey are ideally suited to preparingone
off pieces,as well as the large volumes of work which are likely to be
encounteredin small scaleproduction work. Simple spray cleaning
devicesare also frequently used.The high pressure,velocity and shear
force exertedin sprayingcleaning fluid againsta surfacemakesthe
processexcellent for eradicatingdirt and debris from hidden crevices,
which would otherwisebe extremely difficult to reach.
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The essentialcriteria of a good cleansing cycle
For practicability and efficiency cleaning cycles adopted for use by A/C
be
kept
should
as simple, effective and economical as possible.
Complicated procedures often inadvertently lead to poor finishes and incur
be
There
to
no single,
expenditure
appears
unnecessary
on materials.
universally accepted method of cleaning glass. This is because cleaning
techniques tend to be uniquely tailored firstly, to deal with the type of soils
likely to be encountered within a given scenario (these are referred to in
Section 3 of the Appendix) and secondly, to be compatible with the
metallization procedure which follows. To perform this role effectively the
cleaning procedure must be made up of several consecutive stages,which
interact to form a cleaning cycle. Whilst an appropriate cleaning procedure
can only be identified through a process of personal, practical and
empirical experimentation certain basic guidelines can be laid down. A
competent cleaning cycle should include the following stages:
Solvent cleansing.
(i)
(ii)
Alkali cleansing.
(iii)
Etching (optional)
(iv)
Rinsing.
These processeshave a complementary effect when used in
conjunction with one another (and/or in association with acid etching) and
should be adequate to obtain a scrupulously clean surface which is
necessary for successful electrodeposition. Within the following
explanation each of these three , fundamental stages will be described in
further detail and where appropriate practical guidelines and
recommendations will be made. This basic introduction will assist the A/C
in understanding the main purpose behind each of these procedures and
provide information on their method of application. At the end of this
explanation two specific cleaning cycles which exemplify and illustrate
these stages will be enumerated. Either of the cleaning cycle referred to is
recommended for practical exploitation by the A/C.
(i) Solvent cleansing

IMPORTANT - Safetyprecautionsmust be observedwhen using
solvents.They are corrosive, highly toxic and easily absorbedthrough skin
contactor inhalation. As solventsevaporatethey saturatethe surrounding
air so good ventilation, and protective gloves and clothing are a mandatory
requirement.For safety reasonswhere ever practical it is advisableto use
solventswhich are non-flammable,involatile and of a low toxicity.
This is a precursorystageto alkali cleaning. Solvent cleanerswhich
are organic in natureand contain soluble emulsifiers are principally used
to remove large excessesof oil mineral grease,lubricating oils, fats and
other miscellaneouswaxes.They perform this function by dissolving and
releasingresidueson the surfaceof the glass.The processmay involve
agitateddipping, immersion soaking or where the greaseis especially
tenaciousabrasivesurfacescrubbingwith an implement e.g. a toothbrush
saturatedin the solvent. A far superior methodof applying solventsis
through vapour degreasing,but this techniqueis not generally within the
practical remits of the A/C.
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Several methods of solvent cleaning are suitable for exploitation by
the A/C. One of the simplest and most proficient involves scrubbing the
(or
in
the
of
alcohol
a
mixture
wool
saturated
surface of
glass with cotton
be
This
(calcium
applied as a
may also
carbonate).
ammonia) and chalk
into
Small
be
the
this
to
can
used
scour
rotational
paste.
movements
in
brush
(Note:
the
cloths saturated
surface of
glass with a small scrubbing
solvents are used as lens wipes for cleaning spectacles and mirrors). This
particular procedure is employed within industrial contexts and is
frequently advocated for use where more sensitive metallization
procedures, such as lustring, chemical reduction and vacuum deposition
are to follow. Further details regarding the application of this cleaning
be
the
can
procedure within
commercial context of manufacturing mirrors
referred to in Section 4 of the Appendix.
Alternatively for health and safety reasons and for practical and
financial expedience, the A/C can employ aliphatic compounds such as
Other
for
this
acetone which are particularly suitable
cleansing application.
aromatic compound such as kerosene are also good solvents but tend to
have the disadvantages of being expensive, toxic and highly flammable. A
common alternative is to use a 50/50 mix (by volume) of benzene and
carbon tetrachloride (a non-flammable liquid). As solvent cleaners
evaporate they precipitate a light film of grease on the surface of the glass.
This will be removed by the next stage of the cleaning cycle, which
employs caustic alkali cleaners.
(ii) Alkali cleansing
Alkaline cleaners basically comprise of standard soaps and detergents.
These are highly effective in liberating water soluble debris including
animal/vegetable greasesand soiled dust particles form the surface of the
glass. The soap is dissolved in warm water to form a soak cleaner. Any
increase in the temperature of the solution or concentration of the
detergent used will accelerate the effectiveness and speed of the cleaning
action. (The method by which dirt is dispersed by alkali cleaners is
described in Section 5 of the Appendix). Agitated scrubbing or pressurized
spray cleaning is particularly effective in dislodging and transporting soils
away from the surface.

Conventionalhouseholddetergentssuch as "Dreft" (or "Fairy Liquid")
are particularly suitable for immersion cleaning.Thesesoappowders
shouldbe diluted in a concentrationof 30 - 60g per litre (4 -8 oz/gal.) of
water. Where very heavy or resilient debris is present,on the surfaceof the
glassstrongermore caustic formulations can be employed(as referred to
in Section6 of the Appendix). However, it should be noted that caustic
solutions are highly corrosive. It is thereforeimperative to ensurethat
protective clothing, especially gloves and gogglesare worn to avoid direct
skin contact.
Alkali cleansingprocessesare simple, practical and highly effective.
After cleansing,the glassshould be thoroughly rinsedbefore being
submergedin distilled water until required for use.Simple clamping
devicesor tweezersand be usedto avoid physically handling the artefact
and causingrecontamination.If necessarythe glasscan be dried before
undergoingmetallization using a pure cotton cloth or warm air.
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(iii) Acid etching
Acid etching procedures have long been employed and accepted as a
tangible means of cleaning glass. Despite their toxic nature, they are
highly effective which has led to their universal exploitation in both small
commercial studios/workshops and large industrial concerns. Acid etching
solutions are highly corrosive and will neutralise and eradicate any form of
contamination residing on the surface of the glass. They provide a
particularly useful means of eliminating stubborn soils including
carbonaceousdebris, perspex cements, mercury and resilient surface
greases.Etching solutions are normally used at room temperature and are
frequently diluted to alter their concentration according to the strength of
etch or depth, of the bite required. During the process the glass is
immersed in an etchant/mordant for several minutes where it undergoes
aggressive cleansing to receive a satin/polished surface finish. Although
the process can be employed independently as a cleaning technique in its
own right it is generally used in conjunction with solvent and alkali
cleansing procedures.
IMPORTANT
Extreme caution must be sanctioned in the use of ALL etching solutions as
they are notoriously toxic and highly dangerous. The importance of this
warning cannot be over-emphasized. Few antidotes are available to
counteract the insidious effects of these extremely corrosive solutions
which penetrate through skin and bones. It is therefore absolutely
ESSENTIAL that fully protective clothing including acid resistant aprons,
goggles, gloves and protective footwear is worn at all times. Professional
advice must also be sought, regarding the storage and disposal of chemical
effluents.
(Acid etching procedures are not recommended for treating glasses
which contain a high level of barium or lead oxide because adverse
leaching effects are likely to occur. )

Hydrofluoric acid etching solutions
The strongestand most effective glassetchantsare basedon
fluorides. Throughout history hydrofluoric acid in particular has
receivedwidespreadacclaim for its etching/cleaningproperties.This
chemicalcan be usedindependentlyor in conjunction with other acids
to form a suitableetching mordant and is widely exploited for
preparingglassfor metallization using mirroring/chemical reduction
procedures.
Contemporaryetching mordantsare now available in the form of
pasteswhich offer the advantageof safety and convenience.
Proprietaryproductssuch as "glassmatt"producedby Micro-screen
Printing Supplies,are commercially available and highly
recommendedfor useby the A/C as a cleaningmedium. Thesecan be
applied selectively using water resistantstencilsand take effect
rapidly (within 3-5 mins) to impart a smooth,dull texture on the
surfaceof the glass.Glassetching productsare manufacturedin
severalforms and can also be purchasedas a solution which may be
applied through sprayingor immersion procedures.A solution
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and
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acid,
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60% water (Crawley,1953,p. 1205)is an excellent universal fluid for
flexibility
A/C
These
the
and
options off
cleaning glass and silica.
choice in exploiting the process as a cleansing technique.
It is crucial to thoroughly rinse the glass on extraction from the
be
The
monitored as excessive
must
etching process
etching solution.
in
(particularly
hydrofluoric
the presence of certain
to
acid
exposure
black
streaky appearance,
or
a
straining
residues) may cause a yellow
especially where mirroring processes are subsequently used to
inhibit
These
good adhesion
the
also
may
residues
glass.
metallize
during subsequent electrodeposition and are likely to have an adverse
affect upon the chemical composition of the electroplating solution.
Potassium dichromate etching solutions
Equally toxic, this alternative etching mordant is based on a mixture
of chromic and sulphuric acid, a typical example may comprise of a
be
The
dichromate
to
glass
and sulphuric acid.
solution of potassium
for
176°F)
60
(140
80°C
hot
is
in
immersed
this
solution
cleansed
a period of approximately 30 mins. On extraction a scrupulous rinsing
in
immersion
by
10
is
followed
agitated
a
minute
procedure
(concentrated) Nitric acid. This is concluded by a series of water
rinses. The final stage employs a solution of concentrated ammonia
is
This
is
to
acid.
which used neutralize any remaining residues of
then diluted to form an immersion bath in which the glass is
for
metallization. A concluding rinse ensures
suspendeduntil required
that all traces of the etching solution are removed from the surface of
the glass.
(iv) Rinsing
Artefacts must be thoroughly rinsed between each consecutive stage of the
in
"drag-over"
the
This
results
which
cleaning cycle.
will actively prevent
cross contamination of one cleaning agent with another (these are
frequently incompatible) so ensuring the long term effectiveness and
serviceability of the cleaning solution. This is not only financially
level
it
the
to
expedient will also enable
glass receive a superior/optimum
of surface purification. Rinsing also ensures partially dissolved and
suspendedcontamination loosened by the cleaning agent is rapidly
transported away from the surface of the glass. The thorough rinsing of
crevices is especially important in allowing and cleaning residues and
debris to escape.

Artefacts shouldbe rinsed betweeneachstageof the cleaning process
in copious quantitiesof distilled water or alcohol. Where glassis
transferredfrom an acidic solution to a caustic/alkalinesolution rinsing in
water is usually adequate.However, in contrastwhere glassis transferred
from an aqueoussolution to an organic fluid (containing carbon) alcohol is
recommendedas a more effective rinsing medium. Where possible,
turbulent or vigorous agitation of the rinsing solution should be used(e.g.
from a running tap) to increasethe efficiency of the process.To prevent
recontaminationthe final rinse should always be conductedusing
deionizedwater.
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Typical cleaning cycles
The following two methods illustrate entirely different, but equally
Either
glass.
and
of
cleaning
purifying
and
effective
practical
procedures
A/C.
is
for
direct
by
However,
the
these
exploitation
one of
recommended
if strongly adherent, good quality deposits are to be promoted during
subsequentelectrodeposition it is essential that these cleansing techniques
are conducted with meticulous care and attention to detail.
Method No. 1 (Source:Anna Dickinson in Garratt 1985,p. 41)

1. Roughen the surface - Beadblast or sandblast, grind with
carborundum and stone wheels, or cut the surface according to the
preferred method of decoration.
2. Etch the surface in a mordant comprising of one part hydrofluoric
acid and three parts water and leave to soak until a clean, smooth
surface is produced. This will give the glass a satinized sheen
(protective clothing and air extraction are essential), and take
approximately 20 minutes depending upon the strength of the
solution and the depth of etch required.
3. Immerse in a neutralizing solution : This will stop the corrosive
action of the acid on the glass (and prevent any potential
contamination of the electroplating solution)

4. Rinse and swill thoroughly for at least 5 minutesin running water.
Method No. 2 (Source:Lewis 1990,p. 121)

1. Roughenthe surfaceusing the techniquereferredto in Method
No. 1.
2. Swab with a degreasing solvent - Tri-chloroethylene or acetone.
3. Rinse thoroughly in distilled water containing a wetting agent e.g.
Teepol to eliminate any remaining surface residues.

4. Scour the surfacewith a chalky pastecomprising of
25 gm (4 oz)of sodium metasilicate
25 gm (4 oz) of Trisodiumphosphate.
to 1 litre (1 gallon) of water
Add this to pulverisedchalk (calcium carbonate)to form a paste.
Scrubthis into the surfaceof the glassand leave to dry.
5. Rub off any excesspasteusing a clean brush and rinse in
demineralized/distilledwater.
6. (Optional) immerse/soakthe glassin a weak detergentsolution.
7.' Rinse thoroughly in demineralizedwater.
Rememberif the surfaceis to be maintainedin a clean condition and
recontaminationis to be prevented,it is essentialto avoid handling the
artefact.Tweezersand clamping devicesare thereforerecommendedfor
the purposeof manipulating and transferring objectsbetweenconsecutive
stagesof the cleaning cycle and for controlling artefactsduring the
metallization processwhich precedeselectrodeposition.(Other less
popular cleaning cycles are referred to in Section7 of the Appendix).
Note:
A seriesof "high tech" cleaning proceduresare now available which offer
superiorlevels of cleansingand surfacepurification. Whilst thesehave
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it
for
highly
must
exploitation,
recommended
obvious advantagesand are
be acknowledgedthat from a financial and technical point of view they are
A/C
the
the
practitioner operatingwithin a small
of
outside practical remits
be
Consequently
these
will
not
procedures
scalestudio environment.
discussed within the following text, however they are referred to in
Section 8 of the Appendix.

Maintaining a clean surface
It is crucial for the clean glass to be retained in a high state of purity until
Recontamination
for
the
which can
process of metallization.
required
it
inadvertently
from
handling
to
the
exposing
object or
occur accidentally
the air (atmospheric dust and vapours will readily condense on the
substrate surface) must be avoided. As a precaution cleansed glass should
be stored in airtight glass or plastic containers in a clean environment.
Alternatively where subsequent metallizing procedures incorporate the use
be
"wet"
(e.
the
silvering)
artefact
should
of a
process g. chemical
submerged in deionized water until required for use. Fundamentally the
cleaning cycle should not be embarked upon until immediately before
electrodeposition. In this way the artefact will not be as susceptible to
lapse
long
is
likely
time
to
of
occur
where
periods
contamination which
between cleansing, metallization and electrodeposition.

Testing for a "clean surface"
Poor or inappropriate cleaning is the major source of many plating defects.
This is likely to result in poor adhesion, but will also become manifest in
the formation of unsatisfactory deposits giving rise to surface roughness
and discoloration. It is therefore essential for the A/C to be able to assess
the competence of a selected cleaning cycle. Numerous highly sensitive
and sophisticated techniques are now available for testing the purity of a
clean surface, however those most appropriate to exploitation by the A/C
are qualitative in nature and depend upon good observational skills and the
ability to interpret results accurately.

The most highly recommendedand universally acceptedtechniqueis
the "Water-breakTest" (Fig. 6/2). (An alternativemethod is referred to in
Section9 of the Appendix). This is a water-wettability test which in
principle is basedupon the assumptionthat truly clean surfacesare
hydrophilic and will allow a continuousfilm of water to form (as an
uninterruptedsheet)acrossthe entire surfaceof the glass.This test is both
simple and practical and can be conductedin the following manner.
Placethe clean specimenof window glassunder a tap of running
water. Oncecompletely saturatedextract the glassand supportit in a
horizontal position for a few minutes and observe.If the water breaksup
and aggregatesinto large water droplets/independentpools which shrink
away from specific surfaceareasleaving "unwetted" regions it indicates
that the surfaceis "hydrophobic" and still contaminatedwith residual
tracesof oil, greaseor dirt. This diagnosissuggeststhat either the cleaning
cycle needsto be conductedmore rigorously and meticulously, or that a
more discriminating and effective cleaning techniqueneedsto be adopted.
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The "Water-Break"

Test

Here water aggregates into isolated pools/droplets which shrink away from the surface of the
is
leaving
indicating
has
been
inadequately
that the surface
cleaned and
glass
unwetted areas,
still soiled/greasy.

Here the water forms as a continuous and uninterrupted
the
of
the
sheet across
entire surface
glass indicating that the surface is clean.
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Regardlessof which courseof action is followed it is imperative that the
is
artefact recleanedbefore commencingwith the next stageof the process.

Section 3: Wiring Up
Purpose
It is essential for the artefact to be properly wired/jigged before being
introduced to the electroplating tank. The process relies upon the passage
is
it
Therefore
for
deposition
to
necessary to
occur.
metal
of electricity
provide.
(i) A good electrical connection between the artefact (the cathode)
and the tank
(ii) Rigid mechanical support and a means of suspending the article
during the electrodeposition process. This must be rigid enough to
withstanding any turbulence caused by the aeration/agitation of
the electroplating solution.
Strategies for suspending wired artefacts in the solution so that they
are positioned in a manner which actively promotes successful deposition
in
is
important
This
Chapter
4E.
to
where
particularly
are referred

solutionswith poor throwing power are used.
Preparation
Copper wire is frequently recommended for wiring up artefacts because it
is highly conductive (this property is surpassedonly by silver), cheap and
fairly resistant to both acid and alkali based plating solutions.
Fundamentally the wire (Table 6/1) must be of a sufficient gauge to carry
the intended current. Failure to comply with this basic requirement will
result in excess current being converted to heat. This overheating will
cause a build up in electrical resistance and lead to a loss in voltage and
deposition failure.
Table 6/1. Size of Hanging Wires
Where wire is used only once for hanging work in a plating tank, the cost of the wire
should be minimized by selection of the smallest wire diameter that will support the weight
of the work and that will adequately carry the current. A recommended procedure of size
selection is to select first the smallest wire gauge that will carry the current without burning
the worker and then to increase the gauge if necessary to obtain the required physical
strength. The following table gives bare copper wire sizes which have been found
adequate for use in air.

Required
Current,
amp
5

Copper
Diameter,
mil
21.6

Nearest B
&S Gauge

10

Copper
Diameter,
mil
71.1

Nearest B
&S Gauge

23

Required
Current,
amp
30

34.2

19

35

78.7

12

15

44.2

17

40

86.1

11

20

54.2

15

45

93.5

10

25

62.8

14

50

100

10

13

Formula:

Copperdiameter,mils = 7.35 (amperes).
Good electricalcontactto work rod is assumed.
(Source; Graham, A.K. (1970) Electroplating Engineering Handbook, 3rd ed., New York: Van
Nostrand Rheinhold Company. p. 42)
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The electrodewires should be long enoughto allow the artefact to be
freely suspendedfrom the cathodebar during deposition.It is
insulating
in
black
tape to prevent
that
all
wrapped
wires are
recommended
them being directly exposedto the electroplatingsolution where they
However
in
to
the
cathode.
would attracteletrodepositedmetal preference
for
left
be
5
(3/16")
least
end
at
one
at
mm
of exposed/nakedwire should
connectingthe electrodewire to the artefactand a more considerable
length of (severalcentimetres/inches)of wire should be left at the other
end for electrical attachmentto the cathodicbusbar.
Procedure
Whilst time consuming the most traditional method of wiring up offers the
A/C the greatest easeand flexibility. This incorporates the use of a wire
framework /sling (Fig. 6/3). In electrodepositing large or complex forms
the wires designed to suspend and support the work tend to be separate
from those which convey the electrical current. This is in contrast to the
approach adopted in wiring up smaller pieces where a single network tends
to serve both functions. Wherever practical, artefacts should be suspended
from areas which are not intended for subsequent electrodeposition. This
will prevent the support wires from shadowing important areas and
inhibiting deposition.
Several electrode wires should be strategically positioned, at regular
intervals across the piece to allow electrical current to be dissipated evenly
and rapidly across the cathode surface. By ensuring the current distribution
is even, it will be possible to achieve a more uniform coverage of
electrodeposited metal and any potential build up of stress will be
significantly reduced/alleviated. Using the natural tension of the wire, the
electrodes should be rigidly and securely attached to the surface of the
artefact. Preferably in discrete/visually non-significant areas. This will
prevent unsightly blemishes and marks being left behind which will impair
the surface of the artefact. These tend to arise as a result of removing the
electrode wires on completion of the electrodeposition process.

For the A/C involved in small scaleproduction as opposedto the
creationof one-off artefacts,plating "jigs" are highly recommendedfor
wiring up batch loads of componentswhich require simultaneous
electrodeposition(refer to Chapters4A & 4E). The cost of investing in
jigs/plating racks is easilyjustified by the simplicity, practicability and
effectivenessthey offer.
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Wiring up the Artefact

The glass supported/suspended in an insulated copper wire sling. Two separate electrode
wires are strategically positioned at an even distance apart and tensioned against the
metallized surface to promote a rapid and uniform surface coverage of electrodeposited
metal

A heavy gauge wire frame maintains the wax mandrel in a rigid position in the electroplating
solution, preventing buoyancy. The electrode wire is located in a discrete position to avoid
marking/scaring the surface of the electroform
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Chapter 6B

Metallizing Techniques
Introduction
The nature of the substrate surface
Within electroplating technology, the physical characteristics and
fundamental
importance
of
a
substrate
are
of
since they preproperties
determine which preliminary treatments are necessary to prepare an object
for successful electrodeposition. Objects to be electroplated can be divided
into one of two distinct categories. Fundamentally they will either be nonconductive or conductive. Conductive substrates, which generally tend to
be metallic, are already capable of transmitting an electrical current.
Provided they are correctly cleansed, they will therefore be capable of
receiving a strongly adherent film of electrodeposited metal. By
comparison, non-conductive substrates, which include glass, wood,
ceramic and wax, will resist the passageof an electrical current. These
materials are insulators and will not naturally undergo successful
electrodeposition without first undergoing surface modification.
Glass is a semi-conductor. This means that its conductive properties
in
vary
response to changes in temperature and physical condition. At
room temperature glass exists in a solid crystalline state in this form it is a
non-conductive insulator. However, as the temperature rises, causing the
glass to melt, become amorphous and flow, both its viscosity and electrical
resistance fall (from 25°C-1200°C (77°F-2192°F) resistivity decreases
from 1019ohms to 1 ohm), rendering it a good electrical conductor at high
temperatures. Many other factors, whether imposed deliberately or
accidentally, are also known to affect the ability of glass to transmit an
electrical current. These include the chemical composition of the glass, its
annealing range (which may increase its resistance by threefold), and the
presence of impurities and devitrification (which may cause a sharp
increase in conductivity). All of these factors affect the conductivity and
reciprocal resistivity of the glass. The semi-conductive properties of glass
are both fascinating and pertinent to this research. These phenomena
harbour implications which could be of direct relevance to future research,
because they are potentially the key to identifying and harnessing new
methods of rendering glass electrically conductive for the purpose of
electrodeposition.

The role of "metallizing media"
To undergosuccessfulelectrodeposition,non-conductivesubstrates,
including glass,must first be impregnatedor coatedwith a "metallizing
medium" (also known as"sensitizing medium") which modifies the
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properties of the substrate surface to render it electrically conductive. This
is an essential precursor to initiating and promoting the successful
Selecting
to
of
metals
on
glass.
an appropriate
electrodeposition
metallizing medium is of fundamental importance because it dictates the
quality, degree of adhesion and film characteristics likely to be engendered
in the final deposit.
The originality of the following research material
It should be noted that the collation of research for this chapter is original
in two ways: Firstly, the information relates specifically to
electrodepositing metals onto glass from the perspective of facilitating and
informing the A/C practitioner. This represents a unique achievement in its
own right. Secondly, it demonstrates a significant level of lateral thinking.
In particular, this research highlights many novel ways of taking the
technique forward, (by adapting ideas from different disciplines, drawing
and borrowing knowledge from other areas as a source of inspiration for
experimenting with the process) in a new and hitherto unexplored
direction. This is especially evident in the section on metal powders and
conductive adhesives/tapes where materials have been adapted and
exploited for purposes quite alien to their original conception. No
established precedence for using these methods were found to exist within
either historical or contemporary practice.
Descriptive summary of the chapter
Extensive research has been necessary to identify metallizing techniques
and procedures which are most appropriate to rendering glass electrically
conductive for the purpose of electrodeposition. This is partly because
fashion
in
information
is
dispersed
in
and
uncoordinated
relevant
a chaotic
literature sources, but more specifically because throughout history
jealously
guarded
value
were
metallization procedures of any commercial
by industry and evolved within an impenetrable shroud of secrecy.
In light of this the research undertaken has been directed towards
identifying, analysing and testing metallization procedures, and to
presenting the results of this research in a simple direct manner which is
capable of practical application by the A/C practitioner. To perform this
function, the following chapter has been divided into 11 sections, each of
which is dedicated to discussing a version of metallization appropriate to
rendering glass conductive for the purpose of electrodeposition. As
denoted below, these sections have been given a colour coded thumb index
to assist in accessibility. Their contents may be summarized as follows:
Colour code:
Section 1: Graphite
2:. Copper lacquers
3: Metal lustres
4: Metal leaf
5: Silver electrodags
6: Chemical reduction/mirroring techniques
7: Vacuum formed films
8: Cathode sputtering

4

1
1

4
4
I
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Metal powders
Conductive adhesives
Other miscellaneous techniques

To present this information as clearly as possible, the contents of each
section has been organized to follow a predetermined/set format.
(However, in some instances, where considered appropriate, sections may
deviate slightly from this pattern, and certain sections may be excluded
altogether. ) As indicated below, each section covers the following:
Part X. 1: The evolutionary development of the metallizing media, and
its historical relationship to electrodepositing metal on to
glass.
X. 2: The nature and composition/properties of the metallizing
media.
X. 3: Metallization: Practical procedures for applying the
metallizing media. (This includes reference to: substrate
preparation; the principle mode(s) of application; film
characteristics; and recommendations for initiating
electrodeposition. )
X. 4: Research procedures and test results.
X. 5: Recommendation/assessment (This refers to the suitability of
the metallizing media to practical exploitation by the A/C).
X. 6: Any additional information.
Whilst an emphasis has been placed upon discussing practical procedures
for applying the metallizing media, reference has also been made to their
historical evolution. This is of particular importance for two fundamental
reasons. Firstly, in many cases, the low technology limits of earlier
far
them
greater relevance
of
versions/systems of metallizing glass renders
to the A/C than comparable contemporary products which are generally
more sophisticated and complicated. Secondly, a historical survey which
traces the permutations, developments and evolutionary pathway of a
metallizing technique can give the A/C an essential insight and
understanding into the principles behind the process, and the mechanisms
by which it is possible to render substrates conductive. This can also
provide invaluable information on the chemical composition of the
metallizing medium. This knowledge is of practical relevance to the A/C
practitioner interested in researching and developing new or modified
versions of the process.
Important

criteria in assessing the suitability of metallizing media to
electrodepositing metals on to glass
Within the context of this research, metallization procedures used for
rendering glass electrically conductive prior to electrodeposition were
analysed and evaluated. The test criteria outlined below were used to
identify versions of metallizing glass which:
were suitable to practical exploitation by the A/C operating within
the technical and financial limitations of a small-scale studio
environment;

4
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films
during
formation
tenaciously
metal
the
adherent
of
promoted
deposits
(This
to
enable
was essential
subsequent electrodeposition
to be serviceable and function effectively within their intended
6D)
in
Chapter
The
(referred
"peel
to
test"
was
application).
employed to assesswhich metallization procedures, if any, were
capable of producing truly adherent deposits which did not rely
upon the principle of encapsulation to bond the metal to the glass;
This
dictated
the easeand
conductivity.
provided optimum surface
speed with which the electrodeposited metal spread across the
surface of the glass. Both the electrical resistance (the voltage)
recorded during the electroplating process and the actual surface
coverage of metal deposited provided an accurate indication of the
surface conductivity.
Test procedure and methodology
To analyse the effectiveness of the metallization techniques, a series of
"test procedures" were employed. These were designed to enable the
be
be
to
that
results
understood with clarity so
a practical evaluation could
made between comparative metallizing media. Where feasible, all test

4

I

samples were therefore prepared, metallized and electrodeposited within a
predetermined set of control conditions. These are outlined below. Unless
otherwise stated, the reader must assume that these guidelines were strictly
adhered to.

Control conditions
Glass samples with varying degrees of surface abrasion were used
to assessthe extent to which polished or mechanically roughened
surfaces promoted good adhesion during subsequent
electrodeposition. The glass samples were scrupulously cleansed
using a solvent degreaser (acetone) and mild alkali detergent. They
were then rinsed in copious quantities of water and air dried prior to
metallization.
Any proprietary metallizing formulations were employed in
accordance with the manufacturer's recommended guidelines. Once
rendered conductive, a metallized area of the sample was resisted
out using tape to selectively inhibit electrodeposition. This
functioned as a "control panel". The sample was then attached to a
single electrode wire.
All test samples underwent electrodeposition from Cannings
proprietary acid copper sulphate solution "Cuprasol Mk 5". (The
electroplating solution was analysed at regular intervals to ensure
that a uniform concentration and chemical composition were
maintained. ) Throughout testing the solution was maintained at an
optimum temperature of 23°C (74°F). As far as was feasible (see
below), each sample was electrodeposited at a current density of 2.0
A/dm` (20 Asf) for a duration of 52 minutes, during which time 25
microns (1 thou) of metal was deposited. Both mechanical agitation
(introduced ten minutes into deposition) and very mild indirect
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deposition)
into
20
(introduced
were employed.
minutes
aeration
On completion of the process, the samples were extracted from the
before
five
for
in
minutes
solution and rinsed a vat of running water
being blow-dried in warm air.
Whilst every effort was made to maintain these conditions throughout the
testing procedure, research revealed that it was not always appropriate to
This
during
was
electrodeposition.
employ the same operating conditions
density
therefore, where
to
the
current
regard
particularly pertinent with
Within
densities
the
used.
were
considered appropriate, alternative current
be
legitimate
fine
to
tuning
this
this
was considered
context of
research,
and essential since it enabled the operating conditions appropriate to
optimizing the successful electrodeposition of a specific metallizing
in
identified.
This
be
turn enabled useful practical guidelines
to
medium
future
for
benefit
A/C wishing to
be
the
to
of
made
and recommendations
future.
in
the
metallization
a
specific
of
exploit
process

i

4

1

The test results
Each metallizing medium discussed in the following chapter has been
accorded a star rating. This code indicates the overall suitability of the
process to electrodepositing metals on to glass, the key to this is as
follows:
F Feasible
*** Highly Recommended
Not
Suitable
** Recommended
Satisfactory
*
A more specific, thorough and informative evaluation of these empirical
test results, together with a comparative analysis of the test results from
using different metallizing media, is disclosed in the main conclusion, and
summarized in Table 6/5 at the end of Chapter 6B. This in particular
should be of direct relevance to the A/C, since it has been designed as a
quick reference guide to selecting metallizing media appropriate to
fulfilling a specific set of criteria or a given task.
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Rating:

-

1.1 The evolutionary development of graphite as a metallizing medium
historical
its
relationship to electrodepositing
metals on to glass
and
The introduction of graphite as a metallizing medium occurred
simultaneously alongside the inception of the electrodeposition process,
and dates back to the 1830s. It was principally employed in electroforming
applications. Graphite possesses a natural affinity for greasy surfaces. This
property has enabled it to be exploited extensively in metallizing wax,
which, due to its hydrophobic nature, proved difficult to render electrically
conductive by any other technique. In particular graphited wax mandrels
found extensive commercial exploitation in the mass production of
electrotyped printing plates. However, historical records indicate that
graphite was also employed as a metallizing procedure for
electrode positing metals on to glass.

1.2 The composition and nature of graphite-based media
Graphite, also commonly referred to as "plumbago" or "black lead", is a
form of carbon. The properties which render powdered graphite a good
metallizing medium include its purity, fine delicate nature, and high level
of electrical conductivity.
1.3 Metallization:

Practical procedures for applying graphite-based

media
Preparing and cleansing the substrate surface

Polished glass surfaces are hydrophobic and will resist the application of a
graphite-based medium. To provide a mechanical key it is imperative that
all glass surfaces are pre-roughened and cleansed prior to metallization.
Principal modes of application
Technique No. 1: Dry application
This procedure involves dusting soft flakes of graphite on to the
surface of the object using a soft, camel hair paintbrush. If necessary
the graphite can be burnished into the surface using cotton wool. This
procedure is only appropriate to substrates such as wax which possess
a natural affinity for graphite.
Technique No. 2: Wet application
An alternative procedure recommended for metallizing glass involves
applying a liquid dispersion of graphite, dissolved in water or alcohol.
Proprietary products of this nature, are referred to as "aquadags" or
"deflocculated suspensions of colloidal graphite in water" and consist
of a thixotropic paste which must be diluted in soft, distilled water
prior to application by swabbing or spraying.
To reduce the electrical resistance of the graphite, it is
recommended that after application the substrate is fired to a
temperature of 200-300°C (392-572°F) for one hour, prior to
burnishing and subsequent electrodeposition.

4
4
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Film characteristics
Graphite leaves a black film on treated surfaces which is soft, smudges
burnished
lustre
or polished.
and
creates
a
when
easily,
Recommendationsfor initiating electrodeposition
Graphited surfaces are extremely delicate. Multiple electrodes and a very
low current density are therefore essential to promote successful
electrodeposition.
1.4 Research procedures and test results
Test results indicate that graphite is NOT a successful or appropriate
The
for
to
series of
glass.
metals
on
electrodepositing
metallizing medium
Colloids
Acheson
pre-roughened glass samples, rendered conductive using
On
dubious
in
the
results.
produced
poor/very
water
colloidal graphite
isolated occasion when a film of electrodeposited copper was formed, the
isolated
(0.8cm2
deposit
to
area
a
small
sq)
resulting
was confined
-0.1"
in direct proximity to the electrode. This was brittle, weak, prone to treeing
and completely non-adherent.

Additional experiments carried out using an alternative product, in the
form of a neat application of Agar Scientifics Colloidal Graphite G303,
(Sample No. 89) proved to be significantly more successful. However,
although there was good surface conductivity, the electrodeposited metal
developed a proliferation of tiny bubbles and blisters. Although this
generated an interesting surface texture, the peeling and exfoliation which
followed was an indication of extremely poor/negligible surface adhesion.
1.5 Recommendation/assessment
This is a very dirty, messy and labour intensive process of metallization.
However, graphite is simple, practical and cheap to use, attributes which
render it particularly appropriate for practical exploitation by the A/C
practitioner operating within the studio environment. Whilst it cannot be
recommended as a metallizing medium for electrodepositing metals on to
glass, graphite is an excellent vehicle for electroforming wax surfaces
(Fig. 6/4). In this context it forms a very discrete conductive film which
replicates surface detail and texture with great accuracy and sensitivity.
N. B: Electroformed wax mandrels offer the potential for experimentation
in forming glass, through possible exploitation in the `lost wax' casting
process.
1.6 Additional information
Historically, to increase the conductive properties of graphited surfaces,
they were frequently "oxidized". This process, which is accredited to
Knight (1858 U. S.A. Pat No. 20,353) simply involved immersing the
object in a solution of copper sulphate, prior to liberally sprinkling fine
iron powder over the surface. This induced a chemical reaction which
furnished the graphite with a very delicate, yet highly conductive copper
film. After rinsing, the object was subsequently transferred to a
conventional electroplating solution.
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Metallizing
Graphited
Surface
a
a
Wax Mandrel
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I
Powdered graphite is brushed onto the wax impression to render the surface
electrically conductive. The above electroform shows the copper progressively
spreading across the metallized surface during the initial stages of
electrodeposition

The completed electroform. The technique offers the practitioner infinate potential
for replicating fine detail and surface texture
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Section 2: Copper Lacquers

Rating:

***

2.1 The evolutionary development of metal lacquers and their
historical relationship to electrodepositing metals on to glass
The employment of copper/bronze powders suspended in a binding
medium represents one of the oldest, most widely established and popular
techniques of rendering glass electrically conductive for the purpose of
electrodeposition.

This method is not specific to glass, but throughout history has been
In
for
broad
a
range
of
non-conductive
substrates.
advocated
metallizing
1857, shortly after the advent of the electroplating process, Oudry (British

Pat. No. 826) recommended the use of a resinous substancecomprising an
amalgamation of minimum (red lead), white lead (litharge) and cinnabar
(mercury sulphide), suspended in bitumen as a conductive medium for
initiating successful electrodeposition. This acted as a catalyst in preemptying the emergence of a diverse range of conductive compounds.

Today the most popular products are based upon a combination of
finely divided copper/bronze powder, and a cellulose acetate or cellulose
nitrate based lacquer medium. These products possessa low viscosity, dry
rapidly and, compared to their predecessors, provide a superior level of
adhesion and surface conductivity.
2.2 The composition and nature of metal lacquers
Several proprietary metal lacquers are now commercially available. These
are highly recommended for use by the A/C practitioner wishing to
electrodeposit metals on to glass. The Schloetter Company market a threepart conductive copper medium, which comprises of an Ecropen lacquer
1764/002 (a PVC-based medium), a copper paste Ro 1080 and a thinning
essence355/007. This is sold in fairly large quantities at a relatively cheap
price. Alternatively, Cannings have formulated a similar copper bronze
paste which comprises of a two-part medium: a copper paste and a clear
liquid resin F67406.
Metal pastes tend to levitate and become air borne. This represents a
health hazard. It is therefore essential for any A/C using these products to
take appropriate health and safety precautions and to wear a dust mask. It
is also advisable to work in a draft-free environment.
2.3 Metallization:

Practical procedures for applying metal lacquers

Preparing and cleansing the substrate surface

Glass surfaces must be mechanically abraded/roughened, preferable using
sandblasting or beadblasting techniques. This will provide the surface key
required to maximize adhesion during subsequent electrodeposition. All
prepared surfaces should then be purified using one of the cleaning cycles
recommended in Chapter 6A prior to the application of a metal lacquer.
Principal modes of application
Two standard techniques can be employed for applying copper lacquers to
glass for the purpose of electrodeposition, namely:

4
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Homogeneously mixing the pulverized metal and lacquer together
directly
be
form
to the
applied
to
a conductive medium which can
surface of the glass.
Independently applying the lacquer medium to the glass to form a
film.
for
basis
the
metal
of
a
pulverized
sticky
subsequent adhesion
These techniques will be discussed separately from one another in the
following resume.
Technique No. 1:
In this process the conductive metallic powder is combined with the
lacquer to form a homogeneous compound. The viscosity of the product

form
Once
be
to
a
paint
or
paste.
prepared, this
varied
semi-liquid
can
left
be
liberally
the
to
the
applied
and
of
glass
surface
metallic medium can
to harden and cure so that it becomes permanently fixed to the surface of
the glass prior to undergoing deposition.
Mixing the lacquer
Most guidelines recommend mixing the bronze/copper powder with

the thinning essenceprior to introducing the lacquer and blending
the composition thoroughly. The quantity prepared must be limited
to that required for immediate use as, on exposure to air, the acidic
nature of the lacquer, in conjunction with the rapid evaporation of
the solvent medium, will cause the lacquer to thicken, gel and
solidify within a relatively short period of time (typically within a
30 minute to 2 hour period).
Method
The copper lacquer should be applied to the glass immediately
using a soft camel hair paint brush or a spray gun. With spraying
techniques, which are recommended for a more rapid and uniform
coverage of large surface areas, the spray gun should be held at a
from
distance
the piece to avoid surface flooding and
good
away
the potential loss of detail. Alternatively, a painting implement may
be appropriate where a more selective and controlled application of
lacquer is required. However, this may leave brush marks, which
are likely to be exaggerated rather than diminished during
subsequent electrodeposition. This effect may or may not be
desirable depending upon the creative intentions of the individual
A/C. A minimum drying period of at least three hours is advocated,
although many proprietary products stipulate overnight curing to
harden the copper lacquer prior to introducing the artefact to
electroplating solution.
Film characteristics
On drying, the lacquered film should be examined for tell-tale signs of
poor surface conductivity. A well lacquered surface'should exhibit a
frosted, semi-dull appearance.However, if an excess amount of lacquer is
present, the metallizing medium, will become insulating, and the surface
will display a glassy, shiny appearance, indicating that relatively higher
proportions of metal powder need to be mixed with smaller quantities of
lacquer in future formulations.
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Technique No. 2:
Method
This technique involves coating the glass substrate with an acid
is
fast
lacquer,
drying
which
preferably sprayed
resistant,
resin or
on to the surface of the glass substrate. Left to partially dry, this
forms a "tacky", sticky surface, upon which a fine dispersion of
copper powder can be adherently sifted, sprinkled, flicked or
sprayed, to form a coherent and continuous conductive film.
A more rudimentary and directly accessible approach adopted by
many contemporary A/C simply involves using a clear adhesive
spray such as "Super Epoxy I", which is available from any DIY
store (Note: Products containing fibreglass are not appropriate for
use). This is lightly and evenly sprayed on to the surface of the
glass prior to the application of a damp-sealer. A highly conductive
and pure copper powder can then be sprinkled or daubed on to the
prepared surface. A broad range of cheap, conductive metal
powders, including brass flake and zinc, can be used for this
purpose, although it is advisable to select a metal or alloy which is
directly related to and therefore compatible with the electroplating
solution to avoid possible solution contamination.

Film characteristics
A powdery surface. Where flaked, metal is applied, a very smooth film
will be formed. This is contrast to powdered metal which will produce a
more granular surface film. These different surface textures and qualities
may have important aesthetic implications for the A/C.
Recommendationsfor initiating electrodeposition
Acid copper sulphate electroplating solutions are recommended for
electrodepositing glass, which has been metallized using copper lacquers.
Electrodeposition should occur at a current density of 0.5-1.0 A/dm2 (510 Asf).
2.4 Research procedures and test results
Two proprietary copper lacquers were tested. Reference should be made to
Sample Nos. 48a and b, and 49a and b which are exhibited in the
accompanying Display Cabinets. All of the samples consisted of smoothly
sandblasted sheets of window glass. These were scrupulously cleansed
prior to undergoing metallization using Canning's and Schloetter's copper
pastes respectively. The lacquers were applied by brush using Technique
No. 1 (as referred to in Section 2.3), they were then left to harden and cure
overnight prior to undergoing electrodeposition. Sample Nos. 48a and 49a
were electrodepostied at 2.0 A/dm2 (20 Asf), whilst Sample Nos. 48b and
49b were electrodeposited at 4.0 A/dm2 (40 Asf). On extraction from the
electroplating bath, the samples were inspected, analysed and evaluated.
Of the two lacquers tested Cannings was found to have a longer working
time prior to gelling, although this lacquer did not possessthe smoother,
more fluid consistency of the Schloetter's lacquer, which was easier to
apply, and displayed a greater sensitivity to surface detail. Both copper
lacquers were found to be simple, practical to use, and ideally suited to
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promoting electrical conductivity and a good coherent surface coverage of
for
However,
the
during
the
tendency
subsequent electrodeposition.
metal
form
films
lift
the substrate surfaces
to
away
peel
and
electrodeposited
(which was particularly prevalent in Sample Nos. 48b and 49b) illustrated
and reinforced the underlying assumption that this metallization technique
relies emphatically upon surface roughening and the principle of
encapsulation to engender good adhesion between the metal and glass.
A further experiment explored the possibility of using copper pastes as
a grouting medium/cement, which when mixed to a suitable viscosity and
consistency could be worked into the crackled surface of a blown glass
form, (Sample No. 131). This demonstrated the potential for exploiting the
metallizing medium and electrodepostion process as a means of providing
fractured glass with strength and structural reinforcement, whilst
engendering a randomly formed, yet predetermined surface pattern.

2.5 Recommendation/assessment

4
4

This metallization technique is highly accessible, and exists as one of the
simplest, cheapest, and most effective methods of rendering glass
conductive for the purpose of electrodeposition. Copper lacquers produce
excellent results. They are therefore highly recommended for use by the
A/C practitioner, especially for metallizing large surface areas.

However, they have one major drawback. Fundamentally metal
lacquers are of a turbid and viscous nature. They are therefore difficult to
apply as a very thin, discrete film. This has two important disadvantages.
Firstly it compromises the effective replication of detailed or sensitive
surface qualities, and secondly it serves to exacerbate incipient problems
of poor adhesion.
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Section 3: Metal Lustres

**

3.1 The evolutionary development of lustres and their historical
relationship to electrodepositing metals on to glass
From the prolific number of patent specifications registered, it is apparent
that lustres are one of the most widely advocated and commonly employed
procedures for metallizing glass in preparation for electrodeposition.
Several historical accounts can be cited which trace the evolutionary
development of silver, platinum and gold lustres in relationship to the
procedure of electrodepositing glass and examine their exploitation within
technical and decorative applications.

3.2 The composition and nature of lustre preparations

4
4

Lustres consist of a precious metal compound dissolved in an organic
solvent which serves as a flux and promotes adhesion. Precious metal
preparations of gold, platinum or palladium are recommended for use.
These contain varying concentrations of metal. Products which comprise
of less than 6% metal are referred to as "lustres", whilst in contrast those
which comprise of between 6 and 15% precious metal are referred to as
"bright metal preparations". The latter of these products is recommended
for rendering glass conductive in preparation for electrodeposition.
Examples of suitable proprietary products are shown in Table 6/2.
Table 6/2. Commercially Available Lustres/Bright

1.

Metal Preparations

Product name and description: Liquid gold K-A6
Supplier: Heraceus
Metal content: approx 10%
Recommended firing range: float glass 560°C (1040°F)
-

lead crystal - 480-500°C (896-932°F)
soda-limeglass- 540-570°C

2.

(1004-1058°F)
Guideline price: minimum quantity 25gms: £52.92 (+ VAT)*
Solvent medium: thinning essence730
Recommended mode of application: brush/hand application only
Product name and description: Liquid platinum GP 3000
Supplier: Heraceus
Metal content: approximately 8%
Recommended firing cycle: as above
Guideline price: minimum quantity 25gms
VAT)*
(+
-£51.22
Solvent medium: thinning essenceV 160

Recommendedmode of application: brush/handapplication only
NB: *-

1998 prices quoted

The fluidity, consistency and characteristics of these products are largely
predetermined by the specific requirements of the substrate material (ie
whether glass, ceramic or porcelain, etc), and by their intended mode of
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application. Preparations designed for spraying, brushing or hand
application tend to be free flowing, whereas those designed for application
by silk screen or decal transfer tend to be much thicker. On standing,
lustres/bright metal preparations tend to evaporate and increase in
viscosity. If this impedes their flow or application, a thinning essenceor
medium may be added to modify the lustre and obtain a more desirable
consistency.
3.3 Metallization:

Practical procedures for applying lustres/bright

metal preparations
Preparing and cleansing the substrate surface
Prior to metallization:
The glass substrate must be thoroughly cleansed prior to the
application of lustres to eliminate dust and finger grease, and
prevent air borne contamination from causing surface blemishes
during subsequent firing.

The lustre medium must be thoroughly shaken before use to obtain
a uniform consistency.
Principal mode of application
Lustres are most commonly painted on to the surface of the glass using a
flat, soft, sable-haired brush. To avoid contamination, a separatebrush
should be reserved exclusively for the application of each individual lustre.
After use this should be thoroughly cleaned using an appropriate thinning
medium.
Lustres should be applied thinly and evenly to the surface of the glass.
Extreme care must be taken to avoid the applying the lustre too sparsely or
conversely too thickly. The former practice in particular is likely to cause a
reduction in surface adhesion and electrical conductivity which will inhibit
successful electrodeposition.
Firing procedure
Optimum firing cycles vary according to the properties of the lustre
and the specific characteristics of the glass substrate.
Recommended temperatures are usually between 540°C and 620°C
(1004 and 1148°F). (More specific details regarding firing cycles
should be obtained from the manufacturer). During the firing
procedure it is essential to ensure that:
There is adequate kiln ventilation to allow any fumes to burn
off and escape;
The optimum firing temperature is reached and maintained for
a period of 5 to 10 minutes. This will enable the lustre to
become permanently fused into the surface of the glass.
Film characteristics
On firing, lustres should form a very thin and highly reflective metallic
sheen on polished glass surfaces. However, a very dull/semi-matt or
granular appearance will be produced where they are applied to
sandblasted/ roughened glass surfaces.

4
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Recommendationsfor initiating electrodeposition
Characteristically lustred films are fairly strong, highly conductive and
very durable, features which render them particularly appropriate to
before
is
further
No
treatment
necessary
electrodeposition.
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detergent
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recommended
Asf).
(10
A/dm2
density
1.0
of
an acid copper sulphate solution at a current
3.4 Research procedure and test results
Samples of window glass were selectively sandblasted to create
contrasting surface sheens of mechanically roughened and highly polished
glass, before being scrupulously cleansed and dried.
The lustres were then applied to selected areas of each sample. Sample
No. 90 was painted with liquid gold lustre KA-6, whilst Sample No. 91
was painted with liquid platinum lustre GP3000. The lustres were fired in
a well-ventilated kiln to an optimum recommended temperature of 570°C
(1058°F), where they were saturated for a duration of five minutes prior to
be
from
found
On
kiln,
to
the
the
test
samples were
annealing.
extraction
glazed with contrasting areas of highly reflective and matt surface sheens
of gold and platinum (corresponding to the polished and roughened areas
of the glass respectively). In each case a continuous metal film was
formed.

The test samples, which are exhibited in the accompanying Display
Cabinets, underwent successful electrodeposition. The high level of
surface conductivity enabled an almost spontaneous and coherent surface
coverage of electrodeposited copper to be formed. However, as can be
observed in Sample No. 91, the plating solution seepedand crept beneath
the resisted areas, to produce a dull, velvety film of copper. Pre-roughened
areas of the glass provided mechanical bonding sites which enabled a
moderately good degree of adhesion to be obtained between the glass
substrate and electrodeposited metal film. However, in contrast, the copper
deposited on unabraded, polished sections of the glass, whilst continuous
and coherent, was found to exhibit extremely poor adhesion. This caused
the metal to peel and lift away from the substrate surface, and manifested
itself in the form of a spurious rash of tiny blisters.

3.5 Recommendation/assessment
From the empirical research and experimentation conducted within the
context of this research, it has become apparent that lustring procedures
offer an easily accessible, practical, and highly effective method of
metallizing glass in preparation for electrodeposition. They guarantee a
good surface coverage of electrodeposited metal and are highly
recommended for A/C wishing to produce conductive films which are
delicate and sensitive. Whilst the deposits formed on the pre-roughened
glass substrates displayed a degree of adhesion which was significantly
superior to that derived from using other metallizing media, it must be
acknowledged that electrodeposited films formed as a result of using metal
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lustres, still rely emphatically upon the principle of encapsulation to bond
the metal to the glass.
Before selecting lustring procedures as a method of metallizing glass,
the A/C must bear two important considerations in mind. The first is the
mandatory firing cycle. Although most vitreous substrates will be
unaffected by the heat, very thin or low-temperature glasses may not be
able to withstand this processing without slumping or undergoing physical
deformation. The second is the financial cost of using lustre preparations,
which may render them commercially inappropriate to metallizing studio
production work or larger surface areas.
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Rating:

**

4.1 The evolutionary development of metal leaf and its historical
relationship to electrodepositing metals on to glass
Historically documents relating to the fabrication of precious metal leaf
Roman
be
based
Earliest
back
date
to
the
to
seem
around gold.
references
Pliny
in 1000BC, when metal leaf was used to gild and embellish
writer
beating
Over
metal
years
structures
sacred
regalia.
recent
architectural
and
techniques have largely been superseded by electroforming techniques,
which are now widely used in the commercial production of precious
metal leaf.
Records relating to this technique of metallizing glass in preparation
for electrodeposition, though relatively scarce, date back to 1876 (British
Pat. No. 4217), when glazes were used to fire and burnish gold leaf in to
the surface of the glass. Later subtle variations in their technique together
with new alternative methods emerged and underwent diversification and
exploitation. In 1908 F. I. Gibbs (British Pat. No. 4410) introduced a
method in which ground silver leaf was blended with a turpentine solution

4

to produce a conductive medium which could be fired on to the surface of
glass mandrels. This was then cleansed and scratch-brushed in preparation
for subsequent electroforming applications.

Cold methods of applying precious metal foils for the purpose of
electrodepositing have also been recorded. A typical procedure, registered
by Nezeraux (1858 - British Pat. No. 594), incorporated the use of an
adhesive compound comprising an amalgamation of yellow amber, mastic,
and bitumen of judea, dissolved in turpentine and oil. Metal leaf was
gilded or superimposed on top of this bonding medium to metallize the
glass as a precursory stage to subsequent electrodeposition.
4.2 The nature and properties of metal leaf
Gold, silver and copper leaf are now widely available. They can be
purchased in the form of a small book/file which typically contains 25
sheets of metal foil measuring approximately 22.5cm to 35.5cm2 (31/2to
51/2inches square). These are segregated between alternating sheets of
paper.
Standard metal leaf consists of extremely fine and very delicate
precious metal foil membranes. They are wafer thin (approximately three
millionths of an inch thick), and as such will tear easily, levitate and
rapidly adhere to anything they come into direct contact with.
4.3 Metallization:

Practical procedures for applying metal leaf

Preparing and cleansing the substrate surface
It is essential that all glass surfaces are cleaned prior to metallization to
promote good adhesion during subsequent electrodeposition
Principal modes of application
Metal leaf can be adhered to the surface of the glass by employing either a
hot or cold method of application. These two distinct techniques
are
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outlined
these procedures are carried out in a draught-free and clean environment.
Technique No. 1: Cold application
This technique simply involves applying a transparent water
resistant lacquer, such as gold size, to the roughened and
clean surface of the glass, using either a spray gun or a
paintbrush. Once partially dry, this produces a tacky surface to
leaf
be
can
gently adhered using a soft
silver,
copper
which
gold or
badger brush. During application care must be taken to avoid (i)
meticulously

tearing, breaching or disrupting the surface of the metal leaf; or (ii)
using excessive quantities of lacquer as this may seep through and
form
leaf
to
the
an
the
saturate
exterior surface of
conductive metal
insulating film. By undermining the continuity and the conductivity
of the metal film, these conditions will inhibit the chances of
successful electrodeposition.
Technique No. 2: Hot application

This procedure requires the skills of a glass blower. For the purpose
of application, the metal leaf should be laid out on a suitably
cleansed marver. The metal leaf can then be picked up, by smoothly
rolling the blowing iron, supporting the parison of hot glass, over
the precious metal foil. This produces a conductive metal film
which is homogeneously united and permanently integrated into the
surface of the glass.
Film characteristics
The appearanceand qualities of the metallized film will vary according to
the method of application. With glass-blowing techniques, the physical
weight and compression naturally applied through the downward motion
of marvering the metal leaf on to the malleable glass form will
automatically produce a very smooth and continuous surface finish. In
contrast a less uniform film is likely to achieve using cold techniques.
However, this may prove to be an advantage aesthetically, since the metal
leaf can be applied in a wrinkled, pleated or puckered format to evoke
decorative surface patterns and textures. Whilst both procedures are
essentially non-selective, it is possible to employ masking
agents/templates (as illustrated in Sample No 115), or engraving/etching
techniques, to restrict deposition to specific areas in order to produce
controlled decorative effects. Glass surfaces metallized using precious
metal leaf are highly conductive.
Recommendationsfor initiating electrodeposition
Metal leaf applications are delicate and susceptible to damage from
accidental abrasion. Great care must therefore be taken when tensioning
and attaching electrodes to the metallized surface, as any scratches which
inadvertently eradicate the underlying surface film are likely to inhibit
subsequent electrodeposition. To promote good adhesion, the metallized
glass should undergo electrodeposition from an acid copper sulphate
solution at very low current density of 0.5-1.0 A/dm2 (5-10 Asf).
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4.4 Research procedure and test results
Several tests were conducted in which silver and gold leaf were applied to
identified
the
and outlined
of
application
methods
glass substrates using
Display
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114,
Sample
Nos.
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the
accompanying
exhibited
and
above.
Cabinets, incorporated the hot application of gold and silver leaf
forms
blown
On
the
were annealed and the
completion
respectively.
film
was selectively masked/resisted out prior to subsequent
metallized
Nos.
(Sample
In
out
were
carried
addition experiments
electrodeposition.
136 and 137) which involved applying a trail of hot glass to the metallized
bubble. This research was used to assess whether selectively insulating and
trapping the metal leaf would inhibit the spread of electrodeposited copper
to independent and isolated areas of the metallized surface. By
comparison, Sample No. 150, employed kiln forming techniques to cast
the gold leaf and crushed lead cullet glass at a temperature of 850°C
(1562°F) (Sample No. 127 employed a solid glass ingot). This rather
unorthodox approach proved to be wasteful and expensive as only the
metal leaf exposed on the uppermost surfaces of the glass, provided the
conductivity required to initiate successful electrodeposition. Finally,
Sample Nos. 107 and 108, were metallized using a cold application of gold
The
leaf
surface of the glass was sandblasted and
and silver
respectively.
cleansed, before receiving a base coat of gold size as a fixative for
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applying the metal leaf. This very simple, yet highly successful technique
is particularly recommended for practical exploitation by the A/C.

4.5 Recommendation/assessment
Metallization procedures which employ precious metal leaf produce highly
conductive surfaces which promote a good rapid surface coverage of metal
during subsequent electrodeposition. For financial expedience, copper and
silver leaf are highly recommended for use. These metallization
procedures are very time-consuming and fiddly, and require a considerable
degree of skill and patience. However, they are simple and directly
accessible to practical exploitation by the A/C.
Fundamentally, all of the deposits produced from using this
metallization procedure were weak, poorly adherent, and relied
emphatically upon the principle of encapsulation to engender good
adhesion. This was essential to render the process applicable to
electrodepositing metals on to glass.
4.6 Additional information
Delicate films of metal leaf are likely to tear and disintegrate on
application forming disrupted and isolated areas of surface conductivity.
This problem can be alleviated by superimposing several films of metal
leaf. Alternatively powdered copper may be.sprinkled/brushed over any
fissures or breaches in the metal leaf, before quick-silvering the surface in
preparation for subsequent electrodeposition.
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Section 5: Silver Electrodags/Conductive Paints
Rating:

***

It is now widely acknowledged that silver-based media yield extremely
effective metallizing agents for electrodepositing metals on to glass.
Compositions of this nature are commercially available in two forms,
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are
powder,
5.1 The evolutionary development of conductive silver electrodags and
their historical relationship to electrodepositing
metals on to glass
Silver paints were widely established as metallizing media by the early
1900s. However, it was not until the 1940s, that considerable research and
E.
by
commercial enterprises, particularly
experimentation was generated
1. du Pont de Nemours in France, to design and market a series of products
inert
films
forming
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on
capable
conductive
metallic
were
of
which
bore
formulations
This
the
to
rise
which
research gave
several
substrates.
characteristics and properties suited to maximizing adhesion upon a
specific range of substrate surfaces, including glass (Product Nos. 4530,
4548 and 4503). The quest to identify metallizing media was not pursued
in isolation. Other organizations, including American Ceramics Labs Inc,
manufactured and marketed a similar electrodag product which was sold
as a proprietary product under the assigned name of Silver Paint No 25.
These products have since been superseded by far more sophisticated and
specialized silver paints and electrodags.

5.2 The composition and nature of silver electrodags
Proprietary electrodag paints typically comprise of a dispersion of silver
suspendedin an organic (thermosetting) resin and solvent of methyl
isobutyl ketone.
Two commercially available silver paints are recommended for use by
the A/C, - Silver Paste T9058 and High Conductivity Electrodag 1415.
These products can be purchased from Heraceus and Acheson Colloids
respectively.
5.3 Metallization: Practical procedures for applying silver electrodags
The following guidelines have been derived from research into products
available at the time of publishing this thesis. However, it is advisable for
A/C anticipating using these products to contact the manufacturer to seek
clarification on possible product modifications, and to obtain general
advice.
Preparing and cleansing the substrate surface

Those areas of the glass selected for electrodeposition should be
sandblasted/beadblastedand scrupulously cleansed prior to metallization.
The conductive silver paint should be applied delicately to form a thin
discrete film. This will prevent the loss of surface detail and promote
adhesion during electrodeposition.
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Principal modes of application
Before and during use, these products should be thoroughly shaken to
maintain a uniform chemical composition. Silver conductive paints can
brush,
form
be
in
the
of
a
paint
with
aid
applied
a neat concentrated
either
or they may be diluted and sprayed on to the surface of the glass. Viscous
paste formulations have also been developed for specific silk screening
applications. Whilst the latter two methods are more expensive because
they use excessive quantities of media and require specialist equipment,
they have the advantage of producing films of superior coverage and
directly
In
applications,
accessible to
contrast
painted
are
more
uniformity.
the A/C, and allow the silver paint to be applied to selected areas in a
controlled fashion. However, on drying these rapidly evaporate to leave
brush marks, which by default or fashion, tend to be exaggerated rather
than disguised by the electrodeposition process.
On application, conductive aquadags will air-dry almost
spontaneously to form a silver film. Although the artefact may undergo
immediate electrodeposition without any further preparation wherever
possible, it is beneficial to stove conductive paints especially where they
are applied to thermally stable substrates such as glass. This typically
involves firing the metallized glass to a temperature of between 80-150°C
(176-302°F) for a duration of 30 minutes. This fulfils three functions.
Namely it;

lowers the resistance of the paint, so increasing its electrical
conductivity.
(ii) promotes good adhesion between the metal to the glass during
subsequent electrodeposition.
(iii) provides a durable surface which is more resistant to attack from
hot or strongly acidic/alkaline electroplating solutions.
After stoving, the metallized glass must be cooled, and cleansed using
a propriety cleanser (eg: Shipleys Cleaner 1110), or mild liquid detergent
(eg: Fairy Liquid). This should be followed by a thorough rinse in
deionized water and an acid dip in 10% sulphuric acid (for approximately
15 seconds), before finally rinsing the metallized glass substrate, and
introducing it to the electroplating solution live.
(i)

Film characteristics
Conductive paints form a thin silver film. (This may appear patchy if
applied too sparingly, or conversely may flake away from the surface if
applied too thickly. ) The electrical conductivity will vary depending upon
the uniformity and thickness of the applied coating.
Recommendationsfor initiating electrodeposition
To minimize stress and optimize adhesion, it is recommended that
electrodeposition is initiated in either an acid copper sulphate or nickel
sulphamate (dull) plating solution, using a very low current density of 1.02.0 A/dm` (10-20 Asf).
5.4 Research procedures and test results
Following sandblasting and cleansing procedures, the samples of glass,
were metallized using a range of commercially available conductive silver
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T-9058,
Silver
Paste
Heraceus'
at a
and
conductive using
temperature of 70°C (158°F). Sample Nos. 124a and 124b were rendered
conductive using Acheron Colloids Electrodag 1415 and stoved to a
temperature of 80°C (176°F) for 30 mins. Sample Nos. 128a and 128b
were rendered conductive using Engelhards' Silver Electrodag T1012, and
stoved to a temperature of 381°C (718°F) and Sample Nos. 129a and 129b
were rendered conductive using Chemences' lonacure 6900 and stoved at
a temperature of 80°C (176°F) for 60 mins. The samples were then
cleaned and acid dipped prior to being introduced to the electroplating
solution "live". Reference should be made to the accompanying Display
Cabinets where the procedures for preparing and testing the samples are
presented in greater detail.
Four of the Samples Nos. 123a, 124a, 128a and 129a, were processed
at a current density of 2.0 A/dm` (20 Asf), in contrast to Samples Nos.
123b, 124b, 128b and 129b, which were processed at 4.0 A/ dm2 (40 Asf).
All of the samples received an excellent surface coverage of
electrodeposited metal, this proved to be moderately adherent. A slightly
found
level
to exist in those samples
adhesion
superior
of surface
was
it
lower
density.
However,
the
at
were
electrodeposited
a
current
which
was evident that the silver electrodags were significantly less effective
when (i) employed on polished glass surfaces, and (ii) air dried and cured
at ambient/room temperatures, and (iii) there was a delay between
metallization and electrodeposition. Deposits formed in these
circumstances were weak, prone to lifting, peeling and exfoliation,
were easily stripped from the substrate surface.

and

5.5 Recommendation/assessment
Silver paints and electrodags are highly conductive, and especially
recommended for use by the A/C practitioner as a metallizing procedure
for electrodepositing metals on to glass. Whilst there is a reliance upon the
principle of encapsulation to bond the metal to the glass, strongly adherent
and durable coatings of metal can be obtained. The diverse range of
methods available for applying silver paints, namely spraying, painting,
immersion and silk screen, offer the A/C enormous flexibility and control.
Furthermore these products can be applied sparingly and discretely which
makes them particularly excellent for replicating fine detail and surface
texture during subsequent electrodeposition. Fundamentally, although
silver paints are expensive they are simple, practical and reliable to use,
and will guarantee consistently good results.

5.6 Additional information
Silver powders
Silver can also be applied to the glass in the form of a finely
pulverized metal flake. However, in this high state of purity silver is
very expensive and possibly outside the financial remits of many
A/C practitioners. In practice, flaked silver has a tendency to
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levitate and become airborne. It is therefore imperative that
protective dust/face masks are worn. Before application, the surface
of the glass must first be primed, or sprayed with a lacquer. Flaked
silver, loaded on to a lens brush, can then be flicked on to the tacky,
glutinous surface and burnished to appropriate good adhesion. This
very smooth and continuous surface coverage of silver provides
excellent conductivity, and is ideally suited to initiating and
promoting successful electrodeposition.
Electroforming applications
Where silver electrodags are employed for electroforming
applications, an additional procedure is recommended to assist the
A/C in divorcing/detaching the completed electroform from the
glass mandrel. This simply involves immersing the metallized
surface in a solution of 3% potassium sulphide prior to rinsing the
object and transferring it to the electroplating

bath.

/
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Section 6: The Chemical Reduction of Metallic Films
Rating:
(Mirroring)
Introduction
To assessthe feasibility of using "chemical reduction" (also referred to as
mirroring or electroless plating) procedures as a metallizing technique for
electrodepositing metals on to glass, initial research focused upon
examining the processes within a commercial/industrial
context. However,
it soon became apparent that contemporary methods of chemically
reducing metallic films rely almost entirely upon the employment of a
range of discrete proprietary products, which effectively serve to shroud
the process in secrecy. Therefore, information relating to the fundamental
principles and practices of the technique had to be gleaned from
conducting a parallel survey into historical versions of the process.
The following synopsis refers to the chemical reduction of three types
of metal solutions. These have been prioritized according to their
popularity and importance in relationship to facilitating the successful
electrodeposition of metals onto glass. The most significant and pertinent
process, the chemical reduction of silver solutions, is discussed in Part 1.
This is followed by the reduction of copper solutions in Part 2, and finally,
gold solutions in Part 3.

From the outset it is worth stating that these procedures were not
found to be particularly effective or appropriate to the purpose of
electrodepositing metals on to glass, because of their poor surface
adhesion. Therefore, it has only been deemed necessary to briefly
summarize the rudimentary principles behind these processes. However, if
contrary to this advice the A/C still wishes to experiment with this
metallization technique, it is recommended that professionally silvered or
coppered glass is obtained direct from a reputable mirroring company.
Alternatively, the practitioner may wish to employ one of the many
proprietary mirroring systems/solutions currently available. This will
permit experimental mirroring to be conducted under the auspices of a
professional organization, which will provide guidance and advice, and
enable successful results to be obtained in a convenient, practical and safe
working environment.

4
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Part 1: The chemical reduction of silver films
6.1.1 The evolutionary development and fundamental principles of the
silvering process
One of the oldest and most extensively employed methods of metallizing
Since
its
films.
of
silver
the
chemical reduction
glass relies upon
in
been
has
the commercial
in
1830s,
this
employed
the
process
emergence
production of "mirrors"
Attempts to produce metallic films on glass have been pursued since
Girolami
Magnati
including
Alchemists
16th
the
and pioneers
century.
formed reflective films on venetian glass from an amalgam of tinfoil and
"mercury
form
This
Flemish
to
gilding".
as
was
referred
art
mercury.
Despite being notoriously dangerous, this process, was popularly
by
it
into
the
was superseded
mid-1800s, when
patronized and thrived well
the more conventional "mirroring"
advocated and practised today.

techniques which are still widely

Central to this technique was the idea of combining an aqueous
solution of ammonical silver nitrate with a reducing agent to precipitate
the chemical reduction of a metallic silver film. Subsequent developments
gave rise to three widely accepted variations on this theme, which were
Salt
Rochelle
(1835),
Formaldehyde
the
process
to
the
process
referred as
(1855), and the Brashear process (1880s). (A more detailed explanation of
these processesis provided in the National Bureau of Standards
Circulation on the Chemical Silvering of Mirrors, published in 1931.)
These dominated the scene until 1946 when the Hydrazine process was
discovered. This technique, which provided a faster and more efficient
method of silvering large volumes of glass, transformed the mirroring
trade from a hand crafted skill into a fully automated commercial and
industrial enterprise.
6.1.2 The historical relationship of the silvering process to
electrodepositing metals on to glass
Historical documents dating back to 1852 (British Pat No. 1196) illustrate
that silvering procedures were advocated and widely exploited for the
based
Silvering
to
solutions
purpose of electrodepositing metals on glass.
because
favoured
for
Rochelle
Salt
they were
glass
metallizing
upon
were
deemed
films
durable
to
which were
reported produce very
and resilient
more appropriate to withstanding the intrinsic stressesof subsequent
electrodeposition. However, these mirrors gave rise to electrodeposited
films which were notoriously low in adhesion. Paradoxically, this defect
was the very property which enabled silvered glass to become
synonymous with many unique and highly prized electroforming
applications.
6.1.3 Metallization: Practical procedures for applying chemically
reduced (mirrored) silver films
The procedures employed in mirroring glass are basically synonymous
with one another regardless of whether they are used within an industrial
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brief
following
description
The
a
summary of
provides
context.
or studio
the process. Reference should also be made to the accompanying
illustrations (Fig. 6/5).
Preparing and cleansing the substrate surface
In practice, the glass is conveyed through a cleaning cycle. Initially it is
swabbed with a solvent degreaser (eg. alcohol) prior to being scrubbed
in
immersion
by
It
be
1).
(Stage
then
nitric
may
purified
with cerium oxide
is
in
demineralized
The
then
thoroughly
surface
water.
acid and
rinsed
by spraying (swabbing or immersing) the glass
2).
between
(Stage
5
15%
chloride
a
solution
containing
and
stannous
with
This is absorbed into the surface to produce "active sites", which in the
next stage of the process serve to promote the formation of a uniform and
adherent silver film. After priming, it is imperative that the glass is
thoroughly rinsed (to remove any remaining surface residues), before
being transferred (whilst still wet) to the mirroring process.
"primed"

or "activated"

Principal

mode of application

The silvering solutions which comprise of a basic ammonical silver nitrate
solution and a reducing agent, are then simultaneously mixed and liberally
applied to the surface of the glass, using either a standard immersion
process or spraying technique (Stage 3). Chemical reduction occurs
spontaneously and results in the formation of a silver film. On completion,
the mirrored film is dried, and then baked to a temperature of 40-60°C
(104-140°F) to maximize adhesion. The metallic film is now capable of
undergoing electrodeposition.
In the commercial production of mirrors, the silvered glass would
subsequently be superimposed with a chemically reduced film of copper
(Stage 4). This not only protects the silver film from deterioration, but also
provides an intermediary coating which is necessary to enable the mirror
to be sealed with an adherent and durable backing of paint. This is baked
on to the copper to form a resilient covering.
Film characteristics
On polished surfaces the silver film will produce a bright, highly reflective
metallic sheen. However, on roughened/sandblasted glass surfaces,
chemically reduced silver films whilst retaining a specular quality, will
exhibit a granular appearance.
Recommendationsfor initiating electrodeposition
On completion, the silvered film should be left to mature for two to three
hours prior to electrodeposition (to strengthen the bond). Mirrored films
are very fragile and susceptible to deterioration when exposed to plating
solutions. They are also very thin, and only possessa very limited/low
level of surface conductivity. Therefore, to avoid inducing stress and poor
adhesion (which will result in the spurious blistering and exfoliation of the
electrodeposited metal), it is imperative that the glass undergoes
electrodeposition at a very low current density, using either an acid copper
sulphate (at 0.2-0.5 A/dm2 (2-5 Asf)), or a nickel sulphamate
electroplating solution (at 1.0 A/dm2 (lOAsf)). Although very mild
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The Commercial Process of Mirroring

Glass

Throughout history silvering procedures have been used for manufacturing mirrors
for
and
metallizing glass in preparation for subsequent electrodeposition. The main
stages of the process are illustrated below;

Stage 1. Cleaning the Glass

oý
`Ü
e
,y
ö
r
w

Ü

Stage 2. Sensitizing the Glass
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Stage 3. Silvering the Glass
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Stage 4. Coppering the Glass
iI

4

I
e
Ü

Zt
Ü

A paint backing is subsequently applied. This is heat cured and sealed to protect the
mirror and provide strength, good durability and long term serviceability
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(mechanical) agitation may be used, extreme caution must be exercised,
particularly in the initial stagesof the electrodeposition process, because,
as illustrated in Sample No. 72a, this may simply serve to exacerbate any
incipient problems of poor adhesion.
6.1.4 Research procedure
Within the context of this research, experimentation to assess whether
silvering/mirroring
procedures provide a suitable means of rendering glass
conductive were carried out using the practical assistance and expertise of
the Solaglass mirroring plant in Coventry (documented and illustrated in
6.1.3). A more detailed description of these operating conditions and
procedures is referred to in the Accompanying Material exhibited
alongside the Display Cabinets.

6.1.5 Test results and recommendation/assessment
Information derived from extensive research into the practical application
of historical and commercial mirroring processes, in conjunction with the
results obtained from practical tests and empirical experimentation, has
confirmed that silvered films cannot be recommended as a metallization
procedure for electrodepositing metals on to glass. As illustrated in Sample
Nos. 72a and 72b (commercially silvered glass), and Sample Nos. 73 and
74 (commercially coppered glass) which are exhibited in the
accompanying Display Cabinets, chemically reduced films (if handled
carefully) are capable of producing uniform, coherent and continuous

films of electrodeposited metal. However, there are two major drawbacks
to using this process. Firstly, mirrored films possessvery limited surface
conductivity, and are therefore only capable of successful
electrodeposition at very low current densities, and secondly, the glass-tometal bond is fundamentally weak and virtually non-adherent. This causes
the electrodeposited copper to lift and peel away from the substrate
surface, and display a distinct tendency towards exfoliation. This inherent
flaw means that the deposits are unsuitable for any serviceable or practical
application. The characteristics exhibited indicate that the process would
be better suited to electroforming applications.
The films yielded as a result of this metallization procedure are very
fragile (highly susceptible to damage), smooth and highly reflective. They
therefore have limitations in terms of their potential for creative
exploitation.
It must also be acknowledged that silvering processes are notoriously
dangerous and hazardous, and require a considerable level of professional
skill and judgement to be used effectively. As such, they can not be
advocated for use by the A/C practitioner.

Part 2: The chemical reduction of copper films
Copper can also be chemically reduced on to glass
substrates to impart a
very fine and highly reflective conductive metal film which is capable of
undergoing subsequent electrodeposition. In principle, the procedures

I
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in
those
silvering
to
practised
employed achieve this are analogous with
glass.
6.2.1 The evolutionary development and fundamental principles of the
coppering process
References corroborating the chemical reduction of copper films date back
to 1857, when Faraday formed a metallic film by heating a sample of glass
immersed in a solution of copper oxide and olive oil. This discovery
inspired new research and experimentation, which provided an impetus for
the registration of several new mirroring solutions. As disclosed in patent
specifications from the early 20th century, these were aimed at improving
the uniformity, coherence and reflective qualities of mirrored films. Since
the 1960s this process has been harnessed by the electronics industry for
metallizing plastics where it has found a successful market niche in of
circuit board technology.
6.2.2 The historical

relationship

of the coppering

process to

electrodepositing metals on to glass
Literature indicates that mirrored copper films were seldom advocated as a
metallization procedure for electrodepositing metals on to glass. However,
Marino (1912 - British Pat. No. 12,642) recommended an fascinating
procedure which involved coating the ceramic or dielectric substrate with
a solution of copper fluoride prior to exposing the article to the fumes of a
reducing gas. This precipitated a highly conductive copper film which
could be used as a precursory stage to subsequent electrodeposition.
6.2.3 Metallization: Practical procedures for applying chemically
reduced (mirrored) copper films
Preparing and cleansing the substrate surface
To obtain a good reflective film, the glass must first be meticulously
cleansed. Reference should be made to section 6.1.3 where a suitable
procedure is outlined in detail. The glass is then immersed in a solution of
palladium chloride, to "prime" or "activate" the surface before being
thoroughly rinsed and transferred (immediately) to the electroless copper
plating solution.
Note: If a chemically reduced film of silver has already been formed
on the surface of the glass (as is common practice in industry), it will not
be necessary to reactivate/reprime the glass in this manner. Sample Nos.
73 and 74, which are exhibited in the accompanying Display Cabinets,
were treated in this way (and had already received an underlying silver
film prior to coppering).
Principal mode of application
The copper solution is mixed with a reducing agent to form the electroless
copper plating/mirroring solution. This must be applied to the glass
immediately using either an immersion treatment or alternatively a spray
gun. The most popularly exploited solutions employ formaldehyde as the
reducing agent.

a
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Film characteristics
Refer to section 6.1.3.
Recommendationsfor initiating electrodeposition
Once a copper film has been precipitated, the glass should be extracted
from the solution, rinsed in distilled water, and dried in a jet of warm air,
before being transferred to the electroplating solution. Deposition should
be initiated in either a copper pyrophosphate or acid copper sulphate
A/dm`
0.25-0.5
density
low
of
current
electroplating solution using a very
(2.5-5 Asf). This will prevent the mirrored film from being damaged,
stripped or burnt away and will promote the successful electrodeposition
of a coherent film of copper.

6.2.4 Research procedure
Within the context of this research, proprietary (electroless) copper plating
formulations were used to evaluate the feasibility of using chemically
reduced copper films as a metallization procedure for electrodepositing
metals on to glass. The solutions selected for use were chosen because
they were felt to represent the more sophisticated and technically advanced

of the range of electroless copper plating solutions currently available.
Employed in accordance with the manufacturer's recommendations, they
were also simple, effective and safe to use, factors which, render them
appropriate to practical exploitation by the A/C practitioner.
Practical and empirical experimentation centred upon the use of two
mirroring/electroless copper plating systems, namely the Electroposit 251
process, and the Crimson process (details of which are available from
Shipleys Chemicals). In each case, a group of samples, Nos. 85 and 86
respectively, were pre-disposed to a range of different surface roughening
operations prior to receiving a chemically reduced film of copper and
undergoing subsequent electrodeposition. For a detailed description of the
operating parameters and conditions under which the tests were conducted,
reference should be made to Sections 1 and 2 of the Appendix and to the
Accompanying Material exhibited alongside the adjoining Display
Cabinets.
6.2.5 Test results and recommendation/assessment
The results confirmed that chemically reduced films of copper are
fundamentally unsuitable for promoting the successful electrodeposition of
metals on to glass. Although the tenacity of the glass-to-metal bond varied
significantly depending upon the surface preparation, all samples produced
very weak/non-adherent deposits. Results indicated that whilst the
mechanically abraded/roughened samples of glass (Nos. 85(2a), (3a) and
(4a), and Nos. 86a, b and d) displayed a good level of surface conductivity
which facilitated the formation of a coherent and continuous film of
electrodeposited metal, they produced deposits which exhibited a very
weak to moderate degree of adhesion. In contrast, polished (Nos. 86c and
d), or chemically etched (Nos. 85 (1 a) and (lb)) samples of glass which
had been metallized using chemically reduced copper films produced very
fragile and loosely adherent coatings of electrodeposited metal, which
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blisters
to
and exhibited evidence of
of
prone
a
spurious
profusion
were
lifting, peeling and exfoliation. As such, this metallization procedure can
for
A/C
by
for
be
the
exploitation
recommended
not
practical
electrodepositing metals on to glass.
Aesthetically, however, several of the test results illustrated visually
stimulating effects which, if nurtured, display the potential for creative
in
blistering
by
The
(exhibited
A/C
the
effect
exploitation
practitioner.
Sample Nos. 85 (1a) and 86c) which was characteristic of metal

c;
i

inhibited,
the
together
to
with
electrodeposited on
a polished glass surface,
partial metal deposition (exhibited in Sample No. 86a) produced
particularly interesting surface patterns. Therefore, in certain
circumstances, this metallization procedure, may despite its inherent
weakness, still be appropriate to A/C wishing to pursue unique aesthetic or
decorative effects.
From a practical point of view, these commercial (copper) mirroring
processes involve several complicated stages, and a series of sophisticated
chemicals. Furthermore, both the temperatures and timing require a level
of precision, which renders them fiddly, difficult and labour intensive.
Systems for chemically reducing films are not, therefore, recommended
for practicability or accessibility. Fundamentally, these processes are
geared to commercial production. This means that they are financially
expensive and inappropriate for application by the A/C operating within a
studio environment.

6.2.6 Additional information
Sample No. 87 underwent further experimentation. After receiving an
electroless film of copper, the sample was cleansed and reactivated prior to
being immersed in an electroless nickel plating solution, whereupon it
received a very uniform and coherent film of nickel. This experiment was
valuable because it identified an alternative process, which could be used
by the A/C to nurture decorative metallic finishes and build up additional
layers of metal. Further details regarding this procedure are referred to in
the Accompanying Material exhibited alongside the adjoining Display
Cabinets.

Part 3: The chemical reduction of gold films
6.3.1 The evolutionary development and fundamental principles of the
gilding process
In principle, gold films are precipitated from a solution of gold chloride.
Historically they were used for decorative signwriting and manuscript
work by scientists and mirror makers alike who were attracted by the
alluring qualities and precious nature of the metal. More recently,
chemically reduced gold films have permeated into more sophisticated and
specialized applications, to form highly reflective films on optical
devices/lenses, and conductive coatings on electrical components. The
process naturally lends itself to metallizing glass surfaces prior to
electrodeposition.
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6.3.2 The historical relationship of the gilding process to
electrodepositing metals on to glass
The chemical reduction of gold mirrors dates back to 1855 (British Pat.
No. 1681), and the experimental research of Petitjean, who employed a
films
tartrate
to
precipitate gold
on glass.
reducing solution of sodium
However, from patented literature, it is apparent that Leopold Eidlitz
(1860 - British Pat. No. 893) was the first to
metallization procedure for electrodepositing
and mandrels. In the process a photographic,
to produce a relief design on the glass, which

exploit the technique as a
metals onto glass templates
light-sensitive gel was used

was then metallized by
pouring a solution of gold chloride over the surface. When exposed to
phosphoric fumes this precipitated a coherent gold film. This procedure
was frequently used in electrotyping applications.

6.3.3 Metallization: Practical procedures for applying chemically
reduced (mirrored) gold films - gilding

It is recommended that A/C should either use a proprietary (electroless)
gold solution, or purchase glass professionally guilded by a reputable
mirroring establishment. Alternatively, the following gold mirroring
solution, cited by J. Newman in the "Mirror Book", is a formula which is
recommended for practical application by the A/C practitioner.
Preparing and cleansing the substrate surface
Refer to the procedure described in section 6.1.3.
Priming the glass

J

The glass should be immersed in a very dilute sensitizing solution
comprising of one part stannous chloride and 1,500 parts of water, for
approximately 20 seconds.
The gilding process/gold mirroring formulation
Solution A:
25 gms (4 oz per gallon) gold chloride (50%)
dissolved in 1 litre of water.
Solution B:
20 gms (3.2 oz) citric acid
10 ml (0.35 fl oz ) ammonia
1 litre (1 gallon) distilled water
Use equal quantities of solutions A and B (1: 1) Mix these together and
pour over the surface of the glass to produce a highly reflective gold film.

i
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Vacuum Deposition and Cathode Sputtering
Introduction
The following metallization procedures bear many underlying similarities.
In principle they both use corresponding equipment and rely upon a
"vacuum", which enables metal to be deposited physically from a vapour.
The fundamental difference between the two processesis the method by
differentiate
features
Further
is
which
the
metal vapour produced.
which
between the two processesare highlighted in Table 6/3. These will be
is
discussion.
Whilst
in
following
regarded
the
sputtering
cathode
clarified
has
it
less
a
process,
convenient and more complex
as a much slower,
broader and more universal range of applications and is far more versatile
than vacuum deposition.
Table 613. Factors Differentiating

between

Vacuum

Deposition

& Cathode

Sputtering
Nature of Comparison

Vacuum Deposition

Cathode Sputtering

Under a high vacuum

Under a controlled low pressure of

(source)

Conditions under which

deposition occurs

residual gas

(Graham 1971. pp. 483-5)

Pressure

Usually performed within a

Performed within a pressure range

(wheezer1958,p. 200)

pressure range of 10-2 - 10'

of 1-10-2

Suitability to depositing

Used to deposit metals with a low

Capable of depositing a broad

different metals

vapour pressure - ie metals which
are easily volatized. Of limited
application

range of metals, including highly
reactive metals which are too
unstable to undergo vacuum
deposition. Has a more universal

(Gabe 1978, pp. 100-101)

Metal source
(Graham 1971. p. 484)

The metal must be heated to
undergo vapourization and

application
The metal does not need to be
heated to be deposited

deposition
Speed of the process
(Canning 1978, pp. 774-75)

A comparatively
simple process

Film adhesion

Moderate

fast and relatively

A fairly slow and far more complex
process

Excellent

From the start it must be acknowledged that both of these procedures are
technically sophisticated, expensive to employ, and inappropriate to
utilization in a studio environment. They are not, therefore, recommended
for practical application by the A/C. As such, this section will only give a
brief summary of the basic principles behind these procedures and provide
an evaluation of the practical experiments undertaken within the context of
this research. Please note that a combined analysis, leading to a
recommendation and assessmentof the suitability of vacuum depositing
and cathode sputterng to metallizing glass substrates, is given in Section
8.5.
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Section 7: Vacuum Deposition

Rating:

F

7.1 The evolutionary development of vacuum deposition technology
and its historical relationship to electrodepositing metals on to glass
Vacuum deposition has been advocated as a method of coating articles
with thin films of metal since the 1850s when R. A. Brooman (1856 British Pat No. 1335) successfully exploited the process in order to form
films
metallic
on glass.
From a historical point of view vacuum deposition procedures were
primarily used to produce highly reflective metallic sheens on glass, which
found widespread commercial application in the mirroring industry.
Besides exhibiting strong adhesion and durability, the film thickness of
these mirrors could be controlled to produce coatings bearing different
intensities of light transmission. This promoted the use of the process
within a range of idiosynatic engineering and scientific applications. Since
the 1900s vacuum deposition procedures have also been employed as a
practical and efficient method of mirroring the internal walls of heatretaining glass thermos/vacuum flasks.

Today vacuum metallization techniques are employed to coat a broad
spectrum of dielectric substrates with metallic films for both aesthetic and
functional applications. In particular, the process has found widespread
commercial application in the decorative metallization of plastics and
paper products for the packaging industry.
Evidence exists to link vacuum deposition technology with the
process of electrodeposition. However, whilst it is clear that the technique
was used to render electroforming mandrels conductive in the
phonographic/record industry (eg 1900 - British Pat. No. 13,693),
historical documents advocating the use of vacuum-forming procedures
for metallizing glass in preparation for subsequent electrodeposition
appear to be rare. Nevertheless, during the 1940s, Warboe and Weyl
produced strongly adherent vacuum-formed films of copper on glass,
which were deemed appropriate to subsequent electrodeposition.
7.2 The nature of the process: metals capable of undergoing vacuum
deposition
Vacuum deposition procedures exhibit the ability to evaporate and deposit
a wide range of metals on to glass. In particular, specula of gold, silver,
platinum and palladium can readily be deposited to produce films which
display varying degrees of transparency or opacity. However, copper and
nickel do not yield results as easily as the above mentioned metals. As a
general guideline, vacuum deposition procedures are most appropriate for
depositing volatile, heavy metals.
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Practical procedures for applying vacuum deposited

Preparing and cleansing the substrate surface
Vacuum deposition procedures are especially sensitive to surface
impurities and contamination. To provide a good chemical keylbonding
be
the
the
must
scrupulously purified and prepared
surface
of
glass
site,
is
Preliminary
undertaken
cleansing
using a competent cleaning cycle.
is
This
degreasing
and caustic alkali cleaning solutions.
using solvent
typically followed by a vapour degreasing treatment, preferably using
isopropyl alcohol as the solvent medium. The surface must then be dried to
by
baking
is
This
the
achieved
eliminate any remaining water vapour.
final
The
300°C
(572°F)).
(to
temperature
stage of the cleansing
of
a
glass
it
in
to a
involves
a vacuum chamber and subjecting
placing the glass
cycle
"glow discharge".
Principal

mode of application

Equipment
In simple terms, the equipment (Fig. 6/6) required to accommodate
vacuum deposition consists of a bell jar which serves as a vacuum
is
base
(B),
This
(A).
and
connected to a
a
plate
rests upon
chamber
The
is
diffusion
the
to
air.
chamber of
exhaust
used
pump which
powerful
bell
is
in
be
the
the
to
of
upper portion
suspended
metallized
glass surface
jar. The metal to be deposited, which typically consists of a metal strip or
(C),
filament
in
heatable
is
a
coil/tungsten
either positioned
piece of wire,
or in a special crucible/boat (Fig. 6/7) (which is usually made of either
tungsten, molybdenum or tantalum). This supports the metal and serves as
a source of evaporation.

Method
To initiate vacuum deposition, the sealed chamber (bell jar) is exhausted
is
An
of air.
electrical current then passed through the crucible/filament to
the metal which, heated under a high vacuum, melts and undergoes
thermal evaporation. The metal remains, suspended as a vapour, until it
it
into
direct
the
with
comes
contact
substrate surface, whereupon
spontaneously recondensesto form a coherent and highly reflective
metallic film.
However, vacuum deposition techniques have two fundamental
drawbacks which are worthy of consideration. Firstly, the process has a
very poor throwing power, so complex three-dimensional forms will need
to be rotated between consecutive vacuum-forming operations to ensure a
good surface coverage of metal is obtained. Secondly, the process is nonselective. As such, all articles adjacent to the substrate surface, including
the vacuum chamber itself (unless protected by a shielding device), will
become at least partially coated with metal.
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Fig. 6/6. Laboratory Apparatus for Vacuum Deposition
(Source: WHEELER, E.L. (1958) Scientific Glassblowing. London: Interscience Publishers. p. 213)

Film characteristics
The structure, qualities and properties of a deposit are infinitely variable
and are controlled and pre-determined by the deposition rate, substrate
temperature, vacuum pressure, and the contact angle at which the metal is
deposited. Films of varying thicknesses can be produced by altering the
be
This
the
to
time
current.
process
enables
exposure
and electrical
controlled with great precision. As a general guideline, metals which
form
in
tenaciously adherent
the
tend
to
atmosphere
readily oxidize
deposits, whereas noble metals, such as gold and silver, tend to produce
deposited
deposits.
films
Metallic
on
which are
weak and poorly adherent
non-metallic substrates usually manifest exceptionally high resistances.
Typically a film of vacuum-deposited silver would need to be at least 40A
thick to engender the conductive properties required to facilitate successful
electrodeposition.
Recommendationsfor initiating electrodeposition
It is advisable to employ a low current density (eg. 0.5 A/dm2 (5 Asf)
when using an acid copper sulphate solution) to initiate and sustain
electrodeposition. This will allow a more coherent and continuous film of
metal to be deposited.
1':
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The evaporating Source: The boat/crucible or tungsten coil used, will vary depending
upon by the metal boing evaporated. Typically silver and copper are vacuum deposited
from molybdenum or tantalum crucibles whereas platmurr4 gold and nickel are deposited
from a tungsten helix.

Fig. W. Different types of Vapour Source Heaters (Evaporating Boats)
and Tungsten Helical Evaporators
(Source: WHEELER, E.L. (1958) Scientific Glassblowing. London: Interscience Publishers.
pp. 210-11)

7.4 Research procedures and test results
A series of glass slides received vacuum-formed deposits of copper using a
small laboratory facility similar to that illustrated in Fig. 6/6. These were
then transferred to an acid copper sulphate electroplating solution.
Reference should be made to Sample No. 94, which is exhibited in the
Display Cabinets (where it is accompanied by a detailed account of the test
procedures employed). Those samples which received a very dense/opaque
vacuum-formed copper film gave rise to the most successful results during
subsequent electrodeposition, and received a good surface coverage of
metal. However, whilst the electrodeposited metal was both continuous
and coherent, it showed obvious signs of exfoliation and poor adhesion. It
was apparent that these effects, and the incipient spalling of the metal,
were partly attributable to stress which was induced as a direct result of
using too high a CD during subsequent electrodeposition. The more
transparent films of vacuum-deposited copper exhibited inferior levels of
surface conductivity and in many cases, resisted successful
electrodeposition.
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Section 8: Cathode Sputtering

Rating:

F

8.1 The evolutionary development of cathode sputtering technology
to
its
historical
to
glass
metals
on
electrodepositing
relationship
and
Grove was accredited with the discovery of cathode sputtering in 1852.
From the 1880s the procedure found commercial application in the
industrial production of mirrors, and was later used for coating electrical
faced
Thereafter,
lamps.
the
incandescent
with
conductors, resistors and
by
deposition
development
techniques,
comparison
which
of vacuum
rapid
financial
expedience, the process of cathode
and
greater
efficiency
offered
became
disrepute,
fell
into
in
dwindled
and
popularity,
sputtering
temporarily relegated to small scale laboratory research and
interior
design
1970s
Since
the
and
architectural
experimentation.
been
have
(in
taking
panels)
of
solar
controlled
advantage
applications
in
for
the success of cathodea
swift
revival
responsible
pioneering
identify
been
has
This
to
new
technology
exploited
since
sputtered glass.
market opportunities in the automobile industry (windscreens, sunroofs
has
However,
in
evidence
no
research
research.
and visors), and
optical
been found to substantiate the claim that cathode sputtering was ever
employed as a metallizing media for electrodepositing metals on to glass.

8.2 The nature of the process: metals capable of undergoing cathode
sputtering
Cathode sputtering can be employed to deposit metals which are
unsuitable for conventional vacuum deposition. Furthermore, because the
process takes place in a gaseous atmosphere, conventional problems such
films
it
be
to
of
as oxidation can
eliminated which make possible produce
a superior quality. A wide range of metallic films can be deposited using
the process, including platinum, silver, gold, copper and various alloys.
8.3 Metallization:
metal films

Practical procedures for applying cathode sputtered

Preparing and cleansing the substrate surface

Reference should be made to Section 7.3 where appropriate cleansing and
preparation procedures are outlined in further detail. Glass, coated with a
transparent, iridescent pallor of tin oxide, is advocated for use in cathode
film
because
it
is
have
to
the
sputtering
reported
advantage maximizing
adhesion.
Principal mode of application
Equipment
A conventional laboratory appliance which is suitable for conducting
small-scale cathode sputtering is illustrated in Fig. 6/8. Typically the
apparatus consists of an evaporation chamber (a clear glass bell jar (B))
sealed to an aluminium or glass base plate (K). The latter has a small
aperture through which air is evacuated to create a vacuum. The substrate
receiving deposition is supported/suspended centrally in the upper region
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object
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to
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echo
cathode should
deposited. A comparable facility for sputtering glass within an industrial
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Fig.
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Fig. 6/8. Laboratory Apparatus for Cathode Sputtering
(Source: WHEELER, E.L. (1958) Scientific Glassblowing. London: Interscience Publishers. p. 215)

Method
Fundamental to cathode sputtering is the use of a controlled low pressure
residual gas. Typically the process takes place in an atmosphere of
nitrogen, argon or hydrogen. The gas in the vacuum chamber must be
highly conductive since this is the carrying medium through which the
transference of metal occurs. The metal to be deposited (which does not
require heating) takes on the role of the cathode in the circuit, whilst the
object/glass requiring metallization becomes the anode. The gas chamber
is set to the correct pressure. Deposition is then activated by the
application of an electrical current, referred to as a "glow discharge",
which creates a voltage between the anode and cathode, and completes the
electric circuit. This energy liberates the metal from the surface of the
cathode, and forcefully propels it into the gaseous atmosphere. On contact
with the surface of the anode the metal vapour resolidifies to form a
continuous metal film. The procedure is sophisticated and metal deposition
only occurs under very precise conditions.
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The duration of the process, the type and pressure of gas, and the
in
500-5000
(typically
criteria
regulating
critical
volts) are
voltage used
the speed of the process and properties of the resulting film. However,
films
are vastly superior to those produced
cathode
although
sputtered
through vacuum forming techniques deposition rates are extremely slow
(According to Graham an operating period of 45 minutes is required to
deposit an opaque film of platinum).
Film characteristics
Although metal deposition is indiscriminate, cathode sputtering techniques
produce fine grained and coherent films of metal, which are tenaciously
adherent when applied under optimum conditions.
Recommendationsfor initiating electrodeposition
Refer to Section 7.3.
8.4 Research procedures and test results
Samples of Pilkington's Suncool range of reflective glasses, which had
been metallized using cathode sputtering procedures, were tested to assess
their surface conductivity and suitability to promoting electrodeposition.
These samples (Nos: 30,3la, 3lb, 33,37, & 38) are exhibited in the
accompanying Display Cabinets, alongside a detailed account of the
preparation and test procedures employed.
All of the samples tested underwent successful electrodeposition.
However, the deposits formed were exceptionally weak and virtually nonadherent. Wafer-thin, flaky sheets of tenuous copper were deposited which
underwent exfoliation, and became partially divorced from the surface,
whereupon they were duly replaced by replica copper films. The laminates
of copper were extremely brittle, very fragile, and were not capable of
withstanding handling without undergoing physical deterioration. In all
cases metal deposition gravitated towards the peripheral areas of the
metallized film (the high current density areas). It was also evident that
prolonged exposure to the electroplating solution led to the corrosion and
eventual eradication of the metallized surface film.
8.5 Recommendations/assessment of the suitability of vacuum
deposition and cathode sputtering to metallizing glass substrates
Research has identified three distinct disadvantages of using these
techniques in addition to those originally highlighted in the introductory
statement. Firstly, these metallization procedures are inappropriate where a
good surface coverage of metal is required on complex or undercut 3D
forms. Secondly, the films can only be applied in an indiscriminate fashion
which limits the potential for creative expression and thirdly, vacuumformed/cathode-sputtered films are not capable of withstanding the
stressesof the electroplating process and produce electrodeposited films
which are extremely weak and virtually non-adherent. These techniques of
metallizing glass, in preparation for subsequent electrodeposition, can not
therefore be recommended for practical exploitation by the A/C.
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Rating:

Section 9: Metal Powders

F

9.1 Introduction
It has become evident from this research that the vast majority of
techniques used to engender surface conductivity rely emphatically upon
the use of metal powders. Many industrial entrepreneurs have used
into
basic
to
transforming
technology
metal
powders
advanced
as a vehicle
following
However,
the
metallizing
media.
commercially sophisticated
in
it
describes
is
techniques
use
metal
powders
which
section
unique since
their crudest and most direct form. They illustrate how high purity
pulverized metals can be employed as a low-technology approach to
metallization. In this context they are cheap and simple to use, and offer
enormous flexibility in application, attributes which render them
particularly appropriate to exploitation by the A/C operating within the
practical limitations of a small-scale studio environment.

Most of these techniques have evolved through ad hoc personal
research and practical experimentation, and are not the result of any longstanding, historical precedence or systematic scientific research. However,
information derived and borrowed from allied technologies has proved to
be a useful source of inspiration in identifying and pursuing potential
avenues of exploration.
9.2 The nature and properties of metal powders
Great care must be exercised when selecting metal powders for the
purpose of engendering electrical conductivity in glass as several basic
criteria must be fulfilled.
Firstly, it is essential to remember that the surface conductivity will
largely be predetermined by the specific conductivity of the metal powder
employed. Therefore, by definition, metals which possesshighly
conductive properties will be most appropriate to metallizing applications.
The following information (Table 6/4) is taken from Spons Encyclopaedia.
This indicates that if silver is taken as equal to 100, the relative
conductivities of pure metals are as follows:
Table 6/4. The Relative Conductivity
Metal

of Pure Metals

Chemical Symbol

Relative Conductivity

Silver

Ag

100.0*

Copper

Cu

99.9*

Gold

Au

77.9

Zinc

Zn

29.0

Platinum

Pt

18.4

Iron

Fe

16.8

Nickel

Ni

13.1

Tin

Sn

12.4

Lead

Pb

8.3

Graphite

C (allotrope of)
(' Recommended for use by the A/C)

0.069
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NB: Any alloy/admixture of metals will compromise the conductive
properties of a given metal.
Despite its inferiority to silver, copper is the metal most highly
it
is
is
because
This
for
A/C
by
cheap,
the
practitioner.
use
recommended
highly conductive, unlikely to undergo rapid oxidation, and commercially
in
be
Pulverized
in
high
purchased
metals can
state of purity.
available a
freed
from
be
These
fineness.
degrees
any
purified
and
must
of
varying
residual greasesprior to use.
Secondly, where metal powders are integrated into the body or surface
it
is
imperative
hot
that
the
methods
of
application,
glass substrate using
of
the pulverized metal and glass bear a similar co-efficient of expansion.
This is essential to ensure compatibility, and prevent stress fractures
emerging during the annealing process. Furthermore, where
electrodeposition procedures are to be initiated, the metal powder selected
for use must also be compatible with the intended plating solution.
Finally, in order to maximize surface conductivity the metallizing
medium must be applied so that it is exposed on the uppermost/exterior
face of the glass. This is of fundamental importance as any metal which
fail
insulating
become
beneath
to
the
and
sinks
surface will automatically
engender the conductivity

required to initiate successful deposition.

9.3 Metallization: Practical procedures for applying metal powders
(with reference to: 9.4 Research procedures and test results)
At room temperature glass is a solid. However, when it is heated in a kiln
or furnace, its viscosity changes and it is transformed from a soft malleable
material into a semi-liquid state. The following methods of engendering
conductivity involve impregnating metal powders into the surface of the
glass using fusing, laminating and casting techniques, which equate to
manipulating the glass within different temperature ranges of this heatinduced metamorphosis. Within the context of this research, each of these
techniques has undergone independent exploration, these are referred to in
Sections 1,2 and 3 of the following synopsis respectively. The resulting
experimentation has given rise to an intriguing and varied catalogue of
possibilities. It is hoped that collectively these will highlight some of the
strategies and options which are available to A/C wishing to employ metal
powders as a metallization technique.
Section 1: Fusing
The following experiments focus upon the use of low temperature firing
techniques. In practice the main body of the glass remains inert and
relatively stable, whilst the exterior surfaces become soft and sticky. This
enables fusing to occur between neighbouring glass components and
pulverized metal powders. The resulting bond is weak, fragile and easily
fractured. Fusing occurs within a temperature range of 700-850°C (12921562°F) depending upon the specific nature and properties of the glass.
The methods available for applying metal powders to glass present the
A/C with an enormous range of possibilities, several examples are
illustrated in the experiments outlined below. These include sieving finely
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blending
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to
surface,
glass
stencilled
metal
on
a
pulverized
Invariably
fusing.
lubricant
to
metal
prior
glass with an oil or water-based
films
into
impregnated
the
produce
glass
surface of
powders which are
which have a soft, velvety appearance.
Technique No. 1
Sample group No. 105 (18 samples)
Preparation and mode of application

Identification:

Finely ground lead and soda glasses in the form of ballotini were
independently mixed with varying proportions of selected metal powders.
A suitable binding agent was formulated which comprised of 5m1 (0.18 fl
fl
distilled
1.0-2.0ml
10m1(0.35
of
water;
oz)
of
gum
arabic
and
oz)
(0.035-0.07 fl oz) of this solution was added to each individual sample.
This medium enabled each sample to be uniformly blended and integrated
into a homogenous mass, which was capable (with the aid of a template)
flat
formed
being
into
of
a
series
sheets which measured approximately
of
9.7 cm` (11/2"sq). These were fused in a kiln to form a set of test samples.
The metal powders employed, namely Scropas bronze filler, copper
both
bronzing
tested
soda
powder,
were
each
using
powder and printers'
and lead ballotini glasses, so in all six combinations were examined. These
may be classified as follows:

Group A: soda ballotini and Scropas bronze filler
Group B: lead ballotini and Scropas bronze filler
Group C: lead ballotini and copper powder
Group D: soda ballotini and copper powder
Group E: soda ballotini and printers' bronzing powder
Group F: lead ballotini and printers' bronzing powder
The proportion/ratio of metal to glass used in each combination was
subsequently varied to assessthe extent to which the concentration of
metal powder affected the conductivity of each glass sample and its
amenability to subsequent electrodeposition. In accordance with this,
within each of the six groups (A-F) outlined above, three sets of samples
were prepared for testing. By weight these comprised:
(1)
50% glass and 50% metal (1: 1)
(2)
75% glass and 25% metal (3: 1)
25% glass and 75% metal (1: 3)
(3)
Two control panels, consisting of single sheets of pure lead ballotini and
pure soda ballotini were also prepared and tested.
Film characteristics
After firing, all of the samples (with the exception of the control panels)
bore a soft blue/graphite coloured appearance and rough surface texture.
Electrodeposition procedure
Each test piece was introduced to the electroplating solution `live' and
during the initial 15 minutes the current was gradually increased to 2.0
A/dm2 (20 Asf). The electrical resistance registered by each sample during
the electrodeposition process was recorded. (This provided a direct
indication of the surface conductivity) and was of particular interest during
the initial stages of the electrodeposition process.
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Results
In summary, most of the samples tested underwent successful
degrees.
As anticipated, within
but
broadly
to
varying
electrodeposition,
in
to
the
was
electrodeposition
recorded
each group,
greatest resistance
those samples with low metal ratios (25% metal to 75% glass). The
electrical resistance decreased, and hence conductivity rose significantly
increased
50%
50%
the
to
metal.
glass
and
ratio
was
when
metal-to-glass
The composition of the glass did not appear to affect the conductivity of
the samples.
Of the six main combinations, the most consistent and positive results
were obtained where the metal powder referred to as Scropas bronze filler

r 11

was employed (Groups A& B). This was closely followed by the group
which employed copper powder and lead glass (Group C), (However, this
degree of success was not so evident in those samples which employed
copper powder and soda glass Group D). These two combinations are most
b the A/C wishing to employ the technique
highly recommended for use by
as a metallization procedure for electrodepositing metals onto glass.

The least successful results were obtained where printers' bronzing
powder was used in conjunction with lead (Group F) or soda glass (Group
E). These samples registered a high resistance (voltage) an indication of
poor surface conductivity, and produced deposits which exhibited a
sparse/poor surface coverage of electrodeposited metal. Glass samples in
this group possesseda brittle, fragile and weak structure.
Additional information
During electrodeposition, interesting growth patterns of metal were
observed, with the copper forming a ramification of branch-like tendrils.
This was most evident in Sample Nos. E3 & C3, which contained a high
ratio of metal-to-glass. This filigree effect yielded a more tenuous and
delicately patterned tracery in those samples which incorporated the use of
printers' bronzing powder (Groups E& F). In test pieces where an almost
complete surface coverage of electrodeposited metal was present, the
copper could be seen to form around the exterior circumference of the
fused ballotini glass particles to expose a series of tiny pinholes. (This was
particularly evident in Sample Nos. C3 & Al). This effect in itself presents
the potential for decorative/creative exploitation.
Technique No. 2
Identification: Sample Nos 44,45 (and 8b)
Preparation and mode of application
Metal powder was fused into the surface of sandblasted window glass. A
resist template was employed to control the application of metal powder to
a predetermined surface area. Printers' bronzing powder and copper
powder were used as the metallizing media in Sample Nos. 44 & 45
respectively. The treated areas of the glass were initially sprayed with a
fine dispersion of water to hold the metal powder (which was applied
using a sieve) in position. The prepared samples were fired to a
temperature of 750°C (1382°F).

"f!
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Film characteristics
The metallized areas of the samples formed black sooty surfaces which
The
density
bronze
interspersed
of
coloured particles.
with
were randomly
the metal powders caused the glass to buckle slightly during firing.
Electrodeposition procedure
Electrodeposition occurred at a CD of 2.0 A/dm2 (20 Asf), deposition
progressed slowly.
Results
During electrodeposition, Sample No. 44 was aggressively attacked by the
electroplating solution. This effectively eradicated the metallizing agent,
and inhibited the spread of electrodeposited of copper in the affected areas.
Therefore, only a partial surface coverage of metal was obtained.
Adhesion was fairly weak. By comparison, a far superior surface coverage
of electrodeposited metal was obtained in Sample No. 45, which also
exhibited moderately good adhesion.
Additional

information

Sample No. 8b illustrates a variation of the process used in preparing
Sample No. 45. This experiment was conducted to explore the creative
effects and aesthetic potential of applying this metallization technique in a
freer and more liberal fashion. The electrodeposition procedure is outlined
in the Accompanying Material adjoining the Display Cabinets.
Technique No. 3
This procedure is reported to be a widely renowned approach to
metallizing glass in preparation for electrodepostion. However, no
evidence (apart from anecdotal opinion) has been found to substantiate this
claim.
Identification: Sample No. 2b
Preparation and mode of application
A small section of greaseproof paper was taken and coated with a special
medium, comprising of a melted amalgamation of finely-ground enamel,
glass flux, beeswax and turpentine. This was maintained in a semi-liquid
state, whilst nickel and printers' bronzing powder were liberally sprinkled
over the surface. The coating was allowed to cool and solidify prior to
being applied to the glass sample, which had previously been coated with
an adhesive film of gold size. The test piece was then fired to a
temperature of 750°C (1382°F).
Film characteristics
A black film was formed. There was a bleeding of bronze powder around
the peripheral edges of the sample.
Electrodeposition procedure
Electrodeposition occurred at a CD of 2.0 A/dm2 (20 Asf), it took
approximately 13/4hours for the electrodeposited copper to produce the
surface coverage of metal illustrated in Sample No. 2b. By this time, the
corrosive nature of the electroplating solution had aggressively attacked
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This
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traces
medium.
metallizing
eradicated
any
of
and
remaining
inhibited any further spread of electrodepositioned metal.
Result
Only a limited surface coverage of metal was obtained. The copper was
deposited in a flocculent and bulbous formation, creating an interesting
aesthetic effect. The deposit appeared to be fairly adherent.
Technique No. 4
Identification: Sample No. 151
Preparation and mode of application
procedures involved using glass blowing techniques to either
marvering or sprinkling finely divided metal powder directly on to the hot
malleable surface of the glass. Great care was taken to ensure the metal
coating was distributed evenly and continuously across the surface of the
glass. However, it was also evident that interesting aesthetic effects could
be obtained if the glass bulb was blown out causing the metallized areas to
segregate and disperse. After annealing and cooling, fine threads of copper
wire were wrapped around the form to enable a continuous electrical
Application

connection to be made between the independent and isolated areas, of the
metallized surface in order to promote successful electrodeposition.

Film characteristics
A rough, grainy and tactile surface was produced. This was of a greyishblack complexion/hue.
Electrodeposition

procedure

Despite the high resistance, electrodeposition occurred at a current density
of 2.0 A/dm2 (20 Asf).
Result
Copper was preferentially deposited on the encompassing electrode wire,
which, possesseda superior level of surface conductivity. This inhibited
the spread of metal on to the surrounding areas. However, deposition did
occur. This gave rise to a dense, callous, nodular like growth of copper.
Section 2: Laminating
This technique is an extension of the fusing process. Several sheets of
window glass were taken and consecutively stacked to form a laminated
block. This was then fired in the kiln. As illustrated in the following
experiment, metal powders (or foils) can be liberally sprinkled between
intervening sheets of glass so that, during firing, they become permanently
fused and trapped.
Technique No. 5
Identification: Sample No. 109
Preparation and mode of application
Finely pulverized copper was sieved on to the uppermost surface of
several sheets of window glass. These were stacked on top of one another
and fused in the kiln at a temperature of 762°C (1404°F).
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Film characteristics
On annealing, the glass block was sliced into thin cross-sections. Each
bronze/black
fine
impregnated
tracery
conductive
of
with a
panel was
media.
Electrodeposition procedure
To establish a continuous conductive circuit (across an otherwise
independent and isolated series of metal veins), it was necessary to apply a
silver aquadag paint around the perimeter edges of the piece prior to
initiating electrodeposition at a current density of 2.0 A/dm` (20 Asf).
Result
Metal failed to spread evenly across the metallized surfaces of the glass.
Instead it was preferentially drawn to the high current density areas which
had already received a film of copper (and were therefore more
conductive). The electrodeposited film was poorly adherent and easily
divorced from the substrate surface. This may have been attributable to the
very fine and tenuous nature of the metallized surface film, which possibly
failed to provide an adequate mechanical key/bonding site for the
electrodeposited metal.

Section 3: Casting
Elevated temperatures, of between 850-950°C (1562-1742°F), are
required for casting glass. Within this range glass will lose its original
identity and become an amorphous and free-flowing medium. In this
condition glass components will fuse, melt and coalesce enabling them to
become united as a single homogeneous form. The glass will remain in an
amorphous condition until "frozen" by a drop in the firing temperature. On
annealing, it will cool and return to a solid crystalline state.
The following experiments will exemplify some of the methods which
can be used to incorporate metal powders into glass during the casting
process. It should be noted that the natural gravitational flow of glass,
which occurs during the casting of 3D forms, makes it virtually impossible
to limit the application of metal powders to specific/predetermined areas.
The precise control and location of metal powders is only feasible where
the process is used for casting flat 2D forms.
Technique No. 6
The following technique centres around a casting procedure which instils
conductive properties throughout the entire body of the glass. This was
pursued with the intention of engendering continuous conductivity and
permanent adhesion during subsequent electrodeposition.
Identification: Sample No. 6
Preparation and mode of application
The "lost wax casting process". During modelling, pulverized metal
(Scropas brass powder) was adherently compressed into the surface of the
finished wax model. This was transferred initially to the interior surface of
the plaster mould, and then to the exterior/uppermost surface of the glass
during the casting process. Test Sample No. 6 was prepared in this
manner, and cast to a temperature of 912°C (1674°F) using lead cullet.
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Film characteristics
Metal was successfully cast into the surface of the glass, engendering the
However,
initiating
to
electrodeposition.
electrical conductivity essential
during the casting process the metal leached out, causing a blue
discoloration which permeated throughout the entire body of the glass.
Since no effective strategy can be advocated to control or alleviate this
into
be
limitation
taken
this
technical
must
represents a
effect,
consideration by A/C wishing to exploit the process.
Electrodeposition procedure
Sample No. 6 was electrodeposited at a current density of 2.0 A/dm2 (20
Asf) for a one-hour duration. This produced a total surface coverage of 12cm2 (0.155 - 0.31 sq") of deposited copper. After inspection, the piece
was subsequently returned to the plating bath, and electrodeposition was
further
for
20 hours.
to
a
continue
allowed
Result
This metallization

procedure produced a dense, coherent film of
electrodeposited copper, which proved to be tenaciously adherent.
However, the overall coverage was poor, indicating limited surface
conductivity. Copper deposition did not spread readily across the surface
it
became
but
instead
the
where
of
glass,
concentrated on established sites,
is
form
like
Naturally
this
to
a
aggregated
nodular
swellings.
characteristic
disadvantage where perfectly smooth and uniform films of metal are
required.

Technique No. 7
When casting two-dimensional forms, the application of metal can be
successfully restricted to selected areas of the glass so that they can
undergo electrodeposition in a predetermined and controlled manner. By
alleviating the problems of discoloration associated with Technique No. 6,
this procedure also offers the A/C greater flexibility.
Identification: Sample Nos. 92 and 93 (with reference to Sample No. 95)
Preparation and mode of application
Plaster and investrite moulds were prepared. These were either embossed
with texture/relief (as in Sample No. 93), or carved/engraved to form
recessedpatterns and intaglio designs (as in Sample No. 92). A fine brush
was then used to channel loose Scropas bronze filler into the depressed
cavities and recessedareas of the plaster moulds. Once positioned, the
metal was overlaid with a layer of finely crushed/powdered lead glass. The
moulds were fired to a casting temperature of 734°C (1353°F).
Film characteristics
Translucent, wafer-thin glass templates were formed. These possessed
clearly defined conductive pathways, which were slightly raised, and of a
charcoal-grey appearance.
Electrodeposition procedure
To overcome the high electrical resistance recorded in the previous
experiment, and to optimize the successof the process, five electrodes
wires were strategically positioned across the surface of Sample No. 92
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it to the electroplating solution. Deposition occurred at
hour,
After
density
2.0
(20
Asf).
A/dm2
plating was
one
of
a current
interrupted and the piece was inspected. At this point the electrodeposited
To
the
metallized surface area.
metal covered approximately one eighth of

before introducing

encourage the deposit to spread, several of the electrodes were
repositioned, before the test piece was acid-dipped and returned to the
electroplating bath. Plating was allowed to continue indefinitely to assess
how much time would be required to allow the electrodeposited metal to
24This
took
the
the
over
of
metallized
glass.
entire surface
spread across
hours. Throughout the process electrodeposited copper was noticeably
drawn to the high current density areas - the peripheral/exterior edges of
the glass.

Results
This technique proved to be a practical and financially viable method of
producing an electrically conductive circuit on a two dimensional glass
form. However, the spread and surface coverage of metal during the
deposition process was poor. This proved to be extremely slow and timeconsuming. Adhesion was good.
Additional information
Test Sample No. 95, exhibited in the accompanying Display Cabinets was
in
basic
incisions
However,
the
the
the
same
procedure.
prepared using
mould were filled with an amalgamation of Scropas bronze powder and
silver electrodag paint. It was hoped that this would provide a more highly
in
This
base
A2
(described
conductive surface.
was overlaid with
mixture
Technique No. 1), and fused in the kiln to a temperature of 900°C
(1652°F), prior to undergoing electrodeposition. The surface coverage of
electrodeposited copper was slow, but slightly superior to that exhibited in
Sample No. 92. The piece displayed interesting decorative surface
qualities.
9.5 Recommendation/assessment
The above techniques illustrate the flexibility and creativity with which
metal powders can be applied to the glass to render it capable of promoting
successful electrodeposition. In summary, it should be emphasized that
these metallization techniques do not provide an exceptionally good level
of surface conductivity. This inhibits the rapid surface coverage of metal
during subsequent electrodeposition and renders the process slow and
inappropriate to commercial exploitation. Furthermore, firing the glass is
an essential pre-requisite to each of these techniques, which necessitates
ready access to a kiln/furnace. Firing temperatures may prove to be a
restriction where low-temperature glasses or thin glass are used as these
will be susceptible to slumping and heat distortion. However, on the plus
side, these techniques can be used to engender some interesting decorative
effects, and are extremely valuable from an experimental point of view. In
particular, these metallization techniques (with a few exceptions) have the
advantage of producing moderate/strongly adherent films of metal during
subsequent electrodeposition.

III
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Section 10: Conductive Adhesives

Rating:

**

10.1 Introduction
Conductive adhesives constitute a very versatile and characteristically
have
Compared
form
the
they
to
techniques,
other
of metallization.
unique
functions.
In addition to the primary
two
advantage of serving
following
the
the
electrically
conductive,
glass
consideration of rendering
bonding
the
medium.
an
effective
role
of
providing
products also perform
10.2 The composition and nature of conductive adhesives
Although conductive adhesives are diverse in nature, they can be
categorized into three basic types. It is evident from the following
explanation, that each of these is ideally suited to performing a different
task. These may be summarized as follows:

(i. )
(ii. )
(iii. )

Conductive cements
Conductive glues
Conductive tapes.

10.3 Metallization: Practical procedures for applying conductive
adhesives (with reference to research procedures and test results)
Preparing and cleansing the substrate surface
A meticulous cleaning regime is essential as residual surface grease will
interfere with the bonding properties of the conductive adhesive. Surface
roughening procedures also have the advantage of providing a good
mechanical bonding site.
Principal modes of application
Technique No. 1: Conductive cements
Historical references indicate that fusible, conductive cements were used
as a vehicle for joining and assembling glass components in the production
of mosaic glass panels. The process of electrodeposition which followed
was used to reinforce and strengthen the glass panel, and decoratively
embellish the final artefact.
Records relating to the practical application of this procedure appear
to be limited to the early 1900s when W. Storr and L. Stein, prominent
entrepreneurs of the process, formally registered the technique in a series
of patent specifications (1902 - British Pat. Nos. 12,017-1901 & 14,727).
They advocated using a conductive cement comprising of an
amalgamation of flux, chalk, metal oxide, soluble glass, powdered
precious metal and potassium silicate, ingredients which were uniformly
integrated and compressed to form a homogenous paste. This fusible
grouting cement was inserted into gaps exposed between intervening
elements of the mosaic. Once assembled this was fired in the kiln to unite
the fragile components into a single framework. On cooling, the artefact
was transferred to the electroplating bath, where a fine interwoven veining
of silver or copper could be deposited on to the conductive cement. This
precious metal framework permanently encapsulated and united the glass
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components, and provided the completed mosaic with structural support
and rigidity.
Over recent years the practice of using conductive cements has fallen
into neglect. However, if revived, the principles behind this process offer
enormous potential for both creative and technical exploitation by the A/C
today.
Technique No. 2: Conductive adhesives/glues
Although references to conductive adhesives are cited in literature, they
are relatively obscure and difficult to trace or substantiate. They are
reputed to comprise of an epoxy resin or thermoplastic cement loaded with
metal. Since they contain a fairly high percentage of metal (to overcome
the natural insulating properties of the adhesive compound) and are
commonly based upon silver or precious metal, they tend to be expensive
and uneconomical for practical exploitation. However, empirical research
has revealed that with ingenuity the A/C can improvize and formulate
substitute conductive adhesives which can be used to join components
through the electrodeposition process.

Within the context of this research, practical and empirical
experimentation focused around the employment of a conductive adhesive
which was formulated from a flexible silicone sealant coated with a fine
dispersion of metal powder. This technique proved to be a practical and
financially expedient method of rendering the glass electrically conductive
for the purpose of subsequent electrodeposition. Reference should be made
to Sample No. 152, which is exhibited in the accompanying Display
Cabinets. The viscosity and consistency of the sealant made it difficult to
apply as a thin discrete film, however this proved to be an advantage in
fabricating textural qualities which could be incorporated into the gelling
sealant prior to sprinkling the surface with an application of metal powder.
The conductive adhesive was left to cure prior to undergoing successful
electrodeposition.
Technique No. 3: Conductive tapes
Electrically conductive tapes are now widely exploited in the electronics
industry (3M Electrical Industries produce a range of Scotch electrical
tapes, which were employed for the purpose of this research). Comprising
a pure sheen of copper, these self-adhesive tapes can simply be pressureapplied to the surface of the glass (which to afford good adhesion should
be lightly sandblasted/abraded). Since these tapes are strongly durable,
solvent resistant, and specifically designed for electrical purposes they are
highly conductive, and provide an ideal surface for subsequent
electrodeposition. Although the adhesion will only ever match the degree
of bonding already established at the glass-to-tape interface this can be
aided and abetted by employing the principle of encapsulation.
Alternatively a strong glue/adhesive can be interjected between the
conductive tape and glass to further promote the bonding properties and
produce a more tenaciously adherent electrodeposited film. Reference
should be made to Sample No. 88 which is exhibited in the accompanying
Display Cabinets. Conductive copper tape was adherently
applied to the
sandblasted surface of the glass, initially discretely to form a smooth film,
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and subsequently in a concertina manner, to engender a tactile/textured
found
These
to be accurately
quality.
surface
physical characteristics were
reflected and exaggerated during subsequent electrodeposition which
preceded at a current density of 2.0 A/dm2 (20 Asf). This procedure was
practical and effective, producing a good surface coverage of
electrodeposited copper. However, the metal was only moderately
adherent.
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Section 11: Miscellaneous Metallization Techniques
11.1 Introduction
The following

section draws attention to a selection of unorthodox
techniques. These typically fall into one of two categories.

metallization
They are either unconventional, and therefore of relatively
seldom/infrequent use, or they constitute disparate methods of forming
conductive metal films on glass, which, at least in theory, illustrate the

potential to be employed as metallization techniques for electrodepositing
metals on to glass. These techniques have not undergone practical analysis
or evaluation. They have been included merely as a source of reference for
A/C wishing to pursue further research and experimentation.
11.2 Metallization:
metallizing

Practical

procedures

for applying

miscellaneous

media

Technique No. 1: Sprayed metal coatings

In 1910, Schoop discovered that at high temperatures molten hot metals
undergo pyrolysis to form a liquid dispersion. Under the pressure and
velocity of compressed air, this can be atomized and sprayed on to the
surface of pre-heated glass to form a metal-oxide film.
The technique is now used to form solderable surfaces, highly
reflective films, and more significantly, electrical conductors - heating
elements on glass.
However, since this metallization procedure furnishes the glass with
an adherent metal film, it may actually undermine the need for subsequent
electrodeposition.
Technique No. 2: Contact plating
In principle, "contact plating" involves immersing the substrate in a
solution of metallic salts. A more electropositive powdered metal is then
sprinkled over the surface of the glass as a catalyst to induce the chemical
reduction of a metallic surface film. References substantiating the
exploitation of this metallization procedure as a precursory stage to
electrodepositing metals onto glass date back to the 1900s. The most
common example of contact plating is often cited as the "oxidizing" of
graphited surfaces (Knight 1858-U. S.A. Pat. No. 20,353). However, this
process is rarely advocated for use today because it produces low adhesion
metal deposits which are of limited practical application.
Technique No. 3: Integrated metal components

Metal components and meshes can be permanently integrated into glass
substrates to engender conductive properties. The following resume will
highlight and illustrate some of the techniques which can be employed by
the A/C practitioner.
Hot, malleable, glass can easily be manipulated, and blown, sandcast,
(Sample Nos. 110a and 110b) centrifuged, or pressed (Sample Nos. 113
and 134) into a rigid metal structure. This process can be carried out, so
that metal structure becomes embedded and united with the glass, whilst
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is
Provided
its
the
metal
remainingpartially exposedon exterior surface.
form
it
subsequentlyetchedand cleansedto remove surfaceoxidation, will
be
either
a strongly adherentand conductive surface,which can
for
the attachmentand
structure
support
electroplated,or used as a
fabrication of electroformedcomponents.

Alternatively, using a kiln, copper shim can be fused and integrated
laminate
is
135).
It
No.
to
(Sample
copper shim
also possible
with glass
between sheets of window glass. Reference should be made to Sample No.
106 exhibited in the accompanying Display Cabinets. On annealing, crosssections of the block can be taken to expose the underlying metal structure
be
Any
initiating
to
attracted to the
will
metal
electrodeposition.
prior
linear metal ribbons, whilst being resisted by the insulating properties of
the intervening glass strips, so in effect, metal deposition will be both
Nos.
in
Sample
is
This
also evident
principle
selective and predetermined.
125 and 126 where a copper wire mesh has been used to achieve a similar
effect.
Technique No. 4: Ceramic ware steeped in metal oxides
Comparable techniques evolved for impregnating metal powders into
Typically,
biscuit-fired
bodies.
ceramic ware was
clay/ceramic
porous
in
immersed
and steeped a solution of rich metallic
wholly or partially
A
fired
into
These
the
the
patent
of
clay.
surface
were subsequently
salts.
(British
No.
8498)
from
Pat.
1912
suggests that a metal
specification
5%
of either gold, silver, platinum or copper was most
containing
solution
appropriate for the purpose of instilling electrical conductivity.
Through practical research and experimentation this principle was
transferred and applied to testing samples of glass. The method adopted
involved pipetting drops of copper sulphate solution on to the surface of
kiln-fired
ballotini.
lead
Once
the
saturated,
glass
was
samples
of
prepared
to a fusing temperature of 980°C (1796°F) prior to attempting to initiate
electrodeposition from an acid copper sulphate solution. The resulting
tests, Sample Nos. 111 and 112, are exhibited in the accompanying
Display Cabinets.

Another popular methodof metallizing ceramic ware involved
kneadingpulverized metal (either in the form of an oxide or hydroxide)
into the soft malleablebody of porcelain prior to moulding and firing.
Both of the proceduresoutlined abovewere advocatedfor engendering
in
initiating
to
conductiveproperties clay/porcelainwareas a pre-requisite
electrodeposition.Thesemetallization techniqueswere non-selectivein
their mode of application, although masking/resistmedia could be usedto
alleviate this and enableelectrodepositedmetal to be restrictedto specific
areas.
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Conclusion
In order to understand the following conclusions, reference should be
from
6/5,
Table
testing various
the
to
results obtained
made
where
detail.
This
in
disclosed
greater
and reviewed
metallizing media are
limitations
the
of various
and
specific
attributes
analyses and compares
metallizing media, and highlights their suitability to practical exploitation
by the A/C wishing to electrodeposit metals on to glass within the
operating parameters of a studio environment.
Through this research it has become evident that the chemistry of the
in
direct
plays
no
glass
role promoting the electrodeposition process,
which is facilitated entirely through the presence of a superimposed
conductive film known as a metallizing medium. Empirical
has
experimentation conducted using a wide range of metallizing media
defined
independent
"true
that
as
an
adhesion",
and tenacious
revealed
bonding between the metal and glass, is difficult to achieve. In practice,
into
be
by
impregnating
obtained
genuine adhesion can only
metal powder
the body of the glass through the casting process (Section 9, technique No.
6). Though feasible, the technical limitations of this rather idiosyncratic
and peculiar metallizing technique largely invalidate it as a universally
applicable means of rendering glass electrically conductive. Aside from
this isolated experiment, research has concluded that the process of
electrodepositing metals on to glass relies emphatically upon the principle
of encapsulation to mechanically bond the metal to the glass. This means
that the electrodeposited metal must enclose as an integral cage/framework
if
the bond becomes detached, the metal remains
the
that
around
glass, so
held in position by its own embracing structure. (This phenomena is
discussed and illustrated in Chapter 6D). This technique has been adopted
as an alternative to true/genuine adhesion.

Through empirical and practical experimentationit hasbeenpossible
to identify a seriesof "preferred" metallization procedureswhich, when
employedin conjunction with the principle of encapsulation,are capable
of producing depositswith a moderateto good degreeof adhesion.Listed
in descendingorder of superiority, thesemay be delineatedas follows:
silver electrodags;copperpastes;preciousmetal lustres and metal leaf. In
contrastelectrodepositedfilms of negligible adhesionwere formed from
using chemical reduction/mirroring techniques,whilst vacuum-formedand
cathodesputteredfilms gave rise to extremely weak deposits.In
conclusionit is thereforeimperative that the A/C understandsthe principle
of encapsulationand considersits implications in designingglassartefacts
for the electrodepositionprocess.The successfulelectrodepositionof
metalson to glassrelies emphatically upon this central principle, in
conjunction with surfacerougheningand meticulouscleansingprocedures,
to engenderthe adhesionrequired to yield depositswhich are practical and
serviceablewithin their intendedapplication.
The metallizing media testedwere found to engendervarying levels of
surfaceconductivity. Those which were superiorin conducting electricity
promotedthe formation of a very rapid and uniform surfacecoverageof
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in
during
turn enableda very
which
subsequentelectrodeposition,
metal
Listed
in
descending
formed.
be
film
to
of metal
coherentand continuous
deposition
in
their
terms
and
conductivity
of
order of
performance
leaf;
follows:
delineated
be
these
aquadags;
metal
silver
as
efficiency,
may
films;
lustres;
copper pastes and
chemically reduced mirrored
metal
films
films.
Whilst
the
sputtered
exhibited
cathode
vacuum-formed
delicate.
This
they
and
sensitive
were
extremely
conductive properties,
films
because
for
the
them
metal
practical application
unsuitable
rendered
produced during subsequent electrodeposition were very weak and
incoherent. Significantly, inferior levels of surface conductivity were
engenderedusing alternative metallizing procedures, particularly where
finely pulverized metal powder was incorporated into the surface/body of
the glass using laminating, casting and fusing techniques. The surface
coverage of metal which emerged during subsequent electrodeposition was
very intermittent and poor.
However, it is possible to successfully initiate and promote the spread
high
across
which
a
of electrodeposited metal
metallized surfaces
show
electrical resistance (voltage) to the process. This can be achieved by using
(i) a greater number of electrodes, (ii) a significantly higher current
density, and (iii) an extended plating period. It is worth noting that the
nodular/tree-like growths of metal, which are especially prevalent on
deposits grown on less conductive media, can often be exploited to
produce particularly interesting decorative/creative effects. The deposits
derived from using these metallizing media may be regarded as a fault or a
fashion, depending upon the aesthetic preferences and aspirations of the
A/C practitioner.
Of the metallization procedures tested, analysed and evaluated, those
fulfilled
the criteria of being most directly accessible and practical
which
to creative exploitation by the A/C operating within the technical and
financial limitations of a small-scale studio environment were the silver
electrodag paints and copper pastes. Both of these media were found to be
highly flexible, and because they were capable of transcending the remits
of most electroplating scenarios, proved to be most appropriate to
universal application. This recommendation is qualified through the
research evidence which highlights their distinguishing attributes and
characteristics. Fundamentally, they are modestly priced, simple and
practical to use, and do not rely upon expensive or sophisticated
equipment for their effective application. They can be applied uniformly
and selectively to a broad range of glass substrates (with inherently
different characteristics) to form a highly conductive film which is capable
of promoting a good, coherent and continuous surface coverage of metal
during subsequent electrodeposition. Above all, these metallizing media
guarantee predictable and reliable results.

As
detailed
6/5,
in
illustrated
in
Table
the
text,
main
each
and
clearly
"
metallizing medium has attributes and distinguishing features,which make
it appropriateto a specific/predeterminedset of circumstances.The
practitioner must use initiative and discretion to selectmetallizing
techniqueswhich, by virtue of their merits, havethe greatestpotential for
either meeting the criteria of a given challenge,or performing a specific

Table 6/5. Research Results: Levels of Surface Conductivity
SampleNo.
Metallizing

Surface Coverage in 1 hour at

Application

of

2.0Adm2
Asf)l
0-50%
50-75% 75-1001

Fair

Weak

Brushed
Brushed

113,114,136,137 Hot/Blown

123,124,128,129
paint

Chemically

72a,72b

Reduced/

--

Brushed/Dipped/
Sprayed

"
-

--

"

an alternative professionally mirrored float glass may be purchased from
commercial company.

"

,

Cathode Sputtered

"

Inaccessible. Requires highly sophisticated and expensive equipment. Not

F

"

real) Practical.
The metallizing film is extremely delicate and highly sensitive. Recurrent peeling
and exfoliation occurs as a result of poor surface adhesion.

F

Fused:

"

"

Integrated into the body of
soda ballotini glass

"

"

-

"

"

"

Copper

Integrated into the body of
lead ballotini glass

"

"

eb,45

Printers Bronze

44

Printers Bronze + Nickel 2b
151

Scropas Bronze
Copper

Fused:
Sprinkled onto the surface

"

of window glass

"

Scropas Bronze
Conductive Adhesives
Electrical Copper Tape

110 133 134
,
,

Miscellaneous Metal
Components/Elements

"

"
"

"

"
"

Key:

"'

"

Hot shop:

"

"

SandcastlPressed/Blown
or Centrifuged
Kiln Formed:

Highly Recommended

"

**

Recommended

"

"

"

"

"

solution, inhibiting successful

`

Satisfactory

deposition.
like growths of

Accessible and flexible procedure Application to a wide range
.
of glass forming processes.
Produces a blue/grey discoloration in the glass. Surface areas are rendered

Feasible

-

Note: This table highlights three
categories of surface adhesion,
denoting deposits which were:

moderate:

good:

**

F

where colloidal silver
electrodags were used, or
where metal powders/
components were fused or cast
into the surface of the glass.

weak:

electrode posited copper .
Poor surface coverage of electrodeposited metal.
Slow, labour intensive process. The high electrical resistance produces a
nodular , yet tenaciousl y adherent deposit Leachingo f the metallizing agent
.
causes a blue discoloration in the glass.
Adhesion varies depending upon the cohesive properties of the bonding medium.
Adhesion varies depending upon the bonding properties and the strength of the
ta pe
.

conductive in a random/haphazard

All of the metallization
techniques for electrodepositing
metals onto glass rely
emphatically upon the principle
of encapsulation to promote
good bonding properties. In
accordance with this, the above
test results illustrate that the
most successful levels of

by the corrosive nature of the

High electrical resistance produces nodular/callous

"

111112 Steeped, fired
,
and fused
into the surface of lead
ballotini glass

electroplating

"

Fused/Laminated

Metal Salts
(Copper Sulphate)

The metallized film may be etched/stripped
"

"

152 Spatula Application
813 Applied physical/manual
pressure

2. By aesthetic consideration. A blue colour/stain is embodied in the glass as a
result of this procedure.
The kiln firing procedure may cause distortion/buckling in thin glass.

"

Good adhesion may be
promoted by conditioning the
glass surface prior to the
application of the metallizing
agent. This can be engendered
through either mechanical (e.g.
sandblasting) or chemical (acid
etching) preparation, and
should be followed by
meticulous cleansing
procedures to remove inhibiting
soils and greases. This will
provide the readily 'wettable
surface' which is essential to
achieving good adhesion.

were obtained from using

F

"

This table shows the
advantages and disadvantages
of using different metallizing
agents to aid conductivity and
promote bonding properties
between the metal and glass
during the electrodeposihng
process.

metal lustres and conductive

"
"

Fused: Hot/Blown
109 Laminated
6 Cast: 3D Forms Lost Wax
Process
92,93 Cast: 2D Form

Scropas Brass

"

With one exception (Printers Bronze powder) these exhibit good/excellent
adhesion. But their application is restricted:
1. To fused/cast glass processes.

Fused:

Copper

**

"

Scropas Bronze
Printers Bronze

.+

Adhesion varies depending upon the bonding medium employed.

"

"

Formed
--

is

-

"
-

-

Metal leaf has a tendency to disintegrate on application, hindering surface
conductivity.
Poor results. Not recommended for use.

Highly recommended. Very simple and practical to use. Low temperature
firing/stoving of electrodags prior to use improves film adhesion and surface
conductivity.
Impractical. The process is expensive to set up and difficult maintain. As

"

______

31-38

Printers Bronze

"

"

Silver

Vacuum

Copper

"

highly recommended for electroforming wax mandrels.
Cold Process. Practical, reliable, cheap and simple to use. Ideally suited to
metallizing large surface areas
Kiln firing essential.

"

94

Pilkingtons Suncool Glass
Metal Powders
105
Scropas Bronze

"

"

Copper

Copper Vapour

"

"

73,74,85,86

elms

error

Impracticable. Not recommended for electrodepositing metals onto glass (but

"

"

Hot/Kiln Cast
127,150
107,108 Cold Application

Electrodag

Good

Brushed/Burnished

Copper Lacquer/Paste
Gold/Silver Lustre
90,91

Final
Rating

Comments

"

48,49,131

Gold/Silver leaf

Adhesion
Moderate

Good

"
Collodial Graphite_

Metals onto Glass

Conductivity
Method

Agent

and Adhesion obtained from using different Metallizing Media in Electrodepositing

Poor

Silver
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fashion

Not Suitable

t'

F

displaying obvious
signs of peeling,
blistering and
exfoliation.
adherent, but could
be stripped off
from the surface of
the glass under
applied physical
pressure.
strongly adherent
(but still relied on
encapsulation to
produce a
tenaciously
adherent bond.

The final rating is based upon
an overall assessment of the
suitability of each individual
metallizing medium to a wide
range of different glass
substrates (e.g. cast/blown
glass), to their ease of
application and financial and
practical feasibility for NC
working specifically within the
limitations of a small scale
studio environment.
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task. This decision will be aided and abetted if the A/C can clearly define
his main objective(s). Metallizing media should be chosen to match a
given premise. Naturally this will vary depending upon whether greatest
precedence is attached to a single goal (for example, obtaining a strongly
adherent deposit; perpetuating a particular aesthetic effect/finish;
producing a very fine uniform film of metal; fabricating a non-adherent
electroform), or to addressing some kind of compromise. It must be
remembered that the metallizing vehicle selected will play a decisive role
in determining the nature and physical characteristics of the resulting
deposit. Fundamentally, the metallizing media must be capable of efficient
exploitation within the financial and practical limitations dictated by the
A/C individual circumstances.
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Chapter 6C

Initiating Deposition
This chapter sets out fundamental guidelines and recommendations for the
successful electrodeposition of metal on to glass. (A basic repertoire of
it
is
in
Section
1
is
this
of
chapter
which,
workshop practices presented
hoped, will familiarize the A/C with the process.) This will advocate
introducing
for
the artefact to the electroplating
suitable procedures
solution, provide useful tips for promoting and sustaining deposition, and
outline procedures for extracting the artefact from the electroplating
solution on completing the process. Recommendations will also be made
regarding methods of recording and documenting the plating process Section 2. Later in Section 3 this information will be summarized to take
the form of a quick reference guide (to introducing and removing artefacts
from electroplating solutions). This concise, simplified version of the
process is recommended for direct practical exploitation by the A/C. At
the end of the chapter in Section 4, a series of tables are presented. These
explore and identify some of the common electrodeposition problems
by
be
likely
the A/C. This will suggest possible
to
encountered
which are
causes,and provide advice on alleviating, correcting and resolving
potential problems.

Section 1: Preliminary Considerations/Preparation
Before attemptingto electroplatean artefact the A/C must ensurethat:
o The electroplatingsolution is in a good condition (clean and in a
high stateof purity). This will require regular analysisand
maintenance.Successfulresults will only be achievedif the correct
operatingparametersare used.Immediately before depositionis
initiated, a thermometershould be usedto check the solution is
within the correct temperaturerange.
o The electroplatingequipmentis complete and fully operational.All
electrical contacts,including anodehooks and busbars,must be
securelyattachedand clean.The formation of oxide films and dirt
causesinsulation, which preventsand hinderselectrical
conductivity, and hencemetal deposition.Dull brown oxidation
films shouldbe removedbefore depositionby rubbing down
affected areaswith damp, `wet, and dry' paper.This will ensure
good electrical connectionsare made.
o Considerationis given to planning the best possibleapproachto
electrodepositinga specific artefactprior to introducing it to the
solution. This will include decisionsregardingthe correct
relationshipof the anodesto the cathodes,and possiblestrategies
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for manoeuvringandrotating the artefact during the
Chapter
4E).
(see
electrodepositionprocess
Selecting an electroplating solution for initiating the electrodeposition
of metal on to glass
This subject has already been discussed in Chapter 4C (Electroplating
Solutions). However, this consideration is sufficiently important to render
it worthy of reiteration. Not all electroplating solutions are suitable for
initiating the successful electrodeposition of metal on to sensitized glass
surfaces. Superior results will be obtained from using either an acid copper
sulphate solution or a nickel sulphamate solution.
Cyanide-based solutions are not recommended for the direct
electrodeposition of a freshly metallized glass substrate. Whilst this is
feasible, two fundamental drawbacks exist which render this approach
inappropriate. Firstly, when the artefact is introduced to the electroplating
solution, even under an applied electrical current, the highly corrosive
nature of the cyanide will chemically attack, erode, and dissolve the
metallizing agent before deposition can be activated. By compromising the
electrical conductivity of the film, this will inhibit efficient deposition,
undermine the strength of the metal-to-glass bond, and cause solution
contamination. Secondly, cyanide solutions naturally deposit metal in a
high state of internal stress, this adversely affects the strength of the
resulting glass-to-metal bond and gives rise to poorly adherent and weak
deposits. (Refer to Chapter 6D). Therefore in order to promote good
adhesion and avoid disrupting the conductive film, it is recommended that
electrodeposition is initiated using either a dull nickel solution or a copper
sulphate solution. In particular the latter option is advocated for use
because it offers greater versatility, flexibility, and ease of operation for
the A/C.

Introducing the artefact to the electroplating solution
Throughout the following text, reference is made to specific amperages
and voltages. These are quoted to illustrate general principles or points of
interest and relate specifically and exclusively to the electrodeposition of
metal from an acid copper sulphate solution. Readings will therefore vary
where other electroplating solutions are used.

It is essentialthat the artefact is introduced to the solution `live'.
Therefore,before immersing the article in the plating solution, the
electrical current must be switched on. A readingof 0.5-1.0 volts is usually
sufficient. (At this point a reading of `0' will be registeredon the
ammeter).This establishesa resistancein the circuit showing that an
electrical current is flowing. Deposition will thereforebe initiated
spontaneouslyas soon as the artefact is introducedto the solution. Next,
attachthe loose end of the electrodewires to a clean areaof the cathodic
busbar.Any supportingwires should be tightly wrappedaroundan
insulatedsectionof the busbar.Slowly lower the suspendedartefact into
the solution and position it approximately5 cm (2 inches)below the
surfaceof the electroplating solution. The electrical circuit is now
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initiated.
This
be
sequenceof events
complete,and electrodepositionwill
is crucial. Failure to apply an electrical resistanceto the cathodebefore
submergingthe artefactin the electroplating solution will:
jeopardize the conductive properties of the metallizing agent, which
will be dissolved and attacked by the corrosive nature of the
electroplating solution;

o give rise to a weak immersion deposit, which will have a
detrimental effect upon the chancesof achieving a tenaciously
adherentglass to metal bond.
Throughout the electrodeposition process, it is essential to avoid any direct
contact between the positively charged anode and negatively charged
cathode. Therefore particular care must be taken when, introducing and
removing artefacts from the solution, or repositioning/rotating the cathode
during the electrodeposition process. Direct electrical contact between
these electrodes will inadvertently short-circuit the system, damage the
equipment, and rendering the process incapable of operation. The
relatively low currents of electricity used by the A/C in a studio
environment are not likely to pose any real hazard of electrical shock.
However, this could have the potential to be extremely dangerous in an
industrial electroplating scenario where considerably higher currents are
employed. Care must therefore be exercised at all times.
As the artefact is introduced to the electroplating solution, the voltage
will drop to 0.1-0.2 volts and within a few minutes, the amperage will rise
to 0.1-0.2 amps. This is a positive indication that deposition is now being
initiated. In transparent electroplating solutions it may be possible to see
the electrodeposited metal, visually spread across the surface of the object.
This is the most critical stage of the process. It usually takes between 5 and
25 minutes to cover the entire surface of the form with a thin film of metal.
This will be significantly more conductive than the underlying metallizing
agent, and (once formed), will promote further deposition, causing the
amperage to spontaneously rise to 0.3-0.4 amps. Thereafter the current
density (amps) can be slowly increased in small increments. After 30
minutes or so, the copper film should have the strength required to carry
the desired current and rapidly to build up a thicker deposit of metal.

Operating parameters conducive to promoting initial metal deposition
The current density
The aboveprocedureis merely a guideline. No precisepatterncan be
advocatedfor increasingthe current as this will vary in accordancewith
the current density rangeof the electroplating solution (e.g. copper
sulphatesolutions operatewithin a rangeof 0.5-7.0 A/dm2 (5-70 Asf), as
opposedto silver cyanide solutions,which operatewithin a rangeof 1.01.6 A/dm2 (10-15 Asf)), and the surfaceareaof the artefactbeing
electrodeposited.The application of a very low current density in
electrodepositingmetallized glassis essential during initial deposition.
This is becausethe conductive film is very delicate and only possesses
a
limited capacity to carry current. The application of an excessivelyhigh
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is
likely
deposition
in
density
to
the
the
process
current
early stages of
disrupt the metallizing medium, which may be burnt away and eradicated
from the substrate surface. If the conductive film becomes partially eroded
inhibited,
become
deposition
in
destroyed
this
will either
manner, metal
or
Any
deposit,
in
incoherent,
cease
altogether.
or
an
patchy
resulting
surviving deposits will be poorly adherent, and are likely to exfoliate and
high
The
from
current
the
use of excessively
substrate surface.
peel away
densities on strongly established, resilient, deposits will cause the metal
formed to take on dark spongy, rough or nodular appearance.The resulting
fashion
depending
fault
be
upon the aesthetic
or
a
regarded as
effect may
desires of the individual A/C.
Agitation
During the early stagesof electrodeposition, the metallized surface film is
it
is
Whilst
damage.
highly
delicate,
to
an
susceptible
and
extremely
into
direct
fresh
bring
contact
to
solution
of
metal-rich
supply
a
advantage
with the artefact to promote a good rapid surface coverage of
is
likely
have
to
a
electrodcposited metal, any excessive movement
detrimental effect. Mechanical agitation, or vigorous aeration, should be
it
impair
to either
the
causing
this
metallizing agent,
avoided as
may
dissolve or flake away from the substrate surface, and float as a residue on
the surface of the solution. A good compromise is to introduce mild
initial
After
in
direct
but
the
to
the
artefact.
aeration close
not
proximity
film
has
of encompassing
taken
place, and a continuous
plating period
increased,
be
(15.30
has
been
deposited
to
this
can
slowly
minutes),
metal
be
deposition
to
the
electrodeposited more
metal
promote
and enable
rapidly at higher current densities.

Recognizing the early signs of deposition failure
Severalscenariosarisewhich indicate partial or completedeposition
failure. The voltagereadingregisteredduring the initial stagesof the
drawing
function
the
effective
means
of
processcan
as a particularly
However
defect
this will vary
to
or
problem.
attention a potential
significantly dependingupon the electrical conductivity of the substrate
surfaceor metallizing mediaused.It should be pointed out that where less
conductivemetallizersare employed,considerablepatiencewill be
longer
initiated.
This
be
deposition
take
to
the
may
requiredas
process
shouldbe taken into accountbefore declaringan experimentnull and void.
A persistentlyhigh voltage is the first indication that there is a
problem with the depositionprocess.If after the initial 15 to 30 minutesa
high voltage is registeredalongsidea `0' amperagereading,it is a strong
indication that depositionhasfailed. The primary factors which may have
contributedtowardsthis situation are referredto in Table 6/6 at the end of
this chapter.Here various explanations,guidelines,and recommendations
are offered to assistthe A/C in identifying and resolving the problem so
that successfuldepositioncan be initiated.
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Recommendationsfor promoting and sustaining successfuldeposition
In order to promotea strongly adherent,good quality depositwhen
it
is
electrodepositingglass
essential,to use a very low current density not
just initially, but throughoutthe entire plating process.Longer plating
periodswill thereforebe necessaryto build up the predeterminedthickness
of metal.This will be an advantagein eliminating highly stressed,weal:,
and poorly adherentdeposits,which occur as a result of rapid deposition
at highercurrent densities.For example,copper sulphatesolutions
typically operatewithin a current density rangeof 0.5-7.0 A/dm2 (5-70
Asf). However,for the practical purposeof electrodepositglasssubstrates,
a maximumcurrent density of 2.0 A/dm2 (20 Asf) is advocatedfor use.
Superiorresultswill be obtainedfrom electrodepositingglassat 0.5 A/dm2
(5 Asf) over an extendedperiod of time. This CD is recommendedfor A/C
wishing to optimise the chancesof achieving an adherentand uniform
distribution of metal.
Once the desired current density has been reached, it should be
maintained (without interruption) until a sufficient thickness of metal has
been electrodeposited. Where possible, it is advisable to avoid extracting
the artefact from the solution during the electrodeposition process. If
visual inspection is necessary,this should be conducted by lifting a small
selected area of the cathode above the level of the electroplating solution.
This will prevent the amperage from dropping, and avoid interrupting the
plating cycle. This is particularly important in nickel plating where the
exposed metal spontaneously oxidizes in the air hindering subsequent
electrodeposition, and causing any deposit formed (as a result of reintroducing the artefact to the solution) to become laminated and poorly
adherent. Once a complete envelope of electrodeposited metal has
encapsulated the glass artefact, mechanical reciprocation and air agitation
can gradually be increased to direct a fresh supply of the solution on to the
cathode surface and promote further metal deposition. As the deposition
process proceeds, the cathode should be strategically rotated and
repositioned. If necessary this should be conducted at regular intervals, to
direct metal into recessedand concealed areas which are difficult to plate.
This will be an advantage in promoting good current distribution and
uniform metal deposition. Completion of deposition process can be gauged
visually, alternatively the plating duration required to deposit a specific
thickness of metal can be calculated using a simple slide rule (as referred
to in Chapter 4D).

Subsequentprocessing
Once formed, strongly adherentfoundationlayers of copperand nickel can
go on to receivedecorativefinishes of gold or silver. The underlying base
metal can be usedas a financially expedientand practical methodof
building up an aestheticallydesirablethicknessof metal, which can then,
simply be overplatedwith a selectedpreciousmetal. (Thoroughrinsing is
essentialbefore transferring the artefactbetweenelectroplatingsolutions).
In thesecircumstances,the underlying depositservesthe
additional role of
enablingthe depositionwhich follows to be form a highly reflective
surfacefilm. Neither gold or silver electroplatingsolutionsare capableof
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However.
deposits.
bright
they will replicatethe physical
producing
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Therefore
the
surface.
underlying
appearanceandcharacteristicsof
deposit,
bright
the
gold or
to
copper
or
nickel
a
on
metal
electrodepositing
finish.
The
lustrous
bright,
be
to
surface
silver can superimposed producea
A/C wishing to pursuethis should refer to Chapter4C where the procedure
is outlined in further detail.
Where bright deposits are required, but appropriate electroplating
A/C
to
facilities
the
more
must
resort
accessible,
are
not
and
solutions
On
techniques.
completion of the electrodeposition
conventional polishing
be
'Tripoli'
can
used to smooth away rough
as
abrasives
such
process
for
burnishing.
Whilst
basis
form
this process
a
suitable
areasof metal and
is appropriate for finishing metal components, the mechanical friction and
force involved renders this procedure unsuitable for finishing the surface
it
because
weakens and undermines the adhesion
of electrodeposited glass,
dipping'
is
bond.
'Bright
therefore recommended as
the
metal-to-glass
of
deposits
lustrous
highly
and
reflective
an appropriate method of producing
forms
delicate
intricate,
which possessrelatively
and more
on complex.
deep and inaccessible undercuts.

Section 2: Recording the Electrodeposition Process
It is absolutelycrucial for the A/C to maintain a comprehensive
logbook/recordof all electroplatingactivities, regardlessof the extentto
is
fundamentally
failure.
This
be
to
or
a success
which operationsprove
important for two reasons:
It is an essentialpart of the learning experience,and is invaluable
for A/C who wish to developa comprehensiveknowledgeand
Through
how
the
operates.
process
of
understanding
documentation,experimentationand analysis,it will also be
develop
have
identify
to
and
problems
arisen,
why
specific
possible
This
their
them
to
and
prevent
reoccurrence.
strategies alleviate
familiarization will placethe A/C in a better position to achieve
successfulresultsand exploit happy accidents,by introducing an
elementof skill and control which is capableof predeterminingthe
repeatabilityof decorativeeffects.
To ensurethe solution is well maintained;brighteners,stress
These
to
the
are
used
solution.
replenish
relievers,and anti-pittants
are addedon an `ampere-hourbasis'. An accuraterecord of all
is
last
the
the
plating periodsand
amperagesusedsince
addition
thereforeessentialif the solution is to be maintainedin a stable
long-term
This
the
will
ensure
serviceability of the
condition.
solution, and guaranteesuccessfulresultsin the future.
Recommendations
A suitableformat for recording,electrodepositionactivities is illustrated in
Fig. 6/10. This should be referredto when readingthe following
descriptionand recommendations.For convenience,this hasbeen
into
information which should be recordedbefore, during, and
organised
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DATA

NAME: A. N. Other

DESCRIPTION:

Calculated Surface Area:
115cm2(17.8 in. sq)

Intaglio cut vase

Metallisation Procedure:
Silver Electrodag paint -T9058
Brush Application

Areas to be
deposited

Deposition Rate:
2.0 Aidms (20 Asf) Actual 2.5 amps

Electrode wires x2

SOLUTION DETAILS:
111tta1

Acid/Cyanide

Copper

'Cuprasol NILY

N/A

Optimum

Bricht Acid Copper
Sul hateSolution
Date

Time

1/4/98 9.30 am

Temp (Actual)

p1I

24°C

1.0-75 A/dm2 (10-75 Asf)

Optimum

Optimum Rate

23°C

-

Temp

Amps

AS. F

°C

Actual

E uiv

Volts

Duration

3.5 A/dm2(35 Asf)
Observations

Hours
03

24

Plating Range

-

9.32 am

0.2

0.2

9.35 am

0.4

0.25

Goodconductivity.Rapidsurface

9.40 am

0.6

5

0.3

coverageof ciectrodepocited
metal

9.45 am

1.2

10

0.4

Introducedvery mild air agitation

9.50 am

2.0

0.5

Introduced
cathode
rodmovement

9.55 am

2.5

I

I

6m

-

Out

20

0.7
Rotatedcathodes90° every30 mins

-

-

8'/

Rinsedanddried.Uniform deposit.
dull/grainy appearance
-3 rtd
brightener added.

2/4198 9.00 am
9.10 am

23

1.1

10

2.0

0.4
0.6

9.20 am

2.5

20

0.7

9.30 am

3.1

25

0.8

5 pm

Out

-

cont:

-

-

Cathodeaciddipped,rinsedand
returnedto electroplatingsolution.

Higher CD - goodbright deposit

16'/2

Fig. 6/10. Electroplating Data Sheet

Perfectresult!Goodadhesion
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Data
Electroplating
blank
In
deposition.
the
sheet
copy of
addition a
after
in
Section 1 of the Appendix.
be
to
can referred
Beforeinitiating deposition
lt is advisableto record the date,the condition of the solution, and provide
latter
The
being
illustration
description,
the
processed.
of
artefact
or
a
instantly
A/C
be
to
to
the
recognizeand
allow
should accurateenough
identify the plating record relating to a specific artefactat a later date.
Furtherinformation relating to the surfaceareaand intendedcurrent
density(plus a recordof its calculation) should be included alongsideany
details relating to the metallizatonprocedureadopted,and with more
complex forms, the methodof cathodewire suspension.
During deposition
A stop-watch or timing device will prove invaluable in controlling and
recording the process. As electrodeposition commences, an accurate
record should be kept of the starting time and voltage applied. Thereafter
the time intervals and regularity with which any increases in the current
density (voltage and amperage) are implemented can be recorded
be
Reference
also
made to the precise time at which
should
accordingly.
introduced
brighteners/additives
(mechanical
are
or air), or
any agitation,
to the solution. By following this format the effects of adopting different
deposition procedures can be assessedand compared to distinguish
appropriate operating parameters for the deposition of future artefacts. If
during deposition the artefact is repositioned, it is particularly important to
further
frequency
Any
the
the
observations,
of
rotation.
record
angle and
peculiarities, and anomalies which arise may also be documented.

Post deposition
Besidesrecordingthe time at which the artefact is extractedfrom the
be
electroplatingsolution, an estimationshould madeof the amountof
metal deposited.Additional remarksmay refer to the visual propertiesand
appearanceof the depositformed, notably its brightness,dullness,or
in
together
useful
roughness,
with any physical criteria, which may prove
evaluatinghow the processhasprogressed.This information may prove to
be particularly helpful for A/C wishing to either resolvea problem, or
repeatthe procedureat a later date.The report shouldbe concludedwith a
referenceto the successor failure of an experiment.This should
summarizeany faults/problemsif applicable,and suggestimprovements
which could be madeto the experimentto enhancethe resultsin the future.
It is important to rememberthat the resultsobtainedfrom
electrodepositionprocedureswill vary in accordancewith the natureand
preparationof the artefact,the chemical constitution and operating
parametersof the solution, and the positioning of the anodesin
relationshipto the cathodes.Thesewill all dramatically affect the success
of the operation,thereforewhen problemsarise eachof thesevariables
shouldbe scrutinizedto identify the sourceof the difficulty and determine
its resolution.Referenceshould be madeto the information containedat
the end of this chapterfor further assistance.
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Section 3: Quick Reference Guidelines
The following summaryconsistsof a simple step-by-stepguide to
from
introducing,
electroplating
artefacts
and extracting
preparing,
by
direct
for
These
exploitation
proceduresare recommended
solutions.
be
information,
further
For
initiated
A/C.
referenceshould made
the newly
detail.
in
discussed
greater
to the main text, where theseproceduresare
Introducing Artefacts to the electroplating solution
Preparing the electroplating facility
Ensure that all mechanisms, including aerators, agitating appliances, and
is
Check
fully
the
solution
operational.
rectifiers/electrical contacts are
if
temperature
necessary,
and
range,
within the optimum composition and
in
direct
be
busbars
contact
the
will
which
those
areas of
cleanse/abrade
This
hooks
will remove surface
wire.
cathode
the
and
anode
with
oxidation, and ensure good electrical contacts are made.
Preparing the glass substrate

(for
Firmly
the
more
to
surface
cathode
the
c
attach electrodewire(s)
detailedinformation refer to Chapter6A). Theseservetwo
fundamentalpurposesthey provide:
(i. ) a rigid physical supportfrom which to suspendthe artefact;
(ii. ) a meansof carrying an electrical current and initiating
electrodeposition.
Electrodewires should be of a sufficient gaugeto carry the required
in
0.5
(0.2")
With
the
end
at
the exceptionof
cm
electrical current.
direct contactwith the cathodesurface,and a sufficient length at the
from
from
the
the
to
which securelysuspend artefact
other end
be
insulated
their
bar,
along
the
should
wires
electrodes
cathode
entire length with an electrically and chemically resistant tape.
Scrupulously cleanse the glass to remove any residual surface
in
thoroughly
copious
greasesand contamination, and rinse
handling
the
To
avoid
prevent recontamination,
quantities of water.
artefact, which can usually be moved around using the supporting
wires.

Metallize/sensitizethe substrate.This will render the surface
Only
thoseareasof
to
electrodeposition.
conductiveand receptive
the artefactwhich are metallizedand connectedto electrodewires
will receivea depositof metal.
* Gaugethe surfaceareaof thoseportions of the artefactrequiring
deposition(as referredto in Chapter4D), and calculatethe correct
densities
low
Asf.
(Remember,
in
density
A/dm2
current
or
current
is
be
if
deposit
to
tenaciously
adherent
of metal
are an advantage a
For
in
examplea
metals
onto
glass.
attained electrodepositing
for
0.5
is
density
A/dm2
(5
Asf)
to
equivalent
recommended
current
acid coppersulphatesolutions).
o Considerhow best to position the anodesand cathodesin
relationshipto one anotherto promote successfuldeposition(refer
to Chapter4E), and if necessaryplan the most appropriatestrategy
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for manipulatingand rotating the object. This will help to overcome
in
difficulties,
A/C
the
assist
obtaining a
and
potentialplating
uniform coverageof metal.
Initiating deposition
Switch on the rectifier. The flow of current/electricalresistancewill
be registeredby the voltmeter.This should be set to 0.5V (or
possibly 1.0V for larger artefacts).
^ Before introducing the artefact to the electroplating tank, support it
above the level of the solution, and securely fasten the electrode
wires to the cathode busbar. A good electrical contact is essential to
ensure the artefact is introduced to the electroplating solution `live'.
A sufficient length of wire must be left to allow the object to be
suspendedapproximately 5cm (2") below the level of the solution.
o Slowly lower the artefact into the electroplating solution. Avoid any
direct contact between the anodes and cathodes as this will shortcircuit the system. Record the time and the voltage/amperage
readings.
After five to ten minutes the voltage will drop, and the amperage
will rise slightly, indicating that electrodeposition has been
initiated. Do not attempt to examine or disturb the artefact at this
stage of the process as this may jeopardize the successof the
operation.

At regular intervals, gradually increasethe current density until the
desiredamperageis obtained.This should be conductedover the
initial half-hour of deposition.
Oncethe pre-determinedcurrent hasbeenreached,allow deposition
to proceednaturally. At this point gentle aerationand agitation (if
appropriate)can be introducedand gradually increasedto supply
the cathodesurfacewith a metal rich solution. This will stimulate
and promotefurther deposition.
If necessary.after the initial plating period, the artefactcan be
rotated,and repositionedat regular intervals to assistin the
depositionof a uniform coverageof metal. However care must be
taken,to ensurethat the electrodewires do not work looseor
becomedetachedfrom the cathodesurface,causingdeposition
failure.
Allow electrodepositionto continueuntil a desirablethicknessof
metal hasbeendeposited.Throughoutthe procedurerememberto
meticulously record any changesin amperage/voltageand in the
positioning of the artefact,togetherwith any additional
observations.
Removing work from the electroplating solution
Switch off any aeration/agitationdevices.
= Loosenthe electrodewires aroundthe cathodebusbar,and gently
lift the artefactout of the electroplatingsolution. Ensurethat no
direct contactis madebetweenthe artefactand the anodes.Allow
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hollow
in
to
(trapped
the
the
of
artefact)
crevices
solution
surplus
drain back into the tank.
Immediatelytransferthe work to a tank of cold running water and
is
This
least
for
ten
procedure
minutes.
at
rinse thoroughly
further
is
to
the
plating
a
undergo
object
particularly crucial where
between
is
(It
to
acid and cyanide
contact
avoid
essential
process.
inadvertently,
as a result of residues
solutions,which can occur
being carried over from one solution to anotherthrough inadequate
rinsing.)
" Returning to the electroplating tank turn the voltage to `0' and
switch off the rectifier. If a lid is available, cover the electroplating
solution to minimize the chances of contamination.

" Using a sharpknife, carefully disengagethe cathodewires from the
artefact.This will require patienceas the adhesionof the
electrodeposited metal to the glass is rarely strong enough to
withstand excessive force.
o Re-rinse the piece to ensure all traces of the solution are eliminated.
If required, apply an anti-tarnish/oxidation treatment to preserve the
7).
Chapter
(Refer
to
electrodeposited metal.

Section 4: Problems likely to be Encountered in Initiating
the Electrodeposition Process
Causesand remedies
Many of the problemslikely to be encounteredby A/C will ariseout of a
failure to give proper attentionto basic/fundamentalcriteria. Typically
thesemay include using inappropriateequipment,or inadequately
locate
When
the
to
the
attempting
maintaining electroplatingsolution.
in
defect,
A/C
the
the
causes
seek
most
obvious
should
sourceof a plating
the first instance.In particular, check electroplatingsolutions are properly
mixed, equipmentis fully functional, and the correct operatingparameters
(currentdensity, anodes,temperatureand agitation) are employed.It is
be
to
that
achievedunless
cannot
essential remember
good results
been
have
and
metallizing
procedures
appropriatecleansing,preparation
These
detail.
to
care
and
attention
employedandconductedwith sufficient
factorsare the root causesof many problems.However, most difficulties,
despitetheir initial complexity, can be resolvedrelatively easily.
The first line of defencein the detectionand diagnosisof a problem
involves observing,inspectingand analysingthe deposit.It is essentialthat
any plating defectsare correctedat an early stage,as left unattendedthe
quality of the depositionmay accumulativelydeteriorate,giving rise to
long-term
In
complicated
and
problems.
more
extremecases,solutions
may haveto be disposedof. This will prove to be labour intensiveand
incur unnecessaryexpensein the treatmentof effluents and replacementof
the solution. Fundamentallythe A/C should regard theseproblemsas a
challenge.The identification and resolution of plating difficulties is an
informative and essentialpart of the learning process,and is central to
understandingdepositionprocedures.Providedthat the A/C is able of
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applying an clementof ingenuity and logic when evaluatingand analysing
increasing
to
an
ever
continuously
making
reference
whilst
results,
he
be
knowledge
should
more than
and
experience,
repertoireof practical
capableof dealingwith any difficulties which arise.
In view of the extensive number of factors and idiosyncrasies which
be
foolproof
defective
towards
can
no
procedures
can contribute
plating,
advocated for automatically resolving specific/isolated problems.
However, it is hoped that the following the following information (Tables
6/6 to 6/12) will assist the A/C both in identifying the causesof defective
deposition. and in putting forward positive strategies for resolving them.
For case and practicability the information given in each table has been
prioritized so that the most obvious explanations/root causesof a given
problem are identified at the start and should be suspected in the first
instance. Thereafter they are listed in descending order of their likely

occurrence.
Table 616. Deposition Failure

Detection
Metal depositionmay proceedin an ad hoc, indiscriminate, fashionon
selectedareasof the metallizedsurfacegiving rise to a patchy,spotty
deposit.In extremecasesmetal depositionmay fail completely. In these
circumstancesthe piece must be entirely stripped,cleansed,and replated.
Cause
1. Poor electrical contacts
(resulting in complete
deposition failure)

Solution
This is usually confirmed by a `0'
amperagereading.Ensurethe rectifier is
fully operational and electrode wires are

securelyattached,so that they are held
in tensionagainstthe cathodesurface.
(Thesehavea tendencyto work loose
and becomedetached.) Check the entire
length of the electrode wires for

2. Poor surfacecleansing
(Resulting in partial
plating with isolated
surfaceareasresisting
deposition.This is
known as `skip-plating')

weaknessand severances,and ensure
that the terminating portion of the
electrodewire is securelyattachedto a
clean areaof the cathodicbusbar.Any
connectionswhich carry electricity
betweenthe rectifier and the plating tank
shouldbe clean and secure.
Grease,dirt and other forms of
contaminationresiding on the surfaceof
the object from handling or processing
the glass,will act as a resist and inhibit
depositionproducing a patchy
incoherentdeposit.In these
circumstancesthe A/C is advisedto
adopt a more effective cleansing
procedure(refer to Chapter6A).
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3. Inadequatemetallization o Avoid using old or contaminated
(partial depositionmay
metallizing media.
Ensure
o
occur)
all metallizing media are mixed
and usedin accordancewith the
manufacturers/guidelines;in particular
silver pasteshave a tendencyto separate
out and must be shakenregularly to
retain a homogeneousand uniform
composition. Copperlacquers,mixed
incorrectly with a slight excess of
lacquer, will produce insulating rather
than conductive properties.

C Ensureall areas(undergoing
electrodeposition)are coveredwith a
uniform and consistently applied film of
the metallizing medium. Remember
each isolated area of the substrate
surface will require attachment to a

separateelectrodewire.
4. Poorcovering power
- The artefactshould be designedbearing
(failure to depositmetal
in mind the limitations of the deposition
in recesscd/lowCD
process.Recessedareasare notoriously
difficult to electroplate,especiallywhere
areas)
weakersolutions are used.Thereforeit
may be necessaryto resort to using an
electroplatingsolution with a `superior
throwing power'. The implications and
limitations posedby the designof the
cathodedesignand the effect this has
upon the capability of an electroplating
solution to depositmetal at all are
discussedin Chapter4E.
Altering the operatingconditions: in
certain situationsincreasesin
temperature,agitation, and current
density can improve the covering power
of the solution.
Extendedplating periodsmay promote
the depositionof a thin film of metal in
recessedor difficult areas.However,the
resulting deposit will neverbe as thick
as on the rest of the cathode.
5. Inappropriate
o Ensurethat the anodesare positioned
positioning of the anodes symmetrically aroundthe object to
to the cathode(s)(giving
provide an even distribution and surface
rise to an uneven
coverageof metal as feasible.Rotating
thicknessand poor
the cathodeduring depositionwill
surfacecoverageof
enableall areasof the object to receive
metal)
equal exposureto the anodes.
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^ Moderatesolution agitation will assistin
the circulation, delivery and
fresh
supply of metal
a
of
replenishment
rich solution in and around the vicinity
of the cathode.This will improve the
efficiency of the processand encourage
the formation of a coherentdeposit.
o Every electroplatingfacility hasa
maximum working capacity. Attempts to
overload the system will result in
partial/complete deposition failure.
Reference should be made to Chapter 4E
where formulae for calculating
maximum plating capacities are outlined
in detail.

o Metallizing films are extremely delicate,

density (partial
deposition may occur).
The metallizing media
may be partially
destroyed inhibiting

and must undergo deposition at a very
low current density. Excessively high
current densities will inhibit deposition
by burning away the sensitizing media,
causing incoherent deposits and

electrodeposition.
Alternatively, deposits
may become dark brown
and take on a burnt,
spongy, or nodular in
appearance.)

blistering/poor adhesion.

Table W. Poor/%VeakAdhesion
Detection
This is one of the more seriousdefectsof the electrodepositionprocess
becauseit rendersthe artefactincapableof fulfilling its intended
decorativeor functional application.Poor adhesionmanifestsitself in
various forms, causingthe metal to buckle, blister, peel, curl, or exfoliate
from the glasssubstrate.In most cases,restorationis not feasibleand the
defective
deposit,
be
the
stripped
of
and
artefactmust completely
intensive
from
This
labour
be
can a very expensiveand
reworked
scratch.
process.
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Solution
= Roughenthe surfaceof the glass.
Adopt a more scrupulousand effective
cleansingprocedureand apply with
If
detail.
to
and
attention
meticulouscare
brush
to scrubthe
a
stiff
necessaryuse
surface,before thoroughly rinsing the
To
in
deionized
water.
avoid
artefact
possible recontamination cleansing
procedures should not be carried out
until directly before metallization and
clectrodeposition, and care should be

2. Inadequatemetallization

taken to avoid handling the artefact.
Refer to Table 6/5 in Chapter6B. This
lists metallizing agents which are most
appropriate to promoting good adhesion.
Avoid applying the metallizing medium

too thickly as this may result in
inherently weak deposits.'Skip plating'
usually occurs when poorly conductivecontaminatedmetallizing agentsare
used, or where residual greasesare

3. Stress

presenton the substratesurface.
Ensurethat the electroplatingsolution
selected is suitable for electrodepositing

4. Immersiondeposition

in
low
to
glass
a
stateof
metal on
internal stress.Nickel sulphamateor
coppersulphatesolutions are highly
for
recommended use.
= Examinethe artefactto determine
deposit
displays
the
signsof
whether
compressiveor tensile stress(refer to
Chapter6D). Professionaladvicecan
then be sought,and appropriate
adjustmentscan be madeto the
compositionof the solution to ensure
that stressis minimized and adhesionis
promoted.
Ensurethat the correct operating
parametersare used,(e.g. temperature,
agitation, and current density).
' Add wetting agentsand stressreducers
if necessary- but not indiscriminately.
To avoid the formatting of weak glassto-metal bondsalways ensurethat a
current is flowing before introducing the
artefactto the electroplatingsolution.
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o Decreasethe amperageand usea very
low current density to electrodeposit
freshly metallized surfaces.Attempts to
high
density
too
a
current
will
use
induce stressand reduceadhesion.

Table 618.Current Fall Away
Detection
If during deposition. the amperage suddenly drops to `0' for no apparent
reason, indicating that deposition has ceased, `current fall-away' is said to
have occurred. The source of this problem is frequently electrical.

Cause
1. Faulty rectifier
2. Poor electrical contacts

Solution
Check the rectifier to ensureit is
operating correctly.
o Check that all contacts which carry
electricity between the rectifier and the

tank. including thosewhich connectthe
busbarsto the anodesand cathode,are
clean and securelyattached.If necessary
removeoxidation and corrosion from the
busbarsto facilitate good surface
conductivity.
3. Poorly maintained

solution

Analyse the composition of the solution

to ensurethat all the chemicalsare
presentin the correct concentrations
(and that the solution is sufficiently

conductiveto convey an electrical
current). Badly maintainedsolutions
deterioraterapidly and becomevery
unstable.For long-term serviceability
and reliability, solutions need to be

maintainedin a very pure and clean
condition, even when not in use.
4. Inadequatemetallization
The metallizing agentmust provide a
good, electrically conductivesurface.
Sensitizingproceduresshould be carried
out directly before depositionas
prolongedexposureto the air may cause
surfacecontaminationor passivation.
5. Inappropriateoperating
Ensuremetal depositionoccurswithin
the recommendedtemperatureand
conditions
current density range.
C. Increasethe level of solution agitation.
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o The build up of sludge which occurs
naturally during the dissolution of the
film
insulating
which
an
anodes creates
can occasionally render the anodes
`passive', inhibiting deposition. This can
be rectified by removing the anodes
from the electroplating solution, and
scrubbing the surfaces with a nylon
brush to reveal a bright metal surface.
After cleaning it is important to rebag
the anodes before returning them to the
electroplating solution.

Table 6/9. Uneven Thickness of Metal Deposited
Faraday's law dictates that the amount of metal deposited is directly
proportional to the current passed. The `throwing power' of an
it
is
however,
dictates
the
to
possible
which
extent
electroplating solution,
to deposit metal uniformly across the entire surface of the cathode. As a
facets,
deposited
be
the
on
preferentially
protruding
general rule metal will
in
(i.
those
the
e.
which
are
closest proximity to the
artefact
and edges of
anode), and be deprived from recessed surface areas. Complex and
intricate forms are most likely to receive successful deposition from
(typically
throwing
cyanide-based
a
good
power
solutions which possess
be
Various
can
adopted to promote uniform
strategies
solutions).
deposition. These are described in Chapter 4E. Further recommendations
are summarized below.
Cause
1. Poor throwing power

Solution
0 This property is predetermined by the
chemical composition of the solution.
The throwing power of the solution may
be improved by increasing the current
density, agitation, and temperature.
Alternatively it may be more appropriate
to use a solution with a superior

throwing power.
2. Inappropriate
o Surfaceareasof the cathodein closest
positioning of the anodes proximity to the anodewill
to the cathode(s)
preferentially attract metal. It is
thereforeadvisableto position anodes
symmetrically aroundthe cathodes.The
object shouldbe regularly rotatedduring
depositionto promote a more even
coverageof metal. Where necessary
robbersand shieldsmay be usedto
direct current into recessedor difficultto-plate areas.
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3. Solution composition

o Additives referred to as `levelling
agents' can be employed to encourage a
more uniform deposition. These promote
heavier metal deposition in recessedlow
current density areas, whilst
simultaneously inhibiting deposition on
protruding high current density areas.

4. Additional point

o `Periodic reversal' can be usedto assist
in levelling, giving rise to smoother and
more uniform deposits. During
deposition this process intermittently
and periodically reverses the current.
This enables the anodes and cathodes to
take on opposite roles, so that deplating
occurs on high current density areas of
the cathode surface.

Table 6/10. Poor Quality Deposits
Detection
This occurs randomly, and may result in dark spotting streakiness,
blotchiness, staining, or general discoloration. Cyanide solutions are
particularly prone to this phenomenon.
Cause
Discoloration/staining
1. Residues of solution

trappedin crevicesof
the cathodesurface

Solution
Where an electroplated object is left to
partially dry before rinsing, residual
traces of the electroplating solution may
crystallize out on the surface of the
metal, or in porous deposits be absorbed
causing surface discoloration and
staining. This may give rise to blotchy,
spotted or streaked deposits and can be
reduced by:

c Extracting the artefact from the
electroplatingsolution, and rinsing
immediately and thoroughly in
alternatingvats of hot and cold water,
before drying the objects in warm air.
o Using an electroplatingsolution which
produceslessporousdeposits.
Cloudy deposits
2. Excessivepickling when 0 This will result in a dull, cloudy deposit.
If this occurstry
preparingan object for
(i) using a more dilute pickling solution
replacing(e.g. when
depositingsilver on to
(ii) pickling the object for a shorter
copper)
period of time.
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o This may lead to streakyand cloudy
deposits.Analyse the solution and check
for contamination.(The use of silver
in
may
result
pastes/metallizingmedia
be
deposits.
These
residuescan
streaky
)
dummy
cathode.
plated out using a

Filter the solution over activatedcarbon
in the presenceof agitation to remove
impurities and organic contamination.
Dull deposits
4. Too low a current
density

5. Solution composition:

exhaustedbrighteners

0 At very low current densities
design
are
solutions
which
electroplating
to produce bright/lustrous deposits, will
give rise to dull deposits. Check the
correct current density is being used and
increase the amperage accordingly.
0 Proprietary brighteners are

commercially available,and shouldbe
addedin accordancewith the
manufacturersrecommendations,intervals
at
on an
usually regular

ampere-hourbasis. `Hull Cell' analysis
is
indicate
the
will
whether
solution
deposits
bright
within the
producing
correct current density range, and
determine whether further brighteners
need to be added.

6. Inadequateagitation

0 Increasingthe agitation will circulate the
fresh
help
bring
to
supply
and
a
solution
into
ions
direct contactwith
of metal
low current density areaspromoting
brighter deposits.

Table 6/11. Pitting
Detection
Pitting occurswhen air bubblesbecomeoccludedin the depositproducing
small pin-holes/indentationsin the surface.This is technically undesirable
becauseit weakensthe deposit,and significantly reducespropertiesof
corrosionresistance.If pitting is to be promotedas an aestheticeffect the
A/C must ensurethat a structurally soundfoundation of metal hasbeen
obtainedprior to inducing the effect. Pitting is most frequently associated
with bright nickel plating solutionswhich are particularly prone to this
condition.
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Solution
o Clean solutions are less likely to exhibit
If
tendency
towards
a
pitting. the
be
the
solution
should
problem persists,
analysedand filtered to eradicate
contamination.

2. Inappropriatelevels of
air agitation

3. Insufficient additives

4. Inadequatesurface
preparation

o Moderateair agitation may help reduce
surface tension and relinquish trapped
in
However,
air preventing pitting.
excess, air aggregation is likely to
exacerbate the problem. A suitable
compromise must be reached.
0 The appearanceof `tails', which form on
the deposit and project outwards to
follow the directional flow of the
agitation, indicate that the composition
of the solution needs to be modified.
Organic wetting agents can be used in
cyanide/alkali solutions to reduce this
effect and prevent pitting.

0 Rough surfacesare more likely to
promote `pitting'. The mechanical
polishing of substratesprior to
depositionmay reducethis effect.

Table 6/12. Rough/Grainy Deposits
Grainy/granular deposits are derived from two principal sources: primarily
from inherent roughness/irregularities in the substrate surface itself, and
secondly, from faults in the plating process. It is essential for the A/C to
remember that any residing blemishes, roughness, or imperfections present
in the cathode surface will tend to be exaggerated, rather than be
diminished or disguised by the electroplating process.

Rough,grainy depositsmay be aestheticallydesirableto the A/C,
whereactively pursued,they should be promotedusing the procedures
referredto in Chapter7. Rough depositsderived in an ad hoc or
indiscriminatefashion from defectsin the deposition process(as registered
below), are not acceptablebecausethey give rise to depositswhich are
unstable,weak, and highly stressed.This compromisesthe durability and
serviceability of the artefact,and seriouslyjeopardizesthe quality of the
final piece of work.
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Solution
° Dirt or grit residing on the surfaceof the
glass from sandblasting, grinding, or
polishing procedures may become
incorporated into the deposit as a result
of poor or inadequate cleansing. This
indicates that a more effective cleaning
be
be
This
to
adopted.
must
cycle needs
conducted with scrupulous care and
attention to detail. High pressure solvent
sprays or a toothbrush may be useful in
extracting debris from difficult to reach
or recessed areas.
o Inadequate rinsing. Exposing the
cathode to a contaminated or impure
water supply may cause surface
roughness. Pure deionized or distilled
water is recommended for rinsing

purposes.
0 Particulatematter and debris suspended
in the solution may, through agitation,
be co-deposited on the cathode,

particularly where it is allowed to settle
on horizontal surfaceplanes.Constant
filtration in conjunction with agitation

will be an advantagein reducing
roughness and purifying/maintaining the

3. Too high a current
density

electroplatingsolution in a serviceable
condition.
Recalculatethe surfaceareaand correct
current density for the object.
Excessively high current densities will
in
result rough, granular deposits or

4. Anode impurities

`burning' on projecting/high current
density areasof the cathodesurface.
Reducethe amperageaccordingly.
0 This causes`treeing' (refer to Chapter
7), which is prevalentwhere anodesare
not bagged,and impurities and sludge
can freely escapeinto the electroplating
solution. Anode bagsshould be cleaned
and replacedon a regular basis.
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o In cyanide solutions an excessivebuild
up of carbonatescan causerough or
Carbonates
be
deposits.
can
grainy
removed by lowering the temperature of
the electroplating bath to 0°C (32°F).
The carbonates will then crystallise out
filtered
be
to
the
off
solution
enabling
(Refer to Chapter 4C). In nickel plating
solutions a build up of phosphates may
in
deposits.
rough
result
0 Rough/grainy deposits can be reduced
by:
(i) decreasing the current density
(ii) lowering the temperature of the
solution
(iii) reducing agitation
(iv) reducing the acidity of the
electroplating solution (Refer to
Chapter 4C).

Tables6/6 to 6/12 werecompiled from various sources;
CANNING LTD, W. (1978) CanningHandbookon Electroplating. 22nd ed.,
Birmingham:W. CanningLtd. & E. & F.N. SponLtd.
NEWMAN, L. S. & J.H. (1979) Electroplating and Electroforming. New York. Crown
Publisher Inc.
HALL, N. (1977) Metal Finishing Guidebook and Directory. 45th ed., Hackensack H.J.:
Metals and Plastics Publications Inc.

PINNER, R. (1962) Copperand CopperAlloys. (PublicationNo. 62). London: Copper
DevelopmentAssociation.
GRAHAM, A. K. (1971) Electroplating Engineering Handbook. 3rd ed., New York: Van
Nostrand Reinhold Company.

POYNER,J.A. (1987) Electroplating. Hemel Hempstead:Argos Books Ltd.
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Chapter 6D

Adhesion
Introduction
Adhesion is a complex issue. It represents the most important attribute and
film
it
because
of
any
affects the quality and
property
electrodeposited
durability of the deposit, and is significant in determining its value and
Within
decorative
a
or
application.
serviceability within given
practical
electroplating technology the term adhesion refers to the extent or degree
to which an electrodeposited metal coating sticks to the underlying
internal
If
surface.
as
a
result
of
stress, thermal stress or
substrate
mechanical force the metal coating can be lifted or stripped from the
lack
This
it
is
be
to
adhesion
or
adherent.
substrate surface
said
poorly
definition of adhesion must be at the forefront of in the electroplaters mind
during his everyday activities.
"The principle of encapsulation" - achieving good adhesion in
electrodepositing metals onto glass
Experimentation conducted within the context of this research (as referred
to in Section 3 of this chapter) has revealed that "true" adhesion defined as
an independent and tenacious bond does not exist. In principle, the
strength of any glass to metal bond will never be equivalent to that
achieved in conventional electroplating procedures (where metal is
electroplated onto metal). Fundamentally, this is because the glass
substrate and engaging electrodeposited metal film are of an inherently
different nature and chemical structure. For this reason any adhesion
obtained in electrodepositing metals onto glass will almost certainly be
mechanical. The practical implications of this rationale are discussed
below. However in reality, precise adhesion is in fact undesirable. Even if
true bonding was feasible, it would prove to be ineffective because glass is
known to undergo thermal expansion and contraction when exposed to
different temperature environments. This means that it is dimensionally
unstable. It therefore follows that if a perfect/truly and rigidly adherent
deposit was formed it would not be able to respond to these subtle changes
in the temperature of the glass, and the stress induced would result in the
warping, deformation or cracking of the electrodeposited metal. Less than
perfect adhesion is therefore eminently more suitable to producing
deposits with sufficient resilience and stability to withstand dimensional
changes in the substrate surface in electrodepositing metals onto glass.

The electrodepositionprocessrelies emphatically upon the principle
of encapsulationto bond the metal to the glass.That is the electrodeposited
metal must be grown so that it interlocks with any shallow recesses,
channelsor undercuts(which form ideal anchoragepoints and mechanical
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bondingcites) and enclosesas an envelopingcageor framework around
the glass,so that if adhesionfails and the bond becomesdetachedthe
its
by
in
held
intact
own embracingstructure
position
and
metal remains
(Fig. 6/11).This fundamentalprinciple is central to electrodepositing
if
A/C
by
be
the
metalsonto glassand must acknowledgedand understood
the processof is to be successfullyimplemented.
Descriptive summary of the chapter
In an attempt to address and illustrate the importance of adhesion the
following chapter has been divided into three main sections. The contents
of which are as follows:
Section 1:
Describes the symptoms and appearance of poorly adherent
deposits. By illustrating the practical implications of poor
for
discussing
foundation
be
established
will
adhesion a
factors which significantly affect the bonding properties of
a deposit.
Section 2:
Puts forward recommendations to assist the A/C in
promoting and achieving good adhesion.
Section 3:
Describes techniques for testing and evaluating adhesion
by
directly
the
to
practical
exploitation
applicable
are
which
A/C. This section will identify procedures which have been
employed within the context of this research, to test and
different
bonding
the
of
properties
metallizing
compare
agents in electrodepositing metals onto glass. The
information derived from these procedures will then be
analysed and evaluated

Section 1: Detecting Poor Adhesion
Poor adhesion can easily be identified. In extreme cases the metal will
simply become divorced and detached from the glass as a direct result of
exfoliation - the peeling and lifting of the electrodeposited metal. In milder
casespoor adhesion will manifest itself in a more subtle variety of forms.
In particular, the deposit will buckle, blister and warp. Skip plating (the
sporadic misplating of certain areas) may also occur. Poor adhesion
constitutes a major and permanent defect. Remedial restoration to salvage
the deposit will not generally be feasible, and considerable time, labour
and expense will have to be invested in completely stripping down and
replating the object.

Visual inspectionof the defect will play a crucial role in identifying
the sourceof poor adhesion.To avoid any repercussionsthe problem will
haveto be methodically investigatedand resolvedbefore recommencing
deposition.Guidelinesfor overcoming poor adhesionare delineatedin
Table 6/7 - as referredto in Chapter6C.
The nature of "stress" and its effect upon adhesion.
Whetherstressis derived internally within a deposit ("intrinsic stress"),or
externally through applied physical pressure("induced stress"),
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Fig. 6/11 The Principle of Encapsulation - maximizing good adhesion (Sheet 1)

100%

Fig 1(A)

rrý1

Fig 1(B)
The electrodeposited metal must be grown, so that it encloses around the glass (1A).
Failure to do so (1 B), may result in the blistering (1 C) or buckling (1 D) of the metal
deposits.
leading to weak/non-adherent

Fig. 2

Cross Section
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Foot

This diagram illustrates how the electrodeposited metal can be designed to form an
encapsulating and strongly adherent envelope of metal, around (i) the internal and
external surface of the rim, and (ii) the top and underside of the foot of the vessel.
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it can seriouslycompromisethe bonding propertiesof a deposit resulting
in the detachmentof the electrodepositedmetal film, or cohesivefailure of
the substratesurface.In either case,this phenomenamerely servesto
It
is
thereforeessentialto
the
adhesion.
of
poor
exacerbate problems
depositthe metal in a stateof near zero stress,if a durable, strongly
adherentdepositis to be formed.
Most metals are electrodeposited in a state of internal residual stress
which will reveal itself in the form of either "tensile" or "compressive"
deposit.
disfiguration
distortion
Definitions of
the
causing
or
of
stress,
a
these forms of stress are delineated below and illustrated further in Section
7A of the Appendix to Chapter 4C. Tensile stress will cause the deposit to
contract and pull away from the substrate surface. The deposit may be seen
to curl upwards at the edges, and peel, crack, tear, or in extreme cases
result in complete exfoliation. Even in a mild form these symptoms render
the metal more susceptible to corrosion and fatigue. By comparison,
compressive stress will cause the deposit to expand resulting in the
buckling and blistering of the metal.
The successful electrodeposition of glass artefacts relies upon good
adhesion and consequently upon the ability of the practitioner to identify
and pursue measureswhich enable the metal to be deposited in a low state
of stress. The A/C can manipulate the solution and operating conditions
under which deposition occurs to control the levels of stress present within
interact
deposit.
factors
These
with the condition of the substrate surface
a
to predetermine the level of adhesion obtained. By developing an
appreciation of these considerations the A/C can introduce a degree of
control and employ strategies which serve to promote and enhance the
adhesion of a deposit. The stressesinherent within a deposit evolve from
several principal sources, namely;

(i)

The inherentmismatchwhich arisesfrom the different lattice
structureof the electrodepositedmetal and substratesurface.This
incipient stressis unavoidablein electrodepositingmetalsonto glass.

(ii)

The co-deposition of foreign materials, contamination and impurities
within a deposit. These forms of debris may be admitted into the
solution in the form of atmospheric dust, as a result of poor substrate
cleansing, (termed "drag-in") or inadvertently as a side affect of
introducing solution additives (e.g.: brighteners). By inhibiting the
formation of a pure deposit this predisposes the glass to conditions
which significantly induce stress, and lead to brittle, weak and
poorly adherent deposits. This problem can be minimised by using
analysis procedures and continuous filtration to maintain the solution
in an optimum condition.

(iii) The electroplatingsolution.
(iv) The operatingconditions of the electrodepositionprocess.The level
of intrinsic stresswithin a depositwill be directly relatedto and
predeterminedby, the temperatureof the solution, the degreeof
agitation and the current density. As a broad generalisationstress
will increasesignificantly as a result of:
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o Using too high a current / amperage: A side effect of increasing
the current density is to induce greater stress,jeopardising the
adhesion of the deposit. To promote and maximise adhesion, the
ideally
process of electrodepositing metals onto glass should
in
0.5
Asf)
density.
Adm2
(5
low
(e.
g.:
occur at a very
current
an acid copper sulphate electroplating solution. )

o Increasingthe temperatureof the electroplating solution.
o Employing excessive air agitation. This directly increases the
levels of stress present within the deposit. However, a low moderate level of agitation is generally considered to be
beneficial to the electroplating process
Stress values present in deposits from different electroplating
solutions
When electrodepositing metals onto glass the A/C must select an
electroplating solution and employ operating conditions which can be
controlled to minimise stress and promote adherent deposits. As a general
guideline copper and silver plating solutions readily deposit metal in a low
state of internal stress. This is in comparison to nickel plating baths which
produce deposits bearing dramatically different levels of stress depending
upon the specific formulation / chemical composition of the solution used.
The A/C must therefore ensure that the nickel plating solution selected for
use, either deposits metal in a mildly stressed state, or responds positively
to the action of stress reducers. With regard to nickel plating solutions, it
must be acknowledged that stress is a far more complex, less stable and
more difficult phenomena to control. Intrinsically, it is the brighteners
which are added to nickel plating solutions to promote a highly reflective
surface finish which are simultaneously responsible for producing tensile,
highly stresseddeposits. Consequently, where nickel is electrodeposited
onto a freshly metallized glass surface it is essential to employ a basic,
dull, pure nickel sulphamate solution which will enable metal to be
deposited in a zero, slightly tensile or even mildly compressive state. This
solution or alternatively, an acid copper sulphate solution will provide the
optimum conditions required for promoting tenacious adhesion between
the metal and the glass. Further recommendations regarding suitable
electroplating solutions are referred to in Chapter 4C. The comparative
stress values of deposits derived from different electroplating solutions are
delineated below in Table 6/13
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Table 6113.Representative Stress Values in Deposits from Various Baths
Stress, 103psi
Bath
Metal
(positivevalues
are tensile)
Copper

Nickel

Silver
Gold

Cyanide
Acid

5 to 12
0.4 to 2*

Watts
Watts, with H202

16 to 30
40 or higher

All-chloride
Sulfamate, no chloride

30 to 45
0.5 to 8'
8 to 16
16 to 20
2 to 4*
Compressive

Sulfamate, with chloride
Sulfate
Cyanide
Cyanide

" Recommended for promoting good adhesion in electrodepositing metals onto glass
(Source; GRAHAM, A. K. (1971) Electroplating Engineering Handbook. 3rd ed., New York Van
Nostrand Reinhold Company. p. 523.)

Reducing stress in nickel deposits
Minimising stress in nickel deposits relies emphatically upon the fastidious
maintenance of the electroplating solution, to preserve it in a clean and
stable condition. Nickel plating baths are extremely sensitive to changes in
the composition of the solution, to any fluctuation in the operating
variables, and to sources of contamination. Uncontrolled, these factors can
rapidly gives rise to deposits with high stress values and incipient poor
adhesion. Nickel plating solutions are highly susceptible to stress.
The following practical guidelines have been presented to assist the
A/C in manipulating and modifying nickel plating solutions to produce
low stresseddeposits. This information should be used to promote strong
adhesion in electrodepositing metals onto glass. These points are as
follows:
(i)

Tensile stress will automatically increase when chloride is added to
the solution.

Increasesin the current density will give rise to depositswith higher
levels of tensile stress.
(iii) In pure nickel plating solutions (e.g. Nickel sulphamatesolutions
which contain no additives) agitation has a negligible effect upon
stress.However, in bright nickel plating solutions reducing agitation
will help to minimise stress.
(iv) Many addition agents(e.g.: hydrogenperoxide which is usedas an
anti- pittant) or forms of contaminationpresentin the solution, will
profoundly increasethe levels of stresswithin a deposit.(However,
wetting agentsdo not have an adverseaffect on stress).
(v) Fluoridescan occasionallybe employedas stressreducers.
(vi) Temperatureand pH have a variable effect upon stress,depending
upon how they interact with the other operatingconditions.
As a postscript,it is worth reiterating that organic additives are frequently
addedto "bright" nickel plating solutions to yield depositswith low levels

(ii)
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based
These
internal
compounds, typically
sulphur
residual stress.
of
include saccharin, sulphon amide and benzene disulphonate. Although,
be
in
highly
they
must
stress
counteracting
these chemicals are
effective
To
induce
in
they
stress.
compressive
used with extreme caution, as excess
be
they
must
the
of
stress
reducers
effectiveness
control and maximise
intervals
basis
hour
to
at
regular
and
replenished
an
ampere
on
added
is
The
whole procedure a
alleviate the potential re-emergence of stress.
in
decompose
Stress
balanced
reducers eventually
compromise.
carefully
detrimental
deposits.
To
hard,
brittle
this
to
mitigate
solution produce
effect the electroplating solution must be regularly filtered over activated
carbon, prior to adding fresh doses of the stress reducer.
It is imperative that stress is effectively dissipated and neutralised by
controlling the solution and conditions under which deposition occurs.
Electrodeposited glass artefacts cannot successfully undergo any post
treatments to eliminate stress. This is in direct comparison to electroplated
metal substrates, which can either be annealed at elevated temperatures to
alleviate any residual stress, or subjected to shot peening processes which
are capable of converting tensile stress into less disruptive compressive
is
The
stress
not only crucial to affecting good
stress.
significance of
Frequently,
in
glass.
metal
onto
within
adhesion electrodepositing
engineering applications producing a deposit with the correct level of
internal stress is of paramount importance in imparting a corrosion
implications
fundamental
into
finish.
has
infiltrate
Stress
which
resistant
every aspect of the electroplating industry.

Section 2: Recommendations for Promoting Adhesion in
Electrodepositing Metals onto Glass.
Basic criteria
In addition to the fundamental principle of "encapsulation", the following
criteria are worthy of consideration as they play a significant role in
promoting adhesion. The first two factors are particularly important,
because they are likely to be the most common sources of any problems
which arise:
1: Appropriate surface preparation

The structuralcharacteristicsand physical condition of the glasswill have
a profound effect upon the level of adhesionacquired. Specialist
preparatorytreatments,namely surfacerougheningand cleansingare of
fundamentalimportancein promoting good bonding propertiesbetween
the electrodepositedmetal and glass.Adhesion will be superiorin
roughenedglasssubstrates.Mechanically sandblastedsurfacesare
particularly advantageous.Alternatively, where etchedsurfacesare usedin
conjunction with the principle of encapsulationit will still be possibleto
achievea relatively good level of adhesion.Irregularities within the
morphology or surfacetexture of the artefactwill provide strong and
tenableanchoragepoints aroundwhich the electrodepositedmetal can
interlock. Above all else,good adhesionrelies emphatically upon the
meticulouscleansingof the substratesurface.Any residual greases,dirt, or
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contaminationmust be eliminated since this will interfere with potential
bonding cites at the glassto metal interface. (Refer to Chapter6A for
further details).
2: Selectinga suitable metallizing medium
Table 6/5 (Chapter6B) documentsthe results of adhesiontestswhich were
conductedwithin the context of this research,to identify metallizing
agents / sensitizers which provide optimum conductivity and superior
bonding properties in electrodepositing metals onto glass. (The procedures
employed in conducting these empirical tests are referred to in Section 3).
This information is advocated for use by the A/C, and should be seen as a
valuable source of reference in highlighting successful approaches to
maximizing good surface adhesion.
3: Optimising the conditions under which deposition is initiated
It is essential to ensure that the artefact is introduced to the electroplating
solution "live". Setting up an electrical potential (voltage) in the circuit
will promote spontaneouselectrodeposition and superior adhesion, whilst
preventing:
(i) The formation of poorly adherent and weak immersion deposits.
(ii) The freshly metallized surface of the glass being dissolved and
eroded away by the electroplating solution. This would adversely
affect the conductivity of the metallizing media and impair the
quality and durability of the resulting bond.
4: Minimising stress within deposits
The profound affects stress has upon adhesion have been illustrated and
documented in Section 1. As previously stated, it will only be possible to
produce tenaciously adherent films on glass if the metal is electrodeposited
in a low state of stress. This in turn relies upon the employment of:

(i) An appropriateelectroplatingsolution.
(ii) Optimum operatingconditions: This implies using solutions
which operateat near ambienttemperatures.It is also important
to avoid excessiveagitation and to usevery low current densities
(e.g.: 0.5 - 1.0A/dm2 (5 - 10 Asf) for an acid copper sulphate
electroplatingsolution).
(iii) A pure, clean,well balancedelectroplatingsolution. Carefully,
well maintainedsolutionsare more likely to reciprocatedeposits
of superiorquality and greateradherence.
N.B.: In circumstanceswhere the most obvious sourcesof poor
adhesionhavebeenvindicated and the problem persists,the
electroplatingsolution must be regardedas the main culprit. The
analysisand purification of the solution should prove particularly
useful both in identifying the sourceof the contaminationand in
resolving the problem.
Sustaining long-term adhesion in electrodepositing
metals onto glass
Where suitableprocedureshavebeenimplementedto
ensurethat adhesion
hasbeenmaximised,the resulting bond should be
of a sufficient strength
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and durability to withstandlong term serviceability, regardlessof whether
the object is intendedfor practical or decorativeapplications.
Nevertheless, incidences have been reported which indicate that a loss
of adhesion has been experienced (between the electrodeposited metal and
glass) when artefacts have been exposed to specific environments. In
particular, it has been claimed that by directly exposing artefacts to
sunlight on a hot summers day, sudden changes in temperature are brought
about which result in a difference in the co-efficient of expansion of the
metal and the glass, causing peeling, poor adhesion and subsequent
exfoliation and detachment of the electrodeposited metal film. Since it has
not been possible to investigate or substantiate these claims, it can only be
assumedthat the original metal to glass bond was inherently weak and
ineffective, rendering it more susceptible to this premature and rapid
deterioration. It must be acknowledged that electrodeposited film substrate
relationships are not stable once deposition has ended. However, whilst
temperature can be regarded as an influential factor upon the bonding
properties of a deposit, adhesion is generally believed to improve with
ageing.

Section 3: Testing Adhesion
The A/C can implement various test procedures to evaluate and compare
the level of bonding which can be achieved between electrodeposited
metal and glass substrates.Techniques of testing adhesion are usually
quantitative or qualitative in nature. The latter of these can be conducted
very simply, and is therefore recommended for use by the A/C in carrying
out routine inspections. These procedures include the `Peel Test'
(commonly referred to as the `Jacquet Test') and the `Scotch Tape test'.
Whilst these tests are not scientifically proven or highly accurate they do
provide a perfectly adequate method of evaluating comparative bonding
qualities. They can be used to determine whether the electrodeposited
glass is sufficiently durable to withstand long-term use within the context
of its intended application, or whether the deposit is likely to fail and
become detached. Several versions of these tests are documented in
literature. However, the basic methods of administering them are outlined
below.

It is important to rememberthat theseproceduresare destructive,and
will disfigure or damagethe samplebeing testedthereforethey should not
be performedon the A/C prized artefacts,but on specially designedtest
panels.When conductingtheseexperimentsit is essentialensurethat all
comparativetest piecesare subjectedto the samecontrol conditions, that is
preparedand electrodepositedusing strictly comparableoperating
conditionsand procedures- (e.g. samecurrent density, temperature,
plating duration, etc). This is crucial if any meaningful conclusionsare to
be drawn from the results.
The Peel Test
This procedureinvolves electrodepositingmetal on to a single flat
sheetof
window glass,which hasbeenpreparedusing appropriateroughening,
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The
electrodeposited metal should
procedures.
cleansing, and metallization
be approximately 37.5µm (1.5 thou) thick, and at one end deliberately
On
the
glass.
completion of
window
overlap on to the polished surface of
the deposition process, this portion/lip of the metal (which is nonadherent), provides a suitable lever for testing the adhesion and strength of
the deposit.
To test the strength of the bond, (Fig. 6/12) the metal lip is simply
in
is
90°
force
an attempt to peel or
at
a
angle
applied
gripped and physical
from
Any
the
the
substrate
surface.
coating
away
strip
electrodeposited
exfoliation, peeling, flaking, or lifting of the deposit indicates less than
perfect adhesion. The amount of force exerted in stripping the metal from
the glass can be used to assess the level of adhesion present. True adhesion
is present if the bond between the electrodeposited metal and glass is
is
Scientific
than
the
available to
equipment
greater
strength of either one.
accurately measure the force (in pounds per inch) required to strip the
metal. However, the A/C must rely upon his own personal discretion and
judgement to analyse the ease or difficulty with which this occurs. Whilst
the results are dubious because they are open to personal interpretation,
(i. e. the assessments made by one individual cannot be easily compared
with those made by another) this method is suitable for comparing
bonding/adhesion properties, and for determining the practical limitations
of the process in relationship to specific technical and creative
applications.
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Fig. 6/12. Diagram of the Jacquet/Peel Test. Employed to measure the level
of adhesion present in a sample of electrodeposited window glass
(Source: Based on a diagram by Blum & Hogaboom, 1949, p. 132)
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This empirical experimentation can be used by the A/C, to assess:
in
different
roughening/cleansing procedures
the effectiveness of
promoting or undermining adhesion-,
the level of adhesion derived from using different metallizing media;
high/low
(e.
current
g.
conditions
the effect of various operating
density, agitation. and temperature) upon the bonding properties of a
deposit;
different
from
derived
level
electroplating
using
the
of adhesion
solutions.
The Scotch Tape Test
This method of testing adhesion depends upon a similar principle and
is
Test'.
Metal
'Peel
to
the
electrodeposited on to a sample of
procedure
be
Again
test
must
conducted under
procedures
all
prepared window glass.
On
is
tape
completion,
sticky
conditions.
control
strictly comparable
firmly applied to the electrodeposited coating (Fig. 6/13). This is then
gently peeled away from the surface, and observations are recorded, which
document the extent to which the metal adheres or becomes detached and
Again
from
the process relies upon
the
the
glass.
surface of
peels away
personal interpretation to comparatively analyse and assess the physical
film.
the
to
metal
effort required
remove

Fig. 6/13. Diagram of the Scotch Tape Test
(Source: Based on a diagram by Pulker 1984, p.80)

Research to assessthe feasibility of obtaining strong adhesion in
electrodepositing metal on to glass
Within the context of this project, research was undertaken to investigate
the possibility of obtaining strong adhesion between the metal and the
glass without recourse to encapsulation. In an attempt to obtain this true
adhesion, defined as an independent and tenacious bonding, methods of
making the glass conductive known as metallizing procedures were
examined. These are fundamentally important in obtaining good adhesion,
and are an essential precursor to initiating and promoting successful
electrodeposition.
A series of samples were produced. These were then subjected to the
`Peel Test' to assessthe adhesion reciprocated. Test procedures focused
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from
to
the
a proprietary
on
glass
of
copper
around
electrodeposition
The
Mk
5'.
`Cuprasol
Canning's
samples were
electroplating solution, They
were all
set
of
control
conditions.
within
a
produced
predetermined
lightly
identical
these
sandblasted,
microscope slides,
were
prepared on
meticulously cleansed and metallized using a variety of different
1.0
density
Electrodeposition
of
occurred
at
a
current
conductive media.
A/dm2 (10 Asf) for a duration of 2 hours and 35 minutes depositing a thin
film of metal (38µm - 1.5 thou thick) on to each sample. Throughout the
entire deposition procedure the electroplating solution was constantly
maintained at an optimum temperature of 23°C (74°F), and mild
mechanical agitation was employed.
On extraction from the electroplating solution, the samples were
thoroughly rinsed in tepid water, air dried, and then subjected to the Peel
Test, using the procedure outlined above. Physical pressure was applied in
the documented manner to test the strength of the glass to metal bond. Any
lifting or exfoliation of the deposit was indicative of less than perfect
adhesion. Genuine adhesion was considered to be present if the bond
between the metal and the glass was greater than the strength of either one.
Results
Throughout the testing procedure, the degree of adhesion obtained from
using comparable techniques was recorded and analysed to enable a series
of preferred metallization procedures to evolve. The results of the tests are
presented in Table 6/5 (Chapter 6B). This identifies the metallizing media
which are most highly recommended for use by A/C. These have been
selected on the basis of their superior bonding qualities, ease of
application, and practicability within the small-scale studio environment.
The results also highlight the various advantages, disadvantages, and
limitations of each method. It is hoped that this information will not only
assist the A/C in selecting a suitable metallizing media, but will also act as
a springboard for experimentation which will be directed towards
identifying new techniques of promoting adhesion in electrodepositing
metals on to glass.

The empirical testsinvestigatedthe level of adhesionreciprocated
from using different metallizing agents.Although the results varied
significantly almost all of the metallising media tested(with one or two
exceptions)were found to engenderdepositswith dubious or negligible
bonding properties.This effectively confirms that the processof
electrodepositingmetal on to glassrelies emphatically upon the principle
of encapsulationas an alternativeto true adhesion.This is an important
conclusionto this research,which must be taken into considerationby A/C
wishing to exploit the process.
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Chapter 7

Decorative Effects
Introduction
The electrodeposition process has a flexibility of approach which renders it
capable of producing a vast portfolio of aesthetic and decorative effects. The
techniques and samplesgenerated in this research, have emerged as a direct
result of practical and empirical experimentation. They have evolved out of a
desire to nurture creative effects, and have been identified through a process
of personal preference and creative selection. The techniques record a
journey of discovery, which has been enriched through the ad hoc fusion of
practical observation, inspiration and accident. In particular, play and error
have given rise to some unexpected results, which have been crucial in
further
for
the
aesthetic effects. Through a
redefining
scope
generating
researchprocess of carefully evaluating results, fostering disparate ideas and
distorting previously identified concepts and practices, it has been possible
to continually redefine the boundaries of the process to encompassan ever
increasing range of decorative / aesthetic effects. The resulting techniques,
which demonstratea premeditated control over textural and tactile surface
qualities, are advocated for practical exploitation by the A/C practitioner.
In pursuing this research sophisticated technologies have been
borrowed and combined with traditional craft based activities to further
enhancethe potential for discovering new decorative effects. Frequently,
this has involved manipulating the process to yield metal deposits which
bear characteristicsconventionally deemed unacceptableor unsuccessful
within the technical remits of an industrial scenario, but which are

neverthelessvisually stimulatingand alluring to the A/C practitioner.
Every effort hasbeenmadeto presentand illustrate the information
containedwithin this chapterin a simple, accessibleformat for direct
practicalexploitationby the A/C. For this reasonthe chapterhasbeen
divided into threemain sections.SectionA focusesupon techniquesof
generatingtexturalandtactile surfacequalitiesusing the processof
electrodepositingmetalsonto glass.Within this section,eachtechniquehas
beenorganisedandbroken down to follow a predeterminedformat, which
describesthe variousstagesof the process.Although, thesemay vary
slightly in title allocationthey are generallydenotedas follows; 1. The
principle; 2. Surfacepreparation;3. Metallization; 4. Electrodeposition;and
5. Posttreatments.Furthermore,where thesestageshavebeensubdivided
into a practicalmethodology,eachprocedurehasbeenclearly labelled(using
romannumerals)to assistthe A/C in interpretingand following the
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instructions. Where applicable this may be interspersed with additional
information and recommendations. (However, to avoid continually
repeating procedures which are applicable to most of the techniques,
reference has been made to information held within the appendices). Section
B relates to colouring techniques, which can either be achieved as a result of
the electrodeposition process or through a post treatment. Finally, Section C
examines techniques of finishing and preserving the effects created in
Sections A and B. Methods of protecting the surfaces against tarnishing and
oxidation are especially important for A/C designing and producing
decorative artefacts destined for commercial or small scale studio
production.
It is hoped that this chapter will excite and captivate the imagination of
A/C, by highlighting those attributes of the process which can be capitalised
upon for decorative / creative effect. However, this only represents a
starting point. The spirit of this research must be harnessedand taken
forward by the freshly inspired curiosity, innovation, enterprise and
enthusiastic zest of future generations of A/C so that it becomes possible to
further challenge and extend the boundaries of the process. Fundamentally,
this can only be achieved through a process of practical / empirical
experimentation and by adopting an open minded approach to using
transferable technologies. Only then will A/C be able to formulate a new
vocabulary of creative expression and broadened the horizons of the
technique to reveal an infinitely new and exciting range of possibilities.

Section A: Creating
Qualities

Textural

and Tactile

Surface

Technique No. 1: Incorporating texture in to the surface of the glass
Refer to SampleNos. 115 and 59 to 63
This simple and effective method replicates with exact precision, every detail
of the underlying surface, upon which the metal is deposited. (Naturally,
any imperfections present in the surface of the glass will also be exaggerated
during subsequentelectrodeposition).

1. Principle
The techniquecentresaroundmethodsof introducingtextureand pattern
into the surfaceof the glass.Theseeffectsare then facsimiled during
subsequentelectrodepositionto producea rangeof delicate/ sensitiveor
converselybold ornamentation.The processis particularly suitablefor
reproducingembossedeffects,intaglio patternsand tactile surfacequalities.
2. Surfacepreparation
(i) Engenderingtexture:Textural qualitiesmay be incorporatedinto the
body or surfaceof the glassusing a rangeof methods.Examplesof
principle techniquesinclude:Sandblasting
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This process is simple, rapid, and highly effective. Skill is required to carry
out the stencil cutting and control the depth of the sandblasting. The process
blast
(conventionally
to
aluminium oxide or
grit
employs compressedair
glass beads) onto the substrate's surface. This erodes the exposed surfaces
of the glass to produce a smooth or contrastingly rough surface quality
depending upon the fineness of grit. To prepare the glass a range of resist /
stencil materials such as draughtsman's tape, glue, buttercut or fabricated
screens,are cut in appropriate design configurations/patterns and adhered to
the surface to selectively protect and shield areasof the glass from the
abrasive cutting action of the grit. By interspersing stencilled images with
different resist media a variety of raised patterns and textural / tactile effects
of contrasting depths can be achieved (Sample No. 115).
Alternatively, soft, undulating, irregular surfaces can be formed by
directing the blast in a random fashion to evolve channels and recesses
independently of a masking medium.
Acid etching
This involves chemically dissolving the surface of the glass. Etching
solutions tend to be based upon hydrofluoric acid. (Typical formulations are
referred to in Chapter 6A) Employed in conjunction with a suitable masking
medium these solutions can be used to evoke relief and slightly depressed
surface patterns. Areas of the glass which are to be preserved are protected
using specially formulated resists. Alternatively, wax can be applied and
mark making implements can be used to draw back into the surface to depict
lines, figures and abstract patterns. Brunswick black, resin or gutta-percha
type formulations can also be painted, daubed or sponged onto the surface
to perform this function.

Hydrofluoric acid in the form of a mattepasteor solution can then be
appliedto the exposedsurfaceof the glassto producesubtledesigns,
bearinga frosted/ mattesurfacesheen.Where a consistentlyuniform bite or
etchis required,it is essentialto ensurethat the glassplate is perfectly level
andthe acid is of a uniform depth acrossthe entire surface.Caremust also
be takento avoid prolongedexposureto the acid, which may result in a
breakdownof the resistmediumcausinga smudgingor obliterationof the
intendeddesign.Regularobservationto monitor the progressof the etching
procedure,togetherwith the repeatedapplicationof resistmedia,and
intermittentmoppingof the surfacewith cotton wool buds(to remove
sediment),is thereforeessential.By regulatingthe exposuretime and
strengthof the etchingmordantit is possibleto predetermineandcontrol the
tone and depthof the resulting etch. However, it shouldbe notedthat
etchingwill generallyhavea much subtlereffect than sandblasting.
Oncea sufficient bite hasbeenobtainedthe etchingsolution/ pastecan
be disposedof (asreferredto below) and the glassthoroughly rinsed in
water to removeall residualtracesof acid. The resistscan thenbe removed
using the proceduresreferredto in Section 1 of the Appendix. A particularly
interestinganddiverserangeof effectscanbe achievedby partially etching
away the colouredveneerof "flashedglass".
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Historical records indicate that the scope and potential exists for

Further
to
diverse
are
referred
examples
media.
of
resist
range
a
exploiting
in Section2 of the Appendix.
Note: Hydrofluoric acid is extremely dangerous and emits obnoxious
fumes. The corrosive nature of this chemical makes it difficult to contain.
For this reason it should be stored in securely stoppered, acid resistant
bottles. Skin contact MUST be avoided and protective clothing, footwear,
All
be
times.
residual chemicals and
worn at all
goggles and gloves should
disposed
be
of through a professional company.
effluents
must
etching
Further information regarding health and safety procedures is referred to in
Section 1 of the Appendix to Chapter 4C.
Engraving and cutting
This cold process employs carborundum / diamond wheels to incise intaglio
in
These
into
designs
the
the
size
glass.
wheels vary
surface of
patterns and
according to the width and depth of the cut.
Hot processes
Tactile and textural qualities which are engendered,or already present in the
be
itself,
then
the
replicated and emphasised
can
surface of
glass artefact
through subsequentelectrodeposition. For example, "kiln" casting
techniquescan be employed to produce a sophisticated range of textural
inclusions. Similarly, "centrifuged" or "pressed" glass is equally amenable
to receiving patterned surface textures and impressions through the
blown
be
can
glass
whereas
mould
preparations,
employment of suitable
fluted using optical moulds or trails (Sample Nos. 59,60 and 63), and
textured using metal powder (Sample No. 62), or silver sand (Sample Nos.
64 and 65).
Surface roughening procedures are advantageous,where an irregular
In
direct
has
the
creative process.
consequenceof
surface
not emerged as a
during
adhesion
subsequent
will
good
reciprocate
particular sandblasting
is
in
Only
the
to receive an
where
circumstances
artefact
electrodeposition.
encapsulating film of electrodepositedmetal can the need for surface

abrasionbe relinquished.
(ii) Jig / attachthe electrodewires to the surfaceof the artefact.These
shouldbe strategicallypositioned,to supportthe weight of the piece
during the electroplatingprocessandto promotea rapid and uniform
surfacecoverageof electrodepositedmetal.
(iii) Cleansethe surfaceof the artefactto promotethe formation of a
strongly adherentdeposit.Recommendedproceduresare referredin
Section3A of the Appendix.
3. Metallization
Referenceshouldbe madeto Section4 of the Appendix. Sensitisers
include
for
Nos.: 2/3/5 and 6. SensitisingprocedureNo:
recommended use
9 may be appropriatefor exploitation in conjunctionwith hot processes
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(outlinedabove)to roughenthe glassandcreatean interestingsurface
texture.
4. Electrodeposition

Only a relativelythin film of metal will be requiredto replicatethe
underlyingsurfacetextureandpattern.
The artefact should be introduced to the electroplating solution using the
The
3B
Appendix.
in
Section
to
glass will only need
of
procedure referred
to undergo electrodeposition for a relatively short period of time. For
example, by employing an acid copper sulphate electroplating solution at a
current density of 1.0 Amp/dm2 (10 Asf) it will be possible to deposit
0.001" of metal in 1 hour and 20 minutes.

5. Post treatment
On completion of the deposition process remove the artefact from the
electroplating solution using the procedure referred to in Section 5 of the
Appendix.
6. Additional note
The principles behind this technique can be transferred and applied to other
materials. Clay can be modelled and sculpted to create interesting surface
textures. Ceramic ware must then be biscuit fired and treated with `Covolac'
to render it impervious to the plating solution prior to the metallization and
electrodeposition. The potential/possibilities for using this procedure are
highlighted in Sample No. 146.
Preliminary notes on Technique Nos. 2&3
These techniques can be employed to fabricate layers and contrasting depths
of embossedmetal. Resist media are an essential prerequisite to both
layer
foundation
These
to
applied
a
of electrodeposited metal
processes.
are
which is already present on the surface of the glass. The resists perform the
role of shielding the underlying surface. However, as indicated below these
can give rise to very different effects depending upon whether an addition
process (Technique No 2) or reduction process (Technique No 3) is
adopted. In the first technique laminates and selected areasof protruding
metal are selectively grown through the process of electrodeposition to
create an embossedeffect. This is in comparison to the latter process, which
enablesrecessedintaglio patterns to be formed by exposing the unprotected
areasof electrodeposited metal to an etching solution or engraving
procedure.

Technique No. 2: Fabricating raised/embossedsurface patterns
Refer to SampleNo: 118
1. Principle
In this techniquethe function of the resistmedium is to renderselectedareas
of the electrodepositedmetal non-conductive.Theseare insulatedand
affordedprotectionfrom deposition(during subsequentimmersionsin the
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further
in
the
areas
exposed
a
receive
electroplatingsolution),whilst contrast
build up of metal.The resistmediathereforecontrol the processby
selectivelypredeterminingwhich surfaceareasare availablefor subsequent
electrodeposition.Furthermoreresistscan be appliedor converselyremoved
at intermediarystagesof the plating operationto define ridges and lines, and
demarcatepatternsor texturethroughthe applicationof subsequentlayersof
embossedandlaminatedmetal.
2. Surface Preparation
(i) The glass must receive a preliminary coating of electrodeposited metal,
before commencing. Directions are referred to in Section 3A and 3B of
the Appendix. This can be relatively thin, since its role is to provide a
foundation for the growth of consecutive layers of electrodeposited
metal.
(ii) Cleanseand purify the existing layer of electrodeposited metal using the
procedure referred to in Section 6 of Appendix. This is crucial as
poorly/ inadequately cleansed surfaces will induce poor adhesion, and
result in consecutive layers of electrodeposited metal peeling and lifting
away from the substrate surface. This preparatory procedure must be
repeatedbetween each intervening stage of the electroplating process.
(iii) The masking agent can now be applied to the surface of the
electrodeposited glass. To adhere tenaciously, the electroplated surface
must be scrupulously clean and dry. The resist medium (also referred to
as the "stropping off compound") will play a significant role in
determining the characteristics of the resulting effect. Regardlessof its
composition the resist must be able of withstanding
the temperatureand
the highly caustic / corrosive nature of the electroplating solution.
Once the resist medium has been applied it is important to avoid
handling the artefact since finger greaseswill inhibit subsequent
deposition.
Recommendedresists include:

Wax
Purepetroleumwax is an ideal stoppingoff medium. Prior to usethe wax
shouldbe heatedslightly aboveits melting point to form a warm liquid. On
applicationit will adheretenaciouslyto the metal.This may be promotedby
gently warming the surfaceof the electrodepositedglass.The wax can be
appliedby flicking, brushing,drawing or dipping. A pointed stylus or
comparableimplementcan then be usedto draw / chaseinto the wax film
and scribefine linear patternsand designs.By introducing the artefactto an
electroplatingsolutiontheseexposedareascan then be electrodepositedto
createraisedstrataand elaboratelytexturedveneers.In effect by repeating
the proceduresof applying wax andelectroplating,an intricate rangeof
surfacepatternscan be evolved.
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Lacquers
Proprietary plating lacquers which have been designed as stopping off
for
Cannings
example, market
compounds are now commercially available.
Chrome
Co.
Michigan's
"Covolac"
manufacture
whilst
called
a product
"Micropeel" specifically for this purpose. Lacquers are viscous in nature
however, they may be diluted to a more desirable consistency using special
thinning agents which are also advocated for cleansing paint brush's / spray
guns employed in applying the medium. Vinyl lacquers offer a particular
high
is
to
too
the
temperature
the
advantagewhere
of
electroplating solution
allow other resists (such as wax) to be used. Transparent lacquers are
frequently impregnated with colour to make them more visible. Usually
several layers are applied. These must be left to harden at room temperature,
prior to subsequentelectrodeposition.
Varnish
Copal varnishes (which are typically chrome coloured) successfully inhibit
electrodeposition. Alternatively, where acid based electroplating solutions
from
(obtainable
varnish
any reputable DIY
are employed an asphaltum
store) or a mixture of asphaltum dissolved in benzene may also be used.
However, these resists are not suitable where the artefact is to be
introduced, or exposed to a cyanide based electroplating solution. Varnishes
generally require lengthy drying periods.
An alternative possibility is to formulate home-made resists. These can
be adjusted to meet the individual's requirements. A typical resist may be
preparedby heating and mixing together an amalgamation of 4 parts
beeswax, 12 parts paraffin and 2/3 parts rosin/shellac.
Plating tape /Draughtsman's tape

This resistmediumwill adheretenaciouslyprovidedthe electrodeposited
surfaceis clean,and more significantly dry. It is advisablewhen stopping
off a surfacein this mannerto extractingthe piecefrom the electroplating
solution anddry it thoroughly under a jet of hot air - e.g. hair / handdryer.
This will enableany moistureor dampto evaporateandeliminatethe
potentialfor poor adhesion.
Handpressureis usually adequateto securelyadherethe tapeto the
electrodepositedsurface.This can be stretched,wrappedand wound tightly
aroundthe form. The requireddesigncan then be cut into the surfaceand
the tapeselectivelypeeledaway to reveala patterndelineatingthoseareas
which areto receivea further build up of metal.A richly embossedpattern
or relief canbe formedby repeatedlyexposingthe artefactto maskingand
electrodepositionprocedures.
Rubber resists
Throughouthistory, gutta-perchawas frequently exploited as a rubber resist
medium.In most instancesthis was transferredto the electrodeposited
surfaceusing printing processes.Over recentyearstheseresistshavelargely
beensuperseded
by commerciallyavailableproprietaryproducts.Of
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"negative
"Kodak"
and
market
resists",
manufacture
particularnotoriety
for
in
for
intended
directly
this
though
suitable
purpose,are
use
not
which
is
Kodak's
"KPR".
An
photo-resist
electroplatingscenarios. exemplary
"Reprochem"also manufacturea similar product known as "RepropakRP.
972/5 - Blue".
Masks/Screens/Stencil plates
Masks positioned in direct or close proximity to the electrodeposited glass
insulating
between
juxtaposing
by
the
the
an
material
will shield
surface
anode and the cathode. This will divert metal deposition on to selected/
predetermined areas.The screenswhich frequently take the form of carved
plastic sheets,or ebonite plates perforated with decorative designs, must be
made of a material which is not readily dissolved by the electroplating
solution. These are temporarily attached to the substrate surface for the
duration of the plating process using plastic clips.
(iv) Jig / attach electrode wires to the surface of the artefact. These should
be strategically positioned to support the weight of the piece during the
electroplating process and to promote a rapid and uniform surface
coverage of electrodepositedmetal.

(v) Cleansethe surfaceof the artefactusing the procedurereferredto in
Section6 of the Appendix.
3. Metallization
Metallization is unnecessary,as the exposed areasof the artefact have
already received an electrodepositedmetal film and are therefore conductive.
4. Electrodeposition
The piece should be reintroduced to the electroplating solution using the
procedure referred to in Section 3B of Appendix. It is essential to remember
that each time a resist medium is applied, the surface available to subsequent
electrodeposition will diminish and a the new / reduced surface area will
need to be calculated to work out the correct current density. The artefact
should be electroplated at a very low current density over an extended length
of time; (several hours) to produce a strongly adherent smooth, and very
uniform build up of metal. (Note: Whilst a high current density will increase
the speedat which metal is deposited it will also induce stress and in excess
result in poor adhesion) This will produce textured and patterned areasof
greater clarity and definition.

5. Post treatment
Extractthe artefactfrom the electroplatingsolutionusing the procedure
referredto in Section5 of the Appendix. StagesNos. 2.(ii) to 4 should be
repeatedto achievethe desiredlevel of embossing.
On completionthe resistmediumcanbe eliminatedfrom the surfaceto
reveala rich repousseeffect of electrodepositedmetal (suitableprocedures
arereferredto in Section1 of the Appendix). Cleansethe metal.To retain a
bright finish apply a film of lacqueror wax.
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Technique No. 3: Fabricating intaglio / engraved surface patterns
Refer to SampleNo: 122
1. Principle
In this technique the resist is applied to the electrodeposited metal to render
selectedsurface areasimpervious to subsequentetching procedures.
Exposed areasof metal are then bitten and eroded to produce depressed
furrows, and incisions which will contrast sharply with the areas of relief
The
design
beneath
the
resulting
configurations
medium.
protected
resist
and textures will display clearly defined contours, and be particularly
for
intricate,
delicate
subtle
and
effects.
suitable
producing very
2. Surface preparation
(i) An initial coating of electrodeposited metal is applied to the glass
substrate.To enable this process to be exploited successfully a
considerable thickness of metal will need to be deposited, before
proceeding to the next stage of the process. This is crucial to allow
recessedpatterns of any depth to be created, and to avoid over etching
the metal, which would compromise the adhesion of the glass-to-metal
bond and reveal the underlying glass substrate. To produce this
foundation layer of electrodeposited metal follow the procedure referred
to in Section 3A and 3B of the Appendix.
(ii) Cleansing the metal: To enable the resist medium to adhere with
sufficient tenacity, the electrodeposited metal surface must be
scrupulously clean and dry. Suitable cleaning procedures are referred to
in Section 6 of the Appendix. The cleaning cycle selected for use must
reflect the properties and characteristics of the base metal.
(iii) The resist medium can now be applied to the metal surface. The nature
of the resist will have a profound effect upon the type of aesthetic
qualities and visual effects produced. Above all the resist must be
" impervious to the highly corrosive and frequently acidic nature of the
etching mordant
capable of yielding protection over an extended period of time.

Although, resistmediasuchas hot beeswax,commercialasphaltumvarnish
and maskingtapesare frequentlyemployedand worth experimentingwith,
they are not recommendedfor use.Theseresistmediaare crudeand
problematicin so far asthey createdifficulties during etching,which
necessitateretouchingand repairingprocedures.Furthermore,they
frequentlyyield rough,poorly definededgesand result in etchingsof an
inconsistentdepth.A resistmediumknown to the printing tradeas
"asphaltumplus" or hard ground, is thereforeadvocatedas a simple,
effectiveandeconomicallyviable meansof achievingsatisfactoryresults
without having to sacrificethe over all quality of the etch.
Asphaltumplus comprisesof an amalgamationof 6 parts(liquid)
asphaltumto provide acid resistance,3 partswax to permit elasticity in
applicationand 2 partsrosin to instil good adhesionproperties.This
"medium" can eitherbe purchasedas a proprietaryproduct,or alternatively
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it can be formulated using the procedure delineated in Section 7 of the
Appendix. Once melted the resist medium can be drawn, painted, sponged,
drying
On
layer
the
electrodeposited surface.
across
or spread as a uniform
implements can then be used to score, scratch and sketch back through the
More
be
to
sophisticated
the
etched.
to
metal channels
resist expose
techniques of applying resist media, including silk screening or photosilk
it
is
definition
be
where
adopted to produce a good, crisp
screening can also
be
designs
intricate
for
to
repeated with precision.
necessary complex,
3D
is
This
to
in
be
(templates can used a similar manner).
process applicable
is
forms.
is
It
2D
the
that
applied to all
ground
ashphaltum
essential
and
including
for
intended
the
etching
object which are not
surfacesof
As
back
films
the
sides
of
an
object.
and
on
reverse,
electrodeposited metal
harden
become
it
to give strength,
stiff
and
the ashphaltum cools will
inappropriately
has
been
(Where
durability.
the
applied
resist
resistanceand
freshly
dissolve
be
in
the
to
applied
turpentine
can used
a cloth saturated
resist medium allowing the A/C to start again).
(iv) Recleansing the metal surface: Exposed areasof metal can be cleansed
in
This
be
may
used
using a paste comprising of chalk and water.
drop
3%
a
of ammonia.
soda
or
solution of caustic
conjunction with a
The metal should then be rinsed and briefly immersed in a weak
is
it
Where
being
before
10%
rinsed again.
sulphuric acid,
solution of
immediately,
the
to
the
etching mordant
artefact
not possible to transfer
it should be submerged in water until required for use.
3. Procedure
This procedure requires skill and judgement which can only be gained
through experience and practical experimentation. The process is never
involved).
However,
the
(because
are
many variables
entirely predictable
be
dependent
largely
upon the meticulous and
the
will
quality of
etch yielded
careful preparation of the piece, the effectiveness of the resist medium and
the strength and speedof the etching solution / mordant. Despite the
inconvenience, a slow etching procedure is usually beneficial in enabling a
from
However,
be
to
achieved.
experience
more controlled and uniform etch
the etching of the metal is likely to occur at an acceleratedrate in small
larger,
smoother expanses
where
confined surface areasand at a slower rate
of metal are present. The chemical composition of the etching mordant will
Furthermore,
being
depending
the strength of
treated.
the
metal
vary
upon
the solution is likely to fluctuate over time, frequently becoming more
during
become
the
residues
evolved
use
as
metal
concentrated and corrosive
Higher
into
the
solution temperatures will also
absorbed
ageing mordant.
acceleratethe action of acid. Suitable etching mordants / formulations are
referred to in Section 8 of the Appendix.

4. Etching
Wearingprotectiveclothing andtaking careto avoid splashessubmergethe
resistedartefactin the mordant.Flat two dimensionalobjectsshouldbe
supportedin a level position throughoutthe immersionprocess,possibleon
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an elevatedrack to allow freecirculation of the etchingsolution.Mild
aerationmay alsoassistin agitatingthe solution.Threedimensionalobjects
from
be
the baseof the
additional
supported
away
require
care,and should
`/i
immersed
inches)
beneath
least
4cm
(1'/2
3
free
vat, and
at
of
etching
solution.
As etching proceeds and the metal dissolves, effervescing will occur
and gaseswill be evolved at the surface. These must be dislodged and
releasedto allow an even etch or "bite" to occur. A feather is typically used
to lightly brush the sediment and air bubbles away from the surface and
avoid scratching or damaging the resist. To control the etching process a
schedule of, regularly rotating and moving the piece must be adopted to
ensure the etch is occurring uniformly and the resist is preserved in a good
condition. Care must also be taken to avoid over etching which may result in
large undercuts forming beneath resisted areas.The procedure will typically
take 6- 10 hours depending upon the depth of etch required. By
intermittently extracting the artefact from the etching solution (repeating
stages2(ii) to 4) and either applying or subtracting the resists at different
stagesof the process a varied and subtle range of embossed effects can be
created through the juxtaposition of different layers of metal.
S. Post treatment

Oncethe etchingprocesshasbeensuccessfullycompletedthe artefact
shouldbe extractedfrom the mordantandliberally flooded with a strongjet
of running water.
To stop / neutralise the insidious and corrosive action of the etchant the
artefact should be scrubbed, immersed and then soaked for 1-2 hours
(etched side up) in an alkali solution of neat ammonia. (Where ammonia is
unavailable baking soda will suffice. ) To avoid fume inhalation or any loss
in the strength of the ammonia, the solution should be covered with a lid.
(When the ammonia turns blue it should be discarded and replaced with a
fresh supply). The ammonia will seep beneath the resist, which should
relinquish its hold and simply flake / peel away from the surface. If
necessarythe metal can be lightly scrubbed with a nylon toothbrush coated
in pumice. A scouring action of small rotational movements should be
sufficient to remove any etching residues still residing on the surface.

Finally, the artefactshouldbe rinsedin water beforebeing soakedin
eitheralcoholor acetone.This canbe thenbe dried immediatelyunderajet
of warm air to avoid tarnishing.If desirablethe surfacecan be sealedwith
lacqueror wax.
SampleNo. 122was electrodeposited,etchedand then overplatedin
selectedareasto achievethis effect.
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Technique No. 4: Creating electroformed structures
Referto SampleNo: 116
1. Principle
This procedure harnessesa commercial process and exploits it for creative
purposes in a manner never envisaged or considered possible by industry.
Electroforming proceduresare conventionally used in isolation to fabricate
independent metal structures/forms, as illustrated in Sample Nos. 84 and
100a/b. However, the factor which takes this process forward in a new,
unique and hither to unexplored direction is that in principle it employs a
combination of electroforming and electrodeposition procedures to sculpt
hollow metal shells and skeletons which interconnect and weave with the
base metal to produce an ornately pierced three dimensional cage-work. The
sophisticatedand intricate labyrinth of electroformed metal is formed and
grown over an expendable mandrel, which is subsequently eliminated to
create a free standing, hollow and light weight form.
Although a few technical limitations exist, an enormous number of
surface effects can be realised. These are generic to the process and are not
achievable by any other metal working technique. Patience, imagination and
time are crucial to producing this effect. (Several successiveplating
operations may be necessarydepending upon the complexity of the final
effect. In each instance the electroformed metal must be of a sufficient
thickness and density to allow the electroform to emerge as an independent
and self supporting metal structure).
2. Surface preparation
(i) The glass substrate must first be coated with an adherent and durable
coating of electrodeposited metal. (Follow the procedures referred to in
Sections 3A, 3B and 4 of the Appendix). This will form a foundation
for generating the effect.
Note: The textural effects and final appearanceof the electroformed
metal will reflect the unique properties and characteristics of the mandrel
material. Since the mandrel material is withdrawn and separatedfrom
the electroform after deposition is complete, it must be composed of a
material which can easily be eliminated, so that after evacuation the
electroform can exist as an independent structure. Suitable master
materials include beeswax, Plaster of Paris and gutta-percha. The
following explanation will focus upon employing wax. However, in
principle this procedure can be adopted for use (with minor
modifications) with any of the mandrel materials outlined above. The
basic procedure may be delineated as follows:

(ii) Preparea seriesof thin wax sheetsbearingtexturally embellished
surfaces.Thesecan be formed by pouring melted beeswaxonto clay
mouldswhich havebeensuperimposedwith tactile surfaceimpressions
(e.g. from pressedleaves).(Alternatively, very thin sheetsof plaster
can be formed from previously preparedvinamoulds,althoughby
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naturethesewill be morefragile and lessflexible than wax). On cooling
in
lodged
trapped
the
or
more intricate areas
extract wax mandrels- clay
canbe irrigatedusing a conventionalspraygun to direct a pressurised
jet of wateronto the surfaceof the piece.It is important to avoid
handlingthe wax morethan is absolutelynecessaryas this will hinder
future deposition.Leavethe wax to dry.
(iii) Taking the previously electrodeposited artefact arrange sections of the
wax sheet,textured side up on the metal surface. The wax should be
soft and thin enabling the A/C to manipulate and distort it into
undulating curves and configurations. These contours should be kept
fairly shallow in depth in order to avoid uneven deposition (an
excessivebuild up of metal on high/ protruding areas and deprivation of
metal in the recessedareaswhich would weaken the electroformed
structure). Having arranged the waxes in an aesthetically pleasing
manner they should be adhered where they come into contact with the
foundation coating of electrodeposited metal using small additions of
warmed / liquid wax. Care should be taken to blend and merge the wax
with the surface of the metal as discreetly as possible, so that once the
electroformed cage-work is formed it becomes absorbed, and coalesces
with the existing metal surface.
(iv) Jig / attach electrode wires to the surface of the artefact. These should
positioned strategically, to support the weight of the piece during the
electroplating process and to promote a rapid and uniform surface
coverage of electrodeposited metal.
(v) Acid dip the electrodeposited glass substrate (intact with wax
appendages)using the procedure referred to in Section 6 of the
Appendix. This will cleanse the metal in preparation for receiving an
adherent deposit of metal. Rinse thoroughly and dry under warm air
taking care to avoid distorting / melting the wax.

3. Metallization
Selectively metallize those areasof the wax which are to receive a film of
electrodeposited metal. By controlling the method of applying the sensitising
agent, either a perforated framework or a completely continuous sheet of
metal can be fabricated. The textural and tactile qualities of the wax will be
replicated during subsequentelectrodeposition. Several metallized contact
points must be made between the wax and the base metal to ensure that a
continuous conductive surface is formed. This will enable the resulting
cage-work to grow and interlock with the existing areas of electrodeposited
glass.

Sensitisingmediawhich can be applieddiscreetly,without obliterating
the sensitivesurfacedetail of the mandrelarerecommendedfor use.Due to
the hydrophobicnatureof wax difficulty may be experiencedwhere
chemicallyreducedfilms of silver are sprayedonto the surface.
Furthermore,whilst conductivesilver aquadagswill suffice, the simplest,
most effective,andcheapestmethodis to usegraphite.The main advantage
of this approachis that graphitehasa naturalaffinity for wax which renders
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it a far superiormetallizingmedium.Graphitewhich can be dustedon to the
wax in the form of soft dry flakes or sprayedas a liquid dispersionis
impressions.
detail
for
fine
tactile
surface
and
excellent reproducing
4. Electrodeposition
Recalculatethe surface area to determine the correct current density. This
should incorporate the accumulated surface areas of the freshly sensitised
wax and the existing electrodeposited metal, (but should not include areasof
metal resisted out by wax). The artefact should be re-introduced to the
electroplating solution using the procedure referred to in Section 3B of the
Appendix.
Electroform the artefact over an extended period of time - i. e.: for at
least 24 hours when plating from an acid copper sulphate solution at a
current density of 1.0 A/dm2 (10 Asf). The thickness of metal deposited can
be calculated using an electroplater's rule. Ideally the resulting electroform
should be at least 4 thou (100 microns) thick in order to produce a self
supporting structure.
Three dimensional artefacts should be rotated throughout the deposition
process.Where available, mechanical agitation (or minimal air agitation)
may be used in moderation - however, in excess this will induce stress, lead
to poor adhesion and cause the disfiguration / buckling or warping of the
electroformed metal. A range of metals can be used to create electroformed
inclusions. In particular, copper, silver, gold and nickel are recommended
for use. On extraction from the electroplating solution rinse the artefact
thoroughly in running water and dry under a jet of warm air. (Follow the
procedure referred to in Section 5 of the Appendix).
After the initial electroforming process, a series of additional
juxtaposing and interjecting metal cage-works can be grown by repeating
stages2(ii) to 4 until the required effect is achieved. This technique typically
gives rise to a very sophisticated and intricate range of effects.
S. Post treatment
Finally, eliminate the mandrel material using the procedure referred to in
Section 1 of the Appendix. Where very complex electroforms have been
built up through repeatedelectroforming procedures, it may be beneficial for
the evacuation of the mandrel material to be conducted between each
consecutive stage of the plating procedure. This will facilitate the easy
removal of the mandrel material from intricate electroforms and allow the
visual impact / aestheticeffect of the electroformed cage-work to be more
readily assessed.

Wherereplatingis to follow mandrelelimination, caremustbe takento
ensurethat eventhe most superficiallayer of wax is completelyeradicated
from the surfaceof the metal, asthis will act as a resistand preventthe
tenaciousadhesionof any subsequentfilms of electroformedmetal.
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Technique No. 5: Sythesizing surface texture and tactile qualities
through encapsulation
Refer to SampleNo: 117
1. Principle
Materials of a desirable textural or tactile quality are incorporated into the
feature
by
employing the process of
electrodepositedsurface as a permanent
/
have
The
aesthetic value
an
ornamental
encapsulation.
effects generated
is
low
dimensional
ideally
two
to
the
of
assimilation
relief,
which
suited
decoration. This process provides a simple, effective and particularly
flexible meansof portraying very sensitive and delicate textural qualities.
2. Surface preparation
(i) A foundation layer of electrodeposited metal is an essential pre-requisite
to this process.This is especially important where the reverse side of
the glass is not intended for deposition. The initial deposit must be
strongly adherent, therefore surface roughening / abrasion through
sandblasting, followed by scrupulous cleansing represent essential
preparatory procedures.To acquire an initial foundation coating of
electrodepositedmetal follow the procedure referred to in Sections 3A
and 3B of the Appendix.
(ii) Cleansethe metal using the appropriate procedure to remove any grease
/ surface contamination (as referred to in Section 6 of the Appendix).
This preliminary cleansing operation must be conducted to a high
standard, since subsequentcleansing procedures will not prove to be as
effective in imparting such a scrupulous level of surface purification.
(iii) Materials and textures to be embedded and grown into the surface are
adheredto the base layer of electrodeposited metal using an epoxy glue.
Polyfilla should be used as a medium for cementing awkward crevices /
gaps beneath adhering materials and filleting sharp re-entrant angles,
where deposition is unlikely to occur. This will prevent solution
seeping behind the materials and undermining the successof the
operation. Collage materials recommended for application include
string, fabric - open weave or meshed, tissue paper, embossed papermache, corrugated cardboard, plaster, wax and natural objects / organic
materials such as leaves. By skilfully and artistically juxtaposing these
materials a sophisticated range of surface qualities can be generated
through a single deposition process.

(iv) Any porousmaterialswhich are integratedinto the surfacemustbe
sealedandrenderedimperviouswith a suitableelectroplatinglacquer
e.g. Cannings"Covolac", shellacor a clear coating of methyl
methacrylate,to avoid decompositionwhen exposedto the
electroplatingsolution.
(v) Jig / attachelectrodewires to the surfaceof the artefact.Theseshould
be positionedstrategically,to supportthe weight of the pieceduring the
electroplatingprocessand to promotea rapid anduniform surface
coverageof electrodeposited
metal.
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(vi) Cleansethe surfaceof the artefactusing the procedurereferredto in
Section6 of the Appendix.
3. Metallization
Whilst the existing film of electrodepositedmetal will naturally be
be
materials
must
metallized to
of
collaged
conductive, all new additions
deposit.
integral
become
the
them
to
existing
an
part of
coalesceand
enable
The sensitising media referred to in Section 4 (Nos. 1/2/3 and 5) of the
Appendix are recommended for use. It is essential to ensure that the freshly
applied metallizing medium links up with the existing areasof
electrodepositedmetal.
4. Electrodeposition
Having calculated the surface area and correct current density use the
method referred to in Section 3B of the Appendix to reintroduce the artefact
to the electroplating solution. It is important to ensure that air bubbles
trapped on the surface of the artefact during the electrodeposition process are
formation
harbouring
the
to
of unplated
or
promoting
released avoid
cavities. Plate for a period of 4 to 5 hours.

5. Post treatment
Remove the artefact from the electroplating solution using the procedure
forms
With
in
Appendix.
Section
5
to
the
some
complex
of
referred
fresh
(making
metallizing media) and
of
retouching
supplementary additions
replacing may be necessaryto promote the successful electrodeposition of
difficult or recessedareas.On completion if no further post treatments are
it
from
finish
lacquer
tarnishing and
to
the
protect
required,
surface with a
surface oxidation.

Technique No. 6: Mounting precious stones and appendages
Refer to SampleNo: 145
1. Principle

Preciousstones,stain glasssegments,gems,crystals and lensescan be set,
grown andembeddedinto the electrodepositedsurfaceto form decorative
inclusions.In principle metal is built up aroundthe peripheraledgesto
This
them
to
the
their
surface.
providesa
consolidate
position and adhere
meansof mountingstonesto produceattractiveappendages
on the surface
of the electrodepositedglass.The techniqueis particularly appropriatefor
creatingjewel like artefactsand accessories.
2. Surfacepreparation
(i) The surfaceof the glassmust receivea preliminary coatingof
in
Sections3A
(Follow
the
to
electrodeposited
procedurereferred
metal.
and 3B of the Appendix). The artefactshouldthen be rinsedanddried
undera jet of warm air to preventrapid surfaceoxidation. However,if
the electrodepositedsurfaceis tarnishedor hasbeenexposedto the
atmospherefor any length of time it must be thoroughlycleansedbefore
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proceedingto the next stageof the process.Where thesecircumstances
in
Section
6
follow
to
the
of the Appendix.
arise
procedurereferred
(ii) Stonesor precious jewels can now be fixed to the electrodeposited
surface, using an adhesive medium (e.g. epoxy glue). Stones / gems of
any form can be used, provided they are capable of withstanding the
operating temperatureand chemical composition of the electroplating
solution. Less resilient stones, for example cameos, opals, turquoises,
natural or cultured pearls and certain synthetic / imitation stones and
plastics which are likely to be aggressively attacked or destroyed by the
solution, must be protected with a resist medium and electroformed in
solutions which operate at near ambient temperatures. Harder stones
can be set using the deposition process without the need to exercise
these precautions.
(iii) Any seamsof glue must receive an application of lacquer e.g.:
"Covolac" to render them impervious and prevent them from
deteriorating in the electroplating solution.
(iv) Jig / attach electrode wires to the surface of the artefact. These should
be positioned strategically, to support the weight of the piece during the
electroplating process and to promote a rapid and uniform surface
coverage of electrodepositedmetal.
(v) Acid dip the artefact to cleansethe surface in preparation for receiving
an adherent deposit of metal. Rinse thoroughly and dry under a jet of
warm air.

3. Metallization
Metallizing agents2/5 and 10 as referred to in Section 4 of the Appendix are
recommended for use. These should be applied to the peripheral areasof
each inset stone. Particular care should be taken to cover any glued /
cementedjoins. The electroconductive media will promote the growth and
development of an electrodeposited metal collar around the settings. This
will effectively hold the inclusions in the desired position enabling them to
be incorporated as a coherent and permanent feature of the artefact.
4. Electrodeposition

Follow the procedurereferredto in Section3B of the Appendix.
S. Post treatment
Extractthe artefactfrom the electroplatingsolution using the procedure
referredto in Section5 of the Appendix. If the object is to be replatedwith a
different metal,the artefactshouldbe thoroughly rinsedunderrunning water
beforebeing promptly transferredto the next consecutivestageof the plating
process,without the needfor any intermediarycleansing.On completion,
removethe artefactfrom the electroplatingtank. Any resistswhich have
beenappliedto protectstonescanbe peeledaway from the surfaceor
removedusing a suitablethinning agent.
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Technique No. 7: Joining / assembling components
Refer to Sample No: 121 (and 83)

1. Principle
Electroforming / electrodeposition is renowned for its eminent suitability as
has
into
bonding
/joining
This
technique
evolved
a scientific art
a
process.
form, which is generically capable of coherently uniting an amalgamation of
dissimilar parts with speed, flexibility and economy. In principle,
component parts are encapsulated,so that they become ingrown, effectively
fused, merged and absorbed beneath a surrounding sheath of
electrodepositedmetal. In this manner they coalesce to form a single,
durable, homogenous form.
In practical terms the successof the procedure depends upon the skill of
the operator especially when it comes to designing objects which illustrates
an understanding and regard for fundamental engineering / technical
considerations. This makes it possible to identify and avoid electroforming
weaknesseswhich have the potential to undermine the structural rigidity and
durability of the final artefact. Provided these limitations are borne in mind
the A/C can have the freedom to assimilate a range of aesthetic effects by
uniting components in a controlled, precise and predetermined manner.
Preliminary points of reference: Models are sculpted or fashioned out
of materials which are capable of rendering the surface qualities, structure
and morphology of the desired form. This may incorporate non-conductive
materials, and electroformed components which will ultimately be bonded
and coalescedto form a single object through the electroforming process.
Where possible it is advised to incorporate a metal armature or wire support
structure into the basic design of the artefact. This will give rigidity and
strength to the assemblageand provide a foundation structure upon which
component parts can be supported and built. Furthermore, where the metal
armature is exposed on surface of the artefact it will provide a highly
conductive pathway. This will promote a rapid surface coverage of
electrodepositedmetal when the artefact is introduced to the electroplating
solution. When constituent parts are to be married together using the
electrodeposition processthe initial positioning and anchorage of these
inclusions can be assistedby hermetically embedding / sealing the roots of
the components beneath the adjoining surface of the master artefact, so that
they protrude internally. They can then be grasped with a greater degree of
permanency during subsequentelectrodeposition.

The main complicationwhich arisesfrom joining compositepartsis
with regardto their preparation.The preliminary cleansingand metallizing
proceduresrequiredfor treatingnon-conductivemandrelsurfacesis likely to
be incompatiblewith thoserequiredfor preparingmetal units. This has
seriousimplicationsupon the level of adhesionlikely to be obtainedin
coherentlyuniting / bonding componentparts.A carefully judged
compromise(asreferredto below) is the only solution. To be executed
effectively this demandsmeticulouscare,patienceand ingenuity.
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Preparation is the key to success,failure to comply with this prerequisite
bonding
jeopardise
fundamentally
the
the
of
process, and
effectiveness
will
joins.
incipiently
In
/
in
blistering
and
weak
adhesion
peeling, poor
result
fabricating complex and intricate forms (especially where undercuts are
for
A/C
it
be
beneficial
to carry out several consecutive
may
present)
be
designed
to cohesively
should
of
which
each
procedures,
electroforming
unite andjoin a new component to the artefact. This will promote a good
surface coverageof electrodepositedmetal and help to eliminate structural
weaknesses.
2. Surface preparation
(i) Clean any metal / electroformed components thoroughly. Follow the
procedure referred to in Section 6 of the Appendix. Avoid handling and
recontaminating the artefact by wearing gloves throughout this treatment
and the rest of the process.
(ii) Temporarily adhere the component parts to the main artefact. (This join
will be reinforced through subsequentelectrodeposition. ) This is likely
to be achieved through the use of conventional glues, grouting cements
held
be
together with
sewn,
woven
or
parts
can
and resins, alternatively
wire. Any undercuts, cavities or joins must be smoothed over or filleted
using a suitable medium, such as plaster or Polyfilla. The resulting
surface must be perfect to prevent any sign of the join from being
evident within the final artefact. It is essential at this stage of the
process,for all prepared surfaces to be aesthetically nurtured to create
as smooth or textured a surface finish as desired within the completed
electroform. (Remember any surface blemishes, distinguishing marks
or characteristicswill be exaggeratedand reflected with greater
magnitude as a direct consequenceof undergoing the electrodeposition
process).
In designing the artefact it is crucial for the A/C to be objective and
anticipate / consider potential points of structural weakness (Refer to
Chapter 4E) and reject forms with deep undercuts, re-entrant angles or
sharp projections. It is particularly important to avoid crevices and
severe recesses,especially where joins occur between two component
parts, and to ensurethat all comers are given filleted radii to circumvent
any corner weaknesses- this is an incipient problem of the
electroforming process. By nature these areas are inherently difficult to
plate and will only receive a very thin film of electrodeposited metal, in
a ratio which is likely to be inconsistent with the thickness of metal
deposited elsewhere on the artefact. This phenomenon, together with
the fact that they naturally trap air, inhibiting successful deposition
renders these areasparticularly susceptible to structural weakness. It is
worth reiterating that a good working knowledge of the throwing
capabilities of an electroplating solution will be useful in assessingthe
limitations of the process and its ability to deposit metal in difficult to
plate areas.
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(iii) Whereporousmaterials/ componentsare to be integratedinto the main
body of the artefactthey mustbe given severallayersof shellac/
lacquerto renderthem imperviousto the electroplatingsolution.
Examplesof porous/ absorbentmaterialsinclude paper,ceramicware,
plaster,rope etc. Any exposedareasof glue, plaster,resin or cement
mustbe treatedin a similar fashionto prevent:
o Thesematerialsfrom being dissolvedby the corrosivenatureof the
for the
plating solution, which would havedisastrousconsequences
artefact.
o Possible contamination of the electroplating solution which would
detrimentally effect the character and properties of the resulting
deposit.
(iv) Jig / wire up the artefact. Care must be taken to:
" Support the piece during the electrodeposition process - avoiding
shadowing areaswhich require electrodeposition.
o Ensure an adequatenumber of electrodes are used. These should be
positioned strategically and securely across the surface of the
artefact, to facilitate an even distribution of the electrical current and
promote a uniform surface coverage of electrodeposited metal. The
electrodes must be located in a discreet position to avoid scarring the
surface of the artefact when they are detached on completion of the
electroplating process.
o Weight the artefact (wherever necessary).Glass components are
usually heavy enough to be held in a rigid position in the
electroplating solution. However, buoyant structures will require a
counterbalance weight to prevent swaying or floatation. Inert
materials may be used to provide an anchor for light weight
components.(Further recommendations for wiring artefacts are
referred to in Chapter 6A).

(v) Recleanseall metal surfaces/ electroformedstructuresusing the
procedurereferredto in Section6 of the Appendix. This is particularly
importantwherethe artefacthasbeenexposedto the atmospherefor any
lengthof time, sincethe metal will havebeencontaminatedand
undergonesurfaceoxidation.
(vi) Cleansethe non-conductivesurfaces.Freshly lacqueredsurfacescan be
exemptfrom this treatment.However,all other areasof the artefactwill
requiresurfacepurification. Glasscan be cleansedusing the procedure
referredto in Section3A of the Appendix. A small quantity of liquid
detergentusedin conjunctionwith a scouringpastecomprisingof
pumiceand watercanbe usedto lightly abradedthe surfaceof all other
non-conductivematerials.Finally, rinse the artefactin copious
quantitiesof water to ensureall tracesof soapare removed,before
introducingit to the electroplatingsolution.It is especiallyimportantto
avoid touchingor handlingthe artefact,sincefinger greaseswill inhibit
successfulmetal depositionand seriouslyimpedegood adhesion.
3. Metallization
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A metallizing agent / media should now be applied to the non-conductive
areasof the model. The selection of a suitable sensitising agent will be
determined by the character and nature of the material undergoing
electrodeposition. Metallizers which are universally applicable and therefore
most highly recommended for use include Nos.: 2 and 5 (as referred to in
Section 4 of the Appendix). The metallizer must be applied so that it
overlaps with the existing, foundation layer of electrodeposited metal. In
this manner it will provide a continuous conductive surface and enable the
component parts to blend and create a single coherent form.
4. Electrodeposition
Introduce the artefact to the electroplating solution using the procedure
referred to in Section 3B of the Appendix. A structurally more sound and
uniform coating of metal will be deposited by using a low current density,
(despite the lengthy plating time - which may extend over several days). A
durable thickness of metal should be formed. This must be of sufficient
strength and rigidity to be self supporting and to cohesively unite the parts.
As the components are likely to vary greatly in their morphology and
material composition no specific plating time can be prescribed. Complex
forms should be rotated at regular intervals throughout the electroplating
process to promote a more uniform surface coverage of electrodeposited
metal. (Refer to Chapter 4E for further details).
5. Post treatment
Remove the artefact from the electroplating solution using the procedure
referred to in Section 5 of the Appendix. Stages 2(i) through to 4 should be
repeatedwhere further components are to be integrated into the final artefact.
In most circumstancesnon-metallic mandrel materials are likely to

becomepermanentlyembeddedas integralpart of the electrodepositedform.
However,wheredeemednecessarythesematerialscan be evacuatedon
completionof the electroformingprocessby implementingthe procedures
referredto in Section 1 of the Appendix.
On completion of the electrodeposition process remove the electrode
wires using a sharp craft knife. The artefact may then be coloured, or the
surface preserved using a wax, lacquer or a chromating procedure.

6. Additional note
This processhas wider creative implications. Non-conductive components
which have beenjoined together and assimilated into a single, coherent
structure through the electrodeposition process, can be used to form the
basis of a cage/framework or metal armature into which glass can be formed

using slumping (SampleNo. 155) or blowing procedures.
Preliminary notes on Technique Nos. 8&9
Within the trade,basicelectroplatingskills are an essentialprerequisiteto
producingmetal depositswith variableproperties.Thesecan typically be
manipulatedandcontrolledto producedepositswhich conform to the
precisespecificationsor predeterminedcharacteristics(of smoothness,
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brightness,porosity, hardnessor ductility) demandedby an individual
customeror a given application.By exploiting and manipulatingthis skill
in
inappropriate
knowledge,
(frequently
technical
a
manner
considered
and
interesting
A/C
by
the
can
generate
or undesirable commercialplaters)
surfacequalitiesandcreativeeffects.Naturally for the A/C practitioneror
operatorto predetermineandcontrol the natureand physicalcharacteristics
firm
have
deposit
the
a
graspand understandingof the
of
s/hemust
resulting
formation
the
of a specific effect.
plating criteria which promote
The two main techniques by which the operator can significantly and
deliberately alter the structure and / or appearanceof the resulting deposit
include either:
0 Controlling the operating conditions of the deposition process. This
usually involves altering either the current density, the level of
agitation or the temperature of the solution. The implications of
changing any one of these variables (whilst controlling / maintaining
the others in a static / constant condition) are discussed below.
0 Modifying the chemical composition of the solution.

The following two sectionscontainbasicguidelines,explanationsand
principleswhich will assistthe A/C in understandinghow the operating
conditionsor compositionof a solutioncan be alteredto achieveor promote
certain aesthetic effects. Due to the enormous number of variables involved,
these recommendations are only arbitrary and the onus must ultimately lie
with the individual A/C to develop an awarenessof the possibilities of
manipulating or controlling a specific electroplating solution. As such this is
merely a launching pad to entice the A/C enthusiast into pursuing further
researchand developing strategies for procreating decorative effects.
Technique No. 8: Controlling the operating conditions of the
electroplating process
Current density

The speedat which metal is electrodeposited
onto a predeterminedsurface
areais governedby the amountof electricity flowing. This is referredto as
the "currentdensity" andis measuredin amps.Electroplatingsolutionsare
capableof depositingmetal within a specific current densityrange,for
examplea typical acid coppersulphatesolutionwill depositmetal within a
currentdensity rangeof 1.0 - 7.5 A/dm2 (10 - 70 Asf). Significantly
different aestheticeffectswill result from using a very low, or converselya
very high currentdensity.At low currentdensitiestherewill be a growth in
the grain size of the metal deposited,which will be of a coarserstructure,
anddull / matteappearance(evenin bright solutions).However, at high
currentdensitiesthe depositwill be fine grainedand havea highly polished/
bright reflective appearance.
At first sight it may appeardesirableto usehigh currentdensitiesto
plate metal asrapidly aspossible.(N.B.: Although, it is important to bear in
mind that the resulting stresswill compromiseadhesion).However, when
the currentdensityfor a given electroplatingsolution exceedsits optimum
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be
Consequently
less
deposits
will
produced.
value rougher and
uniform
excessmetal will be deposited on the more prominent corners and edges of
the artefact. These protruding features will preferentially attract metal to
become high current density areasand in doing so will progressively
deprive the surrounding areasof metal. The rough, granular deposits
"treeing"
"nodularity"
7/1).
(Fig.
and
will
subsequently
give
rise
produced
The former phenomenon may be distinguished as very flat / angular growths
which have a branched geometry and favour growth in a lateral direction.
This is in contrast to nodular growths which aggregate to form tumour like
growths - swollen bulbous massesof metal. These project outwards from
the surface of the metal in a random and unpredictable fashion. Their
occurrence is haphazard and incidental. So far it has not been possible to
identify which factors play a decisive role in determining whether trees or
nodules form. However, they are believed to emerge as a result of foreign
particles becoming embeddedin the surface of the metal during the
deposition process.
When too high a current density is used to initiate deposition on a
freshly sensitised non-conductive substrate, the stress induced tends to
cause the metal to blister and peel away from the substrate surface.
However, if this effect is nurtured (Sample No. 119) (and replated at a very
low current density to reinforce the strength of the deposit) it can be
transformed into a rich, decorative effect. If during deposition the current
density is increased to an excessively high level i. e. beyond the current
density range for that specific solution, a flocculent, spongy, black, burnt
deposit will form. Whilst this is structurally weak it again offers both the
potential and latitude for creative expression.
Agitation
The function of agitation is to maintain a uniform and consistent chemical
composition throughout the entire body of the electroplating solution. One
of the main advantages/ benefits of using agitation is that it extends the
current density range of the solution enabling very high current densities to
be adopted. However, in excess agitation can result in the formation of
rough, porous and weak deposits.
Temperature
Increasesin the temperature of a solution will result in a growth in the
crystal size of the metal deposited. In practical terms this means that the
electrodeposited metal will be softer, more easily abraded and more
malleable / pliable. Conversely decreasesin temperature will evoke fine
grained deposits, which by comparison will be smoother, brighter,
stronger, harder and far less ductile than their coarse grained counterparts.
This is likely to have profound implications where post treatments are
employed. In particular, dictating the extent to which a patina will form. The
main advantageof using a high temperature is that it facilitates the use of
high current densities, which in turn enables metal to be deposited far
more
rapidly. This is becausemetal is dissolved and transported to the cathode
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Treeing and Nodularity
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Under
highly
these
solution.
conductive
more easilycreatinga more
the high currentdensity will counteractthe usual effectsof
circumstances,
fine
/
deposits.
A
high
to
temperatures
grained
smooth
produce
employing
further advantageof usinghigh temperaturesis that treeing is reducedand
depositsarelessstressed.
An alternative method of nurturing a harder resilient finish is to deposit
the metal in an alloyed condition. In particular, this is advocated for use
where softer metals such as gold are employed in engineering applications,
where precise specifications and properties of electrical resistance, abrasion /
wear resistanceand porosity need to be incorporated into the
electrodepositedsurface. Alternatively, a composite structure comprising of
laminated layers of specific base metals can be electrodeposited to achieve a
similar effect.
Promoting decorative qualities
Rough / nodular deposits
Rough / nodular growths can be obtained from copper and silver plating
processes.This effect fundamentally relies upon the employment of an
appropriate electroplating solution. Very basic, dull solutions which are
devoid of any additives are recommended for use.
In addition the following guidelines can be advocated to assist the A/C
in procreating rough textural and tactile surface qualities
0 Long / extended plating periods: (possible several weeks) This is
essential to produce rough, undulating and nodular surfaces.
Deposition should occur at a very low current density (e.g. 0.5
A/dm2 (5 Asf) in an acid copper sulphate electroplating solution).
Avoiding the use of filtration mechanisms: Any impurities present in
the solution will form nodular proliferation's when they come into
direct contact with the plating surface. Furthermore, the use of
impure, unbagged anodes, (which will enable coarse particles to be
freely releasedinto the solution) will promote the formation of
rough, nodular deposits. (The employment of non-phosphorus
copper anodesin acid copper sulphate solutions will also encourage
treeing).

A cool solutiontemperature:When the temperatureof the
electroplatingsolutiondrops,the chemicalconstituentscrystalliseout
is
in
this
phenomena
prevalent
particularly
acid coppersulphate
baths.Thesecrystalsdo not readily re-dissolve,but insteadimpinge
upon the cathodesurfaceto promotea rough, nodular growth of
metal.Becausethis effect hasa detrimentaleffect upon the
compositionof the electroplatingsolution,it cannotbe actively
encouraged.Nevertheless,it is a factor which is worthy of
consideration.
0 Altering the compositionof the electroplatingsolution:For example
high concentrationsof acid in coppersulphateelectroplating
solutionsandhigh levels of carbonatesin a cyanidesolutionscan
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However,
A/C
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deposits.
the
must possessa
result rough, granular
goodworking knowledgeand understandingof the electroplating
in
This
before
the
this
to
solution
way.
modify
process
attempting
remarkis particularlypertinentwith regardto cyanidesolutions
wherehigh operatingtemperaturesinduce the formation of
carbonates,which resultin the irretrievabledeteriorationand
decompositionof the solution.
These factors may be used to assist the A/C in either eliminating or inducing
roughness/ nodularity. However, for basic experimentation employing the
correct type of solution in conjunction with an appropriate current density
should be sufficient to induce nodularity. The more latent points which
follow on from this have merely been included to aid those practitioners
wishing to pursue and research this subject in greater depth.
An interesting anomaly of the electrodeposition process is exploited
within the engineering industry for the purpose of manufacturing drill bits.
This technology embodies a principle which has the potential to be
transferred to a creative context, where it could be used to generate rough,
textural and tactile surface qualities. In the process solid particles of either
diamond or silicon carbide are deliberately suspendedwithin a vigorously
agitated electroplating solution. During subsequentelectrodeposition these
become impinged and incorporated into the cathode surface coating it with
an electrodeposited film of abrasive particles. From this description it is
apparent that the technology offers enormous potential for creating
aesthetically interesting, coarse grained surface qualities.
Dull / bright deposits
The production of a dull / bright deposit does not depend entirely upon the
current density, although this is a significant factor. Many dull / basic
electroplating solutions will only ever deposit metal in a matte condition. To
produce a bright or reflective finish, additives have to be introduced to the
solution to modify the properties and characteristics of the metal deposited.
The brightening agents recommended for use (in conjunction with specific
solutions) are classified in Chapter 4C - "Electroplating Solutions".
However, it is important to remember that where there is an increase in the
current density, or additions of brightening agents are made to the solution
in order to promote a bright / lustrous surface finish the resulting deposit
will be significantly more stressed.This is unlikely to arise where
brighteners are used in moderation, however in excess they will exacerbate
problems of poor adhesion. A suitable compromise must therefore be
identified by the A/C practitioner. It is also useful to remember, as referred
to in Chapter 4D - "Cathode Design", that those areas of the artefact which
are in closest proximity to the anode are likely to preferentially attract a
higher current density and receive a more lustrous, brighter and heavier
deposit than the recessedareas.
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Pitting
Pitting occurs when gases(usually hydrogen), formed at the cathode as a
by-product of a plating process are not liberated from the surface. Held in
become
inhibit
deposition
bubbles
by
these
tension,
and
position
surface
occluded in the electrodepositedmetal to produce a series of tiny pin holes.
Once establishedthe effect is accumulative. Certain electroplating solutions
are more susceptible to pitting than others, and as such exhibit a greater
potential for creating aestheticeffects using this defect. Nickel
electroforming solutions are particularly prone to pitting , especially those
which employ sodium naphthalene trisulphonate as a stress reducer. The
phenomenaof gas pitting is exacerbatedby both poor agitation, which
prevents lodged bubbles from being released, and excessive air agitation.
Furthermore, where the A/C seeks to promote this effect "wetting agents"
should be avoided becausethey assist in the release of these gases.It is
worth noting that pitting is likely to be more prevalent on the underside of
the cathode, where the gasesare more easily trapped. Therefore, it is worth
considering the position of the artefact in the electroplating tank if pitting is
to be promoted.

Technique No. 9: Modifying the composition of the electroplating
solution
Manipulating and controlling the composition of an electroplating solution is
is
form,
but
one which well documented in
a complex and scientific art
literature. Although it is an area of research which offers enormous potential
and fantastic possibilities, the technical and scientific complexities of the
subject, deem it outside the remits of this thesis. Some possible avenues of
exploration have already been disclosed / highlighted in the Chapter 4C -"Electroplating Solutions". However, to illustrate this point, the following
example highlights some of the typical modifications which can be made to
an acid copper sulphate electroplating solution. This information has been
compiled from a wide range of sources.
Regulating acid copper sulphate electroplating solutions

0 Additions of bismuthor antimonypromoterough / granulardeposits.
fl oz/gl)) addedin the form of
o Silver chloride (2-35 mg/l (hydrochloricacid canbe employedto refine the solution, and eliminate
rough, sandydeposits.
o Additions of gelatineandtanninprevent/ inhibit the co-depositionof
impuritiesandpreventthe formation of rough, embrittled deposits.
" Lowering the copperconcentration(i. e. reducingthe coppersulphate),
andincreasingthe acid levels (sulphuric acid), - whilst simultaneously
lowering the temperature,reducingthe level of agitation andincreasing
the currentdensitywill promotethe formation of harder,brighter
deposits.Additions of brightening agentse.g. thioureaaddedin a ratio of
0.05g/1(0.008oz/gal) and / or molassesin a ratio of 0.8g/1(0.13oz/gal),
will promotethe formation of lustrous/ highly reflective deposits.
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Alternatively,proprietarybrightenersarereadily availableand highly
recommendedfor use.
Many commercial plating companies including Cannings formulate
solutions which are specifically designed to deposit metal coatings which
exhibit a predetermined set of properties and physical characteristics. This
simple option has additional benefits in so far as the company will typically
provide a backup service, to deal with any difficulties / problems which
independent
This
to
the
might arise.
presentsa reliable alternative
experimentation and manipulation of electroplating solutions, which strictly
speaking should be reserved for more experienced practitioners.

Section B: Modifying

the Colour

/ Tone of the Metal

A broad spectrum of colours and chromatic hues and shadescan be
impregnated into the surface of electrodeposited metal to alter its visual
appearance.This can be achieved using any one of the following techniques:
1. Alloy deposition

2. Electrocolouring
3. Parcelgilt work
4. Immersion deposition
5. Patination
Each of these techniques has been discussed separately in the following
section. It should be acknowledged that Technique Nos.: 1,2 and 3 are an
integral part of the electroplating process, whereas Technique Nos.: 4 and 5
are post-treatments.

Technique No. 1: Alloy deposition
In principle alloy deposition involves the simultaneous co-deposition of two
or more metals from a single electroplating solution. The alloy plating
solutions delineated in literature are capable of yielding a range of tonal
qualities, shadesand hues of metal. Whilst this process is not strictly within
the remits of this research it is worth highlighting as an area for future
investigation, particularly with regard to generating coloured and decorative
effects. This process already constitutes an avid area of research within the
industry where commercial platers formulate solutions which for example,
are capable of creating antique gold or smutty green / black deposits. These
effects are yielded by modifying the composition of the electroplating
solution usually through the addition of metallic salts and additives. To
illustrate this the chemicals listed below (Table 7/1) are typically added to
standard/ basic gold plating solutions to produce variations in colour:
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Table 7/1. Alloy Deposition: The Effects of Different Additives on Gold
Solutions
Colour

I Additive

Pale yellow gold

Copperor nickel cyanide

Green gold

Silver, or copper and nickel in varying proportions.
Cadmium will also yield a swarthy green gold.
Lead or cadmium (or sometimes both).

Antique gold

(Compliedfrom: CANNING,W. (1978) Canning Handbook on Electroplating.Birmingham: W. Canning
Ltd., & E. & F.N. Spon Ltd., pg 633 and LÖWENHEIM,FA (1978) Elect oplating-Fundamentals of Surface
Finishing. New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company Inc., p. 278)

Naturally any modifications made to the solution must enable the
ductility
desired
the
to
of
and
properties
electrodepositedmetal retain
hardnessetc., to be rendered suitable for a given practical application. Alloy
deposition is as much an art form as a science and requires skill and
dedication. Examples of alloyed copper and gold plating solutions are
referred to in Section 9 of Appendix. These may be useful as a starting point
for A/C wishing to pursue alloy deposition for the purpose of generating
coloured and tonal qualities
Technique No. 2: Electrocolouring
According to literature a broad spectrum of colours can be incorporated into
the surface of the metal through electrolytic colouring processes.In principle
chemicals / pigments are added to the electroplating solution which are codeposited with the metal to dye it a specific colour. The resulting effects
density,
duration
depending
the
temperature,
and
plating
vary
current
upon
composition of the solution, and therefore rely upon the skill and control of
the operator. Despite evidence from patent specifications and documents
in
indicate
techniques
that
were widely exploited the
which
electrocolouring
1880's, very little is known about the process, since it is now regarded as
archaic and obsolete. As such the technique has remained dormant and
shrouded in mystery. This alchemistic art form can only be revived through
practical researchand experimentation. Electrocolouring techniques require
further investigation to substantiatetheir latent potential for soliciting and
impregnating colour into electrodeposited films. Electrocolouring recipes are
cited in literature - examples of which are referred to in Section 10 of the
Appendix.
Technique No. 3: Parcel gilt work

Refer to SampleNos. 147 and 148
Contrastinglayersof colouredmetalscan be built up using consecutive
electroplatingprocedures,for examplethrough the electrodepositionof
successivelaminatesof copperand silver. A particularly seductiveand
intriguing rangeof aestheticallypatternedor texturedeffectscanbe created
by using this techniquein conjunctionwith resistsmedia (asreferredto in
SectionA: TechniqueNo. 2) or etchingprocedures(TechniqueNo. 3) at
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intermittentstagesof the electroplatingprocess.An interestingseriesof
finishes
by
be
artefacts
with
surface
visual effectscan created embellishing
which exhibit a rich arrayof complimentaryand contrastingmetals.
Technique No. 4: Immersion deposition
"Immersion Deposition" is a process in which metal is deposited onto an
displacement.
(As
through
of
chemical
a
process
existing metal surface
/
to
opposed conventional electrodeposition plating techniques which rely
upon the use of an externally applied electrical current). A commonly cited
example is as follows: when copper is immersed in a solution of silver salts,
the surface of the copper partially dissolves into solution chemically
displacing the silver, which in turn is spontaneously deposited onto the
copper as a thin film of metal. In principle the ability of one metal to displace
another is determined by its position within the "electromotive series". A
shortened version of this series is delineated below (Table 7/2). For
deposition to occur the metal in solution must have a lower potential than the
metal to be plated. In practical terms this simply means that each metal is
capable of being plated by any of those which follow it in the table.
Table 7/2. The Electromotive
i
ii
iii
iv
v
vi
vii
viii
ix
x

Zinc
Chromium
Iron
Nickel
Tin
Lead
Copper
Silver
Platinum
Gold

Series

Electronegative Metals
T
Examples
1. When zinc is immersed in a
solution of copper a film of copper
will be deposited.
2. When copper is immersed in a
solution of silver a film of silver
will be deposited.
Electropositive Metals
(Source:Based on extract from Lowenheim 1978, p. 19)

The advantagesof using "immersion processes"are profound where the
A/C wishesto depositpreciousmetal films onto glassartefactswhich have
alreadyundergonesuccessfulelectrodeposition.The processis simple to
use,practicalandeffective, making it ideal for small scalestudio based
is that metal can be deposited
operations.Its greatestadvantageous
uniformly acrossthe entire surfaceof an artefact(evenin deeplyrecessed
andintricate forms) regardlessof morphology.(This characteristicdefies
normalelectroplatingprocedures).Whereaselectroplatingpreciousmetalsis
expensive(naturally this techniqueproducessuperior,thicker, stronger
deposits),immersionprocessesprovide a financially expedientmethodof
coatingelectrodeposited
copperor nickel surfaceswith decorativefilms of
silver or gold.
However,immersiondepositsare very thin. This is becausethe process
is finite. Oncethe chemicalreactionhasoccurredand the basemetal has
beencoveredwith a depositof metal the reactionwill cease,and prolonged
exposurewill not result in any further metal being deposited.(The plating
solution will be depletedand will haveto be discardedafter use.) As such
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electrodepositionproceduresmustbe employedwherethicker, more
fine,
delicate
Generally
the
thin,
substantialcoatingsof metalarerequired.
natureof immersionfilms (10 - 15 microns/ 0.4-0.6 thou) rendersthem
However,
for
functional
provided they are
unsuitable
applications.
immersion
deposits
from
tarnishing,
are adequate
subsequentlypreserved
for cosmetic/ decorativepurposes,wherethey are unlikely to be subjectto
immersion
Examples
typical
tear.
solutions are
of
excessivewearand
referredto in Section 11of the Appendix.
Technique No. 5: Patination

Refer to SampleNos. 80,138,139,140,141,142 and 143
1. Principle
The technique of impregnating metals with colour by a process of chemical
conversion is referred to as patination. The process involves applying a
patinating medium to the surface of the metal. This reacts with the air,
moisture and gasesin the surrounding atmosphere to corrode and oxidise
the surface inducing coloration and a rich patina. An infinite number of
far
from
being
involved,
the
an exacting science
variables are
and
process
judgement
and expertise. Predictable results can
requires considerable skill,
only be nurtured through experience and repeated practical experimentation.
Patinating procedures will not be the subject of detailed discussion within
the context of this thesis, as an infinite array of comprehensive books and
literature are already available for A/C wishing to specialising in this area.
However, basic recommendations and principles will be delineated to
provide a starting point for future research, and to illustrate the aesthetic /
decorative possibilities of exploiting the technique in conjunction with the
process of electrodepositing metals onto glass. As such only a limited
selection of patinating solutions will be discussed in the following text. Any
individual wishing to explore the process of patination in greater detail is
advised to refer to "The Colouring, Bronzing and Patination of Metals" by
Richard Hughes and Michael Rowe.
2. Surface preparation

Precipitatinga colouredpatinareliesupondirect action betweenthe metal
surfaceandthe appliedchemicalformulation, as suchit is essentialfor the
electrodeposited
surfaceto be cleansedprior to commencingwith the
process.Freshlyplatedcomponentsareusually sufficiently clean to negate
this treatment.However,any surfaceswhich havebeenleft standingor
openly exposedto atmospherefor any duration of time must be
scrupulouslycleanedto eliminateany adheringgreases,tarnishor surface
oxidation. (Follow the procedurereferredto in Section6 of the Appendix).
Tenaciousgreaseswhich havea strongsurfaceaffinity can be removedby
vigorously scrubbingthe metal with a paste,comprising of pumice, water
anda little causticalkali (an ammoniabasedsolution), prior to cleansingin
an emulsiondetergentand acid pickling solution. Naturally, rubber gloves
mustbe worn to avoid recontaminatingthe artefactwith fingerprintsand
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formation
the
of an adherent
residualsurfacegreaseswhich would prevent
be
immersed
in
After
the
and
rinsed
water
should
artefact
cleansing,
patina.
until requiredfor use.
The physicalcondition andpropertiesof the metal surfaceprior to
undergoingpatination,will profoundly effect the visual appearanceand
intensityof colour likely to be achievedin the patinationprocess.Dull,
inherent
their
will
surface
retain
matte,semi-brightandpolishedmetalsalike
finished
These
the
throughout
process.
sheen'sand physical characteristics
will remain visually conspicuous in the resulting patina. As a rough
guideline, porous deposits of metal will accommodate coloration and
patination more easily and will give rise to a more vivid range of tones and
coloured qualities than electrodeposited surfaces which have a highly
reflective, polished finished. Literature also indicates that patinating
treatments elicit superior results when applied to deposits from cyanide
based electroplating solutions as oppose to acid based electroplating
solutions.

3. Procedure
A large number of patinas are applied by immersing the metal in a chemical
solution, or by painting or daubing paste onto the recipient surface to evoke
a stippled or mottled effect. Alternatively, materials such as pine needles or
sawdust can be saturatedin the patinating solution before being compressed
against the surface. These help to retain the moisture in direct contact with
the metal and must be of the correct saturation to produce an optimum effect
(i. e. they must exude or release very little liquid when the sawdust is tightly
squeezedin the hand.) The moist sawdust is packed evenly into a resilient
plastic tray. The artefact is then introduced before additional layers of
sawdust are added and packed down to give a uniform surface coverage.
This is then sealed inside a plastic bag / air tight container. The artefact is
checked at regular intervals to ensure that the sawdust remains moist, and to
monitor the progress and development of the patina. Personal judgement
and discretion are used to determine the end point of the process, which will
vary depending upon the depth and intensity of colour required.
An alternative method of retaining the patinating formulation on the
surface of the metal is to use woven fabrics, netting or cotton wool. These
materials produce variegated decorative effects. They are saturated in the
solution and applied in a damp / moist condition to the surface of the metal.
A soft brush may prove useful in manoeuvring the weave of the fabric into
the desired position. Again, the object must be covered with a plastic bag or
cling film to avoid dehydration.

Examplesof typical patinatingsolutionstogetherwith samples
illustrating the resultingsurfacequalities,are referredto in Section 12 of the
Appendix.Thesedemonstratethat with curiosity, imagination and enterprise
the A/C can achievean unrestrictedrangeof tonesand colours.
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4. Advancedtechniques
A diverserangeof approachescan be usedto exploit patinating and
electroplatingproceduresin conjunctionwith one another.Theseare
delineatedbelow:
o Glass electrodepositedwith alternating laminates of opposing metals
referred to as "parcel / gilt" work, can be abraded to reveal
consecutive layers of metals (e.g.: silver and copper). The artefact
can then be patinated to exhibit an interesting and contrasting range
of effects. The colours produced will reflect the way in which the
patinating solution interacts with the different layers of metal.
o The oxidised / patinated surfaces of the artefact can be selectively
resisted. Unprotected areascan then be sandblasted, recleaned and
overplated with the original metal to produce a rich decorative effect
(Refer to Sample No. 98). Alternatively, oxidised metal / foil
membranescan be introduced and integrated into the plated surface
by depositing a film of adhering metal around the peripheral edges
(Sample No. 120).

o After patinationthe texturedsurfaceof the electrodepositedmetalcan
be lightly abradedwith a brassscratchbrush to selectivelyeradicate
colour from the prominentuppermostsurfaces,and exposethe
underlying base metal. Highlighted areas i. e.: those which are in
relief and protrude from the surface of the metal (where the patina
has been removed), will contrast distinctively with the recessed/
coloured areasto produce an interesting graduation of coloured
effects.

5. Post treatment
Once a satisfactory patina has been obtained the article can be removed from
the colouring solution and thoroughly rinsed in cold water to remove any
residual chemicals. The article can then be dried, using either warm air or a
soft drying medium such as a towel. The coloured surface should finally be
sealedto preserve the patina and inhibit any further reaction with the
atmosphere.As referred to below, this can be performed using either a wax
or lacquer based medium.

Beeswaxis commonlyusedandis particularly complimentaryin
bringing out the full vibrancy and densityof the patina.It is applied to the
surfaceusing a soft cloth sprinkledwith turpentineto softenthe wax and
give it -malleability.This shouldbe burnishedto give a good surfacefinish.
Resinsor nitro-cellulosebasedlacquersand varnishescan be applied
using spraying,dipping or brushingtechniquesand are generally air dried.
They areparticularly useful for protecting/ sealingdelicatesurfacepatinas,
which arenot capableof withstandingthe physical pressureof applying
wax, or which require a harder,more resilient surfacefinish. However,
they aredifficult to apply asa thin, discretefilm and may alter or obscurethe
richnessof the patina.Aestheticallythey do not provide as complementarya
surfacefinish as wax.
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Section C: Post Plating Treatments
Tarnish / corrosion resistance (protecting the plated surface)
With the exception of certain "noble" metals such as gold, many
in
highly
to
susceptible
corrosion
normal
are
electrodepositedmetals
atmospheric conditions. This is caused by surface oxidation and sulphides
films which causetarnishing on copper and silver. Over a sufficient length
of time these reactions naturally subside and stabilise, rendering the surface
"passive". That is the metal absorbs certain chemicals which effectively
slow down and inhibit the rate of any further corrosion. "Conversion"
coatings exploit this fundamental principle to "passivate" surfaces in a
controlled manner, allowing metal surfaces to be retained in a clean
condition over a longer period of time. This mechanism relies upon specific
inhibiting substancesbeing absorbed into the surface of the metal to form a
protective anti-tarnishing film. This goal can be achieved using any of the
following processes.
(i) Mechanical passivation
This createsa physical barrier which insulates the surface from the
inhibiting
thereby
corrosion.
surrounding atmospheric conditions,
Mechanical passivation techniques include lacquering or plating an object
with a noble metal.

(ii) Chemicalpassivation
This processimpregnates a metal or metal oxide into the surface of the metal
to produce a stable / passive film. Chemical passivation techniques include
oxidation and chromating procedures.

(iii) Electrochemicaltechniques
Metal is depositedin sucha mannerasto createan impermeableand stable
surfacefinish. This enablesoxidation to be readily controlled. For example,
metalsplatedin a highly lustrous,reflective statetend to be more resistantto
tarnishingthan metalsplatedin a dull, porouscondition.
The ability to retainan electrodepositedsurfacein an aesthetically
pleasingcondition representsa significant part of any electroplaters'
repertoireof skills.
Technique No. 1: Chromating
1. Principle

Tarnishingcan compromisethe aestheticappearanceof copperand silver.
Creativeartefactsand "objets d'art" thereforefrequently undergoing
"chromating"proceduresafter deposition.This procedurewhich may be of
a chemical(immersion)or electrochemicalnatureproducesa very discrete,
passive,amorphousfilm (comprisingof metallic chrome)on the surfaceof
the metal.This servesto inhibit any subsequentcorrosion/ tarnishingor
discolorationof the surface,by imparting a protectivefilm which is resistant
to finger stainingor manualhandling.The resulting film is visually
imperceptible.The intrinsic quality and protectivelongevity of the film will
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vary dependingupon the physicalstateof basemetal and the atmospheric
conditionsof the intendedenvironmentit will be exposedto. Although, the
it
processcannotprovidepermanentprotection engendersshort term
resistanceandis ideal for preservingornamental/ decorativeartefacts.It is
also an ideal pre-treatmentto lacquering,sinceit hasthe advantageof
promotingadhesionbetweenthe appliedlacquerand underlying
electrodeposited
metal surface.
2. Method
The artefact to be treated is immersed in the chromating solution for a matter
of seconds.Timing is a crucial factor since the process is highly corrosive
(and may destroy the electrodepositedartefact if implemented
inappropriately). The sample illustrated in Fig. 7/2 was exposed for 2
minutes -- far too long, resulting in the over etching of the metal and
exposure of the underlying glass. This is a useful indication of the possible
consequencesof inadequately testing / monitoring, and is not meant to deter
the A/C from using the process.The technique is recommended as an
efficient and highly effective anti-tarnishing treatment for electrodeposited
surfaces.
Although chromating solutions vary in composition according to the
nature of the metal being treated they are dichromate based. Proprietary
solutions are commercially available and highly recommended for use.
3. Procedure

A typical chromatingcycle comprisesof severalstages.Thesemay be
delineatedasfollows:
Stage No: (i)

Cleanse the surface of the metal using the procedure
referred to in Section 6 of the Appendix. (This is not
necessarywhere the artefact is treated immediately after
the electrodeposition process.)

(ii) Rinsethoroughly in cold water (twice).
(iii) Chromate dip (Note: freshly formed films are delicate
and easily impaired. )

(iv) Rinsethoroughly in running water.
(v) Rinsein warm water.
(vi) Dry the artefactusing ajet / circulation of warm air.
Chromatingsolutionshavea tendencyto deteriorateovertime. This is due to
a depletionin the strengthof the solution,or over saturationwith the
residuesof dissolvedmetals.Maintenanceand replenishment,(or regular
replacement)of the solution is necessaryto control the pH level of the
solution.Furthermore,becausechromatingsolutionscontain concentrated
acidsand areby natureoxidising agentsthey must be handledwith careto
avoid any direct skin contact.
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Chromating

Treatments

This illustratesthe aggressiveand highly corrosive natureof
the chromatingprocesswhich cleansand polishesthe surface.
Too long an exposuretime (2 minutes in the aboveinstance)
in
results the over-etchingof the metal to reveal the
is
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a warning of the
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Treating copper

A typical chromatingsolutioncomprisesof 30g11(4.8oz/gal) sodium
150g11(24
dichromate,130g11(20.8
oz/gal) aceticacid,
acid,
nitric
oz/gal)
This
52g11(8.3
solution operatesat room
chloride.
and
oz/gal) sodium
temperature,(24-35°C-75-95°F) and hasan immersiontime of between10
but
2
The
the
also
only
metal
not
passives
secondsand minutes.
reaction
finish.
it
highly
to
surface
reflective
polishes
producea
Since the surface of the metal is attacked and undergoes dissolution during
the chromating process (up to 2.51im - 0.0001" of metal may be stripped
from the surface), it is imperative that the original electrodeposited copper
film is of a sufficient thickness (i. e.: 12.7µm - 0.0005") to withstand the
treatment. Care must also be taken to avoid prolonged exposure, as this
have
is
may
a detrimental effect.
solution aggressiveand un-nurtured
Treating silver
Chromating solutions used to protect silver tend to be cyanide based.
Furthermore, in order to promote the dissolution of the surface the treatment
is frequently performed under electrolytic conditions. A typical example of a
proprietary solution is "Lea Ronals Anti-tarnishing Agent" which
in
the
the
silver
approximately 30
cathodically passivates
surface of
immersing
in
involves
A
the
artefact
a
seconds. neutralising process which
solution of 0.5 % nitric acid is usually conducted prior to the chromating
procedure. The resulting film is clear, offers good solderability and has a
low electrical resistance.

Treatinggold
Since gold is a noble metal it does not oxidise under normal atmospheric
conditions, post-treatments are therefore unnecessary. Other tarnish resistant
metals include platinum, palladium and rhodium.

Technique No. 2: Overplating metals
Frequently, several metals are co-deposited to produce a tarnish resistant
finish. For example, nickel is commonly used as a preliminary foundation
deposit in the gold plating of silver components. The function of the nickel
is to modify the deposit, in order to produce a durable undercoating with
corrosion and abrasion resistant properties. In decorative applications
objects are frequently overplated with noble metals such as gold which are
resistant to the formation of oxides and corrosion. For this reason silver is
commonly overplated with rhodium or platinum.

Technique No. 3: Lacquering
1. Principle
Modem lacquersare tough, transparentand durable.They are generally
basedupon epoxy resinsor nitro-cellulosebasedcompounds.Cannings
manufacturea commerciallyavailableproductknown as "Frigilene" which
is highly recommendedfor use.
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2. Surfacepreparation
Preparation of the base metal is essential to ensure the tenacious adhesion of
the lacquer. The surface must be scrupulously clean and dry. Artefacts
treated immediately after extraction from the electroplating solution,
(provided handling is avoided) are usually sufficiently clean to relinquish the
need for further surface preparation. However, where commercial polishing
agentsare present on the surface of the metal, they must be eliminated using
a trichlorethylene degreasant,whilst more general surface greasescan be
removed using acetone. Any badly oxidised / tarnished surfaces should be
cleansedusing the procedure referred to in Section 6 of the Appendix.
Rubber gloves should be worn to prevent possible re-contamination.
Directly before applying the lacquer, the surface should be lightly wiped
with a solvent / thinners which is compatible with the lacquer being used.
3. Procedure
The application of the lacquer which is usually carried out through a process
of dipping, spraying or immersion, must be conducted in a well ventilated
and dust free environment. A very uniform surface coverage may be
achieved by applying several very thin films. Most formulations air dry
rapidly, however, complete hardening and curing usually takes several
hours. Lacquer treatments will provide protection and tarnish resistance for
several years. Whilst lacquers do not produce as discrete a surface film as
chromating treatments, they are generally more permanent.
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Chapter 8

The Dartington Project
The Background to the Research
This project was an attempt to negotiate new product and process
development in the context of a very backward-looking sector of the
British manufacturing industry. A single company was judged capable of
delivering a positive response. Whilst undertaking the project it rapidly
became apparent that the company's approach to innovation and
subsequent product research and development was not geared to pursuing
any long-term sustained strategy, but that it was rather speculative and
highly opportunist, tending to evolve haphazardly in response to resolving
be
driven
by
On
to
the
this
the
appeared
activity
whole,
short-term goals.
vision of one or two highly enthusiastic, committed and motivated
individuals, and sustained by the majority indifference of most other staff.
This representsa fundamental shortcoming which is all too symptomatic
of the British crystal industry, and contrasts sharply with the approach of
many European competitors.
Dartington's investment in the process of electrodepositing metals on
to glass was part of a deliberate attempt to move the brand "up-market".
To initiate this the company changed its name from Dartington Glass to
Dartington Crystal, and introduced a number of prestigious new product
ranges to the market. The resulting "Argenta" range of silver plated

having
dedicated
launched
the
company
giftware was
prematurelywithout
sufficient resourcesto its development.Committed to the market place, it
was rapturouslyreceivedby the retail trade and the public. Salesfigures
far exceededoriginal expectations,the initial uptake of the product
outstrippedproductioncapacity, and a seriesof supply problems arose
The
had
in
Germany.
to respond
their
company
with
plating purveyors
immediately.The only way to alleviate the problem was to make a heavy
investmentin the processat their Devon-basedfactory. The difficulties
encounteredwere compoundedby a lack of foresight. The product was
problematicand the processwas fundamentallyunresolved.The lack of a
tank furnacein particular meantthat the glasswas of a poor quality and
the secondsrateswere extremely high (50 - 60%), which ate heavily into
the anticipatedprofit margins. (It was a contradiction in terms to produce
secondson what was perceivedto be a highly prestigiousrangeof silverplatedcrystal ware.) This short-termview of product development,and the
reactionsand decisionswhich subsequentlyarosefrom it, are not
uncommonwithin the British crystal industry.
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Preface
This report is a record of an approachto a medium-sizedcompany, which
had recently introduceda seriesof electroplatedvesselsto its high quality
had
This
hand
two main
project
glassware.
product rangeof
made
objectives:
1. To explorea model of collaboration betweenA/C and industry;
2. To test this model againstthe working and decision-makingsystems
of an actualproductioncompany
The origins of the research
From the research conducted to date, it has become apparent that the small
scale studio has a flexibility of approach which transcends the needs of the
individual craftsperson for whom it was initially developed. It is evident
that it is capable of fostering an experimental approach to product
development which is not generally a priority in large-scale, financiallydriven environments.

The aims and objectives of the research
Having identified this potential role for the studio, the main thrust of this
enquiry has been directed towards examining
1. The presumption that there are possible links/points of contact
between the A/C and industrial concerns. This will question the
possibility of using the established skills of the A/C in collaboration
with a relevant commercial organization to enable studio-based
consultancy work to take place;

2. Whetherthe processis suitable for exploitation within an
industrial/manufacturingenvironment.This will focus upon
questioningand assessingthe commercial viability of
electrodepositingmetalson to glass;
3. The possibility of generatingdecorativeeffects (primarily
textural/tactilequalities) and procedureswhich are capableof
exploitation within a larger commercial context and, more
specifically, within the context/profile of the host company.
Reasonsfor selecting Dartington Crystal
The project was set up in conjunction with Dartington Crystal. The
selectionof this specific companyas a suitable candidatewas qualified
and guidedby a numberof important considerations.Thesemay be
summarizedas follows:
1. Through a previous investmentprogrammethe companyhad
establishedthe technical skills and equipmentimplicit to the
processof electrodepositingmetals on to glass.As such,the
fundamentalpractical criteria necessaryto render the project
feasiblewere alreadyin place.This madethe companyan ideal host
for possibleresearchand product development.
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2. Dartington is quite unique and different from any other British
its
is
because
history it has
This
throughout
crystal manufacturer.
showna deep-rootedcommitment to working with young
artists/designersin an innovative and enterprising manner. This is
now an establishedpart of its design ethos.It has gained this
reputationthrough two specific roles:
(i) Through its active participation in, and annual sponsorship
of the Royal Society of Arts (RSA) Glassware Bursary. A
competition which provides the winning candidate/recipient
of the award with the opportunity to develop his/her idea to
production/prototype stage through a residential attachment
award at Dartingtons Torrington-based factory.
(ii)

In the past the company has commissioned work from high
calibre artists and designers (including Charlie Meaker,
David Queensbury and Rachel Woodman) who have put
forward design proposals for its "Studio Artist Range"
signed, limited edition pieces aimed at the more exclusive
end of the retail market.
As such the company is familiar with orchestrating and
managing interaction between artists/designers and its
production team, which is essential if a design concept is to

be successfullyfollowed through into production.
3. Dartington Crystal is the only British company to adopt a modem
design philosophy. It has challenged the market by embracing the
move away from the quintessentially English, heavy cut crystal, and
in doing so has become the market leader in promoting the current
trend towards lighter, simpler and clearer crystalware. The company
projects an image and design profile which appeals most directly to
the more discerning tastes of the international acknowledged market
place, and to the propriety and interests of younger clientele.

Recentlya partnershipwith John Horler resultedin an innovative
project which exploredthe possibilities of combining clear crystal
with marble.Whilst venturesof this natureare still in their infancy
at Dartington, they indicate that the company has an interest in the
respectiveand complimentaryqualities of combining crystal with
other materials(which to date hasincorporatedmarble, wood, silver
and gold). This indicatesthat the company is more receptive than
any other to exploring the creative possibilities of combining glass
with the decorativeattributesof the electroplating process.

ResearchMethodology
From the outsetof this project, it was envisagedthat co-operation
with the
host company,Dartington Crystal, would be generatedto take the form
of
a seriesof informative dialoguesand mutual correspondence.Whilst
proceedingunder the presiding influence of Andrew Brewerton as
Design/ProductionManager,assistancewould also arise from
consultation
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with other membersof staff in their respectiveareasof expertise. The
whole approachwould be supplementedby occasionalvisits to the factory.
Initially research activities would focus upon identifying the
fundamental operating parameters (production, technical and financial
limitations) of using the process within a commercial environment. This
would identify a set of criteria which could be used as a basic framework
within which to generate decorative effects (refer to Sample Nos. 75 to 82
exhibited in the accompanying Display Cabinets), and present a prototype
range of electrodeposited glassware. In principle, this would be capable of
exploitation within the economic and marketing parameters of the
company. However, whilst the above approach was designed specifically
to operate within the context/profile of Dartington Crystal, it was intended
to act as a model for product development and consultancy within a wide
range of commercial contexts.
The realities of the project: reasons for the poor response
Having initiated the project, it soon became apparent that the original
expectations and ambitions would not be feasible. Collaboration, and
therefore progress, was hindered by several contributory factors. These
may be summarized as follows:
I. Lethargy - Because the project was a low priority on Dartington's
agenda, the company was unable to devote any energy or
commitment to the research. This was epitomized by the delays and
lack of response to questionnaires and correspondence. This general
inertia/complacency crippled the momentum of the project. As a
research assistant, my relationship with the company was delicate,
and it was not possible to exert any pressure for fear of jeopardizing
the future of the research.

2. Fear - Dartington perpetuatedthe long-standinghistorical
precedenceof surroundingthe industrial application of the process,
in an impenetrableshroudof secrecypresumablyout of an
unrealistic fear of commercialcompetition. As such, I was denied
accessto both the plating facilities and to advice from their resident
expert.This underminedthe project since it was not possibleto
establishpractical or technicaloperatingparameterswhich were
essentialcriteria to exploring the commercial feasibility of the
-processwithin the context of the company's manufacturingprofile.
It was also presumablyout of fear that no information was
forthcoming on financial policies. This was particularly pertinent
with regardto Dartingtonsstrategyfor costing their existing range
of plated glassware.This information would have beenessentialto
identify the potential for future product development,and to enable
a realistic costing equationto be applied to any new prototype range
of electrodepositedglassware.
3. The recession- The project was directed at the company at an
inappropriatetime. The severefinancial implications of the deep
recessionmeantthat any new initiatives for product development
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had to be shelvedin favour of bread and butter issues.Their
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4. Commercial barriers - Questionnaires were sent out to major retail
interest
in
decorative
if
the
potential
to
there
was any
outlets assess
if
identify
to
so,
suitable market
and,
of electrodeposited glassware
gaps/niches for exploiting the process (as referred to in Section 1 of
the Appendix). The poor response illustrated the complacency of
the retail trade which was either indifferent or too pre-occupied to
take any real interest. This attitude in itself creates a physical
barrier/obstacle to the acceptance of new ideas/concepts within the
market place.

Action taken - The redirection of the project
In light of theseeventsand the subsequentdilemmas posed,it was
by
balance
the
to
redirecting and altering the
considerednecessary redress
interacting
intentions
The
the
of
with
emphasis
original
main
of
research.
the companyon a practical/empiricallevel (which should have been
finally
in
favour
beneficial)
withdrawn
and
of
mutually
was re-evaluated
independent
theoretical
approach, which would
adopting a more
and
concentrate upon identifying, questioning and highlighting the commercial
possibilities, rather than drawing any specific conclusions. This would
in
develop
the
to
enable
and proceed a more positive manner.
project

An Evaluation of Commercial Decision Making
From researchit hasbecomeevident that the hierarchy of decision making
which determinesthe commercial viability of a new concept/productrange
is firmly driven by a rationaleof financial and marketing considerations.
This may be summarizedin the following diagrams(Figs. 8/1 and 8/2).
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Within the operatingparametersof a commercial company such as
Dartington Crystal, it is possibleto define a number of important
considerationsand limitations which are specific to the process,and must
thereforebe takenon board.Thesemay be defined as follows:
Technical/practical considerations
Developmentcapacitywill be dictated by the
o Pressureof competing new product development plans/schemes.
Production capacity will be dictated by the
o Size of the electroplating facility and the number of pieces capable
of undergoing deposition at any one time; consideration will have to
be given to the plating duration, the thickness of the deposit and the
speed of the process.
The need to employ the principle of encapsulation for
o The purpose of engendering good adhesion between the
electrodeposited metal and glass.

o Aestheticreasons:any electroplatedapplication must be doublesidedto avoid observingthe plating through the reverseside of the
glass.
Time consumingpreparatoryprocedures
oA one-off approach has to be adopted in applying the metallizing
media/conductive paint. Furthermore plating procedures must be
regarded as an additional decorative "finishing" process. The cost
of implementing this will automatically yield a product which will
cost one third more than a plain glass equivalent. To recoup this
cost, electrodeposited glassware must be aimed at the more
exclusive and lucrative end of the retail market.

Aesthetic/designconsiderations
General
Any new product must
O Fit within the designprofile of the company, achieving a balance
.between A/C ideas
the
and the image the company wishes to
portray.
o Challengethe market place (Dartington's "Argenta" rangewas
launchedat a time when no other silver-plated equivalentswere
available.) The product must provide somethingnew either in
conceptor design.(Again a balancemust be achievedbetweenthe
new innovative conceptand any existing historical/traditional
) Innovation may be technical/mechanical/stylisticor
precedences.
conceptual.
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Specific
When designinga commercially viable rangeof electrodeposited
glassware,the implications of using the processhave to be taken on board.
In particular, considerationmust be given to:
o Jigging strategies;
o The limitations of the electroplating process i. e.: designing shapes
and forms which are amenable to successful deposition.
o The need to avoid unnecessary post-plating/finishing processes
(which incur additional costs).
o Selecting plating processeswhich are appropriate to yielding
"decorative" product ranges. In most cases gold, silver and
platinum are considered to be the most desirable options. Good/top
quality glass designed for the more exclusive end of the market
necessitatesa high quality finishing process to uphold the overall
image of the product.

o Ergonomics:For examplewhetheror not the consumerwould find
it acceptableto drink from the electroplatedrim of a wine glass.

Identification of Possible Market Opportunities
Electrodeposited Glassware

for

Specific - Within the context of Dartington Crystal

To be consideredfeasiblein the future any new product rangeswhich
exploit the electro-platingconceptwill have to fulfil one of the following
criteria. Namely;
0 Instil greaterperceivedvalue at a proportionally lower cost;
o Broadenthe overall rangeof available product categoriesand
thereforemarket opportunities(brand rangediversification);
o Appeal to specific "niche" markets,ie to Japan,SouthernAsia and
the South Pacific Rim, and NOT to Europe.
General - Product groups within the broader market context
o Giftware and/or stemwareranges;
o "Studio ranges"bearingdecorativefinishes. Dual metal patterns(ie
silver overplatedwith gold) and colour etc - this approachis likely
to give rise to more expensive,limited edition pieces;
o Prestigiousone-off/uniquepiecesmadeto commission;
o Commemorativeware/seasonalproducts (designedfor the
Christmas/weddingmarket);
o Corporateproducts(specialized);
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o Productsgearedto a specific cultural identity (eg. the Arabs' desire
for gold and the Americans' affiliation with silver). This also
be
in
have
to
disciplines
considered
and connotationswhich
carries
the approachto designingthe product.
Referencealso hasto be madeto how the above product categoriesfit
be
This
assessedthrough:
the
may
current market place.
within
o An evaluation/analysis of any "metallized glassware" ranges which
already exist within the market place;
o Market research: questionnaires and results.
Abstract - Alternative commercial possibilities which exist at the
include:
the
market
more exclusive end of

o Jewelleryproducts
o Architectural/interior design installations
o Furniture
o Artefacts designed for exhibition/retail through a Gallery outlet
o Medical instruments

ie. theseproductsall havea high market value.

Different "Consultancy Models" which the A/C can use for
Collaboration with Industry
1. The approachby industry to the A/C to solve technical and
marketingproblems;
2. The approachby the A/C to industry;
3. The entrepreneurialapproach:The A/C developsa decorativeeffect
or product independentlyand then approachesa manufacturerwith
a view to putting it into production.
NB: With regardto the third proposal,severaldifferent approaches
and strategiesare available for integrating a studio-based
practice/consultancyinto a commercialenterprise.In eachcasethe
professionalrelationshipdiffers slightly, and the studio consultancy
(this
distinctly
a
separate
role/function
gives rise to subtle
performs
variationsin emphasisand responsibility). Possiblearrangementswould
include:
o An in-housedesigngroup within industry.
Function: To presentpotential new rangesto the company, so
offering designskills and technical expertise.The consultancy
follow
idea
hand
be
to
through to production.
would also on
an
o An independentdesignstudiolconsultancy.
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Function: Industry would approachthe consultancyand ask them to
The
design
for
forward
studio
range.
put
proposals a new product
in
be
would more specialized,and would only participate
generatingdecorateeffects/prototypedesign concepts.
oA halfway housecollaborating with industry.
Function: The consultancy would generate ideas/decorate effects
for the company. In addition, it would then go on to take full
responsibility for actually carrying out the electroplating process as
an independent undertaking consequently, it would not be necessary
for the host company, to invest in equipment or becoming involved
in the technical complexities of the process. The work would
effectively be sub-contracted to the consultancy.

Conclusions
The fact that this project did not come to fruition does not invalidate this
model for research or consultancy. In fact it reinforces the urgent need for
a more considered and long-term approach. It merely indicates that British
industry is not currently in a situation to respond, and that in order to do so
in the future would require a complete change of culture.
In light of this, it is evident that in the future A/C wishing to operate
within a commercial environment would need to employ this model within
a different context. Firstly, looking outside of Britain, possibly towards a
European or Japanesemanufacturer, and secondly, adopting a more
entrepreneurial approach, possibly either by prototyping designs and then
taking them direct to the manufacturer to produce, or by buying in and
customizing blanks. As such, this research must be left open to further
enquiry.
The fact that British manufacturing has not provided a resolution of
these significant development issues concludes this aspect of my research
as an open question to the British glass industry.
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Conclusion
The main feature of this research is that for the first time it has enabled the
presentation of the process of electrodeposition, in specific relation to
glass, as a single body of knowledge. The research has assembled from a
wide variety of sources a coherent historical account of the evolutionary
development of the process. This enquiry has been guided by the need to
provide a background to, and platform for, a practical application of
electrodeposition procedures by individual small-scale studio practitioners
in decorative and creative situations. The cross-referencing which occurs
between different parts of the thesis is an attempt to facilitate its
application to such situations in a very practical sense. It is hoped that this
study will therefore provide a bedrock on which other studies can be
based, and a basic network within which individual creative enquiries can
be achieved.

The researchinto the evolution of the processhas made it possible to
formulate of an overview and gain a perspectiveon the developmentof the
technique.The factors that determinedthe ebb and flow in the popularity
of applicationsand advancesin electrodepositingglass from the 1840s1990s,resultedin a bewildering tale of conflicting criteria that fluctuated
betweenthe free spirit and experimentalingenuity of the craftsmen and the
pressuresof commercialrepeatability. Industrial entrepreneurssought
advantagethrough technical innovation and supremacy.New discoveries
or improvementswerejealously guarded,and secrecyand disinformation
were usedas a protection againstcompetitors.This impacted on the
overall developmentof the techniques,and hasmeant that
electrodepositionhasbeenapplication specific rather than coherent.
On reflection, it was the adventof the art nouveauperiod more than
any other factor that provided the catalyst for the spreadof
electrodepositingglassin decorativeterms. It is therefore hardly surprising
that the demiseof the processcoincided with the end of the movement,
and a stylistic shift to a more austereand sparing use of materials and
decorationin the post-war period.
Ironically, this failure to communicateand shareinformation in the
commercialsectordrove the processunderground.This allowed a few
technicalentrepreneursto pursuetheir own lines of enquiry and, as a
result, the processwas allowed to diversify into a number of highly
specializedand discretetechnicalapplications.
A small group of artists/craftspeoplewere responsiblefor reviving the
decorativeexploitation and application of the processin the experimental
artistic climate of the 1960s.Driven by a creative imperative, their
dedicatedenthusiasmand ingenuity provided a focus for stimulating
and
perpetuatingnew interestin the technique.Without doubt their standing
within formal, academicestablishmentshasbeeninstrumental in
disseminatingknowledge.This has allowed us to witness
an outstanding
resurgenceof interestin the techniquetoday.
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Throughout the early period (1840 - 1900) of its development and its
from
decorative
in
different
to
applications
uses a wide variety of
from
This
inspiration
drew
of
sources.
a
wide
range
scientific, the pioneers
from
disparate
borrowing
by
technologies, and
eclectic mix, characterized
the transplanting of ideas and principles from other disciplines in an
helped
fuelled
to
the
and
of
experimentation,
spirit
unorthodox manner,
These
basic
the
of
process.
varied
create many versions and applications
from craft-based to industrialized procedures, and the tension between
them further enriched their development. During this fertile period,
numerous highly specialized versions evolved, many of which faltered and
became obsolete. These now deserve to be re-examined by contemporary
A/C, for many exhibit the potential for further use and development. The
content, structure and organization of the text presents the A/C with
opportunities for such encounters. However, these require lateral thinking
and ingenuity to be fully realized.
The comprehensive nature of the historical and contemporary survey
has made it possible to identify and evaluate, through empirical and
practical experimentation, those approaches to the process which are most
directly applicable to exploitation by the A/C operating within the scope
and technical, financial and practical limitations of the studio environment.
These findings are presented in the form of a practical handbook which
aims to demystify the process by introducing the uninitiated A/C to
equipment, basic principles and fundamental practices of the process
(clearly defining the procedures necessary in preparing glass for
deposition), before negotiating the more complex aspects of the process,
which will be of benefit in rendering the A/C more conversant with the
capabilities and limitations of the procedure. More importantly, this has
fundamentally,
degree
from
the
and,
resulted
must
premise of a research
therefore, above all else, be seen as the documentation of a journey of
discovery. For this reason, all methods and approaches tested, regardless
of whether they gave rise to mediocre or excellent results, have been
represented/recordedso as to present as rich a source of information as
possible. (This statement is particularly pertinent with regard to the
information on to metallizing media.) Furthermore, by deliberately making
best
highlight
the
to
those
secured
results (and which are
an effort
which
therefore most highly recommended for the A/C), and merely

dead
led
to
those
a
end, it is hopedthat this
summarizing
avenueswhich
approachwill assistfuture practitionersin circumventing any unnecessary
problemsby preventingthem from retracing my steps,and promoting the
achievementof successfulresults(by outweighing failure). This neutrality
of approachavoids the rejection of effects and qualities that could be seen
as defectsin certain situations,and presentsthem without prior judgement
aspossiblesourcesof creativeinspiration.
Central to the electrodepositionof a non-conductingsubstratesis the
creationof a good bonding layer in this instancebetweenthe metal and
glass.Generally,the approachto this problem hascentredaround
investigatingmethodsof renderingthe glassconductive. From this it has
becomeapparentthat true adhesion,defined as an independentand
tenaciousbond, hasnot asyet beendevelopedin terms applicableto this
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study. Essentially, all electrodeposition of metals on to glass relies on the
principle of encapsulation (defined as an encompassing metal casing that
has its own integrity of shape independent of the host form) in conjunction
is
bond
This
to
the
to
the
metal
glass.
with/or without surface roughening
an important conclusion of this research. However, it has been possible,
through empirical and practical experimentation, to identify a series of
for
by
the A/C. These have
use
preferred methods which are recommended
been selected for their superior level of conductivity, bonding properties
and practical feasibility in the studio environment. (Table 6/5 Chapter 6B),
which documents the results, will be of assistanceto the A/C wishing to
identify metallizing media which are most appropriate to performing a
specific task or producing a desired effect.
In retrospect, it is possible to ascertain that whilst the electroplating
industry underwent a very significant and rapid transformation,
paradoxically many of the working methods employed for
electrodepositing metals on to glass, withstanding minor improvements
and modifications in principle, remained fundamentally unchanged.
However, the low technology limits advocated by the remits of this
research have meant that in many instances early historical techniques and
methods have been of more direct relevance than their more sophisticated
modem-day counterparts.
The journey of discovery has been multifaceted. By the very nature of
the subject, the study has embraced and taken on board aspects of
electrochemistry, technology, mathematics, history, art and applied art.
The pursuit of this very rich and diverse field of enquiry has revealed
firstly that information on this aspect of the electrodeposition process is
confined to obscure, isolated and discrete references, which are dispersed
erratically amongst literature, and secondly, that due to the presence of
archaic/obsolete colloquial phrases in literature from the bygone era of
alchemists and the scientific and technical bias of todays texts, much of the
available information is not comprehensible, or, therefore, directly
accessible, to a very broad audience. In rationalizing and transcending
these obstacles, this research provides a fresh approach which helps to
bridge this information gap for the uninitiated, whilst providing sufficient
insight to allow the A/C to enter into dialogue with professional
electroplating specialists. By identifying the main sources of information,
and suggesting a number of standard process and agreed nomenclature, the
research undertaken has provided a real perspective on the creative
potential of this technique.

The researchhasbeenpresentedin four main ways:
(1)A foundationof simple, understood,repeatableproceduresbased
aroundbasic equipment;
(2)A network of experimentalresults which form the basis for future
creativeplay/trial-and-errordevelopmentby the A/C;
(3) A presentationof a selectionof theseresults in physical sample
forms;
(4) A numberof creative objectswhich demonstrateresearch
developmentand the useof personally selectedqualities. These
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in
judged
be
intended
their
to
on
own
aesthetic
merits,
artefactsare
basic
demonstrations,
being
visual
to
as
addition
regarded
statementsand repositories.
Through a series of techniques which illustrate premeditated and
repeatable control of the textural/tactile electrodeposition of metals on to
glass, possibilities and effects have been highlighted which are of a highly
decorative and ornamental nature. These are significant in
conveying/expressing the creative spirit and scope of the technique, and in
illustrating the flexibility and freedom it offers from the constraints of
conventional metalworking techniques. The resulting diversity of
approacheshave transcended way beyond that originally imagined
possible.
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Glossary
Term
Acid:

Definition
A substancethat containshydrogen atoms which can be
highly
They
by
corrosive substances
are
metals.
replaced
baths
basis
form
the
and
of many electroplating
which

have
less
Acidic
a
pH
of
substances
pickling solutions.
than 7.
Addition agent: A chemical which is added to an electroplating bath to
modify the operating conditions of solution and the
These
deposit.
the
are
of
resulting
characteristics
typically added to alter the hardness, porosity, ductility
deposit.
brightness
of
a
or
Adhesion:
The degree to which the electrodeposited metal sticks or
bonds to the surface of the glass / artefact

Alkali:

Allotrope:
Alloy:

A substancewhich neutralisesor effervesceswith acids
to form a causticor corrosive solution in water
(especiallyhydroxides).Alkali substanceshave a pH of
more than 7.
The existencein the samestateof more than one form of
the sameelementwith different properties.
A mixture of a preciousmetal with a basemetal. Alloy
deposition
involves
the
simultaneous
of two or
plating

more metalsat the sametime in order to produce a
depositwith increasedpropertiesof strength, hardnessor
corrosion resistance.
Alternating Current (A. C): Alternating Current.
Amperage:
The quantity /amount of electricity flowing. The current
is measuredin amperes/ amps.
Ampere (A):
A unit of current equal to a flow of one coulomb per
defined
(Often
as the amount of current required
second.
to depositsilver at a rate of 0.001118 gram per second).
Ampere-hour: The quantity of electricity equivalent to a current of one
hour.
for
flowing
one
amp
Anion:
A negativelychargedion, which under the influence of
an electrical current migratestowards the anodeduring
the electroplatingprocess.
Anode:
In electroplatingthe anodeusually consistsof the metal
to be deposited.This is the positively chargedelectrode
and meansby which the electrical current is introduced
to the solution. The electrodeat which negativeions are
dischargedand positive ions are formed.
Anodising:
An electrolytic processusedto form a tough, corrosion
resistantoxide coating on certain metals, especially
aluminium.
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An addition agentwhich is addedto electroplating
holes
formation
tiny
the
of
pin
to
or
solutions prevent
deposit.
in
the
the
of
surface
pores
Autocatalytic reaction: A reactionwhich catalysesitself.
Blistering:
A plating imperfection arising from a loss of adhesion
betweenthe electrodepositedmetal and substratesurface.
Bright dip:
An immersion treatmentusedto give metal a bright/
highly reflective surfacefinish.

Anti-pittant:

Brightener:

A solution additive which is used to promote the
formation of brighter, smoother and more highly
reflective deposits.

Buffer:

A chemicalwhich is addedto electroplating baths to
maintain the concentrationand resist a changein the pH

Burnt deposit:

level (hydrogen ion concentration) of the solution on the
addition of acid or alkali.
An unsatisfactory deposit which has a rough, dark and
non-coherent appearance.This usually occurs as a result
of using an excessively high current density.

Busbar:

A supportingrod usedto carry current to the anodeand
the cathode.
Carborundum: An abrasivemedium. Silicon Carbide (SiC)

Cathode:

The cathode is the substrate or object which receives the

electrodepositedmetal and is the meansby which the
electrical current leavesthe electroplating solution. The
electrode at which positive ions are discharged and
ions
formed,
are
negative
or where reducing reactions

take place.The negativeelectrodein the electroplating
process.
Cathodic cleaning: An electrolytic processof cleaning the cathode.
Cation:
A positively chargedion, which under the influence of
an electrical current migratestowards the cathodeduring
the electroplatingprocess.
Caustic soda: Sodium Hydroxide (NaOH)
Chalk:
Calcium carbonate(CaCO3)
Chromating:
The production of a corrosion retardant,yellowish
film
on metals(especiallyzinc, cadmium and
surface
aluminium) by immersion in an acidic solution
containing chromium salts.
Cleaning:
The eradicationof oil, greaseand particulate debris from
a surface.
Coulomb (C): A unit of electricity defined as one ampereflowing for
one hour.
Covering power: A solutionsability to cover the surfaceof an object with
a depositof metal at very low current densities.
Current:
A flow of electricity, the quantity being measuredin
amperesas the rate passingper second
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Current Density (CD): The ratio of current to a given / known surface
in
is
Amps
This
expressed
the
usually
cathode.
areaof
foot
A/dm
decimetre
square
or
amps
per
per square
Asf. The correct current density must be calculated
before the object is introduced to the electroplating
solution.
The removal of oily and greasy residues from a surface
is
frequently
degreasing
The
terms
solvent
of an object.
referred to when immersion in a liquid solvent is
degreasing
when a condensed
and
employed
vapour
solvent is used.
Deposit:
The actual metal coating which is formed upon the base
object.
Detergent:
An agent which cleans soiled and dirty surfaces
Direct Current (D. C): Direct Current.
Drag-in:
The solution that adheres to the objects introduced into a
bath.

Degreasing:

Drag-out:

The solution that adheresto the objects removed from a
bath.

Dummy cathode: A cathode which is only used to "break-in" a new
plating bath, or remove impurities from the
electroplating solution.
Electrochemical series: Also referred to as the "electromotive series" this
is a table which lists in order the standard electrode
potential of specified electrochemical reactions and the
into
ionic form.
they
will
easewith which
pass

Electrocleaning: A cleaningprocessin which the object to be treatedis
immersedin a special solution and madethe anode,
whilst a current is passed.
Electrode:

A conductor through which the current enters or leaves
the solution.

Electrode potential: The difference in the electrical potential of an
/
the
surrounding
electrolyte
electroplating
electrodeand
solution.
Electroless plating: The depositionof a metallic coating on to an object
(without the application of an electrical current), by a
controlled processof chemical reduction which is
catalysedby the metal being deposited
Electrolyte:
A conductivemedium comprising of an aqueoussolution
bases.
When
dissolved
(usually in
and
of acids,salts
water) thesegive rise to ions, which move around under
the influence of an applied electrical current.
Electron:
A basicunit of electricity which carries a negative
charge.
Electroplating solution: An aqueoussolution, comprising of dissolved
saltsof the metal to be deposited.The solution is highly
conductiveand under an applied electrical current allows
metal to be transferredfrom the anodeto the cathode.

Glossary
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Electropolishing: A processof improving the surface finish I reflective
by
reversing the
surface
propertiesof an electroplated
in
the
the
an
anode
object
current and making
appropriatesolution.
Galvanising:
The applicationof an electrodepositof zinc, usually on
steelor on a ferrousmetal.
Hydrogen overvoltage: The useof an excessivelyhigh voltage, often
from
hydrogen
liberation
the
the
gas
of
associatedwith
Inert anode:
Ion:

Joule (J):
Levelling:

cathode surface.
An insoluble anode, the only function of which is to
introduce electricity to the electroplating solution.
The constituents (an atom or group of atoms) which
carry an electrical charge, and pass between either of the
electrodes during the electrodeposition process.
A unit of electrical energy.
The ability of a plating solution to produce a smoother
surface than that of the base object / metal.

Limiting current density: The maximum current density at which a
be
deposit
can
metal
obtained.
of
satisfactory
Litharge:
Lead monoxide (PbO)
Liver of sulphur: Potassiumpolysulphide(K2Sx)
Mandrel:
The supportingmodel or form upon which metal is
depositedduring the electroforming process
Metallizing:

The application of a an electrically conductive medium

to the surfaceof a non-conductingmaterial e.g.: glass.
This modifies the surface properties of the object and is

Micron:
Noble metal:

Nodules:

Ohm:
Overvoltage:
Oxidation:
Passive:

an essentialprecursorto subsequentelectrodeposition.
One thousandthof a millimetre (0.001mm).
A relatively inert and unreactivemetal which is resistant
to the action of acids and to surfaceoxidation and
corrosion.Low in the electrochemicalseriestheseare the
oppositesto basemetals.
Roundedgrowths of metal which form on high current
density areasof the cathodesurfaceduring the
electrodepositionprocess.
A unit of electrical resistance.
The excesselectrical potential required for the
initiated.
be
to
process
electrodeposition
The tarnish or surfacediscoloration which occurs when
metal is exposedto the air.
When a metal becomescoveredin an insulating surface/
it
film
which
makes
more noble and rendersit
oxide
inactive or inert.

Patination:

A transformationin the colour or appearanceof a metal
surface,which occurs naturally as a result of ageing.
This can also be induced artificially through chemical
treatment,heating,or oxidation. The verdigris (green
discoloration)which occurson public statuesis a typical
exampleof patination.
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A plating fault resulting from poor adhesionin which the
detached
becomes
and peels away
metal
electrodeposited
from the underlying surface.
A medium which is sensitiveto ultra-violet light. This is
spreadonto the surfaceallowed to dry and then
illuminated through a mask. A positive or negative
imagecan then be developedto resist parts of the film.
An acidic solution usedto remove oxides or tarnish from
the surfaceof metal by chemical or electrochemical
action.
Tiny pin holes in the surface of electrodeposited metal,

causedby hydrogenbubblesbeing generatedat the
Proton:

cathode surface during the electrodeposition process.
A basic unit of electricity which carries a positive

charge.
Rack:
Rectifier:

Resin:
Resist:

A frame from which to suspend and carry the current to
articles during the electroplating process.
A device which converts alternating current (A. C) into

direct current (D.C). A sourceof direct current is
essentialfor all electroplating processes.
A synthetic material usedas a binding medium.
A maskingmaterial which is applied to part of the
cathodeor plating rack to render the surfacenonconductive, and prevent subsequent chemical or

electrochemicalreaction. Resistmedia are also
frequently referred to as "stopping off' compounds

Rochelle salt:
Rouge:
Sandblasting:

Sodium potassiumtartrate (NaK C4H406.4H20)
Iron Oxide (Fe203).
A processof using compressedair to blast an abrasive
medium (e.g. sand)onto glass,stoneor metal to roughen
the surface.
Scale:
An adherentoxide film that is thicker than the superficial
film referredto as tarnish.
Sensitising:
Normally usedin referenceto plating on plastics. The
absorptionof a reducing agent (often stannouschloride)
into the surface,prior to metallization.
Soda ash:
Sodium Carbonate(Na2CO3)
Solvent:
A volatile liquid usedto dissolve or dispersethe
constituentsof a product. Once applied the solvents
containedin the product tend to evaporateduring the
drying process.
Solvent degreasing: The processof cleansinga substratein preparation
for the electrodepositionprocess.This enablesheavy
greases,oils and soils to be eliminated from the surface.
Stoving:
A processof drying and hardeninga coating by heating
in an oven / kiln.
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A solution usedto depositthe initial thin film of metal ,
(alternatively,
by
followed
is
coatings.
other
then
which
to plate an object for a short period of time at a high
is
density,
which subsequentlyreducedto a
current
normal current density).
The basemetal or material upon which metal is
deposited.

Surface roughening: Procedures used to create an abraded / irregular
surface prior to metallization.
Surface tension: The property in the surface film of all liquids which
prevents the liquid from spreading.
Tarnish:
Superficial corrosion, resulting in a dull or stained metal
surface.
Thixotropic:
The property of a liquid to increase in viscosity with the
passageof time.
Throwing power: A measure of the electroplating solutions ability to
deposit metal uniformly over the surface of an irregularly
shaped cathode.

Titration:

An analytical processusedto determinethe amount of an
in
a solution.
compound
elementor

Treeing:

Branched or irregular projections of electrodeposited
form
high
and
on
edges
current density
metal which
areas of the cathode surface.

Voltage (V):

The pressureor force with which a current of electricity
is being forced through the system.This is measuredin
volts. (The voltage which will producea current of one
amperethrough a resistanceof one ohm).
Volumetric analysis: Method of analysingwhich dependsupon
measurementof the volume of standardsolution
consumedin a titration.
Waterbreak:

Watt (W):

The area on an object being rinsed around which water
flows because it is resisted, usually indicating the
dirt,
grease or oil on the surface.
of
presence

The power which gives rise to the production of energy
at the rate of onejoule per second,or the amount of
energyexpendedper secondby passinga current of one
ampereunder a voltage of one volt.
Wetting agent: A substancewhich reducesthe surfacetension of a
liquid, (commonly referredto as a surfactant),thereby
it
allowing to spreadmore readily and evenly on a solid
surface.
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Appendix to Chapter 3
Section 1: Joining

Applications

A: Koenig's metallization procedure
Koenig implemented a corresponding joining process, which in principle
for
join.
Caillet's
The
to
uniting glass
exploited
was
process
was analogous
manometersto steel osmotic pressurecells.
To create the join, the glass tube was lightly abraded with glycerol and
emery dust before an admixture of two parts ether and one part alcohol
(containing 3% platinum chloride and 2% stearic acid) was applied to the
fused
into
On
drying,
the surface
this
roughened surface.
was permanently
of the glass, and transformed into a bright platinum film using the heat of a
bunsen burner. The metallized surface was then electrodeposited, initially
for
foundation
This
then
soldering
nickel.
provided a suitable
with gold, and
ribbons of zinc foil in position. These attachmentssubsequently enabled the
glass tube to be soldered and united with the steel cell.
B: Alternative forms of metallization in fabricating glass-to-metal seals
Less widely reported metallizing agents were also used for fabricating joins.
In particular, silver basedmediums were extensively exploited in sealing
in
British
A
the
manufacture
of
radio
condensers.
components
glass-to-metal
Pat.
No.
British
9656),
by
(1896
taken
the
out
patent specification
`Improved Electric Glow Lamp Syndicate Limited', documents a process for
electrodepositing copper or gold onto glass components. This advocated a
metallizing procedure, which involved precipitating a silver film through the
chemical reduction of an ammonical silver nitrate solution (-. a processallied
to mirroring techniques) to promote the successful electrodeposition of the
Once
initiated,
durable,
surface.
very
and
a
adherent,
glass
protective,
join
This
be
sealed
metallizing
metal-to-glass
could
produced.
permanently
technique, which has since been supersededby silver electrodags, was used
for fabricating interconnecting glass-to-metal seals in electric bulbs. These
were employed in the manufacture of incandescentlamps, globes, shades,
devices.
light-reflecting
Other
metallizing compounds which were used
and
to elicit deposition in joining applications included platinum-gold alloys.
These could be impregnated/fused into the body of the glass at a high
temperature, to create a conductive surface. This enabled a strong join to be
forged between the soldered components during subsequent
electrodeposition.

C: Soldering techniques employed in uniting glass-to-metal
components
Thejoining and solderingof componentsnormally occurredafter a copper
film of sufficient strengthanddurability hadbeenelectrodeposited
onto the
metal-to-glassseal.In principle, the soldersregardlessof whetherthey
consistedof a lead-tin alloy or a silver-basedmetal,had to exhibit a low
melting temperature.In orderto preventspalling (of the electrodeposited
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detrimental
the
to
the
from
of
rigidity
structural
the
glass)which was
metal
seal,it was essentialto ensurethat the overall thicknessof the entirecoating
In
40
(1000
thou)
thick.
addition,
micronswas no more than a millimetre
in
a stateof
the
electrodeposited
also
whereverpossible metalwas

The
tenaciously
seal.
vacuum-tight seals
to
adherent
compression promote a
joining
produced, were used within an unprecedentedand unique range of
applications.

Section 2: Mosaic Work
L. Stein and W. Storrs' electroconductive cement
This conductive cement comprised of 10 parts chalk, 30 parts metal oxide,
40 parts precious metal powder, and 10 parts soluble glass. A binding
medium of 10 parts flux (e.g. borate) was used to blend and mix the
ingredients.

Section 3: Protective Applications
The mechanisation of procedures for electrodepositing and preserving
mirrors
Many documents illustrate the transition of the processaway from the
exclusive preserveof the skilled artisan to that of the commercial
industrialisation
impending
This
the
the
start
of
of the
marked
entrepreneur.
by
Hoorick
Hindle
(1909
British
Pat.
following
The
account
and
process.
No. 2490) representsa typical example. This gives a detailed description of
a mechanical device which employed conducting clips and traversing rollers
to convey mirrored glass sheetsinto the electroplating solution along an
inclined plane. The anodes,used to donate the metal were infinitely
in
located
an adjacent position to the substrateto enable
and
were
adjustable,
flat sheetsof highly reflective mirrored glass, or domed spheresof any
contour to be processedand furnished with a rigid, abrasion resistant, and
fashion
in
Accordingly,
this
uniform coating of electrodeposited metal.
convex mirrors for single walled lamp reflectors for the automotive industry,
British
for
(1883
lighting
and
globes
shades
reflective
applications
and
Pat. No. 467) were permanently shielded (from physical breakage) and
from
the surrounding environment, with a reinforced
afforded protection
backing of strongly adherent electrodeposited metal. Lake, in particular,
films
onto spherical
with
metal
methods
of electrodepositing
experimented
forms. He discovered that by securely positioning the mirrored glass shade
its
form,
jacket/vat
shape
within
and
a
a
concentrically
which echoed
into
be
the
could
small
quantity
of
solution
poured
electroplating
relatively
intervening space,and used to coat the spherewith a uniform film of
electrodeposited metal. In these scenarios,electroplating procedures were
lacquers
followed
The
by
lacquering
typically
treatments.
generally
comprised of an amalgamation of sandacre,resin, shellac, turpentine, and
lavender oil. This process sealedthe metal to render it inert, and provided
the highly reflective/mirrored surface of the glass with a secondary form of
protection.
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Section 4: The Development of Chemical Reduction
Techniques in Sealing and Protecting Mirrors
Over recent years the practice of employing electrodeposition proceduresto
back mirrors has been supersededby contemporary techniques which rely
upon non-electrolytic procedures. During the 1950s,Meth in the USA
developed a series of methods and strategies for applying quality, hard,
adherent,protective copper coatings to mirrored glass surfaces.The
techniques employed were documented in a series of patent specifications.
(U. S.A. Pat. Nos. 1957 - 780,143/1957 - 788,275/1958 - 796,263).
The standardprocedure of reducing a solution of silver nitrate was used
to precipitate a highly reflective silver film/mirror onto the surface of the
glass. This was then rinsed, and whilst still wet simultaneously sprayed
with two solutions. The first consisted of a copper sulphate solution
impregnated with phosphoric acid which was designed to produce a hard
deposit, whilst the second consisted of an aqueoussolution of suspended
metal dust (zinc or iron). As these solutions were releasedfrom the nozzle
of the spray gun and impinged upon the surface of the metallized glass they
amalgamated,catalysing a spontaneousreaction. This resulted in the
formation of a strongly adherent thin copper sheen,which was capable of
sealing and protecting the mirrored glass. The overriding benefits of the
in
its
simplicity and economy. Furthermore, the high
process were evident
reject rates and technical difficulties which had been encounteredin the old
system, and occurred as a direct result of the silver films undergoing
prolonged exposure to the electroplating solution, (which impaired and
diminished the quality of the mirrors) were now effectively eliminated by
adopting this new process.

Section 5: Modern Commercial Techniques of
Preserving Mirrors
Contemporary manufacturers such as Solaglassemploy a completely
automated method of silvering and preserving mirrored glass. The procedure
is outlined below. Reference should also made to the photographic
illustrations (Fig. 6/5) which are shown in Section 6 of Chapter 6B.

The proceduretakesa matterof minutes.After preparatorycleansing,a
silver film is chemicallyreducedonto the surfaceof the glassandcuredat a
temperatureof 40-60°C(105-140°F)to maximiseadhesion.A processof
chemicalcopperreductionfollows. The metal film depositedperformsa
dual function.It preventsthe deteriorationof the underlyingsilver film, and
providesa suitablefoundationfor the subsequentapplicationof a protective
`paint' backing.This is then stovedanddried to producea strong,adherent,
compositestructureon the reverseside of the mirrored glass.The main
advantageof this techniqueis that it providesa durableandresistantseal
from the atmospherewithout the bulkinessor practicalcomplexity of its
predecessors.
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Applications

Glass-fibre/plastic laminated circuit boards
Technically, printed circuit boards are fabricated from a glass-fibre-packed
insulating
board
is
This
laminate.
the
upon which the
epoxy resin/plastic
is
formed
using the electrodeposition
pathway
conductive
metallized
desired
in
is
hybrid
The
the
affording
glass composition effective
process.
heat,
(to
mechanical properties of rigidity, strength, and resistance
boards
Printed
in
form.
light
durable
of
circuits
and
corrosion, and wear) a
this nature were introduced in the 1940s. Emerging from the researchof Dr.
P. Eisler, they revolutionised the electronics industry, and are now widely
in
exploited many industrial and domestic applications.
Three principal methods of producing printed circuitry exist today. One
of these,involves the electrolytic deposition of metal onto fibre-glass/plastic
laminates. This technique is of specific interest within the context of this
researchbecauseit produces a strongly adherent and highly conductive
deposit which is capable of transmitting an electrical current. The technique
is referred to as `semi-additive circuitry'. In principle, an electroless deposit
of chemically reduced copper is used to metallize the glass/epoxy laminated
base, which then undergoesconventional electrolytic deposition. The
in
following
is
the
manner.
process conducted
Initial cleansing of the fibre-glass/epoxy baseboard is followed by a
dissolves
This
the epoxy rubber component of
partially
chromic acid etch.
the laminate to produce a honeycomb structure of glass fibres which stand
proud and protrude, to yield a rough, abraded surface. This is only visible
but
is
the
crucial to promote adhesion during subsequent
under
microscope,
A
A/1).
(Fig.
neutralisation treatment prevents surface
electrodeposition
contamination. The sensitizing of the laminate which is essentialto give it
the potential to become conductive, is now brought about by a process of
activation and acceleration, using a palladium-tin complex. This is a
precursory treatment to the electroless deposition which follows, catalysing
a chemical reaction which enablesthe entire surface to be coated in a thin
metallic film of copper, nickel, or silver, depending upon the process used.
A photo-resist pattern is then applied to the prepared surface to mark out and
determine the configuration of the wiring format. This is built up using a
conventional electroplating solution, usually to a thickness of 35 microns
(0.0014") in either, gold, silver, or a tin-lead alloy. After deposition is
complete, the photo-resist is eliminated, and the underlying film of
is
copper
etched away to leave the electrodepositedcircuit ready
electroless
for use.

This processhassincebeenmodified to enableelectriccircuits to be
developedon both sidesof the laminatedboardusing interconnectingholes.
This contemporarytechniqueis referredto as `throughhole circuitry' (Fig.
A/2), andhasthe advantageof permitting morecompactandcomplex
circuitry to be produced.This type of flat patterned(electrodeposited)
circuitry is usedin preferenceto round wired circuitry becauseof its
capacityto conductandconveya much highercurrentof electricity per unit,
andprovide a superiorlevel of heatdissipation.Besidesthesetechnical
merits, the processexhibits enormouspotentialfor A/C, who can seizeupon
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Fig. A/1 A Microscopic View of an Etched Circuit Board
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The chromic acid etch partially dissolvesthe epoxy rubber component
laminate,
the
of
enablingthe glassfibres to protrude,yielding a rough,
abradedsurface.This key is essentialto promote good adhesion
during subsequentelectrodeposition.
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Fig. A/2

An Example of Through-hole
Plated Circuit Pads x 20
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(Source: CANNING LTD, W. (1978) Canning Handbook
on Electroplating. Birmingham; W. Canning Ltd & E. &
F.N. Spon. Ltd. p. 777)
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the opportunityandborrow the technologyprinted circuitry offers, to
produceornamental/decorative
paneldesignson non-conductivesubstrates.

Section 7A: Glass Radiators
St Gobain's technique of metallizing glass with aluminium
The most economical method of applying an ultra-fine (a few hundredths of
a millimetre thick) and strongly adherent aluminium film was to employ a
spray gun, which was capable of projecting fine molten droplets of the metal
onto the heated (300°C 572°F) surface of the glass. Aluminium
wire was
continuously threaded/drawn into the gun and delivered to the nozzle, where
it was spontaneouslymelted by the intense heat of an ignited flame.
Compressedair, was then used to project a fine dispersion of pulverised
metal onto the surface of the glass. On direct contact the molten metal
resolidified to form a brightly speckled, granular film of aluminium oxide.
Adhesion was such that the detachment of the aluminium from the glass was
virtually impossible. Furthermore, the film boasted other properties
including a high electrical resistance/insulating value, and good reflectivity.
This adherent foundation formed the basis for subsequent
electrodeposition. By providing a means of conveying electricity, the
processdemonstratedthe potential for exploitation within various electrical
applications. Although, no specific details regarding the electrodeposition
processare documented within literature, it is evident that the (inherently
passive) aluminium would have required specialist treatment before being
superimposedwith an adherent film of electrodeposited metal. This
preliminary treatment may have involved dipping the metallized glass in a
solution of sodium zincate in order to furnish the aluminium with an
immersion layer of zinc, thereby rendering the surface conductive
and
amenableto subsequentelectrodeposition.

Subsequentmodifications in the procedure

It was discovered that the heating resistanceof the aluminium strips (which
was essential to avoid overheating the glass) fell dramatically as a direct
result of increasing the temperature or extending the heating period (by up to
10% over 1,000 hours). The implications of this were problematic. In
order
to lower the direct heating effect of the electrical circuit on the glass, St
Gobain experimented with a broad range of alloys and metals which
possessedcharacteristically different properties and electrical resistance's.
Many of these were far too precious and expensive to be considered
commercially viable. Eventually however, an aluminium-manganese alloy
known as `mangalium' was discovered and successfully employed.
Compared to aluminium, mangalium reduced the temperaturecoefficient of
the metal and the glass by half. This was important in rendering the heating
devices safer and more efficient to use.
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Section 7B: Other Products Generated by St. Gobain
With technical progress, advancementsand refinements were made to the
process, which enabled other radiators to emerge. In particular, one heating
appliance referred to as the 2,000 watt `Radiaveur' (Fig. A/3) could be
operated using 110 volts. Of considerably larger dimensions, this glass
radiator was supported on a chromium steel tube. A switch mechanism was
incorporated into the design which enabled different speeds/outputsof
heating capacity to be selected,so that either one or both glass planes could
be heated simultaneously. The radiators discharged heat into the surrounding
atmosphereby a process of convection. During use, the glass panes were
found to reach a temperatureof between 120 and 150°C (250 to 300°F).
Similar principles were applied and used in prototyping other appliances,
including a 12 volt (40 watt) glass defroster and 110 volt (40 watt) glass
`Chauferette' - food warmer (Fig. A/4). Unfortunately, it has not been
possible to verify whether these heating devices were ever developed
beyond the prototype stage into commercially viable products.

Section 8A: Important
Compatible Metallizing

Criteria
Media

in Selecting

Certain fundamental criteria had to be fulfilled to ensurethe metallizing agent
was compatible with the glass. This was essential to ensure that the circuit
was adherent and strong enough to support an electrical current and
withstand the effects of thermal heating. Firstly, to function as a sensitizing
media and promote successfulelectrodeposition, the silver paste had to
impart a low electrical resistance.Conductivity levels varied depending upon
the proportion of silver in the binder, optimum results were typically
achieved where the metal to binder ratio was between 5: 1 and 40: 1.
Secondly, the metallizing medium had to bear a similar coefficient of thermal
expansion to the glass, to enable it to mature and fuse into the body of the
glass at the correct slumping temperature. Thirdly and finally, (once fired
into the surface of the glass) the metallizing medium had to be capable of
withstanding soldering procedures. This would permit electrical connections
to be made, without adversely affecting the mechanical strength of glass.

Section 8B: Commercial Approaches to Metallizing
Electrodepositing
Glass for the Purpose of
and
Maufacturing Car Backlights
ExampleNo. 1
A patent specification documented by E. 1.Du Pont de Nemours & Co.
(1970 - German Pat. No. 2021362) outlines the criteria which had to be
fulfilled in electrodepositing electric circuits onto glass within the car
industry.

This describesthe useof a metallizing mediacomprisingof 85% silver,
9% finely groundborosilicateglassfrit (e.g. glassmadeof 65% lead oxide,
34% silicon oxide, and 1% aluminium oxide), and 6% sodiumcarbonate(to
preventthe diffusion of the silver into the surroundingglasswhich would
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Fig. A/3

Saint Gobains (2,000 watt) Glass
"Radiaveur"

A switch mechanism situated at the base of the radiator
was used to control and regulate the heating output of the
appliance.
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Fig. A/4

Saint Gobains 110 volt (40 watt) Glass
"Chaufferette"
Food
Warmer
-

(Source: LONG, B. (1941) Les Nouveaux Produits Verriers Resultant de
1Afnite du Verre pour I 'Aluminium. Cours-Conference du Centre de
Perfectionnement Technique, Saint Gobain, (No. 763), Paris. p. 8-9)
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inert
liquid
in
dispersed
in
discoloration),
comprising of
carrying
an
result
10% ethyl cellulose and 90% turpentine. Silk screen technology, was used
to apply this medium to the surface of the glass typically as a continuous
in
0.8mm
(0.03")
lines,
approximately
configuration of equally spaced
diameter. This pattern was fused and fired into the glass at a temperature of
650°C (1202°F) over a seven-minute period. Both the temperature and
duration of the firing cycle were arbitrary factors which were predetermined
by the thickness and composition of the glass. The electrodeposition process
for
followed
the circuit
the
engendered electrical conductivity required
which
to function within its intended capacity of de-misting car windscreens.
Example No. 2
American literature published by P.P.G. Industries Incorporated (1972 U. S.A. Pat. No. 3703,445) documents several different, commercially
viable techniquesof applying electroconductive heating circuits to glass
using electrodeposition procedures. Interestingly, these documents also
make reference to the potential use of the processwithin decorative contexts,
as well as within the more conventional application of heating windscreens
in aircraft, automobile and architectural installations. The main procedure
involved applying a rough, porous, ceramic frit (160 mesh) to the glass in a
intended
design
to
the
the
circuit. This
configuration of
pattern conforming
The
lines
the
technology.
silk
of
using
screening
width
out
was carried
demarcating the wiring pattern were restricted to a thickness of
approximately 12 microns (0.0005") to maintain a constant electrical
This
the
throughout
circuit.
was essential to guaranteea uniform
resistance
dissipation of heat. The ceramic frit comprised of a fusible glassy
in
compound, suspended a viscous liquid which contained either pure gold
or an amalgamation of silver and gold to instil conductivity.
The fusible frit was fired into the surface of the glass. This was then
rapidly cooled to temper/harden the glass, before exposing it to a mild etch,
in a solution comprising of 10-25% fluoboric acid and 5 grams per litre
(0.8oz /gallon) of sodium metasilicate. This dissolved any ceramic frit
residing on the surface to cleanly expose the conductive metal beneath.
Electroless deposition which involved immersion in either an electroless
copper (e.g. using an electroless cuprous ammonium hydroxide solution
by
borohydride),
sodium
or nickel plating solution (nickel chiororeduced
palladate reduced at high temperatures), was used to superimpose an
electroless metal coating onto selectedareasof the glass. Nickel processes
were preferred becausethey offered faster rates of deposition, were more
financially expedient and the resulting deposits possessedsuperior levels of
surface conductivity. However, both methods provided a good foundation
for subsequentelectrodeposition. The electrodeposited copper increasedthe
conductivity, and promoted the performance and efficiency of the circuits
which were used for heating glass panels/windscreens.

In somecases,the electrodepositedmetal was found to be susceptibleto
rapid surfaceoxidation (e.g. wherecopperwas employed).In order to
protectthe metal from tarnishingit was frequentlycoatedwith nickel plate,a
solderingmedium,or an immersioncoatingof tin or gold. Alternatively,
electropaintingprocesseswereusedto superimposean insulatingmaterial
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heatingcircuit. (examplesof thesematerialsare
over the electroconductive
disclosedin (1973) U.S.A. Pat. No. 3 366 363). In principle, this process
provideda financially expedientmethodof producingdurableand
aesthetically pleasing electrical circuits on glass windscreens.

Section 9: Electroforming

Applications

The advantagesof using the electroforming process
Whilst electroforming is a relatively slow and complex arteform, it is
invaluable as a method of producing very complex, light-weight, hollow
forms, which require a high degree of dimensional accuracy. The technique
displays the unique ability to faithfully reproduce delicate forms and intricate
detail, in a manner which is unrivalled by any other metal forming process.
The modest cost and flexibility of the processrenders it equally applicable to
the production of commercial work as to one-off specialised objects. In
particular, the reproduction of prized historical artefacts has emerged to
become a major field of application for electroforming technology. Here the
high market value of the product can be off set against the cost of the
artisans skills. The knowledgeable operator can also adjust and control the
conditions of the deposition processto predetermine the physical and
mechanical properties of the resulting electroform. This renders
electroforming proceduressuitable to fulfilling the precise technical
specifications of many engineering applications.
Generally, metals which are suitable for electroforming purposes are
capable of being deposited in a low state of internal stress.For this reason
copper and nickel were frequently advocated for use. However, where the
additional cost is warranted, as for example in jewellery design or within
electrical applications, the electroforming of silver and gold components
remains common place.

Section 1OA: Improvements
Electroforming
Reflectors

in the Process of

Subsequentpatentspecificationsregisteredby S. 0. Cowper-Colesdescribe
gadgetsanddevicesfor using glassmandrelsin the productionof
electroformedreflectors.Amongstsomeof the moreinnovativeconceptsput
forward, one document(1907 British Pat.No. 3013) recommendeda
procedurefor protectingdelicatelymirrored surfacesfrom tarnishingand
oxidation.This involved using zinc vapourto convertthe surfaceof the
metal to brass,as a precursorystageto subsequentcopperdeposition.Later
patents(e. g. 1907- British Pat.No. 12,005)went on to explore methods
of generatingmore complexmirrors/lenses,often incorporating
bandsof copper,gold, and silver. Thesewere
concentrically-arranged
designedfor very specific anduniqueapplications.

Section 1OB: New Research
The main thrust of researchwas now directedtowardsidentifying
electroplatingprocedureswhich would preservethe delicatelymirrored
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important
This
to promotesuccessful
was
surfacesof glassmandrels.
depositionin the electroformingof mirrors andparabolicreflectors.
American documents (e.g. 1938 - U. S.A. Pat. No. 2,135,873)
indicate that alkaline based,copper cyanide solutions were broadly adopted
for this purpose. This solution was successful in averting the spoilage and
defects exhibited by conventional acid copper sulphate electroplating baths,
beneath
insidiously
for
the
to
the
there
tendency
creep
solution
was a
where
silver film, and be drawn by capillary action across the surface of the mirror
impairing its appearance.Ollard experienced similar difficulties, and
recommendedan alternative method of electrodepositing nickel on to the
in
immersion
the
to
surface
a standard acid
mirrored
of
glass mandrel, prior
copper plating solution. He discovered that a superior mirror could be
produced if, after detaching the electroformed reflector from the glass
mould, the silver film was stripped and an electroplated coating of rhodium
was applied to the nickel surface. This improved the reflective properties,
and the serviceability and durability of the parabolic reflector.

Section 11: Catherine

Hough

Catherine Hough made tentative inquires into exploring the possibilities of
for
to
on
a glass degree at
glass whilst studying
electrodepositing metals
Stourbridge College of Technology and Art.
After graduating, sponsorship and assistancefrom Royal Brierley
Crystal enabled Hough, (over the following two years) to pursue this
interest with greater dedication. The resulting artefacts took the form of a
bottles.
These
blown
were used to explore techniques of
of
perfume
series
generating textural and tactile surface qualities, which were masqueraded
within a personal vocabulary of abstract design configurations. Examples
are shown in Figs. A/5 to A/8. Catherine Hough no longer retains an active
interest in the process. However, she acknowledges that this early work
was a germinating ground for her creative development and a source of
inspiration in helping her to explore the concepts of balance and movement,
which now play an important role in her work. Today, she achieves this
through the manipulation of clear blown glass forms.
The textural qualities inherent in Catherine Hough's electrodeposited
bottles,
were elicited by developing contrasting surface areasof
perfume
sandblasted,etched, stippled, and polished glass. Occasionally, coarse glass
frit was also embedded and fused into the form to extend the visual range of
tactile surface qualities. This interesting creative effect, also fulfilled the
technical requirement of promoting and maximising the level of adhesion
between the metal and glass. Bonding was neverthelessdubious, and there
remained an emphatic reliance upon the principle of encapsulation.The glass
was metallized using gold or silver lustre's.

The electrodepositionwhich followed was initially carriedout using a
`silver strike' solution.This enhancedthe registrationof good adhesion,
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Catherine Hough. Scent Bottle, (late 1970's)

i

\nJ,
i

t

Blown glass form surmounted by a solid glass stopper. Decorated with clear
windows, set off against a partially sandblasted and stippled ground.
Electrodeposited with an abstract design configuration in silver and copper.
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Fig. A/8

Catherine Hough. Scent Bottle,
(late 1970's)

Z

U
e
t
I

Clear blown glassform, bearing a spiral configuration of
electrodepositedsilver and complementarymetal stopper.
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beforedepositionfrom a moreconventionalcoppercyanideor silver cyanide
designs.
build
the
to
and
abstractpatterns
up
plating solution was employed,
The rough nodularencrustation'swhich richly adornsomeof her glass
by
These
effects were engendered
artefacts possessexciting tactile qualities.
deposition
during
density
the
the
current
manipulating and controlling
bottles,
To
the
complementary glass stoppers were
complete
process.
designs
bearing
and/or turned metal sleeveswith
electroformed
produced
screw top appendages.

Section 12: Metals Employed by A/C in the
Artefacts
Creative
Electrodeposition
of
Metals employed for decorative applications in electrodepositing metals onto
In
legacy.
from
long-standing
historical
have
descended
many
a
glass,
instances,this has beenjustified by their precious nature and decorative
appearance.Those most commonly exploited for electroforming purposes
include silver, copper, gold, and platinum. However, despite their residing
be
dominance,
this
extended to
of
metals
could
easily
range
market
encompassa broad spectrum of precious metal alloys which offer an equally
is
feasible,
decorative
This
provided
appeal.
complimentary, aesthetic and
that the A/C exercisesskill andjudgement in selecting solutions which are
In
to
metals
onto
particular, the
glass.
appropriate electrodepositing
for
decorative
and creative
metals
non-precious
of
using
possibilities
instances
it
is
In
is
merely the prejudices of
many
enormous.
pursuits
impedes
their
market
attitudes,
which
conventional and stereotypical
be
These
tempered, so that the
opinions
should
commercial exploitation.
A/C can harnessthe enormous potential and flexibility of using non-precious
decorative metals in future research/creativepractice.

Section 13: The Gallery
The creative and decorative attributes of the electroforming processare not
have
incentives
Economical
technical
the
and
artist's preserve.
exclusively
broad
future
the
technique
spectrum of unique and
a
within
a
guaranteed
Investiture
Charles
is
in
Prince
An
example,
evident
novel applications.
Coronet of 1969 (Fig. A/9). Electroforming was used, in preference to other
hollow
because
it
techniques,
and therefore very
a
enabled
metalworking
lightweight metal structure to be produced. Furthermore, the technique
in
fabrication
design
freedom
the
of
scope
greater
and unlimited
offered
textural and tactile surface qualities. The original master/model was
from
PVC, perspex, and wax. This was then silvered using a
constructed
chemical reduction processto provide surface conductivity and promote
deposition
initiated
Once
the
electrodeposition.
processtook
subsequent
three days to complete. A unique electroplating solution was developed,
desired
the
to
to
the
exhibit
specifically enable
electroformed gold crown
aesthetic and mechanical properties (hardness,ductility, and heat resistance).
On completion the master material was evacuated,to leave the electroformed

coronationcrown.
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A numberof practitionersnow exploit the electrodepositionprocessto
depositmetal onto non-conductivesusbstratematerialsfor creativeand
aestheticpurposes.Examplesof contemporaryartistsandcraftsmenwho are
at the forefront fo this field areillustratedin the Gallery which follows;
(Figs. A/10 to A/24).
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Fig. A/10

Stanley Lechtzin. Torque # 31 D,
(1972)

Cast opal polyester,electroformedsilver gilt
(7.5w x 15h x 2d. in - 19w x 38h x 5d. cm)
Collection of the artist, Melrose Park, Pennsylvania,USA.
Stanley Lechtzin has pioneered and refined the use of the
electroplating process as a unique method of creating strong
light weight, complex sculptural forms. This provides the
in
freedom
with
a
greater
of creative expression, the
artist
exploration and construction of large - scale wearable
jewellery objects which would not have been feasible using
other metal working techniques.
(Source: MANHART, M. &T. (1987) The Eloquent Object - The
Evolution of American Art in Craft since 1945. Philbrook Museum of
Art, Seattle, Washington. p. 88)
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Stanley Lechtzin. Torque # 33 D, (1973)

Electroformed silver, silver gilt, purple polyester.
(12w. in - 30w. cm)

Yale University Art gallery, New Haven, Connecticut, USA
(American Arts Purchase Fund).
(Source: MANHART, M. &T. (1987) The Eloquent Object - The Evolution of American Art
in Craft since 1945. Philbrook Museum of Art, Seattle, Washington. p. 90)
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Fig. A/12 Stanley Lechtzin. Cameo Corsage # 83 D,
(1979)

Electroformedsilver, silver gilt, cast acrylic, photo image,pearls.
(6.25h x 3.75w x 3d. in - 15.6hx 9.4w x 7.5d. cm)
Collection of the artist, Melrose Park, Pennsylvania, USA.

(Source: MANHART, M. &T. (1987) The Eloquent Object The Evolution of
American Art in Craft since 1945. Philbrook Museum of Art, Seattle,
Washington. p. 89)
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Harper. Rain Rattle, (1972)

Enamel,copper-electroformingwith deer antler
(10h x 5w x 2d. in - 25h x 12.5wx 5d. cm)
Collection of Dr. and Mrs Matthew Cohen,Tallahassee,Florida,
USA.

(Source: MANHART, M. &T. (1987) The Eloquent Object The Evolution of
American Art in Craft since 1945. Philbrook Museum of Art, Seattle,
Washington. p. 150)
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Fig. A/14

June Schwarcz. Plaque, (1981)

Vitreous enamel,copperfoil, stitchedand electroplated
(15.9h x 10.9w. in -- 40h x 27.5w. cm)
Collection of Robert Ohashi, Seattle,Washington,USA.
(Source: MANHART, M. &T. (1987) The Eloquent Object The
Evolution of American Art in Craft since 1945. Philbrook Museum of
Art, Seattle, Washington. p. 198)
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William Harper. Barbarian Bracelet #1,
(1980)

Gold and silver cloisonne enamel on copper, sterling silver with
24k gilt copper electroplate, (6d. in - 15d. cm). Collection of
Lois Boardman, South Pasadena,California, USA.
(Source:MANHART, M. &T. (1987) TheEloquent Object - TheEvolution of
AmericanArt in Craft since 1945.Philbrook Museumof Art, Seattle,
Washington. p. 64)
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Fig. A/16

James Cox. Perforated Zinc Plated Hat
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Fig. A/17

James Cox. Body Jewellery

Electroformedand patinated
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Fig. A/18

James Cox. Sea Urchin Door Handle

Fabricatedin resin and brass.Electrodepositedin copperand
patinated
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Third Year Undergraduate Work. Discoidal Bowl

Blown glass form, bearing an electrodeposited copper rim and rich blue patina

Fig. A121

Sarah Montague.

Sculptural Form derived from a Sycamore Seed.

Fused glass canes, cast glass marbles and beechwood, joined together using the
electrodeposition process. The copper was oxidised to create a range of iridescent
metallic colours
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Third Year Undergraduate Work. Ammonite/Sculptural
Shell Form

r
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Cast glass form, bearing a nodular encrustation of electrodeposited copper.

Fig. A/23

Sarah Greenwood. Experimental

Surface Decoration

Blown glassform, engravedby hand, electrodepositedcopper aroundthe rim and
base,oxidised.
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Sarah Greenwood. Medieval Drinking Horns

Freeblown clear and amber tinted glass forms, sandblasted and engraved,
electrodeposited copper, patinated.
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Appendix to Chapter 4C
Section 1: Health and Safety Guidelines
When mixing electroplating solutions always:
o Follow the instructions precisely, carefully, and systematically.
o Wear protective clothing at ALL times, including goggles, thick
rubber gloves, plastic aprons, and substantial footwear.
o Use the designatedchemicals in the quantities and concentrations
specified. These should be of a high-grade purity, and correctly
labelled.
o Use strong, resilient containers (eg. glass) to mix chemicals. These
should be cleaned thoroughly before use.
Never rush.
Wherever possible avoid using tap water. It is preferable to use distilled or
deionized water becauseof its high level of purity. Always mix chemicals in
flames.
damp,
heat,
to
or
naked
a well ventilated area, avoiding exposure
Any equipment or containers used for mixing or holding cyanide
solutions MUST be kept completely separatefrom those used for acid
is
be
if
is
to
This
ESSENTIAL
the
of
poisonous
gases
emission
solutions.
avoided.

CYANIDE-basedsolutionsMUST be kept AWAY from ACID-based
be
To
AT
ALL
TIMES.
these
should
avoid
cross
contamination
solutions
situatedat oppositeendsof the workshop.
Handling corrosive substances
Acids
The A/C must exercise particular care when handling concentratedacids,
which can be extremely corrosive. Always ensurethat suitable protective
clothing is worn.

Accidentalspillagesof acid mustbe dealtwith immediately.These
shouldbe diluted andwashedaway.Water shouldbe directedat the edges
beforeprogressivelymoving towardsthe centreof the spillage.Particular
caremustbe takenasconcentratedacidsarelikely to fizz vigorously,and
generatea considerableamountof heatduring dilution.
When mixing acidsALWAYS addacid to water andNEVER waterto
acid.
Alkalis
These include sodium and potassium hydroxide which are commonly used
in cyanide solutions. When mixing alkalis, always dissolve in water first, to
form a solution which can then be added to the electroplating solution in
small incremental doses.Caustic alkalis emit a great deal of heat when
dissolved in solution.
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Cyanide
o Avoid direct skin contact,ingestion,or inhalationof cyanidesalts.
Always wear appropriate protective clothing. Wash utensils, buckets
handling
finally
hands
thoroughly
cyanide-based
after
and

substances.
into
ACID
CYANIDE
NEVER
to
asprussic
with
contact
come
o
allow

o

o
o

o

be
lethal.
is
is
can
and
gas produced, which extremely poisonous
Where it is necessaryto transfer an artefact from an acid solution to a
is
ALWAYS
(or
the
that
object
ensure
visa-versa),
cyanide solution
immersed and thoroughly rinsed in running water for at least ten
minutes before transferring it to the cyanide solution.
Cyanide solutions emit HYDROCYANIC GAS, which if inhaled can
be lethal. Good ventilation is therefore ESSENTIAL (alternatively
work outside).
NEVER take food or drink into rooms where cyanide is present.
Cyanide must be stored separately from all other chemicals in a
locked cupboard. All storage containers must be labelled and tightly
sealed to prevent the absorption of moisture, and the emission of
poisonous gas.
Cyanide solutions must NOT be disposed of down the drain.
Unwanted chemicals and effluents must be stored and disposed of
properly via a local chemicals/electroplating company.

Important Note
It is outside the scope of this thesis to provide a comprehensive explanation
of all of the chemicals involved in the electrodeposition or preparation of
COSHH
is
(and
It
therefore
that
crucial
glass substrates.
additional advice
sheets)are obtained when purchasing chemicals. Toxic or dangerous
chemicals should NOT be mixed without a thorough, prior understanding of
the reaction involved; where necessary,professional advice and supervision
should be sought.

Section 2: Average Cathode Current Efficiencies
The term `cathodecurrentefficiency' (frequentlyabbreviatedto CCE) refers
to the ability of a solutionto useall of the availablesourceof electricity
directly in depositingmetal.Solutionswith low-efficienciesconsumea
proportion of the current in the productionof gaseousby-products.High
CCE
The
to
typical
solutions
efficiency
arenaturally moreeconomical run.
of commonelectroplatingsolutionsare shownin Table A/l.
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Table Ah. Average Cathode Current Efficiencies
The figuresgiven beloware very approximatesince efficiencieswill vary with
conditions.
Electroplating Solution

I

C.C.E. as a%

Copper (Acid)

95 - 99%

Copper (Cyanide)

30 - 60%

Gold

70 - 85 %

Nickel
Silver
Rhodium

94 - 98%
100%
35 - 40%

(Source:OLLARD,EA (1969) IntroductoryElecbmplating.Teddington:Robert Draper Ltd., p. 295).
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Section 3: Fig. A/25. Cannings Technical Data Sheet
5
Mk.
Cuprasol
Wm. Canning Ltd

CAfVNING

Surface Finishing Division
ºow.
xe
G.. a Nrnpwn St
Ownw9hWo oII us
T. sp ow« 0121236 1621
fare W: 0121236 04U

TECHNICAL

DATA SHEET
N° 2384C

CUPRASOL MK.5
BRIGHT LEVELLING ACID COPPER PROCESS

Cuprasol Mk. 5 is a decorative acid copper plating process. It is based on a stable additive
system and provides a high degree of brightness and levelling. The excellent bright throw
makes it particularly suitable for plating on plastics and barrel operation.

FEATURES

BENEFITS

Fully bright, excellent bright throw

Consistent performance for
plastics and barrel applications.

High levelling

Good scratch hiding properties

Stable additive system

Improvedperformanceconsistency.
Easy to restart after shutdown period.
Reducedbuildup of breakdown
products.

Wide range of operating parameters

Easier to operate and control

plating

on

1

n. pae«. a afire: 133 cram wmw«o su... D rmi qh. m U.K. Big PS
II99n1. MId Ne. 1290112England VAT Na GIN056 134346
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Section 5A: Analysis and Control of Electroplating
Solutions
As the quality of the metal deposited and long-term serviceability of the
it
in
a good stable
upon
maintaining
emphatically
solution
rely
electroplating
importance.
is
The
results of
of
vital
analysis
operating condition, regular
any analysis should be recorded and used as a valuable source of reference.
Conducting tests will ensure successful results are obtained, and will
optimize the efficiency of the solution. Any incipient problems will also be
into
before
develop
be
they
them
to
more
revealed, enabling
resolved
complicated issues.
Routinely conducted (quantitative) analysis techniques are used to
in
determine
the
accurately
amount/concentrationof any specific constituent
the electroplating solution, to ensure it is within the recommended operating
parameters.Many professional plating companies have establishedtechnical
centres/laboratorieswhich undertake the routine analysis of plating solutions
for individuals and industrial concerns for a small charge. They also offer
advice and practical assistancein running and maintaining solutions. It is
highly recommended that where very toxic solutions (eg. cyanide-based
electroplating solutions) or highly sensitive solutions (eg. nickel
electroplating solutions) are employed, the newly initiated A/C enters into
consultation with these companies, and exploits this service until adequate
confidence, experience, and skill has been developed to enable the operator to
test and maintain plating solutions independently.
For the more avid A/C enthusiast, simpler and more stable electrolytes,
such as copper sulphate solutions, can be tested, monitored, and controlled
with relative ease.In these circumstances, volumetric analysis procedures
offer a convenient and economical method of testing solutions, since they are
accurate, capable of being conducted with speed, and only require a very
minimal/basic knowledge of chemistry. In principle volumetric analysis
methods rely upon basic titration procedures. This involves adding a
`standardsolution' of known concentration, to a sample of the electroplating
solution in small quantities in the presenceof an `indicator'. In excess,this
causesa chemical reaction to occur, signified visually by a transformation in
colour of the solution or by the formation of a precipitate. The amount of
`standard solution' added to provoke this reaction is recorded, and from this
it is possible to determine, through simple calculations, the amount of a
chemical `ingredient' present in the electroplating solution
.

If a chemicalis found to be deficientor excessive,appropriatestepscan
thenbe takento adjustandcorrectthe solutionto return it to its preferred
concentrationand optimum operatingcondition.The replenishmentof any
chemicalsshouldbe structuredso that additionsare madefrequentlyand in
small quantities.This will avoid unnecessarilyupsettingthe chemical
equilibrium of the solution.
Regularity of analysis
With so many variablesinvolved rate of decomposition,stability, usage,
andefficiency of solutions- it is difficult to stipulatea preciseschedulefor
analysingelectroplatingsolutions.However,the frequencywith which the
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be
be
to
need
analysed
will
usually
various constituents of a solution
facility.
Thereafter
installing
this can gradually
plating
greatestwhen
a new
be decreasedas the operator's knowledge of the solution becomes more
comprehensive. However, as a rough guideline, during normal usage:

Acid coppersulphatesolutions:shouldbe analysedapproximately
every two to threemonths(or if usedregularly
monthly).
Nickel solutions: Metal and chloride concentrations should be checked
weekly and Boric acid concentrations fortnightly.
pH levels change very rapidly and should be checked
daily.

Cyanidesolutions:(copperand silver)
Metal and free cyanide concentrations should be
analysed weekly.
Carbonate levels need to be checked less regularly.

Sampling solutions
If testing procedures are to be accurate and meaningful, it is important to
ensurethat the sample extracted from the plating tank for analysis is truly
representativeof the overall composition/concentration of the solution.
Where continuous filtration and agitation are in operation, the solution is
likely to be well-mixed and homogeneous. However, in still solutions,
stratification is likely to occur, and the solution is likely to be considerably
more dense/concentratedat the bottom of the tank than at the top. Still
solutions must therefore be thoroughly mixed/stirred before withdrawing a
specimen sample for analysis.
Recommendations
Self-implemented volumetric analysis is only really practical for the newly
initiated A/C in relationship to acid copper sulphate solutions. As such, the
following directions are for conducting tests specifically on this
electroplating solution. This describes the procedures involved. Directions
for the volumetric analysis of other more complex plating solutions are
outlined with clarity in numerous specialized text books which are readily
available to the A/C. It is recommended that these are consulted for further
details by those wishing to negotiate the analysis of more complex
electroplating solutions.

General points of reference relating to volumetric analysis procedures
Whenconductingvolumetric analysis,it is essentialto:
o Use high-gradechemicalreagentsof known purity (andof the
correctly specifiedconcentration).Theseareavailablefrom any
reputablechemicalsupplier.
o Usecleanpipettesand glassbeakers,bearingaccuratemeasuring
graduations.
Useaccuratescales/balances
for weighing out chemicals.
Follow any directionsgiven with precisionandcare.
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Treat ALL chemicals as dangerous substances.Ensure appropriate
health and safety precautions are taken, and protective garments
(goggles, gloves, etc) are worn. Good ventilation is essential. Any
be
should
neutralized and cleaned
accidental spillages of reagents
immediately.

Section 513: Volumetric
Sulphate Solutions

Analysis

of Acid

Copper

This method is used to measurethe amount of a chemical constituent present
within the electroplating solution. Copper sulphate solutions can be
analysed to assesslevels of:
o Copper
o Sulphuric acid
" Chlorine.
Through practical experimentation the following methods were found to
promote the best results.
Determining the copper concentration

Chemicalreagents
o `Sulphon Black F: a suitable `indicator' can be made up by
dissolving 0.5 gms of fast Sulphon Black F in 100 ml of distilled
water. This must be freshly mixed.
"A sample of the electroplating solution.
o Concentrated ammonia solution.

(0.01Molar) EDTA (ethylenediaminetetraaceticacid).
Puredistilled or deionizedwater.
Procedure
1. Take 10 mis of the electroplating solution. Make this up to 100 ml by

addingdeionizedwater.Pipette25 ml of this solution into a conical
flask (discardthe rest).
2. To this 25 ml sampleof diluted electroplatingsolution,add5 ml of
concentratedammoniasolution.(This will turn the solution a
purple/cobaltblue colour.) Then add 5 dropsof the indicator solution
`sulphonblack'. Mix well.
3.

Fill a pipette with EDTA. Placing the conical flask containing the above
solution beneath the pipette, gradually add the EDTA in lcc graduations
(this is referred to as `titration') until a change in colour is observed.
(Agitate the solution well each time an addition is made to ensurea
homogeneous mix of the chemicals is obtained.) This is referred to as
the end point of the reaction, and can be recognized by a transformation
in colour from purple/cobalt blue (passing through turquoise) to green.
Record the quantity of EDTA(in ml/cc) required to bring about this
reaction.

4. The copperconcentrationcan thenbe determinedusing the following
calculation.For simplicity this hasbeenbrokendown into a numberof
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in
by
for
A/C
illustrated
has
been
taking
This
the
an
example
stages.
EDTA.
19
titrated
of
using
ml
which the solutionunderanalysiswas
1.

Volume of EDTA x 0.01(molarity of EDTA)
Moles
of copper
=
1000
Example:
19ml of EDTA x 0.01
0.00019
moles of copper
_
1000
ii. Moles of copper x molecular weight of copper (63.6) = Amount
in
diluted
(in
the
sample of the solution.
grams)
of copper
Example: 0.00019 x63.6 = 0.012 gm of copper.
iii. The amount of copper in the original (undiluted) sample can now
be calculated:
Grams of copper in the diluted sample x4x 10 = grammes of
copper in the undiluted 10 ml sample of solution.

Example: 0.012 gm x4 x10 = 0.483 gm of copper.
iv.

To calculate the amount of copper present in 1 litre of solution:
Grams of copper in 10 ml sample x 100.
Example: 0.483 gm x 100 = 48.3 gm of copper per litre of the

electroplating solution.
v. To transfer grams of copper per litre into grams of copper
(if
litre
the
required):
solution
of
electroplating
sulphate per
Grams of copper per litre of the electroplating solution x 3.927 =
copper sulphate per litre of the electroplating solution.
Example: 48.3 gm x 3.927 = 189.7 g/l of copper sulphate.

Estimating the free sulphuric acid present
Chemicalreagents
0 (IN) sodiumhydroxide solution.
0 Indicator - methyl orange.

o Distilled/deionized water.
oA sample of the electroplating solution.

Procedure
1. Take 10 ml of the electroplatingsolutionin a conical flask. Make this up
to a volume of 50 ml by addingdistilled water.
2. Add a few dropsof the methyl red indicatoruntil the solutionchanges
colour to purple.
3. Fill a burettewith the sodiumhydroxidesolution.Positionthe conical
flask (containingthe electroplatingsolutionand indicator)beneaththe
burretteand slowly add the sodiumhydroxide in 1 ml graduations,
agitatingand mixing the solution thoroughlybetweeneachaddition.
Continueuntil the solution changescolour from black/purpleto a
blue/grey/greencoloration.This is referredto asthe endpoint of the
reaction.The amountof sodiumhydroxiderequiredto reachthis should
be recordedin ml/cc.
(Note: sodiumhydroxide addedin excesswill turn the solution mauve.
If this occurs,the resultswill haveto be discardedandthe experiment
)
repeated.
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4. The amountof sulphuricacid in the solutioncanthenbe calculatedby
formulae:
following
the
using any oneof
ml of sodiumhydroxide x 4.9 = g/l sulphuric acid
x 0.784 = oz/gal sulphuric acid
x 0.444 = fl oz/gal sulphuricacid 96%
x 2.76 = ml/l sulphuric acid 96%
Example:
If 9.2 mis of sodium hydroxide were added:
9.2 x 4.9 = 45 gm per litre of sulphuric acid present in the
electroplating solution.
Chloride concentration
This is not especially critical, and is usually best left to professional
analysis, which can be conducted every six months.

Copper
Section 6: High-efficiency
(for heavy copper deposition)

Cyanide

Solutions

Producing very thick deposits on complex shapes
Where very thick, heavy deposits of copper are required on very complex
recessedforms (which are not capable of deposition from a conventional
acid copper sulphate solution), the A/C can resort to using a `highefficiency' copper cyanide solution. Based on potassium cyanide, these are
extremely concentrated,bearing high metal and low cyanide concentrations.
Characteristically they have a very good throwing power and extremely high
cathode current efficiency (100%), which renders them capable of
depositing metal at very high current densities with great efficiency and
speed.
Whilst on rare occasions it may be necessaryto use a high-efficiency
copper cyanide solution, it is not generally recommended as these solutions
have a number of major drawbacks for the A/C:

They are very expensiveto run, lessstable,and more difficult to
maintainthan low-efficiency solutions.
0 They operateat elevated/hightemperatureswhich restrictstheir use,
especiallyin relationshipto glasssubstrates.This may causethe
depositto peel and lift away from the glass,resultingin poor
adhesion.As such, `high-efficiency' coppercyanidesolutions,
which operateat aslow a temperatureaspossible,mustbe employed
for this purpose.
Typical examplesof high-efficiencycoppercyanidesolutionsare shownin
TablesA/3 andA/4.
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Table A/4. High-efficiency Copper Cyanide Solutions (based on sodium
cyanide)
ChemicalConstituent

SolutionNo: 1

(Sourceof reference)

(Hal 1977,P. 220)

Basic Composition
CopperCyanide
SodiumCyanide
Sodium Hydroxide
Rochelle salt

M

ozlQW

01

oz/ al

" British
oz/Oal

75
93
30

10
124
4

12
14.9
4.8

60

8

9.5

-15

2

2.4

-

45

6

72 optional

71°C
62 Ndm2

SolutionNo: 3
(Lower eim 1978,p. 196)

(Prneº1962. p.51)

"U.SA
oz/gal

--

OperatingCo Bitions
Temperature
Current Densfty

Composition- Examples
SolutionNo: 2
U.SA

British

160°F
60 As(

-

43-65°C
0.5-4.0 Ndmz

Section 7A: Stress in Electrodeposited

U.S.A.

British

94

oz/gal

oz/Gal

75
100
30

10
13.4
4

12
16
4.8

110-150°F
5-40 Asf

63-82°C
1-10 A/dm2

145-180°F
10-100 As(

Metal

Two typesof stressexist in electrodepositedmetal.Theseare:
Tensilestress
wherethe depositcontractsor lifts up or peelsaway from the edgesof the
substratesurface.In excess,tensile stresscausescurling andcracking
aroundthe peripheraledgesof the deposit.
Compressivestress
where the deposit expands, increasing in size to become larger than the
substrate surface upon which it was deposited. In excess, compressive
stresscausesthe deposit to buckle and blister.

Tensile

Metal
deposit

Compressive

'--Substrate--'

Fig. A/26. Tensile and Compressive Stress Compared

Many variablescontributeto the amountof stresspresentin any given
deposit,including the compositionof the solution,the presenceof additives,
the operatingtemperature,and the currentdensityused.
In electrodepositingmetal onto glass,stressis a crucial factor in
determiningwhetherthe adhesionbetweenthe metal and glasswill be
sufficiently durableto enablethe processto be exploitedfor practicaland
decorativepurposes.To promotetenaciousadhesion,it is essentialthat the
metal is depositedin a minimal stateof stress.The solutionsrecommended
for useby the A/C for electrodepositingmetalson to freshly metallizedglass
surfaces,which include coppersulphateandnickel sulphamatesolutions,
reflect this importantconsideration.The following tableillustratesthat very
high levels of stressare presentin many solutions.This information is
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for
it
indicates
because
solutions
are
unsuitable
which electroplating
useful
this application.
Table A15. Typical Stress Values of Electroformed

Metals

Metal

Bath

Stress (MPa')

Copper

Cyanide
Sulphate

34 - 83
2.8-14

Nickel

Silver

Watts
(+ hydrogen peroxide)
Sulphamate
Cyanide

110 - 207
275+
3.4 - 55
14 - 27.6

Gold

Cyanide

Compressive

" Tensile
(Source:LOWENHEIM,FA (1978) Electroplating- Fundamentalsof Surface Finishing.New York:
McGraw- Hull Book Company Inc., p. 435)

Section 7B: Stress in Electrodeposited

Nickel

The control andmaintenanceof nickel solutionsis importantto enable
depositswith minimal stressto be produced.
The following diagrams illustrate why it is essential, in the first
instance, to electrodeposit glass using a nickel sulphamate solution prior to
subsequentelectrodeposition in a bright nickel solution, if a strongly
adherent nickel deposit is to be obtained.
Stress is midly
Columnar
Glass
substrate

Fig. A/27. Using a Nickel Sulphamate Solution

Nickel Sulphamatesolutionsare very pure, andas such,depositmetal in a
`mildly compressive'state,ie with minimal stress.This rendersthe solution
ideal for promotingtenaciousadhesionbetweenthe electrodeposited
metal
and freshly metallizedglasssurface.The depositsproducedare granularand
dull.

lame) lear

Stress is very
pttensile

growth-*
Glass
substrate

Fig. A/28. Using a Watts Bright Nickel Solution

As WattsNickel solutionscontainorganicadditives/brighteningagents
which are necessaryto producefine grainedlustrousdeposits,they tend to
depositmetal in a very tensile stateof stress.Direct depositionfrom this
solution onto a metallizedglasssubstratewould result in non-adhesionand
peelingof the depositaway from the glass.
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Therefore,solutionA is recommendedfor usein initiating the good
adhesionof metal to glass,and solution B for producingdecorative,
smooth,bright nickel finishes.

Section 8: Conventional (potassium cyanide based)
Silver Plating Solutions
BB:Tables A/6 to A/8 show typical examples of potassium based silver
cyanide solutions. Examples of sodium based silver cyanide solutions,
which are more highly recommended for use by the A/C practitioner, are
referred to in Chapter 4C of the main thesis.
Table A/6. Silver Strike Solutions
Chemical Constituent

CompositionRange

Example
SolutionNo: 1

(Soufce Of reference)

(Lcwenheirn 1978, p. 261)

(Blurs + Hogaboorn 1949, p. 301)

Basic Composition
Silver Cyanide
PotassiumCyanide
PotassiumCarbonate
operating Condib«rs
Temperature
Current Density

Table AR.

"
94

U.SA
oz/gal

British
oz/gal

1.5-6
75-60

02-0.7
10-12

024-0.8
12-14.4

-22-30°C
1.6-3 A/dm2

71-86°F
15-30 Asf

Conventional (Low-efficiency)
Thin deposits

ChemicalConstituent

U.S.A.

30-55
50-78
15-90

1.0
12
2.4
80°F
5-15ILsf

Exam les
SolutionNo: 1

SolutionNo: 2

(Blum + Hogaboom1949, P. 301)

(Ollard 1969.P. 190)

z/gal

British
OZ/CO

94

4-73
6.7-10.4
2-12

4.8-8.8
8.0-12.5
2.4-14.4

36
60
45

20-28°C
0.5 -1.5 A/dm2

0.9
10
2

Silver Plating Solutions -

(LoweMem 1978,p. 259)

"

British
oz/gal

27°C
0.5-1.6 Ndn2

CompositionRanges

(Sourceof reference)

Basic Composition
Silver Cyanide
PotassiumCyanide
PotassiumCarbonate
OperatingConditions
Temperature
Current Density

6.6
75
15

U.SA
oz/gal

68-83°F
5-15 Ast

" U.S.A.

g4

U.SA
oz/gal

British
oz/gal

25
37
25

3.3
4.9
33

4
5.9
4

"

oz/Oal

British
oz/qal

4.8
8
6

5.8
9.6
72

27°C
0.5 -1.5 A/dm2

80°F
5-15 Asf

20-27°C
0.3 -0.4 Ndm2

68-81°F
3-4 As(

Table A/8. High Speed (High-efficiency) Silver Plating Solutions
Thick deposits
ChemicalConstituent

CompositionRange

(Sourceof reterorxe)

(Lowerft n 1978,p. 258)

"

45-150
70235
15-90
4-30
40-60

SolutionNo: 1

SolutionNo: 2

(Blum + Hogaboon 1949,p. 302)

(Ollard 1969.p. 192)

U.S.A.

British

U.S.A.

British

oz/gal

oz/gal

ozIgal

oz/gal

620
9.3-31.4
2-12
0.5-4
5.3-8

7.2-24
112-37.6
2.4-14.4
0.6-4.8
6.4-9.6

55
8
8
1.5

6.6
9.6
9.6
1.8

BasicComposition
Silver Cyanide
PotassiumCyanide
PotassiumCarbonate
PotassiumHydroxide
PotassiumNitrate
CperatlngCorxitons
Temperature
Current Density

Examples

38-50°C
0.5-11 A/dm2

100-122°F
5 -100 Asf

41
60
60
11

45°C
11 A/dm2

113°F
to 100Asf

U.SA

British

C

oz/gal

MAW

38
50
44
12.5

5.1
6.7
5.9
1.7

6.1
8.0
7.1
2.0

30-40°C
u to 8 A/dm2

86-104°F
to 75 Ast

Section 9: Fig. A/29. Recommended Routes for the Electrodeposition of Gold/Silver
onto Glass
Method No: 1

Method No: 2

I

I

Metallize

the glass surface

(eg: using silver electrodags bonded/fired
into the surface of the glass)

Metallize

the glass surface

(eg: using silver electrodags bonded/fired
into the surface of the glass)

I

I

Wash in a soapy solution and rinse thoroughly

Wash in a soapy solution and rinse thoroughly
1

Acid dip in 10% sulphuric acid solution
(15 seconds). Rinse thoroughly

Metallize the glass surface
(It is essential to use strongly adherent
metallizing media - eg a lustre or silver
electrodag fired into the surface of the glass)
Wash in a soapy solution and rinse thoroughly
I

I*

required thickness of metal

up the required thickness of metal

I

I
Rinse thoroughly

I
Cathodically clean using a cold (caustic)

cyanide cleaner.
eg. Cannings "Klenewell" (2 minutes)
I

for 10 minutes in'

agitated/running water

agitated/running water

Rinse thoroughly

I

I

I

(i) Immersion caustic clean

electroplating solution. This will produce a thin
`flash' of silver (1-2 minutes)

This stage is advisable but not essential.

(ii) Cathodically clean the glass to
re-activate the existing nickel deposit

I

I

Electrodeposit the glass using a silver strike
electroplating solution. This will produce a
thin `flash' of silver (1-2 minutes)

Transfer the glass im mediately, to a standard
silver plating solution

Rinse briefly in running water

I

I

Electrodeposit the glass using a high-speed

Acid dip in 10% sulphuric acid

silver plating solution to build up the
required thickness of metal

Electrodeposit

the glass using a silver strike

For a thin deposit of
silver use a.
conventional silver
plating solution. This
will produce a semibright finish.

For a thick deposit of
silver use a
high-speed silver
plating solution.
This will produce a
bright/lustrous finish

I

I

Rinse thoroughly

in running water

the glass using a Watts'

Rinse thoroughly in running water.
(10 minutes)

bright nickel plating solution. The amount
of metal deposited should be of a
sufficient thickness to produce a
lustrous/highly reflective surface finish

I

I

Anti-tarnish

treatment

for 10 minutes

in running water

I*

(ii)

Where very sensitive metallizing agents
initial
the
wash/rinse and
are employed
acid dip should be omitted. These
surfaces may be too delicate to undergo
this treatment without being damaged.
In method No: 2, it is essential for the
stages between the two asterixs' (*) to be
conducted as a continuous/uninterrupted
procedure if good adhesion is to be
achieved.

Anti-tarnish

treatment

Footnotes (continued)

Rinse thoroughly

(i)

I

Allow to cool to avoid stressing the glass
I

Footnotes

Rinse thoroughly in running water.

(10 minutes)

I
Electrodeposit

00

I

(15 seconds). Rinse thoroughly

Electrodepositthe glassusing a dull nickel
sulphamateelectroplatingsolution to build

for 10 minutes in

n

Acid dip in 10% sulphuric acid solution

the glass using an acid copper
sulphate electroplating solution to build up the

Rinse thoroughly

Method No: 3

Acid dip in 10% sulphuric acid solution
(15 seconds). Rinse thoroughly

I
Electrodeposit

tz

C
ýt
C
(D

Electrodepositthe glass using a silver strike
electroplating solution. This will. produce-a
thin `flash' of silver (1-2 minutes)
I
Transfer the glass to a conventional

silver plating solution
I
in running water

Rinse thoroughly

(10 minutes)
I
Anti-tarnish

treatment

(iii) In method No: 2, the pH of the nickel
plating solution is important. There must
be a difference of at least 0.3 between
the nickel sulphamate solution (which
should have a low pH of 3.5 - 4.2) and
the Watts nickel solution (which should -have a high pH of 4.2 - 4.5) if good
adhesion is to be achieved.
(iv) Whist method No: 3 appears to be the
simplest and most direct route it is likely
to produce the least adherent deposit. In
terms of producing a strongly adherent
and stress-free deposit, method No: 2 is
likely to give the most superior results
and is therefore recommended for use.
(v) Anti-tarnish procedures are referred to in
Chapter 7.

n

a
b
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Appendix to Chapter 4D
Section 1: The Ease with which `Metal Salts' Dissolve
into Solution to Form `Electrolytes'
The galvanic series (also known as the `electrochemical series') is a
dissolve
indicates
the
and
table
salts
metal
ease
with
which
scientific
which
`ionize' under static conditions. This is fundamental to forming
electroplating solutions. The series illustrates the extent to which respective
metals will go into solution.
Table A/9. The 'Electrochemical
Metal

Series'

Chemical
Symbol

Zinc-

Zn

Chromium -

Cr

Iron -

Fe

Nickel Tin -

Ni
Sn

Lead/Hydrogen -

Pb/H

Copper +

Cu

and are more

Silver +

Ag

difficult to

Platinum +
Gold +

PI
Au

electroplate.
I

Metals higher
up in the
series are more
'electronegative' (-)

Metals lower
down in the series
are more'electropositive' (+)
and are easier to

electroplate

.L

Na: This table only shows a selectionof the metals in the electrochemicAlseries (those of greatest interest
to the A/C).
(Source:CANNING LTD, W. (1978) Canning Handbookon Electroplating.Birmingham.Canning Ltd & E.F.
Span Lid.)

Metalsbelow hydrogenin the table areelectrodeposited
from aqueous
solutionswith relativeease.Thesemore noblemetalsare not readily
into
Within
by
do
dissolve
the
air
or
solution.
attacked
water, and not easily
in preferenceto
seriesthese`electropositivemetals' are electrodeposited
`electronegative'metals.
Thosemetalsabovehydrogenin the tablearemoredifficult to
electrodeposit,despiteshowinga greatertendencyto dissolveandcorrode
in solution. `Electro-negative'metalswhich includezinc andnickel can only
be electrodepositedusing a `hydrogenovervoltage'.
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Section 2: Chemical Terms and Definitions
The 'electrochemicalequivalent'of a metal
Is the weight of an elementor compound.This can be calculatedby dividing
the atomic weight of the metalby its valency.For example,the
is
based
(in
solution)
copper
electrochemicalequivalentof
an acid
63.50
31.75
=
2
The `valency' of a metal
Refers to the number of hydrogen atoms which will combine with one atom
of an element. Some metals can exist in one of several forms. For example,
copper in a cyanide solution is said to be monovalent - that is it has a
valency of one, whereas copper in an acid plating solution is divalent, and
has a valency of two. The A/C should refer to Table 4/13 (Chapter 4D) for
further information.
The `atomic weight' of a metal
Is the weight of one atom of an element. This is calculated by multiplying
the electrochemical equivalent of a metal by its valency.
Atomic weight = valency x electrochemical equivalent
'One ampere hour'

Is equivalentto one amp flowing (throughan electroplatingsolution)for one
hour.
A Faraday
Is the quantity of electricity required to deposit 1 gram equivalent of a metal.
As one faraday represents96,500 coulombs of electricity, one ampere hour
is 1x3,600 seconds, or 3,600 coulombs. Therefore in one ampere hour the
weight of metal deposited from a given solution can be calculated
accordingly:

Electrochemicalequivalentof the metalx 3,600 secs
deposited
gms
of
metal
_
96,500
For copper(from an acid solution, andthereforein a divalent state)this
would be:
31.75x3,600
96,500

1.18
gms of copper
_

The electrochemicalequivalentsof metalsandthe amountof metal
typically depositedfrom electroplatingsolutionswhen `1 amp is passed
throughthe solution for 1 hour' are shownin Table 4/13:
This can be used to compare the speedsat which different electroplating
solutions deposit metal when employed under the same operating
conditions.
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Section 3: Fig. A/30. Formulae for Calculating
Surface Areas
A combinationof the following formulaemay be usedto calculatethe
surfaceareaof morecomplex forms.

Rectangle

Sphere

Height
Diameter

Length
Area = Length x Height
x2 when electroplating both sides

Area = n(Diameter)2

Cone

Triangle
ö
klo

Height
/-------ý\
Diameter
Diameterx Slope
x
it
Area =
2

Length
Length x Height
Area =
2

Cylinder

Circle
Height
X4

cfiu

Diameter

Area= n(Radius)2
Circumference
= 2nxRadius

Area = nxDiameterxHeigh

(Source:POYNER,J. (1987)Electroplating.
HemelHempsteadArgosBooksLtd.,p. 11)
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Appendix to Chapter 6A
Section 1: Preparing Non-Conductive/Conductive
Substrates for Electrodeposition
The following resume comprises of a brief summary of the procedures
employed in preparing miscellaneous substrates for electrodeposition. The
A/C may wish to use these materials in conjunction with glass for the
creative exploitation of the electrodeposition process.
Metal substrates
Most metals are conductive and therefore do not require metallization.
Their preparation for electroplating consists of wiring up and cleansing.
Metal components must be subjected to a cleaning cycle. Whilst this is
likely to vary depending upon the specific properties of the metal this
should consist of several stages namely:

(i) mechanicalsurfacepreparation- to removeroughnessand refine
the finish of the object
(ii) solvent cleaning (an immersion process to remove heavy soils)
(iii) alkali cleaning and

(iv) pickling/acid dipping.
A final process of electrocleaning may also be used (In this process
the object is made the anode in an electrocleaning solution. An electrical
current if then applied, to generate gases at the surface of the object which
vigorously scrub the metal. Electrocleaning may precede or follow the
pickling stage. Again it is important to rinse the object between each
consecutive stage of the cleaning cycle).

Non-conductive substrates
In principle all non-conductivesubstratesare preparedusing the basic
proceduresreferredto in relationshipto glass.The substratesurfacemust
be appropriatelywired up to ensurea good electrical contactis made,
before being cleanedand renderedconductiveusing an appropriate
metallizing medium. Where poroussubstratesare used(wood, fabric,
plaster,paperetc) they must be madecompletely impervious prior to
metallization. Severalcoatingsof a speciallacquermust be applied to all
surfaceareasof the artefactregardlessof whethercompleteor partial
depositionis required.This will provide protection and enablethe object
to be exposedto the plating solution for an extendedperiod of time,
without adverselyeffecting the chemical compositionof the electroplating
solution or the successof the depositionprocess.The object may be
renderedimpervious through surfaceimpregnation,via dipping, brushing
or immersion in either wax, shellacor lacquer.Suitablecommercial
products,known to the trade as "stopping-off" compoundsare highly
recommendedfor use (theseare available from any reputableplating
establishment).Examplesof suitableproprietary productsinclude
Cannings"Heavy-body Covolac". This comprisesof a highly
sensitiveand
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fairly thin lacquer,which hasbeendesignedto minimize any potential loss
of surfacedetail. Other suitablealternativesinclude;
oA

molten wax comprising of (Source:Newman1979,p. 31);
4 parts Beeswax

12 parts Paraffin
2-3 partsRosin
The solution is warmed,the object is then immersedfor
approximately30 minutesuntil bubbling ceases.
oA

wax solution containing carbon-tetrachloride. The object is
simply dipped into the solution and allowed to dry. (Source:Blum&
Hogaboom 1949, p. 224).

The creative implications and potential for electrodepositing porous/nonconducting substrates in conjunction with glass are explored in greater
detail in Chapter 7.
In contrast non-porous, non-conductive substratessuch as plastic and
resin will require surface roughening prior to deposition. Modem methods
of electroplating plastics are sophisticated, highly successful, and readily
accessible through a range of specialist companies. However, within the
practical limitations of a small workshop, plastics can be roughened by
lightly abrading and scouring the surface with pumice -a slurry of
trisodium phosphate. Ceramic objects may be roughened by etching the
surfaces in a solution comprising of 49g/1(6.5 oz/gal customary U. S.A.
units) of chromic acid, 10% by volume sulphuric acid and 10% by volume
hydrofluoric acid. (This is highly toxic and appropriate safety precautions
must be taken). (Porous, biscuit fired ceramic ware must then treated in a
mild alkaline cleaner and rendered conductive).
Where feasible, after surface roughening and lacquering procedures
have been completed, the object should undergo alkaline cleaning in a
suitable detergent prior to metallization. Most of the methods of instilling
conductivity have already been referred to in Chapter 6B, and should be
consulted as required. In addition it is important to remember that where
flammable substrates are used (eg. paper), low temperature metallizing
procedures must be employed to engender a conductive surface. Those
methods most highly recommended for use include bronze powders,
graphite, copper lacquers and silver aquadags. In circumstances where it is
important to preserve the integrity of detailed and delicate surface texture
chemically reduced films of silver are advocated for use.

With the exceptionof plating on plastics (where more advanced
processescan be exploited), the principle of encapsulationmust be strictly
followed, if a strongly adherentdepositof metal is to be obtainedon nonconductivesubstrates.However by relying upon simple and practical
methodsof preparation,and employing skill and ingenuity the A/C can
find enormousflexibility and at the sametime instil an elementof control
and precision in the electroplating/depositingprocess.
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Section 2: The Removal of Tenacious Dirt from
Sandblasted Surfaces
On certain occasions sandblasting may be followed by the somewhat
unconventional procedure of lacquer stripping. This is a simple and
effective method of removing tenaciously adherent dirt, grime and grit
particles. The lacquer usually consists of a suspension of nitro-cellulose in
amylacetate. This is applied to the surface of the glass using a paint brush,
a loop of wire is then inserted which on drying provides an anchorage for
subsequentstripping. Since this leaves a residue of lacquer on the surface
of the artefact the process must be followed by solvent cleansing
procedures.

Section 3: The Nature and Sources of Surface
Contamination
The selection of an appropriate cleansing procedure will be determined by
the nature of the contamination likely to be encountered. Any glass
substrate exposed to the atmosphere will become soiled with vapours and
solid matter, which may present itself either in the form of a film of grease
or as granular particulate matter. Common sources of contamination
include debris which may originate from finishing operations, including
cutting, grinding, polishing, or from greasy fingermarks incurred as a
consequenceof handling and manipulating the artefact during its
fabrication. This results in soils such as water-based oxides, polishing
residues, films of fats, waxes and greases,together with abrasives
compounds becoming embedded in the surface, particularly in deep
crevices and holes. These impurities must be eradicated to prevent them
from contamination the electroplating solution, adversely affecting the
conductivity of the metallizing medium and undermining the adhesion of
the metal-to-glass bond.
Some metallizing procedures, including vacuum deposition and
chemical reduction, are especially sensitive to the presence of surface
impurities, and require a particularly scrupulous and frequently more
advanced/high-tech method of surface cleansing. The longer soil remains
on the surface of the glass, the more tenaciously it adheres, and the more
difficult it will be to remove. Generating an adequately clean surface can
be a time consuming, difficult and delicate operation, nevertheless it is of
unequivocal importance in promoting good adhesion.

The level of cleanlinessachievedmust be sufficient to enablethe
electrodepositionprocessto proceedefficiently and to ensurethat the final
electrodepositedobject can function reliably within its intendedcontext,
regardlessof whether it is designedfor a functional or decorative
application.
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Section 4: The Historical and Industrial Exploitation of
Solvent Cleaners
Solvent cleansing procedures are widely employed in industrial/
fully
They
typically
today.
are
carried
out
using
commercial contexts
is
for
Solvent
cleaning
used
preparing
automated machinery.
principally
is
for
(mirroring).
This
metallization
procedure
glass
chemical silvering
especially susceptible and sensitive to surface contamination, therefore the
effectiveness of the cleaning process is of the upmost importance.
Traditional techniques of preparing glass for mirroring also incorporated
etching procedures. In a typical cleaning cycle the glass would be swabbed
in alcohol, cleansed with a detergent, and then etched in a solution of nitric
acid for 15-20 minutes. Rinsing with water would then follow, prior to the
employment of a solvent degreaser.Today the solvent cleaning process is
used independently as a technique in its own right.
With minor adjustments, the procedure outlined above could also be
employed as a pre-amble to metallizing glass using `lustring' techniques,
within this context solvent cleaning would be followed by rinsing in a
weak alkali solution. This is in contrast to `vacuum deposition' techniques
of metallization where the surface would be dried with an absorbent cotton
cloth soaked in benzene. Generally solvent cleansing procedures produce
excellent results and are highly recommended for use.
Historically, many other processescan be cited which are notable for
their curiosity - rather than their practical value. These include an
interesting formulation tendered by Brook, Draper and Unwin (1874
British Pat. No. 1492) which suggests scouring the glass with a finely
ground powder of rouge and quicklime to remove grease, cleanse the
surface and impart a polished surface sheen. An alternative procedure
involves immersing the glass in a solution of iron sulphate and quicklime.
These procedures are now obsolete and are not recommended for use
today.

Section 5: Mechanisms by which Detergents Dissolve
Surface Debris
Detergentsand soapscompriseof severalbasic ingredientsincluding soda
ash(NaCO3),caustic soda(NaOH), sodium phosphate(NA3PO4)(to
softenwater), and sodium silicate (generalformula: NA2SiO3). These
chemicalcomponentsinteract to saponify the greaseand converting it into
a water soluble form. This can then be releasedfrom the surfaceof the
glassby the action of softening and wetting agentswhich lower the surface
tension,and allow the dirt to be dissolvedand liberatedso it can be
suspendedin the soapysolution. The presenceof sequesteringagentshelps
to preventthe precipitation of a soapyfilm on the surfaceof the glass.The
final dispersionof soils is carried out by thorough rinsing.
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Section6: Strong Caustic CleaningSolutions
A good strong caustic solution (Source:Ammen1986,p. 80)
This can be produced by dissolving the following ingredients in one
litre (gallon) of water - (U. S.A. customary units)

15 g/l (2oz) Sodium Hydroxide
75 g/l (10oz) WashingSoda
15 g/l (2oz) Trisodium Phosphate
7.5 g/l (loz) Sodium Silicate
A milder/general purpose caustic solution
(Source:Blum& Hogaboom1949,p. 209)
23 g/1(3oz/gal) Sodium Carbonate
23 g/1(3ozfgal) Trisodium Phosphate
8 g/1(loz/gal) Sodium Metasilicate

8 to 15 g/1(1 to 2ozlgal) CausticSoda

Section 7: Examples of Alternative Cleaning Cycles
Method

1 (SourceStages2-5: Wheeler 1958,p. 208)

This procedure is advocated as a preparatory procedure for coppering
(mirroring) glass:

Cleansethe surfaceof the glasswith a solvent degreaser.
" Immersefor a few minutesin concentratednitric acid.
" Rinse thoroughly in deionized water.
o Place in a warm solution of (1%) caustic potash for 30 minutes.
o Rinse thoroughly in water for 30 mins and dry with a cloth
saturated in benzene (or alternatively a cloth which has been boiled
in castile soap and rinsed successively until the milky residue has
been eliminated. Clothes prepared in this manner must be dried and
handled with tongs or rubber gloves until they are required for use
to avoid recontamination with finger greases).
Method 2 (Source:Barr & Anhorn 1949,p. 239)

This methodis recommendedas a preparatoryprocedurefor silvering
(mirroring) glass:
c, Immersethe glassin a solution comprising of sodium bicarbonate
dissolvedin sulphuric acid for 30-45 minutesat 80°C (176°F).
o Rinse thoroughly (6 times) in distilled water.
o Leave immersedin a water bath until requiredfor metallization.
Method 3 (Source:Barr & Anhorn 1949,p. 253)

C' Wash in a detergent,eg; `Dreft', dissolvedin distilled water.
C. Immersein a solution of sodium bicarbonateand sulphuric acid.
" Rinse thoroughly.*
o Rub the surfaceof the glasswith cotton wool dipped in a mixture
(1%) of `aerosolOT' and precipitatedchalk.
Repeatthe third stage(*) and then immersein water (for no more
than 1 hour).
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Method 4 (Source:Wheeler 1958,p. 465)

o Sandblast the surface of the glass.
o Etch in nitric acid overnight.
o Rinse thoroughly.
o Immerse in hydrofluoric acid for 30 minutes.
o Dry in an oven - at a temperature of 100°C (212°F).
Note: the presenceof a rust coloured residue on the surface of the
has
been
indicates
the
that
conducted
cleansing
not
procedure
glass
thoroughly enough and must be repeated.
Method

5 (Source:Blum & Hogaboom1949,p. 226)

This procedure is recommended as a preparatory procedure for wet
metallizing, (eg: mirroring) glass
o Cleanse the glass with a solvent degreaser, eg. alcohol.
o Immerse in concentrated nitric acid
o Rinse in distilled water.
o Submerge the glass in distilled water until required for use.

Method 6
o Cleansethe surfaceof the glasswith a solvent degreaser.
o Beadblast- (Note: sandblastingis inappropriatefor use) to produce
a mechanicallyclean surface.

Section 8: Advanced High-Tech Cleaning Methods
Although strictly outsidethe practical or technicaloperatingparametersof
the A/C, it is of interestto briefly mention a few alternativemethodsof
cleaning glasswhich are capableof producing microscopically or
atomically clean surfaces.Thesehighly sophisticatedtechniques,give rise
to a superiorlevel of cleanlinessand are frequently usedin conjunction
These
deposition.
sensitive
with more
metallizing procedures,eg. vacuum
include:
methods
Ultrasonic cleaning
This involves immersingthe object in an aqueouscleaning solution, which
is then agitatedby the application of high frequencysoundwaves.The
solution tendsto compriseof either fluorocarbonsand chlorinated
solvents,or a mild detergentand operatesat an optimum temperatureof
around60-65°C (140-149°F),to lift and scour the dirt and grime from the
surfaceof the glasswithin a matter of seconds.Although financially
for
unrealistic the A/C, this option may be worthy of considerationwhere
inherently valuable objects (eg.jewellery or high-tech field semiconductors)or small objectsrequire surfacepurification. The processis
excellent for cleaning complex forms becauseit producessurfaceswith
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less
is
This
low
levels
time
technique
very
of residualcontamination.
consumingand labour intensivethan thosecleaningmethodstraditionally
exploited by A/C.
Vapour degreasing (or solvent vapour condensation)
This process relies upon the use of cleaning solvents, eg. isopropyl alcohol
heating
(through
hydrocarbons,
which are vaporised
or chlorinated
hot
dense
in
to
purifying
produce a very
elements) a concealed unit/tank
for
15
in
between
is
immersed
The
this
seconds
atmosphere
vapour.
glass
and several minutes. As the humid vapour comes into contact with the cold
interacts
liquid
it
to
the
which
a
condenses
producing
surface of
object
dissolve and eradicate any surface greases.Droplets of the contaminated
liquid are then discharged from the surface and replaced by a fresh supply
of the condensing solvent. The process continues until a stable equilibrium
is reached between the temperature of the glass and the vapour. Extremely
is
in
but
this
static.
way
surfaces
glass
pure
are produced,
cleansed
Therefore to prevent the attraction of dust objects must be treated in clean
`ionized' air. Vapour degreasing is usually employed as the final stage in
the cleaning cycle. However it may be followed up by spray cleaning to
by
be
the process.
cannot
eradicated
remove particulate matter which

Heat irradiation
In this process the glass substrate is introduced to an atmospheric vacuum.
By adjusting the environment to the correct temperature (100-350°C
212-662°F) and exposing the glass for a given period of time (usually
between 10-60 minutes), any volatile debris is effectively evaporated and
from
the surface. High purity atomic cleansing occurs at around
eliminated
450°C (842°F). This purification technique is especially appropriate where
high temperature metallization procedures are to follow.

Other treatments
Flame treatmentis a fairly effective low temperature(100°C - 212°F)
cleansingprocess,which baresmany similarities to the glow discharge
techniqueand involves bombardingthe glasssurfacewith ionized
particles.Another fairly new processrelies upon ultra violet radiation to
clean glasssurfaces.The techniqueof purifying surfacesthrough electrical
dischargeis also practisedusing a gaseousatmosphereof argon or oxygen.
However this is a very complicatedprocess.

Section 9: Testing for a `Clean' Water-Wettable Glass
Surface
An alternativetest, basedon the sameprinciple as the techniquedescribed
in the main text, involves sprayingatomizedwater onto a clean,dry
surface.A good level of cleanlinessis diagnosedthrough the formation of
a fine and evencovering of water droplets.However, if the water
coalescesinto large pools on the surfaceof the glass,it is an indication that
cleansinghasbeeninadequateand must be repeatedto achievea superior
level of surfacepurification. Despitethe greatersensitivity of this test, it is
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difficult to apply. The water-wettability test describedin the main text is
thereforerecommendedfor useby the A/C practitioner.
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Appendix to Chapter 6B
Section 1: The Electroposit

251 Process

The "Electroposit 251 process" consists of a five stage treatment. This is
outlined below:
Stage 1: Immerse in "Acid Cleaner 742"
Cold Water Rinse

5 mins
3 mins

40°C

This conditioner cleansesthe glass to produce a "water-wettable"
debris
loose
The
and
cold water rinse swills away any
surface.
cleaning residues.

Stage2: Catalyst Pre-dip

1 min

RT

The catalystpre-dip preventswater "drag-in" from the previous
in
operation,which causessolution contaminationandresults
poor adhesionbetweenthe copperand the glass.
Stage3: Catalyst 1558
Cold Water Rinse

1 mins
2 mins

RT

The catalyst primes or sensitizes the surface of the glass. It
typically comprises of hydrochloric acid, palladium (in parts per
This
tin
the
and
a
complex
solution.
million)
which stabilises
leaves an invisible film on the surface of the glass.

Stage4: Accelerator 1564
Cold Water Rinse

3 mins
2 mins

RT

The accelerator is a fluoride-based solution. This strips the tin
away from the primed surface to expose the palladium. The
processestablishes"nuclei sites" which act as a catalyst, initiating
film
during
the
the
and promoting
chemical reduction of a copper
next stage of the process.

Stage5: Electroless Copper Solution "Electrodeposit 251" 20 mins
Cold
Water
Rinse
2
mins
"
The copperingsolution comprisesof coppersulphate,
formaldehyde,sodiumhydroxide and EDTA, which stabilises
andcomplexesthe copper.Throughoutthe processhydrogen
gasseswill be evolved at the surfaceof the glass,this must be
liberatedby gently agitatingthe solution.The chemicalreduction
processis slow and 2-3 microns (0.08-0.12 thou) of copperwill
be depositedin 20 rains.This rendersthe glasselectrically
conductiveandcapableof subsequentelectrodepositionwhich
mustbe carriedout immediatelyto avoid impairing the surface
conductivity of the film.
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Crimson Process

The "Vertical CrimsonProcess"consistsof a six-stagetreatment.This is
outlinedbelow:
Stage 1: Immerse in "Sensitizer 5100"
Rinse
Rinse

5 mins
2 mins
2 mins

45°C
RT
RT

This conditioner cleansesthe glass to produce a water-wettable
surface. The double rinse is essential to carry away loose debris
and cleaning residues.

Stage2: Pre-activator 5300

I min

RT

The pre-activator prevents water "drag-in" from the previous
stage of the process

Stage3: Activator 5300
Rinse
Rinse

5 mins
2 mins
2 mins

50°C
RT
RT

This catalyst primes or sensitizes the surface of the glass. The
activator comprises of a 6% solution of palladium chloride. This
leaves a transparent brown precipitate on the glass. Rinsing
carries away any excess surface residues.
Stage 4: Converter 5400
Rinse

2 mins
2 mins

RT
RT

This performs the role of an accelerator. It strips the tin away
from the primed surface to expose the palladium. The process
establishes"active sites" which act as a catalyst, initiating and
promoting the chemical reduction of a copper film during the next
stage of the process.

Stage5: Enhancer 5500

1 min

RT

This is wherethe processdeviates/differsfrom the `Electroposit
251 process'.
The substrateis immersedin a 10%solution of Enhancer5500.
This containssodiumsulphidewhich interactswith the preconditioned/primedsurfaceof the glassto depositan invisible,
yet highly conductivefilm of palladiumsulphide.
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1 min
2 mins

RT
RT

The stabilizer (which contains sodium hydroxide) preservesthe
conductive film in a stable condition and prevents the surface
from undergoing rapid deterioration. This final treatment renders
the glass electrically conductive and capable of subsequent
electrodeposition, and must be carried out immediately to avoid
impairing the surface conductivity of the film.
(NB: Whilst on completion of Stage 6 glass components require
no further treatment, plastics (used in circuit board technology)
must undergo an additional process known as "micro-etching".
This removes the palladium sulphide from those areasof the
substratesurface which are metallic and therefore naturally
conductive. This helps to maximise surface adhesion)
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Appendix to Chapter 6C
Section 1: Fig A/31. Electroplating Data Sheet (Blank Copy)

ELECTROPLATING

DATA
DESCRIPTION:

NAME:
Calculated Surface Area:
Metallisation Procedure:

Deposition Rate:

ROTIrrInN

Metal

Date

nVTAÜ.

R!

Acid/Cyanide

Time

PH

Temp (Actual)

Plating Range

Optimum

Optimum

Optimum Rate

Temp

Amps

A. S.F

°C

Actual

Equiv

Volts

Duration
Hours

Observations
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to Chapter 7

Section 1: Removing Expendable Mandrels/Resist
Media from Electrodeposited Surfaces
Usually where a mandrel has been completely encapsulatedin an envelope
in
be
hole
a
pierced
must
of electrodepositedmetal, a small opening or
discrete and unobtrusive part of the electroform's surface to enable the
mandrel material to be evacuated.
The following section summarises and recommends procedures for
have
These
from
electroformed artefacts.
removing expendable mandrels
been categorisedaccording to the nature of the mandrel material:

Cellulosematerials:

(e.g. cotton, fabric, paper or wood derivatives etc.) These can either be
burnt out or dissolved in a solution of zinc chloride.
Plaster:
Plaster can be dissolved using a dilute solution of sulphuric or nitric acid.
The etching solution will vary in composition depending upon the specific
to
the
will
need
which
metal
of
electroformed
characteristics
and
properties
-be inert and resilient to the corrosive action of the mordant.

Plastics:
Styrofoamcanbe burnt away from the electroformedmetal. However,good
ventilation is essentialas the fumesproducedare highly toxic.
Lacquer:
May be dissolved by submerging the electrodeposited artefact in an
by
thinning
essence,
or
gently rubbing the affected surface with
appropriate
a cloth soaked/ saturated in the medium.

Varnish:
Apply a recommendedthinning essence,in the manneroutlined above.
Rubber & Tape:
Gently peel the rubber or tape away from the surface of the artefact.
Wax:

Canbe removedfrom metal electroformsto leavea hollow structureby
steamingor boiling the componentin water. However,wherethe wax needs
to be eliminatedfrom an electrodepositedglasssurface,considerablecare
mustbe takenbecauseon heating:
The differencein the co-efficient of expansionof the metal and glassis
o
likely to lead to stressand the lifting / peelingof the deposit,away
from the substratesurface.
Any rapid changein the temperatureof the glassmay causethermal
o
shockandcracking.Thereforethe glassartefact(if relatively thin e.g.
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in
immersed
be
tepid
water
should
glass)
window
electrodeposited
that
This
to
the
so
wax
soften
solidified
allow
will
and warmedgently.
it canbe gently easedaway from the surface.Any residualgrease
films canbe eradicatedby immersingthe artefactin trichloroethylene
far
A
fluid.
industrial
moreeffective methodof
cleaning
or an
In
this
is
to
process.
cleaning
an
ultrasonic
use
wax
removing
follows:
be
as
the
scenario, recommendedprocedurewould
1. Drill tiny holesin discreteareasof the electroformin orderto enable
the wax to drain and escape.
2. Warm the electroform in hot water to soften the wax thereby enabling it
to be extracted. (Where glass components do not form an integral part
This
)
boil
the
electroformed metal structure.
of the artefact, steam or
in
trapped
or encapsulated concealed
process will releaseany wax
areas.
3. Once hollow clean the electroform in a hot detergent solution (or where
possible in an "ultrasonic cleaner").

4. Treat the artefactin an electrocleaningbathto purify the surface.The
formulaeandoperatingtemperatureof the solutionwill vary
dependingupon the natureandpropertiesof the electroformedmetal.
5. Finally, swill / rinse the object in running water.
Brunswick Black:

Eliminate using paraffin oil. The greasyresiduesof this oil can in turn be
removedusing sawdust.
India Rubber:

Or gutta-perchacanbe physically lifted and scrapedaway from the surface
of the artefact.The metalcan thenbe cleansedin naphtha.

Section 2: A Historical Survey of Sandblasting and
Acid Etching Techniques
Sandblasting
The first commercial sandblasterwas manufactured in 1870 (British Pat.
No. 2147) by Benjamin Chew Tilghman. Contemporary designs and
from
for
in
have
little
this original
sandblasting
principle
machinery
changed
concept, and rely upon the use of compressedair to impinge an abrasive grit
onto the surface of the glass.

In-exploitingthe processto generatedecorativeinsignia,investigations
havefocusedupon exploring the rangeof effectswhich canbe achieved
from using different resistmedia.Fundamentally,the protectiveresistmust
be durable,soft and elasticto neutralisethe impact of the abrasivemedium
without undergoingdeterioration.Over and abovethis, the type of resist
usedwill be determinedby the depthof the blast required.Heavy blast
shieldsfor resistingdeep/ high pressureblasting include iron profiles or
buttercut.In contrastshallow patternscanbe producedusing a fine sandand
low pressure.This permitsnaturaldelicateobjectssuchas adheredferns and
leavesto form effective resists.
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Historical documents and literature indicate that a diverse range of
included,
These
India
(1870
for
rubber
sandblasting glass.
resists were used
by
British
Pat.
No.
2147)
transferred
was
parchment stencils and
which
silk screening techniques to the surface of the glass. This was reputed to
give excellent definition where very fine, complex patterns were required.
Printing ink resists, including a formulation (1882 - British Pat. No. 2025)
which was composed of glue, glycerine, flour and yellow ochre, were also
used. This medium was printed onto paper before being transferred via a
water bath to the surface of the glass. Furthermore, evidence suggeststhat
zinc and steel perforated stencil plates were also regularly employed to
provide selective protection against the abrasive effects of sandblasting.
Acid etching
The following list of patent specifications exemplifies resist media which
have been used throughout history for etching decorative embellishments
and designs on glass. This has been included to give the A/C an insight and
understanding into the breadth of materials available for exploration. Many
of these are worthy of future research and experimentation.
(i) 1856 - British Pat. No. 1489
Recommends a resist medium
comprising of colophony, beeswax, elemi and bitumen of Judea.These
ingredients were combined to form a homogeneous admixture which
was then allowed to solidify and set. The powder produced from
pulverising and grinding this medium was subsequently applied to the
glass to form a resist. This was achieved using any one of the following
procedures:
i.
A stencil paper pattern was placed over the glass prior to sprinkling
the powder onto the exposed areas.The stencil was then lifted
away and the glass was warmed through to enable the resist to melt
and adhere.

ii.

The powderwascombinedwith soapto form a pastewhich could
be paintedonto the surfaceof the glass.
iii. The designwas appliedusing lithographictechniques.A resist
medium comprising of 1.35kg (3 lb) of bitumen, 1.35kg (3 lb) of
turpentineand900 g (2 lb) of stearinwasliberally appliedto a
patternedmetal plate.The surfacewasthen scrapedcleanleaving
the ink impregnatedin the depressedfurrows. The patternwas
printed and transferredonto paper.This was subsequently
saturatedin dilute hydrochloricacid andsteamedto releasethe ink
from the paperenablingit to be transferredto the surfaceof the
glass.This was allowed to dry, set and adhereprior to exposureto
the etchingmordant.
(ii) 1868-British Pat. No. 467
A varnishcomposition
(iii) 1870- British Pat. No. 1420 Wax
(iv) 1876- British Pat. No. 3268
Recordsthe useof a resistmedium
comprisingof red lead and brunswick black. Paintedonto the surface
andleft to hardenthis was reputedto retardthe corrosiveactionof the
etchingmordant.
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Advocatesthe employmentof printing
(v) 1876- British Pat.No. 3942
blocks madeof glue, treacle,and India rubberor gutta-perchaas a
Rosin
ink
the
to
the
was
glass.
of
surface
meansof applying a printing
then dustedover the surfaceand adheredto the printed areasto createan
effectiveresistmedium.
Recommends a resist which can be
(vi) 1881 - British Pat. No. 2016
drawn onto the surface of the glass using the heated nib of a steel pen.
The resist medium was composed of 2.7 kg (6 lb) rosin, 2.7 kg (6 lb)
wax and 900 gms (2 lb) lamp black.
The glass to be resisted was taken into
(vii) 1886 - British Pat. No. 5978
bichromate
dark
and
of
a
room and coated with a soft compound
be
The
to
etched were then concealed and protected
gelatine.
areas
beneath a metal foil or stencil plate so that on exposure to light, the
insoluble.
The
be
stencil
the
could
gelatine
rendered
visible areasof
covered areaswere then dissolved and washed away prior to
introducing the resisted artefact to the etching mordant.
(viii) 1888 - British Pat. No. 12,656 Copal varnish was heatedto create a
thick, viscous medium which was applied to the glass to produce a
tacky surface. This was dusted with ashphaltum and left to set / harden
before the artefact was introduced to the etching solution.
(ix) 1893 - British Pat. No. 20,533 A layer of tinfoil was cementedto the
desired
The
the
pattern
medium.
of
an
ashphaltum
surface
glass using
was then printed or stencilled onto the foil membrane. Any superfluous
areasof foil were subsequently etched away enabling the underlying
ashphaltum to be eliminated. The exposed areasof glass were then
etched.

Section 3: Initiating
Components

the Electrodeposition

Glass
of

Part A:
1. Where the principle of encapsulation is not employed, preliminary
surface abrasion is essential to elicit good adhesionbetween the metal
and the glass. Lightly sandblasting, cutting or etching the surface will
provide a good mechanical "key"/ bonding cite.

2. Cleansethe surfaceof the glassthoroughlyusing a goodpre-treatment
cycle. A recommendedprocedureis as follows:
(i) Swabthe surfaceof the glasswith a solvent degreasere.g.:
alcohol, trichloroethylene,or acetone.
(ii) Rinse thoroughly.
(iii) Alkali soakin a conventionaldetergentsolution. (e.g.: Dreft and
water)
(iv) Etch or scourthe surfaceof the glasswith a chalky paste(as
referredto in Chapter6A)
Finally, carry out a "water break" test (asreferredto in Chapter6A) to
ensurethe surfaceis sufficiently clean.Rememberto wear glovesto
avoid re-contaminatingthe artefactwith finger greases.
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Jig / wire up the artefact, using an adequatenumber of electrodes wires.
These should be positioned strategically so that they promote a uniform
surface coverage of electrodeposited metal and securely support the
weight of the artefact.

4. Metallize the surfaceof the glass.This is essentialto instil conductivity
andpromotesuccessfulelectrodeposition.(Referto Chapter6B).
Calculatethe surfaceareaof thosepartsof the artefactwhich are
undergoingelectrodepositionand determinethe correctcurrentdensity.
Part B:
5. Switch the electroplating facility on. Set the voltmeter to 0.5 volts - this
indicates that a current of electricity is flowing.
6. Securely attach the electrode wires to the cathodic busbar. This will
ensurethe artefact is introduced to the solution "live" and will allow
electrodeposition to occur spontaneously, thereby inhibiting the
formation of an immersion deposit which would compromise and
undermine the adhesion of the resulting deposit.
7. Carefully lower the artefact into the electroplating solution. Avoid any
direct contact between the anode and the cathode as this will short
circuit the system. If necessary,reposition and secure the artefact to the
supporting cathodic busbar. Ideally the cathode should be positioned
approximately 2.5 cm (I") below the level of the solution.
8. As the artefact is introduced to the electroplating solution the voltage
will drop, and the amperagewill rise, indicating that the
electrodepositing process has been initiated. Over the first half an hour
gradually increasethe amperageto the required / predetermined current
density, 0.5 - 1.0 A/dm2 (5-10 Asf).

9. Agitation shouldbe avoideduntil an encapsulatingfilm of
electrodeposited
metalhasbeenformed.Mechanicalandmild air
agitationmay thenbe introduced.
10. Continue to plate the glass until a sufficient thickness of metal has been
deposited. The period of time required to plate a predetermined
thickness of metal can be calculated using a platers slide rule. Where
complex 3D objects are being processedthe position of the anodes in
relationship to the cathodes should be adjusted, and where necessary
the artefact should be rotated at regular intervals (Refer to Chapter 4E)
to promote a uniform surface coverage of electrodeposited metal.

NB. For a more detailedexplanationof this procedurerefer to Chapter6C.
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/ Sensitising Media

The following sectioncomprisesof a brief summaryof metallizingmedia.
For a more comprehensiveguide refer to Chapter6B.
1. Graphite (also known as black lead / plumbago)
Application:

Notes:

Suppliers:
Comments:

(i) Dry method: Dust the graphite onto the surface of the
object using a soft camel hair paint brush and then burnish
to a high lustre using cotton wool. This technique is
particularly appropriate for metallizing wax.
(ii) Wet method: The graphite is applied as a colloidal
suspensionwhich can be painted, swabbed or sprayed onto
the surface of the artefact.
Conductivity is increasedif the graphite surface is heatedto
a temperature of between 200 and 300°C (400 - 572°F) for
approximately one hour. When applied to glass, graphite
reciprocates poorly adherent deposits during subsequent
electrodeposition. However, graphite is hydrophobic and is
therefore an excellent metallizing media for electroforming
wax. The conductivity of a graphite surface can be
increased through immersion plating. This procedure
involves sprinkling the surface with iron filings prior to
immersing the artefact in a copper sulphate solution (62.5g/l
(10 oz/gal) of copper sulphate) in order to produce a more
highly conductive copper film.

"Aquadag- colloidal graphitein water" - suppliedby AchesonColloids (asreferredto above).
This mediumis both cheapandeffectivewhen appliedto
wax. However,it is not recommendedfor metallizing glass
substrates.

2. Copper / Bronze lacquers
Application:

Notes:

Thinners:
Suppliers:

A threepart mix comprisingof copperbronzepowder,
celluloselacquerand thinners.Theseconstituentsare mixed
in varying ratios, (accordingto the manufacturer's
guidelines)to form a viscousliquid with a smooth
consistency.This mediumcanbe paintedor sprayedonto
the surfaceof the artefact.
Oncemixed copperbronzelacquersmustbe used
immediately,sincethey rapidly increasein viscosity
causinggelling and solidification. Lacquersusually require
severalhours(frequentlyovernight)to cure / hardenbefore
undergoingelectrodeposition.
Seektechnicaladvicefrom the manufacturer.
(i) CopperPasteRO 1080,EcropenLacquer 1764/ 002
and Thinners 355 / 007 - suppliedby SchloetterCo. Ltd.,
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Abbey Works, New Road, Pershore,Worcestershire,
WK10 1BI.
(ii) Copperbronzepowder andResinliquid F67406Hampton
Street,
Ltd.,
Great
Cannings
by
supplied
Birmingham B 18 6AS.
Copperlacquersarepractical,reliableandrelativelycheap
ideal
This
in
large
them
makes
quantities.
when purchased
for metallizing a broadrangeof substrates.They are
large
for
surface areas.
covering
appropriate
particularly
However, lacquers are difficult to apply as a very thin
discrete film which makes them unsuitable for replicating
intricate
/
delicate
surface textures.
very

3. Lustre's
Application:
Notes:

Thinners:
Suppliers:

Comments:

Painted onto the surface of the glass.
Lustre's are kiln fired and fuse into the surface of the glass
at a temperature of 500 - 580°C (932 -1076°F).
Contamination must be eliminated by meticulous surface
lustre.
in
defects
the
to
cleansing avoid
Seek technical advise from the manufacturer.
(i) Gold lustre "KA6" or Platinum lustre "035" -- supplied
by Heraeus Silica & Metals (referred to above)
(ii) Gold lustre "D 3501" - supplied by Deancraft Fahey,
12 Spedding Road, Fenton Industrial Estate, Stoke on
Trent. ST4 2ST.
The substrate/ glass must be capable of withstanding the
firing temperature without undergoing slumping and
deformation. Lustre's promote relatively good adhesion
during subsequentelectrodeposition.

4. Metal leaf
Application:

Notes:.

Suppliers:
Comments:

(i) Hot Method: Copper/ silver or gold leaf can be applied
to blown glassusing a marver.
(ii) Cold method:The glassis coatedwith a clearlacquer.
This adheringviniculum enablesthe metalleaf to be lightly
daubedonto the surfaceusing a badgersbrush.
This processrequiresan infinite amountof patiencesince
metal leaf is extremelydelicate.Any fracturesor tears
which occur during application,unlessrejoined,will
interruptthe conductivity andinhibit successful
electrodeposition.
Silver, Copperand Gold Leaf - suppliedby Habberley
Meadows,5 SaxonWay, ChelmsleyWood, Birmingham.
This processis ratherexpensiveand fiddle. It is therefore
in
used applicationswherea specific aestheticaffect is
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is
Since
the
to
the
of
surface
applied
metal
pure
required.
is
level
the
excellent.
of
conductivity
artefact resulting
5. Silver paints / Electrodags
Application:

Notes:

Thinners:
Suppliers:

Comments:

Concentratedelectrodag pastesmay be painted onto the
Where
they are used as a spray
the
glass.
of
surface
be
diluted
(50%
they
weight) with methylmust
application
iso-butyl-ketone. Alternatively, the artefact may be
immersed in a solution comprising (by weight) of 50%
50%
butyl
acetate.
and
medium
electrodag
After application stove the glass (at the recommended
temperature) for 30 minutes to improve / maximise the
in
be
(This
the
conducted
should
electrodag.
adhesionof
accordancewith the manufacturers guidelines.) Silver
heat
if
be
dried
to
resistant
non
air
must
applied
aquadags
materials.

Methyl pentanetwo - one
i) "Electrodag915" - suppliedby AchesonColloids, Prince
Rock, Plymouth.
ii) "Silver electrodag T9058" -- supplied by Heraeus Silica
& Metals, Newpark Works, Cinderhill Trading Estate,
Weston Coyney Road, Longton, Stoke-on-Trent.
Although electrodag paints are fairly expensive (prices
fluctuate in accordancewith the price of silver on the stock
flexible.
This
they
and
are
market,
extremely reliable
highly
discrete
be
thin,
them
to
and
as
enables
applied
conductive films to most substrate surfaces.

6. Chemical reduction / Mirroring procedures
Mirroring techniques vary in their formulation and method of application.
Within the context of this thesis specific reference is made to Shipleys
(commercially available) "electroless copper plating process". However,
similar processesare also available for producing mirrored / chemically
films
of silver and nickel.
reduced

Application:

Notes:
Suppliers:

This techniquesensitisesthe glassthroughthe application
of a tin chloride sensitisingmediumandpalladiumcatalyst.
A chemicallyreducedfilm of copperis thenproduced
through a seriesof immersionprocedures.Shipleys
electrolesscopperplating processknown as "electroposit
251" is recommendedfor use.
Referenceshouldbe madeto Chapter6(B) wherethe
processis describedto in greaterdetail.
"Electroposit251" - suppliedby ShipleysChemicalCo.,
Herald Way, Binley Industrial Estate,Coventry.CV3 2RQ.
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7. Vacuum deposition
Application:

Under the pressureof a high vacuummetal is heatedand
form
to
a vapour.On contactwith the substrate
evaporated
form
this
to
a very thin continuous
surface
re-condenses
film of metal.

Notes:

Specialised equipment is necessaryfor this process.
Varying thickness of metal films can be produced by

Comments:

controlling the pressure and vacuum.
This technique is not generally feasible for A/C operating
within the practical and financial parametersof a studio
environment.

8. Cathode sputtering
Application:

Notes:
Comments:

The metal which acts as a cathode is volatized by the
application of a glow discharge. A highly conductive gas is
then used to transport the metal vapour onto the substrate
surface (anode). The process dependsupon the use of the
correct voltage and a low pressurevacuum.
Specialised equipment is necessaryfor this process.
This technique is not generally feasible for A/C operating
within the practical and financial parametersof a studio
environment.

9. Metal powders
Application:

(i) Hot Method: Metal powders can be rolled / marvered
onto hot forms using glass blowing procedures - However,
care must be taken to ensure that a continuous and
uninterrupted conductive surface is produced. Alternatively,
metal powder can be cast or fused into the surface of the
glass using kiln forming techniques.
(ii) Cold Method: A varnish medium can be applied to the
glass to create a tacky surface, onto which metal powder
can be sprinkled and adhered. With porous wear e.g.
pottery, a solution of metal salts can be used to steep and
saturatethe surface so that it becomesimpregnated with
metal. Alternatively, fine metal powders can be integrated
into the body of the clay during the manufacturing process
to instil surface conductivity.

Suppliers:

ScropasMetal Fillers and BronzePowders,- suppliedby
Alec Tiranti, 27 Warren Street,London. W1P 5DG.
Textured/ roughenedsurfacequalitiesaregenerally
producedfrom using metal powdersasmetallizing media.
Nevertheless,they can be appliedand manipulatedin a
diversenumberof ways.Where metal powdersare
incorporatedandcastinto the body of the glasstenaciously
adherentfilms of electrodeposited
metalcanbe produced.

Comments:
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However,this techniqueis not suitablefor metallizing
delicatesurfacetextures.The processalso hasa tendencyto
discolour kiln formed glass.
10. Conductive tapes / Adhesives
Application:

Suppliers:

Comments:

Physical pressureis usually sufficient to adhere conductive
tapes to the surface of the glass. Alternatively, resins or
sealantsloaded with a conductive medium can be advocated
for use. Depending upon their viscosity these can be either
be painted or daubed onto the substrate surface.
Scotch Electrical Tapes (copper) - supplied by 3M
Electrical Industries, P.O. Box No. 393, Hudson Road,
Bedford. MK41 OYE.
Conductive tapes / adhesives are readily applied. However,
they have a limited level of electrical conductivity and
produce a restricted range of decorative effects.

Section 5: Extracting Artefacts from the
Electroplating Solution
1. Switch off the mechanicalagitation/ aeration.
2.

Supporting the weight of the piece release any suspensionwires or
electrodes from the cathodic busbar and gently extract the artefact from
the tank. Take care to avoid any direct electrical contact between the
anodesand the cathodes. Allow any excess solution to drain back into
the plating tank.

3. Transferthe artefactto a vat / bowl of runningwater andleaveto rinse
for severalminutes.
4. Returningto the tank, lower the readingon the voltmeterto "0" and
switch off the rectifier, cover the tank with a protectivelid.
5.

After rinsing, either transfer the artefact to the next stage of the
electroplating / finishing process, or dry the piece under a jet of air.
This will reduce tarnishing and surface oxidation.

6. On completionremovethe electrodewires from the surfaceof the
artefactusing a sharpcraft knife.

Section 6: Preparing Base Metals for Re-plating
When a metal surfacerequiresreplatingit mustbe scrupulouslycleanedto
ensurea good level of adhesionis achievedbetweenthe basemetal andany
consecutivelayersof electrodeposited
metal.Any tracesof greaseor dirt
mustbe eliminatedby exposingthe objectto an alkaline andthen a pickling
treatment.Electrocleaningtechniquesmay alsobe used,althoughthey are
not generallyfeasiblefor A/C operatingwithin the practicalandfinancial
parametersof a studio environment.To avoid recontaminationafter
cleansing,it is importantto refrain from physically handlingthe artefactor
exposingit to the atmospherefor any length of time.
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Procedure
1. Alkali/Causticcleaning
To removeorganicdirt andgrease,vigorously scrubthe basemetal with a
nylon brush (e.g. toothbrush)dipped in either of the following solutions.
Then immerseandleaveto soakfor at leastfive minutes:
(i) A standard(ammoniabased)detergentsolution
(ii)

A general cleaning solution comprising of. 37.5g/l (6 oz/gal)
caustic soda (NaOH), 25g/1(4 oz/gal) soda ash (Na2CO3), a small
quantity 6.2 g/l (1 oz/gal) of Tribasic sodium phosphate and
(where available) 1.5 g/l ('/4 oz/gal) of a wetting agent, dissolved
in 1 litre (1 gallon) of water (H20) and heated to a temperature of
80-90°C (176-194°F). Avoid immersing electrodeposited glass
artefacts, since the high temperature of the solution is likely to
cause thermal shock. Instead, lightly abrade the surface of the
metal using a light scouring action. (Source:Brandes& Smithells 1983,
p. 1487).

2. Swilling
Rinse thoroughly in copious quantities of water to remove all traces of the
caustic cleaner from the surface of the artefact.
3. Pickling
This involves soaking or immersing the artefact in a dilute acid based
solution, the chemical composition of which will vary depending upon the
metal being treated. Recommended pickling solvents are outlined below.
These will eradicate oxidation, scale and tarnish, and neutralise any alkali
residues present on the surface of the artefact from previous stagesof the
cleaning cycle. During the pickling process it is important to check that
gases(usually hydrogen) are not evolved or liberated from the surface of the
metal. This indicates that the pickling solution is too concentrated/
astringent and requires dilution. Where especially tenacious oxidation / dirt
remains evident on the surface, a paste comprising of pumice, water and a
small amount of the pickling solution can be used to scour the surface of the
metal prior to a further immersion in the pickling solution.
Pickling Solvents
For Silver:

Either.
(i) Add 1 part sulphuricacid to 10partswater.Immersethe artefact
and gently heat the solution. (Source:Strosahl& Barnhart1982,p. 166)
Or

(ii) Immersethe artefactin an aluminiumpot containinga dilute
solution, comprising of equalpartsof baking soda(sodium
bicarbonate)andtable salt (sodiumchloride),togetherwith a little
soap.Bring to the boil and allow to standfor a few minutes.Any
oxides shouldbe transferredfrom the silver to the aluminium pot.
(A typical mix comprisesof'/4 of a cupful of baking and'/4 of a
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cupful of table salt to one gallon of water) (Source:Untracht1975,
p. 13).

For Gold:
Either.
(i)

Add 1 part sulphuric acid to 10 parts water and gently warm/heat
through. Use this in conjunction with a paste made up of baking
lightly
bichromate)
(sodium
to
scour the surface
and
water
powder
Or
Strosahl
&
Barnhart
1982,
166)
the
(Source:
of
metal.
p.

To remove stubborn oxides: mix 1 part sulphuric acid with 8 parts
water and 6.5 gm (V4 oz) potassium dichromate. Soak at room
temperature (Source:Choate1970,p. 280)
(iii) Mix 1 part nitric acid (conc) with 3 parts hydrochloric acid (to form
a solution known as aqua regia). Immerse the artefact in the
solution and leave to soak at room temperature (Source:Smith 1978,

(ii)

p. 208).

For Copper:
Either.

(i) Use pumiceand a 10%solution of sulphuric acid to lightly scour
and abradethe surfaceof the metal.Or
(ii) For a semi-matt dip: immerse the metal in a sulphuric acid - sodium
bichromate solution at room temperature; 114g11(18.2oz/gal)
sulphuric acid to 19g11(3oz/gal) sodium bichromate, and 1 litre (1
gallon) of water.) (Source:Brandes& Smithells1983,p. 1488)Or
(iii) For a bright dip: immerse the metal in a sulphuric-nitric acid mix.
(Comprising of 2 parts sulphuric acid, 1 part nitric acid, and 1 part
of water) (Source:Brandes& Smithells 1983,p. 1488).

For Nickel:
Cathodicallycleanthe nickel in a causticcleanerfor 15 seconds- then rinse
andimmersein 10%sulphuricacid.
4. Swilling

Rinsethoroughlyin copiousquantitiesof waterto removeall tracesof the
from
the surfaceof the artefact.
solvent
pickling
5. Reintroducingthe artefact to the electroplatingsolution
To maximiseadhesionensurethe object is introducedto the solution "live".
NB: Whereverpossibleit is advisableto electrocleanthe metal,
especiallyif strongly adherentdirt andoxidation arepresent.Electrocleaning
facilities arevery similar in their setup andmodeof operationto
electroplatingtanks.The fundamentaldifferenceis that on the applicationof
an electricalcurrent,gasesin the form of hydrogenor oxygenare
vigorouslygeneratedat the cathodesurfacewhich scrubandeliminateany
tenacioussmut andtarnish.Electrocleaningproceduresshouldbe
implementedat the following stageof the cleaningcycle:
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Electroclean
Rinse
Alkali clean

(iv)

Rinse

(v)
(vi)

Pickle
Electroclean(again)
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(vii) Weak pickle
(viii) Electroplate
A more expedient alternative to electrocleaning is "bright dipping". In
improve
the adhesion of any
these
will
vastly
of
procedures
principle, either
composite layers of electrodeposited metal. These techniques are therefore
highly recommended for A/C operating within the more flexible
environment of a professional./ commercially viable enterprise.

Section 7: Formulating

Ashphaltum Resists

Composition (Source:Strosahl& Barnhart1982,p. 92)
6 parts liquefied ashphaltum

3 partsbeeswax.
1 part rosin.
Thinners or solvent as a binding medium -- either alcohol or turpentine.
Where ashphaltum is obtained in a ground, powdered form it must be
converted to a liquid using a thinning agent. The resulting medium should
be smooth and have the consistency and viscosity of cooking oil.

Procedure
Melt the beeswax in a water bath and gradually introduce the ashphaltum,
stirring constantly. In a separatecontainer, (also over the heat of a water
bath) mix the rosin with the solvent (The latter may comprise of equal
proportions of turpentine and alcohol). To prevent the ingredients from
separating out stir constantly. On melting add the beeswax to the ashphaltum
and agitate constantly to form a homogeneouscomposition. The solution
will increase in viscosity, gel and stiffen as it cools. Thinners must therefore
be added to maintain the medium in a workable form. This can then be

storedandusedat a latter date.

Section 8: Acid Etching Solutions
General Information
All etchingmordantsarehighly corrosiveand extremelydangerous.They
shouldthereforebe usedin a well ventilatedareato avoid fume inhalation.
Protectiveclothing including gloves,plastic apronsand gogglesmustbe
worn at all times. Etching solutionsshouldbe storedin secure,screwtop
bottles designedspecifically for holding corrosivesolutions.Thesemust be
clearly labelledandkept in a cool, dark environment.Further
recommendations
regardingHealth and Safetyproceduresarereferredto in
Section 1 of the Appendix to Chapter4C.
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Etching mordants should be formulated using distilled or deionised
is
it
is
imperative
When
that
the
acid added to the
water.
mixing solutions
be
This
NEVER
(and
to
the
carried out slowly and
acid).
should
water
water
holding
for
Containers
length,
or
mixing
stirring.
at arm's
using constant
etching solutions should be made of glass, porcelain or tough plastic.
Accidental spillage's must be neutralised using additions of baking soda,
Once
the
the
of
effluent.
swell
on
absorption
which will effervesce and
be
diluted
has
the
with copious quantities of
may
spillage
reaction
subsided
be
After
must
use any residual etching mordants
water and swilled away.
disposed of through a professional chemicals company.

1: Basemetals
Several alternative formulations are given with regard to each metal, any of
these are recommended for use:
Copper
Method A: (Source: Strosahl & Barnhart 1982, p. 98)

7 'h partsWater to 1 part Ferric Chloride.
This etching mordant produces well defined lines and a reflective /
shiny surface finish. It is relatively easy and safe to use. The etching
processmay take 2 to 3 days to complete. During etching mild air agitation
should be used to circulate the mordant and help prevent yellow oxide
languid
from
becoming
/
on the surface,
quiescent
sediments and residues,
where they would impede the etching activity. For this reason it is
advantageousto etch the surface face down, when using a ferric chloride
based solution.
A much stronger solution comprising of 1 part ferric chloride and 1 part
faster
be
A
to
typical etch
can
used
produce
a
correspondingly
result.
water
is
between
8
hours.
The
4
the
take
action
of
mordant
may
and
vigorous
likely to necessitatethe retouching of the resist at regular intervals. This
etching solution produces a less precise bite / definitive impression, which
will be prone to undercuts.
Method B: (Source:Brandesand Smithells 1983,p. 309)

4 partsFerric Chloride solution,4 partsHydrochloric Acid, 1 part Acetic
Acid and a few dropsof Bromine.
The guidelinesreferredto in Method A are alsoapplicableto this
This
will produceand uneven,pitted surface.
mordant.
Copperor Nickel
Method A: (Source:Gross 1970,p. 94)

1partNitric Acid (69%)to 1 partWater
Method B: (Source:Chamberlain1972,p. 85)

10partsHydrochloric Acid to 2 partsPotassiumChlorateand 88 parts
Water(Heatedat 80°F (28°C).
This "Dutch Mordant" producesa slow, but highly accuratebite. It is
formulatedby dissolvingpotassiumchloratein hot water.This must be
allowed to cool. It is then pouredinto a glasscontainer,prior to addingthe
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acid. When mixing this etchingsolution it is advisable(whereverpossible)
to reservea small quantity of the existing / old mordant(e.g.: a cupful), so
that it canbe mixed with the new batchto moderatethe otherwiseover
zealousactionof the etchingsolution.(which may detrimentallyeffect the
be
likely
/
Throughout
to
the
etchingprocessgasesare
resist ground).
of the biting action anddissolutionof the
evolvedas a direct consequence
metal.
Once again a faster etch can be achieved by using a more concentrated
formulae, consisting of - 20 parts Hydrochloric Acid, 3 parts Potassium
Chlorate and 90 parts water.

2: Precious metals
From a financial point of view the etching of precious metals (with a few
exceptions) is neither justifiable or practical. Therefore it is advisable to use
either copper or nickel to create the desired aestheticeffect, prior to
overplating the surface with a thin film of silver or gold. Where the etching
of precious metals is necessary(suitable etching solutions are referred to
below), etching solutions should be retained after use, in order to reclaim
the dissolved metal. As an alternative, electro-etching techniques may be
used for treating silver or gold. The advantage of this technique is that any
etched metal will automatically be retrieved by the anode and can be used /
recycled during subsequentelectroplating procedures.
Silver
Method A: (Source:Anon. '3', p. 171)

5 parts Water to 1 part Nitric Acid - This is a good, though fairly weak
solution which will produce sharp edges and good definition.

Or.
4 parts Water to 5 parts Nitric Acid and 1 part Isoproplyalcohol - This will
produce a very harsh and vigorous etching action (Source:Anon.'I', p.31)
Method B: (Source:Strosahl& Barnhart1982,p. 90)

3 partsWater to 1 part Ferric Nitrate
Gold
Method A: (Source:Strosahl& Barnhart 1982,p. 166)

1 part Nitric Acid to 3 parts of either Hydrochloric or Sulphuric Acid
Method B: (Source:Strosahl& Barnhart1982,p. 166)

8 partsHydrochloric Acid and4 partsNitric Acid to 1 part Ferric Chloride,
and40-50 partsWater.

Section 9: Alloy Plating Solutions
The following abstractshavebeentakenfrom the literatureof J. Newman,
E.A. Ollard and R. Pinner.However, within the context of this thesisthey
havenot beensubjectto practicalexperimentation.As suchit hasnot been
possibleto commentupon their particularmerits.Thesehavebeenincluded
to illustratethe wide rangeof possibilities/potentialavenuesof exploration
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in
interested
for
A/C
alloy plating metalsof
andprovide a startingpoint
different coloursand tonal qualities.
1. Brass plating (copper - zinc alloy)

Brass plating has many decorative applications. In particular, it provides
industrial
has
application as an
and
an
good corrosion-resistant properties
based
Brass
for
on
are
usually
solutions
plating
chrome.
undercoating
basic
health
is
It
that
therefore
and safety precautions are
essential
cyanide.
taken into consideration. Reference should be made to the recommendations
delineated in Section 1 of the Appendix to Chapter 4C. Two brass plating
solutions are presentedbelow - the first is reputed to produce a standard
brass colour, whilst the second gives rise to either a yellow or a white
deposit depending upon how the composition of the solution is manipulated
and controlled.
(A) Brass cyanide bath (Source:Newman 1979,p. 90)

Composition: 32 g/l (5.1 oz/gal)
13 g/l (2.1 oz/gal)
45 g/l (7.2 oz/gal)
15 g/l (2.4 oz/gal)

CuprousCyanide
Zinc Cyanide
SodiumCyanide
SodiumCarbonate

15 g/l (2.4 oz/gal)

Sodium Bicarbonate

1.25mUl (0.2 fl oz/gal) Ammonia (26% in water)
Fonnulation:
Dissolve the cuprous cyanide and zinc cyanide in half the total volume of
water. Dissolve sodium cyanide separately in one quarter of the total volume
of water. Add the former to the latter. Then with constant agitation, dissolve
the remaining chemicals in the order presentedabove. Once the bath is
operational regular additions of ammonia may be made to the solution to
replenish that lost through surface evaporation.
Bath Operation:
Temperature:
22-36°C (71-97°F). Lower solution temperaturesare used
for producing flash deposits. Higher temperatures result
in more copper coloured deposits.

Current density: 1-3 A/dm2(10-30 Asf)
Anodes:
Although in somealloy plating solutionsit is possibleto
employ separateanodesfor eachtype of metal,singlephrasealloy anodesare recommendedfor use.Brass
anodesare availableand shouldbe usedin a proportionof
75% copperto 25% zinc. To reduceanodeconsumption,
20-25%of the total anodesurfaceareacanbe madeup of
rolled steelanodes.Interspersetheseevenly amongstthe
brassanodesfor uniform deposition.Anode areashould
at leastequalcathodesurfacearea(1:1).
Agitation:
Only requiredfor heavyplating.
Storage:
Storein a convenientcontainer.Keepwell away from acid
solutions.
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Red, spottydepositionmay result from the presenceof
metallic impuritiesin the bath- especiallyleador tin.
Whilst, cloudy depositsare causedby wetting agents/ and
organiccompounds.Dull depositseither arisefrom using
too high a current density,(which can be resolvedby
reducingthe currentdensity)or from using insufficient
brighteners.Proprietarybrightenersare now commercially
availableandhighly recommendedfor use.

Modifications to Achieve Different Effects:
To change the colour of the plate: The colour produced will vary depending
upon the amount of time and current. Elevated temperaturesfavour red
/ copper coloured deposits, whilst lower temperaturespromote the
formation of lighter brass coloured deposits. High levels of copper
tend to create a red brass, whilst high levels of zinc in the solution,
create a yellow brass.
To increasethe rate of plating: High levels of agitation will increasethe
current efficiency and facilitate faster deposition.

To brightenthe plate:Commercialbrightenersarereadily availableand
highly recommendedfor use.
(B) Brass cyanide bath (source:Ollard 1969,p. 204)
Composition: 60 g/l (9.6 oz/gal)

30 g/l (4.8 oz/gal)
7.7 g/l (1.2 oz/gal)
11g/l (1.8 oz/gal)
3 mUl (0.48 fl oz/gal)

Sodium Cyanide.

CopperCyanide.
Zinc Oxide.
SodiumBicarbonate.
Ammonia (0.880)

Bath Operation:
Temperature: 30-40°C(86-105°F)
Current Density: 1 A/dm2(10 Asf)
Anodes:

70 : 30 brass cast or rolled anodes.

pH:
Storage:
Faults:

The solution is slightly alkaline - 10.5to 11.5.
A steelvat, preferablerubberlined.
The free cyanidemustbe maintainedat around6.25g1l(1
oz/gal).If this is allowed to rise significantly the deposit
will becomenon- adherentandthe currentefficiency of
the solution will fall. If on the other hand,the free cyanide
falls too low the anodeswill take on a greenishappearance
and fail to dissolveproperly.

Modificationsto AchieveDifferent Effects:
To changethe colour of the plate: Sincethe colour of a brassdepositis
determinedby its composition,it is relatively easyto control. By
addingeithercopperor zinc cyanideto the plating bath it becomes
possibleto alter andpredeterminethe appearance
of the resulting
deposit.Small additionsof ammoniawill promotethe formation of
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depositswith high levelsof zinc, whilst raising the temperatureof the
levels
high
deposits
of copper.
with
solution, will promote
In someinstancesdepositsof brassare usedas an undercoatingin the nickel
plating of aluminium.
2. "German silver" plating (copper - nickel) (Source:Newman1979,p. 72)
This copper-nickel alloy can be plated to produce a range of decorative
finishes from a silvery white through various yellow hues to a brilliant
white. As the percentageof nickel is increased, the plate takes on the
is
However,
here
that the
the
appearanceof pure nickel.
main advantage
presenceof a small percentageof copper makes it easier to polish
mechanically. This enablesa highly reflective surface to be produced which
is capable of withstanding tarnishing.
Composition: 31 g/l (5 oz/gal)
93 g/l (14.9 oz/gal)
140 g/l (22.4 oz/gal)

47 gIl (7.5 oz/gal)

Nickel Sulphate crystals.
Copper Sulphate crystals.
Sodium Cyanide.

Sodium Carbonate.

Formulation:
Dissolve the copper sulphate and nickel sulphate salts in half the total
volume of water. In a separatecontainer dissolve the sodium cyanide in onequarter of the total volume of water. Add the first solution to the second
solution, stirring constantly, until all the constituents have dissolved.
Finally, add a sufficient amount of water to bring the solution up to its full
working volume.
Bath Operation:

Temperature: Variable40-90°C(105-195°F).
Current density: 0.5 A/dm2 (5 Asf).
Anodes:
Whereavailable,usealloy metal anodescomprisingof
75% copper and 25% nickel. Alternatively, use three
copper anodes for every single nickel anode, and place
them in a strategic position around the plating tank to
promote an even distribution of electrodeposited metal.

Agitation:

Storage:
Faults:

Recommendedfor usewhereseparate(nickel andcopper)
anodesare employedor wherevery thick depositsof
metal arerequired.
Any containerthat is not lined with a galvanisedor zinc
interior.
Refer to Chapter4C, wherefaults with cyanidesolutions
areoutlined in greaterdetail.

Modificationsto AchieveDifferent Effects:
To changethe colour of the plate:To promotea yellow finish, raisethe
temperatureof the solution to 60-70°C (140-158°F),andemploy
copper-nickelanodesin a ratio of between60:40 and 65:35. To
promotea silvery-white finish, lower the temperatureof the solution
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to 40-50°C(105-122°F),andemploy copper-nickelanodesin a ratio
55:
45.
between
50:
50
of
and
To brighten the plate: To promote a shiny radiant-white finish raise the
temperature of the solution to 80-90°C (176-195°F), and employ
in
30.
70:
a
of
anodes
ratio
copper-nickel
3. "White gold" plating (copper - silver) (Source:Newman1979,p. 73)
Copper-silver alloys have an attractive finish which is easy to mechanically
polish and quite tarnish resistant. Where a high percentageof silver is
present the deposit will take on a silvery appearance.In contrast where a
high percentageof copper is present the deposit will take on very yellow gold appearance.
Composition: 15.5 g/l (2.5 oz/gal)
39 g/l (6.2 oz/gal)
78 g/l (12.5 oz/gal)
31 g/l (5 oz/gal)

Silver Nitrate.
Copper Sulphate.
Sodium Cyanide.
Sodium Carbonate.

Formulation:
Dissolve the silver nitrate in one-quarter of the total volume of water. In
separatecontainers dissolve the copper sulphate in one-quarter of the total
volume of water and the sodium cyanide in one-third of the total volume of
water. Add the copper sulphate solution to the cyanide solution stirring
constantly. Then add the silver nitrate solution and mix thoroughly. Finally,
add the sodium carbonate to the solution before adding water to bring the
solution up to its full working volume.
Bath Operation:

Temperature: 20-70°C(68-158°F).
Current density: 0.3-0.7 A/dm2 (3-7 Asf).
Anodes:
Inert, stainlesssteelanodesmay be usedprovidedthat
metal salts are added periodically to replenish the metal
concentration of the solution. Alternatively, pure silver
and copper anodes may be employed. The ratio of silver
to copper anodes will vary depending upon the intended
physical characteristics of the resulting deposit.

Agitation:
Storage:
Faults:

Not necessary,unlessheavydepositionis required.
In a non-metallicvat to avoid depositionon container
walls.
Brown depositsare causedfrom using excessivelyhigh
currentdensitiesor insufficient agitation.Deposition
failure or a tendencyto depositcopperonly, is likely to
occur if their is an exhaustedsupply of silver ions in the
solution.In thesecircumstancesthe silver concentrationof
the solution shouldbe replenishedby making regular
additionsof silver nitrate. (This problemis likely to occur
where steelanodesare employed.)
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j`erentEffects:
Modificationsto AchieveDifferent
To changethe colour of the plate: To producea silvery finish, maintainthe
bath at room temperatureand employ anodeswith a silver-copperratio
of between99: 1 and75:25. To producea depositwith a light yellowraisethe temperatureof the solutionto 50-60°C
gold appearance,
(122-140°F), and employ anodes with a silver-copper ratio of between
65:35 and 45: 55 (i. e.: Thereby, increasing the copper concentration of
the solution). To produce a more intense gold, raise the temperature of
the solution to 65-70°C (150-158°F), and increase the copper
concentration of the solution by using anodeswith a silver-copper
ratio of 30:70. The resulting plate will polish well to produce a highly
reflective surface finish.
4. "Antique green" - gold bath (Source:Newman1979,p. 75)
This solution produces a bright green deposit on the high points, and a
darker green deposit in the crevices and recesses,to create an antique effect.
It is a flash deposit technique.

Composition: 1.6-2.5g/1(0.25-0.4 oz/gal) Potassium Gold Cyanide.
0.2-0.4 g/1(0.03-0.06 oz/gal) Potassium Silver Cyanide.
Sodium Cyanide.
15 g/l (2.4 oz/gal)
35 g/l (5.6 oz/gal)
0.05 g/1 (0.008 oz/gal)

Ammonium Carbonate.
Lead Acetate dissolved in
Sodium Hydroxide Solution.

Formulation:
Stirring constantly, dissolve the potassium gold cyanide and potassium
silver cyanide in one-half of the total volume of water. Dissolve the sodium
cyanide in one-quarter of the total volume of water. Add the former solution
to the latter. Then dissolve the ammonium carbonate in the solution. Mix the
lead acetatewith a small amount of sodium hydroxide solution and add this
to the bath in small quantities to vary the intensity of the green hue.
Bath Operation:

Temperature:
Current density:
Anodes:
Agitation:
Time: '
Storage:

20-30°C (68-86°F).
1.0-3.2A/dm2 (10-32 Asf).
Stainlesssteel.
None.
Immersefor 10-60secondsto producea flash deposit.
In a non-metalliccontainer.Keepwell away from acid
solutions.

Modificationsto AchieveDifferent Effects:
To changethe colour of the plate:Vary the amountof leadacetatein the
solution.To reducethe intensity of the greenhue, lower the
temperatureof the solution.
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Section 10: Table A/10. Electrocoloring
No

Constituent

Symbol

fl oz/gal

Solutions
94

MIA

-8
11-

7.5
7.5

62.5

1-

7.5

-

60

-

37.5

-

114

-

890

-

120

-

-

15
3.7

-

45
7.5
7.5

-

-

5.6

-

-

3.7

-

223

-

30

-

45

-

oz/gal

(U.S.A. Customary
Black (useon copper,silver & brass)
Hydrochloric acid (sp gr 1.18) HCl

1.

Arseniousoxide
Ferric oxide
Coppersulfate
Temp 110°F(43°C)
AnodesSteel
CurrentDensity3-5 Asf

As2O8
FeZ03
CuSO; SH2O

(0.3-0.5 A/dm)
N.B: A jet black finish is produced.Frequentreplenishmentof arsenicand
copperis requiredin use.
2.

Gray (useon silver)
Ammonium chloride

NH4CI

8-

5SnC12
Stannouschloride
Temp 80-100°F(27-38°C)
Anodestin
CurrentDensity5 Asf
(0.5 A/dm2)
N.B: Adding Ferroussulphide,(FeS)darkensthe finish.
3.

Navy Bronze(useon brass,copperand nickel plate)
Hydrochloric acid (sp gr 1.18) HCl
Arsenious oxide

As2O8

16

Nickel sulfate
Coppersulfate
Temp room

NiSO; 6H20
CuSO; 5H20

20.5

Anodes nickel

Voltage 2
4.

Pink
Nickel carbonate
Sodiumbisulfite
Sodiumthiosulfate
Copper carbonate
Temp 80°F(27°C)
Anodesiron or carbon

6NiCO3
INaHSO,
Na2S2O3.5H2O I0.75
CuCO3

-

Voltage 1-2
5.

VariousColours
Molybdic oxide
Sodiumbisulfite

MOOS

0.5

NaHSO3

3-

Sodiumthiosulfate
Ammoniumchloride
Temp 120-130°F(49-54°C)

Na2S2O3-5H2O 46NH4CI

Anodescarbon
Voltage 1-11h
N.B: This processproducesa numberof shadesof a given colour, as a
result of varying the time, currentdensityor temperature

NB: Colours produced vary depending upon the temperature and current density and time
(Source: ROGERS, T. M. (1959) Handbook of Practical Electroplating. New York: The
Macmillan Company. pp. 127-8)
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Section 11: Immersion Plating Solutions
Glassvesselsmust be usedfor holding immersionsolutionsunless
otherwisestated.
Articles are cleansedin the standard manner (Refer to Section 6 of the
Appendix to Chapter 7) prior to immersion. Deposition will occur within a
matter of seconds.Where cyanide solutions are employed, appropriate
Health and Safety precautions must be taken. (Refer to Section 1 of the
Appendix to Chapter 4C). If metals are pickled in acidic solutions they must
be thoroughly swilled to avoid any possible interaction between acidic
surface residues and cyanide based immersion solutions, which could lead
to the emission of highly poisonous gases.
1. Immersion silver plating of copper
Use either:
Formula 1: (U. S.A. customary units) (Source:Untracht1982,p. 681)

7.5 g/l (1 oz/gal)
75 g/l (10 oz/gal)

Silver Nitrate.
Ammonia.

105 g/l (14 oz/gal)
Sodium Thiosulphate.
This solution operates at room temperature.

or
Formula 2: (Source:CanningLtd 1978,p. 613)

3 g/l ('h oz/gal)
Single Silver Cyanide(80.5%).
3 g/l ('/2 oz/gal)
PotassiumCyanide.
(Temperature:between40-50°C-105-122°F)
2. Immersion gold plating of copper and copper alloys
Useeither:
Formula 1: (U. S.A. customary units) (Source:Wheeler 1958,pp. 226-227)

7.5 g/1(1 oz)

Gold Chloride.

240 g/l (32 oz)
Potassium Bicarbonate.
The glass would be immersed and slowly warmed to a
temperatureof 80°C (176°F)

Or
Formula 2a: (USA customary units) (Source:Untracht 1982, 681)
p.

3.7 g/l ('h oz/gal)
Potassium Gold Cyanide (67%).
26-30 g/l (3'12-4 oz/gal) Potassium or Sodium Cyanide.
30-37 g/l (4-5 oz/gal) Soda Ash or Sodium Carbonate.
Operating temperature: 60-80°C (140-176°F)
Formula 2b: (a variation)

(Source:Newman 1979,p. 67)

3.6 g/1(0.48 oz/gal)
21.6 g/1(3.46 oz/gal)
15.5g/1(2.48 oz/gal)

Sodium or PotassiumGold
Cyanide.
Sodium Cyanide.
Sodium Bisulphite.
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PotassiumHydroxide (Caustic
Potash).
Stirring constantly,dissolvethe sodiumor potassiumgold cyanidein onequarterof the total volumeof water.Dissolvethe sodiumcyanidein onehalf of the total volume of water.Mix the two solutionstogether.Now add
the remainingchemicals- sodiumbisulfateandpotassiumhydroxide.
15.5g/l (2.48 oz/gal)

Immerse the artefact in the solution once it has been heated to a temperature
of 50-70°C (122-158°F). An immersion deposit will form within a matter of
seconds.

Note: It is generally not advisable to immersion deposit gold onto copper
surfaces. Although short term successwill be assured,with time, because
of the thin nature of the deposit, the gold will be absorbed into the
underlying copper and become inadmissible. Gold electroplating as oppose
to gold immersion deposition of copper surfaces is therefore advisable.
However, more durable immersion deposits of gold can be formed on nickel
or silver based deposits.
3. Immersion rhodium plating of silver and copper alloys
Formula 1: (U. S.A. customary units) (Source:Untracht1982,p. 681)
4.5 g/l (0.6 oz / gal)
Rhodium (as Chloride).
250 mUl (32 fl. oz / gal) Hydrochloric Acid.
This solution operatesat room temperature.
Note: Further immersion solutions which are of historical interest are
referred to in Spons Encyclopaedia-1882.

Section 12: Patinating

Solutions

The following section contains examples of patinating solutions. In each
case the heading, highlights which metal(s) the solution is appropriate to and
gives an indication of the resulting colour.
1. Gold / Sterling silver & copper - brown / black. (Sources:
Strosahlet al.
1982,p. 149andLangbein1920,p. 626)

Formulation:

1-2 lumps of Liver of Sulphur.
142ml -1.136 litres ('/4 -2 pints) Water.
A small quantity of Ammonia - optional (to give a bright
lustre).
Procedure:
Stirring constantly,dissolvea small amount(e.g.: 1 lump)
of the liver of sulphurin water to producea deepyellow solution. (Note:
Whilst gentlewarming will speedup the process,it is importantto avoid
boiling the solution.) It will takebetweentwo and five minutesfor the
solutionto becomeactive.The objectto be treatedis then immersedin the
solution andmonitoreduntil the desiredchangein colour occurs.As the
reactiontakesplacethe metal will passthrougha rangeof bronze,blue and
purple huesbeforetaking on a brown / black stain.The piece shouldbe
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observedandcheckedat regularintervals.Oncethe prerequisitecolour
initially
thoroughly
the
undercold
emerges,extract artefactandrinse
Dry
hot
hot,
to
the
then
under
neutralise
reaction.
air, then
running water,
lacqueror wax the pieceto retain a stablefinish.
This approach produces a very even colour. Where necessarythe
processcan be repeatedseveral times to generatea deeper hue / tone.
Alternatively, the flexibility of this process enables selected areasof the
artefact to be coloured in a more irregular fashion, by dabbing/drawing upon
the surface to be treated with a lump of sulphur, or by randomly flicking the
solution onto the surface to create a mottled effect.
2. Copper - scarlet / blue / violet
Formulation:

Barium Sulphide
Water
Procedure:
Dissolve the barium sulphide in water. Apply the solution
using either an immersion procedure, or a paint brush.
3. Copper - antique green (Source:Untracht1975,p. 417)
Formulation:

(USA customary units)

30 gms (4 oz)

CopperNitrate.

30 gms (4 oz)
Calcium Carbonate.
30 gms (4 oz)
Ammonium Chloride.
to 1 litre (1 gallon) of Water.
Procedure:
Warm the article whilst in situ in the solution. Alternatively,
warm the solution prior to stippling it onto the surface of the metal using a
sponge, stiff brush or mark making implement.

4. Copper - blue patina
Formulation:

56.7 gms (2 oz)
56.7 gms (2 oz)

Cuprous Chloride.
Ammonia.

284 ml ('/2 pint) of Vinegar.
Procedure:
Dissolve the cuprous chloride and ammonia in vinegar.
Then either immerse the artefact in the solution, or apply using a paint
brush. A vibrant blue patina should emerge within 1-2 hours. (Alternatively,
the solution may be daubed or sponged onto the surface of the metal to
produce a textured effect.) On extraction do not rinse the artefact - simply
allow it to dry, prior to treating it with a lacquer or wax medium to protect
the surface.
5. Copper -r bright blue/turquoise (Source:HughesandRowe1982,No. 3.204)

Formulation:

150gms (24 oz)
Ammonium Carbonate.
60 gms (9.6 oz)
CopperAcetate.
50 gms (8 oz)
Sodium Chloride.
50 gms (8 oz)
PotassiumHydrogenTartrate.
to 1 litre (1 gallon) of Water.
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Dissolve the constituent ingredients in water in the order
shown above. Effervescent fizzing will occur. Cotton wool (or alternatively
be
line
base
to
the
the
then
solution
can
used
pine needles) moistened with
inside
layers
is
before
The
the
tray
tray.
additional
of
of a
article placed
form
the
to ensure good
tightly
packed
around
saturatedcotton wool are
bag
/
in
be
The
then
sheet
covered
a
plastic
should
surface contact.
artefact
being
hours
left
for
10-20
conducted at
observations
and
approximately
before
being
in
be
intervals.
The
then
washed
cold
water
artefact
can
regular
air dried and finished with wax.

Procedure:

6. Copper & silver -a multicoloured iridescent effect on silver, and a
flat sea green coloration on copper.
Formulation:

1 part
2 parts
4 parts
4 parts
8 parts

Zinc Chloride (2% -- conc.)
Acetic Acid (3%)
Ammonium Chloride (5%)
Sodium Chloride - Table Salt (5%)
Copper Sulphate (10%)

60 parts

Water

Procedure:
Dissolve the ingredients in water in the order shown above.
The solution which functions at room temperature, can either be applied
using a paint brush or used as an immersion treatment.
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Appendix to Chapter 8
Section 1: Market Research Questionnaire
Correspondents
Market research was undertaken to assessthe commercial viability of
electrodeposited glassware. The enclosed covering letter and questionnaire
were sent to the `Crystal Buyers' of the following major retail outlets:

Kerry Daley
Crystal Buyer
Liberty Plc
210 Regent Street

Amelia Meyers
Crystal Buyer
Selfridges Ltd
400 Oxford Street

LONDON
W1R 6AH

LONDON
W1A 1AB

Melanie Solari

Susan Walker

Crystal Buyer
HarrodsLtd
87 Brompton Road
Knightsbridge
LONDON
SW1Z 7XL

Crystal Buyer
ThomasGoode & Co Ltd
19 SouthAudley Street
LONDON
W1Y 6BN

SueChiverton

Chris Martin

Glass Buyer

Crystal Buyer

John Lewis Partnership
171Victoria Street
LONDON
SW15NN

Houseof FraserPlc
1 Howick Place
Victoria
LONDON
SW1P 1BH

89
4160"m

OF
UNIVERSITY

WOLVERHAMPTON
Cover Letter

Andrew Brewerton MA (Cantab) FRSA
Dean
School of Art and Design
University of Wolverhampton
Molineux Street
Wolverhampton
WV1 1SB
United Kingdom
Telephone
UK Code
International Code
Switchboard
Direct Line
Fax

(01902)
(+44 1902)
321000
321944

Email
Internet

Dear
I am a ResearchAssistant currently studying for a (PhD) Doctorate. The
Exploitation
Electrofocused
"Creative
has
been
the
of
upon
emphasis
depositing Metals onto Glass", a process which can be employed to
films
decorative
As
of
gold,
silver
with
and
copper.
coat
glass
selectively
in
I
this
collaboration with a major
part of
research am currently working
British Crystal manufacturer on an important feasibility study to ascertain
for
a commercially viable glassware range which
exists
whether a market
determine
identify
to
this
and
and
where the best market
employs
process,
opportunity might lie. The information correlated from this market research
if positive, will be employed in the long term beyond the remits of this study
to formulate an informed approach to designing a glassware product/range
which occupies a specific niche in the market place.

To fulfil this objectiveI am currently interviewing the buyersof selected
major retail outlets.This interview takesthe form of a seriesof documented
questions,which havebeencomplied following a personalvisit to your
showroom.I would thereforebe most gratefulif you could pleasedo me the
honourof firstly completingthe attachedquestionnaireand, secondly,of
communicatingany personalcomments/feelingsregardingyour perception
of what the marketopportunitiesmight be fro a rangeof electro-deposited
glasswarebeforereturning it to me as promptly aspossible.
Pleasenote that I shall be more than happyto discussboth the conclusions
drawn from this researchand my personalambitionsfor using this
decorativeprocessfor commercialapplicationin the future.
Yours in anticipation

GL Burdett
CCR

FM No FS28 792

INVESTORIN PEOPLE

Vice-Chancellor
ProfessorMI Harrison MA
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Questionnaire
Specific questions
The following questions are aimed at surveying the range of metallized
glassware currently available in the market place. Within the context of
this questionnaire the term "metallized glassware" is used in reference to
any item of glass which incorporates a decorative metal finish. This
therefore includes metal applied by a process of lustreing, gilding or
electro-plating.
1.

With regard to your existing collection of metallized glassware can
you please specify:

(i)

The most important brand names

(ii)

The best selling ranges

(iii)

The most popular individual object(s) within the product ranges
identified above

(iv) The important price points for metallized

giftware (with referenceto type)

stemware

unique prestigepieces
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How big in terms of financial turnover is your retail market for
metallized glassware, and how does this compare to your market for
(a) Cut Crystal, (b) Plain Crystal? (In the future would you like to
see metallized glassware account for an increasingly large share of
the market?)

(vi) Are glasswarerangesmetallized with decorativefilms of common
basemetals(for examplecopper) as saleablea commodity as
glasswarerangesmetallized with preciousmetal films?

2.

In principle, do you feel that metallized glasswareshould position
itself in the market; more towardsbeing categorisedas a form of
ornamentaljewellery in which the semi-preciousand decorative
qualities of the object take precedence,or do you think that
metallized glasswareshould fulfil a more practical/functionalrole?
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3.

Your existing rangeof metallized glasswareappearsto be dominated
by glasswarebearinga gilded (gold) decoration.In the foreseeable
future would you be interestedin extendingthis rangeto include:

(i)

A range of elegant stemware, bearing electro-deposited silver or gold
stems and feet?

(ii)

A broader and more specialised range of electro-deposited giftware?
for example:

brush,
boudoir
(atomised,
ladies
set
make-up
a
earring holder etc)

a gentstoilet set (shaver,shaverbrush, atomiseretc)

letter
desk
desk
(paperweight,
top
clock,
set
a gents
rack, pen etc)

(iii)

A steadyproduction rangeof silver or gold plated glassware?

(iv) A more prestigiousand unique rangeof connoisseurpiecesfor the
more exclusive end of the market?
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4.

In your opinion, is there a market for one-off glasscommissions
incorporatingmetal treatments,and would you wish to offer sucha
service?This for examplecould be usedto supply:

(i)

Very prestigious and unique pieces of glassware to "special
customers"

(ii)

Glassware featuring decorative emblems or motifs. This could be
harnessedto:

produceyour own "retail" brand of merchandise

Produce commemorative glassware in celebration of
national occasion (eg the Queen's birthday)

producewholesalegiftware bearing
promotional/marketingemblemsfor corporate
buyers

provide a personalmonogramservice,designedto
customiseglassware

Pleasecomment;
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5.

To what extent,if at all, do you believe your customerscan
between
difference
the quality and
the
appreciate
understandand
value of lustredglasswareas opposedto a glasswarecoatedwith a
film of electro-platedsilver or gold?

6.

Your existing range of electro-deposited glassware is very simple
and bland bearing either a pure banding of silver (Dartingtons'
Argenta Range) or plain floral overlay of metal (Jenny Blairs'
Giftware). In the foreseeable future would you be interested in
purchasing electro-deposited glassware which offers a more
sophisticated decorative appeal. This could include a range of
electro-deposited glassware which features a richly embellished
surface? For example, Glassware could be adorned with either an
elegant but concisely embossed/engraved relief pattern or
alternatively a much freer and highly textured precious metal overlay
in silver or gold.
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7.

I am aware that one or two of your existing glassware ranges carry a
Do
"traditional"
transfer
pattern.
you think that a
gilded/lustred
very
bearing
for
thought
contemporary
equivalent
a
well
out
exists
market
a gilded design within the modernist style/tradition?

8.

Do you believe that there is room in the market place for a "studio"
range of gilded/silvered glassware? This could perform the role of
supplying retail outlets with individual handcrafted glassware which
would illustrate a more direct marriage between craft and
commercial enterprise and thereby make art more directly accessible
to the public.
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9.

In the foreseeablefuture would you be interestedin a new rangeof
features:
which
electroplatedglassware

(i)

A dual preciousmetal finish, for examplea silver ground over-laid
with gold?

(ii)

A non-precious metal finish; for example copper or brass possibly
treated with a richly coloured patina?

(iii)

Coloured glassforms incorporating decorativefilms/overlays of
preciousmetal?

10. If usedinnovatively, do you believe that there is a captive market
opportunity for electro-depositedglassware:
(i)

Designedspecifically for foreign customerswhich could take
advantageof acknowledgedcultural associations.For examplethe
Arabs' affinity for richly embellishedgold productsand the
Americans' correspondingvenerationof silver?

(ii)

Within the market for bridal suitesand christeningware?This could
featureglasswarebearing a highly stylised decorationof palladium
or silver.
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Generalquestions
11. From retail salesfigures how do you view the current market
With
out
regardto
of a recession?
economy,are we emerging
in
trends
product type or
glasswareare you awareof any new market
design?- if so, how doesthis affect the way in which you would like
to seeyour productrangeexpandin the future?

12.

Who is responsible for selecting the stock that you purchase. Is this
entirely your decision or is it a decision reached through consultation
with retail staff and management representatives?
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13. When looking for a new rangeof glassware,are you obliged to
searchfor a product which conforms to a previously establishedset
in
know
(so
that
essence
you
precisely what you are
criteria
of
looking for) or is the decision over the purchasebasedupon a freer,
more intuitive and spontaneousselectionprocess?

14. At which times of the year do you make decisionsabout new
products,and when do you place orders?If you intend to launch a
new product of Christmaswhen would you expectto buy it in?

15. After launching a new product what length of time is required to
determinewhether it has beensuccessful?In the event of the product
being deemedunsuccessfulwhen would the cut off point be? Is your
evaluationregardingsuccessof a new product basedentirely upon
salesfigures?
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16. I assumethat you have ongoing contractswith corporateclients. If
so:
(i)

Are thesearrangementsgearedspecifically to supplying them with
broader
do
they
cover
a
rangeof commodities?
or
glassware

(ii)

Does this account for a very large percentage share of your retail
market? Is this market likely to expand in the future?

(iii)

Do you believe that corporate buyers are looking for a
convenient/traditional glassware product or something more unique
and quirky?

17. Presumablyyour main channel for introducing/purchasing"new"
productsis through the InternationalTrade Fairs (Frankfurt and
Birmingham). By what other methodsdo new productsenter into
your range?For example:
(i)

Do small business's approach you directly through an interview
situation?
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(ii)

Are you active in pursuingproductsoutsideyour existing rangeto
how.
If
individual
so,
specify
customers?
satisfy the requirementsof

18.

What important rationale would it be necessary to adopt when
considering a glassware product for the European market opposed to
the British Market?

19.

On reflection, do you feel that any of the answers you have given to
the above questions are likely to change in the foreseeable future?
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Introduction
The following catalogue consists of a recorded documentation of the
this
the
of
test
context
within
undertaken
and
results
empirical experiments
Metal
Electrodepositing
into
Exploitation
Creative
"The
onto
of
research
Glass". These have been derived from background research into historical
independent,
from
pursuing
quite
contemporary
practice
and
precedences,
and frequently adhoc lines of enquiry.
These samples have been generated in response to the investigation of
two fundamental lines of enquiry, namely to explore and evaluate (i) the
levels of surface conductivity and adherent bonding properties between the
initiate
by
to
the
examining
used
metal and
glass,
metallizing procedures
the electrodeposition process, and
(ii) methods of exploiting the formal aesthetic possibilities and
creative potential of the technique. The samples produced display a range
of textural and tactile qualities which are of a highly decorative and
ornamental nature, and demonstrate a repeatable and premeditated control
over the electrodeposition of metals onto glass. This pragmatic and
empirical experimentation was designed to identify practices and
procedures of the process which could be used by the A/C operating
within the financial, practical and technical limitations of a small scale
studio environment. The samples presented in the accompanying material
in
form
integral
designed
be
isolation,
but
to
viewed
are not
an
part of the
research. This has given rise to strong evidence of cross referencing
between the academic and practical strands of the enquiry. Conclusions
drawn from these experiments are highlighted in Chapters 6B and 7 of the
main thesis.
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Sample No. 2b
Preparation
A sampleof 4 mm window glasswas cleanedusing a solvent degreaser
in
dried
before
being
based
detergent
warm air.
rinsed and
and alkali
Metallization Technique - Fused metal powder.

An admixture of beeswax, enamel, glass flux and turpentine was melted,
ground and pulverized to form a liquid paint. This was applied to the
surface of a sheet of greaseproof paper, and maintained in a semi-liquid
state whilst nickel powder and printers bronzing powder were sprinkled
over the surface. The paper was removed from the heat allowing the
surface to cool and solidify. Writers Gold Size was then spread onto the
glass sample to form a tacky, cohesive surface, for adhering the metallized
greaseproof paper.
This was transferred to the kiln and fired to a fusing temperature of
750°C (1382°F). On annealing the sample was rinsed, dried, and the lower
section masked off using black insulating tape prior to undergoing
electrodeposition.
Electrodeposition
Metallized surface area: 16 cm2 (2.5 sq")

Depositionrate:
Actual amps:

2.0 A/dm2(20 Asf).
0.35 amps

Plating duration:

13/4hours (initially)

Observations
During deposition the corrosive nature of the electroplating solution etched
and stripped the metallizing medium, this inhibited the spread of
electrodeposited metal across the surface of the glass. Bearing this
limitation in mind, the surface coverage of copper was complete (as far as
was possible) within the initial 13/4hour plating period. To reinforce the
deposit, plating was subsequently allowed to continue for a further 30
minutes at an increased CD of 4.0 A/dm2 (40 Asf) - 0.7 amps.

Result
The electrodepositedmetal was scantily clad and confined to a very small
surfacearea.The deposit which was partially adherentformed as a
nodular,cauliflower-like growth of copper.
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Sample No. 6
Preparation
A prototype of the glass form was sculpted and modelled in wax.

Metallization Technique - Cast metal powder.

The exterior skin of the wax model was melted using a naked flame, and
Scropas brass powder was liberally compressed into the soft malleable
surface. A film of hairspray was applied to retain any loose powder in
position. A jacket mould of plaster and investrite was cast around the
metallized wax form in preparation for the "lost wax casting" process. The
wax model was then melted out and evacuated to leave a hollow cavity in
the plaster mould, impregnated with metal powder. Crushed lead cullet
was packed into the mould, which was fired to a casting temperature of
912°C (1674°F).
After annealing, the mould was removed to reveal the corresponding
glass form which was impregnated with the metallizing medium. This was
cleaned and rinsed before being transferred to the electroplating solution.
Electrodeposition
Metallized surface area of. 42 cm2 (6.5 sq")
Deposition rate: 2.0 A/dm2 (20 Asf)
Actual amps: 0.9 amps

Plating duration:

52 minutes (1 hour)

Observations:
There was a high resistanceto deposition.After one hour, the surface
coverageof electrodepositedcopper was confined to a meagreareaof 1-2
cm2(0.155-0.31 sq")The piece was thereforereturnedto the solution for a
further twenty hours to assessthe speedat which the electrodeposited
metal would continue to spreadacrossthe surfaceof the glass.
Result
Due to poor conductivity, there was only a partial surfacecoverageof
electrodepositedmetal. Copperwas preferentially depositedon the
exterior/peripheraledgesof the piece (the high CD areas)forming very
dense,-bead-like,nodular swellings of copper.The depositwas
exceptionally/tenaciouslyadherent,relinquishing any relianceupon the
principle of encapsulation.
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Sample No. 8b
Preparation
A sampleof 4 mm thick window glasswas
(i) randomly cut, ground and abraded,using carburundumand stone
grinding wheels;
(ii) meticulously cleaned using a solvent degreaser and alkali based
detergent before being rinsed and dried in warm air.
Metallization Technique - Fused metal powder
Scropas copper powder was loosely sprinkled/sieved over selected areas of
the abraded surface. The glass was then transferred to a kiln and fired to a
temperature of 719°C (1326°F) to permanently fuse the copper into the
surface of the glass.
After annealing, the piece was extracted, rinsed and blow-dried. The
lower section of the sample was masked out using black insulating tape
prior to being introduced to the electroplating solution.
Electrodeposition
Metallized surface area: 12.6 cm2 (2.0 sq")
Deposition rate: 2.0 A/dm2 (20 Asf)
Actual amps: 0.28 amps
Plating duration:
2'/2 hours (initially)
Result
Metal deposition proceeded slowly. This was inhibited by a high electrical
resistance and poor surface conductivity. A plating duration of 21/2hours
was necessary to enable a complete (albeit very thin and dull) film of
electrodeposited metal to form across the metallized areas of the glass. To
reinforce the strength of the deposit, the current was subsequently
increased to 4.0 A/dm2 (40 Asf) (0.5A) for a further hour. The final
deposit, which possesseda coarsely textured and sugary appearance,
proved to be weakly adherent.
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SampleNos.30,31a, 31b, 33,37 and 38
Metallization Technique - Cathode sputtering
Six samplesof Pilkingtons Suncool rangeof reflective glasses,which had
beenmetallizedusing cathodesputteringtechnology,were employedin
this experimentation,to assessthe suitability of the processto metallizing
glassin preparationfor electrodeposition.
The samples consisted of several sheets of window glass, coated with
a variety of translucent metallic sheens.These were selected to represent
the range of characteristics and properties which could be derived from
using cathode sputtering technology. These samples may be identified as
follows:
Sample No. 30: Suncool 10/23 (silver)
Sample Nos. 31a & b: Suncool 20/34 (silver)
Sample No. 33: Suncool 10/24 (bronze)
Sample No. 37: Suncool 30/39 (blue)
Sample No. 38: Suncool 38/39 (blue)
Prior to being introduced to the acid copper sulphate electroplating
solution, each sample was cleaned in a solvent and mild alkaline detergent
solution and then thoroughly rinsed and dried. A section of each sample
was selectively masked with black insulating tape to preserve the
metallized film.

Electrodeposition
The samplesunderwentelectrodepositionindependently.Each samplewas
calculatedto have a metallized surfaceareaof 21.9 cm2(3.4 sq")
Depositionrate: 2.0 A/dm2(20 Asf)
Actual amps: 0.47 amps
Plating duration: 52 minutes (1 hour)
NB: Sample No. 31a, which had a larger surface of 47 cm2 (7.3 sq"), was
also electrodeposited at 2.0 A/dm2 (20 Asf) - (1.0 amps), whilst Sample
No. 3 lb was electrodeposited at 4.0 A/dm2 (40 Asf) (0.9 amps).
-

Results
Initially all of the samplesreceiveda dull, but continuoussurfacecoverage
of electrodepositedcopper.However, adhesionwas virtually non-existent.
This meantthat the electrodepositedmetal coatingswere extremely
fragile, delicate and prone to dismembermentand disintegration.
Incoherentwafer-thin films of copperexfoliated and liberally flaked away
from the surfaces,which, on detachment,appearedto be
replacedby the
formation of duplicate copper films. The poor adhesionof thesedeposits
indicatesthat the processwould be more appropriatefor
electroforming
applications.
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On SampleNo. 3lb metal was preferentially drawn to the peripheral
edgesof the deposit(high CD areas)to producea bright lustrous depositof
copper.This contrastedsharply with the central areaof the samplewhich
only receiveda very thin dull film of copper.Although this sample
receiveda comparativelystrongerand more durable film of copperthan
any of the other samples,the resulting deposit was inferior in uniformity.
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Sample Nos. 44 and 45
Preparation
Two glassmicroscopeslides were
(i) selectivelysandblastedto producea smooth,lightly abradedsurface
(ii) meticulouslycleanedusing a solvent degreaserand alkali based
detergentbefore being rinsed and dried in warm air.
Metallization Technique - Fused metal powders
The abraded surface areas of the slides were moistened with water, before
lightly
Scropas
bronzing
sieved
and
copper
powder
were
powder
printers
onto the prepared surfaces (Sample Nos. 44 and 45 respectively). A
template was employed to help locate the metallizing media in the
correctly designated areas. The samples were then transferred to a kiln,
and simultaneously fired to a fusing temperature of 750°C (1382°F) to
permanently impregnate the metal powders into the surface of the glass.

After annealingthe metallized sampleswere rinsed, dried and partially
maskedwith black insulating tapebefore being exposedto the
electroplatingsolution.
Electrodeposition
Each sample was calculated to have a metallized surface area of 10 cm2
(1.6 sq")

Deposition rate:
Actual amps:

2.0 A/dm2(20 Asf)
0.22 amps

Plating duration:

52 minutes (1 hour) initially

Observations
A high electrical resistance was registered during the initial stages of
processing Sample No. 44. By comparison, Sample No. 45 underwent
electrodeposition more readily, indicating the presence of a more highly
conductive surface.

Results
SampleNo. 45 receiveda coherentand continuoussurfacecoverageof
electrodepositedmetal (this took 2 hours to travel acrossthe metallized
areasof the glass).Viewed from the reverseside, the metallized film was
transformedin colour from charcoalblack to copper.Adhesion appeared
to be moderate.Characteristicallythe depositbore an irregular, undulating
surface.This was reflected in the warpednatureof the slide which as a
result of the difference in the co-efficient of expansionof the metal and the
had
glass
undergonebuckling and distortion during the firing process.
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In contrast,SampleNo. 44 only receiveda partial surfacecoverageof
dissolved
film
The
and
was
rapidly
metallizing
electrodepositedmetal.
eradicatedby the corrosive natureof electroplating solution, which
further
inhibited
any
growth/spreadof electrodepositedmetal.
effectively
Observedfrom the reverseside of the glass,the metallized film retainedits
fairly
deposit,
The
black
though
smooth,
resulting
charcoal
appearance.
distributed
therefore
and weakly adherent.
was
sparsely
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Sample No. 45

Top: The sampleshowing the metallized surfacefilm.
Bottom: The sampleon completion of the electrodepositionprocess.
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Sample Nos. 48a, 48b, 49a and 49b
Preparation
Four samplesof 4 mm thick window glasswere partially maskedand then
(i) smoothly sandblastedto produce a lightly roughenedsurface
(ii) meticulouslycleanedusing a solvent degreaserand alkali based
detergentbeforebeing rinsed and dried in warm air.
Metallization Technique - Copper lacquers/pastes

Sample Nos. 48a and 48b
Cannings' copper bronze powder and binding lacquer No. F67406 were
form
lacquer
5
10
in
to
to
a grainy
ml of
a ratio of gms of paste
mixed
viscous paste which was applied to the roughened surfaces of two of the
samples using a paint brush.

Sample Nos. 49a and 49b
Schloetters' copper paste No. 1080 and `Ecropen' lacquer No. 1764/002
This
lacquer/5
in
1:
1
(5
was
gms
paste).
gms
a ratio of
were mixed
blended with a small amount of thinners No. 355/007 to form a smooth,
runny liquid emulsion, which was applied to the roughened surfaces of the
two remaining samples using a paint brush.

In eachcase,the lacquerwas (applied in accordancewith the
manufacturers'guidelinesand) left to cure/hardenovernight. An areaof
the metallized surfacewas then maskedout using black insulating tape
before the sampleswere introducedto the electroplating solution.
Electrodeposition
Sample Nos. 48a and 48b were calculated to have a metallized surface area
of 22.5 cm2 (3.5 sq")

Deposition rate:
Actual amps:
Plating duration:

SampleNo. 48a
2.0 A/dm2(20 Asf)
0.5 amps
52 minutes (1 hour)

SampleNo. 48b
4.0 A/dm2 (40 Asf)
1.0 amps
52 minutes (1 hour)

SampleNos. 49a and 49b were calculatedto have a metallized surfacearea
of 14.7cm2 (2.3 sq")
SampleNo. 49b
SampleNo. 49a
Deposition rate:
2.0 A/dm2(20 Asf)
4.0 A/dm2 (40 Asf)
Actual amps:
0.3 amps
0.6 amps
Plating duration:
52 minutes (1 hour)
52 minutes (1 hour)
Observations
Despiteregisteringa high electrical resistance,depositionoccurred
spontaneously.
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Results
In both instances,good electrical conductivity reciprocateda rapid,
coherentand uniform surfacecoverageof copper.However, the lifting,
peeling, and exfoliation of the electrodepositedfilms illustrated that there
was an emphaticrelianceupon the principle of encapsulationto bond the
metal to the glass.This was especially evident in SampleNos. 48b and49b
wherea higher CD had beenused.
Brush marks arising from the application of the metallizing media
were also found to be exaggerated and accentuated during subsequent
electrodeposition.
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Sample Nos. (top) 48a and (bottom) 48b
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Sample Nos. (left) 49a and (right) 49b
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SampleNos.59,60,62,63,64 and 65
Introduction
The following set of sampleswere designedto explore the way in which
in
hot
be
the
shop as a
used
can
abrasive
materials
optical moulds and
The
for
textural
tactile
effects
surface
qualities.
and
vehicle
generating
producedwere then enhancedand exaggeratedthrough subsequent
electrodeposition.
Preparation
In each experiment a bit iron was employed to take a small gather of hot
in
from
furnace.
This
the
the
was rolled on
marver and reheated the
glass
glory hole before being lowered into the chosen optical, dip mould. Once
the texture had been picked up, the glass was extracted from the mould
and pulled out to form a textured rod (Sample No. 59). In some instances
the bit iron was simultaneously rotated and rolled whilst the rods were
being pulled to twist the glass and create a spiralling effect (Sample Nos.
60,61, and 63). If in addition to this the marvered glass gather was first
lightly pressed into a trail of silver sand before twisting, it was possible to
integrate a finely textured helix into the surface (Sample No. 64).
Alternatively, the gathered glass was rolled in copper powder before
pulling the rod to produce a randomly applied, textured surface quality
(Sample No. 62).

Metallization Technique - Conductive silver paint/electrodag

On annealing the glass rods were meticulously cleaned, rinsed and dried in
warm air. In each instance they were partially coated in Heraceus silver
paint 'Electrodag T9058 and allowed to dry. The samples were then
introduced to the electroplating solution.

Electrodeposition
Sample
No.59 No.60 No.61 No.62 No.63 No.65 I No.64
Metallized area(cm2): 20
5.25
10.25
24
15
17.5
21
( sq"): 3.1
1.6
0.8
3.7
2.3
2.7
3.3
Deposition rate:
All at 2.0 A/dm2 (20 Asf,
10.4
Actual amps:
0.5 amps
0.7 amps 1
0.8 amps
amps
Plating duration:
2 hours
N.B: Line breaksare usedto indicate which samplesunderwentsimultaneous
electrodeposition.
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Results
All of the rods received a very uniform and coherent surface coverage of
electrodeposited copper. This replicated and exaggerated the underlying
textural and tactile surface qualities (generated through the use of optical
moulds and textured materials) with great subtlety and sensitivity. If
harnessedand nurtured effectively by the A/C this technique offers
enormous scope for further creative exploitation. Since the principle of
encapsulation was employed all the deposits exhibited a moderate to good
level of surface adhesion.
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Sample Nos. (left) 59 and (right) 60
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Sample Nos. (left to right) 63,64 and 65
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Sample No. 72a
Metallization Technique - Chemically reduced silver film (mirroring)
A sheetof window glasswas professionally silvered by Solaglass.
Referenceshouldbe madeto a brief resumeof the metallizing process
6.1.3)
6B
in
Chapter
(Section
is
delineated
of the main text.
which

The delicate silver film was dried in warm air and left to "mature" for
5
hours
to promote the strength of the glass-toof
period
a recommended
insulated
left
hand
bond.
The
the
then
and
side
of
silvered glass was
metal
Cannings'
impervious
the
to
electroplating
solution
using
rendered
`Covolac' lacquer. The sample was cleaned and rinsed prior to undergoing
electrodeposition.
Electrodeposition
Metallized surface area: 38.5 cm2 (6.0 sq")
Deposition rate: 1.0 A/dm2 (10 Asf)
Actual amps: 0.41 amps

Plating duration:

52 minutes (1 hour)

Observations
In view of the delicacy and sensitivity of mirrored films, it was considered
appropriate to employ a very modest current density of 1.0 A/dm2 (10
Asf). The very low voltage recorded during initial electrodeposition
indicated the presence of a highly conductive surface.
Result
On extraction from the electroplating solution, the sample, which was
coated with an encapsulating, continuous and coherent film of copper, was
rinsed under the mild pressure of running water. This had a disastrous
effect, partially stripping both the electrodeposited copper and underlying
silver film from the glass and was an indication of extremely poor surface
adhesion. This highlighted a fundamental flaw in the process.

To preservethe resultsof this experimentfor research/display
purposes,the samplewas carefully dried and coatedwith a protective film
of Cannings' `Ecropen' lacquer.
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Sample No. 72b
Metallization Technique - Chemically reduced silver film (mirroring)
In a correspondingmannerto the previous experimentSampleNo. 72a, a
in
by
Solaglass
mirrored
was
professionally
sheetof window glass
Coventry.Referenceshouldbe madeto the brief resumeof the process
6.1.3)
6B
in
Chapter
(Section
is
delineated
of the main text.
which
In an attempt to obtain a stronger, more adherent film of
in
following
the
changes
were
made
repeating the
electrodeposited copper,
experiment with Sample No. 72b.
(i)
A fresher and more suitable preserved silver film was used (to
avoid tarnishing).
(ii)
A much lower current density was employed to minimize stress.
(iii) A longer plating period was implemented to enable a thicker,
deposit
form.
durable
to
more
(iv) On extraction from the plating solution, the sample was gently
bathed in still water.

The implications of thesealterationswill becomeevident in the
following explanation.
The glass was extracted from the Solaglass "mirroring" process after
receiving a chemically-reduced film of silver and copper. The sample was
then set aside to mature for a 5-hour period to promote the strength of the
in
bond.
Directly
before
order to
electrodeposition,
glass-to-mirror
completely dissolve the surface film of copper and expose the freshly
preserved, but very fragile silver film, the sample was immersed
horizontally in a 50% solution of ammonia. After rinsing and drying, the
left-hand side of the mirrored silver film was masked and rendered
impervious with an insulting film of Cannings' `Covolac' lacquer. On
curing, the sample was immediately transferred to the electroplating
solution.
Electrodeposition
Metallized surface area: 38.5 cm2 (6 sq")

Deposition rate:
Actual amps:
Plating during:

0.5 A/dm2(5 Asf)
0.2 amps
1 hour 20 minutes

Observations
Though delicate and sensitive,the highly conductive silver film promoted
spontaneousmetal deposition.
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Result
SampleNo. 72b gaverise to a more substantialand durabledeposit.
However,the adhesionproved to be negligible/extremelyweak, causing
the electrodepositedmetal to display signs of exfoliation - lifting and
peeling away from the peripheral edgesof the substratesurface.To
for
the
test
preserve
research/displaypurposes,the completed
result
film
finally
dried
of
and
samplewas rinsed,
coatedwith a protective
`Ecropen'lacquer.
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Sample Nos. 73 and 74
Metallization Technique - Chemically reduced copper film

(mirroring).
Two small samples of window glass were professionally coppered by
Solaglass a commercial mirroring plant in Coventry. Reference should be
in
is
delineated
brief
this
to
the
mirroring process which
resume of
made
Chapter 6B (Section 6.1.3) of the main text.
Both of the samples were extracted from the mirroring procedure after
film
of chemically reduced silver and secondary
receiving a preliminary
film of chemically reduced copper. These were left to mature for a 5-hour
left-hand
Cannings'
film
`Covolac'
A
the
to
thin
was
of
applied
period.
side of Sample No. 74 to render the area non-conductive and impervious to
the plating solution. This was in contrast to Sample No. 73 which was
in
The
samples were subsequently cleaned a
afforded no such protection.
mild detergent and rinsed before the lower section of each sample was
submerged in the electroplating solution.
Electrodeposition

SampleNo. 73
Metallized surface area: 60.5 cm2 (9.4 sq")
Deposition rate:
0.5 A/dm2(5 Asf)
Actual amps:
0.33 amps
Plating duration:

1 hour 20 minutes

SampleNo. 74
33cm2(5.1 sq")
0.5 A/dm2(5 Asf)
0.18 amps
1 hour 20 minutes

Observations
The high voltageswhich were registeredthroughout the plating procedure
indicatedthat the electrical resistancewas far greaterin electrodepositing
copperfilms than had previously beenrecordedin the electrodepositionof
silver films (SampleNos. 72a/b). This suggeststhat copper films possess
an inferior level of surfaceconductivity.
Results
Although not directly exposedto the electroplatingsolution, the copper
film on the unprotectedportion of SampleNo. 73 was partially eroded
away by the corrosive and acidic atmosphereof the tank.
Whilst on both samplesthe surfacecoverageof electrodepositedmetal
was excellent,adhesionwas negligible/exceptionallypoor. The
electrodepositedcopper films were prone to lifting, and exfoliation, and
could be easily scratched,flaked or peeledaway from the glassusing a
sharpabrasiveimplement or tool. This gave rise to depositswhich were
reliant upon the principle of encapsulationfor strengthand durability.
Therefore,in practice, this metallization procedureshould be reservedfor
electroforming applications.
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SampleNo. 75
Primary Processing
Preparation
A sample of 4 mm thick window glass was

(i) selectivelymaskedand sandblastedto producea smooth,lightly
abraded surface
(ii) meticulously cleaned using a solvent degreaser and alkali based
detergent before being rinsed and dried in warm air.
Metallization Technique - Conductive silver paint/electrodag
Heraceus silver paint 'Electrodag T9058' was brush applied to the abraded
surface of the glass. This was stoved at a temperature of 70°C (158°F) to
promote the bonding properties of the metallizing medium and lower the
surface resistance (so increasing conductivity). The sample was
subsequently cleaned in an alkali based detergent solution, rinsed, acid
dipped in 10% sulphuric acid and thoroughly rinsed in cold running water
before being transferred to the electroplating solution.
Electrodeposition
Metallized surface area: 120 cm2 (18.6 sq")

Deposition rate:
Actual amps:

1.0 A/dm2 (10 Asf)
1.3 amps

Plating duration:

1 hour at 0.5 A/dm2 (5 Asf), then 1 hour 50
minutes at 1.0 A/dm2 (10 Ast)

Result
This produceda rapid, coherent,and uniform surfacecoverageof
electrodeposited metal, creating a good foundation for the development of
textural and tactile surface qualities. The sample was rinsed and dried.

Secondary Processing
Preparation
Scrunched,puckeredand wrinkled sheetsof randomly torn tissuepaper
were adheredto selectedareasof the electrodepositedcopperusing a water
resistantformula of PVA glue. The paperwas arrangedhaphazardlyto
createa tactile surfacequality. On drying theseareaswere treatedwith two
layers of 'Covolac' to seal and protect the surfacetexture, and render it
impervious to the electroplating solution. The samplewas then cleaned
using an alkali basedcleaning agent,rinsed, dipped in 10% sulphuric acid,
rinsed and dried. The textured areasof the samplewere metallized using
silver paint 'ElectrodagT9058', before being transferredto the
electroplatingsolution.
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Electrodeposition
Metallized surfacearea: 120 cm2 (18.6 sq")
Depositionrate: 0.5 A/dm2 (5 Asf)
Actual amps: 0.6 amps
Plating duration: 2 hours
Result
On extraction from the electroplating solution the sample was rinsed and
dried. Some difficulty had been experienced in electroplating metal into
the awkward crevices, recessesand undercuts in the surface texture. This
was indicated by superficial traces of silver paint which remained visable
within the surface of the metal. The sample was therefore reworked using
Polyfilla to fill in and disguise any undercuts. The prepared areas were
treated with 'Covolac', recleaned and re-metallized using the procedures
outlined above, before undergoing electrodeposition for the final time. The
sample was electrodeposited at 1.0 A/dm2 (10 Asf) for 1 hour and 30
minutes.

On completion the sampleexhibited a good coverageof
electrodepositedmetal which reflected and replicatedthe underlying
surfacetexture with great accuracyand sensitivity. To preventtarnishing
and oxidation the copperwas coatedwith a thin film of 'Ecropen'lacquer.
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Sample No. 76
Primary Processing
Preparation
A sampleof 4 mm thick window glasswas
lightly
to
produce
a
smooth,
and
sandblasted
selectively masked
abraded surface
(ii) meticulously cleaned using a solvent degreaser and alkali based
detergent before being rinsed and dried in warm air.

(i)

Metallization Technique - Conductive silver paint/electrodag
Heraceus silver paint 'Electrodag T9058 was brush applied to the abraded
surface of the glass. This was stoved at a temperature of 70°C (158°F) to
promote the bonding properties of the metallizing medium and lower the
surface resistance (so increasing conductivity). The sample was
dipped
detergent,
based
rinsed, acid
subsequently cleaned using an alkali
in 10% sulphuric acid and thoroughly rinsed in cold running water before
being transferred to the electroplating solution.

Electrodeposition
Metallized surfacearea: 112 cm2(17.4 sq")
Deposition rate:
Actual amps:

1.0 A/dm2 (10 Asf)
1.2 amps

Plating duration:

52 minutes (1 hour).

Result
This produceda rapid, coherent,and uniform surfacecoverageof
electrodepositedmetal, creating a good foundation for the developmentof
textural and tactile surfacequalities. The samplewas rinsed and dried.

Secondary Processing
Preparation
A piece of rope and a sample of webbing/open weave gauze which had
previously been sealed with 'Covolac' were arranged on the surface of
electrodeposited metal and adhered using 'Super Glue 4'. A further layer of
'Covolac' was then applied to render the materials impervious to the
corrosive nature of the plating bath. This was important to avoid
inadvertently damaging the substrate materials or contaminating the
electroplating solution. The sample was then cleaned using an alkali based
detergent, rinsed, acid dipped in 10% sulphuric acid, rinsed and dried. The
textured areas were metallized using 'Electrodag T9058' before returning
the sample to the electroplating solution.
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Electrodeposition
Metallized surfacearea: 112 cm2 (17.4 sq")
Depositionrate: 1.0 A/dm2 (10 Asf)
Actual amps: 1.2 amps
Plating duration: 1 hour and 5 minutes.
Result
The test was partially successful. However, several deep undercuts and
recessedareas around the base of the rope, failed to undergo
electrodepostion. This was due to pockets of occluded/trapped air which
were held in place by surface tension inhibiting the formation of a copper
film. On extraction from the electroplating solution the sample was rinsed
and dried, and the areas at fault were relacquered, re-cleaned and remetallized, before being returned to the electroplating solution. To prevent
the problem from re-occurring and to promote successful electrodeposition
the sample was introduced to the solution in a horizontal position and
gently agitated to assist in the release of trapped air, before allowing the
sample to be freely suspended in the electroplating solution. Air agitation,
which would only serve to exacerbate or induce a repetition of the
problem, was deliberately avoided in favour of using mechanical agitation.
The sample was electrodeposited at an increased current density of 1.0
A/dm2 (10 Asf) for a further 3 hours.
On extraction from the electroplating bath the sample was rinsed and
dried. The sample exhibited a far more coherent and uniform surface
coverage of copper which reinforced the areas of structural weakness, and
encapsulated the texture enabling it to merge and become an integral part
of the deposit. This metal was of a semi-bright appearance.To prevent
surface tarnishing and oxidation the electrodeposited copper was treated
with a thin film of 'Ecropen' lacquer.
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Sample No. 77
Primary Processing
Preparation
A sampleof 4 mm thick window glasswas
lightly
to
smooth,
a
produce
and
sandblasted
selectively masked
abraded surface
(ii) meticulously cleaned using a solvent degreaser and alkali based
detergent before being rinsed and dried in warm air.

(i)

Metallization Technique - Conductive silver paint/electrodag
Heraceus silver paint 'Electrodag T9058' was brush applied to the abraded
70°C
(158°F)
This
to
temperature
the
of
was
stoved
at
a
glass.
surface of
lower
bonding
the
the
the
and
properties
of
medium
metallizing
promote
increasing
The
(so
sample was
conductivity).
surface resistance
subsequently cleaned in an alkali based detergent solution, rinsed, acid
dipped in 10% sulphuric acid and thoroughly rinsed in cold running water
before being transferred to the electroplating solution.

Electrodeposition
Metallized surfacearea: 112cm2(17.4 sq")
Depositionrate: 1.0 A/dm2 (10 Asf)
Actual amps: 1.2 amps
Plating duration: 52 minutes (1 hour).
Result
This produceda coherent,rapid and uniform surfacecoverageof
electrodepositedmetal, creating a good foundation for the developmentof
textural and tactile surfacequalities. The samplewas rinsed and dried.
Secondary Processing
Preparation
Selectedareasof the electrodepositedmetal were maskedwith wax. This
was melted on a hot plate (to avoid burning) and applied using a drawing
implement in a randomly delineated,sinuouspattern. On cooling this
solidified to form a resist medium. A modelling tool was then usedto
scratch,chaseand engravean impressioninto the wax and expose
additional areasof the underlying metal for subsequentelectrodeposition.
Finally, the samplewas acid dipped in 10% sulphuric acid and thoroughly
rinsed in cold running water before being returnedto the electroplating
solution.
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Electrodeposition
The applicationof a resist medium significantly reducedthe surfacearea
availablefor subsequentelectrodeposition.A very low CD was employed
to build up a uniform thicknessof copper.
Metallized surfacearea:33 cm2 (5.1 sq")
Depositionrate: 5 A/dm2 (5 Asf)
Actual amps: 0.2 amps
Plating duration:

15 hours, 30 minutes. Followed by 1 hour, 10
minutes at 1.7 A/dm2 (17 Asf) to produce a
bright, lustrous deposit.

Result
On extraction from the electroplating solution the sample was rinsed and
dried. Craft tools were used to carefully peel and scrape the excess wax
away from the surface. It was discovered that by exposing the sample to a
cold enviroment (placing it in a refrigerator) the wax hardened and
contracted to form a solid sheet which could easily and cleanly be
divorced and separated from the surface. Any residual traces of wax which
remained trapped in intricate or complex areas of the metal were
eliminated using a solvent degreaser. The sample was then scrubbed using
an alkali based detergent, rinsed and dried before being treated with a
protective film of 'Ecropen' lacquer.
The failure to plate a sufficiently durable film of metal, in the first
instance, meant that the foundation layer of copper was thin, weak and
susceptible to damage, especially when the resist medium was removed.
This led to evidence of surface peeling and exfoliation. However, a
sufficient thickness of metal was deposited during the second stage of the
plating process to reinforce the strength and structural rigidity of the
electrodeposited copper and achieve the desired aesthetic effect.
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SampleNo. 78
Preparation
A sample of 4 mm thick window glass was taken and selectively masked
Resist
distinct
delineate
templates
insulating
three
black
to
tape
areas.
with
bound
tightly
distorted
of
steel wire mesh, a section
comprising of a
copper wire and a flattened, sinuous pattern of thick gauge copper wire
The
to
the
sample was then coarsely
surface.
were securely attached
To
incised
deeply
create a
to
patterns.
a
of
sandblasted create series
The
fine
finished
these
grit.
sandblasting
were
with a
smooth surface
templates were subsequently removed and the sample was meticulously
being
before
based
detergent
degreaser
and alkali
cleaned using a solvent
thoroughly rinsed in cold running water and dried in warm air.
Metallization Technique - Conductive silver paint/electrodag
Heraceus silver paint 'Electrodag T9058' was brush applied to the abraded
70°C
(158°F)
to
This
temperature
the
a
of
stoved
at
was
glass.
surface of
lower
the
bonding
the
the
and
metallizing
medium
of
properties
promote
The
increasing
(so
sample was
conductivity).
surface resistance
in
based
detergent
an
solution, rinsed, acid
alkali
cleaned
subsequently
dipped in 10% sulphuric acid and thoroughly rinsed in cold running water
before being transferred to the electroplating solution.
Electrodeposition
Metallized surface area: 108.5 cm2 (16.8 sq")

Deposition rate:
Actual amps:
Plating duration:

1.0 A/dm2 (10 Asf)
1.2 amps
3 hours

Result
On extraction the samplewas rinsed and dried. This revealeda very rapid
and uniform surfacecoverageof electrodepositedcopper,which replicated
and emphasizedthe underlying surfacetexture with great subtlety and
To
intriguing
effects.
aesthetic
sensitivity creating an
and exciting rangeof
prevent surfacetarnishing and oxidation the metal was protectedwith a
thin film of 'Ecropen'lacquer.
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Sample No. 79
Primary Processing
Preparation
A sampleof 4 mm thick window glasswas
selectively masked and sandblasted to produce a rough, heavily
abraded surface
(ii) meticulously cleaned using a solvent degreaser and alkali based
detergent before being rinsed and dried in warm air.

(i)

Metallization Technique - Conductive silver paint/electrodag
Acheson Colloids silver paint 'Electrodag 915' was brush applied to the
abraded surface of the glass. This was stoved at a temperature of 160°C
(320°F) for a duration of 30 minutes to promote the bonding properties of
the metallizing medium and lower the surface resistance (so increasing
based
in
The
sample
cleaned
an
alkali
conductivity).
was subsequently
detergent solution, rinsed, acid dipped in 10% sulphuric acid and
thoroughly rinsed in cold running water before being transferred to the
electroplating solution.

Electrodeposition
Metallized surfacearea: 120.5cm2 (18.7 sq")
Deposition rate:
Actual amps:
Plating duration:

1.0 A/dm2 (10 Asf)
1.3 amps
2 hours

Result
This produced a coherent, rapid and uniform surface coverage of
electrodeposited metal, creating a good foundation for the development of
textural and tactile surface qualities. The sample was rinsed and dried.

Secondary Processing
Preparation
Black insulating tape was adherentlyapplied to the electrodepositedmetal.
A sharpcraft knife was then employedto cut away selectedareasof the
resist medium in an elaboratedesign.This revealedthe underlying,
foundation layer of electrodepositedcopper.The samplewas then
recleanedusing a little pumice and an alkali baseddetergentsolution (to
removeany remaining tracesof glue from the tape) rinsed, dipped in 10%
sulphuric acid and re-rinsedbefore being introducedto the electroplating
solution.
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Electrodeposition
Metallized surfacearea:60 cm2 (9.3 sq")
Depositionrate: 1.0 A/dm2 (10 Asf)
Actual amps: 0.6 amps
Plating duration: 13 hours, 15 minutes
Result
On extraction from the electroplating solution the sample was rinsed and
dried. A miscalculation in the surface area, had inadvertently led to the
application of an excessively high current density, resulting in a build up
of metal along the peripheral edges and corners of the sample, and the
growth of a coarse, nodular encrustation of electrodeposited copper. This
was in contrast to the much thinner and far more uniform film of metal
which formed across the central areas of the sample.
The process was nevertheless a success,giving rise to a richly
embossed and clearly defined surface pattern which exhibited aesthetically
pleasing textural and tactile surface qualities. To preserve the metal and
film
it
from
it
tarnish
thin
protect
surface
and oxidation was coated with a
of 'Ecropen' lacquer.
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SampleNo. 80
Primary Processing
Preparation
A sampleof 4 mm thick window glasswas
heavily
to
and
sandblasted
a
produce rough,
selectively masked
abraded surface
(ii) meticulously cleaned using a solvent degreaser and alkali based
detergent before being rinsed and dried in warm air.

(i)

Metallization Technique - Conductive silver paint/electrodag
Heraceus silver paint 'Electrodag T9058' was brush applied to the abraded
for
This
70°C
(158°F)
temperature
the
was
surface of
glass.
stoved at a
of
a duration of 30 minutes to promote the bonding properties of the
lower
the surface resistance (so increasing
and
metallizing medium
conductivity). The sample was then cleaned using an alkali based
detergent, rinsed, acid dipped in 10% sulphuric acid and thoroughly rerinsed in cold running water before being transferred to the electroplating
solution.

Electrodeposition
Metallized surfacearea: 123.2cm2 (19.1 sq")
Depositionrate: 1.0 A/dm2 (10 Asf)
Actual amps: 1.3 amps
Plating duration:

3 hours

Result
This produced a coherent, rapid and uniform surface coverage of
electrodeposited metal, creating a good foundation for the development of
textural and tactile surface qualities. The sample was rinsed and dried.

Secondary Processing
Preparation
Black insulating tape was adherentlyapplied to the electrodepositedmetal.
A sharpcraft knife was then usedto cut away selectedareasof the resist
medium in an elaboratedesignto reveal the underlying/ foundation layer
of electrodepositedmetal. The reverseside of the samplewas completely
coveredwith the resist medium. Immediately prior to patination the
samplewas scrupulouslycleanedto remove any extraneousdirt and
grease,and promote the formation of an adherentand uniform surface
patina.This involved severalstages.Initial degreasingwas carried out
using a stout bristled toothbrushdipped in an organic solvent to eradicate
oily surfaceresidues.This was followed by an immersion soak and scrub
in a hot, water soluble alkaline emulsion cleaner(a solution of soap
and
water) and a thorough rinse in cold running water. Finally, the surfacewas
lightly scouredwith an abrasivemedium of pumice and a little water to
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good
a
thereby
the
providing
tension
metal,
roughen
and
surface
reduce
in
dipping
for
key
to
the patinating procedure, prior
rinsing, acid
surface
10% sulphuric acid and re-rinsing the sample in cold running water.

The Patinating Solution
CuprousChloride
Ammonia
Vinegar (Acetic acid)

60 gms
60 gms
284 ml

(2 oz)
(2 oz)
(`/2 pint)

Procedure
The chemicals were added to the vinegar in the order outlined above and
dissolved
into
brush
A
they
thoroughly
until
solution.
paint
was
mixed
then used to apply the solution to exposed areas of the electrodeposited
flooding
Care
taken
to
the surface. This was essential to
avoid
was
copper.
prevent the solution from seeping beneath the masking tape, undermining
the adhesive bonding properties of the tape and jeopardising its successas
an effective resist medium. The sample was then left to dry for 1-2 hours
before applying more of the solution. The patina was allowed to develop
for a further 3 hours. Once the process was complete and the patina was
dry, the resist medium of black insulating tape was stripped from the
finally
The
sample
was
sealed with a lacquer to prevent any
surface.
further development of the patina and inhibit surface tarnishing and
oxidation.
Result
The resist produced an interesting range of surface qualities. The clearly
defined and very uniform areas of electrodeposited copper contrasted very
sharply with the vivid, turquoise coloured patina, which was set off against
a rich, dark brown ground. This sample illustrates the potential for
controlling and confining the application of coloured patinas to
predetermined surface areas.
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SampleNo. 81
Primary Processing
Preparation
A sampleof 4 mm thick window glasswas
lightly
to
smooth,
produce
a
and
sandblasted
selectively masked
abraded surface
(ii) meticulously cleaned using a solvent degreaser and alkali based
detergent before being rinsed and dried in warm air.

(i)

Metallization Technique - Conductive silver paint/electrodag
Heraceus silver paint 'Electrodag T9058' was brush applied to the abraded
70°C
(158°F)
This
to
temperature
the
of
at
a
was
stoved
surface of
glass.
lower
bonding
the
the
the
and
properties of
metallizing medium
promote
increasing
The
(so
sample was
conductivity).
surface resistance
subsequently cleaned in an alkali based detergent solution, rinsed, acid
dipped in 10% sulphuric acid and thoroughly rinsed in cold running water
before being transferred to the electroplating solution.
Electrodeposition
Metallized surface area: 120 cm2 (18.6 sq")
Deposition rate:
1.0 A/dm2 (10 Asf)
1.3 amps
Actual amps:

Plating duration:

2 hours

Result
This produceda coherent,rapid and uniform surfacecoverageof
electrodepositedmetal, creating a good foundation for the developmentof
textural and tactile surfacequalities. The samplewas rinsed and dried.
Secondary Processing
Preparation
Several small swatches of randomly torn anaglypta wall paper were taken
and adhered to selected areas of the electrodeposited copper using 'Super
Glue 4'. Globules of warm wax were then flicked onto the surface to create
a raised and embossed surface texture. These areas were treated with
'Covolac', a protective coating which rendered them impervious to the
electroplating solution. The samples were then cleaned in an alkali based
detergent solution, rinsed and dried. Finally, they were metallized with an
application of silver paint 'Electrodag T9058', before being introduced to
the electroplating solution.
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Electrodeposition
Metallized surfacearea: 120 cm2 (18.6 sq").
Depositionrate: 1.0 A/dm2 (10 Asf)
Actual amps: 1.3 amps
Plating duration: 3 hours
Result
On extraction the sample was rinsed and dried. The electrodeposition
process enabled the elements to become absorbed, coalescing and merging
with the base metal to form a coherent, effective and interesting surface
texture. This comprised of swollen nodules, bead-like hemispheres and
in
deposit
The
rippling striations of embossed copper.
was semi-bright
appearance.On completion the sample was coated with a thin film of
'Ecropen' lacquer to prevent surface tarnishing and oxidation.
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Sample No. 82
Primary Processing
Preparation
A sampleof 4 mm thick window glasswas
selectively masked and sandblasted to produce a rough, heavily
abraded surface
(ii) meticulously cleaned using a solvent degreaser and alkali based
detergent before being rinsed and dried in warm air.

(i)

Metallization Technique - Conductive silver paint/electrodag
Acheson Colloids silver paint 'Electrodag 915' was brush applied to the
abraded surface of the glass. This was stoved at a temperature of 160°C
(320°F) for a duration of 30 minutes to promote the bonding properties of
the metallizing medium and lower the surface resistance (so increasing
based
The
sample
was
cleaned
conductivity).
subsequently
using an alkali
detergent, rinsed, acid dipped in 10% sulphuric acid and thoroughly rinsed
in cold running water before being transferred to the electroplating
solution.

Electrodeposition
Metallized surfacearea: 120cm2 (18.6 sq")
Deposition rate:
Actual amps:
Plating duration:

1.0 A/dm2 (10 Asf)
1.3 amps
4 hours

Result
This produced a coherent, rapid and uniform surface coverage of
electrodeposited metal, creating a good foundation for the development of
textural and tactile surface qualities. The sample was rinsed and dried.

Secondary Processing
Preparation
Black insulating tape was adherentlyapplied to the electrodepositedmetal.
A sharpcraft knife was then employedto cut away selectedareasof the
resist medium in an elaboratedesignto reveal the underlying, foundation
layer of electrodepositedcopper.The samplewas then cleanedusing a
little pumice and an alkali baseddetergent(to remove any remaining traces
of glue and tape), rinsed, dipped in 10% sulphuric acid and re-rinsed
before being introducedto the electroplating solution.
Electrodeposition
Metallized surfacearea:30 cm2(4.65 sq")
Deposition rate: 1.5 A/dm2 (15 Asf)
Actual amps: 0.5 amps
Plating duration: 4 hours
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Result
On extractionfrom the electroplating solution the samplewas rinsed and
dried. The processgaverise to a uniform depositbearing a richly
embossedand highly decorativesurfacepattern, which exhibited
aestheticallypleasingtextural and tactile surfacequalities. A film of silver
leaf was subsequentlyadheredto the raisedareasof the sampleto emulate
silver depositand createa contrastingeffect in colour and depth.To
preservethe copper,and prevent surfacetarnishing and oxidation the metal
was coatedwith a thin film of 'Ecropen'lacquer.
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Sample No. 83
Preparation
Two separatecomponents were prepared. The first consisted of a thin
sheet of wax, areas of which had been cut away and perforated to form an
elaborately pierced fretwork/two dimensional surface design. The second
comprised of a solid glass cane which had been pulled in the hot shop (and
coated with copper powder). The components were temporarily positioned
and securely joined together using an amalgamation of melted wax and
fine gossamerlike threads of copper wire as a binding and lashing
medium.
Metallization Technique - Conductive silver paint/electrodag
Heraceus silver paint 'Electrodag T9058' was brush applied to the wax
components and allowed to dry before the objects were introduced to the
electroplating solution. It was envisaged that the copper wire would act as
vehicle for transmitting the electrical current between independent and
isolated areas of the object.
Electrodeposition
Metallized surface area: 130.5 cm2 (20.2 sq")

Depositionrate:
Actual amps:

1.0 A/dm2 (10 Ast)
1.4 amps

Plating duration:

12 hours, 55 minutes.

Result
The wax components were encapsulated in a uniform and coherent surface
film of electrodeposited copper. This created a strong, durable electroform.
As a direct consequence of employing a very low current density, the
copper was deposited in dull, matt condition. In principle the current was
passed along the interconnecting copper wires, enabling the individual
components to join, fuse and merge together to form a single rigid
framework.
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Sample No. 84
Preparation
A clay tablet was prepared bearing textured surface impressions. The
This
formations.
a
model
as
was
used
seashell
coral
and
reflected
patterns
from which a duplicate plaster and investrite mould was taken. Once the
impression
of
to
had
the
a
negative
reveal
clay
was
removed
set,
moulds
from
awkward
the original model, any remaining clay was extrapolated
The
jet
tools.
mould
and
craft
spray
a
water
crevices and undercuts using
dried.
and
was cleaned, rinsed

Metallization Technique - Copper lacquer/paste

The plaster and investrite mould was coated with two films of 'Covolac'
lacquer to render the mould impervious and prevent it from disintegrating
bronzing
Cannings
the
copper
solution.
electroplating
and contaminating
5
in
No.
F67406
lacquer
then
gms paste
ratio
of
mixed
a
were
powder and
formed
This
form
the
lacquer
10
thick
to
paste.
viscous
to
a
ml of
metallizing medium which was applied to selected areas of the plaster and
investrite mould using a paint brush and left to cure for 24 hours. To avoid
during
buoyancy
the electroplating process, the
any potential problems of
heavy
(plastic
from
two
coated)
gauge
suspended
was
prepared mould
base
the
with a thick sheet of
at
were
weighted
which
electrical wires
in
helped
This
the
to
a rigid, secure and
mould
maintain
window glass.
stable position.

Electrodeposition
Metallized surface area:162cm2(25.11 sq")
0.5 A/dm2 (5 Asf)
Deposition rate:
1.0 A/dm2 (10 Asf)
0.87 amps
1.75amps
Actual amps:
7'/2 hours at 1.0 A/dm2 (10 Asf), followed by
Plating duration:
24 hours at 0.5 A/dm2(5 Asf), followed by a
further 10 '/2 hours at 1.0 A/dm2 (10 Asf).
Result
On extraction from the electroplating solution the surrogateplasterand
investrite mandrelwas dismantledand destroyedto reveal the final
electroform- an exact facsimile of the original mould. Sufficient metal
had beendepositedto render the electroformedshell structurally sound
and self supporting.However, despitethe application of a very low current
density, surfaceirregularities (which arosefrom varying depthsin the
surfacetexture) meantthat their was an unevendistribution of current, and
it was evident that copper had beenpreferentially drawn to the exterior and
more prominent, projecting areasof the mould, producing a
disproportionally thicker and more robust deposit.This was in contrastto
the recessedareaswhich receiveda comparativelythin, weak and meagre
deposit.The final electroform exhibited a high level of textural and tactile
surfaceembellishment.This accurateand precisereproductionof intricate
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surfacedetail would not have beenpossibleusing any other metal forming
technique.
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Sample Group No. 85
Introduction
This group consisted of 6 samples of window glass which were labelled as
follows: 85(la), 85(lb), 85(lc), 85(2a), 85(3a), 85(4a). Each sample was
independently predisposed to a different surface roughening/preparatory
procedure before being rendered conductive using the same metallizing
technique. The purpose of this exercise was to determine whether the
surface condition of the glass significantly affected either the surface
coverage or adhesion of the metal formed during subsequent
electrodeposition.
Preparation
Two samples were "chemically roughened" in the following manner:
Sample No. 85(la): was immersed in a 20% solution of hydrofluoric
acid for 15 minutes at room temperature (a strong
glass etching medium).
Sample No. 85(lb): was immersed in a concentrated "MLB glass
etchant additive" for 10 minutes at room
temperature (a mild glass etching medium).
N. B: In accordance with Shipleys recommendations, Sample Nos. (la) and
(lb) were exposed to these etching procedures between the first and
second stages of the metallizing procedure.

Three of the remaining sampleswere "mechanically roughened"and
labelled in the following manner:
SampleNo. 85(2a): was very lightly/smoothly sandblastedon both
sidesusing a fine grit.
SampleNo. 85(3a): was very heavily/roughly sandblastedon both
sidesusing a very coarse,abrasivegrit.
SampleNo. 85(4a): was initially heavily/roughly sandblastedand
then smoothly/lightly sandblasted on the one
side; The glass was left in a polished (untreated)
condition on the reverse.

The final SampleNo. 85(lc), receivedno surfacepreparation(other than
cleansing)and remainedas a highly polished/glazedsheetof window
glass.
Metallization Technique Chemically reduced copper film
A conductivecopper film was chemically formed on eachof the prepared
samplesusing Shipleys electrolesscopper plating process"Electro-posit
251". For referencepurposesthe various stagesof this procedure
are
outlined in Section 1 of the Appendix to Chapter6B.
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Electrodeposition
The lower sectionof eachsample,which was subsequentlyimmersedthe
electroplatingsolution, was calculatedto have a metallized surfaceareaof
27 cm2(4.2 sq")
Depositionrate: 0.5 A/dm2(5 Asf)
Actual amps: 0.15 amps
Plating duration: 52 minutes (1 hour)
Observations
Electrodeposition occurred far more spontaneously on the mechanically
abraded samples than on the samples which had received either chemical
etching or no surface preparation prior to metallization. This was indicated
by the lower electrical resistance and very rapid surface coverage of metal.
Results
The level of adhesion and surface coverage of electrodeposited metal on
the mechanically abraded/roughened glass panels (Sample Nos. 2a, 3a and
4a) was significantly superior to that achieved on the chemically
etched/unprepared glass panels (Sample Nos. la, lb and lc).
Fundamentally, the chemically roughened surfaces appeared to
provide an inadequate surface key/bonding site for facilitating successful
electrodeposition. As a result, during processing the metallized film was
either completely or partially etched and stripped away the surface of from
Sample Nos. lb and lc, inhibiting successful electrodeposition. The
remaining Sample No. la, which was treated with a stronger etching
medium, reciprocated an extremely weak, non-adherent film of metal,
which was incomplete and perforated with a spurious rash of blisters.
These results contrasted sharply with those obtained from samples which
had been mechanically abraded prior to metallization and subsequent
electrodeposition. These all gave rise to a good, coherent and continuous
surface coverage of electrodeposited metal, which was self-supporting and
mildly adherent. (However, there was visual evidence of peeling and
exfoliation down the right-hand side of Sample No. 2a where the deposit
had been formed across a highly polished, perpendicular edge of the glass.
This created an incipient weakness/breach in the adhesion and continuity
of the electrodeposited film. )

From this experimentation,it hasbecomeevident that glassmetallized
using this procedurerelies emphatically upon mechanicalsurface
rougheningand the fundamentalprinciple of encapsulation.This is
necessaryto form a continuousand adherentfilm of electrodeposited
metal which exhibits the strengthand durability required to render it
appropriatefor practical exploitation.
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Sample Group No. 86
Introduction
This group consisted of 4 sheets of window glass which were labelled as
follows: Sample Nos. 86a, 86b, 86c and 86d. Each of these was
distinctly
to
separate surface roughening/preparatory
a
predisposed
being
the
before
metallizing
using
conductive
rendered
procedure
The
below.
described
tests were conducted to
procedure
(i) assesswhether the process was an appropriate metallizing procedure
for the A/C wishing to electrodeposit metals onto glass,
(ii) determine whether the surface conditioning of the glass effectively
inhibited or promoted the surface coverage or adhesion of the metal
during subsequent electrodeposition.
Preparation
The samples were subjected to the following roughening operations to
produce a range of tactile surface qualities:

SampleNo. 86a:

both
lightly/smoothly
on
sandblasted
was very
sidesusing a fine grit.

Sample No. 86b:

both
heavily/roughly
on
sandblasted
was very
sides using a very abrasive grit.

highly
as
polished sheetof
a
untreated
remained
window glass.
display
SampleNo. 86d:
to
selectively and partially sandblasted
irregularly
textured
contrastingsurfacesof
(sandblasted)and highly polished areasof glass.
All of the preparedsampleswere then purified in solvent and alkali
in
dried
being
before
warm air.
rinsed and
cleansingsolutions
SampleNo. 86c:

Metallization Technique - Chemically reduced copper film.
An invisible, but highly conductive film of palladium sulphidewas formed
For
`Vertical
Crimson
Process'.
Shipley's
the
on eachof
samplesusing
6B
Chapter
Appendix
Section
2
to
the
to
where the
clarification refer
of
various stagesof the processare delineatedin further detail.
Whilst still "wet" from the final rinsing stage of the metallizing
process, the samples were immediately transferred to Shipley's proprietary
Acid Copper Sulphate electroplating solution EP12. This continuity is
critical as any interjection or delay in this process impairs the surface
conductivity of the metallized film, which inhibits and reduces the chances
of successful electrodeposition. (The incomplete surface coverage of
electrodeposited metal in Sample No. 86a, which was allowed to dry
before transferral to the plating solution, can be directly attributed to this
cause.)
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Electrodeposition
SampleNos. 86a, 86b and 86c were eachcalculatedto have a metallized
surfaceareaof 100cm2(15.5 sq"), and SampleNo. 86d of 140cm2(21.7
sq,I)
Depositionrate: 2.5 A/dm2(25 Asf) (as recommended)
Actual amps: 2.69 and 3.77 ampsrespectively
Plating duration: 45 minutes each
Results
All of the samples tested underwent successful electrodeposition, receiving
a very rapid and continuous surface coverage of metal. However, the
strength of the bond between the glass and electrodeposited metal, and
therefore the degree of adhesion obtained, varied dramatically. Those
samples which had been subjected to surface roughening operations prior
to metallization, namely Sample Nos. 86a, 86b and selected areas of
Sample No. 86d, received moderately adherent films of copper during
subsequent electrodeposition. In contrast, the polished glass surfaces
received extremely weak, virtually non-adherent deposits of metal, which
from
lifting
liberally
the
either underwent exfoliation,
and peeling away
substrate surface, as can be seen in Sample No. 86d (where the metal film
was simply stripped from the surface of the glass on extraction from the
electroplating solution), or were prone to spurious blistering, as was
evident in Sample No. 86c. However, in hindsight, it may be possible to
eliminate, or at least alleviate, these symptoms of poor adhesion by simply
employing a much lower current density during subsequent
electrodeposition. Paradoxically, the blistering of the metal generated an
interesting decorate effect, which, if nurtured, could be of aesthetic value
to the A/C.
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Sample No. 86a

Sample No. 86b
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Sample No. 87
Primary Processing
Preparation
A sample of window glass was
(i) heavily sandblasted on both sides to produce a roughly abraded
surface
(ii) meticulously cleaned using a solvent degreaser and alkali based
detergentbefore being rinsed and dried in warm air.
Metallization Technique - Chemically reduced copper and nickel film.
An imperceptible, but highly conductive film of palladium sulphide was
formed on the glass using Shipley's Vertical Crimson Process (Refer to the
procedures employed in metallizing Sample Group No. 86). Whilst still
"wet" from the final rinsing stage of the procedure, the sample was
immediately transferred to Shipley's Acid Copper Sulphate electroplating
solution EP12.
Electrodeposition
Metallized surface area: 54 cm2 (8.4 sq")

Depositionrate:
Actual rate:

2.5 A/dm2(25 Asf)
1.46 amps

Plating duration:

20 minutes

Result
The sample received an excellent surface coverage of electrodeposited
metal. Despite relying upon the principle of encapsulation, the adhesion of
the copper film was moderately good. The metallization procedure
reflected the underlying surface qualities of the glass substrate with great
subtlety and sensitivity.

Secondary Processing
Preparation
The main aim of this experimentwas to ascertainwhether it would be
feasibleto employ an "autocatalytic" chemical reduction procedureto
electrolesslydeposita decorativefilm of nickel onto an existing film of
electrodepositedcopper.
Procedure
On extraction from the copper plating solution, the lower sectionof the
samplewas thoroughly rinsed and then:
(i) immersedin Shipley's conditioning solution `Activator 1572' to
eliminate any surfacetarnish/oxidation;
(ii) thoroughly rinsed;
(iii) immersedin Shipley's proprietary electrolessnickel plating solution
`Ni-Posit 251' (temperature90°C (194°F)) for 20 minutes.
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Result
Highly successful.Approximately 5 microns (0.2 Thou) of nickel was
To
deposited
the
the
glass.
prevent surface
of
surface
across
uniformly
contaminationand preservethe appearanceof the metal, the completed
film
lacquer.
`Ecropen'
thin
a
of
with
samplewas coated
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SampleNo. 88
Preparation
The sampleconsistedof a sheetof window glass which was
(i) selectivelysandblastedto producea heavily/roughly abradedsurface
(ii) meticulouslycleanedusing a solvent degreaserand alkali based
detergent,before being rinsed and dried in warm air.
Metallization Technique - Conductive electrical tape (copper)
Using physical pressure, Scotch electrical tape (manufactured by 3M
Electrical Industries) was firmly adhered to the mechanically roughened
surface of the glass initially in a smooth and thereafter in a contrastingly
fashion.
The surface was then cleaned to remove any
wrinkled/corrugated
surface oxidation using a brush dipped in a 10% solution of sulphuric acid
and rinsed before the sample was transferred to the electroplating solution.

Electrodeposition
Metallized surfacearea: 16 cm2 (2.5 sq")
Deposition rate: 2.0 A/dm2(20 Asf)
Actual amps: 0.35 amps
Plating duration:

52 minutes (1 hour)

Result
The application of a pure film of copper rendered the surface exceptionally
conductive, enabling deposition to occur rapidly and spontaneously. The
adhesion of the electrodeposited film was directly related to the cohesive
bonding properties of the tape itself. This was moderate to good.
Additional recommendations for promoting adhesion are referred to within
the main text.
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Sample No. 89
Preparation
A semi-circularsheetof 2 mm thick window glasswas partially masked.
The exposedareawas
(i) sandblastedto producea smooth,lightly abradedsurface
(ii) meticulously cleaned using a solvent degreaser and alkali based
detergent before being rinsed and dried in warm air.
Metallization Technique - Colloidal graphite
Agar Scientific's 'Colloidal graphite G303' was applied neat (in an
The
brush.
the
sample
to
the
glass
using
a
paint
surface
of
undiluted state)
60
for
duration
300°C
(572°F)
temperature
of
then
a
of
stoved at a
was
minutes. On annealing the graphite was burnished with a swab of cotton
in
dipped
10%
brightly
to
sheen,
sulphuric
a
polished
surface
wool
create
acid for 15 seconds and rinsed under cold running water, before being
transferred immediately to the electroplating solution.
Electrodeposition
Metallized surface area: 22 cm2 (3.41 sq")

Depositionrate:
Actual amps:

2.0 A/dm2 (20 Asf)
0.5 amps

Plating duration:

52 minutes (1 hour).

Result
The graphite exhibited a relatively good level of surface conductivity,
enabling a fairly continuous and coherent surface coverage of
form.
However,
to
this occurred at a relatively
metal
electrodeposited
slowly taking over 25 minutes to completely envelope and encapsulate the
surface. During this time the metallizing medium was attacked, eroded and
undermined by the corrosive nature of the electroplating solution causing
areas of the graphite to exfoliate, flake and peel away from the surface and
the remaining areas to develop a spurious, abundant rash of tiny bubbles
and blisters. These formed in ripples and undulating swathes across the
surface of the copper, generating patterns which reflected and echoed the
texture, direction and flow of the brush marks which had emerged during
the original application of the metallizing medium. Whilst this constituted
an interesting aesthetic and decorative effect, it was unequivocal evidence
of negligible, extremely poor surface adhesion.
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Sample Nos. 90 and 91
Preparation
Two samplesof window glasswere
form
to
a randomly eroded and undulating
sandblasted
selectively
90,
in
No.
illustrated
Sample
or a geometrically patterned
as
surface,
design, as illustrated in Sample No. 91. This revealed contrasting
areas of roughened and highly polished surfaces of glass
(ii) meticulously cleaned using a solvent degreaser and alkali based
detergent before being rinsed and dried in warm air.

(i)

Metallization Technique - Lustres/bright metal preparations
Heraceus's bright metal preparations Liquid Gold K-A6 and Liquid
Platinum GP3000 were selectively applied (using a paint brush) to Sample
Nos. 90 and 91 respectively. These were kiln fired to a fusing temperature
of 570°C (1058°F) and saturated for a duration of 5 minutes. After
annealing, the samples were cleaned in a very weak detergent solution,
A
dried.
in
dipped
in
10%
thoroughly
sulphuric acid,
acid
rinsed water and
resist medium of black insulating tape was then selectively adhered to
predetermined areas of the metallized surfaces prior to introducing the
samples to the electroplating solution.

Electrodeposition
Eachsamplewas calculatedto have a metallized surfaceareaof 32 cm2(5
sq")
Deposition rate:
Actual amps:

2.0 A/dm2 (20 Asf)
0.7 amps

Plating duration:

52 minutes (1 hour)

Observations
Metal deposition occurred spontaneously.

Results
The samplesreceivedan excellent surfacecoverageof electrodeposited
metal, indicating a high level of surfaceconductivity.
The resist medium was only partially effective. During
electrodepositionthe metal insidiously crept beneaththe maskedareasof
SampleNo. 91 to yield a velutinuous satin copper film. This contrasted
sharply with the significantly heavier,brighter and more lustrous deposit
of copper which was reciprocatedon areasof the glassdirectly exposedto
the electroplating solution. In SampleNo. 90 the resist proved to be more
effective enabling metal depositionto be successfullyrestrictedto predeterminedareasof the cathodesurface.
Whilst relying emphatically upon the principle of encapsulation,as a
mechanicalkey the electrodepositedcopper was adequatelyadherentin the
abraded/roughenedareasto be recommendedfor practical exploitation.
However, whilst the depositsformed on the highly polished surfaces the
of
glasswere continuousthey proved to be poorly/weakly adherent.This
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either causedthe metal to lift away and becomedetachedfrom the
substratesurface,or as in SampleNo. 91, manifesteditself in the form of a
tiny, but spuriousrash of blisters.
The surfacedetail and textural qualities presentin the surfaceof the
glasswere clearly reflected in the electrodepositedfilm where they were
portrayedwith greatwith clarity and sensitivity. This techniquetherefore
offers enormouscreative potential for A/C wishing to pursuedecorative
effects.
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SampleNos.92 and 93
Preparation
Plaster/investrite (50: 50) moulds were taken from model clay palettes.
These were either carved/incised with a shallow intaglio design (Sample
No. 92), or embossed with a textured relief pattern (Sample No. 93).
Metallization Technique - Cast metal powder
The recessed,depressedareas of the moulds were liberally impregnated
finely
in
filler
bronze
Scropas
then
covered
a
completely
and
with
M3.
The
No
1010
film
lead
Schott
moulds
size
glass
of
crushed/sieved
(1353°F)
734°C
fusing/casting
fired
kiln
temperature
where
to
of
a
were
they were saturated for a period of 30 minutes. On annealing, the glass
templates were extracted from the moulds and cleaned in both solvent and
in
detergent
thoroughly
rinsed
warm water.
and
solutions,
alkali
Sample No. 92 was attached to 5 independent electrode wires which
In
the
the
contrast,
surface
glass.
of
across
were strategically positioned
Sample No. 93 was attached to a single electrode wire. This approach was
jigging
determine
to
procedures played a significant role
whether
adopted
in inhibiting or promoting the spread (surface coverage) of
The
the
the
glass.
metallized
areas
of
electrodeposited copper across
black
uppermost section of each sample was subsequently masked with
insulating tape. These were acid-dipped in a 10% sulphuric acid solution
being
before
transferred to the electroplating solution.
and rinsed,
Electrodeposition

SampleNo. 92
Metallized surface area: 21.5 cm2 (3.3 sq")
Deposition rate:
2.0 A/dm2(20 Ast)
Actual amps:
0.46 amps
Plating duration:

1 hour initially
(extended to 24 hours)

SampleNo. 93
42 cm2 (6.5 sq")
2.0 A/dm2(20 Ast)
0.9 amps
1 hour initially
(extendedto 5 hours)

Observations
In both casesthe voltmeter registereda high resistanceto electrodeposition
indicating limited surfaceconductivity.
Results
The solitary electrodewire, and lack of a continuousand adequatelevel of
surfaceconductivity, effectively inhibited the spreadof electrodeposited
metal acrossthe surfaceof SampleNo. 93. As a result, copperwas
preferentially drawn to a single isolated deposition site. This restriction
causedthe electrodepositedcopperto aggregateand agglomerateas a
bright nodular swelling, and show a distinct tendencytowards "treeing".
In contrast,the jigging strategyadoptedin electrodepositingSample
No. 92 gave rise to a significantly more successfulresult. After the initial
plating period (1 hour), metal had spreadfrom eachindependentelectrode
point to accumulatively cover approximatelyone eighth (3-4 cm2(0.5-0.6
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Thereafter,
deposition
to
the
promote
new
surface
area.
sq")) of
metallized
sites, the sample was extracted from the solution and the electrode wires
were repositioned before the piece was acid-dipped and returned to the
electroplating solution. A total plating duration of 30 hours was required to
enable a coherent and continuous film of electrodeposited copper to spread
across the entire surface of the piece. Although successful, this rendered
the process notoriously slow and labour intensive. On completion, the
deposit exhibited a moderate to good level of adhesion. Characteristically,
the electrodeposited copper was preferentially drawn to the peripheral
(high CD) areas of the cathode where it gave rise to a bright, nodular
deposit. This was in stark contrast to the centrally located areas of the
cathode, which were deprived of metal and only received a relatively thin,
dull film of copper.
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Sample No. 92
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Sample No. 93

The Prepared Mould

The plaster and investrite mould. Copper powder was sprinkled into the recessed areas of
the surface texture.
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SampleNo. 94
Preparation
A highly polishedglassmicroscopeslide was meticulously cleanedusing a
dried
based
detergent
before
being
degreaser
and
and
alkali
rinsed
solvent
in warm air.
Metallization Technique - Vacuum deposition
The glass slide was carefully mounted on a masked template located
within the vacuum chamber. Using the apparatus and procedure outlined in
section 7.3 of chapter 6B, a very thin, dense, opaque film of mirrored
copper was vacuum-formed on to the slide. On completion, the metallized
glass was left to mature for 3 hours, before it was selectively masked with
black insulating tape, and transferred to the electroplating solution.
Electrodeposition
Metallized surface area: 14 cm2 (2.2 sq")

Depositionrate:
Actual amps:

2.0 A/dm2(20 Asf)
0.3 amps

Plating duration:

52 minutes (1 hour)

Observations
Metal deposition proceeded with speed. This indicated the presence of a
highly conductive surface.

Result
The sampledisplayeda good, coherentand continuoussurfacecoverageof
electrodepositedmetal. However, adhesionwas physically weak/virtually
non-existent.This causedthe electrodepositedcopper to lift, exfoliate and
peel away from the peripheral edgesof the glass.The inadequatebonding
betweenthe metal and the glassmay havebeen attributable to:
(i) "Intrinsic stress"induced through the use of an excessivelyhigh
current density. (with hindsight it is recommendedthat a lower CD is
employedwhen using this metallization technique- ideally 0.5-1.0
A/dm2(5-10 Asf) for electrodepositingmetal from an acid copper
sulphateelectroplatingsolution).
(ii) The absenceof suitable surfacerougheningprocedures.This may
havepromotedthe formation of a strongerglass-to-metalbond.
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Sample No. 95
Preparation
A 50:50 plasterand investrite mould was cast from a clay model/tablet.
This was incisedwith a decorativemotif.
Metallization Technique - Cast metal powder

The chased grooves and recessed furrows of the mould were impregnated
bronze
Scropas
with
metal
medium
overlaid
with a silver electrodag
in
base
layer
(as
A2
to
This
of
glass
referred
was covered with a
powder.
Technique No. 1, Chapter 6B). The packed mould was transferred to the
kiln and fired to a fusing temperature of 900°C (1652°F). On annealing,
the glass template was extracted from the mould, cleaned and partially
insulating
black
A
tape.
silver paint was applied to the
with
masked
peripheral edges of the sample to provide a continuous conductive
The
isolated
between
the
the
surface areas of
glass.
otherwise
pathway
introduced
being
before
to the electroplating
then
acid-dipped
sample was
solution.
Electrodeposition
Metallized surface area: 7.8 cm2 (1.2 sq")

Depositionrate:
Actual rate:
Plating duration:

2.0 A/dm2(20 Asf)
0.17 amps
52 minutes (1 hour) +9 hours

Result
Despite this amalgamation of metallizing media, the impending
growth/surface coverage of electrodeposited metal, though slightly
superior to that exhibited in Sample No. 92, was very reserved and
sluggish (Electrodeposited metal was confined to a very small area of 1-2
cm2 (0.15-0.3 sq")after the initial hour of plating). Copper was primarily
deposited on the embossed areas of the sample, although the growth of
metal rather sporadically permeated into some of the underlying areas of
the base glass. The final deposit was moderately adherent, and of a semibright and slightly rippled appearance.
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SampleNo. 98
Metallization Technique - Copper shim

A small sheet of 0.003 gauge copper shim was scoured with wire wool,
flame
dried.
This
10%
was
sulphuric
acid,
rinsed
and
and
pumice powder
in
blow
torch,
and
quenched
using
an
annealed
oxyacetylene
worked and
cold water to generate a range of opaque surface patinas in the orange/red
to brown/black area of the colour spectrum. This created a vivid, densely
coloured and richly variegated surface patina. The sample was
subsequently masked with black insulating tape and a sharp craft knife was
used to expose selected areas of the underlying surface in a predetermined
pattern/design. These areas were lightly sandblasted to remove the surface
patina, scrubbed with a paste of wet pumice powder, swabbed with
sulphuric acid and thoroughly rinsed before the sample was introduced to
the electroplating solution.

Electrodeposition
Metallized surfacearea:38 cm2(5.9 sq")
Deposition rate: 2.0 A/dm2 (20 Asf)
Actual amps: 0.8 amps
Plating duration:

3 hours

Result
On extraction from the electroplating solution the samplewas rinsed and
dried, and the maskingtape removed.This techniqueproducedan
interestingrangeof surfacequalities with the bright, highly reflective and
uniform layer of electrodepositedcopper,contrastingvery dramatically
with the dense,richly coloured backgroundpatina. This experiment,in
particular, highlights the potential for employing electroplatingprocedures
in conjunction with patinating techniques.
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Sample Nos. 100a and 100b
Preparation
Two dimensional, shallow relief images of a moon (Sample No. 100a) and
in
No.
100b)
(Sample
clay. A cold rubber mould
were modelled
sun
105'
Ambersils'Silcoset
was then mixed and poured over
making medium,
the clay forms and left to cure. This produced two duplicate rubber
impression
bearing
a
negative
of the original clay model.
mandrels each
On setting a 50150 mix of plaster and investrite was prepared and poured
for
backing/support
to
the
the
create
a
rigid
structure
over
mandrels
otherwise floppy rubber moulds. The original clay models were then
removed and the rubber moulds cleaned. The plaster and investrite
backings were temporarily separated from the rubber moulds and sealed
with 'Covolac' lacquer and a film of wax to protect them and render them
impervious to the electroplating solution. On drying the rubber moulds
were reassembled with the backings to form the completed mandrels
which were now ready for use.
Metallization Technique - Conductive silver paint/electrodag
Heraceus silver paint 'Electrodag T9058' was applied to the relief texture
on the interior surfaces of the rubber mandrels and allowed to dry.
Application was restricted to areas of the mould which were to undergo
subsequentelectrodeposition. The mandrels were then suspended from
strong, heavy gauge support wires to prevent problems of buoyancy and
floatation, and transferred to the electroplating solution.

Electrodeposition
SampleNo. 100a
Metallized surface area: 35 cm2(5.4 sq")
Deposition rate:
1.2 A/dm2 (12 Asf)
Actual amps:
0.5 amps
Plating duration:
17 hours
Followed by 2 hours
at 1.0 A/dm2 (10 Asf)

SampleNo. 100b
46 cm2(7 sq")
1.0 A/dm2 (10 Asf)
0.5 amps
12 hours

Followed by 3 hours
at 1.5 A/dm2 (15 Asf)

Results
The mandrelswere extractedfrom the electroplating solution. SampleNo.
100aproved to be successful.However, although the depositwas
relatively uniform it was very thin, weak and fragile. The electroform was
thereforedivorced from the mandrel,cleanedand replatedfor an extended
period (as indicated above) in order to promote the formation of a thicker
and more resilient deposit of metal, which would reinforce the strength
and structural rigidity of the final electroform. This produceda highly
reflective surfacefinish.
Electroformed SampleNo. 100bwas also very weak and showed
signs of stressfracturesand cracking. This was due to the design of the
mandrel, which possessedtoo great a contrastin depth (in terms of
distanceand ratio) betweenthe recessedand the more
prominent/raised
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surfacefeatures.This resultedin a very uneven distribution of current, as
suchcopperwas preferentially drawn to the high current density areasand
deprivedfrom the low current density areaswhich were starvedof metal
and were thereforeincipiently weak. This problem was alleviated by
divorcing and detachingthe electroform from the mould and replating it on
both sides(seeabove),to createa stronger,more durable structure.
In hindsight, a more successful set of results could be achieved by (i)
modifying the mould to produce a shallower relief impression, and (ii)
plating over a longer period of time at a significantly lower current
density. These criteria would help to reduce stress and promote a much
thicker, stronger and more uniform deposit.
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Sample Group No. 105
Introduction
SampleGroup No. 105collectively consistedof 18 samples.The
following descriptionrepresentsa brief summary of the metallizing
is
This
designedto supplementthe more
procedureadopted.
is
description
which
presentedwithin the main text.
comprehensive
Metallization Technique - Fused metal powders
Lead and soda glass, in the form of fine bead-like ballotini, were
homogeneously integrated with varying ratios of three different metal
powders; namely Scropas bronze metal filler, copper powder and printers'
bronzing powder, using a dilute solution of gum arabic and water as the
cohesive binding medium. A cardboard template was employed to form
and compress each of the mixtures into individual test panels. These were
labelled as follows:

Group A: sodaglassballotini + Scropasbronze metal filler
Group B: lead glassballotini + Scropasbronze metal filler
Group C: lead glassballotini + copper powder
Group D: soda glass ballotini + copper powder
Group E: soda glass ballotini + printers' bronzing powder
Group F: lead glass ballotini + printers' bronzing powder
Within each of the 6 groups outlined above, 3 samples were prepared. In
each case these comprised by weight of

(1)
(2)
(3)

50% glassand 50% metal (1: 1)
75% glassand 25% metal (3: 1)
25% glassand 75% metal (1:3)

These were kiln-fired on plaster/investrite vats to a fusing temperature of
850°C to 900°C (1562-1652°F) (lead and soda glass samples respectively)
to form flat test panels of varying sizes (depending upon the degree of
shrinkage during firing). On annealing, they were extracted from the kiln,
and the lower section of each sample was resisted using black insulating
tape. The samples were finally cleaned, acid-dipped and rinsed, before
being introduced to the electroplating solution.

Electrod eposition
Eachsamplewas calcul atedto have a metallized surfaceareaof between
26 and 39 cm2(4-6 sq";
Deposition rate: 2.0 A/dm2(20 Asf)
Actual amps: between0.56-0.83 amps
Plating duration:
52 minutes (1 hour initially) (+ 2 hours)
Observations
In eachcasethe greatestresistanceto electrodepositionwas
registeredby
thosesampleswith low ratios of metal.
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Results
The character/natureof the glassemployeddid not effect the level of
conductivity presentwithin the samples,as the electrical resistance
in
based
lead
by
the
when
used
conjunction
glasses
soda
and
registered
identical.
virtually
was
with eachrespectivemetal powder
All of the samples with either a 1: 1 or 3: 1 ratio of metal-to-glass
However,
there was only a partial
underwent successful electrodeposition.
failed
to
the
copper
and
electrodeposited
of
metal,
surface coverage
encapsulate any of the samples with an all encompassing, or continuous
metal film. It was evident that a superior level of conductivity was present
in those samples which employed Scropas bronze metal filler. These gave
rise to consistently good results (Groups A and B). By comparison, the
(Groups
C
D).
Although
and
yielded
moderate/fair
results
copper powder
deposition did occur in the samples where printers' bronze powder was
employed (Groups E and F), because of the poor/limited surface coverage
fragility
inherent
of the samples, this was
weakness/structural
of metal and
considered to be the least successful of the three metallizing agents tested.
In all of the samples, the electrodeposited copper formed a branch-like
had
This
the
the
tendrils
a soft,
of
glass.
across
surface
ramification of
flocculent and satin-like appearancein Sample Groups A to D, but in
contrast, took on a much finer, delicate and more filigreed appearance in
Sample Groups E and F. These samples transcended beyond the original
objective to yield a range of aesthetic/decorative qualities, which offer the
A/C enormous potential for creative exploitation.
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Sample Nos. 105 - Group A

Soda Glass Ballotini and Scropas Bronze Metal Filler

A(1)
Glass to
Metal
(1: 1)

A(2)
Glass to
Metal
(3: 1)
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Sample Nos. 105 - Group B

Filler
Metal
Bronze
Scropas
Ballotini
Glass
Lead
and

B(1)
Glass to
Metal
(1: 1)

B(2)
Glass to
Metal
(3: 1)

B(3)
Glass to
Metal
(1: 3)
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Sample Nos. 105 - Group C
LeadGlassBallotini andCopperPowder
C(1)

I

Glass to
Metal
(1: 1)

-----------

C(2)
Glass to
Metal
(3: 1)

C(3)
Glassto
Metal
(1:3)

.};.
:jý,'
:s;
: 'r: '

:,;.
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Sample Nos. 105 - Group D
SodaGlassBallotini and Copper Powder

D(l)
Glass to
Metal
(1: 1)

D(2)
Glass to
Metal
(3: 1)

D(3)
Glassto
Metal
(1:3)
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Sample Nos. 105 - Group E

Soda Glass Ballotini and Printers Bronze Powder

E(1)

ý::

Glass to
Metal

E(2)
Glass to
Metal
(3: 1)
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E(3)
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Glass to
Metal
(1: 3)
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Sample Nos. 105 Group F
-

Lead Glass Ballotini and Printers Bronze Powder

F(1)
Glass to
Metal
(1: 1)

4

F(2)
Glass to
Metal
(3: 1)

F(3)
ýý
fiý
1ýS'ý"`
: 'i:
l'. tSl%'S^ý'',

L`7ýr
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. 1ýý

ýý
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Glass to
Metal
(1: 3)
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Sample No. 106
Metallization Technique - Laminated copper shim

Several sheetsof (4 mm thick) window glass were taken and cut to a
conforming size. These were interspersed with sheets of perforated copper
shim and consecutively stacked on top of one another to form a solid
block. This was kiln fired to a fusing temperature of 780°C (1436°F). On
annealing the laminated block was sliced, to produce panels - crosssection(s) of glass which were impregnated with a fine capillary like
veining of copper foil. One side of the panel was ground (hand lapping
techniques were used to take the glass down through 80,220,320,400 and
600 grade grits) and polished using a slurry of pumice and a cork wheel to
produce a highly reflective surface, whilst the other side was left in a
roughly abraded condition. A narrow band of silver paint 'Electrodag 1415'
was applied to interconnect the independent areas of metal and create a
in
integrated
dipped
10%
The
then
acid
continuous,
circuit.
sample was
sulphuric acid and rinsed before being transferred to the electroplating
solution.
Electrodeposition
Metallized surface area: 10 cm2 (1.55 sq")
Deposition rate: 2.0 A/dm2 (20 Asf)
Actual amps: 0.2 amps
Plating duration: 2 hours
Result
Deposition progressed slowly, facilitating a steady, but rather limited
surface coverage of metal. This produced a horizontally aligned pathway
of swollen, beaded dots and dashes across the surface of the glass which
resembled morse code. A noticeably more robust and prominent film of
electrodeposited copper was formed on the abraded, roughened surface of
the glass than on the highly polished side. This was because (i) a
significantly broader and more prominent seam of metal was exposed on
the roughened side of the glass, and (ii) the resulting surface texture
provided a more effective key/bonding site for the electrodeposited metal.
The technique gave rise to a very decorative, embossed surface texture.
Adhesion was moderate, however, signs of peeling and exfoliation
occurred when the original silver banding which transmitted current and
interconnected the strands of metal was detached from the surface of the
glass. On reflection it may have been possible to avoid this problem by
depositing a substantially thicker and stronger film of electrodeposited
metal.
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Before electrodeposition

After electrodeposition
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Sample Nos. 107 and 108
Preparation
Two samplesof 4 mm thick window glasswere
(i) selectivelymaskedand sandblastedto producea smooth,lightly
abradedsurface
(ii) meticulously cleaned using a solvent degreaser and alkali based
detergent before being rinsed and dried in warm air.
Metallization Technique - Metal leaf (cold application)
Gold size was applied to the abraded surface of each sample and left to
partially dry, creating a gelatinous emulsion and forming a sticky, tacky
surface film. A pair of tweezers were then used to carefully manoeuvre
and apply the delicate sheets of gold and silver leaf (Sample Nos. 107 and
108 respectively), which were adhered using a soft paint brush. To
demonstrate the potential this metallizing procedure offers for generating
textural surface qualities, this was applied in a randomly scrunched and
wrinkled fashion, and also in a very formal, smoothly burnished manner.
Particular care was taken to avoid tearing or damaging the delicate foil
membranes, which would inadvertently allow the lacquer to seep through
the metal leaf inhibiting the formation of a continuous, and highly
conductive surface film. The samples were then left to dry and cure
overnight, before being dipped in sulphuric acid and transferred to the
electroplating solution.

Electrodeposition
SampleNo. 107
Metallized surfacearea: 20 cm2(3.1 sq")
Depositionrate:
2.0 A/dm2 (20 Asf)
Actual amps:
0.43 amps
Plating duration:
52 minutes(1 hour)

SampleNo. 108
20 cm' (3.1 sq")
2.0 A/dm2 (20 Asf)
0.43 amps
52 minutes (1 hour)

Results
There was a very rapid, spontaneoussurfacecoverageof electrodeposited
metal indicating a very high level of conductivity. The surfacetexture was
accuratelyreflectedand replicatedby the electrodepositedcopper
producing a rangeof exciting textural and tactile surfacequalities which
demonstrateddecorativeand aestheticpotential. This attribute provided
more than adequatecompensationfor the fiddly natureof the process.The
level of surfaceadhesionwas moderateto good, however, it must be
emphasisedthat this would only ever match the degreeof bonding already
establishedat the glassto metal interface.Fundamentally,the adhesion
was directly relatedto the specific bonding propertiesof the medium
originally usedin apply the metal leaf.
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Sample No. 109
Metallization Technique - Laminated metal powder

Sheets of window glass of a conforming size (but varying thickness) were
liberally sprinkled with Scropas copper powder before being consecutively
stacked on top of one another to form a block. This was kiln-fired to a
fusing temperature of 762°C (1404°F). On annealing, the laminated block
was sliced vertically to form thin cross-section(s) of glass impregnated
with fine linear veins of bronze powder. A representative sample of this
glass was selected and cleaned before a circle of insulating wax was
applied to the centre of the sample to act as a resist medium. Finally, to
establish a continuous conductive circuit which would link up the
otherwise independent and isolated metal veins, a film of silver conductive
paint was applied around the peripheral edges of the sample prior to
initiating electrodeposition.

Electrodeposition
Metallized surfacearea: 12.4cm2(1.9 sq")
Deposition rate:
Actual amps:

2.0 A/dm2 (20 Asf)
0.26 amps

Plating duration:

52 minutes (1 hour)

Result
Copper was successfully deposited on the tenuous veins of metal powder.
However, the overall surface coverage of metal was poor, with
electrodeposited copper being preferentially drawn to the exterior edges of
the sample (the high CD areas), rather than spreading uniformly across the
metallized surface areas (even after a 3-hour plating period). The final
deposit was poorly adherent, possibly because of the absence of any
surface key/mechanical bonding site, and the copper could easily be
divorced and separated from the substrate surface.
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Sample Nos. 110a and 110b
Primary Processing
Preparation
A selection of miscellaneous materials and found objects, including a
small section of aluminium chicken wire, a sheet of corrugated cardboard,
a piece of open weave medical gauze and a copper plated steel scouring
pad were taken and independently coated with two films of 'Covolac'
lacquer. On drying this process was repeated to produce an insulating film
which would prevent contamination of the electroplating solution and
inhibit the formation of a weak, non-adherent immersion deposit during
subsequent electrodeposition.
Metallization Technique - Conductive silver paint/electrodag
Heraceus silver paint 'Electrodag T9058' was brush applied to the substrate
surfaces, to produce a conductive surface film. This was allowed to dry
before transferring the objects to the electroplating solution.
Electrodeposition
Each individual substrate underwent electrodeposition at a current density
of between 1.0 A/dm2 (10 Asf) and 2.0 A/dm2 (20 Asf), for a duration of 4
to 12 hours to build up a strong, durable and resilient film of copper.

Results
The samples received a continuous, coherent and fairly thick surface
coverage of electrodeposited copper, which was of a semi-bright/lustrous
appearance.This was not especially uniform since the complex, three
dimensional nature of the substrate surfaces meant that the copper was
preferentially drawn to the high CD areas (the more prominent and
exposed areas of the objects).

Secondary Processing
Preparation
A sandcastingbox was prepared.Textured woodenblocks were pressed
into the surfaceof the finely sifted, damp sandto createsuitable hollow
depressionsand cavities which functioned as receptaclesfor the sand
castingprocess.The electroplatedobjects (describedabove)were firmly
pressedinto the recesses,so that they were locatedin a stableand secure
position buried half way beneaththe surfaceof the sand.
Procedure
Hot furnaceglasswas then gatheredand poured into the cavities, to
completely encapsulatethe exposedportions of the electrodeposited
components.After initial cooling the glass(having solidified) was
extractedfrom the sand,transferredto the lehr and annealedovernight.
The sampleswere subsequentlycut, ground (hand lapping techniques
were
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600
80,220,320,400
down
the
through
to
take
used
and
gradegrits)
glass
and polishedusing a slurry of pumice and a cork wheel.
Results
In instances where a metal substrate had been used (for example a copper
be
highly
to
the
casting
plated steel scouring pad),
sand
operation proved
successful (Sample No. 110a). However, where non-metallic base objects
had been used (for example where plastic components had received a
deposit of copper) they either disintegrated and melted under the heat to
leave a black carbon like residue - an imprint of the original substrate
material, or produced gases which became occluded and encapsulated
within the glass (Sample No. 110b). This occurred despite the
electrodeposition of a fairly substantial, thickness of copper. Naturally,
any metal elements which remain exposed on the surface of the glass
offered the potential for subsequent electrodeposition.
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Sample Nos. 111 and 112
Metallization Technique - Metal salts - copper sulphate

A kiln vat was taken and coated in a mould mix comprising of 50:50
in
form
fine
Lead
investrite.
This
the
of
glass
was set aside.
plaster and
ballotini was then bound together with a few drops of water to form a
damp
kiln
A
the
template
over
vat and the
cardboard
was
placed
paste.
glass paste was compressed into the hollow cavity/depression to form two
separatetest panels. Copper sulphate crystals collected from the sides of
the electroplating tank (as a result of solution evaporation) were scattered
drops
50
to
the
test
was
used
measure
of the
panels
and
small
over
pipette
solution onto Sample No. 111, and 100 drops onto Sample No. 112.
Pressurewas again applied to compress and compact the glass into solid
sheets.These were subsequently kiln fired to a casting temperature of
980°C (1796°F) to form two flat test panels.
On annealing the samples were extracted from the kiln. The copper
sulphate crystals had merged and fused into the surface of the glass to
create pools of a charcoal grey residue, bespotted with glassy black pores.
The background areas of the samples were infused with the electroplating
solution, giving rise to a pale blue discoloration in Sample No. 111, and a
darker turquoise blue surface discoloration in Sample No. 112. The lower
section of each sample was resisted out using black insulating tape. The
samples were finally cleaned using a solvent degreaser and alkali based
detergent, then acid dipped and rinsed before being transferred to the
electroplating solution.
Electrodeposition
Sample No. 111
Metallized surface area: 7.2 cm2 (1.12 sq")

Depositionrate:
Actual amps:
Plating duration:

2.0 A/dm2 (20 Asf)
0.15 amps
52 minutes (1 hour)

Sample No. 112
9.3 cm2 (1.4 sq")

2.0 A/dm2 (20 Asf)
0.2 amps
52 minutes (1 hour)

Results
The metallizedareasof the samplesreceiveda good, steadysurface
coverageof electrodepositedmetal. It was evident that SampleNo. 112
was more highly conductive,this was indicatedby the very rapid spread
and surfacecoverageof electrodepositedmetal (In SampleNo. 112,a
completesurfacecoverageof metal was achievedin 50 minutes,in
comparisonto SampleNo. 111 which took over an hour to receivean
equivalentdepositof copper).There was a moderatelevel of surface
adhesion.The black specklesand poreswhich were evident in the
metallizedsurfacesof the samplesproved to be non-conductive,these
actedas a resist inhibiting the electrodepositionprocessand giving rise to
a randomly perforatedcopper film. This effect offered enormouspotential
for aestheticand decorativeexploitation. In both instancesthe deposithad
a satin, semi-bright appearance.To preventsurfacetarnish and oxidation
the sampleswere coatedwith a thin film of 'Ecropen'lacquer.
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Sample Nos. 113 and 114
Metallization Technique - Fused metal leaf

Glass blowing techniques were used to form a hot parison of glass. Two
delicate sheetsof gold leaf (Sample No. 113) were then carefully laid out
by
These
the
to
applied
glass
smoothly
up
and
picked
were
on a marver.
fusing
foil,
blowing
iron
hot
the
the
and
across
coherently
gently rolling
integrating the metal leaf into the soft malleable surface. The glass was
then cracked off and transferred to an annealing lehr. On cooling, the
lenses.
into
2
dissected
spherical/curved
was
metallized glass parison
One section was taken. This was masked with a protective resist of
black insulating tape, and a design was cut away to selectively expose the
underlying gold leaf. The sample was then cleaned, rinsed and acid-dipped
(in 10% sulphuric acid) before being transferred to the electroplating

solution.
This procedurewas subsequentlyrepeatedusing silver leaf to produce
SampleNo. 114.
Electrodeposition

0.43 amps

Sample No. 114
22.05 cm2 (3.4 sq")
2.0 A/dm2 (20 Asf)
0.47 amps

52 minutes (1 hour)

52 minutes (1 hour)

SampleNo. 113
Metallized surface area:
Deposition rate:
Actual amps:
Plating duration:

20 cm2 (3.1 sq")
2.0 A/dm2 (20 Asf)

Observations
A very rapid surfacecoverageof metal was produced.This enabledan
increasinglythick depositof metal to be formed.
Results
In both samplesa coherentand clean film of copper was deposited.Whilst
in
fissures
(incipient
weaknesses) the surfaceof
any original
or severances
the silver leaf were sensitivelyreflectedin the depositedfilm, the
progressive spread of electrodeposited copper did not appear to be
impeded or restricted by their presence. Film adhesion was very weak, and
there was an emphatic reliance upon the principle of encapsulation to bond
the metal to the glass. The electrodeposited copper film was
characteristically of a smooth, uniform and bright appearance, this was
sharply defined around the perimeter/boundaries of the resist medium.
However in Sample No. 113, the electroplating solution crept beneath the
resist media giving rise to an encompassing halo of dull, velvety, soft
copper around the peripheral edges of the deposit.
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Sample No. 115
Preparation
A slumped strip of 4 mm thick window glass was masked with black
insulating tape. This resist template was cut away to reveal a
predetermined pattern/design which was heavily sandblasted to create a
deeply incised surface pattern. To produce a smoother and cleaner surface
this was finished with a fine sandblasting grit. The masking tape was
subsequently removed and the sample was meticulously cleaned using a
solvent degreaserand alkali based detergent before being thoroughly
rinsed under cold running water and dried in warm air.
Metallization Technique - Conductive silver paint/electrodag
Heraceus silver paint 'Electrodag T9058' was brush applied to the abraded
surface of the glass. This was stoved at a temperature of 70°C (158°F) to
promote the bonding properties of the metallizing medium and lower the
surface resistance (so increasing electrical conductivity). The sample was
subsequently cleaned using an alkali based detergent, rinsed, acid dipped
in 10% sulphuric acid and thoroughly re-rinsed in cold running water
before being transferred to the electroplating solution.
Electrodeposition
Metallized surface area: 36 cm2 (5.58 sq")
Deposition rate: 2.0 A/dm2 (20 Asf)
Actual amps: 0.8 amps

Plating duration:

2 hours,28 minutes

Result
On extraction from the electroplating solution the sample was rinsed and
dried. The glass had received a very rapid and uniform surface coverage of
electrodeposited copper, which echoed and replicated the underlying
surface pattern and texture (produced by the contrasting areas of polished
and sandblastedglass) with great subtlety and sensitivity. The metal was
of a satinized, semi-bright appearance.There was a moderate to good level
of adhesion, which had been promoted by partially roughening and
abrading the surface of the glass and by actively employing the principle
of encapsulation. To preserve the copper and prevent surface
tarnishing/oxidation the metal was sealed with a thin film of 'Ecropen'
lacquer.
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Sample No. 116
Primary Processing
Preparation
A sampleof 4 mm thick window glasswas
(i)

selectively masked and sandblasted to produce a rough, heavily
abraded surface
(ii) meticulously cleaned using a solvent degreaser and alkali based
detergent before being rinsed and dried in warm air.

Metallization Technique - Conductive silver paint/electrodag
Acheson Colloids silver paint 'Electrodag 915' was brush applied to the
abraded surface of the glass. This was stoved at a temperature of 160°C
(320°F), for a duration of 30 minutes to promote the bonding properties of
the metallizing medium and lower the surface resistance (so increasing
conductivity). The sample was subsequently cleaned using an alkali based
detergent, rinsed, acid dipped in 10% sulphuric acid and thoroughly rerinsed in cold running water before being transferred to the electroplating
solution.
Electrodeposition
Metallized surface area: 90 cm2 (13.95 sq")
Deposition rate: 2.0 A/dm2 (20 Asf)
Actual amps: 1.9 amps

Plating duration:

3 hours, 15 minutes

Result
This produced a coherent, rapid and uniform surface coverage of
electrodeposited metal, creating a good foundation for the development of
textural and tactile surface qualities. The sample was rinsed and dried.

Secondary Processing
Preparation
Clay templateswere preparedbearingdelicate impressionsof textural and
tactile surfacequalities. Melted wax was then poured over the clay. Once
set,the clay was extrapolatedusing a water sprayjet and craft tools, to
leavea thin, soft, malleablesheetof wax bearing a negativeimpressionof
the original surfacetexture.The preparedwax sheetwas then cut into
small sectionswhich were moulded and distorted into a seriesof
undulatingconcaveand convex forms. Thesewere positioned textured
side up onto the electrodepositedsurfaceof the glassand attachedusing
small additionsof hot wax.
AchesonColloids silver paint 'Electrodag915' was selectively
applied
to the raised,embossedareasof the surfacetexture. Particularcare was
takento ensurethat the metallizing medium extendedbeyond the wax and
linked up with the underlying metal surface,in
order to createa continuous
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to
This
the
grow
electroformed
metal
allow
would
conductivepathway.
layer
into
the
of electrodepositedcopper.
existing/foundation
and merge
The samplewas then transferredto the electroplating solution.
Electrodeposition
Metallized surfacearea:96 cm' (15 sq")
Deposition rate:
Actual amps:
Plating duration:

1.0 A/dm2 (10 Asf)
1.0 amps
12 hours

Result
The wax received a good surface coverage of electrodeposited metal.
However, it was evident that metal was preferentially drawn to the high
beading
in
density
of
and
evidence
nodularity
areas,
resulting
current
around the peripheral edges of the deposit.

Tertiary Processing
Preparation
An further textured wax mandrel was adhered to the surface. This was
By
hot
discreet
effectively shadowing and
wax.
additions of
attached using
masking out selected areas of the underlying metal this reduced the surface
The
for
wax was metallized
subsequent
area available
electrodeposition.
by repeating the procedure outlined above.

Electrodeposition
Metallized surfacearea:75 cm2(11.6 sq")
Depositionrate: 1.0 A/dm2 (10 Asf)
Actual amps: 0.8 amps
Plating duration:

12 hours

Result
The electroformingprocesswas a success.The wax receiveda uniform
and coherentsurfacecoverageof electrodepositedcopper,this was of a
substantialthicknessand semi-bright appearance.On completion the
expendablewax mandrelwas steamedout to leave the electroformed
facsimile. This operationwas carried out slowly, in particular, care was
takento supportthe samplea good distanceaway from the heat in order to
avoid cracking the glass.Any remaining residuesof wax were removed
and eradicatedfrom the surfaceof the metal using a solvent degreaser.
This revealeda reticulated3D hollow cage/frameworkof
electroformedmetal which projectedoutwardsfrom the surfaceof the
sampleto createan intricate labyrinth of surfacepatternsand textures
which were of an intriguing and exciting nature.In principle this technique
demonstratesenormouspotential for future researchand exploration. It
mustbe acknowledgedthat this aestheticeffect was a genericand unique
productof the electroplatingprocess,and would not havebeenfeasible
using any other metal forming technique.
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Sample No. 117
Primary Processing
Preparation
A sheet of 4 mm thick window glass was
(i) selectively masked and sandblasted to produce a smooth, lightly
abraded surface,
(ii) meticulously cleaned using a solvent degreaser and alkali based
detergent before being rinsed and dried in warm air.
Metallization Technique - Conductive silver paint/electrodag
Heraceus silver paint 'Electrodag T9058' was brush applied to the abraded
surface of the glass. This was stoved at a temperature of 70°C (158°F) to
bonding
the
properties of the metallizing medium and lower the
promote
surface resistance (so increasing conductivity). The sample was
subsequently recleaned in an alkali based solution, rinsed, acid dipped in
10% sulphuric acid and thoroughly re-rinsed in cold running water before
being transferred to the electroplating solution.
Electrodeposition
Metallized surface area: 133.2 cm2 (20.6 sq")
Deposition rate: 2.0 A/dm2 (20 Ast)
Actual amps: 2.8 amps

Plating duration:

2 hours

Result
This produced a coherent, rapid and uniform surface coverage of
electrodeposited metal, creating a good foundation for the development of
textural and tactile surface qualities. The sample was rinsed and dried.

Secondary Processing
Preparation
A randomselectionof materialsincluding a concertinaof silver foil,
corrugatedcardboard,openweavefabric, wax, and foliage were taken and
adheredto chosenareasof the electrodepositedsurfaceusing 'SuperGlue
4' to createa montageof embossedsurfacetextures.Thesewere treated
with 'Covolac' to seal them and renderthem impervious to the
electroplatingsolution. The sampleswere subsequentlycleanedusing an
alkali baseddetergent,rinsed and dried.
The preparedsurfaceswere then metallized using an application of
'ElectrodagT9058, before the samplewas returnedto the electroplating
solution.The applied texturesincreasedthe total surfaceareaavailable for
subsequentelectrodeposition.
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Electrodeposition
Metallized surfacearea: 135 cm2(20.9 sq")
Depositionrate: 2.0 A/dm2 (20 Asf)
Actual amps: 2.9 amps
Plating duration: 3 hours
Observations
There was a very high resistance to the electrodeposition process, due
initially to the application of an excessively high current density.
Difficulty was also experienced in depositing metal into the intricate
recessesand inaccessible undercuts in the surface texture. These areas
were touched up with a further application of the metallizing medium in
order to achieve a successful result.
Result
On extraction from the electroplating solution the sample was rinsed and
dried. The electrodeposited copper had completely encapsulated the
materials, absorbing and incorporating them into the base metal. This
process enabled the components to merge, fuse and coalesce to form an
interesting amalgamation/blend of surface textures. Although effective, the
resulting textural quality was disjointed and rather fragmented. This could
have been overcome, to generate a more coherent and aesthetically
pleasing effect if a thicker film of metal had been deposited. The copper
was of a semi-bright appearance. On completion the metal was treated
with a thin film of 'Ecropen' lacquer to prevent surface tarnish and
oxidation.
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Sample No. 118
Primary Processing
Preparation
A sample of 4 mm thick window glass was taken and the lower section
was
(i) selectively masked and sandblasted to produce a rough, heavily
abraded surface
(ii) meticulously cleaned using a solvent degreaser and alkali based
detergent before being rinsed and dried in warm air.
Metallization Technique - Conductive silver paint/electrodag
Acheson Colloids silver paint 'Electrodag 915' was brush applied to the
abraded surface of the glass. This was stoved at a temperature of 160°C
(320°F) for a duration of 30 minutes to promote the bonding properties of
the metallizing medium and lower the surface resistance (so increasing
conductivity). The sample was subsequently recleaned using an alkali
based detergent, rinsed, acid dipped in 10% sulphuric acid and thoroughly
re-rinsed in cold running water before being transferred to the
electroplating solution.
Electrodeposition
Metallized surface area: 97.5 cm2 (15.11 sq")

Depositionrate:
Actual amps:

2.0 A/dm2 (20 Asf)
2.1 amps

Plating duration:

2 hours

Result
This produceda coherent,rapid and uniform surfacecoverageof
electrodepositedmetal, creating a good foundation for the developmentof
textural and tactile surfacequalities. The samplewas rinsed and dried.

Secondary Processing
Preparation
Black insulating tape was adherentlyapplied to the central areaof the
electrodepositedmetal. A sharpcraft knife was then employedto cut away
selectedareasof the resist medium in an elaboratedesign.The possibilities
of using alternativeresist media were also explored.Blobs of warm wax
were daubed,flicked and splashedonto the upper sectionof the copper,
whilst randomly torn strips of masking tape were adheredto the lower
sectionof the sample.Portions of the underlying/foundationlayer of
electrodepositedmetal were deliberately left exposedon the front of the
panel,whilst the back was completely coveredwith a resist medium. The
metal was then recleanedusing a little pumice and an alkali based
detergent(to remove any residing tracesof glue or sticky tape)
rinsed,
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dipped in 10%sulphuric acid and re-rinsedbefore being returned to the
electroplatingsolution.
Electrodeposition
The applicationof the resist media significantly reducedthe surfacearea
availablefor subsequentelectrodeposition
Metallized surface area: 73 cm2 (11.32 sq")
Deposition rate: 2.0 A/dm2 (20 Asf)
Actual amps: 1.57 amps
Plating duration: 5 hours, 30 minutes
Result
On extraction from the electroplating solution the sample was rinsed and
dried. The process produced a richly embossed and highly decorative relief
pattern which exhibited aesthetically interesting textural and tactile surface
qualities.

Tertiary Processing
Preparation
Additional layers of melted wax and torn strips of masking tape were
applied to the electrodeposited copper. The sample was then cleaned using
in
dipped
10%
detergent,
based
little
rinsed,
a
pumice and an alkali
being
before
returned to the electroplating
and
re-rinsed
sulphuric acid
solution.

Electrodeposition
The applicationof additional resist media further reducedthe surfacearea
availablefor subsequentelectrodeposition
Metallized surface area: 64.5 cm2 (10 sq")
Deposition rate: 2.0 A/drn2 (20 Asf)
Actual amps:
1.38 amps

Plating duration:

3 hours

Result
On extractionfrom the electroplatingsolution the samplewas rinsed and
dried, and the various masking agents/resistmedia were stripped from the
surface.This revealedlaminatedstepsand distinct strataof metal which
depth.
This generateda
the
texture
and
magnitude
gave
surface
greater
randomly formed, organic growth of electrodepositedmetal where the wax
and maskingtape had beenused,which contrastedvery sharply with the
more formal/clearly defined, symmetrical patternof copper which arose
wherethe black insulating tape had beenusedas a masking medium.
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Sample No. 119
Preparation
A sample of 4 mm thick window glass was taken and masked with a
zigzag pattern. This was
(i) sandblastedto produce a rough, heavily abraded surface
(ii) meticulously cleaned using a solvent degreaser and alkali based
detergent before being rinsed and dried in warm air.
Metallization Technique - Lustrelbright metal preparation
Engelhards"Gold lustre preparation - KA6', was selectively applied to
abraded and polished areas of the sample. This was fired to a temperature
of 550°C (1022°F) and saturated for a duration of 5 minutes. On annealing
the sample was subsequently cleaned using an alkali based detergent,
rinsed, acid dipped in 10% sulphuric acid and thoroughly re-rinsed in cold
running water before being transferred to the electroplating solution.

Electrodeposition
Metallized surfacearea:38.9 cm2(6.03 sq")
Depositionrate: 4.0 A/dm2 (40 Asf)
Actual amps: 1.68amps
Plating duration:

4 hours.

Result
The sample received a very bright, lustrous deposit of metal, whilst this
was adherent in the sandblasted areas it displayed signs of lifting, peeling
and exfoliation on the polished surfaces of the glass. Although, within the
context of an industrial electroplating establishment these characteristics
would be rejected and considered a major defect, the blistering and
sporadic perforation of the electrodeposited copper film had interesting
aesthetic implications, which if nurtured could be developed to generate
some unique and aesthetically intriguing surface qualities.
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Sample No. 120
Primary Processing
Preparation
A sample of 4 mm thick window glass was taken and the lower section
was
(i) selectively masked and sandblasted to produce a rough, heavily
abraded surface
(ii) meticulously cleaned using a solvent degreaser and alkali based
detergent before being rinsed and dried in warm air.
Metallization Technique - Conductive silver paint/electrodag
Acheson Colloids silver paint 'Electrodag 915 was brush applied to the
abraded surface of the glass. This was stoved at a temperature of 160°C
(320°F) for a duration of 30 minutes to promote the bonding properties of
the metallizing medium and lower the surface resistance (so increasing
conductivity). The sample was subsequently cleaned using an alkali based
detergent, rinsed, acid dipped in 10% sulphuric acid and thoroughly rerinsed in cold running water before being transferred to the electroplating
solution.
Electrodeposition
Metallized surface area: 84 cm2 (13.02 sq")

Depositionrate:
Actual amps:

1.0 A/dm2 (10 Asf)
0.9 amps

Plating duration:

2 hours

Result
This produced a coherent, rapid and uniform surface coverage of
electrodeposited metal, creating a good foundation for the development of
textural and tactile surface qualities. The sample was rinsed and dried.

Secondary Processing
Preparation
A small sheetof coppershim was randomly spottedwith hot solder and
flameworkedwith an oxyacetylenegastorch to induce the formation of an
opaque,richly variegated,reddish-orangesurfacepatina. With the
exceptionof a small border aroundthe peripheral edgesof the metal
(which was lightly sandblastedto remove surfaceoxidation) the patinated
surfacewas maskedwith black insulating tape and the metal shim was
temporarily adheredto the surfaceof the sampleusing glue and polyfilla
to sealany gapsand undercuts.Exposedareasof the polyfilla were then
treatedwith 'Covolac' and metallized using an application of 'Electrodag
T9058', before the samplewas returnedto the electroplating
solution.
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Electrodeposition
The application of a resist media significantly reduced the surface area
available for subsequentelectrodeposition.
Metallized surface area: 68 cm2 (10.54 sq")
Deposition rate: 2.0 A/dm2 (20 Asf)
Actual amps: 1.5 amps
Plating duration: 3 hours
Result
The process united the metal shim with the electrodeposited glass to form
deposit
bright,
highly
The
possessed
a
a single coherent structure.
reflective appearance.

Tertiary

Processing

Preparation
The sample was rinsed and dried, and a further sheet of oxidised and
patinated metal shim was adhered to the surface (by repeating the
procedure outlined above). The whole of the metal shim was then masked
design
before
black
insulating
tape
was cut away to
an
elaborate
with
delineate an unresisted surface pattern. The exposed areas of metal were
little
to
oxidation,
cleaned
using
a
pumice,
remove surface
sandblasted
dipped in 10% sulphuric acid and re-rinsed before being returning the
sample to the electroplating solution.
Electrodeposition
The application of resist media further reduced the surface area available
for subsequent electrodeposition.

Metallized surface area: 14.7 cm2 (2.3 sq")
Deposition rate: 2.0 A/dm2 (20 Asf)
Actual amps: 0.3 amps
Plating duration:

13 hours

Result
On extraction from the electroplating solution the sample was rinsed and
dried and the masking medium was removed. All of the exposed areas
This
enabled the individual
successful
electrodeposition.
underwent
form
to
to
merge,
unit
a single integrated
and coalesce
components
structure. The overlaid, embossed surface pattern of electrodeposited
copper had a very uniform, bright and highly reflective appearance. This
dramatically
very
with the richly variegated and vivid range of
contrasted
coloured patinas which were present in underlying areas of the metal shim.
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Sample No. 121
Primary Processing
Preparation
Two sheetsof 4 mm thick window glass (a and b) were taken and masked
to leave the bordering edges exposed. These areas were
(i) sandblastedto produce a rough, heavily abraded surface
(ii) meticulously cleaned using a solvent degreaser and alkali based
detergent before being rinsed and dried in warm air.
Metallization Technique - Conductive silver paint/electrodag
Acheson Colloids silver paint 'Electrodag 915' was brush applied to the
abraded surface of the glass. This was stoved at a temperature of 160°C
(320°F) for a duration of 30 minutes to promote the bonding properties of
the metallizing medium and lower the surface resistance (so increasing
conductivity). The sample was subsequently cleaned using an alkali based
detergent, rinsed, acid dipped in 10% sulphuric acid and thoroughly rerinsed in cold running water before being transferred to the electroplating
solution.
Electrodeposition
Metallized surface area (a and b): 87 cm2 (13.49 sq")
Deposition rate: 2.0 A/dm2 (20 Asf)
Actual amps: 1.9 amps

Plating duration:

2 hours.

Result
This produced a very good surface coverage of electrodeposited metal
around the peripheral edges of the glass, creating a good foundation for the
next stage of the process. The samples were rinsed and dried.

Secondary Processing
Preparation
Samples(a and b) formed the basic structural framework upon which
additional componentswere attachedin preparationfor subsequent
electrodeposition.A piece of cotton gauze(c), was taken and treatedwith
'Covolac'to stiffen the material and render it impervious to the
electroplatingsolution. This was positioned in the intervening gap between
the glasssheets,firmly adheredusing glue and renderedconductive using
an applicationof silver paint 'ElectrodagT9058'. Care was taken to ensure
that a good link/continuousconductive pathway was formed betweenthe
freshly metallized surfaceareasand the original foundation layer of
electrodepositedmetal. A seriesof pulled and slumpedglassrods (d), were
arrangedon top of the gauzeand bound into position using thread,which
was also treatedwith 'Covolac' and metallized. The whole structurewas
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introduced
jig/rack
to the electroplating
and
suspendedon a supporting
solution.
Simultaneously perforations were cut into a flat sheet of wax to
This
design
(e).
was similarly metallized
pierced
produce an elaborately
heavy
from
then
gauge electrode wire to eliminate
a
rigid,
suspended
and
problems of buoyancy. This component was plated separately and
independently from the main structure.
Electrodeposition
a, band cd
Metallized surface area: 54 cm2 (8.37 sq")
2.0 A/dm2 (20 Asf)
Deposition rate:
1.2 amps
Actual amps:
3 hours.
Plating duration:

and e
103 cm2 (15.97 Sq")
2.5 A/dm2 (25 Asf)
2.8 amps
3 hours, 45 minutes

Result
Both of the structuresreceiveda good, fairly adherentand robust surface
coverageof electrodepositedcopper
Tertiary Processing
Preparation
These two elements were subsequently collaged and joined together (using
the procedures outlined above). They were then replated to unite the
into
a single coherent and rigid structure.
components

Electrodeposition
Metallized surfacearea(total): 142 cm2(22.01 sq")
Depositionrate: 2.0 A/dm2 (20 Asf)
Actual amps:
Plating duration:

3.1 amps
2 hours.

Result
The componentswere effectively united by the adherentand encapsulating
film of copper,to form a structural framework which was strong, rigid and
durable.By electrodepositingcontrastingsubstratematerials it was
interesting
to
an
create
rangeof textural and tactile surface
possible
qualities.This researchand experimentationhighlights the constructional
joining
potential of the electroplating process.
and
possibilities
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Sample No. 122
Primary Processing
Preparation
A sample of 4 mm thick window glass was taken and the lower section
was
(i) selectively masked and sandblasted to produce a rough, heavily
abraded surface
(ii) meticulously cleaned using a solvent degreaser and alkali based
detergent before being rinsed and dried in warm air.
Metallization Technique - Conductive silver paint/electrodag
Acheson Colloids silver paint'Electrodag 915' was brush applied to the
abraded surface of the glass. This was stoved at a temperature of 160°C
(320°F) for a duration of 30 minutes to promote the bonding properties of
the metallizing medium and lower the surface resistance (so increasing
conductivity). The sample was subsequently cleaned using an alkali based
detergent, rinsed, acid dipped in 10% sulphuric acid and thoroughly rerinsed in cold running water before being transferred to the electroplating
solution.
Electrodeposition
Metallized surface area:90 cm2(13.95 sq")

Depositionrate:
Actual amps:
Plating duration:

2.0 A/dm2 (20 Asf)
1.9 amps
8 hours.Followed by 14 hours at 1.0 A/dm2 (10
Asf)

Result
This produceda very thick, coherent,and uniform surfacecoverageof
electrodepositedmetal, creating a good foundation for the developmentof
textural and tactile surfacequalities. The samplewas rinsed and dried.

Secondary Processing
Preparation
A thick, viscousashphaltumbasedprinting resist was applied to the
surfaceof the copper,through a processof painting, rendering and
texturedrelief printing.
Procedure
The samplewas then immersedin an etching mordant comprising of a 1:4
ratio of nitric acid and water. In order to promote a clean, clear cut,
uniform bite the samplewas supportedupon insulating blocks several
millimetres away from the baseof the etching vat, and on a regular basis, a
featherwas usedto lightly brush the sedimentand air bubbles (evolved
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during the etchingprocess)away from the surface.After 6 hours the
samplewas extracted,rinsed in copious quantities of water and left to dry.
Result
The etching process produced a richly embellished and refined surface
pattern/texture. Though fairly shallow this exhibited a very intricate,
sensitive and exquisite array of surface detailing. The etching process did
not appear to have an adverse or detrimental affect upon the adhesion of
the deposit.

Tertiary Processing
Preparation
The sample was cleaned and scoured with a toothbrush dipped in pumice
and a little sulphuric acid, and then rinsed and dried. Selected areas of the
surface were subsequently resisted out using black masking tape, before
returning the sample to the electroplating solution.
Electrodeposition
The application of a resist media further reduced the surface area available
for subsequentelectrodeposition.
Metallized surface area: 30 cm2 (4.6 sq")
Deposition rate: 2.0 A/dm2 (20 Asf)
Actual amps: 0.6 amps
Plating duration: 6 hours
Result
The exposed areas of the sample received a fairly thick deposit of metal
creating a richly embossed surface pattern. This was slightly
distended/swollen and nodular around the edges, as a result of employing
high
current density. A far sharper definition and more
excessively
an
refined, subtle range of aesthetic effect could have been achieved by
plating at a lower current density over a longer period of time.
Nevertheless, an interesting decorative effect was achieved by integrating
and amalgamating etching techniques with electroplating procedures.
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Sample Nos. 123a and 123b
Preparation
Two samplesof window glasswere
(i) selectively sandblasted to produce a smooth, lightly roughened surface
(ii) meticulously cleaned, using a solvent degreaser and alkali based
detergent before being rinsed and dried in warm air.
Metallization Technique - Conductive silver paint/electrodag
Heraceus' silver electrodag paint 79058' was brush applied to the
abraded surface areas of the samples. In accordance with the
manufacturing guidelines these were stoved at a temperature of 70°C
(158°F) for 30 minutes to promote the bonding properties of the
metallizing medium and lower the surface resistance (so increasing
conductivity). A small section along the right-hand side of each sample
was resisted out using black insulating tape. The samples were
subsequently immersed in a weak detergent solution, rinsed, acid-dipped
in 10% Sulphuric acid and thoroughly re-rinsed before being introduced to
the electroplating solution.
Electrodeposition
Each sample was calculated to have a metallized surface area of 26 cm2
(4.0 sq")
Deposition rate:
Actual amps:
Plating duration:

SampleNo. 123a
2.0 A/dm2(20 Asf)
0.56 amps
52 minutes (1 hour)

SampleNo. 123b
4.0 A/dm2(40 Asf)
1.1 amps
52 minutes (1 hour)

Results
Both samples exhibited excellent surface conductivity which facilitated the
formation of a very rapid and continuous surface coverage of
electrodeposited metal. The lower current density employed in
electrodepositing Sample No. 123a proved to be an advantage both in
producing a smoother and more uniform metal film and in promoting a
stronger more adherent deposit. By comparison, although the metal
deposited on Sample No. 123b, (under the influence of a far higher current
density), was much brighter, it was of an inferior quality and uniformity,
with copper being preferentially drawn to the exterior/peripheral edges of
the sample.
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Sample Nos. 124a and 124b
Preparation
Two samplesof window glasswere
(i) selectively sandblasted to produce a smooth, lightly abraded surface
(ii) meticulously cleaned using a solvent degreaser and alkali based
detergent before being rinsed and dried in warm air.
Metallization Technique - Conductive silver paint/electrodag
Agar Scientifics silver paint 'Electrodag 1415' was brush applied to the
abraded surface of the samples. In accordance with the manufacturers
guidelines, these were stoved at a temperature of 80°C (176°F) for 30
minutes to promote the bonding properties of the metallizing medium and
lower the surface resistance (so increasing conductivity). A small area of
insulating
black
tape. The samples
each sample was resisted out using
were subsequently immersed in a weak detergent solution, rinsed, acid
dipped in 10% sulphuric acid and thoroughly re-rinsed before being
introduced to the electroplating solution.

Electrodeposition
SampleNo. 124a
Metallized surfacearea: 16.5cm2(2.56 sq")
2.0 A/dm2 (20 Asf)
Depositionrate:
Actual amps:

Plating duration

SampleNo. 124b
16.5cm2(2.56 sq")
4.0 A/dm2 (40 Ast)

0.35 amps

0.7 amps

52 minutes (1 hour)

52 minutes (1 hour)

Results
The samples were highly conductive, receiving a spontaneous surface
coverage of electrodeposited metal which was bright and lustrous in
No.
fairly
Sample
124a
exhibited
a
smooth, uniform deposit
appearance.
in
This
was
contrast to Sample No. 124b where a rough, hispid,
of copper.
bristled fringe of metal formed around the peripheral edges of the deposit
high
CD.
due
Although
to
the
there
of
application
an
excessively
was a
moderate level of bonding between the metal and the glass, there was
lifting,
of
peeling and poor surface adhesion, especially in
evidence
Sample No. 124b.
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Sample Nos. 125 and 126
Metallization Technique - Laminated copper wire

Several sheetsof (4 mm thick) window glass were taken and cut to a
interspersed
These
with a randomly
were
shape.
conforming size and
0.9
lattice
of
mm gauge copper wire
structure
criss-cross
work,
arranged
block.
form
to
top
solid
another
a
one
of
and consecutively stacked on
This was kiln fired to a fusing temperature of 780°C (1436°F). On
laminated
block
the
was sliced to produce panels - crossannealing
A
impregnated
copper
wire.
strands
of
perpendicular
with
sections of glass
No.
125)
(Sample
this
was taken, and one side was ground
of
glass
sheet
(hand lapping techniques were used to take the glass down through 80,
220,320,400 and 600 grade grits) and polished using a slurry of pumice
The
highly
to
reflective
surface.
other side of
a
and a cork wheel produce
the glass was left in a roughly abraded condition. An additional panel of
No.
laminated
block
(Sample
the
the
of
the glass comprising of
end section
126), which exhibited a branched like ramification of externally projecting
dipped
(in
10%
The
were
acid
samples
copper wire was also prepared.
being
before
transferred to the electroplating
and
re-rinsed
sulphuric acid)
solution.
Electrodeposition

SampleNo. 125
Metallized surfacearea: 10 cm2(1.55 sq")
2.0 A/dm2 (20 Asf)
Depositionrate:
0.22 amps
Actual amps:
52 minutes (1 hour)
Plating duration:

SampleNo. 126
20 cm2(3.1 sq")
2.0 A/dm2 (20 Asf)
0.4 amps
52 minutes (1 hour)

Results
The current wasrapidly transmittedacrossthe integratedcircuit of copper
wire facilitating the successfulelectrodepositionof the sphericalpinheads
and longitudinal strandsof metal exposedon the uppermostsurfaceof the
decoratively
No.
125,
Sample
In
this
a
embossedsurface
created
glass.
like
This
dots
bead
tiny
nodules.
effect was more
swollen
and
of
pattern
prevalenton the roughenedside of the glasswhere the metallized surface
larger.
It
was also apparentthat metal was
significantly
areawas
density
high
drawn
to
the
areas- the strandsof metal
current
preferentially
Since
the
the copper
the
of
sample.
edges
peripheral/exterior
exposedon
within the glassthere was a
wire was actually encapsulated/imbedded
for
The
level
potential
surface
adhesion.
electrodepositingquite
of
good
independentand isolatedareasof metal representsthe most exciting aspect
of this process.
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In Sample No. 126 there was a thickening and stiffening of the copper
wire strands, these possessedswollen bulges and turgid protuberances of
highly polished metal towards their extremities and dull roots. Deposition
was noticeable heavier and increasingly exaggerated as the strands of
further
became
from
the
projected
outwards
and
metal
more remote
integrating
framework
into
by
Again,
the
the
the
of
metal
surface
glass.
body
of the glass maximum surface adhesion was assured.
main
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Sample No. 127
Preparation
A mould bearing a shallow trough was formed from a 50: 50 mixture of
plaster and investrite.
Metallization Technique - Cast metal leaf
Three sheetsof gold leaf were laid into the recessed cavity of the mould
ingot
lead
down
of
using
a
single
glass. This was transferred
and weighted
to the kiln and fired to a casting temperature of 850°C (1562°F) for a
duration of 1 hour. The glass was annealed overnight and then extracted
from the mould. This revealed that a significant portion of the metal leaf
had either dispersed and disintegrated, or been burnt away as a direct result
of the firing process. The sample was cleaned, in an alkali based detergent,
being
introduced
before
finally
dipped
to the electroplating
rinsed
and
acid
solution.
Electrodeposition
Metallized surface area: 2 cm2 (0.31 sq")
Deposition rate: 2.0 A/dm2 (20 Asf)
Actual amps: 0.04 amps
Plating duration: 52 minutes (1 hour)
Result
Although the metallized surface was very limited, there was a very rapid
indicating
metal
a high level of
surface coverage of electrodeposited
surface conductivity. However, the electrodeposited metal exhibited signs
indicative
lifting
which
were
of poor surface adhesion.
and peeling
of
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Sample Nos. 128a and 128b
Preparation
Two glassmicroscopeslideswere
(i) selectively sandblasted to produce a smooth lightly abraded surface;
(ii) meticulously cleaned using a solvent degreaser and alkali based
detergent before being, rinsed and dried in warm air.
Metallization Technique - Conductive silver paint/electrodag
Engelhards silver electrodag paste 71012' was brush-applied to the
abraded surfaces of the samples. In accordance with the manufacturers
guidelines these were then stoved at a temperature of 381°C (718°F) for 30
minutes, to promote the bonding properties of the metallizing medium and
lower the surface resistance (so increasing electrical conductivity). The
upper section of the metallized samples was resisted using black insulating
tape. The samples were subsequently immersed in a weak detergent
solution, rinsed, acid dipped in 10% sulphuric acid (for 15 seconds) and
thoroughly re-rinsed, before being transferred to the electroplating
solution.
Electrodeposition
Each sample was calculated to have a metallized surface area of 8 cm2 (1.2
sq")

Depositionrate:
Actual amps:
Plating duration:

SampleNo. 128a
2.0 A/dm2(20 Asf)
0.17 amps
52 minutes (1 hour)

SampleNo. 128b
4.0 A/dm2(40 Ast)
0.33 amps
52 minutes (1 hour)

Results
Conductivity was excellent,this gaverise to a very rapid and complete
surfacecoverageof electrodepositedcopper.The excessivelyhigh current
densityusedto electrodepositSampleNo. 128(b) resultedin twice as
much metal being deposited,and causedthe copper to develop an
exuberanttreeing/nodulareffect aroundthe peripheral fringes of the
deposit(the high CD areasof the cathodesurface).By comparison,
SampleNo. 128a,which was processedat a much lower density of 2.0
A/dmý(20 Asf), produceda much smoother,brighter and more uniform
deposit.The level of adhesion,was moderatelygood and was found to
benefit directly from the employmentof a low current density.
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Sample Nos. 129aand 129b
Preparation
Two glassmicroscopeslideswere
(i) selectively sandblastedto produce a smooth, lightly abraded surface
(ii) meticulously cleaned using a solvent degreaser and alkali based
detergent before being rinsed and dried in warm air.
Metallization Technique - Conductive silver paintfelectrodag
Chemences silver electrodag paint'Ionacure 6900' was brush applied to the
abraded surface of the samples. In accordance with the manufacturers
guidelines these were stoved at a temperature of 80°C (176°F) for 60
minutes to promote the bonding properties of the metallizing medium and
lower the surface resistance (so increasing conductivity). The upper
insulating
black
tape. The samples
the
was
with
samples
resisted
section of
in
immersed
detergent
then
a
solution, rinsed, acid dipped in
weak
were
10% sulphuric acid (for 15 seconds) and thoroughly re-rinsed before being
transferred to the electroplating solution.
Electrodeposition
Each sample was calculated to have a metallized surface area of 8 cm2 (1.2
)
sq@,

Depositionrate:
Actual amps:
Plating duration:

SampleNo. 129a
2.0 A/dm2 (20 Asf)
0.17 amps
52 minutes (1 hour)

SampleNo. 129b
4.0 A/dm2 (40 Asf)
0.33 amps
52 minutes (1 hour)

Results
The samples displayed a relatively poor level of surface conductivity, this
indicated
by
the meagre and very slow surface coverage of
was
25
took
metal,
which
over
minutes at 2.0 A/dm2 (20 Asf),
electrodeposited
to completely envelope the metallized surface. The deposits possesseda
slightly grainy, rugged and streaky appearance.This texture replicated the
brush marks which had emerged during the original application of the
thick, thixotropic silver paste. In contrast, where the metallizing medium
had been applied too thinly, or in a superficial fashion, skip-plating
occurred so that varying thicknessO of metal were deposited. This gave
rise to an irregular and uneven surface texture, which enhanced rather than
detracted from the overall aesthetic and decorative effect of the samples.
In both instances a bright, lustrous deposit was produced, however in
Sample No. 129b, a nodular, hispid fringe of metal formed around the
high
CD
Although
the
areas.
edges
peripheral
adhesion was adequate
there was evidence of the lifting and exfoliation in Sample No. 129b. This
was induced through stress and had been incorporated into the deposit as a
result of using an excessively high CD.
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Sample No. 131
Preparation
Glass blowing techniques were used to form a hot parison of glass which
bubble.
This
heated
in
heavy,
blown
form
thick
was
to
walled
a
was
out
the glory hole before being plunged into a bucket of cold water to create a
The
glass was then reheated to partially soften and
crackled surface effect.
fissures
before
being
the
cracked off and transferred to
cracks
and
refuse
into
dissected
bubble
On
lehr.
two spherical, curved
the
was
the
annealing
lenses.
Metallization Technique - Copper lacquer/paste
Cannings' copper bronze powder and binding lacquer No. F67406 were
5
in
10
lacquer,
form
to
to
together
of
gms
paste
of
ml
a
ratio
a
mixed
liberally
into
the
applied
and
worked
which
was
viscous
paste
grainy,
fissures, cracks and crevices exposed on the surface of the glass. This
The
harden
left
to
sample was then
and
cure
overnight.
paste was
introduced to the electroplating solution.
Electrodeposition
Metallized surface area: 8.1 cm2 (1.25 sq")
Deposition rate: 2.0 A/dm2 (20 Asf)
Actual amps: 0.17 amps

Plating duration:

2 hours,30 minutes.

Result
The sample exhibited a good surface coverage of electrodeposited metal.
Since the metallizing medium had been employed as a thick putty/cement
like filler which had been compressed and burnished into exposed
in
the surface of the glass and enveloped
undercuts
and
crevices, cracks,
it
the
the
was possible to actively
sample,
edges
of
peripheral
around
a
level
the
promote
and
relatively
good
of
encapsulation
principle
employ
This
technique produced a very subtle, randomly
adhesion.
of surface
decorative
valuable
aesthetic
which
exhibited
and
surface
pattern
crazed
qualities.
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Sample Nos. 133 and 134
Primary Processing
Metallization Technique - Pressedcopper components

Thin, soft, pliable strips of 0.003 gauge copper shim, 0.9 mm copper wire,
and cross sections of brass tube were used to fabricate a series of two
dimensional metal forms. A gather of hot glass from the furnace was
poured and cast onto the structures which were then transferred to the
lehr.
On
dipped
the
cooling
samples
were
acid
annealing
and the exposed
elements of the metal were scrubbed with a slurry of pumice powder to
before
being
the
scale
and
surface
oxidation,
rinsed and transferred
remove
to the electroplating solution

Electrodeposition
Metallized surfacearea(in total): 35.5 cm2 (5.5 sq")
Deposition rate:
Actual amps:
Plating duration:

2.0 A/dm2 (20 Asf)
0.8 amps
52 minutes (1 hour).

Results
There was a spontaneoussurface coverage of electrodeposited metal. This
was of a very bright, highly reflective appearance. Adhesion was excellent
because the metal had been permanently fused and embedded within the
forming
during
body
the
the
original
of
glass
glass
process.
main

Secondary Processing
Preparation
One of the samples was taken and the front surface of the glass was
Heraceus
cleaned
and
metallized
using
sandblasted,
selectively
silver paint
'Electrodag T9058 before being returned to the electroplating solution.

Electrodeposition
Metallized surfacearea: 19.4cm2(3.0 sq")
Deposition rate:
Actual amps:

2.0 A/dm2 (20 Asf)
0.4 amps

Plating duration:

52 minutes (1 hour)

Result
Therewas an unevendistribution of metal. On the uppermostsurfaceof
the glass,especiallywhere metal componentswere freely exposedalong
the peripheraledgesof the samplea heavy,bright, highly reflective
depositof copperwas formed. This was in stark contrastto the recessed,
depressedsurfaceareaswhich only receiveda very dull, thinly distributed
By
deposit
of
copper.
plating metal on either side of the and meagre
feeling
back)
depth
(front
a
of
and
was createdwhich gave the
sample
samplesa 3D surfacequality.
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Sample No. 135
Metallization Technique - Laminated copper components

Fine copper mesh, copper sheet and 0.9 gauge copper wire, were taken and
laminated between randomly arranged, interconnecting glass canes (some
of which had been coated in a generous film of 'Scropas' copper powder)
to construct a two dimensional framework. This montage was deliberately
assembled to allow areas of the metal to become effectively
masked/resisted, as a result of being partially trapped, fused and insulated
between juxtaposing glass elements. Experiments were then conducted to
for
be
it
to
a
current
passed through the
whether
was
possible
establish
(insulating properties of the) glass substrate, to facilitate the successful
framework
isolated
the
of
metal
areas
which remained
electrodeposition of
evident on the exterior surface.

Electrodeposition
Metallized surfacearea:7.5 cm2(1.16 sq")
Deposition rate:
Actual amps:

2.0 A/dm2 (20 Asf)
0.2 amps

Plating duration:

52 minutes(1 hour).

Result
The metal trapped and fused within the glass created an integrated circuit
which provided continuous surface conductivity and promoted the
successful electrodeposition of the exposed metal components. This
bright
between
interesting
the
very
areas of
aesthetic
contrast
an
provided
plated metal and the red/black oxidised areas which remained trapped and
fused within the main body of the glass. There was a very rapid, coherent,
indicating
good surface conductivity
surface
coverage
of
metal
uniform
hardness
brittleness,
The
and structural rigidity of
excellent
adhesion.
and
the metal increased significantly as a result of the electroplating process.
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Sample Nos. 136 and 137
Metallization Technique - Fused metal leaf

Glass blowing techniques were used to form a hot parison of glass. Two
laid
No.
136)
leaf
(Sample
taken
out on the
were
and
sheetsof silver
marver. These were picked up and smoothly applied to the glass by gently
rolling the hot blowing iron across the foil, coherently fusing and
integrating the precious metal leaf into the soft malleable surface. A gob of
glass collected on the end of a bit iron was then gathered and applied to the
surface of the blown form as a pulled rod/hot thread which was wound
around the circumference of the bubble to produce an evenly spaced
spiral/helix configuration. The glass was then cracked off and transferred
to the annealing lehr. On cooling the metallized glass was dissected into
two spherical, curved lenses. This procedure was repeated using gold leaf
to form Sample No. 137.
In each instance a single lense was taken, ground and polished. The
top and bottom sections of the glass were masked with a protective resist
of black insulating tape. The samples were then cleaned, rinsed and acid
dipped before being transferred to the electroplating solution.
Electrodeposition
Metallized surface area:

Depositionrate:
Actual amps:
Plating duration:

SampleNo. 136

SampleNo. 137

33.6 cm2 (5.2 sq")

27.5 cm2 (4.3 sq")

1.5 A/dm2 (15 Asf)
0.5 amps
1 hour, 30 minutes

1.5 A/dm2 (15 Asf)
0.4 amps
1 hour, 30 minutes

Results
The main objective of this experiment, was to assesswhether it would be
possible to pass an electrical current beneath the hot trails of glass (which
insulated selected areas of the metallized surface) enabling
electrodeposition to spread and occur in quite independent and isolated
areas.This proved to be extremely successful, with electrodeposited
copper forming on exposed areas of the metallized surface and being
resisted out by the encompassing glass trail. Sample No. 137 (gold leaf)
registered a very high voltage during the initial stages of the
electrodeposition process and appeared to be significantly less conductive
than Sample No. 136 (silver leaf). This finding was reinforced by the fact
that it only took 15 minutes for Sample No. 136 to receive a good
3/4
(which
coverage of copper
enveloped
of the metallized surface),
whereas 40 minutes passed before Sample No. 137 received an equivalent
deposit. In both instances the electrodeposited copper was smooth and
bright, with a slightly scaly, crazy surface pattern this accurately
reflected the fissures in the metal leaf which had disintegrated and
dispersed slightly on application. Furthermore, the solution had seeped
beneath the tape resulting in a dull tidal mark of electrodeposited copper
forming around the upper section of Sample No. 136. It was also evident
that metal had been preferentially drawn to the high current density areas
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resulting in a very thick, dense, bright deposit of copper forming around
the peripheral edges of the sample. In both instances film adhesion was
relatively poor, and there was an emphatic reliance upon the principle of
encapsulation to bond the metal to the glass.
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Sample Nos. 138 and 139
Preparation
Two sampleswere prepared.Thesecomprisedof
(a) a1 mm gaugecopper sheet.- SampleNo. 138

(b) a sheet of pre-cast resin. This was metallized using Acheson Colloids
conductive silver paint 'Electrodag 915' before undergoing
electrodeposition from an acid copper sulphate electroplating solution,
for a duration of 4 hours at a current density of 2.0 A/dm2 (20 Asf). -

SampleNo. 139
Both of the samples were identical in size. Immediately prior to patination
the samples were scrupulously cleaned to remove any extraneous dirt and
formation
the
of an adherent and uniform surface
grease, and promote
patina. This involved several stages. Initial degreasing was carried out
using a stout bristled toothbrush dipped in an organic solvent to eradicate
oily surface residues. This was followed by an immersion soak and scrub
in a hot, water soluble alkaline emulsion cleaner (a solution of soap and
water), and a thorough rinse under cold running water. Finally, the
surfaces were lightly scoured with an abrasive medium of pumice and a
little water to reduce surface tension and roughen the metal, thereby
providing a good surface key for the patinating procedure, prior to rinsing,
acid dipping in 10% sulphuric acid and re-rinsing the sample in cold

running water.
The Patinating Solution
(Source: HUGHES, R. and ROWE, M. (1982) The Colouring, Bronzing and Patination of
Metals, Recipe No. 3.208)

PotassiumHydroxide (pellet form)
CopperSulphate
SodiumTartrate
Water

100 gms
30 gms
30 gms
1 litre

(16 oz)
(4.8 oz)
(4.8 oz)
(1 gallon)

Procedure
The chemicalswere addedto the water in the order outlined aboveand
mixed thoroughly until they dissolvedinto solution. A pipette was then
usedto make controlled additions of the solution, to a tray of very fine
sawdustto createa damp, crumbly mixture (Carewas taken to avoid over
saturatingthe sawdustwith liquid). Half of the sawdustwas usedto line
the baseof an airtight container.The sampleswere then introducedbefore
the remaining sawdustwas added.This was firmly compressedand packed
down. The tray was sealedwith cling film to retain the moisture and create
a damp,humid atmosphere,before being set asidefor 12 hours to allow
the patina to develop.During this time the processwas regularly inspected
and monitored.On completion the sampleswere extracted,rinsed under
cold running water and air dried. To preservethe patina the sampleswere
sprayedand sealedwith a thin film of 'Ecropen'lacquer.
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Results
In both instances a variegated surface colour was produced. The
uppermost surface of Sample No. 138(a) was vigorously etched by the
brown
ground which was
pink/light
solution, producing a mottled
interspersed with very sharply defined and isolated patches of raised,
Sample
No.
139(b) gave rise to
In
the
on
patina
stippled metal. comparison
a much darker, intenser and more variegated range of muddy brown
colours. In both instances the colours engendered on the reverse/underside
of the samples was significantly different, producing a brown/black
iridescent
bluishwith
a
shimmering,
pigmentation which was covered
green surface sheen.This gave rise to a wetter, more coherent
No.
in
138(c)
Sample
the
and a very dry, stippled
of
colours
wash/bleeding
effect in Sample No. 139(d).
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Sample No. 140
Preparation
A sample of 1 mm gauge copper sheet was taken. Immediately prior to
treatment this was cleaned to remove any extraneous dirt and grease, and
to promote the formation of an adherent and uniform surface patina. This
involved several stages.Initial degreasing was carried out using a stout
bristled toothbrush dipped in an organic solvent and to eradicate any oily
surface residues. This was followed by an immersion soak and scrub in a
hot, water soluble alkaline emulsion cleaner (a solution of soap and water),
and a thorough rinse in cold running water. Finally, the surface was lightly
scoured with an abrasive medium of pumice and a little water to reduce
surface tension and roughen the metal, thereby providing a good surface
key for the patinating solution, prior to rinsing, acid dipping in 10%
sulphuric acid and re-rinsing the sample in cold running water.
The Patinating Solution
60 gms
Cuprous Chloride
60 gms
Ammonia
Vinegar
284 ml

(2 oz)
(2 oz)
(1/2pint)

Procedure
The chemicals were added to the vinegar and mixed thoroughly until they
dissolved. The sample was then immersed in the solution and freely
suspendedseveral centimetres away from the walls of the vessel. After a
few minutes the sample was extracted and the residual surface film was
allowed to dry for 1-2 hours. On completion the sample was sprayed and
sealed with a thin film of 'Ecropen' lacquer.

Result
The processgaverise to a very vibrant and vivid, turquoiseblue patina.
However, this was sporadicand restrictedto small localised surfaceareas,
with the majority of the metal being dominatedby a more prominently
burnt
patternedand variegated,
umber ground.
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Sample No. 141
Preparation
A sample of 1 mm gauge copper sheet was taken. Immediately prior to
treatment this was cleaned to remove any extraneous dirt and greases,and
promote the formation of an adherent and uniform surface patina. This
involved several stages.Initial degreasing was carried out using a
toothbrush dipped in an organic solvent to eradicate any oily surface
residues. The secondary stage involved an immersion soak and scrub in a
hot, water soluble alkaline emulsion cleaner (a solution of soap and water).
A thorough rinse under cold running water followed. Finally, the surface
was lightly scoured with an abrasive medium of pumice and a little water
to reduce surface tension and roughen the metal thereby providing a good
surface key for the patinating solution, prior to rinsing, acid dipping in
10% sulphuric acid and re-rinsing the sample in cold running water.

The Patinating Solution
(Source: HUGHES, R. and ROWE, M. (1982) The Colouring, Bronzing and Patination of
Metals, Recipe No. 3.140)

Copper Nitrate
Sodium Chloride
Potassium Hydrogen Tartrate
Ammonium Chloride
Water

20 gms
(308 grains)
16 gms
(246 grains)
2 gms
(31 grains)
4 gms
(62 grains)
To form a paste

Procedure
A pestle and mortar were employed to grind the ingredients together to
form a paste with a smooth, runny consistency. A piece of damp gauze
was adhered to the surface of the metal and the paste was liberally applied
and worked into and around the open weave areas of the fabric. After 6
hours the gauze was removed, the dry residue was eliminated from the
surface using a stiff bristled brush and the metal was washed under cold
running water. The sample was exposed to direct sunlight for several
weeks to enable the patina to mature and take effect.

Result
Colour developmentoccurredvery slowly, generatinga deepgreenpatina.
This producedan interestingaestheticeffect. Thoseareaswhich had been
saturatedwith the pasteproduceda very smooth,uniformly applied
surfacepatina. However, in other areas,where the pastehad beendrawn
and absorbedinto the open weaveareasof the gauze,and away from
exposedareasof the metal it left an identical impressionbehind, an
duplicate image of where the fabric had lay. This createda dramatic
surfacepattern and striking colour contrast,with the densegreensurface
patinabeing set off againsta rich, russet-brickcoloured copper ground.
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Sample No. 142
Preparation
A sample of 1 mm gauge copper sheet was taken. Immediately prior to
dirt
and
greases,
and
to
extraneous
any
treatment this was cleaned remove
This
patina.
formation
of an adherent and uniform surface
promote the
involved several stages.Initial degreasing was carried out using a stout
bristled toothbrush dipped in an organic solvent and to eradicate any oily
in
immersion
by
followed
a
scrub
and
This
soak
an
was
surface residues.
hot, water soluble alkaline emulsion cleaner (a solution of soap and water),
lightly
Finally,
the
surface was
and a thorough rinse in cold running water.
little
to
reduce
water
a
and
of
pumice
scoured with an abrasive medium
surface tension and roughen the metal, thereby providing a good surface
key for the patinating solution, prior to rinsing, acid dipping in 10%
in
the
cold running water.
sample
sulphuric acid and re-rinsing
The Patinating Solution
626)
Metals.
Electrodeposition
W.
(1920)
G.
BRANNT,
p.
LANGBEIN,
(Source:
of
and
Liver of Sulphur (Potassium Sulphide)

Water

142ml -1.136 litres

('/4 -2 pints)

(Optional - Trace of Ammonia to brighten the lustre of the colour)
Procedure
One lump of liver of sulphur was taken and dissolved in a pint of warm
become
to
for
left
5
the
This
to
solution
to
stand
minutes enable
was
water.
into
the
dipped
The
the
until
solution,
was
sample
repeatedly
active.
fairly
This
foundation/base
a
was
colour was obtained.
required
further
liver
A
of sulphur was taken and
process.
piece
of
spontaneous
used to draw a spiralling, circular pattern directly onto the surface of the
daubed
flicked,
been
(Alternatively,
have
the
or
solution
metal
could
localized
surface areas to produce a mottled, stippled or
sponged onto
Once
the desired effect had been achieved the sample was
streaky effect).
lacquer.
dried
film
'Ecropen'
thin
and
sprayed with a
of
rinsed, air
Result
The initial immersion produced a fairly uniform and coherent base colour,
hue/tone
desired
density
to
the
controlled
of
easily
create
and
which-was
brown. This contrasted sharply with the spontaneity of the drawn qualities
far
immediate
to
a
more
rise
and predetermined aesthetic
which gave
light
bronze
The
brown
to
produced
solution
a
very
rich,
chocolate
effect.
iridescent
bluish-purple
a
slightly
surface sheen. This
patina with
finish.
satinized
semi-gloss,
possesseda
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Sample Nos. 143a and 143b
Preparation
Two sampleswere prepared.Thesecomprisedof
(a) a1 mm gauge copper sheet.
(b) a sheet of pre-cast resin. This was metallized using Acheson Colloids
conductive silver paint 'Electrodag 915' before undergoing
electrodeposition from an acid copper sulphate electroplating solution,
for a duration of 4 hours at a current density of 2.0 A/dm2 (20 Asf).
Both of the samples were of an identical size and shape. Immediately prior
to patination the samples were scrupulously cleaned to remove any
extraneous dirt and grease and promote the formation of an adherent and
uniform surface patina. This involved several stages. Initial degreasing
was carried out using a stout bristled toothbrush dipped in an organic
followed
by
This
to
an
was
solvent eradicate oily surface residues.
immersion soak and scrub in a hot, water soluble alkaline emulsion cleaner
(a solution of soap and water), and a thorough rinse under cold running
water. Finally, the surfaces were lightly scoured with an abrasive medium
of pumice and a little water to reduce surface tension and roughen the
for
key
the patinating procedure,
thereby
metal,
providing a good surface
prior to rinsing, acid dipping in 10% sulphuric acid and re-rinsing the
samples in cold running water.

The Patinating Solution
(Source:HUGHES, R. and ROWE, M. (1982) The Colouring, Bronzing and Patination of
Metals, RecipeNo. 3.204)

Ammonium Carbonate
Copper Acetate
Sodium Chloride

150 gms (24 oz)
60 gms (9.6 oz)
50 gms (8 oz)

PotassiumHydrogenTartrate
Water

50 gms
1 litre

(8 oz)
(1 gallon)

Procedure
The chemicalswere addedto the water (in the order outlined above)
slowly, in small incrementaldosesand mixed thoroughly. As they
dissolvedsomeeffervescingand fizzing occurred.A roll of cotton wool
moistenedand impregnatedwith the patinating solution was then laid out
on the baseof a polypropylenetray, and the sampleswere addedand
coveredwith a further layer of the cotton wool. This was tightly packed
and compressedto ensuregood surfacecontact was madebetweenthe
samplesand the patinating solution. The tray was sealedwith cling film to
retain the moisture and createa humid atmosphere,and set asidefor 12
hoursto allow the patina to develop.During this time the sampleswere
regularly inspectedand monitored. On completion the sampleswere
removed,rinsed in cold water and dried. They were then sprayedwith a
thin film of 'Ecropen'lacquer.
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Results
A variegated blue/sea green surface patina was produced on both samples.
This generated a rich, dense and vivid set of colours which exhibited a
markedly more pronounced and dramatic effect on the electrodeposited
sample (b), than on the sheet metal (a), which displayed a subtler and far
more delicate range of tones and colours. In the latter instance colour
pigmentation was restricted to localised surface areas.
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Sample No. 145
Primary Processing
Preparation
A sheet of 4 mm thick window glass was
(i) selectively masked and sandblasted to produce a smooth, lightly
abraded surface,
(ii) meticulously cleaned using a solvent degreaser and alkali based
detergent before being rinsed and dried in warm air.
Metallization Technique - Conductive silver paint/electrodag
Acheson Colloids silver paint 'Electrodag 915' was brush applied to the
abraded surface of the glass. This was stoved at a temperature of 160°C
(320°F) for a duration of 30 minutes to promote the bonding properties of
the metallizing medium and lower the surface resistance (so increasing
conductivity). The sample was subsequently cleaned using an alkali based
detergent, rinsed, acid dipped in 10% sulphuric acid and thoroughly rinsed
in cold running water before being transferred to the electroplating
solution.
Electrodeposition
Metallized surface area: 142 cm2 (22 sq")
Deposition rate: 1.0 A/dm2 (10 Asf)
1.5 amps
Actual amps:

Plating duration:

8 hours.

Result
This produced a very thick, coherent, and uniform surface coverage of
electrodeposited copper. The sample was rinsed and dried.

Secondary Processing
Preparation
A seriesof slumpedglassshards,beads,and fused glasscaneswere
temporarily adheredto the electrodepositedsurfaceof the glassusing a
clear silicone sealant.This was left to hardenand cure, before any excess
was cut away using a craft knife. The surfacewas dipped in 10% sulphuric
acid and rinsed.Two coatingsof 'Covolac' were then applied to the areas
surroundingthe appendagesto seal the silicone sealantand render it
impervious to the electroplatingsolution. This was left to dry overnight.
Theseareaswere coatedwith a film of silver paint 'ElectrodagT9058' to
createa conductivesurfaceand enablea supportingcollar/encompassing
rim of electrodepositedmetal to be grown aroundthe peripheraledgesof
the components,which would mergeand coalescewith the basedeposit to
form a single coherentstructure.The samplewas then
returnedto the
electroplatingsolution.
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Electrodeposition
Metallized surfacearea: 118 cm2(18.3 sq")
Depositionrate: 1.0 A/dm2 (10 Asf)
Actual amps: 1.27 amps
Plating duration: 12 hours.Followed by 8 hours at 2.0 A/dm2
(20 Asf)
Result
There was a good build up of metal around the peripheral, bordering edges
of the glass appendages,- the high CD areas. This produced a very bright,
lustrous deposit which possesseda slightly nodular and beaded nature.
Whilst the edges of the deposit were very bright, the central areas were
predominantly dull/matt. It was also apparent that some residual traces of
the silicone sealant had inadvertently been left on the surface of the metal,
these acted as a resist medium creating a slightly spongy, sugary deposit
on an otherwise fairly smooth, uniform copper ground. Although, the
process was time consuming and fiddly it proved to be an effective means
of joining and uniting components to form a single coherent structure, and
into
individual
the surface of
elements
of growing, merging and coalescing
a deposit.
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Sample No. 146
Preparation
A series of thin clay tablets were prepared bearing textured surface
impressions of coral formations. These were slumped into a shallow
The
them
clay
to
scalloped
surface.
curved,
a
slightly
give
plaster mould,
models were allowed to dry, before being extracted from the mould and
biscuit fired to a temperature of 1000°C (1832°F). This produced a series
of porous, brittle clay forms.
Metallization Technique - Copper lacquer/paste
The clay models were coated with a thin film of 'Covolac' lacquer. On
drying the process was repeated to preserve the forms and render them
impervious to the electroplating solution. Schloetters' copper paste No.
1080 and lacquer No. 1764/002 were mixed in a ratio of 1: 1 (5 gms
lacquer to 5 gms paste). This was blended with a small amount of thinners
No. 355/007 to modify the consistency and form a smooth runny emulsion,
which was liberally applied to the surface of the clay models using a paint
brush. This was left to cure overnight before introducing the models to the
electroplating solution.
Electrodeposition
Metallized surface area: 124 cm2 (19.22 sq")
1.0 A/dm2 (10 Asf)
Deposition rate:
Actual amps: 1.3 amps

Plating duration:

10 hours.Followed by 2 hours at 2.0 A/dm2
(20 Asf).

Result
On extractionfrom the electroplatingbath the sampleswere rinsed and
dried. The clay modelsreceiveda uniform and coherentsurfacecoverage
detail
of
every
and
reproduced
of electrodepositedmetal which reflected
the underlying surfacetexture with accuracyand sensitivity. However, on
subsequentinspectionit becameapparentthat residuesof the
electroplatingsolution had remainedtrappedin the surfaceof the metal
especiallyin crevicesand areasof intricate detail, leading to the formation
of a slightly iridescentsurfacefilm, which was encrustedwith a deep
greensurfacepatina.
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Sample No. 147
Primary Processing
Preparation
A sheet of 'St Juste glass - 209' (blue flash on green) was meticulously
being
before
detergent
based
degreaser
alkali
and
cleaned using a solvent
rinsed and dried. PVA glue was then randomly applied to selected areas of
the surface using painting techniques to create a series of broad, circular
brush strokes. This was left to partially dry before craft tools were used to
draw and scratch back into the PVA, adding further detail to the resisted
flashed
layer
the
to
top
The
then
of
sandblasted remove
surface.
glass was
desired
This
the
surface pattern and
until
glass.
procedure was repeated
texture was produced. The sample was then meticulously cleaned using a
dried.
before
being
detergent
based
degreaser
and
rinsed
and alkali
solvent
Metallization Technique - Conductive silver paint/electrodag
Heraceus silver paint 'Electrodag T9058' was brush applied to the abraded
for
(158°F)
70°C
This
temperature
of
was stoved at a
surface of the glass.
bonding
30
duration
the
to
properties of the
promote
minutes
a
of
increasing
(so
lower
the
surface resistance
metallizing medium and
based
The
then
alkali
cleaned
using
an
sample was
conductivity).
detergent, rinsed, acid dipped in 10% sulphuric acid and thoroughly rinsed
in cold running water before being transferred, immediately, to 'Cannings
Cuprasol Mark 5- Acid Copper Sulphate Electroplating Solution'.

Electrodeposition
Metallized surfacearea:63 cm2(9.8 sq")
Deposition rate:
Actual amps:

1.0 A/dm2 (10 Asf)
0.68 amps

Plating duration:

24 hours

Result
On extractionthe samplewas rinsed and dried. The glasshad receiveda
very rapid and even surfacecoverageof electrodepositedcopper which
displayeda satinizedsurfacesheen.

Secondary Processing
Preparation
A paint brush was then usedto apply a liberal coating of melted wax to
selectedsurfaceareas.This formed a resist medium. On cooling craft tools
into
draw
back
the wax in order to expose
to
were used scratchand
underlying areasof electrodepositedcopper.The samplewas then
cathodically cleanedto re-activatethe surfaceof the copper,rinsed/swilled
in still and agitatedwater, dipped in 10% sulphuric acid (at room
temperature),thoroughly re-rinsedand transferredto a'Silver Strike' bath
for 30 seconds.This was essentialto prevent the formation of an
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immersion deposit and promote the electrodeposition of a tenacious,
strongly adherent silver film. On extraction the sample was immediately
transferred to'Schloetters Elfit Bright Silver Plating Solution'.
Electrodeposition
Metallized surface area: 31.5 cm2 (4.9 sq")
Deposition rate:
1.0 A/dm2 (10 Asf)
Plating duration:
36 minutes
Result
On extraction from the electroplating bath the sample was rinsed and
dried, before the wax resist was peeled away from the surface. The metal
was then treated with a solvent degreaser. The unresisted areas of copper
plate had received a good surface coverage of electrodeposited silver,
however, the masked areas of copper had oxidised, leading to the
development of a rich, dark brown surface patina. This was possibly due to
surface residues of acid (from the previous plating process), being
inadvertently carried over into the silver plating solution. Although this
effect could easily be eradicated, it was left intact as it was felt to enhance
rather than detract from the overall aesthetic/decorative effect. During this
plating period approximately 1.6 gms of silver was deposited.

Tertiary Processing
Preparation
Selectedareasof copper and silver plate were then resistedout using a
cold setting rubber resist medium, known as 'Turco - T.F.M 539 Green'.
This was applied using a paint brush and left to hardenand cure overnight.
The unresisted areas of the sample were cleaned in preparation for the
next stage of the electroplating process. Initially the sample was
cathodically cleaned in a solution containing a wetting agent for 30
minutes, to reduce the surface tension and promote the liberation of any
surface grease and dirt. This was then rinsed and swilled in a still and then
an agitated vat of running water, before being dipped in 10% sulphuric
acid and re-rinsed. The surface of the metal had now been re-activated
enabling the sample to be transferred, immediately, to the gold plating
solution. A proprietary solution known as 'Lea Ronals' Gold 265' was
employed for this final plating operation.

Electrodeposition
Metallized surfacearea: 15 cm2 (2.3 sq")
Deposition rate:
2-3 amps
Plating duration:
30 minutes
Result
On extractionfrom the electroplatingbath the samplewas thoroughly
rinsed to removeany residuesof the solution trappedin the surfaceof the
metal - thesewould be hazardousto health and causesurfacetarnish and
oxidation. The samplewas then placed in a drying cabinet for 20 minutes.
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This was heated to a temperature of 42°C (108°F). Once dry, a xylene
based thinners was used to remove the resist medium from the surface of
the electrodeposited glass before it was treated with a thin film of
'Ecropen' lacquer.
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Sample No. 148
Primary Processing
Preparation
A sheet of 'St Juste glass - 200P' (flashed red on clear) was meticulously
cleaned using a solvent degreaser and alkali based detergent before being
rinsed and dried in warm air. A silk screen emulsion was applied and the
in
for
hours
dry
to
several
sample was set aside
a dark cabinet. The
emulsion coated glass was then placed face down onto an acetate sheet
bearing a photocopied pattern/predetermined design. This was exposed to
400 units of light for approximately 1 minute. Portions of the emulsion
exposed to the treatment cured (turning purple in colour), hardened and
adhered to the glass to form a durable resist medium. This enabled the
unexposed, soft areas of the emulsion to be washed away and eliminated
from the surface. The sample was then sandblasted to remove the red flash
from selected areas of the glass and create an embossed surface pattern.
On completion the resist medium was dissolved and removed using a
cellulose based thinners, and the glass was meticulously cleaned using a
solvent degreaser and alkali based detergent before being rinsed and dried.
Metallization Technique - Conductive silver paint/electrodag
Heraceus silver paint 'Electrodag T9058' was selectively applied to the
abraded surface of the glass. This was stoved at a temperature of 70°C
(158°F) for a duration of 30 minutes to promote the bonding properties of
the metallizing medium and lower the surface resistance (so increasing
conductivity). The sample was then cleaned using an alkali based
detergent, rinsed, acid dipped in 10% sulphuric acid and thoroughly rinsed
in cold running water before being transferred, immediately, to 'Cannings
Cuprasol Mark 5- Acid Copper Sulphate Electroplating Solution'.

Electrodeposition
Metallized surface irea: 16.7cm2(2.6 sq")
Deposition rate:
1.0 A/dm2 (10 Asf)
Actual amps: 0.2 amps
Plating duration:
13 hours. Followed by 1 hour at 2.0 A/dm2
(20 Asf).
Result
On extraction the samplewas rinsed and dried. The glasshad receiveda
very rapid and uniform surfacecoverageof electrodepositedcopper which
displayeda satinizedsurfacesheen.
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Secondary Processing
Preparation
The sample was then cathodically cleaned to re-activate the surface of the
copper, rinsed/swilled in still and agitated water, dipped in 10% sulphuric
acid (at room temperature), re-rinsed and transferred to a 'Silver Strike'
bath for 30 seconds. This was essential to prevent the formation of an
immersion deposit and promote the electrodeposition of a tenacious,
film.
On
extraction the sample was transferred,
silver
strongly adherent
immediately, to 'Schloetters Elfit Bright Silver Plating Solution'.
Electrodeposition
Metallized surface area: 16.7 cm2 (2.6 sq")
1.0 A/dm2 (10 Asf)
Deposition rate:
36 minutes
Plating duration:

Result
On extractionthe samplewas rinsed and dried. The copperdeposithad
receiveda good surfacecoverageof electroplatedsilver. This accurately
reflectedand replicatedthe surfacecharacteristics,texturesand physical
propertiesof the underlying copper film.
Tertiary Processing
Preparation
Selected areas of the silver plate were resisted out using a cold setting
rubber resist medium, known as 'Turco - T. F.M 539 Green'. This was
applied using a paint brush and then left to harden and cure overnight.
The unresisted areas of the sample were then cleaned in preparation
for the next stage of the electroplating process. Initially the sample was
cathodically cleaned in a solution containing a wetting agent for 30
minutes, to reduce surface tension, and promote the liberation of any
surface grease and dirt. This was then rinsed/swilled in a still and then an
agitated vat of running water before being dipped in 10% sulphuric acid
and re-rinsed. The surface of the silver had now been re-activated enabling
the sample to be transferred, immediately, to the gold plating solution. A
proprietary solution known as 'Lea Ronals' Gold 265' was employed for
the final plating operation.

Electrodeposition
Metallized surfacearea:6.7 cm2(1.04 sq")
Deposition rate: 2-3 amps
Plating duration: 30 minutes
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Result
On extraction from the electroplating solution the sample was thoroughly
rinsed to remove any residues of the solution from the metal, which would
be hazardous to health and cause surface tarnishing and oxidation. The
sample was then placed in a drying cabinet for approximately 20 minutes.
This was heated to a temperature of 42°C (108°F). Once dry, a xylene
based thinners was used to remove the resist medium from the surface of
the glass which was finally treated with a thin film of 'Ecropen' lacquer.
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Sample No. 150
Preparation
A mould bearinga shallow recesswas formed from a 50:50 mixture of
plasterand investrite.
Metallization Technique - Cast metal leaf
Finely crushed lead glass and gold leaf were compacted into the cavity of
the mould. This was transferred to the kiln and fired to a casting
temperature of 850°C (1562°F) for a duration of 1 hour. The glass was
annealed overnight and then extracted from the mould, cleaned, aciddipped and finally rinsed, before being introduced to the electroplating
solution.
Electrodeposition
Metallized surface area: 3 cm2 (0.5 sq") (This figure reflected the
in
the
covered
surface
actually
an externally visible
substrate
percentage of
film of gold leaf)

Depositionrate:
Actual amps:

2.0 A/dm2(20 Asf)
0.07 amps

Plating duration:

52 minutes (1 hour)

Result
Two small isolated patches of electrodeposited copper were formed around
the point of contact between the electrode wire and metallized glass
limited
high
The
together
the
coverage
of
surface
metal,
with
very
surface.
indicated
during
deposition,
recorded
poor surface
electrical resistance
conductivity. This was a direct consequence of the firing cycle; It was
apparent that during the casting process the gold leaf had disintegrated into
sparse, intermittent patches of metal, this restricted the formation of a
film,
inhibited
conductive
and
successful
coherent and continuous
electrodeposition.

The metal, was depositedin the form of a rough hispid growth which
brittle
and virtually non-adherent.
extremely
was granular,
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Sample No. 151
Metallization Technique - Fused metal powder

Glass blowing skills were employed to form a hot parison of glass.
Scropas bronze powder was then marvered on to the soft malleable surface
of the glass. The bubble was cracked off and annealed in the lehr.
During marvering, the metal powder aggregated into isolated patches
on the surface of the glass making it virtually impossible to apply the
powder in a smooth or uniform fashion. Therefore, to provide a continuous
electrically conductive pathway (across the metallized surfaces of the
glass, a fine gauge copper wire was wrapped around the form (this also
served as a connecting electrode wire). The piece was then cleaned, aciddipped and rinsed, before being transferred to the electroplating solution.

Electrodeposition
Metallized surfacearea:40 cm2(6.2 sq")
Depositionrate: 2.0 A/dm2(20 Asf)
Actual amps: 0.86 amps
Plating duration:

52 minutes (1 hour initially) extended to 8 hours

Observations
During electrodeposition, copper was preferentially deposited on the
encompassing electrode wire which, (comprised of pure metal, and) was
comparatively more conductive than the partially metallized/oxidized
surface of the glass.
Result
Thick, prominent, callous-like swellings of nodular copper were formed.
These were in direct proximity to, and projected outwards from, the
Although
the surface coverage of
wire.
surrounding electrode
electrodeposited metal was relatively poor, the process gave rise to some
interesting aesthetic effects. The final deposit was weakly adherent.
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Sample No. 152
Preparation
A sampleof window glasswas
(i) selectively sandblasted to produce a heavily/roughly abraded surface
(ii) meticulously cleaned using a solvent degreaser and alkali based
detergent before being rinsed and dried in warm air.
Metallization Technique - Conductive adhesive
A transparent, viscous, silicone sealant was applied to the mechanically
abraded surfaces of the glass, and textured using a palette knife and
modelling tools. High purity copper powder was then liberally sprinkled
on to the silicone sealant before it was left to harden and cure. Any
unadhered, excess, loose powder was freely discharged from the prepared
surface. The left-hand side of the sample was resisted using black
insulating tape before the sample was introduced to the electroplating
solution.
Electrodeposition
Metallized surface area: 21 cm2 (3.3 sq")
Deposition rate: 2.0 A/dm2 (20 Asf)
Actual amps: 0.46 amps
52 minutes (1 hour)
Plating duration:

Observations
A very high voltage was required to overcome the initial resistance/inertia
to successful electrodeposition (a reading of 0.1 amps - 0.1 volts was
registered during the early stages of the plating process). Once the
metallized film had received a coherent and continuous surface coverage
of copper, the current density spontaneously rose to 3.0 A/dm2 (30 Asf) (0.69 amps). Plating was allowed to continue for a further 3 hours.

Result
The good surfacecoverageof electrodepositedmetal was only rendered
feasiblethrough the application of a very high current density, which
encouragedthe copper to "tree" and form as a rough hispid growth around
the fringes/peripheraledgesof the deposit.
The cohesivebonding strengthat the interfacebetweenthe glassand
the silicone sealantwas an important factor in determiningthe degreeof
adhesionin the final deposit.This was moderate/goodand can thereforebe
recommendedfor practical exploitation by the A/C.
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Sample No. 155
Primary Processing
Preparation
A structural framework/composition was fabricated from a montage of
miscellaneous materials and found objects. This consisted of a variegated
assortment of tree bark and branches, sections of copper mesh, gauze,
open weave fabric, coarsely textured string, aluminium chicken wire,
washers and copper wire beaten into various shapes and forms. The
materials were collaged to form an assemblage, which was temporarily
joined together using a combination of sewing, binding and gluing
techniques. Once fabricated the skeletal framework was coated with two
films of 'Covolac', to stiffen the structure and render it acid resistant and

imperviousto the electroplatingsolution.
Metallization Technique - Copper lacquer/paste

Cannings copper bronze powder and binding lacquer No. F67406 were
mixed together in a ratio of 5 gms paste to 10 ml of lacquer to form a
grainy, viscous metal paste which was liberally applied to the framework.
This was left to harden and cure overnight. On drying the structure was
supported and suspendedfrom a specially designed jig, which was
weighted at the base to alleviate problems of buoyancy and floatation
during the electroplating process. The jig structure and supporting
framework were then transferred to the electroplating solution.

Electrodeposition
Metallized surfacearea: 130cm2(20.15 sq")
Deposition rate:
Actual amps:

1.0 A/dm2 (10 Asf)
1.4 amps

Plating duration:

12 hours, followed by 20 hours at 2.0 A/dm2
(20 Asf).

Result
There was a good surfacecoverageof metal, which enabledthe framework
to becomecompletely encapsulatedin a fairly thick, durable,adherentfilm
of electrodepositedcopper.This effectively united and coalescedthe
componentsto producea single coherentstructurewhich was both rigid
and strong.Due to the high CD, the metal formed densecallous like
encrustation'sand swollen bead-like nodulesof metal on the more exterior
edgesof the form, but was more thinly and uniformly distributed on the
central areasof the framework. The copper had a satinized,semi-bright,
appearance.
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Secondary Processing
Preparation
dried.
framework
and
was
rinsed
On completionthe electrodeposited
in
a
and
positioned
Small sectionsof flashedand stainedglasswere cut
fairly random fashion acrossthe surfaceof the structureand securely
attachedusing copperwire.
Procedure
The whole framework was then transferred to a kiln, where it was
750°C
fired
temperature
bricks
to
a
slumping
of
and
supported on
(1382°F).
Result
On annealing the structure was extracted from the kiln. The electroplated
framework had remained rigid, this enabled the glass (depending upon its
softening point and composition) to distort, bend, fuse, stretch, and slump
through the open areas of the reticulated framework. Furthermore, certain
areas of the glass had discoloured slightly to take on an iridescent surface
pallor. During the firing cycle the electroplated copper framework had
undergone surface oxidation. This produced a black scale, which was
removed to reveal the underlying metal using a toothbrush dipped in
pumice and 10% sulphuric acid. The framework was finally rinsed and
dried. To achieve a more aesthetically pleasing effect, the framework
could either be replated to produce a brighter and more lustrous surface
finish, or treated to produce a richly coloured surface patina.
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